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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
DELEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

JAN 25 1956

The Honorable
THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Washington, D.C,
SIRS I refer to the letters to me dated February 14, 1955, and July 28,
1955, the first requesting me as Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission
to assume responsibility for the technical preparations for United States
participation in the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy, and suggesting that I serve as Chairman of the United
States DelegationI the second conveying instructions and setting forth
for the guidance of the Delegation the Department's views concerning the
Conference and United States participation. In conformity with those
instructions5 I submit the attached report.
I take pleasure in complimenting, and in expressing my sincere
appreciation of, the spirit and the manner in which all mentoers of the
United States Delegation fulfilled their responsibilities. In the
fullest sense, the United States presentation at the conference was the
product of unstinting effort on the part of every segment of the United
States atomic energy program—-of industry, of academic institutions,
and of the Government» The scientists and engineers of all these organizations produced the technical papers which formed so large a part
of the United States contribution to world progress in the peaceful uses
of atomic energy. Industry contributed not only notable papers but
helped to build a large and broadly representative technical exhibit.
The cooperation of other agencies o7 the Government was wholehearted.
I have written to express our thanks to the hundreds of individuals and organizations that helped to make the United States participation, and the conference itself, a worthy contribution of promoting
the peaceful and beneficial uses of atomic energy throughout the world,
I take this opportunity to bring to your attention a few amsng the
many who made contributions. The idea for an international conference
occurred to a nxanber of leaders of sciences it was broached informally 1j me
in December, 1953, during the President's Bermuda meeting with the
prime ministers of the United Kingdom and France. Sub sequent I3'',
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Dr. Alan Waterman, Director, National Science Foundation, independently
proposed such a conference and offered the services of his agency to help
organize it. Dr. Isidor I. Rabi, Chairman of the General Advisory Committee, Atomic Energy Commission, made a similar suggestion. Dr. Rabi,
with Dr. Robert A. Gharpie, of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, as his deputy,
was the United States architect of the conference, and of United States
participation. Dr. George L« Weil left his private business as a consultant for some months to prepare and organize all technical aspects
of the United States participation. Harry S. Traynor, of AEG, ably
served as Executive Officer for the Delegation. Gerard Smith, Assistant
to the Secretary of State for Atomic Energy Affairs| Consul General
Franklin Gowen and his staff of Geneva; John McKnight, of the United
States Information Agency, and the Office of International Conferences,
Department of State, gave invaluable assistance.
Respectfully yours,

Lewis L. Strauss
Chairman
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LETTER FROM DEPARTMENT OF STATE

February 14, 1955

Dear Mr. Chairmans
The President's proposal to have convened an international scientific conference, announced by you on April 19, 1954, has moved several
steps nearer to fruition. It was, at United States initiative, the subject of a resolution of the General Assembly. Pursuant to this resolution j the Advisory Committee to the Secretary General of the United
Nations met and advised conR8r>-iing a topical agenda for the Conference
and the Rules of Procedure that should govern it. I am enclosing a
copy of despatch 605 of February 4 from our Delegation to the United
Nations which encloses, in t-arn^ a copy of the Secretary General^s
invitation to the United States Goveinment to participate in the Conference and also the topical agenda and Rules of Procedure.
Since the Conference will be convened on August 8 at Geneva,
the Rules provide for the submission of titles and abstracts of Conference papers, if -Dossible, not later than May 15. In view of this
tight time schedule, jvery effort will have to be made to take immediate
steps to plan for this Government's presentations at the Conference,
to organize the United States Delegation to the Conference, and to plan
for exhibits by the Ucited States at the Conference.
In view of the Initiative taken by you in the matter of the
Conference and the technical and scientific character of the Conference.
I feel that the Atomic Energy Connnission should take the primary responsibility in the technical planning for United States participation,
although the over-all political responsibility for United States participation in the Conference, of coarse, resides in the Department of
State. Specifically it would seem appropriate for the Commission to
solicit appropriate technical papers, screen all papers (solicited and
unsolicited), insure that only the best United States papers are presented to the Conference, make recommendations to the Department on
the composition of the United States Delegation, and plan for significant eadiibits by the United States at the site of the Conference.
I understand, that Dr» George L. Weil, formerly Assistant Director of the CoimnissioR^'s Division of Reactor Development and now a
Consultant to the CoimEissioa, is agreeable to serving in the capacity
of Technical Director for United States participation in the Conference.
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The Department of State will inform all interested agencies of the United
States Government about the Conference and at the same time furnish copies
of the pertinent documents. It is assumed that Dr. Weilj in his capacity
of Technical Director5 will imdertake to secure the views of these other
agencies as to the possible contribations of a technical and scientific
nature they are prepared to make to the Conference, In order that these
agencies may be informed of the important role that Dr. Weil will play
in connection with United States participation in the Conference, copies
of this letter are being sent along with the other documents referred
to above.
It will be noted that this Government is obligated to provide
the Secretary General of the United Nations at an early date with the
name of an American citizen for designation as one of the Vice Presidents of the Conference. Also, suggestions shoixld be offered the Secretary General as to individuals who may be designated to act as Chairman
and Rapporteurs of Sections of the Conference. lour views on nominees
for these positions would be appreciated.
Under Rule 2 of the Rules of Procedure, each participating
State may designate five Representatives to the Conference. The Repre-—
sentatives may be accompanied by such nimber of Advisers as may be
required to insure adequate presentation and discussion of technical
papers. I should like to suggest that you consider accepting the
position of Chairman of the United States Delegation to the Conference.
In addition, your* comments as to the other members of the group, both
governmental and non-govemmental, would be most helpful.
With respect to United States representation, it shotild be remembered that the United States nominee for the position of Vice President of the Conference and any suggested Chairmen and Rapporteurs of
Sections accepted by the Secretary General, should be members of the
United States Delegation as the expenses of their attendance will be
a charge against this Government and not the United Nations, Foniial
nominations of delegation members should be accompajiied by a statement
attesting to their loyalty and security*
Rule 4 of the Rules of Procedure provides that credentials
shall be presented to the Conference Secretary General not less than
14 days before the opening of the Conference. After receipt of your
recommendations, the Department will determine the composition of the
Delegation to meet this deadline. Any comniitments concerning participation will, of course, be contingent upon such approval.
There is one other point that I would like to bring to your
attention, namely the issuance of an initial press release on United
States participation in the Conference. I believe that such a release
should be issued jointly by the Department and the Atomic Energy Commission. It should include information on the agenda. Rules of Procedure, and point up the Commission's responsibility within the United
States Goverranent for the scientific and tephnical planning for United
States participation in the Conference,
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The Office of the Special Assistant for Atomic Energy and the
Bureau of International Organization Affairs will continue to be responsible in the Department for all phases of the planning and prepara^
tion for the Conference and will be in constant touch with Dr. W e H
and his staff.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Herbert C. Hoover, Jr.
Under Secretary
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REPORT ON THE CONFERENCE
As Chairman of the United States Delegation, and on behalf of
myself and the other Official Representatives—-Dr. Willard P, Libby,
Dr*, Detlev Bronk, Dr« !» I^ Rabi, and Dr* Shields Warren—I tender
this report on the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy^ held by the United Nations in Geneva, Switzerland,
between August 8 and August 20, 1955i»
Every indication points to the conclusion that the Conference
must be regarded as an unqualified successe The statements of delegates of the 73 nations represented^ the messages conveyed from the
heads of states to the Conference^ the interest of the public, and
the comments of the news agencies throughout the world, all support
this judgmento It is equally the considered consensus of the
Official Representatives of the United States and their advisers*
The volume of the scientific and technical information exchanged is evidenced by the fact that the United Nations will
require 16 volumes to publish the Conference proceedings** In the
judgment of the United States Delegation's Technical Advisers, the
quality of the papers submitted, and the discussions of these papers,
matched the best scientific forums^ The discussions among delegates
were deemed generally free and frank* The spirit of cooperation and
friendliness among delegates of all the Nations represented at the
Conference was entirely in harmony with that engendered a few weeks previously in Geneva during the Conference of President Eisenhower with
the Prime Ministers of France^ the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
and the United KlngdcMo
The measure of the Conference's success in all these particulars
was the unanimity of the response to President Eisenhower's expressed
hope^ which I was privileged to voice in Geneva, that another international conference on peaceful uses of atomic energy could be held
within two or thre® years^ Prime Minister Bulganin of the USSR later
made a similar suggestion in a formal message sent to the Conference %
closing session^ Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold in his report on
the Conference to the United Nations General Assembly on September 14,
1955s) stated that the President of the Conference, Dr. Homi J^ Bhabha,
of India J, had found that there was "universal sentiment* « ^for another
scientific conference o « ..to carry fojrward the work so well begun*"
It is gratifying to be able to report the conviction of the
United States Official Representatives that this Conference has isade a
genuine contribution toward opening the way for world-wide cooperation
*

See Appendix XXI
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to place atomic energy at the peaceful service of all nationse President
Eisenhower^s leadership in this broad effort was generously praised*
Speakers at the Conference referred repeatedly to the President's address
before the Urdted Nations General Assembly on December 8, 1953,* in
which he declared§
"« » othe United States pledges before you—and therefore
before the world—its determination to help solve the
fearful atomic dilemmae » o to devote its entire heart
and mind to find the way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his death^
but consecrated to his lifes"
At the Conference, Official Representatives of the United States
called attention to the positive steps which this country was taking in
cooperation with other nations, and would continue to take, to fulfill
this pledges
the United States conmitment to allocate 200 kilograms of
fissionable uranium for use by other nations in research reactors;
the offer to contribute to the cost of building research
reactors in other countries;
the opening of reactor training courses to students from
abroad;
the invitations to medical and surgical experts from
abroad to share in the work of cancer hospitals where
atomic energy products are used in research and therapy;
the gifts of technical libraries of US Atomic Inersr Commission publications to 29 nations;
the bilateral agreements of cooperation initialed or
signed with 2? nations to share with the United States in
development of peaceful uses of atomic energy, the discussions looking toward further agreements; and
the new approach to speedier development accomplished
by smendiag United States atomic energy law so as to promote wider participation by United States industry, and
\fider dissemination of information through international
GOOperation»
The international pool of atomic energy materials and knowledge,
and the forming of an international agency to promote the peaceful uses
*

Text of President Eisenhower^s address in Appendix XI
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of atomic energy, which President Eisenhower proposed, could not be
discussed in a nonpolitical conference, dedicated as this one was to
scientific and techrdcal information and problems. Several speakers
nevertheless referred to the formation of an international agency as
being highly desirable.
It will not be possible for some time to
results of the Conference* Certain results can
and others can be inferred as probable» In the
States Official Representatives, the Conference
things?

appraise fully the
be cited with confidence,
opinion of the United
accomplished these

lo The exchange of information, and the friendly intercourse among delegates to the Conference, began the reestablishment of world-wide communication among atomic
scientists and engineers® The stimulation of these contacts, the access to new and broader information, provides
an opportunity for the inventive imagination of the world
of science to e3q5lore, to discover, and to develop^ new
knowledge for the benefit of all nations.
2. Great quantities of scientific and technical information, some of which never before had been made generally
available, .were freely exchanged among the delegates of
all nations. All nations learned new facts. Countries on
the brink of wide atomic development will consequently be
able to plan ahead with greater confidence. Nations still
without atomic programs have acquired a workable basis for
determining what they can best undertake and how to go
about it.
3. Through the full reports on the Conference which were
widely carried by the news services of the world, people
everywhere have had the opportunity to learn of the many
useful and constructive purposes to which atomic energy
can be applied for their betterment and welfare. As a
consequence of this and of further cooperation among
nations, it is reasonable to hope that the blind dread of
atoirdc energy J, which many may have felt if they knew
atomic energy only as a destructive force, may be abated.
This is particularly true since the Conference emphasized
the highly significant fact that the scientific and industrial development changes being brought about by atomic
energy, which can profoundly alter the economies and
patterns of life of peoples throughout the world, is being
guided by considerations for the biological requirements
of man, and directed toward advancing human welfare.
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In the opinion of the United States Official Representatives,
these accomplishments must be regarded not only as gains for the world,
but equally as progress in the fulfillment of fundamental United States
policieso It seems to us further that, from the standpoint of national
self-interest, certain additional results should be listed?
4. The volxime and quality of work reported by the
United States to harness atomic energy for the welfare
and betterment of man, and this nation^s willingness to
share its knowledge and to learn from others, could not
have helped but convince delegates from other nations
of the sincerity of United States efforts to "strip the
atom of its military casing and to adapt it to the arts
of peaces" The reports these delegates make to their
nations, and the news of the Conference which has preceded them^ should convey a new understanding of the
peaceful policies and intentions of the United States.
5. If we are correct in this estimate, it must
follow as a result of the Conference that people in
other nations will have a greater understanding of
the United States desire and efforts to achieve a
decent and enduring peace.
The Official Representatives would urge that this hopeful
progress toward bettering world conditions and toward achieving world
peace be considered no more than tentative at this point» They
believe that the gains can be consolidated by continuing and expanding, as rapidly as may be feasible, the positive actions this countryhas taken under the President's Atoms for Peace program. We submit
that the Conference has fully justified the money, the effort, and
time invested in it, as the President recognized in urging that this
conference should be followed by another to continue "this great
beginning of international cooperation."
To assure that the United States in future conferences will
continue to measure up to the obligations placed upon this nation by
its position of world leadership in the development of peaceful uses
of atomic energy, and to enable the United States to promote by
this means its determined policy of international cooperation for
peace and human welfare, the United States Official Representatives
recommend s
lo Tha,t_t.&® J n i l M StatesJJoyermient begin to
2l.an_jiow_for_partici£ation_l.n a se£ond__international
SPI^SFSPS^J^H th®. E®SPS.fll.iis_e£ of^atomic. fners?"!, and

.xviii

2» That3heJ)epartment of_Statejpromptlx i n i t i a t e
4oJ,nt |!.ction^aaong_the„a£pro£riate„d@partmen^
£fj3ovgiiJii©nt 2^th_a_vlew to^, assigning. spegific reiponsi^billtyJ'O each^^and^staxting now to^take a n liecessari steps
to_pre£aEe_for„Unlted^tates^^rtici£aii2n4.

Respectfully submitted.

..Msm£X^^>M4tiimBfl..,.^^
Lewis L. Strauss

_ .JJj-p-yt

I. I. Rabi

Detlev ¥. Bronk

Shields Warren

,,^=x.

Chairman

. Vice-Chairaan

THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE
PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY
A Summary
Sixty member states of the United Nations and 24 other states
represented on 10 specialized agencies of the United Nations, as well
as representatives of the 10 specialized UN agencies themselves, were
invited by the Secretary*General of the United Nations on Februaiy 1,
1955» to participate in the International Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy, held in the United Nations* Geneva, Switzerland,
headquarters, the Palais des Nations, between August 8 and August 20,
1955.
Secretaiy of State John Foster Dulles had proposed consideration
of the Conference as an agenda item in an address* before the United
Nations General Assembly on September 23, 1954» The General Assembly's
Resolution 810 (IX),** approved unanimously on December 4» 1954> was
Jointly sponsored before the General Assembly's Comnittee I by seven
nations: Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the United States. The invitations issued by
Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold : incorporated a topical agenda and
a statement of rules and procedures*** These were pronulgated by Jfre
Hanunarskjold after consultation with the Conference Advisory Cramittee
established by Resolution 810 (IX) and comprising members from Brazil,
Canada, France, India, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.
The members of the Conference Advisory Committee weres
Brazil

-

Mr. Jayme de Barros Gomes.
Alternate! Prof. Joaquim da Costa RibeLro.

Canada

-

Dr. W. B, Lewis.

France

-

Dr. Bertrand Goldschmidt.

India

-

Dr. Homi J, Bhabha.

USSR

-

Academician Dimitri Skobeltzin,

UK

-

Sir John Cockcroft.
Alternates Dr. J, V. Dunworth

US

-

Dr. I. I. Rabi.

The rules of procedures as accepted by the Conference Advisory
Committee, and promulgated by Mr. Hammarskjold, were designed to keep the
*
Text of addresses by Secretary of State Dulles and by Ambassador Henry Gabo
Lodge are in Appendix XIII.
** Text of Resolution, Rules and Procedures and Topical Agenda are in Appendix XIV.
,.S.-

Conference focused strictly on technical and scientific discussions, to
prersnt the intrusion of political issues, and to facilitate organization
of the Gonfefence, and to define simple and precise procedures so as to
make it possj.ble to handle the great volume of information presented at
the Conference by a large number of participants. Ample powers were given
to the Secretary General of the Conference, and to the presiding officers.
Officers were appointed by the UN Secretary General on recommendations of
the Conference Advisory Committee, and affirmed by acclamation at the Conference's opening session,,
The officers of the Conference weres
Presidents

Dr. Homi J, Bhabha (India).

Vice-Presidents

General Bernardino C. de Mattos (Brazil)j
Dr. ¥. B. Lewis (Canada)^
Professor Francis Perrin (France),
Academician D. V. Skobeltzin (USSR),
Sir John Cockcroft (UK),
Dr. I. I. Rabi (US).

Conference
Secretary
General;

Professor Walter G, llhilman (US).

Conference Deputy
Secretary
Dr. Viktor S. Vavilov (USSR).
Generals
ChalT»ai ji and Vice-ChalrTien of the 52 technical sessions were appointed
by the United Nations on th basis of nominations by the various countries,
and with the advice of the representative of each country on the UN Secretary General % staff.
Seventy-three nations and eight specialized agencies of the United
Nations were represented at Geneva; a total of 1,428 delegates^ In addition to 902 representatives of the news services and nedia of the worlds
there were lj,334 official observers, principally from nongovernmental organizations, academic institutions and industrial concerns. A total of
lj,067 technical and scientific papers was submitted to the Conference from
23 Nations and from four UN agencies 5 the ¥orld Health Organization, the
Food and Agriculture Qrganizationj the United Nations Economic, Social, and
Cultural Organisation, and the United Nations Organizatione
The agenda of the Conference was balanced between plenary sessions
on general subjects, and sections on technical subjects. There were plenary
sesisions on August Sj, 9^ lOj, and morning of August 11, and the afternoon of
August 20—eight naif-day sessions in all. &i the afternoon of August 10
and tne morning of August 11, there were two concurrent technical sections.
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Dr. I, I. Rabi (left). United States, shaking hands with
Academician Dmitri V, Skobeltzinj Soviet Union, before meeting of Advisory Committee for Conference at U. N. Headquarters. Standing between
them is Dr. J. V. Dunworth, United Kingdom,
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and during the rest of the Conference, there were three technical sections
each morning and afternoon (except Sunday) through the morning of August 20,
a total of 52. Plenary sessions dealt with such broad topics as future
world needs for energy, the economics of atoHiic energy, programs of interiistional cooperation, and scientific education. The technical sections
discussed research and power reactors; reactor theory| reactor physics;
fuel elementsI fissionable products and their extractioni raw materials
exploration and processing; waste disposal and health protection! radioactive materials in diagnosis and therapy, in industry, and in agriculture | and production, handling, and use of radioisotopes.*
In addition to the general and technical sessions of the
Conference, a series of 10 evening lectures was scheduled in which leading
men of science from seven nations discussed matters of general scientific
or public interest** Nine riations presented technical exhibits which
m.ve placed in and about the Palais des Nations? Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Framrre, Norway, Sweden, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
Ucited Kingdem and the United States. An educational and conmercial
exposition was held simultaneously at the Palais des Expositions in
downtown Geneva. This was not an official part of the Conference, but
was under the auspices of the Swiss Federal Council, the United Nations,
the State Co'uncil of the Republic and Canton of Geneva, and the Administrative Council of the City of Geneva. Industries from eight
nations took part in the coBnaercial exhibit? Belgium, France, Lichtenstein, Netherlands, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States, and
West Germany. The govemaients of France and the United Kingdom presented educational exhibitions; the United States sponsored an educational "Atoms for Peace" show, and US commercial and industrial organizations made independent arrangements to take part in the trade
fair,»
A program of documentary and technical motion pictures was
presented daily in a small theater at the Palais des Nations, rotating
21 films prepared in the four official languages of the Conference1
English, French, Russian and Spanish. Canada presented two films,
Fraiice two, Norway one, the USSR three, the United Kingdom five, and
the United States eight for this program.
The Conference was unique among international scientific
conferences in that it was the first to be held in which all phases of
a broad field were covered, from fundamental physics and biology, to
their ^.ppliGation in medicine, engineering, and industry.

* FJJJL agenda and the full program of the Conference are given in
Appendix X?
-!Bf See Appendix Xo
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General view of the opening session of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in the Assembly H a n of
the Palais des Nations, taken from near the rostrum.
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The United Nations Conference evolved from earlier Ifeited States
plans to hold a similar conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy*
The first public suggestion for such a conference if«as made by Chairman
Lewis L. Strauss, of the Atomic Energy Commission in an add3res8 on
April 19, 1954, when he stated on authority of President Eisenhower:
"...the President'e intention to arrange. . .an
international conferense of scientists. . .devoted
to the exploration of the benign and peaceful uses
of atomic energy."*
A few days later. Chairman Strauss requested Dr. I. I. Habi,
Chairman, General Advisory Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission,.to•
undertake preliminary plaiming. Out of his work with officials of
the AEC and the Department of State, and his consultations with British,
Canadian and French scientists, grew the plan which ultimately resulted in the International Conference of the United Nations.
The Atomic Energy Commission began active planning for Ifeited
States participation in the Conference in October, 1954, still imder
the guidance of Dr. Rabi. On Decoober 14, 1954, I)r« Rabi was appointed
US Representative on the UN Conference Advisory Committee. In Febrttaiy,
1955, after the State Department formally requested ABC to undertake
preparations. Chairman Strauss appointed Dr. George L. Weil, private
consultant and former AEC <r>fficial, to take charge of technical preparations for US participation, to asseiable the technical papers, plan
and arrange exhibits, and tsike such other steps as were necessary to
assure that the US presentation was representative of atomic energy
enterprise in the United States.
Under the rules of proc riures of the United Nations Conference,
each participating nation was er olx-^^ed +.o appoint five official representatives,** to be accoE^xanied by t. -niiical advisers and other staffas required. The Official Representatives of the Ifaited States werej
Mr. Lewis L<. Strauss, Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commission, Chairman of the Delegation.
Dr. Willard F. Libby, Atomic EnaSrgy Commissioner,
Vicfc-Chairman cf the Delegation.
•«Text of address by Chairmar Lewis L. Strauss is given in Aj^ndix XII
•»*Official representatives OJL other 72 paarticipatliig nations, with t$*lr
advisers are listed in Appendix X?I

xix

The bench of the Official Representatives of the United States
in the Assembly Hall of the Conference: Right to left. Chairman
Lewis L. Strauss I Conference historian, Mrs. Laura Fermi| Commissioner
Willard F. Libby, Helegation vice-chairman, and Dr. John A. Hall,
Director AEC Division of International Affairs.
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Dr# Isidor lo Rabi, Chairman, General Advisory
Committee, AECj Hlggins Professor of Physics,
Columbia University^
Dro Detlev W« Bronk, President, National Academy
of Sciencesi President, Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Researcho
Dr, Shields Warren, Scientific Director, Cancer
Research Institute, New England Deaconess
Hospital,
The Official Representatives had eight Congressional advisers, 192
technical and other advisers, and a secretariat and staff comprising 84
principals (including 9 of the advisers) and 118 others—a total of 398
persons,* of whom 327 were accredited to the Conference« The Congressional advisers, all from the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy, weres Senator Clinton Bs Anderson, Chairmani Senator John 0^
Pastors, Senator Bourke Be Hickenlooper, Senator John W, Bricker, and
Representative Carl T» Durham, Representative Ghet Holifield, Representative W, Sterling Cole, and Representative Carl Hinshaw^
Members of the US Delegation named as Chairmen of Conference Technical
Sections were! Dr. Ja C^ Bugher, Dr# Jo Ps Howe, Dr^ Do J, Hughes,
Dr. ¥. F. Libby, Dr<, Glenn Seaborg, Dr* F« H« Spedding, Dr» ?«, F« Weisskopf
and Dr» E. P„ Wigner,
The techmcal and scientific direction and administration of the US
Delegation was under the leadership of Dr« Weil who headed the Office of
Technical Programs and Exhibits, with MTS Thomas Oo Jones as his administrative officer. He was assisted by Dr» Paul W« McDaniel (AEC), Technical
Papers Officerj Dr» George Manov (ABC), Reactor Officer} and Dr« Alberto
Thompson (AEC), Technical Exhibits Officer^^ The Delegation^ Information
Office was under the direction of John P» McKnight (USIA) with Mr, Morse
Salisbury (AEC), Mr, Joseph Hanson (USIA), and !fr, Richard Friedman (State)
as deputies. The Office of Liaison and Protocol was under Mr*, John A, Hall
(AEC), and the Classification Office under Dr. Charles D« Luke (AEC), with
Mr, C. L, Marshall (AEC) as deputy^ The Special Services Office had Mr,
Daniel H, Clare, Jro (State) and Mrs Bryan F^ LaPlante (AEC) as co-directors,
with ]&•, K, 0, LyTich (State) and Mr, R* G, Cavanaugh (AEC) as deputies.
The Administrative Office was headed by Mr, Albert J, Ciaffone (State) with
Mr, H, D, Anamosa (AEC) and G, R. Koontz (State) as deputies.
The Executive Officer of the US Delegation was MPO Harry S, Traynor
(AEC)| Deputy Executive Officer, Mr, George M, Fennemore (State)»

*

Complete list of advisers and staff is given in Appendix X?I
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Congressional advisers to the United States delegation at the
Conference, seated behind the United Kingdom delegation (Royaume-Uni),
left to right. Senator Clinton P,, Anderson, Chairman, Joint Congressional
Committee on Atomic Energy, Representative Carl T, Durham, Senator Bourke
B« Hickenlooper, Representative Sterling Cole, Senator John W, Bricker,
Senator John A, Pastore.
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The United States submitted 512 technical papers for the Conference,
nearly 48^ of the total ooritributed by all Nations, It presented 176 of
the 450 papers given oral-Ly at the Gonference~-39^ of the total, US Scientific Secretaries were appointed for eacfi plenary session or technical section of the Conference, They provided brief records of discussions for
the convenience of the US Delegates, and in addition called pre-sectlon
meetings of US Delegates in order to assure the best possible presentation of material and to promote good discussions. The US Scientific
Secretaries were? Dr, Walter D« Glaus, Dr. R, Carson Dalzell, Dr. Edward
Epremian, Dr. L*. E. Glenaenin, Dr. George A, Kolstai, Dr, Karl M. Mayer,
Dr, Robert D. Nininger, Dr. P a d B, Pearson, Dr. Alvin Radkowsky, and
Dr, Ulysses M. Staebler,-'*•
Delegates from the US delivered four of the ten evening lectures.
On August 11, Professor Ernest 0. Lawrence spoke on '•High Current Acoele~
rators'*! on Augast 15, Professor Hans A, Bethe discussed ^'Elementary
Particless Light Mesons", and in ar^other parallel lecture, Professor
Willard F, Libby spoke on *flaiioearb'ja Dating"; on August 17$ Dr. Alexander
Hollaender lectured on ^Modification sf Radiation Response«.-^Hf
The US technical exhibit was in five partss the US Research
Reactor Exhibit, an operating pool-type research reactor, installed in a
specially constructed building on the grotands of the Palais des Nations
which was \dsited by approxiiaately 63j>400 persons during the two weeks
of the Conference I-^HH'r the US Technical Exhibit, in Room X? of the Library
Wing of the Palais des Nations, to which 105 academic, non-profit, and
commercial organissations contributed and which drew about 36p200 visitors j-«*•*«the Mobile Health Unit set up in a truck semi-trailer on the Palais Groux<o.Sj,
which was visited by some 25,000 personsi**-"- the US Technical Library
Exhibit, also in the Library Wing of the Palais des Nations, which served
as a reference library for delegates, and which had about 19,500 visitors r*^"^'" and the 8-film contribution to the UN Conference program of
technical and documentary motion pictures.^^HSIn the educational and coianercial exhibit held at the Palais des
Expositions in downtown Geneva under Swiss and United Nations auspices,
the United States Government presented the United States Information
Agency*s educational display. * ^^ * This included an «»Atoms for Peace"
show from West Geiuiany and exhibits from 18 US organizations. Adjoining
it were exhibits by 20 US industrial and commercial organizations which
had made independent arraj;igements with the Swiss sponsors. Altogether,
in these exhibits, and including the 105 contrioutors to the Tecjhntcal
Exhibit at the Palais des Nations, 143 separate institutions and organizations participated. In addition, 50 associations and publishing
houses assisted in the Technical Library Exhibit,

* Summaries of Conference Sections, papers and discussions, are given
in Appendices I and II
->Hf- Appendix III gives a report on the evening lectures.
«Hf Appendices IV, ¥, ¥1, VII, IX, and X give details and descriptions
of these five exhibits
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The US Delegation's Information Office was organized for three main
purposes2 (l) to provide service to news media, particularly in interpreting
technical material| (2) through Conference coverage to keep the Official
Representatives clcsely in touch with all Conference activitiesi and (3)
to advise on the needs of news media as they developed.
Before and during the Conference, a number of news releases was issued,*
News conferences were held by DFO Rabi at New York and Pairs in May and by
Chairman Strauss and Dr, Weil at New Tork and Washington in JunOj, and by
Drs Weil at Geneva in August, During the Conference^ two press conferences
were held by Chairman Strauss and Commissioner Libby,* In the first^ Chairman Strauss paid tribute to the Conference for "reopening lines of caumunication between men who have not been in comifflmication for many years", and
announced establishment by the Ford Motor Company of a fl million fund to
provide world-«ide atoms-for-peace awards. In the second. Chairman Strauss
discussed the prospects for thermonuclear power., He confinned that the US
had a program in this field but counseled that %here has been nothing in
the nature of break-throughs that would warrant anyone assuming that this
was anything except a very long range—and I would accent the word *very^—
prospect,"
The US took the occasion of the Conference to announce on August 8,
1955y its prices for lease of enriched uranium and for sale of normal uranium and heavy water,
A major news release was a showing in Geneva of a. motion picture on
production of electricity by the AEC^s ejqjerimental boiling water reactor.
Borax II, The film pictured the town of Arco, Idaho, normally supplied
with electricity by a conventional system, being lighted and powered experimentally for one hour with electricity generated by heat from the reactor on July 17, 1955—the first American community to receive its entire
supply of electricity from a nuclear reactor.
Early in the planning scages of US participation in the Conference,
AEG undertook to prepare an S-volume set of selected reference materialj,
a collection of teehm.cal unclassified information on various peaceful uses
of atomic enersr, together with a special introductory volume which was
printed in the four official languages of the Conferences -English, French,
Russian, and Spanish,-"•-5«'- An initial presentation of the introductory volume
was made at a luncheon August 9 to officers of the Conference| other copies were made available through the US Technical Libraiy at the Palais des
Nations to all official -representatives of all nations.
On the final day of the Conference, the US presented to the UI a
reference and depository libraiy, which formed the core of the US Technical
Library Exhibit at the Conference, This was similar to 34 libraries that
have been presented by the US to other countries. On that day also. Chairman Strauss, on behalf of the US government, signed over to Prof, Paul
Scherrer, acting on behalf of the Swiss government, the research reactor
*
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of press releases and transcripts of press conferences are given
Appendices XVII and XVIII, An analyses of press coverage abroad
the Conference is in Appendix XIX
Appendix ¥111 for details and descripticii.
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exhibited at Geneva which they had arranged to purchase under an agreement of cooperation signed July 18, 1955 •'^''
In the planning stages of the Conference, Dr. Rabi pledged to
other nations that the US wotiLd throw its "fuU weight" behind preparations for the Conference, and would gather "the best work of the best
brains" for its participation. The Official Representatives of the US
believe that this promise was fulfilled in the US presentations at the
Conference, and that the US contribution to world knowledge through the
Conference was entirely representative of US progress in developing, in
all its many aspects, the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

-"- Appendix XX lists other special activities of US Delegation in Geneva
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APPENDIX I —

PLENARY SESSIONS OF CONFERENCE

Opening Session of Conference —

1

The Conference, which President Eisenhower characterized as incomparable in "scope, importance (and) widespread interest" to the world,
convened August 8 in the Assembly Hall of the Palais des Nations. All
2000 seats at the first plenary session were occupied by delegates,
advisers, observers, and the news correspondents. Presided over by
Dr. Homi J. Bhabha (India) President, the Conference heard greetings
and good wishes from the chiefs of state of France, India, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics,the United Kingdom, and the United States,
read by members of the respective delegations. Chairman Strauss read
the message from President Eisenhower.
The Conference began with a welcome from M. Max Petitpierre,
President of the Swiss Confederation, delivered in French.
"Solidarity," he said, "has been forced upon us by events. We
must at last understand that unless we all go forward together, we shall
all go back together." He forecast that the Conference would enable
scientists of all the participating countries to share discoveries in
the use of atomic energy for the ultimate benefit of mankind.
Dr. Bhabha then introduced Mr, Dag Hammarskjold, Secretary
General of the United Nations who recalled that the Conference had
its origins in President Eisenhower^s address to the General Asseatoly
of the United Nations in December, 1953? Mr. Hammarskjold declared he
was sure that the exchange of scientific data at the Conference would
"turn men^s thoughts away from war to peace" by the removal "of barriers to understanding and friendship" of the postwar decade.
Messages were then read from chiefs of those states which played,
in Dr. Bhabha*s words, "a prominent role in organizing this Conference."
M. Guillaumat, head of the French delegation, read a message from Edgar
Faure, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of France| Dr. Bhabha read
the message from Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India| Academician
D. V, Skobeltzin, head of the USSR delegation, read a message from
Nicholai Bulganin, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics; and Sir Edwin Plowden, Chairman of the
-British Atomic Energy Authority, read a message from Prime Minister
Sir Anthony Eden.
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M. Faure, Mr. Nehru, and Sir Anthony expressed a common hope
that the Conference would show ways to develop peaceful uses of atomic
energy so that its development could help in time to raise the standard
of living throughout the world. Mr. Bulganin stressed particularly
a hope that the Conference would be an important step toward international cooperation among nuclear scientists.
Mr. Strauss then read President Eisenhower*s message in which
he reaffirmed the pledge given in his address to the United Nations
General Assembly, nearly two years before, that the United States was
determined to employ atomic energy for the general use, and not abuse,
of all mankind. In his message to the Conference, the President saids
"Please accept my warmest greetings and sincere
good wishes — on behalf of the people of the United
States — for the success of this first International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held
under the auspices of the United Nations,
^ "You — the world's foremost nuclear scientists
and engineers, who are penetrating the mysteries of
atomic energy — most surely know how the atom stands
ready to become man^s obedient and tireless servant,
if man will only allow it.
"The knowledge and vision which you possess
carries with it a great opportunity — and a great
challenge. Your lives are dedicated to the search
for knowledge and truth. You hold the respect of
your peoples because they look to you for words
of calm, unadorned scientific fact.
"You can best unfold to the peoples of the world
the bright promise of the benign atom,
"You meet in Geneva under conditions favorable
to this great purpose.
"No other scientific gathering of such scope
and importance, or of such widespread interest, has
ever taken place. The peoples of the world are represented. At hand is a rich opportunity to restore
old lines of free scientific communication which have
been disrupted for so many years. The knowledge and
skills which each of you has acquired in his own country
to put the atom to work for peaceful purposes will be
circulated and shared in the friendly atmosphere of
hospitable Switzerland with its age-old tradition of
freedom.
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"This atmosphere is encouraged also by the fact
that the United Nations Resolution of last December 4th,
which created your Conference, limited its concern to
scientific and technical matters. It is expressly nonpoliticals
"You meet, therefore, as free men of science,
interested only in enriching man^s store of knowledge
about this wonderful discovery.
"Science speaks in. many tongues. The advancement of the nuclear arts has been the work of men of
many nations. That is so because the atom itself is
non-political. It wears no nationality and recognizes
no frontiers. It is neither moral nor immoral. Only
man*s choice can make it good or evil. The phenomenon
of nuclear fission having been revealed to man, it is
still left to him to determine the use to which it shall
be put.
"On December 8, 1953, I had the privilege of addressing the General Assenisly of the United Nations on
the subject which occupies this Conference — world cooperation for the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.
"I stated then, and I reaffirm now, that the
United States pledges its detennination to help find
ways by which the niiraeul.ous inventiveness of man
shall not be dedicated to his death, but consecrated
to his life.
"This pledge which we gave 20 months ago has
become the law of our land, written into our statutes
by the American Congress in the new Atoadc Energy Act
of 1954. The new act states in forthright language
that we recognize our responsibilities to share with
others, in a spirit of cooperation, what we know of
the peaceful, atomic art* To further encourage such
cooperation with other nations, the new act relaxes
the previously existing restrictions on independent
atomi.c research and development by private industry,
thereby further elearing the way for cooperation with
others.
"Since our new Atomic Energy Act became law
a year ago, we have striven in many ways and ever in
a spirit of good will to translate its words and its
purpose into concrete action.
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"That is the way we interpret our responsibility
and the responsibility of all nations of good will.
"We appeal not alone to Governments to join with
us in this cooperative endeavor. We are hopeful also that
business and professional groups throughout the world will
become interested and will provide incentives in finding new
ways that this science can be used,
"All of the enlightened nations of the world are
spending large sums every year on programs of health,
education and economic development. They do so because
they know that disease, ignorance and the lack of economic
opportunity are the dark breeding places of disorders and
wars.
"Every scientific tool available has been brought
to bear in this effort,
"Atomic science is the newest and the most promising tool of all,
"In your capable hands, I am confident it can be
made to perfoim greatly for the betterment of human
living."
Dr. Bhabha, as Conference President, delivered the major address
of the opening session. He declared that atomic power had become "an
absolute necessity,"
He spoke of three epochs in human history, each of which was
marked by a revolutionary change in the energy pattern of society.
In the first epoch, he said, man existed on earth for about
250,000 years although the earliest recorded civilizations only date
back some 8,000 years. These early civilizations had a common foundations all energy for doing work was supplied by muscle, either
animal or human.
In the second epoch. Dr. Bhabha said, men turned to the widespread use of chemical energy, especially that obtained by burning
coal and oil, and this leads tothe industrial evolution. As a result, total consumption of energy rose enormously, is still going
up, and will continue to rise, together with the world'^s population.
This would mean. Dr. Bhabha believed, that world reserves of coal,
oil, gas shale and oil shale would be exhausted in under a century.
Presently known reserves of coal and oil were insufficient, he said,
to enable txnder-developed countries, containing a major part of the
world*s population, to attain and maintain a standard of living
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comparable to that of industrially advanced countries. This meant.
Dr. Bhabha said, that atomie energy will be not merely an aid| it will
be "an absolute necessity."
The third epoch was atomic, relatively near at hand. This
would. Dr. Bhabha said, bring quantities of fissionable material into
the hands of many nations. Such a responsibility would demand, therefore, "an international society in which major states have agreed to
maintain peace."
"The historical period we are just entering in which atomic
energy released by the fission process will supply some of the power
requirements of the world, may well be regarded one day as the primitive period of the atomic age". Dr. Bhabha said. "It is well kijown
that atomic energy can also be obtained by a fusion process, as in
the H-bomb, and there is no basic scientific knowledge in our possession today to show that it is impossible for us to obtain this
energy from the fusion process in a controlled manner. The techriieal
problems are formidable, but one should remember that it is not yet
fifteen years since atomic energy was released in an atomic pile for
the first time by Fermi. I venture to predict that a method will
be found for liberating fusion energy in a controlled manner within
the next two decades. When that happens, the energy problems of
the world will truly have been solved forever, for the fuel will be
as plentiful as the heavy hydrogen in the oceans."
Dr. Bhabha concluded his address with these wordss
"All the basic discoveries upon -which atomic energy is based
were made before the Second World War by scientists of many nations
working in free and fu±l ccllaboration. The war put an end to this
free exchange of knowledge, and most of the technical developments
concerning atomic energy were made subsequently by a few nations,
each working in isolation behind a wal..^ of secrecy. This Conference,
arising out of the bold initiative of President Eisenhower, has already broken down many of these barriers and we have come to know
of the remarkable advances in atomic energy achieved in several ccur~
tries of which we were totallj? ignorant hitherto. It is to be htped
that through lihe remarkable improvement in the political cliinate
which has taken place recently, and which we hope will continue, the
barriers which remain will gradually disappear altogether. If so
much has been achieved through the indi?-idual and isolated efforts of
a few countries, how much more could be achieved by the combined effort of all. Those who have the good fortune to participate in this
Conference are privileged to be in the vanguard of the march of
history, . ,"
In closing the first session, the Conference confirmed by acclamation the list of officers of the Conference, and the chairmen
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and vice chairmen of the various sessions who had been previously appointed by Secretary-General Hammarskjold. This concluded the first
session.

PLENARY SESSION 2 - WORLD ENERGY NEEDS
by Karl M. Mayer
Nathaniel B. Guyol, of the United Nations Secretariat, presented, paper No. 902, 'World Energy Requirements in 1975 and 2000"
which described in detail the world^s energy consumption pattern as
of 1952, the sources of supply, and the use of energy. Use of
energy was analyzed by types of consumers and geographic regions,
Mr. Guyol concluded that by 1975 about three tiiaes as much energy
would be used in the world as in 1952, and that by 2000, consumption
would be 8 times 1952 totals.
A second paper, by Pierre Ailleret (France) was No, 326
"An Estimate of Energy Requirements" which stressed that energy requirements should not be lumped under a single unit of measure - for
example, in terms of kilowatt~hours,but should be stated in terms
of heat, power, etc., requirements. Ailleret pointed also to the
difference in the elasticity of demand of "big" as opposed to
"small" users of energy. The demands of the large user in most
cases are more elastic, and the impact of price on consumption is far
greater.
The third paper, No. 757, "The World^s Need for a New Source
of Energy" was given by E. A. G. Robinson (UK) who stated that Guyol
gave what might be termed an "upper .limit" of the amount of energf
to be used in 2000 AD. Robinson estimated that the "lower limit"
is about half Guyol^s figure.
The fourth paper. No. 802, "Energy Requirements and Economic
Growth" was given by E, S, Mason (US) who stressed that although
large investments are needed to generate power, still larger investments are necessary to use power. This is particularly important in
the development of less advanced coimtries, in which slow capital
formation and lack of foreign exchange might constitute serious
barriers.
The general papers were followed by a series on the needs of
individual countries, and the possibilities for power and heat. In
addition to a UN paper, others were presented by delegates of Brazil,
Yugoslavia, Australia, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Argentina and
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India, and additional remarks were made by delegates of Egypt, Pakistan,
Israel and Ceylon,
Paper No, 1116, "Contribution of Nuclear Energy to Future World
Power Needs" by P. Sevette stressed that the needs for energy, and
the ability to satisfy those needs in. individual countries, must be
subjected to thorough aralyses within each nation. The Brazilian
paper, No. 125, "The Brazilian Plan of Electrification and the Poseibilities of Nuclear Power" by E. Motte Rezende, stressed the importance
of fuel transport ccts m the vast territory of Brazil* The Xiigosl&,T
paper No. 962, 'Requirements arjd Possibilities of Production of Ecergy
in Yugoslavia" by A, Blazek, et al., indicated that country wonld
develop atomic power even if conventional sources were adequate because of the qualitative differences inherent in nuclear energy, TJrie
Australian paper, No. 987, **ElectrJc Power in Australia - 1955-2004"
stated the country has 60 power networks essentially not inter-coTmectedi
nuclear power, therefore, wcold go into those places or networks wnere
transport costs were being incurred.
It was pointed out in the Belgian paper. No. 949i "Probable
Evolution of Energy Needs in Belgium and bhe Possible Role ©f Nuclear
Energy" by R. Van Mela, that the power industry of Belgium was almost
completely dependent on coal and that a fuel crisis could be expected
within a few decades - certainly from 1980 onward. The Czech paper.
No, 799» "Prospects of Power Development in Czechoslovakia and the
Part to be Played by Nuclear Energy for Peaceful Purposes" by A,
Sevcik noted that the current trends in Czechoslovakia were such that
the use of electricity was increasing at a far faster rate than the
use of energy as a whole. The Japanese paper, No, 1060, "Japan*s Erergr
Utilization, the Present and the Future", gave projections showing
an increasing dependence on foreign sources of energy in the coming
decades. The Argentine paper. No > 99^, •'Energy Needs and Resour^'es
of the Argentine Republic'* by G, Mendivelzua, pointed out that t,he
energy sources of Argeritiiia were generally far removed from energy
consumption centers and great transport costs were consequently incurred.
The Egyptian delegation statement by A, Rahman indicated that
Egypt had given detailed consideration to questions involving natiorioi
energy economics. The Pakistan representative, N. Ahmad, stated thdt
Pakistan is looking to ato'nie energy to speed up economic developmeBt.
E, D, Bergmann stated tnat Israelis use of power, especially for irrigatior, ins,s growing so fast that it cannot rely on conventional
sources alone—it mast look to atomic energy. The Ceylon statement —
by C. J. Eliezer—was tnat ibe island has no oil, no coal and only
a very small amount of hydro potential; Ceylon therefore was looking
to atomic power to help eliminate poverty.
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The final paper. No. 868, "The Role of Atomic Energy in India
and Its Immediate Possibilities" by H, J. Bhabha of India, reviewed
the energy resources of the country and discussed the possible role
of atomic energy in the years immediately ahead and in a highly industrial econoEy in the more distant future.

PLENARY SESSION 3 - THE BUILDING OF A NUCLEAR ENERGY ENTERPRISE
by Karl M, Mayer
The first part of Plenary Session 3 considered ^tExperlence
with Nuclear Power Plants" and consisted of one USSR paper and one
from the United States.
Paper No, 6l5, "The First Atonic Power Station in the USSR
and the Prospects of Atomic Power Production" by D, I. Blokhintsev
and N, A. Nikolaev, presented by Blokhintsev, contained a description of the flow sheet, physical peculiarities, materials, reactor
design,and operating characteristics of the first Russian power
reactor. Blokhintsev stated the atomic station was competitive
in costs with coal stations and prospects for atomic power development were suMoarized, The USSR paper contained a number of conclusions regarding the operation of the first USSR power station
for a period equivalent to the production of 10 million kilowatt
hours. Among these statements were that (l) No fuel element failures
occurred! (2) The reactor operation was very stablei (3) Radioactive
contamnation in the plant was kept considerably below tolerance,
and (4) The operation of the atomic power station proved to be
simpler than the operation of a conventional coal station.
Paper No. 851, "Design and Operating Experience of a Prototype Boiling Water Power Reactor" by J. R. Dietrich et al. was given
by Walter Zinn (US) and contained a detailed description of the
design of the Argonne National Laboratory boiling water power reactor. The US paper discussed the operating characteristics of
the reactor and gave a cost analysis. The US paper stated that
the power reactor described had a rating in the 5 to 10 MW range.
The facility was built in order to acquire operating experience
and, in particixLar, to test the stability of the boiling water reactor. The effect of feed water temperature, throttling of the
steam exit, and of power production as a fxniction of reactivity
added by the control rods, were studied. The reactor was found
to be remarkably stable under operating conditions. Cost data for
the construction and operation of the plant were given in detail
and the calcialated cost of nuclear power from the facility was
shown.
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Questiong Lewis (Canada) asked whether there were any instrumentatim'^oblems in the operation of the USSR reactor.
Answer? Blokhintsev replied they had some instrumentation problems
during the first few months of operation; however, they had no
problems at this time.
QuestionI Libby (US) commented that in the United States
the tendency in working toward economic nuclear power was in the
direction of attaining high conversion ratios, but that the USSR
reactor had a low conversion ratio and burned U 235* He asked
whether the USSR had conversion ratios approaching unity in its large
reactors and, if so, how did the USSR plan to change its fuel element
for this purpose, Afiswerg Blokhintsev said the USSR reactor program
planned to move in the direction of zirconium, to change the lattice
and the reactor structure so that the conversion ratio would move
toward unity and settle perhaps at about 0,5*
Questions Went (Netherlands) asked what was the alloy composition of the USSR fuel element and did they use a uranium-molybdenum
alloy, for example. Answers Blokhintsev said such an alloy would be
possible,
Questions Dunworth (UK) asked whether the USSR would build
many 5000 IW reactors. Answers Blokhintsev said the USSR would build
larger reactors.
Questions Dunworth (UK) recalled that Malenkov had said that
a 100,000 kw reactor would be built in the USSR. Answers Blokhintsev
said that a 100,000 kw reactor would be constructed within one year.
Questions Shankar (India) asked whether there was much decomposition of water in the primary circuit and how was this taken
care of. Answer? Blokhintsev said there was some decomposition at
low pressures, but at the pressure the USSR used no detonating mixture was formed, and the decomposition was not substantial.
Questions Gamba (Argentina) asked for further information
on the reactor fuel element fabrications. Answers Blokhintsev
said a detailed USSR report was available on fuel elements and on
the influence of radiation on uranium and uranium alloys.
Question: Weinberg (US) asked how, if the fuel element had
a jacket and was cooled only internally, the stability of the element was controlled. Answers Blokhintsev said the USSR used a
plastic material to keep the fission products from the graphite.
Questions Weinberg asked whether the USSR jacket was bonded
to the fuel. Answers Blokhintsev said there was a molecular liaison
between jacket and fuel element.
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Questions Weinberg then asked Blokhintsev about the neutron
spectrum and breeding coefficient regarding their work on fast reactors, tower I Blokhintsev answered that a combers Ion ratio of
more than 2,0 had never been observed. He gave the number of neutrons
per fission at 2,72 (hard)? Icr 900 E¥ spectrums got 2,9 neutrons per
fissionjand for a 300 KV spectram got 2,6 neutrons per fission.
Questions Kruzhilm (USSR) stated that Professor Zinn^s
report on the heterogeneous boiling-water reactor was of great technical interest. On the basis of industrial-scale experiments, the
report gave a clear account of the most dlffictxLt problem of the
reactor®s stability. Direct experiments had snowri that the use of a
boiling-water reactor to generate power was feasible. As a resalt,
the prospect of using a reactor in whicn steam is raised in the reactor
vessel itself woxiLd become a reality. For a high load, natural circulation was unstable. He then asked wh&t was the maxlMua ajnount of
power a water boiler could imke? Answers Zinn answered that they
thotaght they could make 1000 MW of heat,, They expected to make
pressure vessels over two meters and up to 4 meters in diameter. The
reactor was fueled with enriched uranium thereby lessening the problem of size. The removal of heat from the care was more important
than the heat transfer in the fuel element. Since they could not
rely on natural circulation,forced circulation was necessary for large
power outputs. Water channels were wide and the head on pump was
low.
General Electric nad suggested if is possible to withdraw
heat from the core, flash the steam and increase the power of the
reactor without lessening the safety*
Questiong Goodlet (Ul) stated that he had a certain agnosticism about boiling reactors because there was a fundamental
contradiction which had never yet been resolved.. If one wishea to
obtain a large amount of power frum a bailing reactor it was rjece?saiy to produce a large amount of steam. In producing a large
amount of steairi there wae a large amoapt of voidance in the core
and oscillation difficulties whi'^h were described in Dr, Zinn^s
paper. He stated that if a steam irain of a boilxng reactor fractures
it was necessary te let pressures down to sometting like atmospheric
with the result that a i.arge airo'jnt of flash steam would form. The
flash operation would also cool what water- remairs In the reactor,
and one would be left with a rearstor fuli. of water at about 100^0*
That would also happen in pressuriz<ed wa.ter reactors and from that
point of view as regards aittina,te safety,and fractures resulting
from water and steam,he could see very little difference between
these two reactors, ^swers Zirir answered that they had actually
opened a steam line in the prijnary and Let the reactor depressurize
itself. One had 30 to 40 seconds in which to insert the rods. It
was therefore not hazardoui because ef the time lag.
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Questiong Dunworth (UK) asked If the altjminum reacted with
the water, Arsweig Zinr answered that no chemical reaction between
the alumintm fuel elements aad water in the reactor had been observed. There was no sabsta^itial aluminum - water reaction unless
the metal was finely subdivided 5
In the second part of the Session, two papers on capital costs
of nuclear energy were presented, one by the United Kingdom, one by
the United States.
In the UK paper No. 391^ "Capital Investment Required for
Nuclear Energy" by J. Mo Hlii and S, W, Joslm, Hill gave estiDates
of the construction cost of puclear power stations and gaseous
diffusion plants. He lonoluded that a country that wished to produce nuclear electricity with a minimma capital investment could
purchase a reactor of proved desigij at about 50^ above conventional
costs^ that independent development programs would require the
diversion of substantial economic resources.
The paper from the United Kingdom gave a description of the
facilities and staff at HaiTfeLl and the approximate cost. In addition the cost of nuclear p^wer facilities was indicated, A discussion was given of the cost sf tlie projected UK nuclear power programs and in terms of the probable dram on Britalxi^s resources.
The paper concluaed with an assessment of the capital investment
required for the UK program arid pointed out specifically the difficulties encountered iri trying to fix a "correct" rate of investment in the case of the United Kiiigdtm,
In presenting paper No, 477, "Capital Investment Required
for Nuclear Ener©?-," W, !« Davis gave analyses of fixed charges
a&sociated with reactor investment under a ntmiber of circumstances.
The size of the mtestment required was given for various portions
of a nttclear power ±ndu=>try all the way from exploration to nucLear
power plant onstr'uctionj to irradiated fuel processing.
It wab stressed tr the US paper that much of the investment
required by a nuclear power industry wauid be for conventional equipment used in ecnjuriction with a reactoro The effect rf radiatiori on
the design and ccst of naGiear facilities was discussed.
It was aesumed that most rij.clear power systems would be first
operated on urauluin cytie^. However, since it might be desirable to
switch to thoriam at s ^me time in tne future, the cost of converting
from urariiimi to thorlaii-ysing facilities in terms of new capital irvestment reqaix^ed, was discuss'ed.
The US paper ccr)f;ittd=d that nuclear capital investments would
probably be high to begin withg nowever, as technological progress
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was made, the investment required by atomic and conventional power
units would be the same for equivalent capacities.

PLENARY SESSION 4 ~ FACTORS IN THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
by Karl M» Mayer and Walter D, Glaus
The first part of Session 4 —• "Economics of Nuclear Power" —
consisted of two papers* Paper No. 476 "Economics of Nuclear Power"
by J, A. Lane (US) outlined present reactor development programs
planned or under W9,y in the United States, and gave estiuated costs
for capital and fuel.
Lane considered the operating and fuel co&ts associated with
(l) highly enriched U 235 reactors; (2) natural or slightly enriched
uranium reactors5 (3) thorium breeders| and (4) plutonium fast breeders.
In addition the fuel inventory costs of various reactors were
considered in detail. The f\iel bum'-up costs were shown to be affected
by such factors as the system^s neutron economy, length of fuel cycles,
and the costs of reprocessing spent fuel elements. The various fuel
element costs were combined with fixed and operating cost elements to
yield specifioations for reducirig nuclear power generating cost to
6,7 mills per kwh. He concluded that the outlook for competitive,
large-scale nuclear power in the United States was very promising,
UK paper No. 390, "The Cost of Power and the Value of Plutonium
from Early Nuclear Power Stations" by J, A, Jukes, analyzed the gross
costs of a 150 MW gas-cooled, graphite-moderated nuclear power station.
He stated that expected costs of nuclear power from early
reactors should be equal to or below the cost of electricity from
coal fired stations. It was stated, however, tnat it was difficult
to give firm operatirg costs at this time. The importance of fixing
plutonium credits at the correct econoaiic level was stressed and
various methods considered for deriving plutcnitnn credits. The interplay of projected demands for plutoniom and plutonium prices was
treated in detail.
Questions Wigner (US) asked what the specific power of the
first UK reactor was. Answers Jukes answered that there was about
100 to 150 tons of fuel per reaetor. There were two reactors per
stationI therefore, there would be about 1/2 MW output per ton of
fuel. An enrichment of 0.75^ had been provided for flexibility.
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The limit of power output was the temperature of the fuel elements
(400^0 at the fael elaaent surface) near the center of the reactor.
With enrichment one coxild flatten the reactor neutron flux and run
more elements at the maximum. (400^0) temperature.
Questions Davis (Canada) asked if the price of new uranixm
metal at this t:ime was stable at around $2B per potmd, what would
happen to the price of plutoniiaa in the UK if the price of uranium
were cut in half. Answers Jukes answered that in the UI reactor a
large portion of the fuel cost resided In the cost of enrichment and
fabrication. A drop in the price of new uranium metal would reduce
the gross cost of electricity in the UK and also the net cost. However j, a change in the price of uranium would lower the price of plutonium. thereby encouraging the construction of natural uranium reactors and discouraging enriched, thorium., and plutonium reactors.
Qaestion? Lawson (Gan8..da) asked if waste disposal was in.—
eluded in the cost figures shown in the UK paper» Answers Jukes
answered that the figures did include the cost of waste disposal
from present plants; however, the cost of processing was just
a few pounds per gram»
A short paper^ No» 867» entitled "The Possible Role of
Thorium in Nuclear Energy" by J<» ¥« Dunworth (Ul) followed the discussion on power costs, Dunworth sufimarized the nuclear data avail~
able^ the material available, the material needed and the manner
in which it might be employed» He concluded that thoriim could
possibly become a more val'aable power fael than uranium.
The UK paper noted that present nuclear data indicated that
a thennal homogeneous reactor system fuelled with thorium and U 233
was self-raaintaining, and that it might be possible to make a system
with a small gain factor. The ©.xact gain factor would be deterEdried
by economic considerations but woiil.d probably not be higher than 10^»
Systems with either negative or positive gain factors were studied*
The achievement of a positive gain factor^ however, was not considered to be of crucial impo.rtance»
Qgestiong Lewis (Canada) asked if he increased his expos'ore
level from 3000 to 5000 MD/tcms^ how could his conclusions be changed«
Answers Dunworth answered that the 3000 IM)/ton applied only to the
uranium»
Yoshio Fujioka presented paper Ho. 1063 by K. Suzue. The
paper discussed in three parts the attempts of Japan to cope with
^'Administrative and Legal Problems on the Use of Radioisotopes 3°.n
Japan." Part I described training of isotope users and technical
administrators abroad and at home. Part 2 outlined 12 points being
studied by the Scientific and TecMica,! Administration GouBJoittee of
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the Prime Minister's Office in preparation for setting up a Naticnal.
Research Institute for Radiation^ in 1956. Part 3 dealt with problems
of applying to radiation cases Japan^s existing workmen^s compensation laws.
Paper No. 400 "Administrative and Legal Problems of Widespread
Use of Hign Level Radiation Sources - Industrial Health and Safety^
Radiological Health Safety CodeSj« was presented by ¥. Binks (UK)
who reported that, in the past^ those responsible for protective
measures depended on '%elf~regulation" by radiation workers and
supervisors^ based on recommended codes of protection. He sa.id that
violations were forcing the Ministry of Health to draw up specific
codes for radiation protection of workers and populations.
The statutes were being drawn to be as simple and restricted
as possibleJ while granting heads of radiological departments a reasonable measure of freedom in devising laboratories^ techniques and.
protective measures. He said that^ in general^ the statute specified
that International Gonmittee on Radiation Protection codes be complied
with. Biaks stated a complete legislative code could not be enforced
and some calculated risk to workers and populations must be allowed.
Under the statutes^ licensing for use of radioisotopes wo'old
require setting up four classes of laboratories^ depending on the
nature of work and levels of activity handled. In additionj, the
Ministry of Health was setting up a special service to assist many
small laboratories which could not afford well-trained health physicists, rather than attempting to control them through rigid re^xLa.tion.
Question? Taylor (US) asked whether it was planned to require
inspection before granting permission to use radiation sources, ^swex-s
Birsks said .inspection for licensing was difficulty and licenses might
be based on assuranae that the laboratory and personnel knew the r-egtalations and would co.mply» The Ministry would have to feel its way
for awhile.
^estiMis Taylor then asked whether the UK would have a code
to give detailed guidance as to definition of class of laboratory«
Answesrg Binks said various codes were under preparation and woald be
released shortly.
Paper No. 77S "The General Problens of Protection Against
Radiation from the Public Health Po.int of View," was presented by
Dr. Pierre Dorolle, Deputy Director-General for the UN World Healtii
Organization* In it, he reviewed what he believed to be the res~
ponsibilities of MHO in protecting world health against harmful effects of radiation^ particul.arly in studying genetic effects* Responsibility for the location of nuclear energy plants would eventually
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fall on public health officials, he said. In the disposal of solid,
liquid and gaseous wastes, international agreement should certainly
be reached on criteria and locations for disposal. The paper out~
lined a suggested public health program, including training, dissemination of pertinent information,, and a world-wide scientific study of
somatic and genetic effects of background radiation.
Qgestionj Cambel (Turkey) asked whether WHO would attempt to
specify control of radioactive water and mud baths for therapeutic
purposes. Answers Dorolle said that regulat.ions to date had been
designed only for artificial sources, but certainly M O would consider
the desirability of controlling radioactive baths where such might
be producing adverse effects, but this had not been thought of as a
matter of radiation protection.
Questions Bolanos (Salvador) asked how could protection be
assured against health hazards of reactor wastes which might be buried
in the groxmd or in the sea. Answerg Dorolle answered that this
question required much farther study. International agreement on
waste disposal was needed—there should not be indiscriminate dtaaping
in the sea.
Paper No. 319j "The Achievement of Radiation Protection by
Legislation and Other Means" by L, S, Taylor (US), treated control
methods as they appeared to be developing in the United States.
Trends were much as in England — voluntary compliance with the codes
of the National Committee on Radiation Protection was insufficient,
and both state and Federal regulations were being, or had been,
drafted, NCRP started in 1953 to draw up a model law which suggested
that states adopt only such regulations as they could enforce, and
attempt to write laws onl.y to cover cases which actually occurred in
a given state rather than attempt to cover every possible situation.
The NCRP model suggested certain small quantities of radioisotopes
be exempt from regulation, and also covered licensing, permissible
levels of exposure, monitoring methods, reporting, and waste disposal.

PLENARI SESSION 5 - IKE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN
THE NEXT 50 lEARS
by Karl M. Mayer

UN paper No. 893» "Some Economic Implications of Nuclear Power
for Under-Developed Countries" by R« P, ds Breuvery (United Nations)
pertained to the correlation of present world-wide power supply with
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general economic development area by area. In the second part, the
cost of nuclear power for UD.developed countries was outlined and such
aspects as the use of smaH reactors, the load factor, the costs of
transmission and distribution, the Investment in supplementary facilities, and the dependence on imported fuel or equipment were considered.
The UN paper concluded that nuclear power in such coxintries could
accelerate development, diversify the economy and facilitate the exploitation of mineral resources..
Paper No. 11, "An Economic Forecast of the Role of Nuclear Power
in Canada" by J. Davis and ¥. B. Lewis (Canada), looked toward the
construction of an increasing number of nuclear plants between 1 9 & and
1970.
Paper No. 327, ''Integration of Nuclear Energy Among the Means
of Energy Production" by P. Ailleret and P. Taranger (France), looked
toward the gradual integration of nuclear energy into the power system of France,
Paper No. 75^* "The Role of Nuclear Energy in Relation to Other
Methods of Electricity Generation" by J«. M. Kay (UK) was given in five
parts. First a comparison between the economics of nuclear and conventional thermal stations vas given. Second, an outline of hydi'o
characteristics was presented. In the third part, the economics of
joint nuclear-theraal plants was examined. In the fourth part the
exclusion problem was discussed, and, in the final section, several
examples of interconnected systems with thermal-hydro-nuclear facilities were given.
Paper No. 145» "Economic Significance of Nuclear Power for
Brazil" by B. C. de Mattos and J» da Costa Rebeiro (Brazil) contained
a general sux*vey of the electric power installed in Brazil,_ Statistics on past electr.ic power consTjnption were given and projections
into the future were nade. Selling prices of theimal and hydro power
in Brazil, were compared. Estimates of hydro, coal, oil, uranium
and thoriimi reserves were nade. Tentative conclusions were reached
with respect to the use of nuclear power in various regions of
Brazil,
Paper No. 1002, "Role of Atomic Energy in the Argentine
Republic" by P, E. Iraolagoitid (Argentina) stressed the lack of
energy resources at or near the energy consuming regions in the
country.
For example, it was stated that nuclear power development in
the central and eastern part of the country are essential since those
regions are undergoing considerable in.dustrial development at this
time. Nuclear power development in Argentina will be based on the use
of domestically mined uranitaa and thorium. However, personnel will
probably have to be trained overseas^
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Paper No. 475 "The Econonde Potential of Nuclear Energy" by
K. M. Mayer (US) gave a detailed analysis of the economic potential
of nuclear energy in the US and made projections on a world-wide
basis.
It was stated, for esample, that the quantities of energy
marketable ±D the US power economy at corresponding costs of generation and at a near future date such as I965 were calculated to be
1.3, 9.6, 12.9 and 34»1 thousand million kilowatt hours per year for
bus-bar generating costs of 9, B, 7 aiid 6 mills per kwh respectively*
Paper No, 3^9, "The Contribution of Nuclear Power to United
Kingdom and World Energy Up to 1975" by J. D. Cockcroft (UK) outlined the United Kingdom naclear power program. He gave some estimates of his country*s electrical power requirements up to the year
2000 A.D. in terms of coal equivalent and discussed the ability of
nuclear fuel to carry some of the burden. The effect of uranium
utilization on requirements and its relation to reactor development
were considered« The paper concluded that Great Britain will place
ever greater reliance on nuclear ener^ for power production In the
coming decadeso
Questiong Skobeltzin (USSR) asked if the UK e2g>ected to substitute water reactors for graphite reactors, could he explain the
provisional trend to graphite, gas-cooled reactors. Answers Cockcroft
answered that the UK expected to begin with graphite and then go on
to more advanced designs such as water if it proved to be economic.
It now appeared that UK would go to water reactors by about I965.
Questions Blokhinstev (USSR) asked what the cost of power
at Galder Hall was. Angweis Cockcroft replied that the cost of
power given by Mr. Jukes was 0.6d for power with a plutoniiam credit
and 0.76d without a plutonium credit. The credit for plutonium included Plutonium processing! however, fuel elements were considered
once through and fabrication was not included.
Qtgstiong Libby (US) asked if uranium ore supplies were sufficient to support the projected UK program. Answerg Cockcroft
answered that the UK has relied on projections nmde by Jesse Johnson
of the United States who maintained that there was plenty of uranium
ore available. Better utilization in the coming decades would improve the position.
•feestioflg Davis (US) asked de Breuvery if he would comment.,
in connection with small reactor plant location, on the difficulties
of transportation and the importance of cooling water, ^}SSS£° d®
Breuvery (UN) answered that in order ot exploit minerals located in
remote areas it would be necessary to transport fuel by air and
cooling water must be ctvaijLSbleo
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Question; Davis (US) asked if he considered a nuclear plant
in competition with a conventional plant, should he consider each
at the same load factor. Answers de Breuvery answered that in the
case of under-developed areas, one should consider the load factor
somewhat differently. There were numerous places which had no power
so a congjarison was very hard to make.
Questions Davis (US) asked if it would be possible to undertake economic studies involving the costs of conventional and nuclear
power in underdeveloped countries such as Pakistan. Answers de
Breuvery replied yes; that such studies could be supported through
some form of international assistance, or the cost of the study could
be borne by the country itself.
Questions Davis (US) asked how he would use a small reactor
where oil was cheap and the market dispersed. Answers de Breuvery
replied that oil might be cheap at the production point but not at
the point of consumption. Since the markets were dispersed, transport costs were involved, and nuclear power might be the answer.
Questions Davis (US) asked if there was a market for power
at 30 mills kwh at a 50^ load factor. Answers de Breuvery answered
yes, that in fact there was a market for power at costs as high as
155 mills kwh.
Comments Gats (Israel) commented on the fact that the rate of
interest in a particular country such as Iraq was very important;
capital charges must be offset by low fuel charges. At 15^ returns and 60^
load factor the capital charge was already 4-3 Hiills kwh. The solution
was in lowering nuclear capital charges through international public

Questions Skobeltzin (USSR) asked Davis (Canada) if the low
temperature operation of a nuclear plant wasnH a great disadvantage.
Answers Davis replied that nuclear fuel as a heat source was very
interesting - it had a low temperature advantage and could be used
in such industries as pulp and paper in Canada. Electricity might
be the by-product. It might be possible to use heat from the turbine
for space heating.
Questions Skolbeltzin (USSR) asked if it were possible that
the conclusions presented in the UK paper would be upset by technological advance. Answers Kay (UK) answered that his paper was concerned with developments foreseeable in the next 10 years. He could
not foresee any startling technological developments during the next
ten years.
Questions Skobeltzin (USSR) commented that nuclear plants
must have a high plant factor in order to be econoHiic. He asked Mayer
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how this affected the market for nuclear power. Answer8 Mayer (US)
answered that most calculations of nuclear power cost were based on
high plant factors. However, in assessing the econonde position of
nuclear energy one must look first to the current and projected power
market. In the final analysis, the market would determine the pattern
of energy consumption. In studying the potential market for nuclear
energy power in the United States the plant factors were taken into
account automatically. In order to use the potentials shown, one must
calculate the cost of nuclear power with the correct plant factor,
size, etc« and then one can read the share of the market which nuclear
power should capture directly from the data given in the study.
^uestioni Skobeltzin (USSR) asked how a reduction in transmission costs might affect the market potential of nuclear energy.
Answers Mayer (US) replied that advances in the technology of power
transmission and distribution would benefit both nuclear and conventional power. Reduced costs at the point of delivery wotd.d stimalate
the consumption of power« After corrections had been made for the
cost of exclusion or containment, it would still be necessary to compare the costs of nuclear and conventional power generation at the
bus bar.

PLENARI SESSION 6 —

HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR ENEEGT

by Robert J. Hasterlik and U. M. Staebler

Under the chairmanship of W. B. Lewis (Canada), Section 6 cf
the United Nations International Conference on the Peacefxil Uses of
Atomie Energr was divided into two parts, the first dealing with
"Biological Effects of Radiation", the second with "Reactor Safety
and Location of Power Reactors,"
The first speaker was J, F» Loutit (UK) who delivered paper
No, 392 on «The Experimental Animal for Study of the Biological E f fects of Radiation". Loutit stated that it was to be expected the
higher animals, including man, would be more sensitive to ionizing
radiations than would lower forms. In order to collect data and set
reasonable levels for radiation exposure to man, the International
Commission on Radiation Protection had been organized. It was necessary to collect all available data concerning deleterious effects
in the human which fall, in general, into four categories,
1, Superficial injury, such as the radiation burns suffered
by the early radiologists.
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2.

General effects, such as the production of aplastic
anemias following prolonged exposure to radiation.

3.

Induction of tumors, such as have appeared on the
skin after a latent period of 20 to 30 years following irradiation of the skin in a child at levels of
1500 roentgens. (Studies on skin carcinogenesis in the
hairless mouse were presented.)

4. Other deleterious effects such as the production of
cataracts, genetic effects, etc.
Future progress was to be expected on the basis of study using
the experimental animal.
Certain studies of great importance have been going on in
several countries conceroing factors affecting recovery of the hemotopoietic systems from irradiation. These include studies on parabiosis; shielding of tissue such as spleen, liver, head; and the
injection of bone marrow.
Loutit believed that periodic blood counts were not a sufficiently sensitive indicator of the occurrence of irradiation damage
and recommended that the periodic blood count be replaced by physical
methods of monitoring. During the course of his presentation, Loutit
suggested that natural levels of radiation probably play little part
in the natural mutation rate except in long-lived animals such as
man.
The second paper, No, 616, "The Influence of the Ionizing
Radiations on Animal Organisms," was presented by Prof. A. ¥, Lebedinsky (USSR) who stressed the importance of the therapeutic use of
ionizing radiation but pointed out the limitations imposed by the
development of "radiation sickness". USSR studies have for the
most part been directed toward the effects of radiation on the
nervous system.
A first approach has been by means of histological study of
nervous tissue after irradiation. Nemenov has studied the effects
of 2,500-3,500 r on conditioned reflexes in dogs. Nemenov*s data
demonstrated that, after radiation, there was a marked decrease in
the latent period between the stimulus and appearance of the conditioned reflex, salivation, which was in larger voltime than normal.
After a lapse of time, a reverse effect was noted.
Gorizontov has irradiated rats with 6OO r. He has found a
fall in "internal inhibition" of the central nervous system, followed
by a "depression of cortical activity", followed by a disappearance
of reflexes, followed by their return.

w«^^!fcw™,».

Livanov and Anyanev have studied the changes in electroencephalographic changes in rabbits following 500-1000 r. They found
a general depression of wave activity following irradiation up to 18
hours,
Lebedinsky reported studies on electroencephalographic studies
done on six human beings irradiated for therapeutic purposes. He
stated that caffeine administered before irradiation yielded an increase or no change in. cerebral cortical electrical activity. After
irradiation caffeine plus stimulation resulted in a decrease in cortical activity. He postulated that "overstrained" cortical cells
respond to stiimlation by inhibition. He also had no doubt that these
effects occurred immediately following irradiation.
As a further example of the nervous system effects, Lebedinsky
stated that the injection of acetyl choline causes a rise in blood
pressure. Two days following irradiation the rise does not occur on
injection of the drug, at three days there occurs a heightened blood
pressure response, followed at four days with a normal response.
The third paper. No. 47^^ "by R. J, Hasterlik and L. D.
Marinelli (US) on "Physical Dosimetry and Clinical Observances on
Four Human Beings Involved in an Accidental Critical AsseiAly Excxirsion", was presented by Hasterlik.
On June 2, 1952, three men and one woman were escposed to
ganaiB rays and slow neutrons in an accident at the Argonne National
Laboratory. The doses were respectively 190 rem, l60 rem, 70 rem,
and 12 rem. The fast neutron energy component was approxuiBtely 2%
of the total rads and the slow neutron component, approximately 0.5^^
Detailed studies on the dosimetry, including a rerun of the reconstructed assembly at known power levels established the validity
of the radiation doses.
Marked amino-acidura was a prominent finding in a.ll individuals. One patient excreted as much as 5500 mg« in one day. An
increased level of urinary amino acids persisted in one individual
until four months following eaqsosure.
Complete data on the hematologic findings were presented.
Studies indicated that the sperm cotmts had returned to noriaal levels
in the male patients at 20 months.
The last paper of the session. No. 6l7? "Two Cases of Acute
Radiation Sickness in Man", by A. K. Guskova and G. D« Baisogolov
(USSR) was presented by Mo D, Domshlak.
Two iadivid'oals were exposed in an "essperimental reactor"
accident to 450 r and 300 r. No details,were given concerning the
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type of reactor or the details of dosimetry. It was reported that the
individuris have been studied for 18 months following the ejqsosure.
The amthors stressed the changes occurring in "cortical activity"
on the central nervous system and described the marked changes in chronaxie which they observed during the course of the radiation sickness
and recovery.
Both individuals appeared clinically "well" until the 24th day,
at which time their clinical condition deteriorated. Marked bleeding
tendencies were seen and the patient e35)0sed to 450 r developed a
severe ulcerative pharyngitis and tonsollitis. The patients were
treated with penicillin, neucleotides, frequent 200 cc blood transfusions, caffeine, cardiazol, oxygen, and bromides,
Qgestions Tatsuke (Japan) asked Domshlak (l) what he believed
to be the effect of neritrons on the bone marrow, and (2) would he estimate the importance of the therapeutic effect of blood transfusions?
Answers Domshlak stated (l) the authors did not deal with the question of neutrons and the bone marrow, and, in answering (2) stressed
the importance of early prophylactic effect of blood transfusion.
Questions Farr (US) asked what specific therapy could be
used for the reported effects of radiation on the central nervous
system? Answers Domshlak (USSR) said bromides could be used In the
stage of excitation and caffeine in the stage of nervous activity
depression.
Questions Pearson (US) asked what were the relative proportion of neutrons and gamma rays in the exposures. Answers Domshlak
said the authors did not give the exact figures but believed the
greatest amount was gamma rays, not much neutrons.
Questions Loutit (UK) asked whether Domshlak believed the
effect on the central nervous system was primary or secondary?
Answers Domshlak (USSR) said this has been clarified by Lebedinsky
in his paper, since alterations in the nervous system arise immediately.
Questions Mitchell (UK) asked (l) was there any evidence
for the distribution of the radiation dosage to the body of the two
patients, and was it uniform; and (2) what was the evidence for the
value of pentoneucleotides or other nucleic acids in the treatment
of the patients? Answers Domshlak replied that the authors did not
state the distribution of radiation, and (2) that the drugs mentioned had not been administered and studies were not made.
Questions Cambel (Turkey) asked Loutit whether he believed
the mechanism of carcinogenesis in the hairless mouse to be the same
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as in other mice? Answers Loutit (UK) said the hairless mouse differed
from the normal mouse only in having a hereditary absence of hair follicles, that sebaceous glands were present, and he believed the mechanism to be the same.
Questions Cipriani (Canada) coimiented that animal data were
not always applicable to imn and asked how could these difficulties
be obviated? Answers Loutit said it was necessary to study effects
in several species and pointed out that data on huians could be obtained from radiotherapeutic irradiations, and accidental human exposures. He stressed the extreme value of a "world clearing-house"
for the assembly of all human data.
Questions Roche (fenezuela) asked whether a nitrogen balance
study was carried out and, if so, what were roughly the data? Answers
Hasterlik (US) said nitrogen balance studies were not carried oat.
The first speaker in the second part of Section 6 was C, R,
McCullough (us) who summarized paper No. 853, "The Safety of Nuclear
Reactors", reviewing briefly the history, organization and responsibilities of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. It was
emphasized that this Comiaittee was anxious to see rapid and fruitful
development of reactor technoloQr but insisted on prudent precautions against dangers. Reactor hazards are off-site as well as onsite and must be guarded against by careful design for intrinsic reactor stability, plus careful administrative controls« The nature
of reactor hazards was described, and MeCtjUough made it clear that
a bomb-type escplosion was not to be esqsected but that radioactive
contamination over rather wide areas could occur. Since large land
areas often could not be provided, design for containment of radioactivity in case of an incident was believed desirable. Development of reactor fuses was cited as a promising means for increasing
reactor safety.
It was stated that if an accident occurred, the spread of
contamination,even though no one were killed, might make it necessary
to evacuate an area near the reactor for some years.
The second talk was a review of paper No, 481, '!E3q>erimenfcal
Determinations of the Self-Regulation and Safety of Operating WaterModerated Reactors", presented by J, R. Dietrich (US). This talk
sumnarized results of e2q3erinients on the transient behavior of
homogeneous reactors at Los Alamos and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and on heterogeneous water-aioderated reactors by Argonne
National Laboratory at the National Reactor Test Station in Idaho.
Most of the talk was devoted to the latter experiments. Results
were presented covering the effects of lattice geometry, pressures,
initial temperature and excess reactivity added. The final destructive experiment of the boiling water reactorswhich was planned
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to melt fuel plates, was described and a short movie was shown on the
effects of this experiment. It was emphasized that the extreme
conditions imposed for this experiment were difficult to achieve
and that they would be virtually impossible in a well designed nuclear
power plant.
The final presentation, by W. G. Marley (UK) reporting on
paper No. 394> 'fediological Hazards from an Escape of Fission
Products and the Implications in Power Reactor Locations", esspressed
a philosophy similar to that of McCullough. Noting that McCullough
had described the natiire of reactor behavior which made reactors
potentially hazardous, the speaker concentrated on suggested tolerance levels, and actions which should be taken in the event of radioactive contamination. It was pointed out that some radioactive elements which are long-lived or which seek sensitive areas of the body
on ingestion, such as Sr 90 or Pu 239> could not be tolerated to
nearly the same extent as other short-lived and easily removed contaminants. Possible concentration of activity in food from plants
and milk from cows was estimated. The effects of rain or dry
weather conditions in deposition from a radioactive cloud were noted.
A release under conditions of turbulence in dry weather, of fission
products restricted to 0.1 MM of reactor power, should not necessitate lengthy evacuation of population outside a narrow sector extending 1.7 km downwind. Tesfjorary evacimtion or restriction on
living habits may extend to 5*7 km, while seriously contaminated milk
might be expected, temporarily, from pastures up to 20 km. larley
concluded that satisfactory locating of high power reactors which
incorporate suitable engineering safeguards could not present an
insuperable problem in the development of nuclear power.
Questions Cockcroft (UK) asked what kind of reactor fuses were
being developed? Answers (McCullough) said there were imny varieties
which HBinly consist of a reactor poison, such as boron, tmder pressure which wi31 be released by heating of some mechanism under high
neutron exposure.
Questions Morgan (US) asked whether l&rley had considered
the advantage which might come from short fuel cycles which might be
achieved in a homogeneous type reactor. Answers Marley said it had
been considered but that the cycle would have to be reduced drastically
to have any ij^ortant effect. If very short cycles could be achieved
it would reduce potential contasdnation from a reactor accident.
Questions Lavi^e (Canada) asked whether there was any
evidence of chemical reactions in the water boiler reactor escperiments which Dietrich described. Answers Dietrich said there was
no conclusive evidence. The destructive effects were consistent
with the nuclear energy released, thus it was not necessary to
assume that a chemical reaction took place. Most of the fuel was
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left in the immediate vicinity of the reactor, according to radiological surveys, so no large fraction could have reacted. Some
aluminum oxide was found but was believed to be due to burning

Questions Munmery (UK) noted that large scale reactor
designs differed from the reactor described in which the transient
experiments were performed and asked for a comment on the application of these experimental results-to large reactors and to reactors
using heavy water. Answers Dietrich said results were not sufficient for a complete analysis, but that results of experiments with
different lattices suggested that a given amount of energy must be
supplied per unit of voliimei but the steam, void coefficient of reactivity also would be less in this particular comparison. Heavy
water would have a longer neutron lifetime which would reduce the
reactor period for a given reactivity increase.
Questions Went (Netherlands) asked what was the policy of
the United States regarding degree of isolation required for a
reactor. Answers
McCuUough said that when feasible, reactors
have been located in reiiK>te areas. Ittien this was not feasible for
power reactors, the U, S, was working on a policy which would consider (a) design, (b) administrative control, (c) containment, and
(d) location. In response to a further question from Went about
gas-tight buildings, Dietrich stated that they were not explosionproof, but that it was believed possible to design buildings which
would prevent release of dangerous amounts of fission products in
case of a reactor accident.

PLENARY SESSION .7 —

THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

by Paul C. Aebersold, H. B. Tukey, and Walter D. Claus

Section 7j dealing in three parts with "Isotopes in Technology
and Industry", "Isotopes in Medicine, Biology, and Agriculture,"
and "Waste Disposal Problems," was chaired by General Bernardino C,
de Mattos (Brazil).
The opening paper of part one (No. 308, "Importance of Isotopes in Technology and Industry") by P. C, Aebersold (US), the first
in the Conference devoted'"entirely to isotope utilization, was introductory and broad. It outlined the power and versatility of the
isotope tracer technique and the basic principles of all applications:
(l) radiation used to affect materials, (2) radiation used to study
or measure materials, (3) radiation used to trace material. Industrial applications were enumerated for each principle. In the United
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states alone radioisotope utilization results in savings of |100 million
a year and uses are growing rapidly, Aebersold said.
Seligman (UK) gave a paper (No. 395, "Recent Developments of
Radioisotopes Used in Industry") on isotopes in technology and industry and covered some recent specific uses in England, The illustrated
uses demonstrated application to problems of special importance in
the United Kingdom. Since piping in water systems and industrial
concerns in the United Kingdom may often be quite old, corrosion
and leaks are a serious problem. A gamma-ray reflection gauge was
described which can measure thickness of pipe by access to the outside
alone. The device is more sensitive to lower-energy backscattered
rays than to the direct rays from the source. The unit is quite
portable, uses only a simll Co 60 source and measures wall thickness
to ± U% for up to 2 cms of steel. Local irregularities, due to corrosion, larger than 1 cm in diameter, can be located.
A procedure was described for locating leaks in underground
water mains. Short-lived Na 24 was used so that the water or pipes
would not be long contaminated and the procedure could be used
with safety.
To find leaks far imderground a deep probing system was
described. Leakage of fuel in planes was tested by radiotracer
methods. An interesting large scale tracer study was the use of
activated scandium oxide sand to study movsaent of silt in the
Thfflaes over a distance of more than 20 km. The results indicated
tidal effects calling for revision of dredging procedures. General
industrial tracer research uses were also noted.
In the discussion period. Dr. Seligman was asked a few
details on the limits of accuracy of gauges and methods described.
The Chairman gave Jules Gueron (Prance) a special opportunity, after
coBmenting on the papers, to add experience on uses in France.
Gueron indicated that the Aebersold paper had covered the broad
principles of use and had given good argutaents for the economic
and training value of isotope usage, noted that the Seligian paper
had given interesting specific examples, then offered statistics
on isotope utilization in France and expected future growth.
Shields Warren (US), presenting the first paper in the
second part of the section (No. 309> '^Radioisotopes in Medicine") pointed out that the uses of isotopes may be placed in two
general categories, namely, (l) tracer techniques and labeling, and
(2) radiation effects, involving therapy, sterilization, food preservation and gene changes. He gave several examples of how isotope
tracer techniques nay be used to advantage. Thus, (l) from tracer
studies it has been learned that there is much greater mobility
and change of substances in the organism than has previously been
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appreciated; (2) by assaying with isotopes, many tedious chemical methods
of analysis have been greatly lightened, and frequently without disturbing the organism itself| (3) the ability of an organism to form a
substance can be measured directly by the isotope technique, without
calculating the total net gain from adding and subtracting materials
of both constructive and destructive metabolism; (4) enzyme patterns
can be followed in both plants and aninBls. Standards of operation
have been established for work with tracers. The technique is of
greatest importance and extremely promising,
Warren described therapeutic use of radioisotopes as both (l)
external, and (2) internal. The ability to concentrate isotopes in
certain tissues makes interior treatment far superior to external
treatment. The advantages of low-cost, low-level reactors close to
the source of use are many, and should receive careful consideration.
Questions Cambel (Turkey) asked whether cesitm-teletherapy
could be cheaper and superior to cobalt-teletherapy? Answert Warren
said that the chief saving for cesium would be that its softer radiation required less shielding, but since its rays are less penetrating,
its use would be limited.
Questions Milcou (Romania) asked whether synthesized radioactive hormones been used in therapy? Answers Warren said their
radioactivity was so slight as not to be helpful in therapy, but
that as tracers they helped understanding of metabolism.
A, L. Kursanov (Paper Ho. 6l8, "The Utilization of Radioactive
Isotopes in Biology and Agriculture in the USSR") said Russian scientists have used tagged atoms rather extensively in research. They
have done considerable work on roots where activity is fairly easily
followed. P 32 i§ being used by field stations in dozens of locations in the USSR.
Among reported findings was that a much higher percentage
of applied fertilizer was used by the plant than had been previously
supposed. For example, 40 to 60 percent of the phosphorus used by
a plant might come from applied fertilizer instead of the 10 to 12
percent as frequently suggested.
By the isotope technique, a more rational distribution of
fertilizer could be made in the soil. For example, it had been four.d
that the "efficiency" of a root could be greatly increased by being
in contact with the fertilizer. Thus, using P 32 it had been shown
that as little as 4 to 5 percent of the root system of some plants
could take up the phosphorus requirements of the entire plant,
meaning an increase in "efficiency" of 20 times.
Kursanov said it tiad been possible to follow the production of materials by micro-organisms and to ascertain the uptake and
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utilization of these materials by
tegration of humus had shown that
from the soil, transported to the
synthesis fully as effectively as

the plant, A study of the disinCO2 might be picked up by the roots
leaves, and there used in photoGO2 from the air.

He said that the discovery of some steps in photosynthesis
in vitro had been made simultaneQUsly with a similar discovery made
by US investigators.
It had been shown that both proteins and carbohydrates niight
be synthesized in the leaf in the presence of light. Further, the
red-green portions of the spectrum was used in carbohydrate synthesis,
and the blue portion in protein synthesis.
It had been found that the speod of movement of materials,
and the buildup and breakdown of materials in the plant was very
great. He pictured a dynamic system of great change and mobility.
The USSR scientists bad studied the "non-root" intake (foliage
intake) of plants. Following these studies many thousands of acres
of plants had been given foliar feeding, mostly sugar beets, in cool
areas, and tmder conditions where nutrients were not readily available
at critical times.
It had been shown that sucrose was manufactured in the leaves
of beets, and then moved to the roots. Because of this, greater
attention was now being paid to leaves. In studies with fruits
(poppy) it had been found that CO2 might be evolved in the center
of the fruit, and that the CO2 might then diffuse to the periphery
where it might be used in photo synthetic processes. There was a
mechanism for maintaining the O2 and the CO2 levels at proper concentrations in different parts of the seed and the fruit.
Studies of latex synthesis had revealed some processes involved, notably that latex appeared very suddenly in some plants.
Questionss Mitsui (Japan) asked about isotopes in soil
erosion studies. Spinks (Canada) asked whether universities participated in the program and was assured that they did. Reifer
(Poland) asked for more information on synthesis of alkaloids.
S. A. Silow (FAO) in Paper No. 7^? "The Uses of Atomic
Energy in Food and Agrictilture", stated that the world supply of
food could be increased by (l) reducing the heavy losses that now
occur in storage, transport and handling; (2) increasing the productive areas of the world; and (3) opening up new areas to production.
Atomic energy could help eventually through producing cheaper power
so as to remove salinity from water and provide better drainage, and
through the use of isotopes.
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Isotope studies might not stimulate production directly, so
far as was known, but atomic energy radiations could induce mutations,
sterilize foodstuffs, provide better knowledge of insect and disease
control, show how fertilizers could be most economically applied,
discover fishery sources and hence promote better production of fish
and help detenaine adequate balance of diet.
Silow made a statement that only 1^ of sunlight was used by
plants. Wassink (Netherlands) pointed out that this might be so for
an entire year but was not true for certain short phases of plant
development and in low light intensities.
Opening the discussion of waste disposal, F. Glueckauf (UK)
made estimates in his paper (No. 398, "Long-Term Aspects of Fission
Product Disposal") on the product-by-product problem of reactor
wastes. Krypton 85 released into the air woul,d be less than that
produced by cosmic rays, and hence negligible. He calculated that
after one year of aging, the other radioactive residues wotild consist of only 12 isotopes, and after 20 years only 7 isotopes, including strontium and cesium. If these two (Sr and Cs) were removed
from the wastes ^for other purposes, the biologically weighted relative
activity of the remainder of the wastes %fould drop in 5 years to
one-hundredth of the one-year total activity and in 20 years to about
5 X 10~5 of the one-year activity.
Storage of wastes for 13 years would generate a nimiber of
stable isotopes (such as rubidium, ruthenium, palladiim and xenon,
and the rare element technetium), all highly valuable, which perhaps
would Justify the costs of prolonged storage. There was a possibility that americium might eventually become so large a proportion
of wastes through radioactive decay of other isotopes as to cause a
bias against disposal to ground or sea, even though strontixim an.d
cesium were removed for other purposes.
The paper proposed storage and utilization of "wastes" for
13 to 50 years before disposal to ground or sea. It assumed that
not more than 1000 tons of fissionable material would be consumed
annually in the foreseeable future.
Dr, A. Wolffian (US) in his paper (No. 310, "Management
and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes") declared that.actually disposing of 41 tons of fission products annually by the year 2000
would challenge the ingenuity and imagination of scientists and
industrialists.
Present methods of control are adequate, but expensive,
and these would not constitute "disposal" in the way the word is
applied to industrial wastes. Low and middle-level wastes are returned in a controlled and safe concentration to nature, but high-
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level wastes are stored expensively. The AEG is conducting a large number of s udies on the fixation of radioactivity in prepared soils,
looking ^oward ultimate storage in the earth or sea, Wolman said,
poi' tir out t lat indiscriminate disposal to air or sea might have
ob^ ictionable -mvironmental results and cause international complicati ns. For t' i present, the AEC continues to store its high-level
wastes under olose supervision.
Dr. R. Revelle, Director of Scripps Oceanographic Institute,
made a brief statement on the work which oeeanographers are doing to
understand the resources of the ocean to receive industrial wastess
the rates of diffusion and current flow of deep waters; the vertical
"turn-over" of deep water which would carry deep deposits into the
surface waters where marine life abounds; sedimentation; and interactions between ocean, atmosphere and lithosphere.
Questions Taylor (US) said he understood Glueckauf to state
that, because public opinion was so sensitive, ocean disposal could
be considered only tmder conditions which guaranteed absolute safeguards against fission products entering htiman food or water supplies,
and accidental exposure of the public to radiation levels above tolerance.
He asked Glueckauf and Wolman to discuss the possibility that public
opinion would become less sensitive in time, and that controlled release of radioactivity into the environment might in time become entirely acceptable? Answers Glueckauf said that controlled release
of low-level activity to the enTironment might be acceptable, but
high levels never would. Wolman said he felt Glueckauf*s statement
was proper with respect to the release of material of very high activities, but that waters are capable of absorbing tremendous quantities
of wastes of all kinds when properly managed. He said it should be
possible to release large quantities of radioactivity to the hydrosphere without hazard to life.
Questions Dahl (Norway) asked whether Wolman would depend
on a container to prevent dilution of waste disposed to the ocean,
or on currents to produce dilution. Ans£ers Wolman said that, for
certain lower levels of activity, many would prefer dilution. With
verj concentrated wastes, fixing would perhaps be better, and studies
were under way to learn how to confine them. Answers Wolman said
AEC interim policy was to store, meanwhile seeking better disposal
knowledge,
Qgestions Parker (US) said that, according to Hanford
calculations, storage cost of higte-level waste would be less than
1% of sales price of the power and asked Wolman to comment? Answers
Wolman said storage was "expensive" as related to cost per unit volume
on an absolute basis, whereas Parker referred to cost as a portion of
total cost of production. Wolman said fl per gallon to store would
be expensive for ordinary industrial waste disposal, but as 1% of
total cost it might not be prohibitive.
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Questions Libby (US) asked Glueckauf what would be the ultlmale
cost of fission product disposal? Answers Glueckauf said estimates uf
cost were speculative, and were as well treated in his report as was
now possible.
Questions Lawroski (US) asked Glueckauf whether it was likely
that recovery of rare stable elements from wastes after long storage
might lead to an undesirably high level of contamination of materials
in industrial channels. Answers Glueckauf said ruthenium was the
most likely contaminant because of the difficulty of its cheHiical removal, but since it has a half life of only one year, its contamination would be eliminated in a few years.

CLOSING PLENARI SESSION NO, 24
by Karl M, Mayer
The closing general session of the Conference considered "International Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of A-^omic Energy," and
"Education and Training of Personnel in Nuclear Energy." It was closed
by the presidential address of Dr. Bhabha (India) who was also session
chairman.
In presenting paper No. 6l9, "Assistance of the Soviet Union
to other Countries in Peaceful Application of Atomic Energy,'* M.
Lavrishchev (USSR) stated that cooperation, previously confined to
neighboring countries, would be extended to other nations. The USSR
wanted extensive international cooperation.
He stated that experimental piles and elementary particle
accelerators are being designed by the USSR for the development of
nuclear physics in China, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Bulgaria,
Hungary, and East Germany, Physicists and radiochemists from varioa-i
countries were being trained in nuclear science in the Soviet Uniono
He closed his presentation with the hope that many more such corifererices
would be held.
Paper No. 805, "The United States Program of International Gooperation for Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy," by Willard F, Libby-"
(us) referred to the address of President Eisenhower to the United
Nations General Assembly on December 8, 1953, and the proposal that
an international atomic energy agency be established under the aegis
of the U. N, He stated that the U« S, had already taken steps toward
international cooperation in advance of the fonaation of the agency.
-"•The text of Dr. Libby^s paper is in Appendix W I I .
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Dr. Libby stressed that the development of conventicaial sources
of energy should i»9t be neglected. Atomic energy wotiLd not make iUamedlate large-scale contributions, but there m i ^ t be a significant
start of nuclear power generation in 10 years. He stated that announced
prices for heavy water and fuel were so fixed that the United States
neither gained nor lost through the sale of materials.
Sir John Cockcroft (UK) mao.e an informal report on UK cooperation. He stated that the Itoited Kingdom was grateful for the iml^ '
received from Canada and the United States, and that the IMited iUngdom
would help others through reactor Instruestion, and university post
graduate training. The United Kingdom helped found a European technical society and would welcome visiting engineers to study reactor
operation and experience costs, he said. The Ibiited Kingdom looked
forward to seeing -visitors at Harwell and would welcome another such
conference as the present one in 3 to 4 years.
Nabor
with profound
fact that the
they were men
another; they

Carillo (Mexico) stated that Mexico left the Conference
satisfaction. The most Important development was the
Conference took placeo Scientists had demonstrated that
of good will and that they had mutual, respect for one
have impressed the whole world*

Pawel SgreOkin (PoJAed) declared the two papers presented in
the session were very iji^ortant in the future developnient of atomic
energy. Further cooperation woald take place, it was predicted.
Poland planned to help in whate-ser way it could. The Polish program
included exchange ©f information, mutxial visits, and training of young
scientists.
The fourth statement was made by Keiiohi Tatsuke (Japan).
He stated that the Conference was a success and that other conferences
should be held. A hope was expressed that an International Atomic
Energy Authority would be set up.
Pavle Savic (Xagoslavla) stated that the most noteworthy
, aspect of the Conference was the daily cooperation of men of science.
Savic said Yugoslavia would C'«iioperate in ai^ w^iy it could in order to
lead to a solution of the discsrepancies in the development among different countries., A statement of good wishes and congratulations by
President Tito was read.
Gunnar Banders (liorway) then commented about scientific cooperation between Norway and Holland. He stated that Norway and
Holland had a Joint reactor program and plan to build reactors for
power and z^search. The golden TXUS of cooperation. Banders stated
had the following elementss (l) There must be mutual need and desire;
there cannot be a donor-receiver relationsMpf (2) There must be full
cooperation with no %eep out" signs, and (3) Scientific cooperation
and progress thrives in laboratcries and not in offices or even in
public meetingso
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Paper No. 9^3^ '^Training of Research Staff in the Field of
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy" was presented by Pierre Auger (UNESCO).
He stressed the need for balance in education of the young. The general
training shotiLd not be neglected and specialization in science should
be encouraged. UNESCO would help nations meet the new needs of education in the atomic age.
Pierre Dorolle (WHO) stated that training of radiation protection personnel was an essential part of any public health program.
WHO wotld help cotmtries in organizing such training programs.
Dr. Nazir Ahmad (Pakistan) stated Pakistan was in agreement
with the sentiments e2q)ressed by Mexico earlier, Pakistan would
develop rapidly if it were helped by more advanced countries. Pakistan suggested the establishment of regional centers of research under
the guidance of people from more advanced cotmtries.
Henri Medi (Holy See) stated that the world must have a search
for truth based on the love of man. Any discovery belongs to all
men. The world should try to distribute its wealth to the less fortunate, he said, and correct the unequal distribution of wealth all
over the world.
In the
the Conference
the Conference
crete to say.

closing presidential address, Dr. Bhabha stated that
had been a great success. He stated that speakers of
held to time schedules because they had something conHe gave the highlights of the Conference as followss

1.

The feasibility of atomic power generation
is no longer doubted.

2.

The economics of atomic power have been
greatly clarified.

3.

The Conference will lead to many serious studies
of the utilization of atomic energy.

4.

Progress has been made in the field of biology
and medicine bat more knowledge is needed in
the field of genetics.

5.

Knowledge once given cannot be withdrawn-~the
free flow of Imowledge has been established.

6.

Another meeting should be held.

President Bhabha read a note of good wishes and congratulations
from President Btilganin of the USSR, and ended by saying that President
Eisenhower had also sent a congratulatory message.
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APPENDIX II •- U.S. SCIENTIFIG SEGHETARIESt REPORTS ON TECHNICAL
SECTIONS OF THE CONFERENCE
"A*' SECTIONS OF CONFERENCE —

PHISIGS AND REACTORS

Section 6A - Special Topics in Nuclear Physics

By George A. Kolstad and
?. Weisskopf

A. Bohr (Denmark) was chaiiman.
The first paper, No. 714, was delivered by H. ¥. Pasechnik
(Ukr. S S E ) on the "Inelastic Scattering of Fast Neutrons by Atomic
Iuelei"# The neutron energies were 2.5, 3»33i 4»1 and 14 mev, and
threshold detectors were used.
DisGUSsioni Walt (US) pointed out that Pasechnik got a
different value for Pb and Hi, whereas US values are equal.
Kazatchovsky (USSR) reported on photographic work on inelastic
scatterings.
The next two talks were by R. B. Day and M, Walt (US). Day
in No. 581, reported on "Gaama Rays from Neutron Inelastic Scattering'*
as studied at Los Ala3a»s. In No. 5^8 "Angular Distribution and NonElastic Neutron Scattering" by Walt et al., Walt reported on the angular distribution of elastically scattered neutrons and on non-elastic
cross-sections,
Pasechnik (Ukr. SSR) asked about the resolution of Day*s gamma
detector.
The following talk. No. © 0 , "The Theoretical Prediction of
Neutron Cross Sections of Non-Fissionable Elements for Energies up to
10 Mev," was by ?. Weisskopf (US) who gave a resume of the status of
the theoretical predictions of neutron cross sections. In the discussion, Blokhintsev asked about the connection between the optical
model and the Bohr theory of nuclear deformation.
The next talk. No. 65O, "Investigation of the Neutron B-Decay",
was given by M, S. Kozodaev (USSR) who reported on work by P. E. Spivak
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et al. on neutron decay. He measured the lifetime of the neutron by a
method similar to that of Robson in Canada. Kozodaev gave some preliminary resiilts on the angular correlation of the decay electrons. Discussion focused on the accxiracy of the measixrement. Snell (US) asked
how it was possible to determine the lifetime as accurately as given
(12 +_ 1 minute).
The next talk, No. 651, was given by B. P. Adiaseviech (USSR)
on the work of L. V. Groshev et al. on "Thermal Neutron Captxu'e Gamma
Rays". Groshev used a Compton electron magnetic analyzer and covered
the range from 0.3 mev to 10 mev.
In the discussion which followed Weisskopf (US) complimented
the study and asked whether the measurements had been extended to heavier elements. Adiaseviech then showed new results with heavy elements.
The next paper. No. 941, "Investigation of the Structure of
Molecules and the Structure of Liquids by Scattering of Thermal Neutrons" was given by M. H. Niewodnietzanski (Poland). The work done
by J. Janik was on neutron scattering by organic molecules and the
determination of their structure, using a small radium-berylli-um
neutron source.
The last paper. No, 870, "Thermal Inelastic Scattering of Gold
Neutrons in Polycrystalline Solids" by K. S. Singur and Kothari, was
given by L. S. Kothari (India.) Corrections to Placzek's theory were
calculated on the basis of the Debye Model.
SECTION 7A - FISSION PHYSICS
by George A. Kolstad

¥. F. Weisskopf (US) was chairnBn.
A. Bohr (Dennark) presented Paper No. 911, "Collective Motion
in Atomic Nuclei", which described the properties of fission which
result from the fact that there are a very small number of levels of
non-Jjollective nuclear motion which can come into play near threshold
and said that the angular momentum of these states could have important
consequence. Bohr gave a qualitative discussion of the influence of
conservation laws on this process.
J. A, Wheeler (US) in Paper No, 593j "Fission Physics and
Nuclear Theory", discussed the fission process.
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Paper No. 993> "The Time Involved in the Fission Process" was
given by D. PopoviK (Yugoslavia) who was the first scientist to publish
the width of a flssiorj resonance. He referred to "this unfortunate
period (of secrecy) which we hope is disappearing"«
J. S. Aaslander (Rumania) gave Paper No. 10S9, "Statistics of
Photographic Fission Tracks and Range Ebtimates of Fragxueuts", on work
by himself and T, fisky, a theoretical analysis of an experimental procedure.
Discussions Wigner (US) said he felt that the ideas of Bohr
were quite new and therefore difficult to understand without further
thought. In the discussion of the papers of Bohr and Wheeler, it
was brought out that the whole fission process is not adiabatic since
the correct state for going over the potential barrier must be arrived
at by a non-adiabatic process^ However, while the barrier is actually
being surmounted, the process may be considered as adiabatic.
Blokhintsev (USSR) in disOTSsing questions on l/#ieeler*s paper,
said that he questioned adiabatic approximation. He said also that
heavy nuclei were formed in excited states. Since the fission width
increased with excitation energy, these states woiild fission rather than
decay by gamma emission to the ground state. Thus one would not expect
to form appreciable quantities of heavy nuclei in the ground state.
He stated further that heavy nuclei did not exist because of the difficulties with the Dirac eqaation.
Peierls (UK) made the comment that; for higher excitations, as
in slow neutron fission, the adiabatic approximation may be questionable,
for with the high number of degrees of freedom, there might not be a
high density of nucleordc levels, so that the situation might be more
nearly analagous to that occLU'ring in the theory of solids.
?. V. Vladimirsky (USSR) commentea that the liquid drop theory
gave too high a threshold for fission. Changing tne Weissaeker formula
by puttirg in an additional surface tension term, which depends on the
neutron excess, gave better rfe'^ults.
Mostovoy (USSR) quoted a tfteory, erroneously attributed to Wigner,
to the effect that the liumber of d.lpha particles from spontaneous
fission was greater than that from induced fission by SQ% in the mode
of decay where alphas are also emitted.
M. D. de Souza Saxitos (Brazil), gave Paper No. 897, "Studies of
the Nuclear Photoeffect", by hijnself and associates, describing the
first work done in Brazil with a machine purchased from the United
States. He said he hoped to do fisslor threshold mfcasurements.
A. Lundby (Norway) gave Papers No., ?84, "Angular Correlation
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of Fission Neutrons" by K» Skarsvag, and No. 891, "High Energy Gamma
Rays from Short-Llved Fission Products" by Lundby et al.
R. B. Leachman (US) in Paper Ho. 592, «^eteMiination of Fission
Quantities of lagjortance to Reactors" discussed the measurement of xm
and nu average for D-233? U~235s Pii~239j» Pu-240, etc., and the energy
spectrum of fission neutrons.
Discussioni Kozodaev (USSR) Goiif)limented Leachman for a good
paper and reported on the work of Spivak and coworkers on the relative
detennination of nu (thennal) for U-233* U-235* Pu-239j and spontaneoms
fission nu for Pu-240 and Pu-241, as followss

nu
nu
nu
nu
nu

(U-233)
(U-235)
(PQ-239)

(Pu-240)
(Pu-241)

=
=
=
=
=

2.6
2.5
3.0
2.2
3.1

Kozodaev said that the proceedings of the Moscow Conference
were available to all delegations.
Egglestaff (UK) made some additional comment and showed some
UK data on fast fission cross sections«
Questions Sanders (UK) asked Leachman about what difficulties
were experienced with gaama rays in Diven's big scintillation chasiiero
Divens answered the question by describing discrimination technitpes^

SECTION 8A - RESEARCH REACTORS

by Ulysses M. Staebler

Dr. C. N. Watson-Munro (Australia) was chairman of Section SAo
L. Kowarski (UNESCO) gave paper No. 946 Report on Research
Reactors" in which he described 10 different types of organisations or
institutions which might find a research reactor valuable. These rar^ged
from facilities doing basic research to hospitals using radiation
therapy. The speaker provided a background to help organizations to
decide whether or not to acquire a reactor and to select one suited to
particular needs.
Kowarski listed as activities which could be carried out with
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research reactors (a) studies of the behavior of the reactor (b) physical research, (c) chemical research, (d) biology and medicine, (e)
reactor engineering, and (f) other branches of applied research.
Technological factors affecting the choice of a research reactor
were discussed including (a) performance rating, (b) nature of the fuel
required, (c) moderator and reflector design and utilization, (d) cooling
problems for high neutron flux, (e) shielding design, and (f) equipment
for control and experimentation. Kowarski also discussed costs as affected by reactor choice and building requirements. Fluxes of 10^2 n/cm^/
sec should be possible for an initial investment of about $400,000, and
annual operations expenses of about $100,000, he said. Reactors giving
a flux of many times 10-^3 n/cm /sec might cost $4 to 5 million and #1
million a year to operate.
The second speaker, A. H. Snell (US), in paper Mo. 484 "The
Nuclear Reactor in Basic Science," described many specific basic research
activities involving a reactor. These included stxidies of new materials
such as technetium, radiation chemistry, and "hot atom" chemistry.
Snell said gamma radiation from sources such as Co 60 was more desirable
for many jobs than reactor radiation, which includes neutrons that cause
secondary effects. He believed that many basic absolute nuclear measurements, such as the neutron-neutron interaction, would bear repetition.
It was emphasized that already the impact of reactors on basic science
is very broad though we have just beg\m the many investigations they
make possible.
The third presentation (paper Ho. 401, "Research Reactors")
by E. Bretscher (UK) included similar material. He noted certain
conflicts which could develop between physicists and engineers in the
design of a research reactor. He gave costs for construction of a high
flux reactor that were higher than those stated by Kowarski.
In opening the discussion period the chairman stated there were
many questions on costs of research reactors, but he would permit only
limited discussion on this point because of lack of comparability
among cost figures from different countries.
Question; Doan (US) commented on Kowarski*s statement about
relative costs of MIR and ORB, and pointed out that the lower cost of
the ORB was largely due to experience. He stated that an MTR tsnpe
reactor probably could be built now with its neutron fluxes in much
larger voltmie for less money.
Questions Zinn (US) noted that costs of the E443 given by Bretscher were much higher than the actual cost of the US CP-5 reactor by
almost a factor of two, and asked if this represented additional facilities or high cost of building research reactors in Great Britain.
Answer: Bretscher said research facilities were included. He believed
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the flux to be slightly higher than in CP-5.
Question; Gomberg (US) commented on a statement by Kowarski
regarding confusing prices for the Geneva research reactor ($180,000)
and a similar one for Michigan State Universityj and stated that the
Swiss would have to spend additional money for such things as experimental facilities and cooling, if they wanted high flux and that there
was no great inconsistency in actual costs of a similar reactor.
Questiong Buras (Poland) asked for a statement regarding the
form'ula on exclusion distance in Kowarski^s paper in relation to the
experiments described by Dietrich* Answert Kowarski said the formula
was copied 5.
Questions The Chairman asked, whether Zinn could amplify?
An.swer; Zinn said that exclusion considerations normally involved an
assumption that the core had many fission products built up in it,
whereas the reactor core used in the transient experiments did not have
them built up to any appreciable level. The formulae would have provided adequate isolation..
Question; Billington (US) supplemented Snell^s paper with a
brief description of apparatus for, and resiiLts from,'experiments at'
20° K inside a reactor.
Questions Dunwor-th (UK) expressed concern over statements in
Kowarski^s paper regarding short-term interest in zero-energy systems
and cited interesting and important work being done in such systems.
Questions Weinberg (US) commented on the future of the present generation of research reactors being designed and built on the
basis of using natural uranium fuele He noted that there was always
a strong incentive to increase the power level and this usually could
be done if adequate provision was made for shielding, reflector cooling, and similar items. He cited that the Oak Ridge reactor (l-lO)
had increased from 400 kw to 4000 kw and that OBR had gone from 5000
kw to 20,000 kw while under design. In addition to higher powers, increased thermal neutron flux density in limited areas could be provided
•vithout increasing power by using enriched fuel as was done in the CP-3
reactor.
Question; Went (Netherlands) said that Bretscher stressed the
evident importance of installing new types of hot loops in a reactor
instead of building a prototype reactor. If it were possible to reduce
considerably the dimensions of such a reactor, he asked, would it be
worthwhile building a small prototype reactor immediately instead of
a hot loop? Answeri Watson-Munro said he knew of some experiments
costing on the order of #250,000, and in some cases it would be better
to build a separate high flux reactor running with the fuel element in
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question, rather than to carry out the separate test in a high flux
reactor that existed. He said it depended upon the test being carried
out.
Question: Wirtz (West-Germany) wanted to know whether, if enriched uranium and heavy water were not available and a research reactor
with a flux arotmd 10 -^ was wanted, it would be better to build a separation plant for enriched uranium, or a heavy water plant to get heavy
water. Answer; Dunworth (UK) said he thought it should be possible in
future to purchase either one or the other from some source, and that
there was no straight answer, because neither a diffusion plant nor a
heavy water plant would be built solely to enable construction of a
research reactor.
The second part of Section SA, "General Principles and Practical Experience", was opened with paper Ho. 888 ("Practical Experience
with the JEEP Reactor" by T. J. Barendregt), presented by N. Hidle,
Norway. This reactor operates at 350 kw producing a flux of 10
n/cmV
sec using heavy water moderator at less than 100°C. The speaker described the reactor and operational experience during an experimental
program.
Question; Doan (US) asked was there a period meter operating
a scram circuit on the reactor. Answer: Hidle replied there was not
and the Chairman added that this seemed reasonable for a reactor of
this size.
The next speaker, (R. P. Jackson, UK, No. 762 "Experience
with BEPO'*), described a reactor similar in many respects to X-10 at
Oak Ridge,
Questions Huffman (US) asked about techniques for measuring
flxix in this reactor. Answers Jackson described in some detail a
thermocouple arrangement using boron coating on the hot junction and
said this gave nearly linear responses as long as the temperature
difference between hot and cold junctions was less than 5°G. He also
mentioned activation of silica rods which worked satisfactorily since
the activation cross section and half-life were about right for convenience.
The final presentation of the section (No. 485, "Materials
Testing Reactor Experimental Program and Reactor Operation" by R. L.
Doan and J. R. Huffman, US) gave the first complete public description
of the core of this reactor, which produces the highest neutron fluxes
of any known reactor. The fuel elements and operating cycle were
described in detail as well as control rods. After describing the
reactor's construction and operating specifications, the speaker reviewed research programs. It was emphasized that this reactor was
particiiLarly useful for studying radiation damage since it provided
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high intensities of both fast and thermal neutrons in a number of experimental facilities. Mention was made of the Reactivity Measurement Facility recently added in the water canal in the MTR building to help
accurate measurements of reactivity effects on materials irradiated in
.the MTR. Other research programs described were isotope studies,
neutron cross section studies, isotope production, and gaunma irradiation
studies.
Que .at Ion; Mummery (UK) asked for a breakdown Of the reactivity
in the reactor. Answer; He was given, as an approximation, h»9% in
xenon, U*7% for xenon override, 5 to 5% for experiments, and 5 to 7% for
fuel depletion.
Question; Grout (UK) asked (l) whether the beryllixim reflector
was essential, (2) what was the area or volume of maximum flux, and
(3) was HoO or D^O better as a moderator for a high-flux materials
testing reactor. Answer; Huffman said (l) that in current operation,
portions of the beryllium reflector had been removed and the space.used
for experimental purposes, (2) the maximum flux of 3•5 3C 10^^ n/cm
sec was an unperturbed flux and decreased in the presence of experimental material, and its volume was about 2 to 3 inches by about 12
inches. Huffman and Weinberg gave the opinion that HgO gave a higher
fast neutron flux at a sacrifice in space, aixd that it might be somewhat easier to run aa ordinary water reactor at very high neutron flux,
but that H5O and D O each had advantages and disadvantages.

SB3TI0N 9A - RESEARCH REACTORS AND DESCRIPTIONS
by U. M. Staebler
Di', J. J. WeTi.t was chairman.
The first talk, by V. V. Vladimirsky (No. 623, USSR, "A Heavy
Water Research Reactor")» described a reactor that started operation in
April 1949. Vladiffiinsky said it operated at 500 kw and utilized 5
tons of hpiavy water plus 2.5 to 3*0 tons of uranium. He also described
exponenti„al fv.perijiient 3 on varying rods and lattices during the planning
of this reactor. The uranium rods were hung vertically from an aluminum
plate which could rotate. The reactor had a graphite reflector about
one meter thick. Control was by four cadmixim rods which could operate
either m&.r.udlly or automatically.
ExperijTiental facilities included three good channels for coliamating neutron beamp and a 9 cm diameter aluminum tank down the center
of the core. A platinum catalyzer was used to recombine the mixture of
hydrogen and oxyger. gas formed during operation. The speaker indicated
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plans to reconstruct the reactor for a tenfold increase in neutron flux.
In the second presentation, (No. 387, "The Saclay Pile, Two
Years* Experience in Heat Transfer of Pressurized Gases" by J. Ivon,
France) the Saclay reactor was emphasised as a heat transfer expei-iment.
Ivon said the reactor contained 6 tons of uranium in 136 rods, 3 tons
of heavy water, and was cooled with gas. The gas originally was nitrorgen but argon in air contamination caused radioactivity which limited
operative time more than was considered acceptable. The French switched
to carbonic g a s — the blowers were not designed for helium. Yvon said
the gas left the reactor at 120°C and the hottest fuel element jacket
was 320 0.
Paper No. 915 "Description of the Swiss Research Reactor" prepared by F. Alder et al. and read by W. Z'unti (Switzerland), described
a reactor and shop and laboratory facilities to be built 30 km from
Zurich. It was conceived as a low temperature reactor moderated and
cooled by heavy water with natural uranirm fuel. The design power was
10 MW, the maximum thermal flux 2.5 x 10 -^ n/cm^sec.
Question; Lichtenberger, (US) asked ?ladimirsky what was done
to keep the heavy water in the USSR reactor clean? Answer: Vladimirsky
said that corrosion was very low and the water needed to be cleaned very
infrequently.
Question; Zinn (US) asked about a footnote of the USSR paper
that mentioned the tank had been replaced. Answer; fladimirsky explained that a fuel rupture occurred in 1953 and that, in the process
of removing the rod through the top of the tank, the rod broke, dropped,
and damaged the bottom of the tank. Spare tanks were on hand so the top
and fuel were removed and the tank replaced. They met the greatest
difficulty in disjointing the tank because radiation reached an intensity
of 700 r/hr.
Question; Hurst (Canada) asked for more information on planned
modification to the USSR reactor. Answer: fladimirsky said about
250 kg of uranium containing ^ IF 235 would be used in fuel elements
that would be cooled inside and outside. The power would be raised to
over 3 MW, using forced flow rather than gravity circulation. A 10fold net increase in neutron flux was expected.
Question; Spinrad (US) asked what was the rate of motion of
control rods or rate of possible Increase in reactivity? Answer;
Vladlmirsky said the rods held 1 to l-l/^ k and could be withdrawn in
about one-half minute.
Question; Spinrad (US) asked what was the mean lifetime of
thermal neutrons in the core, and what was the effect of filling the
central pit with uranium? Answer; Vladimirsky said no measurements
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held been made, but calculations were made by the Pontecorvo method. With
uranium in the center, the lifetime would be shorter.
Question; Beck (US) asked whether the French reactor gave any
difficulty due to activity of gas impurities other than argon, i.e., dust,
or proaucts of fuel ruptures. Answer; Yvon said no fuel ruptures had
be-«n experienced; that dust had been found but the activity was not disturbing .
Question; Liljeblad (Sweden) asked whether the large gas leakage reported by Yvon could be stopped by welding joints. Answer;
Yvon agreed welding would help, but claimed advantages also for ease
of disassembling an unw€)lded system.
The second part of the section was opened with paper No.
860, *»The Brookhaven Reactor" by M , Pox, presented by D. Gurinsky (US),
which Gurinsky illustrated profusely with slides showing construction
stages, design features such as fuel elements, and experimental equipment arrangements. It was noted that the graphite-moderated and air
cooled con&truction provided large volumes of reactor space for experimental pux*pos-^s at a sacrifice in neutron flux for a given power
levelo Operating experience with the reactor, including effects of
operation on graphite, was mentioned briefly. The speaker also told
of plana to use enriched fuel to increase the maximum available flux
from 5 X 10-^^ n/cm^/sec to 3 x 10^3 n^'cm'^ sec.
Tht next paper (No. 488, "Design and Description of Water
•Rolxer Reactors", by L.D.P. King, US), surveyed the origin, design,
and operating ct'iaraoteristics of small enriched homogeneous reactors
which have become known as '»watei« boilers", with emphasis on the Los
Alamos versions, particularly one knoT-m as SUPO. It was pointed out
that two similar reactors had been built by North American Aviation,
Inc», one by North Carolina State College, and others were being
planned. Advantages of this tsrpe reactor were cited as (a) inherent
safety, (b) small bize and material requirements, (c) absence of fuel
elements needing to be replaced, (d) ease of operation, and (e) automatic removal of fission gaseb. The chief disadvantage was low neutron
flux, limifc< d to about 10-^5 n/cm'^ sec even in advanced designs.
QuestIda; Jackdon (UK) inquired about ruptures of finned fuel
cans at BruCichaverj cind whether ibis influenced the decision to modify
the design^ Arswg;rs Gurinskj?- reported there had been three ruptures
lcd<lng fibsict. productb into the exhaust air, and other less severe
leaks, but 3?>id that the* prlmai^-^?- incentive for changing design was to
get a higher neutron flux. He stated ruptures occurred more frequently
in thp certer of the reactor due to higher flux and higher gas velocity
Which caused "fluttering" of fuel elements, over 50^ of the original
fuel Wets still in the reactor.
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The next portion of the section opened with papers No. 621,
''The Experimental Nuclear Reactor with Ordinary Water and Enriched
Uranium" and No. 622, "A 2000 kw Thermal Power Nuclear Reactor for
Research Purposes", both read by Y. G. Nikolaev (USSR). He described
a reactor fueled with uranium containing 10^ U-235 (3»5 kg U-235),
water moderated and cooled, and designed to operate at 300 kw with flux
pf 2 X 10-^2 n/cm/^/sec.
In addition to a brief physical description of the reactor with
the aid of slides, Nikolaev gave results of certain physics -^experiments
on critical mass, lattice spacing, and thenml neutron distribution
through the reactor. The second -mrt of the talk gave some information on modifications planned, mentioning an increase of power to
2000 kw, The coolant flow would be increased to 900 cubic meters per
hour in the primary system and 250 cubic meters per hour in the secondary system. The maximim heat transfer rate would be 3*8 x 10^ cal/m^/hr.
The final talk, by A. Weinberg (US), was based principally on
paper No. 490, "The Materials Testing Reactor and Related Research
Reactors", Weinberg observed that the Soviet design of a graphitemoderated reactor sacrificed fast neutron flux to get volume. He said
ordinary water reactors could provide high theriml and fast neutron
flux but generally in small volume. Basic philosophy and problems in
the design of the MTR type reactors were discussed, A comparison was
made of various reactors in the MTR family including the MTR, the Oak
Ridge Research Reactor, the low intensity testing reactor, and the pool
reactor. He reported also on the status of measurements and tests on
MTR type ft^el elements made with uranium containing 20^ U-235 such as
the US will make available to other countries under Bilateral Agreements
for Cooperation. It was noted that U-Al alloy becomes brittle and difficult to fabricate at U concentrations which woxild be required for this
material. A technique had been developed using a tiranium oxide and
aluminum, oxide compact. Measurements on critical mass showed the difference between fully enriched U-235 and 20^ U-235 material to be less
than one percent. Sample fuel elements made by this technique had been
tested in the LITR and the MTR without failures up to a maximum exposure
of 30 X 10"^° N?T at a maximum flux of 2 x 10-'-'+ n/cm^ sec. This corresponded to 20^ burnup of U-235, Weinberg said.
Question; Mummerj?' (UK) asked whether the shape of the c\irve
shown by Nikolaev for the effect of temperature on reactivity neglected
the change in slowing down area in the reactor. Answer; Nikolaev replied that the effect was a "non-monotonous" development which depended
upon the coefficient of thermal utilization of neutrons and the delay
or tau function. At the time of measurements one percent in reactivity
was in control rods.
(Question: Spinrad (US) observed that the plot of neutron flux
through a lattice cell did not continue through the fuel element.
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Answer: Nikolaev said no measurements had been made in the region, only
theoretical calculations using diffusion theory with necessary adjustments.
Question; Mummery (UK) asked whether, in the 2000 kw reactor,
the uranium would be combined with an alloy? Answer t Nikolaev stated
that unlike fuel in the US the USSR "uses U and U0„ with Mg.
Question; Kalitssine (BxUgaria) asked what radioactive content
of air was observed? Answer; Nikolaev said it was not great or dangerous, being several hundredths of a curie per hour, and was projected
for the future as about a tenth of a curie per hour.
Question: Schmid, (Switzerland) asked what kind of slowing down
theory was suited for criticality calculations of beryllium-reflected
MTR-type reactors. Answer: Weinberg said designers had very good results
in MTR calculations using simple one- or two-group diffusion theory.
He states this probably was due to the fact that most of the neutrons
leaking to the reflector were fast neutrons.

SECTION lOA - RESEARCH REACTORS, DESCRIPTIONS AND FUEL CYCLES
by U, M, Staebler
Prof, M. Oliphant (Australia) chaired Conference Section lOA.
First, G. N, Kruzhilin (USSR) reviewed Paper No, 620 "Reactor
for Physical and iechnical Investigations", a USSR equivalent of the
United States MTR. It «%ent into operation" on April 15, 1952, compared
to criticality of MTR ©n Jferch 31? 1952, and full power on Vkj 22, 1952. •
Water was first considered as a moderator Krughilin said, but since loops
were needed for fuel element tests it was decided to use graphite as
moderator, and water as coolant. He mentioned the Brookhaven reactor
as the most powerful graphite research reactor but said the USSR design
used enriched material and a more compact lattice in which water provided
about 50 percent of the moderation. The USSR reactor had five loops,
two cooled by water at 100 to 200 atmospheres pressure, one cooled by
molten metal, and one cooled by gas. Eruzhilin reported that a fuel element chosen for the large USSR power reaetor had been operating in this
test reactor for over a year. The reactor was described as one of the
first in the USSR with a closed circulating system, operating at 10 W
with maximum fltxx of 8 x lO-'-^ ti/cmr sec.
Next, F* W. Fenning (UK) reviewed paper No, 402 ("The Experimental Facilities of E 443") which emphasized the need for high neutron flux
as a reason for building theE 443 heavy-water moderated and cooled research
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reactor. He gave present flux limits at Harwell as 1.5 x ICr-^ n/cm,^ sec.
Fenning said the planned reactor would be fueled with about 2.5 kg of
U 235 in MTR type fuel elements. Experimental facilities would include
(a) neutron beam columnators, (b) irradiation facilities with no environmental control, and (c) irradiation facilities designed for careful control of temperature, pressure and other enfvironmental factors. The cost
of the reactor and certain laboratory facilities was expected to be under
2 million poxinds (about |5.6 million).
Question; Brooks (US) asked what was the actual theriial neutron
^l''^^* -toswer: Kruzhilin said the thermal fl-ux of, the USSR rg^sifiE with
experimental equipment in place was about 4.5 x 10 n/om^ sec| ii<? figure
was available for fast neutron flux.
Question; Weinberg (US) asked whether any provision had been
made for gas-tight containment of the USSR reactor? Answer; He was
told the helium atmosphere of the reactor was hermetically contained,
but that experimental reactors in the Soviet were built without containment .
Question; Mummery (UK) asked whether loop experiments were
located in the reflector of the reactor because the flux was adequate
m this region and experiments so located would have less e f f e c t s
reactivity? Answer; Kruzhilin said that was the reason.
Question; Exonberger (UK) asked about wear noticed on fuel
elements in the USSR reactor. Answer; Kruzhilin stated USSR workers
believed local vibrations of fuel elements were caused by water flow.
Thicker ribs and cantering sprockets were provided on the fuel elements
and have eliminated the trouble.
Question; Harrer (US) asked about the specifications and tests
planned on the gas-tight building around the E 443 reactor. Answer;
Fenning said the vessel was being built in accordance with British standard code 1500 and would be tested at £\xil pressure.
The second part of the section consisted of three talks on the
general subject of fuel cycles, the first by J. 7, Dunworth (UK) on
paper No. 403? "Fuel Cycles and Types of Reactors". The basic philosophy expressed was that a fuel cycle based on burning U~235 and making
Plutonium from U-238 was lifeely to have a negative gain and that to
utilize a satisfactory fraction of the uranium resources, it would be
necessary to recycle plmtonium in these reactors. He referred to remarks he made in section 4.2 on the likely role of thorium in thermal
reactors and predicted that eventually uranium would be used in fast
reactors and thorium in thermal reactors.
The next talk was delivered by W. B. Lewis (Canada) reviewing
paper No. 41, "Some Economic Aspects of Nuclear Fuel Cycles." He noted
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Dunworth^s remarks about fuel cycles with a negative gain and emphasized
that the important consideration on fuel cycles was which one would provide cheapest power. He stated the case for thermal converter reactors
which he believed would be the first to make economically competitive
nuclear power and might maintain this position for many years. He compared the unused uranium in such systems with the uranium content of
water used to make hydroelectric power and noted that the loss of
power resource per unit of power generated was greater in this case
than in converter reactors,
A. M, Weinberg (US) presented the final paper. No, 862 "Survey
of Fuel Cycles and Reactor Types", He cited the similarity between the
development of fossil hydrocarbon fuel and nuclear fuel in that each
had different forms and a variety of devices in which they could be
used. He predicted that as in the case of fossil fuels the variations
in nuclear power wotjld find application in specific locations in accordance with specific merits. He then reviewed nuclear considerations of
fuel cycles such as values of ati (neutrons produced per fission), and
eta (neutrons produced per atom of fissionable material destroyed). He
said that relatively high capture cross sections in the intermediate
energy regions for both U-235 and Pu-239 made reactors designed to operate on such neutrons of little interest for central power reactors. In
comparing breeding of various cycles, Weinberg noted that both "thermal
efficiency" and "material efficiency" should be considered. The higher
specific power (or material efficiency) which might be possible in the
thermal neutron system could offset high breeding gain and high thermal
efficiency in fast reactors. Weinberg concluded that all thermal reactor systems were likely to be operated ultinately on the Th, U-233 cycle
but that acceptable fast reactors on the Pu-239s U-238 cycle also would
be developed in the long run.
Question: Gast (US) asked what method was proposed for maintaining reactivity over the long fuel cycle proposed by Lewis? Answer;
Lewis said the use of DpO in large reactors with periodic relocation of
fuel seemed to make this practical, but there was not enough data to be
sure.
Question; Wigner (US) brought out that the values of eta in
the neutron energy resonance region were for thin slabs and that in
actual reactors the resonance capture would be somewhat less because
of self-shielding.
Questions Taranger (France), Taranger observed that Weinberg
seemed to condemn gas-cooled reactors because of low "material efficiency"
and asked if this attitude extended to "good gas at high temperatures."
Answer; Weinberg replied that figures in his paper probably were too
pessimistic and that Dunworth had pointed out the Calder Hall reactors
expected to achieve 4000 kw/kg. He stated, however, that he believed
there was a factor of five between a good gas system and a good liquidcooled system.
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Discussion among the three speakers (Dunworth, Lewis and Weinberg)
brought out differences in local situations. Lewis agreed that very large
supplies of uranium would be required to move ahead on schedules for expansion of nuclear power being considered. Dunworth noted that there
was plenty of uranium in Canada compared with Great Britain and stated
that in the fuel cycle proposed by Lewis, Great Britain would soon have
a very large uranitan import bill. Weinberg emphasized that his comments
did not intend to discredit the cycle proposed by Lewis but were a prediction of what might happen to the reactors in, say, 30 years. Lewis
stated that his own predictions for 50 years did include use of thorium
in the reactors, Davis (US) stated that the breeding gain was not the
only important thing in a breeder reactor. The time for doubling the
fuel investment depended upon the product of "breeding gain and specific
power.
Question; Geoghegan (UK) asked about whether the cycle described
by Danworth would limit the rate of expansion. Answer; Dunworth confirmed that the cycle wotild limit the rate of expansion to 5% per year
unless additional fissionable material was supplied from outside.

SECTION llA - DESIGN OF REACTORS FOR POWER PRODUCTION
by U. M. Staebler
Section llA was the first of two Conference sections to take up
design of reactors for power production. Under the chairmanship of 0,
Dahl (Norway), the section discussion began with a talk by P. Chambadal
(France), based on paper No. 333? "Utilization of the Energy Released
in the Graphite-Moderated, Air CooledGl." The reactor construction was
described briefly and special attention was ^ven to the operating conrditions of the gas system, noting that at the' time Q'X was built (1952)
technology would not permit building a power reactor. The reactpr produced 40 MW of thermal energy using a charge of 100 tons of natural uranium. Conditions were described which permitted recovery of 5750 kw of
electrical power from this system using an outlet coolant temperature
of 220°G in an air heat exchanger.
The second talk, presented by P. Taranger (France) based on
paper No. 337 "Design of the Dual Purpose Pile,6.2" by P. Alleret et
al,, described design of a future reactor. The fuel in this second prp"
duction reactor for France was described as cylindrical uranium alloyed
with a small amount of aluminum and sheathed in magnesium tubes mechanically bonded to the uranium. The reactor was designed for replacement
of fuel without a shut down, Fuel temperatures were expected to be 550°C
at the center and 400° C at the sheath. Two reactors were being built,
G2and G 3 , Taranger said and each would produce 30,000 kw of electricity.
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giving France 60,000 kw of nuclear electricity capacity in 1959. The
speaker predicted a doubling of capacity every 3 to 4 years after that.
The third talk on designs of graphite-moderated power reactor
designs was presented by P. F, Gast (US), based on paper No. 492 "A
Graphite Moderated Nuclear Power Plant Design" by A. B. Carson. The
speaker presented drawings of a preliminary design for a water-cooled,
graphite-moderated power plant designed to produce several hundred
thousand kw of electricity—a basic design similar to that of a 5,000
kw power plant in operation in the USSR.
A further variation in graphite moderated power reactors was
described by G. Starr (US) reviewing paper No, 493 "A Sodium-Graphite
Reactor 75,000 Electrical kw Power Plant." After describing the concept with the aid of slides including fuel element designs, the speaker
discussed the probable economics of such plants. He provided breakdowns of cost factors based on current technology and expected improvements to show how unit costs could drop from the order of 11 mills per
kwh to something like 6 or 7 mills.
Discussion; Discussion of the Taranger paper brought out that
the total power of G2 and G3 wottLd be 150,000 kw each, thermal dynamic
efficiency would be 25^ with a net conversion efficiency, after allowing
for electrical requirements of the plant. Of about 20^. Loading and
unloading of the reactor would be accomplished through hermetically
sealed vessels fitted against the reactor walls. Any moisture in the
gas system would have "appalling" effects on the Mg cladding, Taranger
said, so the pressure of this system would be maintained greater than
that of the water in the heat exchangers. Gas flow would be by axial
compres,sors.
Question; Blokhintsev (USSR) said he had many questions for
Gast which he would like to discuss privately. For the general discussion, he asked only of the state of this reactor project. Answer;
Gast said it was only a paper design, and answered other detailed design
and operating questions about support of water walls, charge-discharge
techniques, conversion ratio, effect of loss of water, and instrumentation
against serious consequence of fuel failure.
Question; Blokhintsev (USSR) asked why steel was used in Starr*s
design when Zr was very stable in sodium, and also what was the temperature of the graphite? Answer; Starr said steel was used only on fuel
jackets which must support entire weight of the fuel elements, and that
zirconium strength at operating temperatures was not great enough. The
graphite temperature was stated to be more than the sodium temperature
but not exactly known. Starr answered other questions, saying sodium
was primarily an engineering choice, that no means were provided for
specific detection of a leak in the graphite can or fuel jacket, and
that a secondary coolant system might be desirable for cost reasons in
spite of safety considerations.
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Question; Fenning (UK) said British results for eta of U-233
were lower than assumed in Starr*s economic analysis. Answer; Starr
acknowledged that a lowering of the neutron economy would increase power
costs.
The second group of talks in Section H A was initiated by J. J.
Went (Netherlands) summarizing paper No. 936 "The Design of a Small Scale
Prototype of a Homogeneous Power Reactor Fueled With a Uranium Oxide
Suspension." Went pointed out that because the Netherlands lacked uranium and thorium it was interested in power reactors with very high specific power and low fuel inventory. His very preliminaiy design proposed
the use of UO2 or UjOg as a fuel in suspension in heavy water, with later
plans looking toward ThO„ and U 233 oxides in a breeder cycle. The
advantage of homogeneous i.iquid reactors were discussed and some results were given on characteristics of the particles or grains of fuel
produced by various methods.
A companion paper, No. 938 "Power Reactors Fueled with »Dry»
Suspensions of Uranium Oxide," summarized by H. deBruyn (Netherlands),
considered reactors fueled with gaseous rather than liquid suspensions
of small uranium oxide grains. Three types were considered: (1) a
homogeneous reactor in which the reactor vessel was filled with compound
grains of UO2 and BeO fluidized in a helium gas stream, (2) a quasiheterogeneous reactor in which th© reactor vessel contained larger grains
of UOg-BeO in a fixed bed, and (3) a heterogeneous reactor in which
heaiy water was used as moderator and UOg suspension was passed through
graphite fuel tubes. The paper concluded that the heterogeneous reactor
offered the best possibility, but deBruyn reported that revised calculations on a quasi-heterogeneous reactor made it likely that this reactor
would give lowest cost, although the conversion ratio was lower.
The final presentation was by G. Williams (US) based on paper
No, 494 "Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor." He described a graphite moderated
reactor fueled with a solution of enriched uranium (eventually U-233)
in bismuth, with a blanket of thorium in which to generate fuel. The
technological basis for this concept was summarized and slides shown of
a conceptual design and flow system, including fuel processing. This
design would provide 210,000 kw of electricity at a thermal efficiency
of 42^.
Estimated capital and operating costs were given leading to a
conclusion that power might be nade from such a plant for about 8 m i U s /
kwh.
Question; W. Riezler (West Germany) asked if there would not
be dangerous changes in concentration of fuel in a _, suspension-type reactor- which would cause serious reactivity changes, toswer; Went believed the reactors would be stable.

Questions ?ladimirsfey (USSR) said he believed suspension designs
were quite promising for nuclear power. He asked for the maximum concentration of UO2 in D2O, and the gasket material to be used in the pumps
for the wet suspension reactor. Answer; He was told a IS voliaae would
be used in a large reactor, and enriched material would be used in small
reactors to give the same concentration of uranium. The pump was described as a gas-lift pump combined with heat exchangers which would not
require gasketing.
Question; Benedict (US) asked deBruyn to discuss pressure and
possible leakage conditions in a D2O moderated dry suspension? Answer;
deBrmyn . put the pressure inside the tubes at about 40 atmospheres at
250° C, and said there would be no pressure drop across the graphite
as it was expected to be sufficiently tight to prevent leakage.
Question; Swartout (US) asked Went whether he had considered
the problem of material balance in the homogeneous system? Answers
Went said the UO2 would be njore uniformly distributed in the primary
circuit; they woTjld measure the overall concentration in the reactor
vessel and the pressure difference in the system related to the specific weight of the fuel suspension.
Question; Spinrad (US) asked what would be the density of the
fuel in the flowing grain channels of the dry suspension reactors?
Answer: He was told the channels were 70/C filled with UO - BeO with
density of individual grains about
'^,2,
^
Questions: Hawthorne (UK) and others commented that delayed
neutrons would be lost in the Williams' design due to circulating fuel.
Answer; They were told the losses had been calculated for some designs
and it was believed that they wotild not reduce the conversion ratio to
less than 1.0, In response to a question from Fry (UK), Williams stated
that there was evidence that the graphite components would stand up
against corrosion under temperatures somewhat less than those planned.
Answering a question from Rollier (Italy), Williams stated that the Po
activity at equilibritim would be of the same order of magnitude as that
from fission products.

SECTION 12A - DESIGN OP REACTORS FOB POWER PRODUCTION
by U, M. Staebler
D. I. Blokhintsev (USSR) was chairman of Section 12A, Since
W, H. Zinn (US) was scheduled to present two talks, the agenda was
rearranged to make his presentations first and last.
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In the first talk on paper No. 495, "Heavy Water Reactors for
Industrial Power Including Boiling Reactors," by H. P. Iskenderiaa et al,
Zipn noted that heavy water has long been considered a nearly ideal moderator but that high cost has been a disadvantage, !Hie recently announced
US price of |28 a pound for heavy water gave cause for increased attention to its use in power reactors, since its cost might be reduced to
less than one mill per kwh. Direct cycle boiling reactor plants are
partiotAarly well suited to use of D2O A S moderator and coolant. Preilmiaary designs for three boiling reactors were reviewed and compared.
These were (a) a 1000 MW DgO, (b) 250 MW D O , and (c) 250 M UJ),
Ziim concluded that for a very small outpuT plants H O was superior but
for large output plants D2O was superior, that they were a1»ut equal in
the range of 200 M of heat output.
L» T. Suvorov (USSR) then presented paper Ko. 624» "Homogeneous
Power Producing Water Boiler," by A, I. Alichaaow et al, Suvorov
pointed out that the chief advantages cited for the boiling hoiaogensous
reactor were elimination of the large hold-up of fuel outside the re-*
actori and slmj^ification of the pumping and oiroulation proMeia. H©
reviewed pammeter studies of this general type of reactor and concluded
tlmti for each 1000 kw of ©lectrioal capacity la snail aap,oity plants1
iuoh a reactor wotAd require 0.3 to 0,7 kg of fissionable material,
and 200 to 3OO kg of DgO. Biese unit requirementi would decrease for
large plants.
He was followed by J, A» Swartout (US) lAoa© paper No* 496,
wAqueous Hoaogeneoua Power leaetors," auji^rlaed operating Ksperlaaoe
with th© IffiS lOt 1 as a background for larger power reactors of this
typ# Reactor ©ore desipi details were presented with flow sheets that
iioluded. fuel prooeseing and gas handling. Dtsigna for pumps, valves
and heat exchangers were described with slides. Th© status of technology
for auch nuclear power plants was aimlyzed with the ooaclusion that a
aain problem reaalning to be solved was th© stability and long-term
reliability of a BiOg slurry for the breeder blanket*
Question; Kruzhilin (USSR) questioned the need for containTOnt around reactors. Answer; Zinn and MoCuHough pointed out there
was always a small possibility that an accident cooLd occur and that
the cost of protection seemed small in comparison with the possible consequence of an accident at this stage of reaetor deirelopient.
Questipn} Ifehn (Austria) asked whether it was possible to shut
down and start up a heavy water boiling reaetor frequently* Answeri
Ziim. replied this could be done but was not desirable, ^rtieularly if
ten^rature and pressure were not naintaiaed sine© theriml cyellng
couLd daaage fuel elements. Zinn answered a question by Qoodlet, (UK)
saying that thfro was a factor of about two between design heat transfer
rates and bum-out conditions, and that the steam from boiling reactors
would not be very wet. Steam separators would be provided and competent
steam engineers found the level is acceptable.
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Question; ¥endryes (France) asked what procedure wculd be used
to detect failures in fuel cladding and whether they could be detected
before becoming dangerous in view of the normal activity of the heavy
water. Answer; He was told that vigorous tests would be performed
on fuel before"charging, and that the steam would be monitored for
gaseous fission products. If founds leaks could be traced by detectors
to specific channels since the only Important activity in D^O was very
short lived (7 sec). Zinn told other questioners that exponential and
critical experiments had been doneo
Questiont Kay (UK) asked what method was used to produce D O
at $28 a pound? Answeri Zinn stated this was the price announced By
the United States and disqualified himself as an experts With regard
to fuel elements for achieving 10,000 M ) / ton exposure he stated
that other papers showed alloys which reduced distortion and that one
of these might be used.
Question; Goodlet (UK) asked what method the USSR used for
steam clean-up by 10-^^. Answer; Souvorov said a colunm had been used
in laboratory tests and achieved this performances
NextJ J. Weill (France) reported on paper No. 335, "Complete
Automatic Control of Nuclear Reactors," describing experiments on
the Saclay reactor. Automatic power adjustments were described in
which a change of 500 kw was made with an accuracy of+ 1 kw*
Question; Harrer (US) emphasized the limitation in range in
asking about power control by temperattire coefficients within a band
of about 5% with rods used beyond this. Answers The Saclay reactor did
not cover a wide power range for control experiments»
The final two papers concerned fast reactors« T» M, Fry (UK)
sumnarized No. 405j ''The Dounreay Fast Reactor Project**, and said that,,
since they could not plan accurately for a fast reactor core^ they were
designing the reactor for maximum flexibility in the core regiono It
would consist of a pot equipped with a system capable of removing 60
M of heat to'make about 20 Mtf of electricity» The coolant woal.d be
NaK initiallyj but Na later. Since the core coolant had to be guaranteed at a n times there wotild be no valves or dump tanks in the prima.ry
system. The arrangement of the reactor was discussed generallyi the
hazards of the project in somewhat greater detail» Th,e speaker closed
with a remark that he was glad to give way to Zirai who was leading the
way on the difficult path of fast reactor development with EBR,
Zinn presented his second talk on paper Mos 814, "Review of
Fast Power Reactors." He took exception to previous remarks by Lewis
(Canada) comparing the uraniimi discarded from a thermal neutron converter reactor with that contained in water used to make hyd,roe.lectrlc
power. He agreed however that the first economieally competitive nuclear
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power plants would be thermal neutron converters. Zinn then presented
an analysis of the physics of fast reactors, noting the physical constants
which determine actors, noting the physical constants which detei^nine
their performance. The importance of heat transfer to achieve high
specific power and reasonable doubling time was mentioned* Other factors,
such as control and reprocessing of fuel were discussed briefly. No specific reactor design was described.
Question; Kazatchkovsky (USSR) asked whether the assumed burn
up of ^ was not very conservative? Wouldn*t 5^ or 10^ be possible?
Answer; Zinn noted that 2^ burn up of all atoms in the fuel alloy
amounted to 20^ burn up of fissionable material, but agreed that higher
burn ups were desirable and that the US hoped to achieve them. He
emphasissed that he had tried to be conservative in his calculations.
Question; Shepherd (UK) asked whether the value of nu for
U 23s was a measured value? Use of one plus alpha in the expression
for breeding ratio in the paper was not strictly correct since some
atoms formed by successive neutron captures (Pu 240) also were fissionable. He observed also that the number used for U 233 fissions
per primary fission was lower than measured in ZEPHIR. Answer; Zinn
stated there was no measurement for nu of U 238 for fast fissions and
pointed out that ZEPHIR was not a dilute assembly as would be the case
in a practical power reactor.

SECTION 13A - POWER REACTORS, PROTOTXPES

by U. M. Staebler

Section 13A was the first of two sections devoted to prototype
power reactors. All reactors described were under construction or definitely scheduled for construction and had power technology as a
primary objective.
E. P. Wigner (US) was chairman and J. ¥. Simpson (US) presented
the first paper. No. 815 "Description of the Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR) Power Plant at Shippingport, Pa.", describing the reactor, with
slides showing fuel elements, core arrangements (including seed and
blanket), plant layout, heat exchangers, pumps and valves. Operating
specifications were given, but were expected to be exceeded. Mention
was made of financial participation in the project by the Duquesne
Light Company. Simpson reviewed marg" considerations and reasons for
specific decisions on design.
Questions; Lewis (Canada) and Goodlet (UK) said they doubted
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the need for operation at 2000 psi. Goodlet cited what he called an
inconsistency between papers on boiling water reactors and a statement
in Simpson^s paper that local and bulk boiling caused pit-type corrosion.
Answer; Simpson emphasizsed that the PME design was very conservative,
and that local boiling was not really expected to cause serious pitting.
The rather large overpressure provided an added margin of safety against
transient loads which might cause boiling and produce instability by
altering the U:H20 ratio in a reactor not designed for boiling.
Question; Ward (Canada) asked what was expected to limit the
life of a blanket element and what was known about fission product
effects in the blanket? Answer; Simpson said the design specification
for these elements was 3000 megawatt days but that this was expected
to be surpassed enentuall^?-. Calculations indicated that fission products would not cause any difficulties»
Question; Dalton (Australia) asked about different cooling
arrangements for seed and blanket elements and about the density of
UOo fuel elements. Answer; Simpson said the orificing arrangement
allowed greater water flow through the higher powered seed elements.
Greater than 90 per cent of theoretical density was achieved for individual U0„ pellets but Simpson did not recall the density as assembled.
He told Descans (France) that the pressure vessel was being made according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers code and would have
a cold hydrostatic test at 3750 psi. No devices were being built in
for remote maintenance since these were not believed necessary.
Question; Dalton asked for unit capital cost and power cost
figures for the plant. Answer; Simpson said a main reason for
building the plant was to learn definite unit costs, but that initial
costs would be higher than comparable steam plants today. They expected
to learn enough so that an extrapolated plant might be competitive.
Question; Bowden (UK) asked whether consideration had been
given to the economics of a superheater? Answer; Tals was considered
in early planning and judged to be of marginal economic value.
Question; Gockcroft (UK) asked what arrangements had been
made for inspection of the pressure vessel after operation? Angwer;
A considerable body of information held that stainless steel would not
corrode under planned operating conditions, but inspection could be
carried out by a rather difficult procedure.
The second presentation was based on paper No. 879, "Preliminary
Study of an Experimental Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor", by 0. Dahl
(Norway), who stressed Norway's interest in ship propulsion. He noted
that economic competition was less important for ship reactors since,
in this application, reactors had other potential advantages,: He reviewed Norway^s reactor project and stated a program was under way to
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design a boiling heavy water reactor. The reactor would have 10 MW
thermal output, might increase to 15 MW, and would begin operation in
about two years.
Question; Draley (US) was told that the basic idea had been to
establish the project, and that no decision had been made on how the
aluminum cladding or heavy water moderator would be treated to limit
corrosion.
The third paper was No. 497, and "The Engineering Design of a
Prototype Boiling Water Reactor Power Plant" which J. M. Harrer (US)
described in considerable detail. In addition to fuel elements, core
structure, and flow diagrams, Harrer discussed the control problem
between the reactor and generating plant. He noted the containment
feature in the building, and analyzed the economics of power generation. EBIR would nake electricity for about 34 mills per kwh as being
built, but if the reactor cotild produce twice its design rating, unit
costs would drop to about 24 a/^wh. If containment and experimental
facilities were eliminated, cost would drop to 14 to 16 m/kwh— a
figure of considerable interest for power plants of 5 to 20 Mf electrical capacity.
Question; Schmid (Switzerland) questioned the type of control
rods and asked if there were anything else for control. Answeri No
additional absorber or control element was planned since those designed
were considered satisfactory.
Question; Bogaardt (Netherlands) asked whether boric acid
would mix rapidly enough to be effective as a control? Answer; Injections actually would be at the bottom, as close to the core as
possible, and other effects in the reactor were such that injections
would not have to be made against over<^h.Ort time intervals.
Question; Moore (UK) asked about instrumentation and experience
in connection with fuel bursts. Answer; He was told no bursts had
occurred in boiling water reactors, but it was considered an important
problem. Bulk monitoring was used and a serious bUrst probably would
make it necessary to remove and inspect fuel elements. Harrer said the
stability question was largely answered for smaller reactors by field
experience, but that only actual experience with larger reactors would
reveal their exact behavior.
The final paper was No, 498, "The Homogeneous Reactor Test", by
J» A. Swartout (US), who pointed out that the present homogeneous
reactor is the second of this type. HRE No, 1 was termed a successful
engineering and physics test. The objectives of HRE No, 2 were enumerated and the design specifications summariigedj the flow sheet and various
major components were reviewed with slides. It was noted that the reator was being built without control rods. Design features for blast
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protection around the core and containment of gases in case of accident
also were mentioned. Present state of construction was shown on photographic slides.
Questions Baxter (Australia) asked what was the behavior of
Zircalloy under reactor conditions, including radiation, for long
periods? Answer; There was much corrosion data on stainless steel,
zirconium, and titanium, but it did not include radiation conditions.
Question; Lewis (Canada) noted that leakage of volatile fission
products might be an important problem in large homogeneous reactors.
Answer; The entire primary system was designed to be gas tight.
Question; Spence (UN) asked about techniques for dealing with
leaks. Answer; This would depend upon the location of a leak;. The
most serious would be in the heat exchanger and various designs were
being developed. Some troublesome leaks could be isolated by freeze
plugs but the reactor would have to shut down.

SECTION 14A - POWER REACTORS, PROTOTIPES
by U, M. Staebler
The second session on power reactor prototypes was chaired by
Gtjnnar Randers (UN, Norway). The first presentation was a sunrnpry of
paper No. 499, "The Sodium Reactor Experiment" by W. E. Parkins (US),
accompanied by imxij slides. Experimental work in support of the design
and building activities was included, as were drawings and photographs
of the plant. Toluene cooling of sodium seals on mechanical pumps was
indicated. Design for clusters of stainless steel-clad fuel elements
and for zirconium-canned graphite components was described. The priaary
purpose of the program was declared to be finding ways to reduce the
cost of nuclear power from such plants.
Question; Preece (UK) asked why mechanical rather than electromagnetic pumps were used and coxild a gas turbine be used with the
reactor? Answer; The primary reason for using mechanical pumps was
cost, although problems must be solved to adapt the mechanical pumps.
To run a gas turbine the temperature wotild have to be raised but the
design called for certain parts to withstand 1200°F, a temperattire
that might begin to be adequate for gas turbines.
Question; Shepherd (UK) asked about experience with toluene
under irradiation? Answer; Its decomposition rate would be quite
satisfactory under conditions where it was being used, but another
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organic material might actually be used because of the high vapor pressure of toluene.
Question; Moore (UK) asked why the reactor was being placed
undergrotmd,' and what was the fuel enrichment, and the conversion ratio
at start-up. Answers Parkins said underground construction had important safety features in preventing loss of sodium as well as in itaking
shielding easier. The fuel enrichment was given as 2.8^ U 235, the
initial conversion ratio about 0,7.
Questions were answered regarding the use of sodiufflf-potasslum
bonding in the fuel element: that it was not affected by thermal
cycling; that a helium atmosphere was maintained on the surface of the
NaK; and that gaseous fission products could collect without excessive
pressure <.
The second talk, on paper No. 406, "The Graphite-Moderated, GasCooled Pile and Its Place in Power Production", presented by Sir Christopher Hinton (UK) was based primarily on slides showing the construction
of the Calder Hall reactors, Hinton pointed out that the UK program
of graphite-moderated, gas-cooled power reactors required neitb'^r exotic
materials nor new technology. He projucted a spectrum power of designs
with this t^e reactor on one end, and on the other end, the fast
breeder reactor. He noted that the UK was making extensive efforts at
both extremes 0 Historical reductions in cost of conventional steam
plants were cited as evidence that the same trend could be expected for
reactors if the types built embodied sotmd engineering principles«,
Question; Horowitz (Prance) asked about the form of the fuel
elements, and the maximum kilowatts per kilogram expected. Answert
Hinton said the fuel was filmed and enclosed in light metal cans, then
added that there were some things which "one just does not reveal to
his competitors". The specific power was given as from 2»5 megawatts
per ton upward*
Question; Swartout (US) noted that tbe 0.6 pence/kwh in the
paper appeared to apply to Calder Ifell reactors based on known technology. Answer; This figure did not apply to Calder Hall reactors but
to stations built with production of electricity as the prijnary objective. Calder Ifa.ll reactors were dual purpose and not optimized for
power production»
Question; Taranger (France) asked about pressures in various
parts of the systems, the quality of the CO^, and the reasons for
vertical fuel orientation. Answer; Gas pressure was given as 100 psi.,
primary steam 200 psi, and secondary 50 psi. The gas was commercial
grade CO2. The principal reason given for vertical fuel orientation
was to support fuel channels.
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Qttefltl<ms Hering (France) aslced abost orntlet gas teaqpersture,
and of possible danger, from CO. Answert (httlet teio|)era%nrft wot&l beof the order of 300 to 350 C. CO waa not expected to present a seri^Qs
problem.
^^t^stion; Bruni (Italy) asked about the possibility~of prodmeing pm^r^ Td-th,pis turbines attached to this type reaetor. Jmammfi ^<
The necessary teo^ratures could not be achiered now, and the,at«^Bm cycle appears best.
^Tw© paiMHTS cm fast breeder reactors foU-owed* The ffrat|
preawite^ 1^fl.V. I^chtenhei*ger .(^) t sumaariaed paper No. 813» "
••Operating Experience and Experimental Results Obtaiaed from a NaS**
Cooled Fast Reactor", and described briefly tJ"? design of the eaqperimental breeder reactor. Major attention was given to measurem«at8
made on the reactor, especially the breeding gain.
HhB second pai^r. No. 501 (•^The aagineerlng Design of EBR II,
a Prototype Fast Neutix>n Reactor Power Plant" by A. H. Barnes et al)
was pres®Qte(! by L. Koch (US). He said this fifth US experimental
power reactcr descirlfeed at the eoDfereace was ready" for detailed
engineerljag design. The concept of the plant was described in detail,
including operation of pumps and charge-discharge-atorage in a pool
of sodium. The liig)oartaace of its fuel processing .%'%& ^tressedi and
plans w^fe glvea tot an jintsgrated j^rrochemlcal processing plant.' ^
Brief analysis of th» poasible econoiies of its,power IndioatMia '
cost of 8 to 9 mills per kwh^ using aa estimated cost of $3QQ ffwissrs
for the i^^ant itself. A major objective of the EBR II program was
to learn ways of reducing these costs.
^toestlotis Eaaatchkovsicy (USSR) asked whether or aot fUel
elements had burst in EBR, and, if so, how were they detected and had
theare been aiay leakage of gas. Answer: He was told no fuel eleaaents
had stuck so> Idiat th^y could not be i^aoved froi^ the reactor, and no
gas leakage problem had .occ^irred. There Tfas no monitoring system to
detect ruptures, because high Na activity made this difficult.
Qae^ti^op; Cookcroft (UK) asked whether, if a core melted down,
it led to a serious critlcality candition. Answer; In the design,
special precautions w®r^ takfflQ to avoid coolant loss and ooj;® melting.
Question; Hering (France) asked what safety measures were
taJfim to avoid leaks of Ma ami water in the heat exchanger. Answer;
D e s i ^ waa not con^derbe^ ejtaVHshed, but several Industrial firas
were offering double-walled tubing to prevent leaks.
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Question; Dalton (Australia) asked what effect the inner
blanket had on neutron-energy spectra and breeding ratio. Answer;
He was told that no critical experiments had been done but that calculations indicated the effect woixLd be less than the percentage of
error of neutron cross sections. The effect on breeding was not yet
known.
Question; Jackson (UK) expressed surprise that th©r® was
only one type of shut off mechanism in the EBR II design. Answer;
Koch said there were 12 identical rods, but each was independently
operated.
Question; Shepherd (UK) asked for the contemplated burnup.
Answer; He was told that 2^ of total atoms was the design basis in a
120-day cycle, Biis might not be achieved initiaULy but the target
was an even higher btxrnup.

SECTION 15A - EQUIPMBIT AND TECHNIQUES USED IN MEASURING CROSS
SECTIONS IMPORTANT TO REACTOR DESIGN

by W, W. Havens and George A. Kolstad

The Chairman, Eduardo Amaldi (Italy), opened the session
promptly by reading by title some papers submitted to Section 15A
which wotxLd not be presented orally because of lack of time, but which
would appear in the published proceedings.
The papers read in this session included;
No. 576 - D. J, Hughes (US) - Neutron Velocity Selectors Used
at Reactors.
No, 640 - ?, I. Mostovoy (USSR) - Mechanical Neutron Velocity
Selector.
No. 6i)l - V. V. Vladimirsky (USSR) - A Neutron Spectrometer
with the Mechanical Laterrupter.
No, 421 - E. R. Wiblin (UK) - Neutron Spectrometers Based on
Pulsed Sources.
No, 577 ~ !<• Cranberg (US) - Time-of-Flight Techniques Applied
to Fast Neutron Measurements.
No. 580 - L. M. Bollinger (US) - Recent Advances in Neutron
Detection.
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No, 806 - W. A. Higginbotham (US) - Time-of-Flight Instrumentation for Neutron Spectrometers.
No. 573 - R. F. Taschek (US) - Techniques for Measuring Elastic,
Non-JELastic and Transport Neutron
CrosS' -Sections.
Hughes^ paper described fast choppers, slow choppers and crystal
spectrometers used for cross--section measurements at all United States
research reactors. He emphasized that the different instruments
complemented each other in a measurement program required to cover the
whole spectrum from about 10 • ev to 10 ev. Above 10^ ev, time-offlight instruments could not "jonpete with other techniques because of
the rapid decrease in resolution with increasing energy. Hughes felt
that neutron choppers had almost reached their limit of resolution and
that improved resolution would be obtained with pulsed machines.
Mostovoy then presented a paper describing a chopper, used at
USSR's RFT reactor, with a rotor run by an air turbine at 20,000 r.p.m,
to obtain neutron bursts as fast as 6 microseconds. The best resolution
obtained was 0.8 microsec/m. Mostovoy described the time analyzer for
this velocity selector, and a new system which incorporates electrostatic storage and display. A cathode ray tube with independent beams
was used for reading and writing.
Mostovoy also described an ionization chamber used to measure
Plutonium fission cross section. This chamber contained 22 milligrams
Pu239^, placed on thin nylon films and ionization from both fission
fragments was collected. This gave a tmiform fission output pulse
since the total energy released in fission is always approximately
constant. The fission pulse would thus be larger and more uniform than
that usually obtained in fission chambers. These characteristics
enabled Mostovoy to put much more plutonium than usual in the chamber
and still discriminate better against the alpha-background than he wotild
otherwise have been able to do. More information was brought out about
this chamber in the question period,
V. V. Vladimirsky (USSR) in paper No, 641, "A Neutron Spectrometer with the Mechanical Interrupter", reported next on two choppers
built for use with the heavy water reactor at his laboratory. The
second chopperj which he discussed most, had a considerably better
resolution. The resolution of the old chopper was given as 0.4 microsec/m, that of the new chopper as 0.08 microsec/m. The naximum speed
of rotation was 30,000 r.p.m,, to give neutron bursts as fast as 1.0
microsecond.
Vladimirsky presented curves on various elements, including
tantalum. He also presented data on natural uranium and thorium and
described the time analyzer system.
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Question; As a comment on Hughes^ paper, Shapiro (USSR)
presented another method of utilizing a reactor to measure cross
sections. In this method, a beam of ions would be sent through the
center of the reactor to be bombarded by the neutrons in the center
of the reactor. The beam would be collected and the nuclei that had
been made radioactive could be counted with ordinary techniques. By
this method it might be possible to get a large increase in resolution
because of the accurate control of the ion energy compared to the energy
control of fast neutrons. Answer; Hughes said that any experiment
that could place the apparatus inside the reactor and thus take advantage of the large flux would have a great advantage since the number of
neutrons which could be used in beams outside the reactor was much
simller than the number inside. There were, however, serious technical
difficulties involved in placing equipment in the reactor,
Egglestaff (Ul) then reported on the first chopper work done at
Harwell. The Ibrwell chopper had the limited objective of measuring
the cross sections of extremely small samples, particularly for radioactive materials, with a resolution of 0,001 microsec. Egglestaff
presented plans for a Harwell "Super-chopper" which would have a 100meter flight path with neutron bursts of 1 microsecond.
Question; Havens (US) asked Vladimirsky about (l) the dimensions of the BFq counters and how many were used with the new chopper?
(2) the pressure of the BFo in the counters (3) and the counting rate
with this detector. Answers Vladimirsky said a maximum of 25 counters
of length 200 mn, diameter 30 mm filled to a pressure of 5OO mm of BFo
was used as detectors. With this detector bank at 15 meters, the
counting rate was 500 counts/hour, per microsecond channel.
Question; Harvey (US) asked if the flight time in. the coxmters
was included in the resolution width. Answer; 1/ladimirsky said the
resolution quoted was that obtained near the high energy limit of the
machine where this was unimportant.
Question; Sanders (UK) asked Mostovoy for some details of
the fission chamber where 22 mgm of Pu 239 was used, since the people
in the United Kingdom were not able to put more than 13 mgm in a chamber
without having the alpha pile-up ruin the operating characteristics.
Answer; Mostovoy replied that the Pu was deposited on a very thin
nylon film which was coated with Ag to make a conducting surface. The
fission fragments went into both halves of the chamber, and the pulses
from both halves went to a preamplifier to give a much larger pulse
than obtained with one fission fragment. The spacing of the chamber
was such that only the initial part of the path length was used so as
to maximize the ionization due to fission.
Question; Taschek (US) asked what was the rise time of the
amplifier used with this chamber. Answer; Mostovoy replied 0.1
microseconds.
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Chairman Amaldi then called for paper Noe 421 by S, R. Wiblin
(UK) and Wiblin summariaed all pulsed accelerator velocity spectrometers both in the United States and the United Kingdom^ taking some
information from the paper of Havens (US) which was not read« In a
brief history of the fields he mentioned that Alvares started this
type of work in 1938 using the Berkeley cyclotron^ listed the General
H.ectric betatron^ the ORMj ¥an de Graaff, the Colxambla pulse transformer and the Columbia synchrocyclotron. He presented a table comparing the resolution width of all the pulsed machines« In this slide he
compared existing facilities in the United States with proposed
facilities in the United Kingdom.
His paper dealt mainly with the Harwell linear accelerator
which has four experimental stations with four time-analyzers. He
said the Harwell group was using n^ gamma fast detectors to improve
resolution and counting rates.
Of particular interest was the development of an electron
accelerator in the United Kingdom which wo-uld have an output energy
of 25 mev and a pulse ctirrent of 1 ampere. This would also use a
subcritical assembly to obtain a neutron amplification of about 30.
The machine was designed to operate with a pulse repetition rate of
500 per second. Pulses of 0.1 microsecond or less would be used on
the electron gun.
Granberg (US) gave his paper, No* 577? summarizing US work in
"Time-of-Flight Techniques Applied to Fast leutron Measurements"^
mentioned the initial work using the small Cornell University cyclotronj
the work now in progress with the Brookhaven National Laboratory 18inch cyclotron, some work done with the University of Michigan
cyclotron and particularly stressing the work Granberg did at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. He described the pulsing and analyzing
system used with the Los Alamos ?an de Graaff and gave some res\ilts on
inelastic scattering which well illustrated the capabilities of the
apparatus.
Bollinger (US) in his paper No. 5S0^ "Recent Advances in
Neutron Detection^'j then summarized developments in scintillation
counters and described thetf-Oloaded liquid scintillators, the large
banks of rapid-rise-time BFo proportional counters and the Zr6.B203
mixtures used for slow neutron detection* For fast neutron detection he described the small sphere plastic liquid scintillators
and the delayed coincidence boron and Gd loaded large liquid scintillators which have been used to measure the quantity, average nu, which
is important to reactor design.* He closed by describing the newly
developed gas scintillator for fission cross section measurements.
The chairiian then called for paper No. 806 ("Time-of-Flight
Instrumentation for Neutron Spectrometers") by ¥. A. Higginbotham (US)
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which described techniques used in pulse height analyzers and time
analyzers. He limited himself to block diagrams because there was not
enough time to discuss the circuits in detail. He described all US
systems now in operation and one planned for an Argonne National Laboratory chopper — the pulse height-analyzer using magnetic core storage.
He stated he had circuit diagrams available for detailed discussion
after adjournnant.
Discussion; Havens (US) presented recent results with a 400~
mev synchro-cyclotron slow neutron velocity spectrometer with the best
resolution of any time-of-flight spectrometers. He also presented a
system for pulsing a 2 mev Van de Graaff which produces neutrons by
p,n reaction. He said thick targets were used to increase neutron
production and the neutrons then were timed over a measured path.
Because no slow neutrons were produced, a high repetition rate could
be used, and because neutrons were produced only in the forward direction
just above threshold, the background was small. This technique gave
good results in the 1-50 kev region.
Discussion; Egglestaff (UK) referred to Granberg*s paper and
compared the equipment described with a spectrometer recently developed at Harwell with a resolution of Jfo which used the pulse height
spectrum in a He3 counter. This spectrometer was used to measure
the spectrtim of delayed neutrons where time-of-flight techniques cotild
not be used. Egglestaff*s quoted resolution was considerably better
than that reported by Granberg. He showed neutron spectra from inelastic scattering in U 238 for two neutron energies below 1 mev.
Answer; Granberg answered that the main advantage of the LASL
system was its versatility, which can also measure angular distributions.
He said he did not see how Egglestaff»s resolution could be obtained.
He acknowledged the limitation of his counter to energies less than 1
mev because of elastic scattering of the He atoms.
Adiaseviech (USSH) described a system using a 14 mev cyclotron
very similar to the Brookhaven 2 mev cyclotron. USSH scientists
studied DT and DD reactions and found large groups of neutrons at
low energies formed by deuteron disintegration. The cyclotron had a
5 X 10~° sec pulse, with a repetition rate of 8.9 megacycles and a
3 meter path length,
Wiblin (UK) described the time-expander system used to
produce the 0,2 microsecond gate in the Harwell analyzer presented in
this block diagram:
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Question; Romanofsky (USSR) asked Higginbotham which method
he considered the best for the future. Answer; Higginbotham felt the
magnetic core and electrostatic memory units could be built up almost
without limit. He said economics also was a factor since everyone did
not need such an elaborate system. A quartz delay line was the most
economical and could be used where the delay line could trigger the
a.CC©X©I7S. uOX* 9

The chairman called for paper No, 573 by R. F. Taschek (US)
on "Techniques for Measuring Neutron Gross Sections , Elastic, Nonelastic, and TransporiJ% which summarized the sphere technique using
counters and proportional counters. Taschek described results obtained with small crystal spheres and the work on angular distributions
of elastic scattering.
Discussion; Kazatchkovsky (USSR), commenting on Taschek^s
paper, pointed to the equivalence of the direct and inverse geometry
by spheres of any thickness. The distribution of neutrons within the
sphere should be cosinusoidal. The detector should be no less than
the scattering length. The mean length of time of issue from the
measuring device would be

_b_
R

= 0,71-*- 0.50 R/^+0,29 e~0-46 B./]L
"^

N®
where T = ratio of counts in detector with and without the sphere.
Kazatchkovsky said that he would submit his calculations. Answer;
Taschek replied that the effective path length L has been used by
Barschall>
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SECTION 16A - EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES; GROSS SECTIONS
OF NON-FISSIONABLE MATERIALS; DELAIED
NEUTRONS
by D. J. Hughes and George A, Kolstad
L, Janossi (Hungary) was chairman,
D, Breton (France) gave paper No. 356 "Testing of Materials
Using the Ghatillon Pile-Oscillator," and emphasized the mathematical details of pile transients with the possibility of measuring
scattering separately from absorption.
Question; Harvey (US) asked if it were possible to measure
absolute cross section, or cross sections relative to boron, for
materials which have smal] absorption cross sections? If so, did
Breton have any values for graphite, bismuth or beryllium? Answer;
Breton said he could not measure absolute values of capture when
they were small,
F. L. Shapiro (USSR) presented paper No, 642 by A. A. Bergman
et al., "A Neutron Spectrometer Based on Measuring Slowing Down Time
of Neutrons in Lead." Bergman had high counting rates.
Question; Bollinger (US) asked if it were possible to obtain
absolute cross sections and resonance parameters by this method.
Answer: Shapiro answered that only combinations of parameters could
be obtained. He told Wigner (US) there was no experimental evidence
that gamma rays were different from level to level. He told Brooks it
might be possible to measure alpha with an anti-coincidence arrangement.
J. A. Harvey (US) gave paper No. 832 "The Determination and
Evaluation of Ftindamental Thermal Neutron Gross Sections," dealing
with Au, B, U 238, and U 235.
Question: Egglestaff (UE) commented by summarizing the UK
situation and Harvey pointed out that isotopic difference in samples
should always be taken into account in such comparisons. Sanders
(UK) asked about the measurement of U 234 capture, Harvey replied
that using a pile oscillator probably was best.
S. Bernstein (US) gave
of Meastirements of the Fission
and E. C. Smith. He discussed
paration and the techniques of
ensued:

paper No. 591 "Summary of Gross Section
Product Poison Xe 135j" by Bernstein
the difficult problem of sample premeasurement. The following discussion
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Question; Wigner (US) asked whether there were any resonances
found in Xe 135 at higher energies in addition to the one at 0.08 ev.
Answer; Bernstein said none was observed up to about one kilovolt,
A Resonance was observed in stable Xe 136.
Question; Okrent (US) asked whether it would be possible to
choose between the two possible values of g (the statistical weight
factor) by using measured values of the capture cross section in addition to the measurements of the total cross section?
Answer: Bernstein thought existing measurements of the capture cross
section were sufficiently accurate to make a definite choice. Warde^
(Canada) reported on a measurement recently made in Chalk River of
the capture cross section of Xe 135 for pile neutrons by mass spectrographlc measurement of Gs 136, The value 3.25 megabarns was obtained.
The value 3*25 x 10"*1^ cm^ for the capture cross section was higher
than the total cross section for a :texwell spectrum calculated from
the total cross section vs. energy measurements reported by Bernstein.
G. R. Keepin (US) gave his paper No, 831 "Delayed Neutrons"
summarizing the present status of the data concerning delayed
neutrons from fission,
Saunders (UK) discussed measurements of the energies of the
55 sec, and 22 sec. periods by a He3 ion chamber which seemed to
indicate structxire in the energy distribution.
Question; Krasik (US) asked Keepin how he determined prompt
critical for the in-hour equation comparison with delayed neutron data.
Answer s Keepin said the definition of prompt critical was that reactivity at which an assembly would be self-sustaining for prompt
neutrons alone, and therefore the point at which the period for prompt
neutrons (defined as alpha""-*-) was infinite. A method existed for
measurement of alpha in the vicinity of prompt critical, he said.
Extrapolation to zero of a plot of alpha versus R, defined as any
arbitrary reactivity parameter, established prompt critical in terms
of R, A rough determination of prompt critical could also be given
by the point of Inflection in an experimental period-vs-reactivity
plot.
Questions R. Cohen (US) asked whether Keepin had tried
several period groups in his decay curve analysis using the 701 com^puter (e.g., 5 or 7 period groups). Answer; Keepin reported trsring
5 periods and finding that the IBM-701 computer did not converge
readily, indicating the inadequacy of 5 periods. However, for 6
periods, convergence was readily obtained. He had not tried a
7-group analysis because of the apparent adequacy of the 6-group
treatment, but when computer time permitted, a 7-group analysis
would be made.
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Question; Sanders (UK) asked whether it was true that the delayed neutron periods need not necessarily agree with radiochemical
determinations of Beta-decay periods because of multiple Beta-decay
to the final delayed neutron precursor. Answer; Keepin said that
was correct, and this effect of cascade Beta-decay could only lengthen
the particular delayed neutron period in question. Therefore, he did
not necessarily expect a one-to-one correspondence between measured
delayed neutron periods and precursor Beta-decay periods as determined
radiochemically.

SECTION 17A - CROSS SECTIONS OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS

by Hans A. Bethe and George A. Kolstad

Under the chairmanship of D. J. Hughes (US) 21 papers were
presented in Section 17A, plus 4 questions and remarks in the
discussion, in the allotted time of 3 hours»
B.
Plutonium,
Isotopes,"
resonances

T, Price (UK) gave the main talk on slow neutrons in
based on paper No, 422, "Gross Sections of the Plutonium
prepared by J, Fe Raffle and Price, which gave recent
for Pu 239, 240, and 241.

Price said the UK analyzed data for resonance parameters up
to 22 ev energy and hoped to extend this analysis up to 100 eve For
one resonance, the British found a value of alpha as high as 7.
In Pu^^Oj the British found only one resonance up to 24 ev,
the one at 1.05 ev. Their parameters are ^ = 135 kilobarns,
/ ^ s 29 millivolts. The UK sample contained 7% Pu240^
In the ease of Pu241, the British showed data up to 8 ev,
using a sample containing about 1/3 of this isotope.
?. F. Gerasimov (USSR) reported in paper Nos 645, '^Fission
and Total Gross Sections of Some Heavy Nuclides for Monochromatic
Neutrons as Measured by a Mechanical Neutron Velocity Selector",
by T. V, Adamchuk et al,, on the work of one of 3 Russian projects*
Above 1/2 ev. energy, there was a systematic and increasing shift
in the energies at which various Pu237 resonances occurred. On
Pu240j the USSR measured an Q$ sample.
S. I, Sukhorutchkin (USSR) in paper No. 646, "Time-of-Flight
Measurement of the Total Neutron Cross Section of Uranium 233,
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Uranium 235* and Plutonium 239", by S, J» Kikitin et al.j, reported
on work done with a cyclotron source, with a time resolution of
about 0,25 microseconds/meter. He gave total cross sections from ,01
to 100 ev, and fission cross-sections for lower energies. For the
first resonance, he obtained alpha B 0.64. He also obtained resonance
parameters,
Francis Netter (France) in paper No. 354* ^'Measurement of
Cross- Sections of Fissile Materials for Slow Neutrons", by A, Berthelot
and G. Vendryes, presented total and fission cross sections up to
about 10 ev, normalized to US values,
Paul P. Gast, speaking for B, R. Leonard (US) in paper no, 589,
"The Total and Fission CrosS' Sections of Plutonitun", reported the
total cross section at 2200 m.sec as 1050 barns. He also gave resxilts
from the Argonne National Laboratory fast chopper work, and the work
by Hanford Atomic Products Operations on the fission cross section
at low energy, with accurate parameters for the 0.3 ev resonance,
V. V. Vladimirsky (USSR) reported very recent results on a
new USSR chopper with high resolution (0,08 ml.crosec/m), covering
particularly the range from 7 to 25 ev. He also used a thick sample
and measured up to 3000 ev.
Paper No. 586, "The Low-Energy Cross Sections of U 235", by
V. L. Sailor (US), opened the second part of the section^ Sailor gave
a relatively brief account of US data on U 235= He discussed the
evaluation of resonance parameters from the experiments, including
those for negative resonances. The evidence for interference between
resonances was presented.
Gerasimov (USSR) in paper No, 645» presented earlier in this
section, had obtained lower cross sections below 40 ev than other
laboratories, apart from the shift in the energy scale already reported
for Pu. He measured fission up to 1 kev.
The Berthelot-Vendryes (France) paper No. 354, presented
earlier in this section, gave crystal spectrometer curves for sigma
total from 0.03 to 3 ev, obtained with a sample containing only 5%
U-235. For the fission cross section, their resolution was 6
microsec/m below 1 ev, and 1.5 mlcrosec/m above 1 ev^ and they
reported difficulties with their boron monitor»
P. A. Egglestaff (UK), presenting paper No, 423, "Slow Neutron
Gross Sections of the Uranium Isotopes", by J. E<, Lynn and
N, J. Pattenden, stated that the UK project had obtained the same
general results on §igma vs. energy as other countries. He stressed
some disagreement on the absolute fission cross section at 2200iiy'see
between the UK and other countries; given werei
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638+ 20
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USSR

697±>'-0

570+ 15
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USA

687 + 4 cr 7

580 +
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The British
and B as standards.
a very low value of
mass spectrographic
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measured aigma F directly, by comparison with Au
Their combination of sigim T and sigma F led to
alpha^ in definite contradiction with accurate US
determinations of alpha»

V. Vo Vladimirsky (USSR) in paper No. 644s "Determination of
the Absorption Cross Section and of the Radiation Capture Cross Section
of Uranium 233 for Pile Neutrons" j, gave the main report on U 233»
opening part three of the sectioFi. He first discussed the measurement
of alpha by mass spectrographic determination of the build-up U 234
and the destruction of U 233 iti a sample exposed in the pile, the same
method US usess The value obtained was alpha equals 0i,095«. This
alpha was the basis of their fission, cross section standard.
The total cross section was compared with Li as a standard
and found to be 615 30 b a m s , The spectrum showed many levels and
was complexo Vladimirsky reptsrted fission data up to 800 eVo
Gerasimov (USSR) in paper No>» 645» presented earlier, reported
fission cross sections, nonialized to 510 barns at 2200 Bi/seco He
gave resonance parameters for 4 levelss
E
o

Gamma

0,38

0o42

57

1,42

0„44

146

1.82

0c33

667

2,31

0o22

358

Sigma-sub zero

Sukhorutchkin (USSR) ic paper NOo 646, presented earlier, remarked that 233 w-as the only fissile nucleus whose cross section was
nearly l/v near thermalc He gave resixLts similar to Gerasimov*s»
Wiblin (UK) in paper No= 423, presented earlier, pointed out
that the U 233 cross section was l/v up to about 1 ev, and showed
a spectrum with good resolution up to about 22 ev. He again discussed
absolute values at 2200 m/sec and gave the following;
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Total

Fission

UK

605+10

515 £15

USSR

6154 30

510

Alpha Deduced
0.175

The Bert|ielot and Vendryes (France) paper No. 354, presented
earlier, gave O F(23) = 0,626 + 0,010, which would yield 450 bams

S' F(49)

using the present value for Pu,
Chairman Hughes, giving a summary, showed composite curves of
the data of all nations prepared by the United States and emphasized
the agreement. He pointed out that the resoimnce structure has become
more complex with improving resolution. He said one resonance, in
U 233 at 0.3 ev, appearing as a slight bump in each country's data,
had been attributed by each to experimental error until a comparison of
data from various coimtries showed its reality,
Hughes thanked all scientists from other countries for their
cooperation in supplying data for the US cross section compilation,
and expressed a hope that d-uring the conference best values for
absolute cross sections could be agreed upon.
Question; Harvey (US) asked why Gerasimov had used 625 barns
for sigma F (Pu) at 2200 m/sec. Answer; Gerasimov replied that 625
had been obtained by another group in his laboratory, but that they
now used 720.
Question: Palevsky (US) asked why UK had used 4 barns for
the scattering cross section of Pu when 4'^R^ r H barns. Answer %
Egglestaff said 4 barns gave the best fit, but that the scattering
should be measured.
Question; Havens (US) asked Sukhorutchkin about the energy
and current of his cyclotron. Answers Sukhorutchkin gave 12 mev
for the energy.
Opening the fotirth part of Section 17A, Berthelot (France)
gave paper No. 355? "Study of the Variation with Energy of the
Fission Gross Sections of U 233? U 235, Pu 239 for Fast Neutrons."
Berthelot talked about measurements which were normalized to US
measurements on U 238 as reported in AEG unclassified report No, 2040,
The French get the value for sigma F of Pu, namely 2.04 = 0ol2 bams
at 1600 kev,
B. G. Diven (US) next gave paper No, 594, "Techni-ques for
Measurement of Fast Neutron Flux," the main repox-t on this subject.
US cross sections were based on comparison witu proton recoil
coxinters whose response to monochromatic neutrons was tested. Diven
presented curves of US cross sections.
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Egglestaff reported UK data, using the hydrogen cross section
for fission cross section comparison. The British made absolute
measurements at 0,6 and 1.8 msv, relative measursaients at various
energies, and independent measurements of the energy dependence,
Egglestaff regarded the agreement for Pu and U 235 as satisfactory.

SECTION 18A - PROPERTIES OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS - NU, ETA^ ALPHA;
RESONANCE ANALYSIS
by George A. Kolstad, H. Palevsky and H. Hurwitz

The Chairman was Paul Scherrer (Switzerland).
The first paper. No, 657? by P. E, Spivak and B, G. lerosolimsky
(USSR) on "Measuring the Neutron Multiplication Factor Effective
Number of Secondary Neutrons for Thermal Fission of Uranium and
Plutonium", presented by M. S, Kozodaev, reported measurement of eta,
which Russians call nu effective, in a graphite geometry 1.8 x 1,B x 2
meters high on top of pile. The experiment was performed by measuring
the effect of boron and fissile samples on an ionization chamber near
the top of the graphite geometry. The speaker said they determined
experimentally the ratio of these two cross sections and calculated
the ratio of the effect of slow to fission spectrum neutrons. The
values reported of eta for U 233» U 235» Pu 239 were within 1% of
US values,
V, V. Vladimirsky (USSR) in paper No, 658, "Number of Fission
Neutrons Per One Captured Thermal Neutron in U 233» U 235 and Pu 239"
by himself. A, I. Alichanow and S. J, Nikitin, reported meastirements
on nu effective (eta) by introducing a sample of fissionable naterial
into a theriml pit (obtained by removing U rods from reactor) and
balancing the increase in reactivity by th^ addition of boron, so as
to compensate for the increase of reactivity. The sample used was a
heavy water solution of B2O3 and U 233 oxalate, U 235 oxalate and Pu
(SOi)2, Prom the ratio of boron to fissile material cross sections
obtained from other experiments, USSR obtained nu effective, or
alpha, in good agreement with values given in p,per No. 657 Which
Kozodaev had just presented.
Vladimirsky then gave N. A. Burgov*s paper No. 66O, "Number
of Fission Neutrons Per One Captured Thermal Neutron for Natural
Uranium." By the same method described in paper 658 Burgov obtained
Nu(eff) for natural uranium equal to 1.33:^ 0.006 in g««d
agreement with US values.
"~*
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J, Ee Saunders (UK) next gave paper No. 245, by P. A, Egglestaff and himself, on "Neutron Yields from Fissile Nuclei." Part I of
the paper reported a measured nu average by means of a fission chamber
surrotxnded by BF3 counters in a paraffin geometry. The neutron
counters were gated on after the fission pulse occurred in the calibrated neutron cotmters using spontaneous fissions in a natural U sample.
They measured U 235? U 233? Pu 239, Pu 241 relative to U 235 and obtain
the following values?
nu average (233) r 2o46 plus or minus 0.15
nu average (235) = 2,45 "

"

"

0,15

nu average (239) = 2,86 "

"

"

0.18

nu avergae (241) = 2.98 «

"

"

0,21

In Part II of the paper they calculated the variation in alpha
from the cross section data of Lynn and Pattenden given in the report
in "action 17A (Paper Noo 423) and fo'und alpha to be constant from
0,005 to 2,1 ev in U 233» They obtained;
alpha 0,3 )
alpha 0,025) U 235

s 2,7 plus or minus 1,0

(alpha 0«3 )
(alpha 0.025) Pu 239

s 1..6 plus or minus 0,2

In Part III, the variation of eta i^ith energy was reported
as measured with a crystal spectrometer. The experimental arrangement involved the use of a thick fissile sample surrounded by BF2
counters in a paraffin geometry. They found eta to be c®nstant fr@m
0.025 to 1.8 ev for U 233? consistent with fact that nu is also
constant over this energy intervals Measurements on Pu 239 gave;
eta 0.;3
eta 0,025

~ 0,77+0,04

compared to 0,84iL0.05 variations for eta/l + alpha. They concluded
that the most likely result gave the mean value of nu to be constant.
In Part IV, the UK experimenters estimated alpha for 7
positive levels up to 17.7 ev in Pu 239 from the cross section measurements of Raffle and Price (paper-UOc 422) and concluded that the
fission widths varied much more than radiation widths.
H.' Palevsky (US) in paper No, 587, "Measurement of Capture to
Fission Ratio of U 235, U 233? and Pu 239 by a New Method" described
a method of obtaining eta by counting fission neutrons from a black
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sample of fissile material by means of a scintillation counter. The
number of neutrons in the incident beam was determined by a thin BFo
counter. From the variation of the ratio of the two coxinting rates
Palevsky obtained the variation in eta. The method was capable of
high precision because corrections were small and easily made. For
D 233? eta was found to be constant between 0.01 to 0.1 ev. For U 235,
eta rose by about 1% from 0.01 to 0,1 and then dropped about 6% from
0.1 to 0,3 ev, the position of the resonance, and then rose and
'passed through resonance to 0,5 ev. The results agreed well with
variation of sigma F/sigma A calci£Lated from U 235 data. For Pu 239,
this gave;
eta 0.3
eta 0,025

r 0,75 plus or minus ,02

W, R. Kanne (US), in paper No, 595? "Capture to Fission Ratio
of Pu 239 and U 235 for Intermediate Energy Neutrons", described
work on alpha in the intermediate energy region which included both
irradiations of U 235 and Pu 249 at Ifenford Atomic Products Operations
and reactivity coefficient measurements.
Discussion; Mostovoy (USSR) presented data on the variation
of eta calculated from his measurement of the fission and absorption
cross section, assuming nu to be constant. For U 235? after making
corrections for resonance scattering, he obtained a variation similar
to that presented by Palevsky but with a slightly greater discrepancy
(about 10^) at 0,3 ev compared to thermal. He showed a prepared
slide giving the scattering correction to data taken at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. For Pu 239? the results were in good agreement
with those calctiLated by Palevsky.
Kozodaev (USSR) presented results of measurement of nu
(or alpha) using photo neutrons from SbBe as the 30 kev source
NaBe as the 900 kev source. The experiments were performed in
ite prism. He did not give details of measurement but offered
following results for nu effective:
Isotope
U 233

30 kev
2.23 4 0,07

900 kev
2,60^ 0,13

U 235

1.86 + 0.07

2.28 + 0.08

Pu 239

2.01 + 0.05

2.52 + 0,13

effective
and from
a graphthe

Question; Taschek (US) asked what was the efficiency and sensitivity of the neutron detector used in the UK for measuring average
nu. Answer; Sanders said that 16 BF3 counters in paraffin were used
and gave an efficiency of 1,03^ for thermal neutrons. An error of
A- 5% on calibration of source accounted for most of the uncertainty
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in the results. Farley (New Zealand^ discussed a method used at the
Harwell linear accelerator to measure the variation @f eta with energy*
Their detector for fissien neutrons had an efficiency ©f 1%^ The experiments were not complete^ but the data suggested that eta did not
vary much from level to levelo
Sukhorutchkin (USSR) measured nu effective with a cyclotron using
thick samples and detecting fission neutrons with a scintillation detector,
and made measurements up to 11 ev on U 233j, U 235^ U 239o Sukhorutchkin
concluded that Pu 239 might show a ifariation in gamma radiation level
widths at 8 and 12 ev ©ns-and-a-half times narrower than other levels*
Eta seemed constant from level t® levels.
Callihan (US) told Sanders that by method of critical spheres
he had compared eta for U 235 to eia for U 233» Assuming eta (235) »
2,08^ he got eta (233) = 'io32^ in good agreement with other US values
but not with data presented by SanderSo
Questions Higgersberger (Austria) asked concerning data In
paper No, 595 by Kamie what statistical fluctuations had been observed
with full sensitivity and how had they been eliminated? Answer s Data
were taken using electron multiplier detectors and exhibited small
fluctuations,
H» Ae Bethe (US) then gave paper No, 585, "Analysis of the
Velocity Selector Results on Fissile Materials" ©n properties of
resonance in fissionable material,
H, H« Hurwitz, Jro (US) in paper No, 590 on "Status of Information on Reactor Material Cross Section", discussed the resonances in
the intermediate energy region and fissien product poisoning. He
quoted results of the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory danger coefficient
measurements^ Hurwitz gave smaller estiiia,te3 for intermediate energy
fission product poisoning than had Weinberg;,
Questions Mostovoy (USSR) asked Bethe (l) about the distribution of level spacings in terms of the mean valuea, and (2) how did
UK and US results compare with USSR findings in studying Sigma F,
which showed first resonance levels of U 238 and Pu 239 about the same
(0,3 ev). Answers Bethe replied (l) that the distribution of levels
was being measured at Brookhaven National Laboratory but the analysis
was not yet completes At ©ne time it appeared that very close
spacings were less likely than expected on the basis of random spacing*
Mich more analysis was required than had been given so faro (2) the
occurrence of 3 or 4 levels al Oo3 ev was in Bethels opinion;, purely
accidental. There was no reason to expect that the neutron energy
sho\ild have any more significance than any other value« However;, US
opinion was not unanimous that the 0*3 levels had no significance»
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Wiblin (UK) discussed procedures for evaluating resonance
parameters (for details, see paper No. 426, UK, which UN will print
as part of the record of Section 15A). pie pointed out a need for
using data of many different kinds; i.e., scattering and capture as
well as transmission.
Question; Shapiro (uSSR) asked a series of questions of Bethe
on the statistics of level spacings and the reasons that neutron widths
fluctuate. Answer; Bethe explained that fluctuations were to be expected because only one final state existed and the character of the
wave functions for the various individual levels were different.
Neutron emission constituted only one of the same. This was consistent
with present ideas on the relation between individual and giant
resonances.
Question; Raievski (France) presented a question for Hurwitz
as to where Hurwitz got a figure for the capture cross section of
carbon which he quoted in his paper. Answer: Hurwitz said he did not
know in detail how it was measured, but thought several samples had
been used.
Question; Weinberg (US) commented that the observations by
the Haiwell group indicated a constancy of Sigma C and Sigma F, He
asked Bethe to comment on the fact that alpha appeared to be constant
up to 20 ev. Answer; Bethe replied that alpha was very small and
fT" very large in U 233, The measurements would have to be made much
more accurately (better than 5%) in order really M see the constancy.
He commented that it was a reuarkable thing that/F was so much
bigger than anything else.

SECTION 19A - INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS
by Alvin Radkowsl^
A, de Shalit (Israel) was Chairman.
Paper No. 661 (USSR) "A Study of Neutron Diffusion in Beryllium,
Graphite, and Water by the Impulse Method," by A. V, Intonov, et al,
developed a theory of neutron beam methods, first giving credit to the
pioneer work of von Oardel. The basic idea was to shoot a neutron
pxilse — obtained from an accelerator — into a medium, the nuclear
properties of which are being tested. Measurements were? made of
neutron intensity in the material as a function of time following the
burst. It was shown that by comparing measurements in samples of
different geometric buckling it was possible to obtain both the thermal
diffusion constant and neutron lifetime. Data were obtained for the
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three media listed in the title, including measurements in water at
high temperature. In the last case, the authors expressed surprise
at the amount of increase in diffusion length obtained. It was shown
that the neutron age could be obtained by using a sample of the medium,
infinite in one direction, and comparing measurements at two adjacent
points,
Radkowsky (US) pointed out that a theory had been developed
for the variation with temperature of the diffusion length in water and
that the work was outlined in Conference paper 603 by J. Chernick.
Paper No, 662 (USSR) "A Study of Beryllium as a Neutron
Moderator," by L, A, Geraseva et al, described the experimental determination of nuclear reactor physics constants for Be, specifically
capture cross section, age, and thermal diffusion length. The capture
cross section was measured in a graphite pile by danger coefficient
methods. Great care was exercised in the measurement; the method involved comparison with substances such as D2O of known capture and
moderating power. The measurements of age and diffusion length were
conventional,
A value of 6 mb was obtained for the capture cross section
for pure Be, which was much less than that reported by other experimenters, the discrepancy being attributed to the fact that the Be
used by others contained impurities.
Paper No. 359 (France) "Measurement of Diffusion Length of
Thermal Neutrons in Beryllium Oxide," by J, G. Koechlin et al,
reported on the measurement of the therjml diffusion length in BeO,
using conventional means, i.e., a large block of material irradiated
by neutrons from the thermal column of the Saclay reactor. The
value of the diffusiox'' length was larger than computed by transport
theory. This discrepancy was attributed to the fact that the source
neutrons were not truly thermal.
Paper No, 872 (India) "On the Determination of Diffusion and
Slowing Down Constants of Ordinary Water and Beryllium Oxide Using a Pulsed
Neutron Source," by R. Ramanna et al, described a method similar in
principle to that in USSR paper No. 661, He described a new method
of time analysis to correlate thermal neutron decay with the time
at which the source of fast neutrons was fed in. The principle used
was to make the ion pulse at the accelerator target initiate the time
base of an oscilloscope^ and allow theriial neutron pulses to intensify
the oscilloscope spot.
Paper No, 36O (France) "Measurement of a Complex Diffusion
Length in a Solid or Liquid to Determine the Transport Mean Free
Path for Thermal Neutrons," by J. Horowitz et al, was primarily a
development of the theory of the experiment. Some experimental
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resiolts were given. The source of neutrons incident on the specimen
to be studied was modulated by a periodic variation, and the amplitude
of oscillation as a fxinction of time measured at various points in the
medium, as well as the phase angle of the neutron level relative to
the source. The theory developed a means of deducing the desired
quantity from the data, A substantial number of corrections had to be
made to the data.
Paper No, 789 (Sweden) "Measurements on a Subcritical Reactor
with A Pulsed Neutron Source," by N. G. Sjostrand et al, gave an
Interesting method of determining the amount of subcriticality of a
reactor without using a calibrated control rod, A pulsed neutron
source was used and the time behavior of the neutron flux in the
reactor could be studied to determine its subcriticality. The method
required knowing the slowing down time of the delayed neutrons and
the effective geometric buckling of the reactor. The method would not
work for subcriticality of more than about 1% in k? since then flux
harmonics become important.
Paper No, 933 (Netherlands) "Determination of Neutron Capture
to Fission Ratio in Different Uranixxm Samples," by T, J, Barendrecht
and M, Bustraan, described work carried out X'\rith natural uranium,
UO2, and U3O8 rods of various diameters irradiated in the JEEP reactor.
Capture of neutrons was determined by determining the beta activity of
the U 239 formed. Fissions were estimated by measuring the activity of
Ba 139? the fission yield of which is well known. The thermal absorption
of U 238 was calculated in preference to the usual method of inserting
the rods in cadmium. The results showed clearly the difference between
uranium and uranium oxide rods. In uranium rods the resonance capture
occurred primarily at the surface, while in oxide, due to the oxygen
scattering, the resonance capture remained substantial Inside the rod.
Paper No, 597 (US) "Status of Experimental and Theoretical
Information on Neutron Slowing Down Distribution in %-drogerous Media,"
by J, E. Wllkins et al., considered discrepancies between measured and
calculated ages of neutrons in H2O, Experimental measurement of the
age presented great difficulties.
Paper No, 357 (France) "Time-©f-.Flight Spectrometer Equipment
Used at the Saclay Pile of Inelastic Scattering of Slow Neutrons," by
B, Jacrot et al., described an apparatus consisting of a mechanical
shutter and crystal spectrometer capable of good resolution up to
energies of 1000 ev. The apparatus was used to study thermal neutron
spectra and variations of fission cross section as functions of neutron
energy. The experiments described in the paper concerned diffusion of
ve3:y low energy neutrons, (about 3 x 10-3 Q^) in monocr3''stals, D2O, and
H2O.
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SECTION 20A - RESONANCE INTEGRALS FISSION POISONING,
CRITICALITI OP SOLUTION

by Alvin Radkowsky

The Chairman was G. von Dardel (Sweden),
Paper No, 659 (USSR) "Measurements of Resonance Absorption
Integrals for Various feterials and the Multiplication Co-efficient
Effective Secondary of Resonance Neutrons for Fissionable Isotopes",
by P. E. Spivak et al, reported on measurement of resonance integrals
by the transmission method, using thin films of material. The neutron
beam was obtained from the RFT reactor, the desired energy being
obtained by filtering the beam through boron of various thicknesses.
Eta measurements involved the use of a thermal neutron converter,
utilizing a spherical paraffin boron filter. No results for eta were
reported.
Question; Wigner (US) pointed out that the thicknesses of
samples used in some of the resonance absorption measurements were so
great as to make it almost impossible to obtain the statistical accuracy claimed. Answer; The experiment was a very difficult one.
Paper No. 833 (US), "Resonance Capture Integrals", by R. L.
Ifecklin and H, S. Pomerance, was presented by Wigner, who reviewed
the experimental situation in the United States. He discussed ways
of accotmting for the cut-off energy for Ifexwellian neutrons, and of
the effect of absorbing resonance at energies in the unresolved
region.
Wigner pointed out that the US definition of the resonance
capture integral in U 238 took into account the depression of
resonance flux in the rod, while most other measurements gave the
resonance integral directly, thus introducing a seeming discrepancy
with US results.
Paper No, 948 (Netherlands), "Computation of the Effective
Resonance Integral", by E, F» M. van der Held was in two parts. The
first part included a means for deducing the Breit-Wigner parameters,
taking Doppler broadening into account by means similar to the area
method used by Hughes, Havens, et al. In the second part, the author
evaluated the voltmie portion of the U 238 resonance integral from the
resonance parameters, and concluded that most of the effect came from
the lowest three levels.
Paper No. 427 (UK), "Studies on the Neutron Resonance Absorption of U 238", by V, S. Crocker was a study by the self-indication
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technique of the resonance absorption of U 238. Layers of various
thicknesses were studied and the effects of temperature variation were
included. The results agree with US values of resonance absorption
for small rods in which the disadvantage factors, described earlier
by Wigner, were not significant.
Paper No. 883 (Norway), "Measurements of the Effective Resonance Integral of Uranium with the Pile Oscillator", by V, 0,
Eriksen, et al., described measuring the resonance integral of lumped
U 238 by the pile oscillator method. The surface and mass terms were
separated by using a thin-walled uranium box as container and successively
filling the box with discs of uranium. The method was
similar to that reported by Wigner in paper No, 833*
Paper No. 5 (Canada), "Experiments on Some Characteristics of
the NRX Reactor,
Part I", by D, G, Hurst described the I^RX reactor.
The methods used in making accurate reactivity measurements were given
and the work applied to measurements of reactivity changes as a
ftmction of megawatt days per ton up to 3OOO MWD/ton. He said the
difficulties of making unambiguous reactivity measurements were very
great in a reactor of this type, the photo neutron effect fi*om D2O
being an additional complicating factor. The main conclusion was that,
in a reactor of this type, irradiation up to 3000 MiO/ton did not produce catastrophic reactivity losses.
Paper No. 6 (Canada), "Experiments on Some Characteristics of
the NRX Reactor, Part II", by A. G. Ward reported measurcmenbc ax.
Chalk River of temperature co-efficients of reactivity and xenon reactivity effect?. By making measurements on the equilibrium xenon
buildup it was pos''>ible to determine botli xenon jicld
and absorption
cross section. The xenon yield seemed to be 5«7^ rather than 6.4/?
as determined by the radiochemists.
Paper No. $35 (US), "Reactivity Changes and Reactivity Lifetime of Fixed Fuel Elements in Thermal Reactors", by B, I. Spinrad,
et al, discussed long-term reactivity changes in both uranium and
thorium. It was shown that considerable gains in lM)/ton could be
obtained by rearranging and recycling fuel and by removal of fission
product polnons.
Paper No. 432 (UK), "Long Term Reactivity Changes in Natural
Uranium Reactors", by D, J. Littler analyzed long-term reactivity
changer by a method which linearized all effects except Xe and Sm
buildups. The method was good up bo about 1000 liffl/ton. The
author concluded that the Sm fission jrleld was 1% instead of the
conmonly used 1.3%^
Paper No, 834 (US), "Small Thermal Hom.ogeneous Critical
Assemblies", by A, D. Callihan, et al, was a study of critical
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dimensions and loadings for U 233 and Pu 239 fuel in homogeneous
solutions in light water. The author concluded that the criticality
was explained by the Selengut-Goertzel theory. The effect of varying
fuel distribution to obtain a flat flux also was presented.
Question; There were some questions about the range of the
water-to-fuel ratios used, Huniritz (US) pointed out that a careful
calculation on the basis of transport theory for a slab reactor with
a reflector having the same slowing down properties as the core, except for fuel, showed that the Selengut-Goertzel assumption gave
results considerably at variance with experiment and that a more
exact method, using the Weiner-Hopf integral method, would check with
the criticality result found experimentally.
Paper No, 428 (UK), "Plutonium - Water Critical Assemblies",
by C. G, Horton and J, D, McCullen measured criticality for three
H to Pu ratios. By fitting criticality to a two-group solution, it
was found that eta of Pu was 2,22.

SECTION 21A - ZERO ENERGY AND EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
by Alvin Radkowsky
The Section was chaired by 0. Gamba (Argentina),
Paper No, 600 (US), "Exponential Experiments with Slightly
Enriched Uranium Rods in Ordinary Water" by H. Kouts, et al, covered
a comprehensive series of experiments including measurements of
reactivity, age, fast effect, thermal utilization and resonance
escape probability in subcritical lattices consisting of slightly enriched uranium. The lattices were measured in exponential experiments,
utilizing a beam from the Broolchaven reactor. The methods used in performing the measurements and of analyzing them are given. One
surprising result was that the migration areas in the lattices as
deduced from the bucklings was almost independent of the water-touranium ratio.
Discussion; Barkov (USSR) reported on a series of direct
measurements of the neutron age in uranium-water lattices, the
uranitm being enclosed in cadmium sleeves to prevent multiplication.
It was found that, at low uranium ratios, the results agreed with
those of Kouts, but that at very high uranium ratios, corresponding
to closely packed lattices, the migration area rose very sharply.
Shapiro ('USSR) reported on the gains of reactivity in natural uraniumwater lattices if air gaps were used around the uranium rods. It was
found that the magnitude of the gains was only half that anticipated.
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Paper No. 601 (US), "Pressurized Water Reactor (PMR) Critical
and Exponential Experiments" by S« Krasik and A, Radkowsky discussed
the physiss experimental program for PIR. In one phas© the slightly
eariched rods studied at Brookhaven National Laboratory in exponential
experiments were utilized in critical assemblies with a light water
moderator,, A second phase consisted of mock-up experiments of the
actual FiS reactor» Bie motivation for the seed and blanket design
was presented briefly,
Blokhintsev (USSR) stated he thought the seed core was "a very
good idea**.
Paper Ho, 790 (Sweden), **Some Experience from Measurements on
an Exponential Pile of Uranium and Heavy Water'* by R, Persson, et al,
described some experiments yielding bucklings for two diameters of
uranium rods vs heavy water-to-metal volume ratio# An arrangement of
the top plate gaye great flexibility in adjusting rod distances«
The rods were held by rollers which coiald be moved along a slotted
beams
Paper No. 791 (Sweden), "Characteristics of the Swedish Heavy
Water Reactor", by E, Hellstrand et al, suamarized a series of experiments on the reactor including a study of the transfer functions,
response of the reactor to a step change; in reactivity, reactivity
changes due to the heavy water level, flux distributions, power level
calibrations, and a theoretleal and experimental treatment of the
effect of channels on reactivity.
Paper No. 361 (Prance), "Neutron Study on Two Heavy Water
Piles'^ by Je Horowitz, outlined a very thorough study of the nuclear
characteristics of the tw© French heavy water piles, Tfee pile
spectrum was measured directly by a neutron spectrometer and time-offlight methods He compared the two piles, one of which uses chaaaels
for gas cooling.
Paper No* 605 (US), "Exponential Ess^ierimsnts on Uranium D2O
Lattices" by 1« R, Cohen, reported on United States U - D2O lattice
work^ parfcieuLarly that at North American Aviation and at Argonne
National Laboratory, and a comparison with Chalk River data« The
bucM-ings found at Chalk liver were lower by approxinately 3j^,
Persson (Sweden) i»inted out that his measurements of
buckling were lower than those of Chalk River, but thought that he
might have been siaking a systeaatlc en^r.
Paper No» 623 (USSR), "Heavy Water Research Reactor (Results
of Critical Experiiaents)" by A. I. Alichanov, et al, described a
USSR reaetor, A novel feature was a '•pit*^ — a region 60 to 70
em in diameter in the center which is free of uraaium rods and which
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has a very high flux of purely thermal ntutrons. Fast flux ia this
region can be obtained by use of a %eutron transformer^ (a water
cooled U-cylinder).
It was noted that the age in heavy water used by the USSR was
20 em^ greater than the American value. Spinrad (US) was told by
Sudik that the USSR value vas a calculation based on a harder fission
spectrum than used in the US,
Paper Ho. 429 ( M ) , "The acperimental Basis of Lattice Calculations'*, by P. We MuBiaery, presented an approach to accurate reactor
design based upon a correlation of theoretical and Kjcperimental work.
The aethods were especially api^ieable to graphite aoderation. The
two-group theory was used as a basis, with deflations adjusted by
correlation with ex^aeatial experiments. The value ©f eta found ia
this maiaaer was less than that deduced ia other ways.
Paper lo. 607 (US) wforaal Uranium Graphite Moderated Reacttes—
A Comparison of tteory and Experiment. Water-Cooled lattices" by
P. F. Gast, described sm saperimental and theoretical program for
studying uranium/g^'aphit® water-cooled lattices. Bifficulties have been
encountered in explaining ^^^erimeat^ bucklings. The advances made by
Hanford Atomic Products Operations included iatroducing the eoaeepts
of rod Slackness** and the successive generation method. A description
was given of an experimental pile which permitted measurement of the
reactivity factors with a high degree of precision*
Paper No, 606 (US), ''Uranium Graphite Lattices. Fart II, The
a:>ooidiaven Reactor*' by I« Kaplan and J. Chewiik, gave the histoiy of
the physics design of the Brookhaven National laboratory reactor ia
a maimer which would assist anyaie designing a reactor of this type,
A comparison of theory and experiments was given for the effect on
reactivity of the air coaling gap.

SECTION 22A - ZlEO WESGI EIPESIMEUS 01 FAST BJSACTOBS AID
REACTOR KIKETICS
by Alvin Badkowshy

S, Iklund (Sweden) was ehairnaa of Section 22A,
Paper lew404 (UK), "j^perimental Studies oa Fast leutron
Reactors at AEHl** by L, E« Shepherd^ described the ^-itisb fast
neutron zero power reactors and e(xperim®nts with tftem. The danger
coefficients of a large number of elements were measui»ed and the
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values fell on regular curves as a function of atomic numbers. Shepherd
said, thus p^rmittliag use of interpolation for predicting danger coefficients for elements not measured. Flux measurements were facilitated
because the Pu fission cross section was constant as a function of energy
in the fast pegioE.» The piles were too small to permit inserting
sufficiest material to simulate the effects of the coolante
Paper !©« 598 (US), '«The Fast :^ponential Experimsnt" by P, C,
Beyer, et al, presented by Spiarad, outlined fast exponential experimental work performed at Argonne lational Laboratory. 5ie fast sub™
critical assembly was irradiated by a beam from a low power source
reactor* Experimeatal values were determined for buckling^ reflector
savings, and for U 235 to U 238 fission ratios, tte effect on buddings
of variation of parameters, has be«n studied. The ratio of U 235 to
U 238 fissions in a block of solid natural uranium was found to be
higher thaa previously measured. The discrepancy might be due to the
fact that the block was to© siall for the flux spectrum to reach
equillbritm value«
Paper lo. 609 (US), m Survey of the Theoretical and Sxperimental Aspects of Fast Reactor Physics" by R« Avery, et al^ presented
by Bo Okrent, discussed various problems encountered ia fast reactor
design, inoliiding comparison of theory with reactivity and with power
dlstributioas la previous fast assemblies such as Godiva and EBR-1,
A chief point of concern was lack of knowledge of the ratios of
parasitic-to-fission cross section (alpha) for If 235 and Pu 239. The
authors felt little doubt that with Pu 239 as a fuel there would be
ample'margin of neutron output for breeding. There was some doubt about
U 235$ since the neutron spectrum might be sipiificantly lowered by
inelastic collisions. A very recent and preliminary measurement of
alpha for U 235 in EBR 1, for a spectrum similar to that of a power
reactor, gave a value of only 0,2 which is still low enough to permit
breeding.
Paper Io» 775 (Israel), "Stability Conditions ia the MonLinear I^mamies of Heterogeneous Reactors*' by H# J. Lipkin and R<,
Thiebergeru extended the results of Irgen and Weinberg of US on
reactor stability to a heterogeneous reactor consisting of two media,
such as uranium and heavy water, where heat is produced in one medium
and extracted from the second. It was found that the system would
be ^tremely stable.
Paper No. 934 (Netherlands), "The Influence of Temperature on
the Transfer Function of a D2O Reactor « by J# Pelser, presented
calculations of the transfer function of a simplified JffiP-type
reactor in which the ^eternal system was represented by a simple
time constant.
Paper loo 334 (France), "Kinetic Problems of a Power Reactor
and Analogue Ifachines" by P. Braffort, outlined the use of analogue
computers in predicting reactor transient behavior.
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Paper lo. 610 (US), '^^iaetics of Stationary Reactor Systemis"
by f, A, Welton, generalized on previous work on reactor stability,
such as that of Weiaberg, Krgen, and Blectoer, The lijiear stability
conditions were given ssd the eff>?ats of compressibility outlined. A
treatment was also givea on noa-lijiear stability. Approximately 26
slides ftiLL of mathematical symbols were flashed on the screen.
Questioning was limited to clarification of the data presented.

SECTIOI 23A - REACTOR THIORT

by Alvla Badkowslsy
The Chairaaa was C, Salvstti (Italy).
Paper No. 611 (US), ««Survey of leutron Thenaalizatioa Theories"
by 1. R. Cohen, suiHmrlsed the Tarious methods used to calculate the
neutron spectrum in the thei'mal region, taking into account the preferential absorption of slow neutrons, Coh<m showed that there should
be an additional effect in i-edueing the v^ue of the age to theraal
energy.
Paper No. 433 (UK)j, ^^Calculation of the Fine Structure of the
Thermal Heuti'ori Flux in a Pile by the Spherical Ifarmaiics Method" by
J, H. Tait, extended the methods of spherical harmonics to rods
surrounded by air gaps. Ttm difference in thermit utHiaation as
computed by diffusiot theory, P3 approxiaation, and P5, were cornered.
The diffusion theory gave too largo a value.
Paper lo. 608 (US)g "Com^rison of Theory and Ixperiment for
Intermediate Assemblj.33^ hj H. JMrnltz and B. Ehrlich, outlined many
refinements in the applicdfcisri of mulfcigroup theoiy developed at
Knolls Atomic Power laboratoj-y* The availibility of high spaed
digital computers, the speakei* said, had made it possible to ertend
the method to bwo-dimeasio'Vtl studies«, Considerable question as to the
validity of the restlts s&iJJ. existed because of uncertainties in cross
sections and neglect cf the Be (n«iM) reaction.
Paper lo. 430 (01), "Method for Calculating the Critical Ifess
of an Intermediate Reactor" by M. Ec Ifendl and J, Howlett, was
withdrawn because the material W A S almost oom|ietely covered by the
preceding p,per«
Paper lo. 664 (USSE}g «»lpplieation of the Method of Effective
Boundary Conditiois for Galctdating the Critical Dimensions of Reactors"
by A, D. Galaain, poixited out that in large reactors with reflectors
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one-group theory was satisfactory ^oept within a distance from the
boundary equal to the square root of age, la this region two-group
theory was applied to calculate boundary effects and results then
could be used with one-group theoiy to obtain correct criticality conditions and power distributions,
Httiwitg (us) stated extensive work of this type had beea carried
out, particulas'ly by folkoff (Canada), iKpeciaUy accurate results had
been obtained when the reflector had the same slowing down properties
as the core, except for fuel, in which case the reflector savings might
be e^ressea as an integral involving the Fousler transfoCTi of the
slowing down density.
Paper No, 669 (USSR), ^^Heterogeneous Methods of Reactor Calculations s Surrey of Results and Comparison withfeperiments**by
S, M. Fsiaberg^ compared the usual homogeneous theory for reactor
calculatioas with results obtained by treating each fuel element as
a line source or sink—a method that would not be ^alid for closelypacked lattices, in which the dimensions of fuel imst be considered.
It was found that the homogeneous theory was valid except for very
small assemblies, or near the edge of the reactor.
P. Gast (us) pointed out that the work of the paper was
similar to a small source theory developed at Ifenford,
Paper No* 649 (USSR), «*Si9ory of Resonance Absorption in
Heterogeneous Systems" by I, I. Gurerich and I. I. Pomermieho'uk, outlined the work oa resonance absorption for U 238 performed in the
iSSS. fetensive calculations were madei the result still luvolTed
two constants which had to be determined by esqperiment. The formula
used the 3/2 power of the radius.
In the ensuing discussion ¥3,gaer (US) pointed out that the
chief difference between the US and USSR viewpoints was that the
USSR did not coasidsr the effect on neutron energy of scattering by
uraaium. Wigner was told by Shapiro (USSR) about an experiment in
which Bi was placed at the center of a uranium rod without any resultant
increase in resoaaaee absorption.
Paper lo. 666 (USSR), «»The Theraal UtiliaatlOM Factor in a
Heterogeneous Eeaetor** by 1, D, G^aala, ^amined the assumption in a
lattice - type reactor that each e e U might be re^aeed by aa eqaiTaleat cyltoder, farious e e U shapes wereffiaminedand it was found
that cyliMerisation usually introduced oiiy small errors. Hie snaU
source they£j was used.
Paper No, 1003 (Argentina), ««LattiC0 Calculatioas on Natural
Uraniumf-BeiyHiua Oxide and laturaL Uraniumf-Beiyllium Metal in a
Cyliadrical Ee&etor«* by 0. Gamba, et al, ®afflined the critical dimensions
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of reactors that used natural uranium and were gas - cooled, and
Be - or BeO - moderated. ConTentional formulas were used, various
cases were considered, and it was found that Be requirements would be
50 to 150 tons.
Paper Ko. 656 (USSR), **Equatioa for the Importance of leutroas.
Reactor Kinetics, and the Theory of Perturbation*^ by L. I. Ussachoff,
developed perturbation theory and developed equations taking into
account the relative importance of fast and slow neutrons as a
ftmction of ^sitions in the reactor.
Questions Hurwitz (US) pointed out that the paper computed
the power chaige resulting from introduction of a neutron into the
assembly whereas ia the United States the coK'sspondiag quantity
used was the fissions per genex'ation. Answers The speaker stated he
thought either formulation could be used.
Paper Mo. 796 (Czechoslovakia), "Remarks about the Milne
Problem with Cylindrical Symmetry'* by L. TrlifaJ, was an extension of
Davison^s work in Sjglaad to a case of cylindrical synaaetiy.
Paper No. 667 (USSR), ^Effective Boundary Conditions for
tGrey* Badies" by D, F. Zaretsky, was of practical importance for
computing the effectiveness of control rods which are not completely
black. Starting from the Peierels equation, a match was obtained
with the solution at asymptatic distances, Aa approximate formula
was obtained and compared with results from the variational method.
Results were given for both spheres and cylinders.
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"B" SECTIONS - CHEMISTRY, METALLURGFT, AND TECiSDLdGY

Section 6 B - The Natural Occurrence of Uranittm and Thorium
by Robert D. Nininger

Section 6B, chaired by Joaquim da Costa Ribeiro (Brazil), consisted of one 30-3iinute paper by Paul F. Kerr (UN), suinnarizing all papers
submitted to the Conference for this Section, and a 20-Biinute paper by
Jesse Cc Johnson (US) on fuel supplies for power reactors. After these
two papers there was a 1 3/4 hour panel discussion by delegates from
12 countries on uranium and thorium occurrence.
Kerr»s paper (No. 1114, "The Natural Oecurrenca mt Uranium and
Thorium**) represented the consensus of participating delegations*
views on the geology of uranium and thorium as represented by their
papers, two thirds of which were submitted by the USo Kerr briefly
discussed the geology of the Shinkolobwe mine in Belgian Congo, and
Canadian, Australian, Portuguese and other deposits.
Johnson's paper, (No. 470, '*Nuclear Fuel for the World Power
Program**) had as a thesis that there were adequate resources of uranium
and thorium for a long-range expanded world power program. Johnson
listed major uranium operations in the Belgian Congo, Caisada, South
Africa, and the United States, and said" that Australia, France, and
Portugal were mining uranium with good prospects for increased production. On the basis of present evidence, Johnson estimated the producing nations of the West had resources of between 1 and 2 million
tons of uranium available at an average cost of about $10 a pound of
OjOjg in high grade concentrates. In addition to this, the resources
in low grade higher cost uranium-bearing materials such as phosphates
and shales were virtually unllinited, with the United States alone
estimated to have 600,000 tons of uraniiun in phosphates and 5 to 6
million tons in shales. The cost of extracting uranium from such
materials might be $30 to $50 a pound.
Participants in the panel discussion, moderated by Kerr,
wereg V. Angelelli, Argentina; J. P. Baxter, Australia; Jean Van
Der Spek, Belgium; £. Tavora, Brazil; A. H. Lang, Canada; M. Roubaxilt,
France; D. N. Wadia, India; F. Ippolito, Italy; K. Aki, Japan; C. P.
Lobato, Po^ugal; S. H. U. Bowie, United Kingdom; and L. R. Page,
United States.
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Only 10 minutes was allotted to each speaker, and statements con~
sequently were chiefly brief descriptions of deposits in the respective
countries, as followsi
Angelelli (Argentina)i Small nickel~cobalt-uraniuia veins in
northern Argentina; copper and carnotite deposits of limited extent
in Mendoz province; pegmatites and low grade shale deposits.
Baxter (Australia)s Deposits in Northern Territory, northern
Queensland; occurrences of unknown importance in western Australia,
lew South Wales, and Tasmania.
¥an Der Spek (Belgit3m)s Bescription of the geology of the
Shinkolobwe mine of the Belgian Congo.
Tavora (Brazil)i Occurrences of uranium with zircon at Poco
de Caldas; newly discovered occurrences of uranium in the gold-bearing
conglomerate at Serra de Jacobina in Bahia; numerous pegmatites of
Mlnas Gerais; monazite deposits of the coastal regions.
Lang (Canada)J Descriptions of the important deposits at
Great Bear Lake, Lake Athabasca, and Blind River.
R©ubauJb(France)s Small but very significant pitchblends
vein deposits of Central France; minor occurrences of uranium in
Madasgascar; uranothorite deposits in Southern Madagascar.
Wadia (India)j Beach deposits of monazite in southern India|
two uranium occurrences under investigation—one pegmatite, the other
with copper deposits.
Ippolit® (Italy): Uranium occurrences in the Italian Maritime Alps now under development.
Aki (Japan)s Occurrences of uranium and thorium in pegmatite
and alluvial deposits derived from them; extensive exploration under
way,
Lobato (Portugal)s Deposits at Urgeirica, Guarda, and Belffionte; described the recently organized Portuguese exploration program,
Bowie (UK) and Page (US)s A general discussion of uranium
and thorium geology, summarizing current theories of conditions and
methods of deposition in economie mineral deposits.
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SECTION 7B - PROSPECTING FOR URANIUM AND THORIUM
by Robert D. Nininger
Section 7B on "Prospecting for Uranium and ThoriuHi", chaired
by D. N. Wadia (India), consisted of 9 papers by 7 countries, UK
and USSR each presenting two. The papers dealt with specific, single
techniques for prospecting, except that the Canadian, US, and one UK
paper summarized a large number of methods. Construction or use of
counters, was emphasized. The US paper dealt with geological, geocheniical, geophysical, and engineering techniques which the authors
felt \-iere significant for the future.
The first paper. No. 764? •'Methods of Prospecting for Uranium
and Thorium" prepared by C, F. Dp,vidson and S. H. U, Bowie (UK) and
presented by Bowie, was a sumimry of prospecting techniques as developed
by the Geological Survey of Great Britain. They included, primarily,
the use of geology in determining favorable areas, the field use of
portable gaiger and scintillation counters by geologists, and the use
of field geoehemical techniques for sampling soils, vegetation and
water. The speaker did not consider use of radiation detection equipment in aircraft to be very effective.
The second paper. No. 1, "Uranium Prospecting in CanadaGround and Aerial Surveys" by A, H. Lang, was primarily a historical
description of Canadian prospecting since 1946, It concerned the work
of prospectors and the problems concerned with their support in remote
regions of Canada. Because of the vast unexplored areas in Canada
their problems were somewhat unique. Brief attention was given to
geologic evaluation including the use of diamond drilling and portable
radiation detection equipment. The history of Canadian experiments
with aerial surveys was described with a statement that it had
limited use in Canada because of the type of terrain and geology encountered.
The third paper. No, 763 (UK) "Instrumental Developments in
the Prospecting, Mining and Chemical Processing of Nuclear^Materials'"
by H, Bisby et al., was a technical discussion of the design of counters
for field prospecting and mill monitoring. For prospecting, Bisby
reported use of halogen-quenched geiger counters in preference to
other types and in preference to scintillation counters. He told of
developing geiger counter equipment for menitoring a continuous flow
of concentrates and liquors in process plants.
The fourth paper. No. 994 (lugoslavia) "Radiation Detectors
with Halogen Counters for Use in Prospecting" by A, Milojeiiic et al.,
presented by M. Petrovic, discussed the dealgn of halogen-quenched
hand-prospecting coxinters.
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The fifth paper. No. 132 (Brazil) "Air Survey Applied to the
Search for Radioactive Minerals in Brazil" by D, A. MacFadyen and
S. V. GuedeSj presented by Guedes, gave a detailed description of the
organization and execution of an aerial prospecting program carried
out in Brazil to evaluate resources of uranium and thorium.
The sixth paper. No, 625 (USSR) "Aeroradiometric Prospecting
for Uranium and Thorium Deposits and the Interpretation of Gamma
Anomalies^' by ¥, I. Baranov, presented by Y. G» Melkov, was a technical
discussion of physical principles involved, and techniqaes used, in
aerial radiometric prospecting, A description was given of a completely self-supporting prospecting unit for carrying out eiq)loration
in a remote area. A unit consisted of aircraft and crew, geologists
for ground investigation, portable drilling equipment and analytical
facilities.
The seventh paper. No, 503 (US) "Techniques for Prospecting
for Uranium and Thorium" by R, D. Nininger, summarized papers on
prospecting techniques submitted by the AEC and the U,S, Geological
Survey, emphasizing geologic, geophysical, and geoehemical methods.
The eighth paper. No. 626 (USSR) '^adiohydrogeological Method
in Prospecting for Uranium Deposits" by A, A. Snukoff, presented by
A, P. Vinogradov, described in detail a water-sampling method of
evaluating tbe uranium possibilities of an area, a method which the
USSR called radiohydrogeological prospecting, and which the Western
countries refer to as hydrogeochemical prospecting.
The ninth paper. No, 869 (India) '*Remote Location of Uranium
and Thorium Deposit^by K, G, Vohra, described a method of evaluating
uranium deposits in large areas through air monitoring at a central
station. An analysis of radioactive particles in air blown over long
distances was assumed to show whether the terrain over which the air
passed contained rocks of sufficiertly greater than average radioactivity to indicate commercial uranium or thorium deposits.
Questions Lecoq (France) asked Bowie whether aerial prcfpecting
might not be effective under certain conditions. Answers Bowie replied
that he thought it undoubtedly was m such areas as the Colorado Plateau
in the United States and other areas of exposed lutcrops, but that
in many places within the British Commonwealth thick soil or forest
mantle made this method ineffective.
Questions Page (US) inquired (l) what intensity of radiation
detected in aerial prospecting represented an anomaly of sufficient
interest to investigate on the ground, and (2) what means were used to
check anomalies on the ground. Answer; Malkov (USSR) replied that
(l) it was nob possible to give specific figures because this depended
upon many variables, including the instrument used, the elevaiion of
flight, the type of terrain, the type of geology, etc* and (2) that
the usual ground survey methods were used.
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Questions Lecoq (France) asked Nininger (l) whether resistivity
studies had been made in exploration for vein deposits, (2) whether a
drill-hole scintillation co'unter developed by the United States coiild
detenaine the grade of uranium ore penetrated and distinguish between
small high grade ore bodies and large low grade ore bodies. Answeri
Nininger US) replied (l) that since the most important deposits in
the United States were of the sedimentary type, the US concentrated on
physical studies on that type of deposit and had not investigated the
use of geophysical techniques in connection with exploration for vein
deposits, and that (2) with proper calibration the approximate grade
of material penetrated could be determined if ore extended for several
inches in all directions from the hole and was of appreciable thickness.
However, if the drill hole penetrated only the edge of an ore body or
a very thin body, the interpretation of the counter reading would be
in error. He stated that some work had been done on a directional
counter which would permit better interpretation.
Questions Harrison Brown (US) asked tinder what circumstances
USSR geoehemical methods were used and whether they were combined with
other methods. AnswerI Vinogradov replied that all possible prospecting
techniques were used in coaitoination in all areas and a final evaluation
made upon analysis of all information collected. Radiohydrogeological
methods normally were used first, followed by soil and vegetation
sampling, aerial radiometric prospecting, and surface geologic investigation,
Nininger (US) commented that in view of the apparent difference
of opinion, about the effectiveness of aerial prospecting between the
Brazilian and the USSR delegations on the one hand, and the British and
Canadian delegations on the other, he would evaluate briefly the US
experience which was more in line with that of the Brazilian and the
USSR, In the US aerial prospecting had discovered many productive
deposits, Bowie (UK) then commented that he felt there was no real difference in opinion but rather a difference in experience due to the types
of geology and other conditions in the respective countries.

SECTION SB - THE FISSION PROCESSi FACILITIES FOR
HANDLING HIGHLT RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
by L, E, Glendenin and E, P, Steinberg
The Chairman, Otto Hahn (West Germany) opened the session by
recalling his 1938-39 investigations in collaboration with F, Strassraann
which led to the discovery of uranium fission. In particular, he mentioned the very weak sources he used, but emphasized the ease of handling
such sources chemically since the radiation hazard was essentially nil.
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E. P, Steinberg (US) presented the first paper of the session
(No. 614 "Survey of Radiochemical Studies of the Fission Process*') by
L. E. Glendenin and himself, which reviewed data on yields for reactor
neutron fission of Th 232, U 233j U 235? U 23S, and Pu 239j and emphasized the changes that take place in mass distributions as the
fissile nuclide changes. Data on division and distribution of nuclear
charges in fission were presented showing the satisfactory application
of the equal charge displacement hypothesis. An analysis of the fine
structure effects observed in mass spectrometric investigation of
fission yields was given in texms of the influence of nuclear closed
shells of 50 and 82 neutrons,
A, Ghiorso (US) presented paper (No. 718, "Spontaneous Fission
Correlations"), which mentioned the discovery of elements 99 and 100
(einsteinium and fermium), and the forthcoming joint publication on the
work by Argonne National Laboratory, Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley
and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Preparation of these ele&eftts
was described as resulting from 17 successive neutron captures in bomb
tests. Ghiorso traced the history of the correlation of data on
spontaneous fission half-lives and illustrated the results as functions
of Z V A .
The
tant effect
half-life.
spontaneous
isotopes of

paper suggested that a shell of 152 neutrons had an imporon spontaneous fission half-life, just as it had on alpha
The subshell could account for the very rapid decrease in
fission half-life observed for even-ntambered neutron
elements 98 and 100 with neutron numbers greater than 152,

Such a hypothesis allowed predictions of unknown half-lives.
Its usefulness would depend on additional empirical data, partic\ilarly
for the fermium isotopes, Fm 250 and M 252, The data indicated that
the half-lives for spontaneous fission would probably not become coisrpetitive with alpha half-lives even for elements as high as 102 or
103 except for isotopes having greater than 152 neutrons. With I56
neutrons, spontaneous fission apparently was the chief mode of decay.
Questions The chairman read a prepared question from an unnamed
delegate regarding the shortest half-life radioisotope that could be
detected by mass spectrometry. Answers Steinberg (US) pointed out the
dependence of mass spectrometer sensitivity on the element involved. He
indicated that isotopes with half-lives as short as a few hours had
been studied by mass spectrometry.
Question; Adiasoviech (USSR), commenting on the spontaneous
fission half-life of Th 232, pointed out that instead of Segre^s
value of 1.4 3C 10-^8 years the USSR obtained a value of 10^^ years
when action of cosmic rays was excluded. Answer; Ghiroso (US)
said the discrepancy was perhaps not unreasonable but that the Th 232
half-life had also been measured by determining the number of neutrons
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emitted. A value of 2 neutrons per fission corresponded to Segre^s
half-life. If the USSR half-life were correct, 10 or more neutrons
would have to be emitted per fission.
The next paper No, 881 was by A. C, Pappas (Norway) on "The
Distribution of Nuclear Charge in Low Energy Fission*', reviewed the
development of the equal charge displacement hypothesis and his contribution regarding the influence of discontinuities in the stability
valley Z_4 on the charge distribution picture. Using the discontinuous
Z^ values, and applying the equal charge displacement hypothesis to
fragments (before neutron enjission), Pappas redefined the postulate
and illustrated the fit of the data with this new approach,
Pappas pointed out that the theoretical treatment of Present
on charge division, if modified to include compressibility (as suggested by Swiatecki) and a more up-to-date mass formula, might give
good agreement with the general trend in the Zp function but would
not give the periodicities and discontinuities ascribed to closed
shell effects.
The chairman introduced the next set of papers on "Facilities
for Handling Highly Radioactive Materials'' and again referred to the
vast development in mtensity of sources and the new techniques necessary for handling them.
R. Spence (UK), in paper No. 438 ("An Atomic Energy Radiochemical Laboratory Design and Operating Experience") pointed out that
the laboratory at Harwell was built before much experience had been
accumulated. The important points he made were with on using sealed
plastic bags to remove contaminated materials from glove bexes^ and
hard-gloss enamel paint rather than expensive strippable lacquer for
walls, ceilings, etc., except in immediate vicinity of activity (as
in hoods and gloves boxes), Chlorinated rubber paint also has been
used as a second coat over strippable lacquer. Chemical operations
were better served by small concrete cells, with good vision and good
manipulation rather than by large areas of concrete, Spence illustrated the use of pressurized suits and the design of removable walls
on alpha boxes. Recently, mobile alpha boxes had been introduced
for ease in servicing. Experience indicated the need for keeping
ventilation high so that fumes hoods could be used in addition to
the glove boxes« Exhaust activity from stack was litaited to 75 milllcuries of beta and 75 microcuries of alpha activity per day. The
ventilation ductwork was large and this helped to keep down contamination and tc lower noise levels. A system of segregating liquid
effluent into contaminated and uncontaminated categories had worked
well»
Accident experience indicated need for careful control against
ingestion, for neutralization of waste solutions containing HNO^ and
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organic solvents, and for reliable fire control and alarm. Cotton shoe
bags, as used for visitors, were considered easier to use and more
comfortable than rubber boots.
W. M. Manning (US) presented a paper (No, 725, *'Hot Laboratory
Facilities for a Wide Variety of Radiochemical Problems,*' by P, R.
Fields and C, H. Youngquist) describing the various facilities for
radiochemical studies at Argonne National Laboratory. In particular
techniques for study of transuranic elements were illustrated.
Three t3^es of ^'hot" caves were described^ (l) large caves
for handling up to 10,000 curies of gamma activity, (2) intermediate
caves for levels up to 100 curies, and (3) low-level, or junior caves
for levels up to 1 curie of gamma activity. The main portion of the
presentation consisted of slides showing variotta installations. The
chemical processing of an irradiated Pu 239 sample (200-300 milligrams)
was described in detail with decontamination from an initial level of
300,000 roentgens per hour to Ir per hour, which was low enough so
that only minor shielding was required for further operations. Also
described was the use of Incite boxes around each piece of equipment
in a large cave for containing radon gas produced in working up a
sample of 30 grams of radium. Air passed through each box and the
radon was trapped by freezing on activated charcoal. The air continued through a regular filter system and out a 30--meter stack.
The use of horizontal resin coliimns to prevent clogging by bubble
formation (from action of radiation on solutions) was illustrated.
Manning also described accident experience at Argonne, pointing
out that only minor contamination has resulted outside the caves. He
also mentioned an accident involving a worker's hand being pierced
by a contaminated forcep. The forcep fortiinately had only rather
pure Th ^^" activity which rapidly decayed; no serious consequences
resulted.
The last paper (No. 673> *Metal Research Hot Laboratory" by
N. V. Pravdjuk, USSR), was presented by G, S, Zhdanov and described
facilities for studying changes in physical properties of irradiated
materials. The Laboratory was designed so that several hot cells
were linked in a large \init with different properties investigated in
separate cells. Transport of material and storage, was handled remotely. The first cells could handle up to 50,000 curies, the rest up
to 20,000 curies.
Slides illustrated equipnent in the various cells. A millingmachine was described which did both transverse and longitudinal cutting
and had a support enclosed in plexiglass to protect the mechanism.
Cutting was done in a stream of distilled water. The walls and floor
of this cell were lined with polished stainless -steel and could be
washed with water or acids by a remote controlled hose arrangement.
Special mirror systems and contamination detectors were located in the
cell.
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The next cell in line was the "distribution cell" used for
storage and as a supply center for various technological cells.
Connection was by means of a trolley-transporter, and light signals
in operator's room showed the exact location of the trolley. One
research cell was used for metallographic studies and contained a
grinding machine, electrolytic etching and polishing equipment, and
metallographic microscope. Two cells were used for physical measurements. Various equipment could be introduced and fixed in place as
needed. A final cell was used for mechanical tests and for preparation of castmolds of irradiated materials.
A brief survey of the methods in use included a description
of the use of reflected X~ray diffraction patterns. Automatic recording was employed for first order reflection settings of the
monochromatoro The use of photographic techniques employing the
metallomicroscope was mentioned, as was the use of an aluminum varnish replica for electron microscope examination. The use of the
mierohardness tester and the measurements of modulus of elasticity
and internal friction were also described. A plexiglass splitmoulding box was described for the casting of replicas of the irradiated specimens using a g3?psum form and a Wood^s metal casting.
Questions Jenssen, (Norway) asked Spence if the UK had
continuous health physics inspection and what was the ratio of health
physicists to other laboratory personnel. Answer; Spence said health
physicists performed constant monitoring of the building with a staff
of 3 or 4, or more for special tests. A ratio of about 1 health
physicist to 25 scientists existed.
Question? Manning, (US) asked how Spence would change the
design of his laboratory if he were to build another. Answerg
Spence said he woul,d prefer a more open structure consisting of a
large, cheap open hall with a strong floor, and then would put in
equipment as needed. Chemical Engineering at Harwell has built such
a structxare.
C^estions Walton (UK) pointed out the difficulty of constructing a manipulator operating in a completely sealed cave and
asked whether it had been necessary to do this at Argonne. Answers
Manning said Argonne relied on air flow, always having an inward
fl.ow of 60-70 centimeters per second. Geortz (US) mentioned that
in another paper he would describe a completely covered manipulator,
fitted with plastic boot for contamination control.
Qgestiong Spence (UK) asked about experience with ventilation equipment'at Argonne. Answerj Manning said the original design
was not fulfilled because of economy cutbacks. Difficulties were
encountered due to suck-backs during high winds since there was a
lag in motors turning on. To offset this, all motors were run continuously but blowers drew air only from the attic, until a damper
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operated on demand f©r conditioned air from inside. Changes now being
made would fulfill the original design level of the ventilating system which then should be quite satisfactory.
Questions The chairman read a question about operations using
master-slave manipulators in junior caves, asking whether the distance
the operator had to stand from the cell interfered with small scale
manipulations? Answers Manning said the arms were believed flexible
enough to approach as close as desired. Goertz said there was a fixed
distance, but this was not objectionable because cave was shallow and
walls thin. In larger caves, the manipulators were flexible enough
so the operator could stand closer to the work.
Questions The chairman read another question asking about
the life of zinc bromide solutions under irradiation. Answer; Manning
said that with hydroxylamine as a stabilizer the lifetime in lower
level caves was indefinite. Goertz said hydro3(ylamine, as a reducing
agent, acted to absorb the free bromine liberated on irradiation. He
did not know precisely the irradiation which the solutions could stand,
but estimated 10^0 roentgens or more.
Question; Kosiskov (USSR) asked whether any chemical agent
was employed to decrease bubble formation in resin columns. Answers
Manning said no catalysts had been employed to inhibit gas formation
and the possibility of doing so was uncertain.
Questions Goertz (US) asked whether USSR cells were designed
to handle high level alpha as well as gamma activity. If so, what
methods were used to control contamination? Answers Zhdanov said
only gamma radiation was handled.
Questions Spence (UK) asked whether USSR used glass objectives
in the microscopes or was special glass or plastic used in the high gamma
fluxes present? Answers Zhdanov said plain glass was used.
Questions Goertz (US) asked what was the physical size of the
USSR facility and did the lead glass used have any radiation stability
material added to it. Answers Zhdanov said the area of one facility
was 1,000 square meters. Cells were 3 meters by 1.5 meters. Ordinary
lead glass was used.
Questions Baxter (Australia) asked if the US had any experience
in using stereoscopic television for remote control observation. Answers
Goertz said the US had not had much experience in using television in
operating conditions'", but had experimented with it in preparation for
emergency. Evidence indicated windows were considerably better than
television as presently developed.
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SECTION 9B - GHEMISTRT OF FISSION PRODUGTSs
SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OF GROSS
FISSION PRODUCTS

by L. E, Glendenin and E. P. Steinberg
The Chairman, A. P, Vinogradov (USSR), in opening the session,
conmented on the important role radio chemists have played in nuclear
science. R, Do Hammond (US) in the first paper, (No, 72k, "Chemical Pr@-cessing in intense Radiation Fields"), gave the following examples;
(1) preparing radiolanthanum sources of 500,000 curies per cm3, (2)
separating high level alpha isotopes, and (3) recovering uranium from
homogeneous reactor solutions by solvent extraction.
Each illustrated a chemical effect of intense radiation. In
(l) the difficulties were overcome by avoiding oxidizing or reducing
media, by using large excesses of inorganic reagents and by using
platinum-lined equipment. The self-heating encountered helped the
process by preventing bumping during boiling. In (2) dilution of
solutions, the use of excess reagents, and recycling were employed.
In (3) dilution of reagents and use of purified solvents was necessary,
Hammond pointed out the Importance of recombination of the
hydrogen and oxygen produced in homogeneous reactor solutions. Studies
resulted in these conclusions; (l) the gas was produced mainly by the
action of the fission fragments; (2) recombination was assisted by
the gamma-ray flux; (3) specific ions might either catalyze or inhibit the recombination (negative uranium ion included) and (4) recombination was strongly dependent on temperature, pressure, and
presence of excess hydrogen or ©jcygen.,
F,, R, Bruce (US) in paper No. 719 (^'The Solvent Extraction
Chemistry of Fission Products") surveyed present knowledge about extracting ceriuta, niobiixm, zirconium and ruthenium from aqueous nitrate
solutions. In all cases, extraction into organic solvents was e n hanced by increasing nitrate ion concentration, especially by nitric
acid. The dependence of extraction on oxidation state was illustrated by Ge and Ru which extract more readily in higher valence
states. The effect of complex formation was illustrated by increased
extraction of rutheniuni in the presence of nitrite ions which formed
a nitroso complex. Extraction decreased with increasing temperature.
Anions which formed aqueous.soluble complexes (such as citrate with
zirconium and niobium) also decreased extractibility.
The effects of pH were illustrated by extraction coefficients
for zirconium and niobium into methyl isobutyl ketone. At high acidities, extraction was good; at low acidities, they were not extracted.
The difficulties encountered with ruthenium extraction were mentioned.
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Extraction of ruthenium and rare earths by application of
tributyl phosphate indicated extraction took place by complex formation. Tributyl phosphate might complex with uranium or thorium and
not extract fission products. Zirconium was extracted by forming a
soluble complex with monobutyl phosphate impurity. Trivalent cerium
would not extract, while tetravalent cerium extracted quantitatively.
The speaker pointed out the general applicability of thenoyl
trifluoroacetone to extraction of almost all fission products under
proper conditions.
K. A, Kraus (US) presented paper No, 837 ("Anion Exchange
Studies of the Fission Products"), which surveyed the field of anion
exchange and illustrated the method's advantages for separating nearly
all metallic elements. Studies on chloride solution were presented
in some detail and copies of a periodic chart of the elements with
their elution curves were distributed.
Anion exchange could be applied to problems of the aqueous
solution chemistry of metals, particularly in concentrated solutions.
Data showed that the position of the adsorption maximum was related
to the stability of the complex. The effect of concentration of ligand
on the rate of change of the distribution coefficients gave information on the types and stability of inteiTuediates, and on the activity
coefficient quotients involved in equilibrium constants. Kraus pointed
out that the use of radioactive tracers practically eliminated the
time-consuming analyses previously required.
Question; Nicholls (UK) asked Hammond about the use of
fluorinated plastics such as teflon in equipment under intense radia•tion. Answer; Hammond said data on radiation stability of plastics
was in the literature. Teflon was easily attacked and gave off
corrosive hydrofluoric acid, hence was not a good choice of material,
Questionj Timoshev (USSR) asked whether the nature of the
solvent had an essential influence on the distribution of fission products. Answer; Bruce said it was not easy to generalize on fission
product extractions into various solvent classes, but in general extraction increased with increasing water solubility in the solvent.
Data given in the table showed large differences in extraction into
hexane and tributylphosphate.
Question; Fletcher (UK) discussed the valency state of
ruthenium in extraction. He found it only extracted when nitrosyl
f'^rm was present, and that the reduction in extractibility on heating
with ferrous sulfasiate was connected with conversion of nitrosyl form
back to normal 3-* or 4-valent ruthenium. He mentioned that the time
factor was important in ruthenium extraction, and asked Bruce about
times in his experiments. Answers Bruce answered that times were
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all about 5 minutes. He found the effect of ferrous sulfamate greater
than that of sulfamic acid and believed a valency effect was involved
in ruthenium extraction. He acknowledged the importance of the time
factor and pointed out experiments which indicated 10-fold higher extraction of ruthenium could be achieved by allowing it to stand several
days before extracting.
Question; Shankar (India) asked Kraus to comment on temperature
co-efficients in his experiments. Answer; Kraus said much was done on
this but that the temperature coefficient was quite large for anion
complex equilibrium, and small for ion exchange equilibrium.
Question; Glueckauf (UK) asked about separating neptunium from
fission products in nitrate solution. Answer; Kraus said they had
done no work on neptunium in nitrate solution but that neptunium behaved much like uranium in fluoride or chloride. He referred Glueckauf
to Hyde's paper (P/728 in Session lOB) for data on neptunium.
Question; Riabtchikov (USSR) said it appeared possible to
separate any element from all others by anion exchange, using built-in
groups for special anion development. Answer; Kraus agreed but excepted the three heavy alkali metals as difficult to separate. He
did not think there was need for built-in groups since simple resins
seemed adequate.
Fletcher (UK) then presented paper No. 437 (^'The Chemistry
of Ruthenium"), pointing out the importance of ruthenium in process
chemistry. He stressed that little was known of the chemistry of
ruthenium nitric acid solution and compared the structure of nitrate
complexes of nitrosyl ruthenium to amino, halogeno and yane complexes
of nitrosyl ruthenium. He cited the similarity to trivalent cobalt
and tetravalent platinum, and gave a number of examples of possible
structures for various complexes. Absorption spectra were not easily
applied, Fletcher said, but reactions and behavior on anion and cation
exchange resins led to certain choices of structure. He pointed out
how presence of the nitrosyl group profoundly affected the nature of
ruthenium complexes.
For Ru 4 the pattern was much like other tetravalent ions.
Rates of nitration and denitration was fast for uronyl, plutonyl and
Pu 4 •• and Th 4+ j but slow for ruthenium.
Fletcher concluded that study of ruthenium should help lower
cost of processing fuel and of disposing of waste which today were
complicated by the difficulties of separating ruthenium from uranium
and Plutonium.
Question; Fared (Egypt) asked Fletcher what was the most stable
compound with respect to aging effects. Separation problem might
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be solved by anodic oxidation to volatile RuO^^. Answers Fletcher did
not want to give a definite answer to the question, but pointed out
that he mentioned the nitro complexes were most stable in nitric acid.
Questions Ripan (Romania) asked whether there was a relation
between size of molecule and anion exchange adsorption even for the
same charge? Rollier (Italy) asked had the crystal structure of the
solid ruthenium compound Fletcher mentioned been investigated? Answers
Fletcher said crystal studies had not been done since the materials
were very hygroscopic, but that they had made infra-red absorption
spectra studies. He answered the Romanian delegate by saying they
had noted different behaviors in going from one complex to another
and on different resins.
The next paper. No. 671 ("Some Chemical Properties of Technetium" by J, B. Gerlit, USSR), was presented by Chairman Vinogradov,
The paper reviewed some studies using Te 99 tracer and stated that
coprecipitation of technetium sulfide on rhenium, copper and bismuth
sulfide decreased with increasing concentration of Hcl^ because of
reduction of technetium to tetravalent state by the chlorine ion.
Gerlit also found the pertechnetrate ion coprecipitated well with
slightly soluble chlorates and the rate of precipitation increased
as solulsility of the corresponding compound of the carrier decreased.
Extraction of rhenium and technetium was found to be dependent on
presence of amines or oxygen-containing solvents.
Some data were given on conditions for preparing sexavalent
technetium and for reducing heptavalent technetitm to the +4 state.
When reduced by zinc in HCl, technetium was found in its lowest valent
state in which it differed from rhenium,
Gerlit's paper also reviewed rapid solvent extraction methods
for separating technetium from molybdenum and rhenium.
W, Seelman-Eggebert (Argentina) presented 2 papers. No, 1023,
"Determination of Half-Life of Tcl02n ^nd No, 1026, "Determination of
Half-Life of Tc-^^^t?^ They were brief reports covering the separation
and standard half-life and energy determination by decay and absorption, respectively. The results were a half-life of 5 ± 1 sec and an
energy of 4,2 mev for Tc 102 and a half-life of 10,5 minutes for
Tc 105.
Walton (UK) gave paper No. 436 ("The Condition of Fission
Product Iodine in Irradiated Uranium Metal"), describing experiments
in which irradiated uranium was ground and mixed with such solvents
as hexane, H2O, and HNO3 and the iodine extracted. Results indicated
iodine formed as neutral atoms.
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Walton told of studying metal during irradiation to determine
the conditions which governed release of fission products with special
reference to xenon and krypton. This technique had not yet been applied to deteraiining independent fission yields, but Walton hoped to
do so soon.
Questions Steinberg (US) asked whether the difficulties encountered in radioactive interchange with carrier iodine were a result
of the action of the solvent on the neutral iodine foiTued. Answers
Walton said this was possible, particularly since more difficulties
were noted in nitric than in hydrochloric acid solutions.
Question; Yaffe (Canada) asked whether the solvent would not
affect the valence state of the iodine. Answers Walton said precautions had been taken and studies by other workers showed hexane was
not attacked by iodine atoms.

SECTION lOB - HEAVY ELElffiNT CHEMISTRY;
TRANSURANCIES

SURVEYS OF CHEMISTRY OF

by L. E. Glendenin
The chairman, G, T, Seaborg (US) opened the session on heavy
element chemistry with introductory remarks on the considerable extension of the periodic table including the recent discoveries of
elements 99 (einsteinium), 100 (fermium), and 101 (mendelevium).
The first paper. No, 726, "Thermodynamics of the Heavy
Elements" by B. B. Cunningham (US) reported on studies including
entrop^r, heat capacity, heat of formation, e t c , for various heavy
element compounds. He pointed out the importance of purity in the
studies and the difficulties of selfheating caused by the radioactivity of these elements. Trends in free energy of formation of
aqueous ions of different valence states with atomic number were
illustrated in slides.
Question; Riabchikov (USSR) said a number of investigations
had been made in the USSR on equilibrium diagrams of plutonixm with
beryllium, tungsten, iron, manganese, nickel, and other elements,
and the results published this year in a symposium. He asked Ctmningham to comment on US studies. Answers Cunningham knew of numerous studies of interaetallic jystems involving plutonium but he
did not feel qualified to outline the \TOrk,
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The second paper. No. 440, ('Electronic Configuration of the
Actinide Elements") by J, K. Dawson (UK) summarized studies of magnetic properties of heavy elenient compounds. In general, the niagnetic studies verified the filling of the 5f-shell in agreement with
the "actinide hypothesis" of Seaborg, although there were some peculiarities not yet explained.
SiSSMfiSE.' Kletchkovsky (USSR) gave a role for the filling
in of electrons in the successive orbits of the periodic table, based
on the following equations
Zc^- 1/6 (2L4- 1)3 4- 1/6 (5-2i^), where Z is the number of
electrons in the orbit of spin 1. Cunningham (US) commented that the
excellent work of Dawson contributed to the interpretation of electron configuration of ions in heavy element compounds. He remarked
further that magnetic susceptibility measurements at Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, on asiericium trifluoride were in agreement with the
actinide concept of Seaborg,
Questions Racah (Israel) asked if Dawson's computations on
electronic configurations of the actinide elements were made by the
method of Hartree and Fock. Answers Calculations made by Eisenstein
and Pryce had been published and Dawson's written paper (No, 440)
contained references to this. Racah commented there was competition
between the d-shell and f-shell filling which depended on the degree
of ionization. The chairman, Seaborg, said he had read Racah's excellent papers on this subject and agreed,
Zhdanov (USSR) said considerable work had been done in the
USSR on intermetallic compoimds of plutonium. He presented some slides
on phase diagrams,
E. K, Hyde (US) presented paper. No, 728 ("Separation Methods
for Actinide Elements"), covering solvent extraction separations with
thenoyl trifluoroacetone (TTA), tributyl phosphate (TBP), and other
organic solvents. TTA was called particularly advantageous because
of its stability in acid solutions, low cost, and its enormous
variability in equilibrium constant for complex formation with
various elements. The paper also covered the excellent separations
afforded by cation (Dowex-50) and anion (Dowex-l) exchange resins
using glycolic, lactic, and hydrochloric acids for elution.
Next, V, N. Kosiakov made remarks on two Russian papers.
No, 674 and No, 677? to be included in the published proceeding
of the section and described a method of separating neptunium from
plutonium by sublimation of neptunium tetrachloride, and studies of
the relative rate of oxidation of neptunium and plutonium by potassium bromate, Kosiakov reported also the quantitative coprecipitation of tracer amounts of Am (V) with the double carbonates of U
(Vl) or Pu (VI) and potassium.
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J, Kooi (Netherlands) reported briefly on studies of the extraction of neptunium in its various oxidation states by the organic
solvents, dibiityl carbitol, diethyl ether, and methyl isobutyl
ketone,
Questions Katz (US) stated that US scientists separate protactinium "rom thorium by a volatilization procedure similar to
that described in USSR paper No. 674, and the US paper No. 823,
scheduled in 22B would describe volatility procedures. Answers
(Kosiakov)s Such procedures undoubtedly are of great value, important economically and industrially, and therefore must be under study
in all countries.
Questions Hyde (US) and McKay (UK) commented that Kooi's
data for extraction of neptunium (V) seemed too high, the possibility
being that he had not allowed for the rapid disproportionation of
Np(V) in strong nitric acid solution. Answers Kooi said he had
checked the oxidation state by coprecipitation experiments, carried
out the measurements as fast as possible, and varied the time of
shaking, so that he believed the data were good.
Questions Penneman (US) commented that the USSR had given
the stoichiometry of the orthorhombic KrAm02 (000)3, -^^ ^^^'^ ^'^^
US had identified K^AmOo GOo as hexagonal, but that there were still,
one or more unidentified phases. Had the USSR studied them? Answers
Kosiakoi; said the USSR had not studied them.
The section then took up the chemistry of neptunium, americium, and curium, starting with paper No. 736, "Some Recent Developnents in the Chemistry of Neptunium" by J. C, Hindman (US), Hindman
covered in considerable detail the isolation of gram quantities of
pure neptunium from irradiated uranium, and studies of the thermodynamic properties had electrochemical behavior of the various oxidation states of neptunium.
R. A. Penneman (US) presented paper No, 838, "A Review of
Americium and Curium Chemistry", reporting the availability and
separation of gram, amounts of americium and milligram amounts of
curium. Data were presented on preparation and properties of
americium and curium metal, oxidation states in solution and in
compounds, absorption spectra for americium in solution and selfreduction of Am (V) in solution by alpha radiation.
The final paper. No, 676, was a brief report by Kosiakov
(USSR) on "Spectrophotometric Studies of the Behavior of Americiuiri
Ions in Solutions". The important absorption bands for Am (III),
Am (V), and Am (VI) were deteririned. The complex ions of Am (ill)
were studied in perchloric, hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric acids.
The reaction constant for the self-reductior. of Am (VI) by alpha
radiation was detenained.
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Questions Penneman (US) asked whether Kosiakov had any actual
constants for formation of complex ions of americium? Answers K®siakov
said the work was mostly qualitative.

SECTION IIB - EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON REACTOR MATERIAI.S
by E. Epremian
The chairman, J, H. de Boer (Netherlands), opened Section IIB
with remarKs on the scientific interest and the practical importance
of irradiation effects. He commented that this was a united sessions
there were participants from the United Kingdom, the United States,
the United Republics of the Soviet holding a, meeting under United
Nations auspices.
The first speaker, D. S. Billington (US) gave a survey paper.
No. 744J "Radiation Damage in Reactor Materials". In dealing with
irradiation effects in non-fissionable materials, he discussed a wide
variety of materials and phenomena, including the change in shear
stress, damping, and elastic modulus of copper single crystals; the
mechanical strength of carbon-silicon steel typical of those which
might be used in a reactor. He showed the effect of irradiation on
precipitation from super-saturated solid solution by presenting experimental data on a nickel-beryllium alloy. Also discussed were
irradiation effects on ceramics (e.g., quartz) and plastics (vinyl
chloride acetate).
In discussing irradiation effects in fissionable materials,
Billington presented considerable data on uranium alloys containing
5 and 15 per cent aluminum. He indicated the change in properties
upon irradiation and their recover-y upon annealing.
The second paper. No, 681, USSR (^iEffect of Irradiation on
Structure and Properties of Fissionable Materials") by S, T. Konobeevsky and co-workers, was presented by G, S. Zhdanov. The paper
made the point that uranium had a high amount of plasticity under
irradiation, its creep rate being Increased by a factor of 1,5 to
2, Plasticity after exposure was much reduced as demonstrated by
a decrease in impact strength,
Phoiomisrographs were presented to show the the "wavy twins"
produced in uraniim when irradiated, and also the destruction of
uranium carbide inclusions in an irradiated uranium sample.
Resistivity data for uranium undet pile conditions resulted
in no simple law for the changes. From annealing experiments and
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measurements of changes in resistivity, the investigators found the activation energy for recovery increased with increasing temperature and
approached values for the self-diffusion activation energy in heavy
metals,
Zhdanov cited other results of irradiation effects in uranium
and its alloys, in particular, the dimensional changes. He stated
that a uranium alloy containing 9 per cent of molybdentm, which has
a high cross section for neutron absorption, showed no change in
dimensions under extensive irradiation. The USSR fotmd that this
uranium molybdenum alloy, if cooled fairly rapidly from high temperatures, retained the high temperature gamma phase at room temperature. If the alloy then was heated at temperatures below 600°C,
the structure became heterogeneous, consisting of alpha uranium and
the intermetallic compound. The USSR scientists observed that, if
the alloy were irradiated in the heterogeneous state to an integrated
flux of the order of 10^9 nvt, it reverted to a homogeneous structure
of the gamma phase. This observation was supported by metallagraphic
and X-ray diffraction evidence.
Questions US and UK delegations asked further information
or clarification of the following items; the details of the polishing,
etching, and replication techniques used in the optical and electron
microscopy; had the USSR made self-diffusion measurements on uranium
and could they state the activation energy for uranium self-diffusion;
further details on the experimental, technique and the precision of the
in-pile creep experiments on uranium. Answers In reply to each question, Zhdanov repeated a related phrase from the text of his manuscript ,
S. F. Pugh (UK) presented paper No. 443, "Dajaage Occurring
in Uranium During Bum-up", discussing the factors governing growth
of uranium under irradiation. He outlined two current theories for
this mechanisms plastic defoimatlon and diffusion, Pugh believed
it was practically impossible to desi^ a critical experljuent to
choose between the two theories.
He disoassed the measures for avoiding or minimizing dimensional instability in uranium under irradiation.
Another phenomenon Pugh discussed was the swelling of
uranium—an increase in volume without change in shape—when irradiated at higher temperatures. Inert gases and volatile fission
products might be responsible for this behavior, particularly at
higher temperatures where uranium's creep resistance was reduced.
But to explain quantitatively effect observed at 500''C, irradiation would have to inereaae the creep rat© by a factor of 100, which
Pugh considered unlikely.
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Another observation reported by Pugh was the effect of short
irradiation (about lOl? nvt) on the stress-strain curve of uranium.
After a brief irradiation, uranium had a large increase in Young's
modulus and jerky flow in tension. This behavior was explained
semi-quantitatively by the number of defects induced by irradiation.
Questioas Brooks (US) pointed out that Pugh's computation
on duration of a thermal spike was probably too brief by a factor
of 10» Answers Pugh felt a factor of 10 was not sufficient to help
him since he is concerned with a factor of about 106,
Question; Weber (US) made the point that cracks developed
in uranium around inclusions during thei^Hal cycling and said this
might contribute to the swelling and cracking reported by Pugh.
Answer; Pugh had considered this possibility but did not believe
it explained the effects.
Next, W, K, Woods (US) gave paper No. 746, "Irradiation
Damage to Artificial Graphite". Data on the following x-^ere included; changes in strength, elastic modulus, thermal and electrical resistivity and lattice parameters after irradiation up to
15 or 20xl020 nvt at 30°C; data for the changes in various properties as a function of the temperature of irradiation; and stored
energy measurements obtained by annealing samples x-fhich had been
irradiated at 30°G,
The paper of G. H. Kinchin (UK), No. 442, ("The Effects of
Irradiation on Graphite") offered a model for irradiation-damaged
graphite which postulated three types of defectss vacancies, single
interstitial atoms, and groups of interstitials, Single interstitials
were mobile at relatively low temperatures. Vacancies were effective
in the recovery process only at temperatures in the neighborhood of
1100°C. Recovery which occurred at temperatures between 400°G and
1000°C was attributed to the formation and breaking up of groups of
interstitial atoms.
The Woods and Kinchin papers were discussed together and most
of the allotted time was taken up by Hering (France) with questions
such ass were the graphites studied by Woods laboratory or industrial grade; what was the future of graphite as a moderator; was
there a valid relationship between thermal and irradiation expansion;
what was the influence of graphitizing temperature on the expansion
characteristics for low and high exposure, the influence of density
on the growth rate, etc.
The last paper (No. 680, "The Effect of Irradiation on the
Structure and Properties of Structural Materials"), was presented by
Zhdanov (USSR) for Konobeevsky and co-workers. The first portion of
the paper contained some results; changes in mechanical and phj^'sical
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properties of annealed copper, nickel, iron, and aluminum upon irradiation. One observation was that, microstructurally, the grain
size of the copper and nickel samples increased upon irradiation.
This was interpreted as a recrystallization phenomenon accompanied,
contrary to usual metallurgical behavior, by an increase rather than
a decrease in hardness.
Zhdanov also showed photomicrographs to demonstrate that deformation twins and recrystallization had occurred in zirconium due
to irradiation.
Extensive data were presented on the mechanical properties
of a variety of carbon and alloy steels, taken both before and after
irradiation, showing the usual and expected behavior. Investigators
found that neutron irradiation did not induce decomposition of austenite in stainless steel.
Questions Finniston (UK) stated he found the USSR results
very puzzling and asked for a theoretical explanation or a model
to explain the observations. Answers Zhdanov said USSR scientists
were working on theories and people should not be disturbed if experimental results were different from those which others might predict
from usual experience.

SECTION 12B - EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON LIQUIDS

by C, J. Hoohanadel

In this section, chaired by I, Dostrovsky (Israel), seven
papers were presented, five concerned with radiation chemistry of
aqueous solutions, two with effects of radiation on liquid organic
systems,
The first paper, No, 738, "A Survey of Recent American Research in the Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Solutions", by A. 0.
Allen (us) outlined the basic theory of the radiation decomposition
of water and aqueous solutiois in the light of recent research.
Results obtained on irradiating many different solutions could be
correlated, assuming a primary decomposition of water into H, OH,
H2, and H202«
The second paper, No, 739? "The Radiation Induced Reaction
of Hydrogen and Oxygen in Water at 25^0 to 250^0", by C. J, Hoohanadel (US) discussed the kinetics of radlatlon-lnduoed reactions of
hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution. Mechanisms
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were presented to explain the reaction of hydrogen with oxygen to form
peroxide at low temperatures and to fonn water at high temperatures,
E, Saeland (Norway) presented some yields for oxidation of
ferrous sulfate by heavy particles, which had been printed in JSNER,
Publication 8,
Questions Haissinsky (France) asked Allen about the effect
of solutes on free radical and "molecular" yields in water decomposition, and whether Allen thought results on aqueous solutions
could be explained satisfactorily in terms of reactions of the solutes
with the free radicals produced by water decomposition. These questions had been answered by the paper.
Questions De Bruyn (Netherlands) asked Allen about the pH
dependence of the reaction of H atoms with O2, Hammond (US) asked
Hochanadel whether the wall of the silica vessel catalyzed the thermal
reaction of H2 with O2 in the gas phase. Kondriatiev (USSR) asked
Hochanadel why, in the mechanism for the reaction of H2 with Op at
high temperatures, the reaction of H2O2 with H and with OH were not
considered important.
The second group of two papers dealt with the radiation
chemistrj'' of organic systems. Paper No. 363? "Chemical Reactions
Induced by Ionizing Radiations in Various Organic Substances", by
L. Bouby et al, (France) presented by M. Magat, co-vered two main
topless (1) the measurement of yields of free radicals produced in
the radiolysis of various organic liquids by means of DPPH scavenger,
and (2) the kinetics of radiation-induced polymerization reactions.
Paper No, 683, '^adiolytic Oxidation of Organic Compounds",
by Nathalie Back (USSR), presented by V, H, Kondratiev, discussed
the radiolysis of hydrocarbons; alcohols, acids, polymers, aqueous
organic solutions, and mixtures of organics.
The last group of papers again dealt with radiolysis of
aqueous systems. Paper No. 679s "Radiolysis of Water in the Presence
of H2 and O2 under the Action of Reactor Irradiations, Fission Fragments, and Z-Rays", by P, I, Dolin and B, W. Ershler, presented
by G, V, Suvorov (USSR), discussed decomposition of water by pile
radiations and by X-rays, Some new and interesting results were
reported for hydrogen formation at high oxygen pressures. During
the discussion period, Allen (US) suggested that these results could
be explained as resulting from a lowering of the '^nolecular" hydrogen
yield by oxygen.
Paper No, 7? ^'Experience with Heavy Water Systems in the NRX
Reactor", by R, F, S, Robertson (Canada) dealt with "loop" experiments conducted in the NRX reactor. The radiolysis results confiimed
present theories of water decomposition.
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Questions Roth (France) asked at what minimum temperature
mass transfer occurred. Answer; Robertson was also asked whether
aluminum was as effective~ai~si"ainless steel in catalyzing hydrogen
and oxygen, Robertson said experiments were at 250°C and the lower
limit was not known. He thought reduced steel surfaces were more
effective.
Paper No, 445> "Effect of Radiation on Heterogeneous Systems
of Air on Nitrogen and Water" by J. Wright et al, (UK) discussed
formation of H3O+, NO3-, and NH4'* in radiolysis ©f water in the presence
of air or nitrogen.

SECTION 13B - EFFECTS OF RADIATION IN SOLIDS

by E. Epremian
Chairman V, N. Kondratiev (USSR) opened this extremely well
attended section with a discussion of irradiation effects in solids
and a brief summary of the mechanisms involved. He stated this subject had not been extensively studied and commented that theory and
experiment must coincide more closely than in the past.
F, Seitz (us) gave a lecture on the theory and basis of irradiation effects, including the types and energies of incident
radiation, the defects they produced, and the mechanisms involved
(paper No. 749? "The Theory of Lattice Displacements Produced During
Irradiation"), He demonstrated how the theory and experimental results compared by showing data for changes in electrical resistivity
and the annealing kinetics.
Questions; Perriot (France) raised numerous questions; the
discrepancy between theory and experiment for electrical resistivity,
in particular the difference between deuterons and electrons and
the temperature effect; the relative merits of the two foremost
theories on electrical resistivity; the possibility of thermal diffusion during irradiation, etc. Owing to the complexity of the questions, the chairman suggested these questions be discussed by the
individuals after the session.
Questions Hoffman (Hungary) discussed the idea that all
metals were alloys of the pure metal and vacancies. He estimated
free energy as a function of the concentration of vacancies and
temperature. Upon irradiation, the concentration of vacancies was
increased above the equilibrium concentration. In referring to
Figure 7 of Seitz's paper he raised a quection as to whether flux
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intensity influenced annealing. Answers Seitz expressed a belief that
there was no influence. His work, and that at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory with neutron irradiation, gave similar annealing effects
over the temperature range.
The second paper No, 750 "Theoretical Aspects of Radiation
Damage in Metals" was presented by G. J, Dienes (US) who emphasized
research on the transmission scattering of long wave length neutrons
in graphite. Dienes and his colleagues have succeeded in obtaining
an absolute number for the concentration of defects in graphite,
which value compared well with that predicted from Seitz's theory,
Dienes also presented data for annealing experiments.
H. M, Finniston (UK) presented J, H, 0, Varley's paper (No,
444, "Radiation Damage in Non-Fissile Materials"), He brought out
that Makin's work at Harwell disagreed with that of Blewitt at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory on the critical shear stress for irradiated
single crystals of copper, Makin reported values which were about
half those obtained by Blewitt. The British assumed that Blewitt's
specimens were imperfect or impure.
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Another observation reported was the effect of neutron irradiation on the yield stress of nickel over the temperature range
from minus 200°C to plus 300°C, The values for unirradiated material changed very little with temperature, whereas irradiated
samples showed a significant increase in yield stress which rose
with decreasing temperature. At 300 degrees and above the irradiation effect was lost,
In-pile creep experiments on aluminum had shown no effect,
Finniston reported, and alpha irradiation up to 5 x 10° had no
effect on the creep of cadmiiim. The British planned to test cadmium again at lower temperatures. The effect of irradiation to 1 0 ^
had no effect on the modulus of austenitic steel; similar experiments were now in progress on uranium.
Lomer had made a theoretical calculation on the effect of
irradiation on diffusion, Finniston reported. At low temperatures
the diffusion coefficient could be affected appreciably but at
high temperatures an effect could be seen because of rapid annealing.
Experimentally it would be difficult to detect the effect at low
temperatures because of the slow diffusion rates involved, but
Lomer estimated the effect should be seen without difficxilty at
450°K for copper,
Finniston then reviewed the irradiation effects on the
lattice parameter of boron nitride which has a structure similar
to graphite. He also discussed very briefly Varley's work on alkali halldes and his mechanism for ionic crystals.
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Discussions Lintner (Austria) presented the results of his
work with Schmidt which showed that zinc crystals irradiated with
alpha particles underwent a slower rate of creep. Kurdiumov (USSR)
took the opportunity to discuss a question unanswered by his colleague, Zhdanov, during Section 11-B concerning the decomposition
of austenite during irradiation, Kurdiumov presented experimental
data which showed that the M temperature and the total per cent
austenite transformed could be decreased appreciably by neutron
irradiation; with another steel, however, the exact opposite could
be obtained.
Questions Pugh (UK) stated the method used by Dienes had
been considered at Harwell tov use on metals but discarded because
it was thought that neutron scattering from other sources would be
too great. Answer; Dienes saw no reason why the method would not
work for a low cross section material such as altminum.
Questions Finniston (UK) made the observation that in attacking the problem of distinguishing between vacancies and interstitials it was useful to conduct quenching experiments which give
vacancies without interstitials, as well as irradiation experiments.
Questions Perriot (France) inquired whether there were many
clusters of defects at the temperatures involved in Dienes' experiments. Answers Dienes said the concentration of clusters was very
low for his experiments.
Kinchin (UK) inquired about the effect of lattice distortion
on the cross section which apparently was not a problem in the experiments ,
G. Mayer (France), in paper No. 362, *lIodification Produced in
Non-Metallic Materials by Radiation and the Thermal Healing of Those
Effects", by Mayer et al., devoted most of his presentation to the
problem of irradiation effects in graphite. In addition to the u-sual
data on electrical resistivity, the speaker presented results for
the effect of irradiation on the velocity of sound transmission.
After annealing at temperatures up to about 220° C the electrical resistivity of graphite f e U off rapidly whereas the soimd
velocity was unaffected; above this temperature the sound velocity
decreased rapidl.y but the electrical resistivity underwent little
further change. Some experiments had also been made on the stored
energy release upon annealing to compare with the sonic data. As
yet no theory had been developed for the sound velocity effect.
Mayer also gave information on irradiation effects in lithitmi
fluoride. He showed that two divergent American Investigations were
in agreement, each within the appropriate range of irradiation. Heavy
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exposures produced an agglomorition of defects (Keating) whereas low
esgjosures produced isolated defects (Sturm and Binder). From dif~
ferential thermal ana.lysis it was shown that one ealorie per gram
is stored per 10l7 nvt. Mayer also gave some results on the effect
of irradiation 6n the pieaoeleetric properties of quartz.
The next paperj No. 753s % Review of Investigations of Radiation Effects in tonic and Govalent Crystals" by J. H. Crawford, Jr.,
and M. G. Wittels (US) presented by Crawford* The presentation consisted of two partsj (a) the structural changes produced by fast
neutrons as detected "by X-ray methods| and (b) optical, magnetic and
electrical effects produced by fast and thermal neutrons. Included
were I changes in the e/a ratio of qtiai'tz as a function of flux and
recovery of these changes upon annealingi warping of the lattice of
a zircon single crystalj the decrease in density of diamond under
irradiation J small an^e X-ray scattering, etc.
In the second part of the talk, Crawford reviewed the optical
behavior of quartz as well as its parama^etic resonance absorption
and similar research on silica. Questions Magat indicated that the
French had conducted a great deal of work on the optical properties
of irradiated quartzf five absorption bands were reported and discussed.
The last paper on the program was No. 75lj "Interpretation of
Radiation Damage to Graphite'^ by G. R« Hennig and J. C. Hove, (US).
Following a review of the displacement process and the defects produced, Hennig described the pSiramagnetie resonance work whereby displaced atoms which have trapped an eledtron produce an effect. By
this technique the investigators have detected the clustering of
defects and their dispersal as well as the dependence of these
phenomena on temperature and amount of irradiation. Other properties considered in developing a picture of radiation damage in
graphite included X-ray diffraction, thermal conductivity, selective
leaching, electrical resistivity. Hall coefficient, etc. Remarkable
agreement was shown for the rate of interstitial production between
theory and experiments on susceptibility. X-ray diffraction and
electrical resistivity.
Questiont Kinchin (UK) observed that there was a persistence
of paramagnetic resonance at 1000° C and therefore the measurement
should be associated with single vacancy defects rather than with
clusters* Answerg Hennig pointed out that all effects are annealed
out for weak irradiation at a temperature of 400^0. The responsible
defects cannot be vacancies because it is observed that these defects
are mobile below room temperature where vacancies cannot move.
Discussions Humbert© Fernandez Moran (Venezuela) presented
some information on a microtone which has a diamond knife capable of
cutting slices of aluminum 200l thick for electron diffraction and
microscopy.
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Kurdiumov (USSR) commented that irradiation and plastic deformation had many similar effects, e.g. changes in hardness, solubility,
etc. It was important to carry out both types of experiments for a
clear understanding of the processes. Kurdiumov raised and discussed
the question as to whether irradiation could affect the binding forces
in mefcals. He suggested that experiments be conducted on the thermal
diffuse X-ray scattering of metals after irradiation. He has already
conducted and published (in Russian) similar work for plastically
deformed metals. He found that plastic deformation did not change
the X-ray Debye © of pure iron, but in the case of an iron alloy containing chromiuia or tungsten there was a marked effect.
In closing the section. Chairman Kondratiev said the lively
discussion was not as extensive as might be desired due to lack of
time, and proposed that after adjournment an informal discussion take
place. All USSR delegates remained as did most of the US scientists.

SECTION 14.B - TREATMENT OF URANIUM AND THORIUM ORES AND
ORE CONCENTRATES
by George Marvin

The Chairman, Bertrand Goldsehmidt (France), opened the meeting with a comment that free exchange of information on treating ores,
previously under severe security restriction, was overdue as evidenced
by the many common denominators in the work reported by the various
delegations. He welcomed a statement made by the US delegation that,
in keeping with the spirit of this United Nations Conference, they
were prepared to discuss freely US practice, research, and development,
of methods for the extraction of uraniim from its ores.
The keynote paper was No. 519j '^Recovery of Uranium from Its
Ores", covering US methods of handling and processing primary and
secondary ores presented by G. G. Ifervin (US). Marvin summarized all
US experience in the beneficiation of uranium ores, pointing out unique
contributions to milling practice •— particularly the addition of ion
exchange and solvent extraction techniques to conventional hydrometallurgical processes. Brief mention was made of current developments ranging from research to pilot plant operations.
Panel papers then were summarized briefly by their authors,
or alternates, as follows:
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No. 2

(Canada)

^'Canadian Practice in Ore Dressing and Extractive Metallurgy of Uranium'*, A. Thunaes

No. 399

(France)

5»Method for Chemical Processing of Low-Orade
Uranium Ores", P. Mouret and P. Pagny, presented by Mouret

No. 521

(US)

*'Some Unusual Problems Met in the Recovery of
Uranium from a ¥ery Low-Grade Ore'*, M, D,
Hassialis and R. Musa; presented by Hassialis

No. 524

(US)

'^Recovery of Uranium from Phosphates by Solvent
Extraction'*, R. S. Long et al; presented by
Marvin

No. 784

(Sweden)

'•Recovery of Uranium from Uranium Bearing Alum
Shale*', E. Svenke

No. 871

(India)

"An Ion Exchange Process for the Recovery of
Uranium from Carbonate leach Solutions", J.
Shankar et al| presented by Shankar

No. 977

(Portugal)

"Some Aspects of the Chemical Treatment of
Portuguese Uranium Ores", F. fideira et
al| presented by ?ideira

No. 986

(Australia)

"Acid Pressure Leaching of Uranium Ores'*,
P. M. J» Gray; presented by R. G» Thomas

No. 997

(South
Africa)

"The South African Uranium Industry", C. S.
McLean and T. K. Prentice

After the panel papers, the Chairman opened the meeting for
discussion.
Questlofl? Modia (India) asked Marvin whether classioal benefication techniques would play a secondary role in the dressing of
uranium and thorium ores. The Chairman referred Modia t© Marvin^s
paper and quoted the following excerpts "In summary, only a few
ores being processed for uranium' have been foxmd amenable to physical beneficiation techniques. However, we have no reason to believe that physical beneficiation is not an economic possibility and
we are continuing our efforts to develop commercially attractive techniques."
Questiont Videiro (Portugal) asked the amount of uranium contained in a precipitate obtained by direct magnesia precipitation.
Answers Thunaes (Canada) replied this varied considerably with the
type of ore, ranging from as high as 10 to 15^ for a rich ore to as
low as 2 to 3% for a lean ore.

QuestionI The Chairman asked the ratio of thorium to uranium
in the Bancroft ores containing uranous chloride, Answeri Thtmaes
said the question was difficult to answer because the ores contain
uraninite as we3J.. The Chairman commented the French were treating
a Madagascar urano-thorite ore containing seven parts thorium to one of
uranium.
Questions Lecoq (France) asked whether quantity concentration
of Port Iladium ore had been discontinued and why. Answers Thunaes
replied that gravity concentration of this ore were still maintained
on a snjall scale, the ore being treated by Jets followed by jigging.
The jig concentrate went to an acid leaching plant where it was joined
by tailings from previous operations. He said that in the early days
flotation had been tried unsuccessfully on this ore.
Questions Mabile (France) asked about the general application
of the La Pointe belt picker in Canada, Answers Thunaes said it ifas
not being used on a commercial scale but in some pilot plant work it
was used to upgrade jig concentration. The assay of rejects increased
inversely to particle size. Either scintillometers or geiger counters
could be used.
Asked to compare this process economically with classical processes, Thunaes pointed out the La Pointe separator had not been used
on a commercial scale but said the electronic belt picker could only
reject some 30% of the ore mined whereas a heavy density separator
could give a higher concentration.
Questions ¥ideira (Portugal) asked whether precipitation of
uranous phosphate was applicable to ores as rich as 4 to 5^» Answers
The Chaiman pointed out ttat, since it had been used on ores as lean
as O.IJ^, it certainly would be applicable to richer ores. The Chairman undertook another answer to the question by saying that aluminum
entrained with uranous phosphates, Mouret (France) asserted that no
aluminum was entrained.
^^stimi Mouret (France) asked a detailed question concerning
the operational variable of the resin-in-pulp process. Answers Marvin
said a detailed answer was contained in paper No, 526, a US paper not
presented orally, but to be included in the printed record, Marvin,
answering another question on whether any process had been applied to
pyrochlor minerals, responded that an African ore of very low grade
had been investigated on a small scale but that work had been discontinued because of lack of apparent feasibility. He commented
that the British at Teddington had done considerably more work.
The Chairman stated that two delegates had requested permission
to make comments, and called first upon F, Forward (Canada) who pointed
out that precipitation of uranium by hydrogen had been successfully
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carried out on a small pilot plant scale (1000 lbs, per 24 hours) at
120°G and 10 atmospheres pressure, using a nickel catalyst. The solution was completely stripped of uranium. Forward said papers by
Thomas (Australia) and Grey (South Africa) could be misinterpreted as
implying that a very high oxygen pressure (500 psi) was required to
oxidize sulfide minerals in ores in a pressure leach method. These
results could be obtained at a temperature of 140°C to 150*^0 using
one atmosphere of osygen or 10 atmospheres of air. He noted that the
agitation in the rocking autoclave was the probable source of misinterpretation .
The Chairman then called on Bozo Tezak (Yugoslavia) who noted
that there were other factors involved in the effectiveness of the
chemical precipitation of uraniim from alkaline leach licpors. Concentration of the precipitating reagent, as well as of neutral salts,
was important.

SECTION 15B - PRODUCTION OP METALLIC URANIUM AMD THORIUMS
ANALTTICALffilTHODSIN RAW MATERIAL PRODUCTION
by R. Carson Dalzell and C, J. Rodden
This section, chaired by H, Brynielsson (Sweden), was divided
into two parts, the first dealing with production, the second with
analyses.
P, Danokwertz (UK), in paper No, 407j ("Production of Uranium
Metals" by L. Grainger), gave a complete description of UK uranium
metal production process, and pointed out that UK essentially skipped
the pilot plant stage to get into production. The process was practically the same as used in the US, Although the quality of the metal
has been entirely satisfactory, a new plant would show many changes,
including probably the use of magnesium instead of calcium as a
reductant.
Wilhelm (us) drew attention to his paper No. 817, which explains a method using magnesium.
Questions; Maly (Czechoslovakia) asked several detailed questions which were answered fully. Danekwerts told Kay (UK) about the
advantages hoped for in the fluidized bed technique for the steps in
converting from uranyl nitrate to uranium tetrafluoride, but pointed
out that many technical problems remained to be solved.
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Paper No. 341 ("Preparation of Pure Uranium Metal") by B,
Goldsehmidt (France) described the French process and remarked they
had the advantage of a late start (1950), and were able to devote
more time to process developnent, which uses TBP solvent extraction.
Paper No, 636 ('Metallurgy of Thorium", by G. E. Kaplan)
and paper No, 635 ("Powder Metallurgy of Thorium", by G. A, Meierson),
presented by Meierson (USSR), discussed the metallurgy and the powder
mehaliargy of thorium. Meierson referred to both electrolytic and
calcbm reduction methods to provide powder.
%gstions ¥ilhelm (US) asked what was the oxygen content
of the finished thoriwi product, and was told the thorium content
w?"? 99 • 8^ and that the balance probably was oxygen in the form
of oxide.
Foote (us) asked about melted thorium and was told that USSR
wd<3 not interested in large bodies, so powder metallurgy products
yertf i-kll they had. Laboratory melts indicated no quality gain.
In the second part of the section, the methods of analysis
used, at all stages of processing were discussed by C. J. Rodden (US)
In paper No. 952, "Analysis of Uranium and Thorium Raw Materials".
ThU paper was followed by No. 627* "Physico-Chemical Methods of
Uranium Production Control", by A, P. Vinogradov (USSR), who stressed
rMi&lysis of the final product. He described spectographic methods
which could detect impurities of small amounts, and do it directly.
Another method, apparently not suggested before, added isotopes of
•urax'lum to the imterial for internal standards, or used radioactive
traeers. USSR polarographic equipment of the oscilloscope type was
ill production for use in geochemical work.
Paper No. 942 was read by A. Soltan (Poland) "On the Method
of Ht5asurlng Concentrations of Uranium and Thorium in Ores and In
7^hotographie Emulsions", fepsr No. 964 "Polarographic Determination
of Ufanium in Ores Without Preliminary Chemical Separation" was read
hy IL ¥. Susie (Tugoslavia)j followed by a USSR paper. No. 630, by
CT. R. Golbek et al., "The Physical Method of Determining Uranium,
Eliji'iiuffl and Thorima in Radioactive Ores", and paper No. 1008 by
J, C. de Fraeaz and W. Seelaann-Eggebert (Argentina) on the determi rial ion of U-235* USSR paper No. 630 described methods that could
be of value in analyzing radioactive ores.
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SECTION 16B - PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGT OF SPECIAL MATERIALS!
HEAVY MATER AND GRAPHITE
by R. Carson Dalzell

F. Giordani (Italy) presided as chaiiman.
Paper No. 819, "Survey of Heavy Water Production Processes",
by M, Benedict (US) described and analyzed eight processes for producing heavy water, and identified the process used by the United
States (a three-step process: dta,l temperature HgS-water exchange
process, foll<wed by fractional distillation and electrolytic separation) , Benedict advocated this method for a dependable low-eost
output of quantities greater than 20 to 40 tons a years. He speculated that, if a suitable catalyst were developed, the dual temperature
steam-hydrogen exchange process might become the best way of making
cheap and abundant heavy water.
Ritchie (New Zealand) reported that a plant for 400,000 kw
electricity with by-product heavy water, using geothermal heat, was
being designed for New Zealand,
Question; Roth (France) sought Benedict's opinion on a choice
of two possible processes for a heavy water plant built in conjunction with an ammonia plant. Answer; Benedict expressed a general
opinion that both processes would be quite costly but cautioned that
detailed study was necessary.
Qgestioni Ronitsch (Switzerland) asked the ratio of capital
to operating costs in the $28 per pound selling price announced by
the US. Answer* Benedict replied that he could say only that con~
ventional US government accounting procedures were used, and that
the price represented neither a loss nor a profit.
Question; Liljeblad (Sweden) asked about how far enrichment should be carried by the H2S method before changing to another
process. Answer; Benedict said that, in general, the larger the
H2S plant the higher the concentration should be carried. Answering
another question about the life of the plant, Benedict replied that
a 5% capital charge covered interest, amortization, etc., a rate
tjrpical of long-life government-financed plants.
In Paper No, 774s "Desi^ of Isotope Separation Plantsf Some
Basic Design Equations for the Distillation Process", I. Dostrovsky
(Israel) developed equations, tables, and curves on a theoretical basis
to provide design engineers with tools to appraise various processes.
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Paper No. 958 was 'Efficiency of Some Catalysts in the Exchange
Reaction Between Heavy Water and Hydrogen", by P. SETIC et al, presented
by Slobodan Ribnikar (Yugoslavia),
Questions Roth (France) asked about the amount of water absorbed on the catalyzers and whether or not this affected their activity.
Answer; Ribnikar replied this effect had not been measured, but that
after many uses, the activity did not change more than_30^.
Paper No, 927> "Final Concentration of Heavy Water by Rectification" by P. Baertschi and W. Kuhn, presented by Baertschi (Switzerland) described a rectifying process for which high efficiency was
claimed. He declared that the secret of obtaining high-efficiency,
high-capacity, large diameter, packed fractionating towers was to use
multiple small tubes with individ-ual reflux instead of one large tube.
Question; Benedict (US) inquired and was given data on equipment size in the pilot plant.
Paper No. 410, "Infra-Red Methods for the Analysis of Heavy
Water", by J. Gaimt (UK) described the infra-red spectrometers developed
for determining the D content of heavy water. Gaunt said they had
been used for 2 years at Harwell as standard technique, and proved
both rapid and reliable, but needed additional work to extend monitoring to the lower ranges.
Qaestion; Rodden (US) asked about cell windows. Answers
Gaunt said that fused silica was best for high concentrations, and
that glass could be used for the 50^ range, but calcium chloride xras
best for other ranges.
Paper No, 631, on "Methods of Isotopic Analysis of Eeavj
Water" was read by K. V. Vladimirsky (USSR).
Questions; Roth (France) asked about the ion source, and
Vladimirsky replied in full. Rodden (US) asked about memory effect
in the mass spectrometer and Vladimirsky said the memory effect was
the reason this method Trias so time-consuming. Vladimirsky also said
that density was the most precise method but slow. He felt the
Gaunt method was excellent.
Paper No, 534 was "The Production and Properties of Graphite
for Reactors" by L. M, Gurrie (US).
Question; Wirtz (Germany) asked how cross sections were
measured. Answers Hennig (US) described in-pile measurements of 012
and C13 content, and pile oscillator check, Wirtz remarked that he
had pressed blocks from natural graphite with a cross section of
4o6 millibarns and a density of 2.1,
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Questions Hering (France) asked a number of detailed questions,
and was particularly interested in high density material made with furnace black.
In presenting paper No. 343, "Production of Nuclear Graphite in
France" by P. Legendre et al, Jules Gueron (France) remarked that much
of his paper duplicated Curriers. The French were producing low cross
section graphite of better than 1,60 density.
Questions Howe (US) asked what halogens were used for purification and what temperatures, etc. Answers Gueron pleaded "industrial
secrecy" and did not answer. In response to Wood*s question, Gueron
said that radiation damage studies had not been made in graphites of
various densities.
In paper No. 943» "Some Experiments Concerning Pile Materials'^,
Bronislaw Buras (Poland) touched on reduction of boron content by
graphitizing at very high temperatures. He said they had also found
sublimed napthalene a good raw material for low boron graphite. Buras
told Currie, in response to a question, that they have made rods about
10 cm. diameter.

SECTION 17B - PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL
MATERIALSs ZIRCONIUM AND BERYLLIUM
by R» Carson Dalzell

The Section Chairman was C, Eichner (France).
Paper No. 533, "Zirconium Metal Production", by S, M. Shelton
(us) described publicly for the first time the US process for making
hafnium-free zirconium.
Questions Smales (UK) asked about nitrogen determination and
was told the Kjeldahl method was reliable.
Eichner (France) asked if the complete process was used by
Carbide and Carbon Chemical Corp., to which Shelton replied that
Carborundum Metals Go, was now apparently supplying US needs, and
that he thought they had metal for sale commercially,
Eichner asked about alloying zirconium for improved corrosion
resistance and was told that, in general, certain alloys were superior,
but that the field had not been thoroughly explored.
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Paper No. 347, "Separation of Zirconium from Hafnium" by J. Hure
and R. Saint-James, presented by Hure (France) described the French
hafnium separation process, in which tributyl phosphate was used
with petroleum ether of 0.74 density and a boiling point of 140° to
190°G,
Paper No. 876, "Separation of Hafnium from Zirconium by
Vapour Phase De~chlorination" by B. Prakash and Cs ¥• Sundaram, presented by Prakash (India) said the process products were (l) a volatile chloride high in hafnium, and (2) a zirconium oxide relatively
low in hafnium. Under optimum conditions in a laboratory set-up,
one treatment lowered the hafnium content about 50^.
Question; Meierson (USSR) remarked that the process described in paper No. 644 (USSR) was a crystallization method which in
about 18 steps reduced hafnium from 2.5^ to less than O.Ol^i the
yield was given as 80^,
Shelton (US) expressed interest in the Indian process, Kaufmann (US) asked if this process would reduce hafnium to 0.01^. Reply
was that India regularly got no better than 0.3^ and that probably
they needed to work toward avoiding segregation of gases. Benedict
was told the thermodynamic data had not been confirmed experimentally,
but were theoretical.
After Paper No, 633, "Techniques for Manufacturing Items of
Pure Beryllium and Beryllium Oxide for Use in Nuclear Reactors", was
presented by G, A. Meierson (USSR), Kaufmann (US) requested more details on methods used for decomposing the beryllium acetate, which
Meierson described fully.
Questions Bagnall (UK) asked about barium content of the
beryllium, and the beryllium content of the barium fluoride flux.
Meierson said that the flux was originally used to improve the yield;
later work made this unnecessary, so they had no data.
Alder (Australia) asked what process was used to get 5 to
10^ ductility and also if a process was known for producing ductile
tube.
Kaufmann asked about alloys to improve corrosion resistance.
The answer gave only generalities.
Paper No. 820, "Status of Beryllium Technology in the USA",
by A, R, Kaufmann (US) covered the production of beryllium metal and
fabrication into shapes, and also of beryllium oxide refractories,
Kaufmann also discussed directional ductility in beryllium and how
it could be controlled.
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Qaestion; Darwin (UK) asked about the pickling operation, the
effect of iron on beryllium corrosion resistance, and welding.
Answers Kaufmann replied that pickling was not critical, but
that adding a little sulphuric acid to the 50^ nitric acid accelerated
the removal of the iron can. He said there was no hydrogen pickup|
a little iron seemed to improve corrosion resistance to water but
not to airi welding extruded cast metal was unsuccessful, but he
thought it might work with powder-metallurgy metal.
Hilton (UK) asked about changes in thennal conductivity under
irradiation, Kaufmann said that, at low temperatures^ about 50^
reduction occurred.
Finniston (UK) asked if anyone had plans for using beryllium
as a canning material in a reactor, Kaufinann replied that he thought
the technology probably was not sufficiently advanced. Paper No, 345?
"Sintering of Beryllium Oxide" by R, Gaillat and R. Pointud, presented
by Gaillat (Fx-ance) described studies irade on aluminum oxide which
were believed hopeful as a theoretical guide to BeO sintering.
Paper No, 1015? "Purification of Beryllium Oxide" by A, E.
Cairo and M. B. Crespi, presented by Cairo (Argentina) discussed a
process of preferential solution of the basic acetate in chloroform.
Kaufmann (US) asked if Cairo considered this process
commercially competitive. Cairo replied that;* not being an engineer,
he did not know, but thought this had not been calcixLated.

SECTION 18B - JETAILURGY OF THORIUM, URANIUM AND THEIR ALLOYS,
AND FABRICATION OF FUEL ELEMENTS

by E, Epremian and R. Carson Dalzell

H. M, Finniston (UK), the Chaiiman, in opening the section,
emphasized the importance of the metallurgy of uraniiam and thorium
(the first part of the section), and the fabrication of fuel elements
(the second part).
The first paper by F, G, Foote (US) No. 555, ^'Physical Metallurgy of Uranium", as written was a comprehensive treatment, but
Foote confined his oral presentation to the following topics; deformation mechanisiis(slip and twinning in alpha uranium; | preferred
orientation (pole figures for uranium fabricated by rolling, extruding.
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and swaging); and the peculiar thermal expansion characteristics and
the theimal cycling effects, as well as the factors governing these
phenomena.
A. Kiessling (Sweden) in paper No. 786, "The Solid State
Reaction Between Uranixjm and Aluminum", reported the development
of porosity on the aluminum side of the samples and noted the compounds which formed at various temperatures up to 600°C, These
compounds included U AI2, U £L^'., and U AIA which formed in varying •
amounts depending upon the temperature.
Discussions Gurinsky (US) described means of inhibiting
the interaction of uranitmi and aluminum as a practical problem in
developing fuel elements, and sketched the anodizing method used for
the Brookhaven National Laboratory reactor.
Questions; Carlsen (Norway) brought out a statement by
Gxirinsky that the oxide layer on aluminum produced by anodizing set
up a 15°C differential in the heat flow characteristics of the fuel
element, G'urinsky used a sulfuric acid solution| Kiessling favored
chromic acid. Perriot (France) inquired whether there were other
means of inhibiting diffusion between uranium and aluminum. The
Chairman stated that other means were possible but that the reactor
physicist might not be willing to accept the effect on the fuel
element»
In reply to Finniston, Kiessling stated he had not established why the interface nuclei formed where they did. Lavigne
(Canada) brought out that Kiessling electropolished the surface
of the metal samples with phosphoric acid, which could produce
a fine oxide and explain the high temperatures which proved necessary.
Replying to Lavigne, Foote stated that thermal cycling experiments were not a satisfactory basis for predicting behavior under
irradiation. Aass (Norway) inquired why powder metallurgy fuel elements had not been used in a reactor to which Foote replied that
this depended on further research and development as well as promotion.
The next paper. No. 556, a survey on "The Metallurgy of
Thorium and Its Alloys" by 0» N. Carlson et al, was presented by
H. A. Wllhelm (US), He described the zinc process of extracting
thorium and techniques for subsequent melting and casting* Wilhelm
briefly outlined mechanical and physical properties, recrystallization behavior, and fabricability, as well as the role of impurities. Finally, he discussed the alloying characteristics of thorium
according to several typical diagrams.
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J, P» Howe (us) gave a review paper (No. 825, "The Metallurgr
of Reactor Fuels") covering (l) fuel elements and systems, their
uses and limitations, (2) materials and processes used to prepare
them, and (3) physical and chemical phenomena important in their
preparation and use.
Questions; Darwin (UK) asked about the effect of allowing
central temperature in a solid uranium rod to go above the transformation temperature, Howe replied that cracking occurred, and that
after sufficient reversals a central void was apt to develop.
Finniston (UK) asked what burn-up might be reported or expected, H©we said that MTR elements show relatively small changes
at about 1% bum-up| that the fission product gases seemed to occupy
no more than "solid volume", and that only at high temperatures
did segregation into gas bubbles occur. The implication of this
where matrix type elements was concerned, Howe speculated, was
that they could be used to perhaps 75^ of their melting point
(absolute temperature),
C. E. Weber (US), in paper No. 561 by him^self and H, H.
Hirsch, described the manufacture and properties of "DispersionType Fuel Elements"™those in which fuel particles were dispersed
in a non-fissile diluent, rather than alloyed. He discussed theoretical aspects, and illustrated fabrication with discussion of an ironclad iron/U02 element. He also described the fuel element of aluminum-clad AI/UO2 of the US esdiibit research reactor in Geneva,
Questions; Walton (UK) asked for information on fission
products carrying other atoms into the matrix. Weber replied there
was no experimental evidence but that he thought the effect was inconsequential from a practical viewpoint,
Weber told Carlsen (Norway) that uranium-magnesium dispersions had been mentioned only as an example of two insoluble compounds, that a little general laboratory work had been done but he
knew of no fuel element development.
J. E. Cunningham (US) in paper No. 953, by E. J. Boyle and
Cunningham, "MTR-Type Fuel Elements" described fabrication of the
MTR-type fuel element, both alloy and powder metallurgy types, including UO2 fuel.
Question; Replying to a question, Cunningham explained the
theory of the flux-annealing treatment to prevent bubbles, and said
that 80^ of the plates would be lost unless some such precaution were
taken.
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F, Boeschoten (Netherlands) gave a paper No. 947, "On the Possibility to Improve the Heat Transfer of Uranium and Aluminum Surfaces
in Contact", describing studies of various bonds such as gas and
liquid metals. It was a preliminary study and several US delegates
made suggestions for more advanced work.

SECTION 19B - LIQUID METAL TECHNOLOGY
by R. Carson Dalzell
The Chairman was L. Rotherham ( U K ) ,
Paper No, 123, "Sodium and Sodium Potassium Alloy for Reactor
Cooling and Steam Generation" by T.Tr®cki et al (US) described many
investigations of liquid metals for cooling reactors. Trocki listed
factors affecting design of power plants (EBR and SGR), and emphasized their feasibility.
Questions about the percentage by-pass to cold traps for purification, the effect of cavitation, and of entrainment of gases were
answered.
Paper No. 866, "Liquid Metal Handling" as presented by S, G.
Bauer (UK) included a set of efficiency curves not in the original
paper. The paper complemented Trocki^s work, being more detailed
on liquid metal handling.
Questions; U.S. delegates asked questions dealing with materials, construction, corrosion experience, the use of NHo for
cleaning, and clean-up of area after a bad leak, all of which were
answered.
Kronberger (UK) remarked that the large size of the Risley
plant precluded use of NH3 for cleaning, but low pressure steam worked
well in vaccuum systems| otherwise buffered steam was used. They
considered handling liquid metals a minor problem in plant design.
Trocki asked about hot spots, and was told it was necessaiy
to admit steam slowly and to monitor the reaction with charcoal
Pirami gauges.
Paper No. 639, "Heat Transfer of Molten Metals" by M. A,
Hikheyev '-^l al, presented by K, D. Voskresensky (USSR) gave a long
theoretical discussion of heat transfer of molten metals, covering
much material not in the paper. In 1939 the USSR esqDerlmenters
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discovered that molten metals did not follow the generally recognized
heat exchange laws and
the -prevailing concepts about heat transfer
of "usual" ttirbulent liquids of low heat conductivity.
Questionst Hull (UK) asked several questions about e3g)eriment details and then asked if he could get original data. He M&S
given detailed answers and told he could get the ilita, from the author,
Lyon (us) complimented the quality of the work and expressed
his hope that it would be continued.
Paper lo. 119, "Corrosion by Liquid Metals" by L. F. Epstein
(US) presented a survey of U. S. work and included descriptions of
experimental techniques.
Questionsi Several questions were asked, including one about
the relation of sodium attack on graphite to Siegel*3 upcoming paper
on a sodium-graphite reactor. The answer was that Siegel planned to
clad the graphite.
Gurinsky added a comment that the build-up of zirconium nitride
on steel surfaces apparently accounted for the beneficial effect of
adding zlrconixaa to molten bismuth. He suggested that titanium nitride
might likewise account for the value of adding titanium to mercury.
The oral presentation of paper No, 787 ("Observations on the
Corrosion of Uranium in Liquid Sodi-mi'* by H. Mogard) by A, Kiessling
(Sweden) gave much more detail than the original paper.
Paper No. 829, '*Basic Technology of Sodium Graphite Reactor'*
by S, Slegel et al. (US) gave a good discussion of the materials problems of the SGR, which are essentially the interaction of sodium,
graphite, zirconium, and stainless steel.
Questionsj Hall (UK) asked about temperature variation, mechanical restraint to prevent uranitaa growth, and evaporated coatings,
Siegel replied in detail.
LaVigne (Canada) asked about the uranium content of the thoriumuranium alloy referred to, and was told "3i to h%^* In response to
another question Siegel described the effect on surface of cycling
uranium through the alpha-beta range.
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SECTION 20B - CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS
by L, E. Glendenin
The Chairman, P. Savic (Yugoslavia) made no introductory remarks.
The first paper (No. 900, "Chemical Problems of Power Reactors"
R. Hurst and J, Wright, UK), surveyed deleterious reactions of carbon,
air, and water under radiation. Hurst said that corrosion of steel
and other materials had to be considered as well as removal of corrosion products and fission products. He pointed out that the problems, and the establishment of correct design, became increasingly
complex and difficult in going from low-temperature, air- or water-cooled
piles, to high temperature and homogeneous reactors,
G. H, Secoy (US) presented the next paper (No. 821, "Survey
of Homogeneous Reactor Chemical Problems"), which surveyed the chemical
factors involved in selecting a fuel-bearing solute in an aqueous
homogeneous reactor, and of the chemical phenomena encountered in
operating such a reactor, in particular for a fuel system of uranium
salts in true solution in either H ^ (light water) or D2O (heavy
water). The requirements were that the uranium retain homogeneity
and that the salts not decompose or hydrolyze under reactor conditions. Of various salts studied uranyl sulfate was the most attractive. The release of hydrogen and oacygen from radiation decomposition of water was another problem, but recombination by a catalyst bed had proved feasible. The paper provided data on phase diagrams for uranium salt and water systems.
The third paper (lo, 348, "Behavior of Heavy Water in Piles
of the C.l.A,") was given by J. Chenouard ©t al., (France) on the
Ghatillon reactor (P 1) and the Saelay reactor (P 2). The chief
problems with the heavy water system were decomposition into hydrogen
and o3^gen, and contamination of the water by corrosion products and
induced radioactivity. Gentrifftgatlon had been used to remove insoluble contamination, and plans were being made to use ion exchange.
Questions I Wrl^t (UK) asked Seooy (OS) whether the nitrogen
^/evolution from radiolytic decomposition of uranyl nitrate was reversible. The answer was the decomposition was small, and no steady state
was reached,
Swartout (US) asked Hurst whether he had any data on the solubility of fission products or corrosion products in water or uranyl
sulfate solutions at high temperature. Hurst said the solubilities
of rare earth sulfates were being studied using autoelaves. Swartout
asked Cheaouard t© eomment on the chloride content of the platinumalumina catalyst (used in reecaabiimtion of hydrogen and oxygen).
Ghenouard said a palladium catalyst was used and purified from chloride
before use.
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The chair was turned cvet to the Viee»-Chaitt»n, J, Shankar
(India) f®r the remainder of the session.
The first paper (No. 535> "Aqueous Corrosion of Aluainum Alloys
at Elevated Temperatures'*) by J, 1. Draley and 1. B. Huther (US),
reported very severe corrosion and blistering (apparently due to hydrogen production) occarred with alaminum in water at temperatures
above 200 degrees centigrade« The method for controlling the aqueous
corrosion Was to use a redmcible metal such as nickel either as a
salt in lo^ concentration in the water or alloyed with the aluminum. Another successful method consisted of plating the aluminum
surface with nickel.
K. Carlsen (Norway) presented paper (No, 880, "Corrosion
of Aluainum and Aluminum Alloys in Aqueous Solutions at High Temperatures") which described severe corrosion of various aluainum alloys
at 230®G. Several preventive methods tried showed little promise.
The last paper (lo. 537? Aqueous Corrosion of Zirconium and
Its Alloys at Elevated Temperatures,") given by D. E. Thomas (OS)
reported the corrosion rate initially was low for a protracted period,
but was followed by a period of rapid corrosion. The situation was
greatly improved by suitable alloying. Tin was shown to be an laf~
portant alloying element| also iron, nickel, and chromium in conjunction with tin.
Arnet (Switzerland) eosDEented on aluasinum corrosion tests
at 200®C. The addition of 0.5^ silicon, iron, or copper to the
aluminum was found to be helpful.
l^estionsg Draley (US) asked Carlsen if he had attempted
to determine whether the barrier layer film formed on aluminum
in the silicate-chromate inhibiting solution was different from
that foiiaed in the absence of iAibitors, and would this inhibition
be permanent, Carlsen replied that more experiments would be necessary to answer this problem^
Levine (Canada) remarked that the metallurgical condition
and heat treatment of material was important in corrosion. He
mentioned the difficulty of reproducing the metallurgical condition
of aluminum and said that he found corrosion to be highly dependent ©a the nature of the previous eold working and annealing| he felt
that speakers had overlooked this point. Draley stated that the
metallurgical condition of importance in corrosion inhibition was
a well distributed fine precipitate of the alloying element. Carlsen commented that different heat treatments were used and no great
differences observed..
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The final paper (No, 811, "Aqueous Uranium and Thorium Slurries")
by A. S. Kitzes and S» I. Lyon (US), presented by Lyon, described various
slurries for homogeneous reactors and discussed problems of corrosion,
caking and flow viscosity. Successful operating conditions were fotaad.
Questionsa Dawson (UK) remarked that the rod form of UO3 particles was lanstable and went over t® the platelet form above 200 degrees
centigrade. How would this affect pumping and flow? He also asked
about continuous removal of fission product poisons. Angwerg Lyon
said that no difficulty was observed because of change of foarm. On
fission product removal, he replied, that if the slurry particle size
was small, fission products shemld go into the water and be removable,
but he had no information on this point.
In a discussion regarding choice of slurry compounds and gaseous
environment in homogeneous reactors, de Bruyn (Netherlands) preferred a
DO2 slurry and a hydrogen atmosphere while Lyon and Secoy (both US)
expressed preference for UO3 in an oxygen envir©nment.

SECTION 21B - CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENTS

by F. L. Culler
R. Spence (UK), chairman, stressed the importance of chemieal
reprocessing saying cheap reprocessing was vitally necessary; that
solvent extraction »as highly developed and might possibly be th®
reprocessing technique used until metallurgical fabrication developed
in the remote future.
The first paper (No. 414s "Criteria for the Selection of
Separation Processes") given by G. M, Nicholls (UK) outlined requirements for a chemical reprocessing plant.
A review paper. No, 882, "Reprocessing of React®r Fuel and
Blanket Materials by Solvent Extraction^' by F. L. Culler (US) was
combined with paper No. 540, ^'The Solvent Extraction Separation of
U 233 and Therium from Fission Products by Means ®f Tributyl Phospftate^' by A, T. Gresky, on the Th®rax pr®cess« Culler stressed use
©f the solvents tributyl phosphate (TBP), and hexane, and presented
a general discussion of the mechanism of extraction and separatien
peculiar t© these solvents, along with schejmtic flowsheets of the
Purex, Redox, and Thorex processes.
Paper No. 349s '^Selvent Extraction ©f Plutonium fr®m
Uranium Irradiated in Atomic Piles'* by B, Goldsehmidt (France) presented, in almost complete detail, a chemical flowsheet of the
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Purex process. Far Pu isolaiion, the French propose use ©f anion exchange resin, taking advai^.tage of a Fu(N03)5~^ anion formed in nitric
solution.
The French are building a Purex plant at Barcoul, with a
capacity for pr®dueiag 15 kg of Pu initially and, possibly within two
years, 100 kg per year. The plant sheuld be c©mpleted by the last
©f 1956 or early 1957.
Paper N©„ 785* •'Extraction of Uranium and Plutonium with Tetrabutylaimionium Nitrate, Gupferren and leecupferron as Geaplexing Agents,"
by F. Haeffner et alo (Sweden) presented an maljrtical method for Pu
determination, using reagents listed in the paper.
Paper N©, 824, ''Pra.ctical Limitations of Solvent Extraction
Processes'* by R. F. TomlinsoR (US) was a very good general discussion
of the limits of solvent extraction processes, among which it listed
solids and emulsion difficulties| and the problem of the anomalous
behavior of fission, products such as ruthenium in the Redox process.
Questions McKay ( M ) said the British thought that the IBP
complex with thorium coordinated with 2 molecules of TBP rather than
with 4 as reported in US paper, and added that, in TBP system, extraction of uranium and plutonium into the organic phase was competiti-ve, whereas in the hexAne systems such as Redox, the transfer
of U and Pu into the organic phase was rather mutually beneficial.
Answerg Culler said the UEe of 4 TBP molecules in the organie soluble
complex of thorium had been detenniEed experimentally and had been
used successfully as a basis for an operating process for the separation of Th and U 233* Howevei-, there was reason to doubt the 4complex as being absolutely valid from other data and the British
work done in dilate coneeritrations eouid be correct.
Questlong Fletcher^ (UK) asked what cost was assigned to
separations in detensination of power costs? Answers Culler said
costs were difficult to state without reference to capacity, location,
type of element and other faet-Dfs. For homogeneous reactor system,
such as that described by Ferguson, the costs could be estimated
to be between 2 and 3 mills per kwh, which included amortization,
inventory charges, heavy water losses, and normal operating expense. For natural U and ? M separation, with metal fuel elements
as feed, the costs probably were not much less than |2 to |3 per
pound of uranium, assumiiig th2.t Pu cost was included in this, lo
good ntaabers could be given without estioatlng each particular case.
l^estioas Benedict (US) asked how was Pa valance stabilized
to the If state in the TBP Purex proeess? Answerg Culler said stabilization was achieired by aadition of tiitrous acid or IaH02 to the feed
solution followed by a heatirg period to allow the reaction to
proceed. Reactionss
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Pu (III) / HNO^H

PU (IV) / NO / H2O

Pu (¥1) / HNO2/H2O

PU (I?) / N03~ / 3H/

Questions What was the reductant used to reduce Pu (I?) to
Pu (ill) in the hexone and TBP processes? Answers Several reductants could be useds hydroxylamine, hydrazine, hydroquiaone, ferrous
ion and sulfamic acid.
Questions Fletcher (UK) asked how could solvent extraction
procedures be modified to accommodate high temperature fuel elements
such as those described for the PWR? Answers Culler said this could
be done by modifying dissolution and feed preparation proeedures. For
stainless steel, dissolution was possible in H2S0j^. For zirconium,
it was possible to use HF. After dissolution, sufficient nitrate
salts such as Al(N0"3)o or HNO3 could be added to make it possible to
use the same solvent processes. These processes might be expensive,
^estiong Regnaut (France) asked what was the material used
for corrosion resistance in thorium dissolution with HNO3 - HF mixtures? Answer: Culler answered type 309 SGb stainless steel. The
fluoride ion was complexed by Th and Al. Most serious corrosion occurred during the boil-down step following dissolution. Questiont
In using TBP had a two-phase formation been experienced in the organic phase? Answer? The answer was negative. The hydrocarbon
diluent was pretreated by contacting with oletm to remove unsaturates.
There had been no third phase difficulty in the Thorex process.
Question; What diluent was used for TBP in the Thorex process?
Answers Oleum pretreated Amisco 125-90W.
Questions Toialinson (US) asked Goldsehmidt if he could provide information about the mechanical dejaeketing of fuel mentioned
in his paper? Answers Stating that it was a hard question for a
chemist, Goldsehmidt replied that it was done routinely and that
about 4 kg of metal was dejacketed at one pass because of the nature
of the fuel elements.
Questions Seaborg (US) asked whether the French intended to
recover Ip. Answers The answer was that they would like to d© so
when they had time t© deteiimine h©w it could be done.
QueStlong Bruce (US) asked why anion rather than cation
exchange was being used f©r Pu isolation? Answers He was told
anion exchange was more selective.
Questions Haeffner (Sweden) asked what method of Pu recovery was used. Answer; Oxalate precipitation. Questions Why
was NaN02 used. Answers T© stabilize Pu to Pa(l?).
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Qaestioag Brace (US) asked wl^ was a M±tare of hjidiriikl&e
and fox^reus salphamate msed as the i^dmcing age^t for Pa. iaswtri
HydJcaBlae was ased first) the ferroas salphaiuito later. l!hey contlnaed to ase hydrazine.
QttestioHi TiiBosher (USSR) asked what woi'e the lloits of
H]i03 eonoentration and radiation exjiosaro ^ r tBP. Answer it Bo was
told pat>e JSP was stable to HNO3 ap to 12 aiolkf. the kei>osene
dilaent was affected by HNO3 3©ncentrati©ns in the range of 6 <- 8
molar. !£BP, diluted with kerosene, had been exposed to solutions
containing several hundreds of curies per liteJ' without any effect.
Culler added that ISI^Umits on radiation under ootulitions encountered in processing ^vas between 0o2 aaxA 2 Ai^ per liter of solveht,
as reported in paper 743 by G. I. Gathers.
The last paper No. 551, "fhe Chemioal l*rocessing of Aqueous
Homogeneous Reactor Fuel** by Do E. Ferguson (US) described several
potential techni^es for removing high cross section fission products,
oorz*oslon products, and other fission products from a circulating
U02S0/^ - heavy water fiiel, Ferguson's analysis was that ion exchange was not too useful; that a prtMliingtiethodwas liquidHBolid
separatioh> taking advantage of the fact that lJeisoltit)ility of fidsion
and corrosion products increased with tettpetmturo in dilute uranyl
sulphate solution, and reliving precipitates by means of hydreclone
sep&ration} ihat plating out of insoluble fission products on hot
surfaces might be used in oonjtmotion with Oollds removal.
Methods for processing a ThOo slurzy blanket Kere discussed
and a flow-sheet for a combined plant for core and l^la^et processing
was given.
(^estlong SLaeckauf (UK) asked iribat percent of fission product
appeared in the gas fraction of a homogeneous reactor? Answert Ferguson said they had not made quantitative moasur^iients during operation
of the HRE.

SECTION 22B - CHEMICAL PROCESSHJG OF DffiADlAtED FUEL ELEHEMTSi
SEPARATION AND STORACJE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
by Lo E. Gtlendenin
J. P. Baxter (Australia) was chairman.
S. Lawroski (US) gave paper No. 823» ^Survey ^f Separation
Processes'*, on various separation processes including (l) precipitation (BiPOi) process, (2) ±0x1 exchange, (3) fractional distillation.
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and (4) pyrometallurgical or high temperatxire processes. Solvent extraction had been covered in paper Ho. 822 by Culler.
In paper No» 350, 'Method for Extraction of Uranium 233 from
Thorium Irradiated in Atomic Piles**, by A. Chesne and R. fegnaut
(France), Regnaut described a process based on selective exution of
thorium, protactinium, and uranium from anion exchange resins with
hydrochloric acid. The method was good, the main difficulty was corrosion of equipment by hydrochloric acid.
H* M, Feder (US) presented paper No. 5hh, ''Pyrometallurgical
Processing of Nuclear Materials'% describing the method^s advantages
as the avoidance of the many chemical steps (dissolution in acids,
chemical separation of fission products, recovery of fissile and fertile materials, disposal of liquid wastes, etc.) inherent in other
methods! and iirmediate refabrication of the metallic fuel element.
He said the pyrometallurgical processes had speed and simplicity, but
all operations had to be handled by remote control.
The last paper, No, 545s '*Purification of Uranium Reactor
Fuel by Liquid Metal Extraction'' by A. F. Voigt, presented by F.
Spedding (US), ¥ice Chairman of the Section, dealt with extracting
Plutonium and certain fission products from molten uranium by immiscible liquid metals such as silver, lanthanum, cerium and magnesium.
^Question; Glueckauf (UK) remarked that several ion exchange
resins were available in Europe which Lawroski had not mentioned,
and asked Lawroski to enlarge on ion exchange methods. Answerg
Lawroski (US) replied he had no intention of slighting the resin
Bmnufacturers of Europe, the studies described were 10 years old,
and precipitation and solvent extraction processes looked more
attractive from a decontamination standpoint. Recently, the possibilities of continuous ion exchange processing, and availability
of better resias, made the outlook for this process seem more favorable,
Questiont Darwin (UK) asked about usefxil lives for crucibles
in high temperature work. Answeri Feder (US) said there was no experience for large scale operations, but that corrosion with molten
uranium was small in laboratory studies.
^es-biong Miles (Australia) commented on a procedure for
dissolving uranium in fused lead chloride, and recovering the
uranium by addition of magnesium. He asked Lawroski to coinment,
(l) on corrosion by compounds like bromine trifluoride, and (2)
on relative volatility of plutonium and uranium. Answers Lawroski
ansirered, (l) that corrosion problems with chlorine and bromine
trifluoride were not serious, and (2) that the volatility of uranium
was several hundredfold less than that of plutonium in vacuum distillation .
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l^estioni Miles said results at Harwell were largely in agreement with Peder^s but differed on the reaction of fission products
with impurities in the uranium rather than with the wall of the
crucible. Answert Feder suggested that the uranium used in UK studies
contained more impurities than US uranium and that this affected results, McKenzie (Canada) said his results using US uranium agreed
with Feder's. He concluded the United States apparently had purer
uranium than the United Kingdom.
Questions Nicholls (UK) asked Feder to comment, (l) on
preferred mode of heating, and (2) on reproducibility of artificial
alloys (mixed uranium and fission elements simulating burned fuel
elements). Answert Feder replied (l) that resistance heating was
preferred to high frequency heating because of the agitation caused
by the latter, and (2) that it was difficult to incorporate volatile
elements into artificial aULoys, but recent experience with powder
metallurgy gave results similar to actual fuel elements.
Questiont Maly (Czechoslovakia) asked for data on extraction of molten uranium with fused salts such as mapiesium chloride.
Answert Lawroski (US) stated that molten magnesium fluoride extracted
plutonium, and referred to a conference paper by E, Motta (US). Feder
(us) added that extractions of uranium with molten salts accorded
with thermodynamie calculations.
Questioni Fletcher (Ul) asked what separation process was
preferable economically. Answeri Lawroski said cost estinating was
very difficult because of diversity of fuel elements for various
reactors.
The first paper in the second part of the section. No, 415^
**Chemical Processing of Fission Product Solutions'* by E. Glueckauf
and T. f. Healy (UK), outlined procedures for recovering fission
products (including cesium 137 and strontium 90) from the highly
radioactive waste streams of solvent extraction plants. Glueckauf
listed evaporation; separation by drying, roasting and leaching|
precipitationi electrolytic precipitation with anionic exchanger
membranes} and precipitation on anionic resins.
The next paper. No. 552, ^TJesign and Operation of High-Level
Waste Storage Facilities** by C. R. Anderson and G. A. Rohrmann, was
presented by Parker (US) who discussed the problems of storing tremendous quantities (millions of gallons) of highly radioactive
aqueous wastes. The storage vessels were shielded by earth barriers. The heat released by radioactive decay led to boiling, and
decontamination of vapors leaving the storage tank was important.
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The final paper. No. 553, "Processes for High-Level Waste Disposal**, by L. P. Hatch and B, Manowitz (US) described two methods
for high-level radiochemical waste disposals fusion to a melt^ and
adsorption and fixing on clays. A movie was presented to illustrate
the operation of a pilot plant which dehydrated and fused typical
aqueous waste salt solutions to an anhydrous, free-flowing melt on a
continuous basis. This plant had been operated successfully for
several hundred hoars.
Solid mountmorillonite clay was found to have advantages of
good capacity for fixing fission wastes, low cost, ease of handling,
and stabiJ-ity. A pilot plant for testing the clay process was in
operation,
Questioni Lawroski (US) asked for comment on reproducibility
of results in deionization with exchange membranes in view of the
fact that erratic results have been observed. Answert Glueckauf said
reproducibility depends on initial stages of the process| avoidance
of reduction of uranium to the tetravalent state was Important,
Nicholls (UK) made a brief comment on a convenient and continuous method for destroying nitric acid with formaldehyde.
Questiont Baxter (UK) asked about the fate of volatile activities in the fusion disposal process. Answers Manowitz said there
were some volatile activities, but no definite information was available yet.
Glueckauf (UK) stated he had used sands for fixing waste products and found advantages in filterability and the lack of need
for pretreatment. The capacity was about one-third that of clays.
Questioni Manowitz (US) asked whether there were volatile
products from fixing of clays at 1000°C. Answer; Glueckauf said apparently not.
Mawson (Canada) commented on the use of a nephaline cyanite,
which formed a dry gel with acids at 2.5 normal concentration, fused
below 1000^0, and did not release activity upon leaching.

SECTION 23B - WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL

by R, Carson Dalzell and Walter D, Claus

This section, chaired by A, J. Cipriani (Canada), was in three
parts, dealing respectively with land, sea, and air disposal.
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Opening the lattd section, Parker (US) presented 1, 1. Brown's
paper, No. 565s **Disposal of Ll^id Wastes to the Ground**, describing
the Hanford Atomic Products Operations method of disposal used for the
last ten years. He discussed factors considered and the continuous test
and Control program and results. He emphasized that this was controlled
ground storage, not uncoatrolled disposal, and that the basie policy
was to avoid ground water eontaminatlon.
Glueckauf (UK) reuiarked that the British now used large underground containers} they planned later to establish slay or green sand
beds in concrete tanks.
G. A. Mawson (Canada), Paper No. 12, *»tfaste Disposal into the
Ground'*, described the Investigations made in conjunction with operation of experimental reactors and the waste disposal problem. He
emphasized that it was Jjaportant to keep detailed records to ensure
that fixed material was not leached by subsequent disposals. The
Chairman (Canada) remarked on the apparent difference in policy
(Canada puts th© waste into the water table), and said that it was
really a large tracer e^gjerifflent rather than a pennanent practice.
The Chairman, opening the second part of Section 23B, stated
the primary subject wider discussion was disposal of large-volume,
low-level radioactive wastes. Although the sea seemed an attractive
depository, there was a problem that the activity might return to
land, via the beaches or in food. Disposal at sea of latge quantities of power wastes would require a great deal more study.
The first three papers comprised a series and were presented
by H, Seligman, H. J. Dunster and D, R, R. Fair (UK) respectively.
In Ho. 418, **The Discharge of Eadioactive Waste Products in the Irish
Sea - Part I**, Seligaan described a preliminary experiment eight
years ago to detenmine how fluorescein dye would dilute when piped
two miles out into the Irish Sea, in a solution having the density
of sea water* Collections had to be made at night since simlight
destroyed the dye within 15 to 20 minutes of discharge. Three ships
criss-crossed the discharge area, were positioned by radar, and
sampled in eleven experiments. They could never account for more
than 30^ of the released dye. These escperiments indicated that
100 curies per day oould be released for 50 dajs and be adequately
diluted.
In paper No, 419* "The Discharge of Badioactive Waste Products
in the Irish Sea - Part II**, Dunster described estijmtes of safe
amounts of fission product activity which might be released from
Windscale, 40 miles to the Isle of Man. Estimates were made of concentrations in the sea, of activity in fish, seaweed and sand on the
beaches and suitable criteria were derived for safety, and safe
limits of daily discharge. Pickup of activity by fish and seaweed
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had been estimated in the laboratory. Results indicated that uptake
by fish was approximately as estiinatedj but uptake by seaweed was
much greater. There was no reasonable probability that anyone exposed on shore 5 or consuHiing fish or seaweed, would «xceed 10^ of
aaaximuBi permissible dose. Discharges then were determined by including an additional safety factor of ten.
In paper lo. 420, **The Discharge of Radioactive Waste Products in the Irish Sea - Part III", by Fair and A. S. McLean, Fair
described observations made over several months on discharges of
sizeable amounts of typical laboratory effluents. Main daily discharges were 0.05 curies of plutonium, 7 curies of strontium, 16
curies of ruthenium and 35 curies of all beta emitters other than
ruthenium. The original estiimtes were found to be conservative
by factors of 5 t© 100. Were it not for an unusual problem connected with the fact that seaweed is harvested in that area, much
larger amounts of beta-emitters could be discharged.
Paper lo. 569 on the "Disposal of Radioactive Wastes at
Sea" by C. E. Renn, presented by Walter Clams (US) was a survey
which urged critical review of proposals to use the sea as a
dumping area. Glaus said health and safety features had to be
established by oeeanographers and ecologists. Acceptable concentrations of activity ±n the sea had to be established on the basis
of food and chemicals taken from the sea. Use of the sea involved
international relationships which had to be considered.
Discussiont Krotkov (USSR) said that when wastes were disposed to water, adsorption by organisms was of great importance.
Accumulations by organisms could be greater than 10,000 times the
concentration in the water. It was hence necessary to make radiometric determinations not only in the water, but also in fish, etc.,
and to make sure that limits on activity in open waters were not
exceeded. This called for regulations on an international level,
Revelle (US) said there were areas, for example the Black
Sea and parts of the Carribean, where concentration of hydrogen
sulfide in bottom waters was so great, that the bottom and top
waters probably had not mixed in many centuries. It would be perfectly safe to dispose of wastes to these bottoms. Also, there
were 10 megatons of strontium in ocean waters, and 700 megatons
of calcium, so that any conceivable amount of added strontium would
be adequately diluted isotopically.
Mawson (Canada) declared that things loosed into the sea
were of interest to all nations, and this applied also"to international rivers. He felt that some kind of international regulations
should be drawn up before this situation got out of hand.
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Marley (UK) appealed for experimental work to produce useable data, with international cooperation. Glaus (US) said discussions with oeeanographers were under way with intent to design
a suitable experiment and to develop necessary instrumentation
for following a tracer deposition of activity in the sea, and
that the United States would welcome international interest in
such an experiment.
Questions Foster (US) asked whether in the Irish Sea
studies, Dunster had considered seasonal changes and food cycles?
Answer: Within the possibilities of the experiment, they were considered, although the actual experiment continued over only a few
months. Questions WoiiLd not timing of discharge to make use of
tidal currents be advantageous? Answers Fair said turbulent diffusion at the point of discharge was found to be so great that
complete vertical mixing occurred in the Irish Sea. Tides were
not required.
The only paper on air disposal was Ko. 571* "Air and Gas
Gleaning for Nuclear Energy Processes", by L. Silverman (US) who
stated that cooling air used in reactors and chemical processing
plants had to be cleaned before discharge. High efficiency, low
resistance to air flow, and long life were necessary for filters
in practical use. Great improvement in filters had been accomplished since the early days of the atomic energy industry such
as? cellulose acetate filters protected by glass fiber preflitersI all-glass filter papers resistant to acidsj and filters
made of plastic fibers. Cleaning and removal of rare gases was
very difficult. They could be dispersed through tall stacks into
the atmosphere, or adsorbed m. cold charcoal before removal for
storage and decay. In some cases of low volumes, compression and
storage for decay was possible. In some ways, meteorological and
oceanographic disposal of activity was similar. Dilution must
occur to levels which were harmless.
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"Cw SKJTIOIS - BIOLOGICAL AID MEDICAL

SECTION BQ - Radioactive Isotopes and luclear Radiations in Medicines
Therapy
by A» M. Brues

The Chairman, P. Leborgne (Uruguay), in opening the section,
indicated that the powerful effectiveness of Isotopes in medicine was
limited by physiological and topographic considerations — the location
of lesions.
Dr. A. V« Kozlova^s paper (lo. 685» "Medical Application of
Some Radioactive Isotopes") was presented by M» K. Pateieva (USSR)»
The chief Isotopes used have been Co 60, Au 198, P 32 and I 131, and
Fateieva stated that free medical service makes lai*ge-scale medical
observations possible. Comparing Co 60 and radium, as external agents,
she said the former caused slighter injury to noj^nal tissues and so
made repeated therapy easier. 160 oncological establishments have
received tubes and needles of 0«5 to 35 mgms, radium equivalents A
few clinics have 400 curie packs, used at 35 or 60 cm, s M a distance,
and X> curies used at 6 cm»
Yarious data presented were interpreted as showing that therapeutic results have been better since the use of cobalt. In one type
(esophageal carcinoma) where greatest improvement appeared, teletherapy
was combined with intracavitary treatment*
Pateieva also mentioned use^ of gold and chromic phosphate
colloids locally in 11 melanomas with metastases, and said 8 showed
no spread in 2 years. Cobalt was being used for cavernous angioma,
and P 32 for angioma, neul^odermatitis, precancerous skin conditions,
eczema, psoriasis and red lichen. P 32 was injected for erythremia,
preceded by venesection and introduction of plasiBa|4 mc* is the maximum given in course of treatment. Other modes of therapy were detailed in the paper. Some slides were shown of 7-year cures of several
neoplasms.
In paper No. 446, J. S. Mitchell (UK) discussed "Some Problems
of Radio-therapeutics", mentioning the possible usefulness of I 124
and P 33 as substitutes for I 131 and P 32 because physical chracteristics were probably more favorable. He brought out the use of Cs 137
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as a gamma source and Ce 144 as a hard-beta source. H© also emphasized
conservatism in the use of I 131 in nonmalignant states, pointing out
that if the mortality from delayed carcinogenesis were as little as 2^,
surgery still would be preferable.
Question; Bmcer (US) asked what was the meaning of "recovery"
and were all cases histologically proved? Answer; Fateieva said recovery meant the tumor was gone at the end of treatment; biopsy and histologr were done in nearly all cases.
Question; Aebersold (US) asked whether cobalt was used in teletherapy or in needles J how many years' experience had they had with teletherapy? Answer; Fateieva said this depended on circumstancesj needles
and teletherapy were used in conjunction in bladder eases, for example;
160 institutions were supplied with cobalt and results from all of them
summarized in the central organization.
Question; Schuffelen (Netherlands) asked about germanium dosimeters which he had not found useful* Answers Fateieva stated USSR
workers were not yet ready to draw conclusions.
In Paper No» 179, "Teletherapy Devices with Radioactive Isotopes",
M» Br*ucer discussed teletherapy devices using cobalt 60 and cesium 137s
and presented tables for calculating shielding.. He appeared to favor
using cesium when available, shielded with tungsten alloy. He believed
the enthusiasm for sources over 1000 curies was decreasing^
Questions Lebedinsky, (USSR) asked whether hectocuries or kilocuries would eventually be used in packs. Answers Brucer stated most
people used 200 to 400 curies and of those using 1000, about half would
use more the next time and the other half less.
Questions Bora (India) asked for the evidence that 5 roetgens/
hour/meter was an inadequate dose rate. Answer; This was arbitrary but
generally accepted.
Questions Khanolkar(India) asked how the tumor dose was determined^
Answer; Brucer said the policy was, in general, similar to that used with
250 kv X-ray. With the larger machines some radiologists tended to give
higher doses.
Je H. Muller (Switzerland) in presenting paper No<, 925, "Internal
Radioactive Isotope Therapy of Neoplastic Diseases by Means of Radioactive Suspensions", discussed intravenous colloidal suspensions, intracavitary, and tumor infiltration, and mentioned the escape of colloid
into Ijnaphatic drainage areas as an advantage of the lattere
Ac Chevalller (France), paper N05 367, "Utilization of Colloidal
Chromium Radiophosphate in Malignant Tumor Therapy" by Chevallier and C.
Burg, discussed very fine (100-150°) chromic phosphate colloid, implanted
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in gelatin, which seemed to promote infiltration via the Ijnnphatics.
This was demonstrated by autoradiographs,
Question; Mitchell (UK) asked Muller about dosage in interstitial treatment; for example, 50,000 rps are often needed in the case
of beta emitters. Answer; One mc/ml was about enough, but in large
volumes this should be reduced.
Questions Siwarbessy (Indonesia) asked what was the effect of
collodial gold, used locally, on the liver and spleen, and had Muller
had any experience with cancer of liver. Answers Muller replied that
the dosage to liver and spleen was not high; perhaps the stimulation of
the reticuloendothelial system from the lower doses might be protective.
He had no wide experience with liver but thought gold would be only
palliative.
Questions Ross (US) asked whether or not lymphatic drainage was
blocked when there were metastases, and wbv i^ld was better than P 32.
Answer; Muller said local injections might reach very early metastases
before blockage of lymphatic drainage occurred; or after removal of metastatic masses. Many factors were involved, he said, in the preference
for gold.
J, Ho Lawrence (US), paper No, 183, "Radioactive Isotopes in
Hematologic Therapy" gave a historical account of treatment with isotopes, primarily P 32. Best results were obtained in the case of
polycythemia vera (erythremia), with relative success in the leukemias
(particularly chronic forms) and some of the lymphoblastomas. Colloids
also have been used (chromic phosphate, or some of the rare earths) but
were not considered superior to the administration of soluble phosphate,
¥. H. France (Portugal), paper No, 970, "An Accurate Method for
Treatment of Hyperthroidism with I 131", described a method for outlining
the thyroid glard by circuminjecdlon of air and showed x-rays. In only
three cases was this technique unsuccessful and two of these were postoperative. He also used small repeated doses of I 131 to avoid myxedema.
In injecting air, the patient was placed on the left side and negative
pressure was used as a test to avoid embolism; a 0,7 mm. needle was
used; the size of the gland was calculated from radiographs as 2 ellipsoids with the axes as measured from pictures.
L, E, Farr (US), paper No, 177, "Use of the Nuclear Reactor for
Neutron Capture Therapy of Cancer" reporting using a flux of 2 x 10° and
3 X 10° slow neutrons per cm'^/sec, with boron 10 injections, and gave data.
For good results, 30 times the higher flux was necessary — about 10 ,
He described a special reactor for medical purposes only which would accomplish this, as well as provide for animal experiments and the production of very short-lived isotopes for immediate use.
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The only elements other than boron 10 that might be injected
would be lithium 6 and uranium 235•» Boron 10 was used because of availability and the probability that its tisane distribution with time after
injection is favorable. Treatment was now being given between 10 and 50
minutes after intravenous injection of borax. This was the time interval
during which the difference in boron concentration between brain and tumor
tissue was greatest.
Question; Ross asked Franco (l) what about varying the dose of
I 131 along with the severi'ty of the disease; (2) what about the hazards
of interstitial air here, as in the case of adrenal radiography; (3) how
did his size estimates agree with those made by scintillation scanning
or palpation. Answer; Franco said (l) that it was known that different
doses were required, but in this study all were given equivalent doses
since it was experimental; in the care of 4 nodular goiters, ftinction was
only reduced somewhat and then surgery was done; (2) that he had had no
accidents with 50 insufflations; (3) that comparison with other methods
of measurement was not made.

SECTION 9C - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE;
DIAGNOSIS AND STUDIES OF DISEASE
by Marshall Brucer
The Chairman, V, R, Khanolkar (India) opened the section, pointing out that radioactive isotopes were helping to reshape the diagnostic
art,
¥, ¥. Mayneord (UK) presented paper No, 768, "The Use of Radioactive Isotopes in Diagnostic Procedures", a general summary of material
he had previously written up in the British Medical Bulletin (1952),
Ma3meord*s work included use of various kinds of instrumentation for
measuring beta and ganima emitters under clinical conditions, and the
possible uses of many different isotopes. He described studies of total
thyroid uptake, measurements of pi»tein,-bound iodine, using roughly collimated coimters and methods of blood iodine measurement, Mayneord
described some problems in Fe 59 and Cr 5I work and indicated their fxmdamental similarity to the I I3I problems.
Much of Mayneord^s time was spent describing his radiographic
devices. He concluded that there was a reasonable possibility that
radiography might be successful with isotopes in the future,
M, N. Pateieva (USSR) in her paper No, 684, "Experience in Clinical and Diagnostic Application of Some Radioactive Isotopes in the USSR",
reported using 2 microcurie doses for standard 2- to 24-hour uptake measurements. She reported mass-scale examinations of population in endemic
goiter districts. Fateieva described simple uptake and dynamic studies
with I 131 in rheumatic and hypertensive heart disease. Work was also
presented on Na 24 measurements on hypertensive patients and blood flow
studies in heart disease.
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B. G, Ziedses des Plantes (Netherlands) showed 3 slides on his
electrical stylus method of correlating the scanning image with a true
body image on a scintiscan of the thyroid.
Marcel Roche (Venezuela) desdribed a mass population study of
thyroid uptake in the lowlands of Venezuela and high in the Andes,
showing 2 slides. At very high altitudes there was a uniformly higher
thyroid radioiodine uptake.
Questionss W. H, Sweet (US) asked about the ratios of activities of isotopes in normal and in brain tumor tissue, Bacq (Belgium)
asked in what form the iodine circulates in the blood. Lawrence (US)
asked how sensitive the scanning device was. Answer; Mayneord was not
conversant on the first two questions. He stated that the average scanning dose was one millicurie and that theoretical studies had indicated
it would be impossible to outline the shape of a mass with less than 10
to 20 microcuries.
Fateieva enlarged her description of the mass population surveys;
one in the Urals, and two in the Ukraine, One Ukraine area was in an
endemic area of hyperthyroid patients. The thyroid uptakes were high
and the urine counts low in the hyperthyroid endemic area and the opposite was time in another area where euthyroidism was prevalent.
¥, H, Sweet presented the work of G, L, Brownell and Sweet (US)
in paper No, 181, "Scanning of Positron-emitting Isotopes in Diagnosis
of Intracranial and Other Lesions" on the methods of visualization of
isotope distribution in the body by automatic scanning with scintillation detection. He remarked that they had been able to detect verified
tumors of the cerebral hemispheres outlined with radioarsenic in nearly
80^ of patients. In meningiomas the results were over 95^» Mention was
made of the extension of this work to other areas of the body.
J, F. Ross (U§) emphasized work on dynamic studies of hematopoietic tissues and in erythropoiesis in paper No, 754, "The Dynamic
Aspects of Irythropoiesis in Normal and Pathologic States as Indicated
with the Radioactive Isotope Tracer Technique", by Ross and A, Miller.
With Isotopes, hemotologists were able to prepare a comprehensive outline of the entire red blood cell cycle, Ross described some of the
mechanics of the measurement techniques and presented examples of the
work done in Boston,
In the discussion, Ktinkel (West Germany) described similar work
using a simple coincidence counter system measuring gamma rays. He
indicated that the use of positron-emitters was unnecessary.
Question; Bale (US) asked about the relative efficiency of
single channel and coincidence systems. Answers Brownell (US)said
studies showed that the coincidence system demanded only one-tenth
the activity of a single channel system.
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E, S, Pochin (UK), presenting paper No, 769, "The Speed of
Iodine Metabolism", described in some detail the advantages of the
neck-thigh ratio and the equipment he used to make the measurements#
Pochin used I 132, particularly in pregnant women where he indicated
a six-microcurie dose, Pochin then outlined his work on metabolic
pathways of iodine and described a linear scan of the vertical plane
of the body to get an index of the discharge rate of iodine,
C. H, Jaimet (Canada) in presenting paper No, 9, "Further
Clinical Studies of Thyroid ani Salivary Gland Function with Radioiodine" by Jaimet and H* G, Thode, discussed the metabolism of I I31
in the salivary gland and his development of the salivary iodine test.
Michel Berger (France) presented a summary of paper No, 365,
"The Role of Genetic Factors in the Development of Congenital Myxedema"
the genetic history of 21 cases prepared by M, Bernheim, et al* (France
He stated that in most of the families of the patients, he found evidence of thyroid abnormality* In the cases of nine patients, both
parents showed abnormal thyroids, there being usually a high thyroid
iodine fixation in the male, parent, Berger discussed the genetic
possibilities of his studies and proposed a hypothesis of genetic
transfer of the diseases.
Paper No. 1097 by Stefan Miledu et al, (Romania) "Influence
of the %namics of the Central Nervous System on Iodine Fixation in
the Thyroid" stated Romania had just begun to receive isotopes and
hoped for more assistance in the near future, Romanian scientists
have studied the effects of estrodiol on iodine metabolism in rats
and have concluded that there was a thyroid block with high doses
of estrodiol and a thyroid stimulation with low dosesd
Opening the discussion, Joyet (Switzerland) presented a short
extra paper which emphasized that the major movements of I 13I could
not be explained mathematically unless the three factors of thyroid,
blood, and urine, were taken into account. He described some complex
mathematical foimaLations of what appeared to be averaged blood, urine,
and thyroid counts on many patients in order to arrive at definitions
of hyper, hypfj^ and euthyroidism.
Question; Pochin (UK) was asked a number of questions on
handling of post surgery patients, carcinoma of the thyroid patients
and the use of chromotography. His answers emphasized the necessity
for iodine turnover or clearance studies,
Vetter (Austria) commenting on Jaimet^s paper, said that they
had tried the saliva tests in Vienna, and had attempted to work out a
parotid clearance test. They, found the clearance through saliva was
independent of thyroid clearance rates. The conclusion was that the
salivary tests were not better, and might be much less reliable, than
other testso
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Berger was asked about living conditions of the families
studied for genetic factors. Berger said there were no abnormal
conditions apparent. He was asked about the possibility of hyperthyroid mothers, but thought that this could not explain the transmission through the male parent. He was asked his definition of
the words "biochemical hyperactivity" and indicated that this meant
a sub-clinical hyperthyroidism,
W, F« Bale (US) presented his and I, L. Spar's work in paper
No, 199, "Tissue Specific Antibodies as Carriers of Radioactive
Ifeterials for tte Treatment of Cancer,"

SECTION IOC - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE;
DIAGNOSIS AND STUDIES OF DISEASE
by Paul B. Pearson
M, Tsuzuki (Japan) presided as chairman,
A. Baird Hastings (US) discussed paper No. 178, "The Use of
Isotopes In Biochemical and Medical Research" and then read the
paper by DeWitt Stetten (US) No, 840 on "The Use of Isotopes in
Analysis of Metabolic Disorders", These were general review papers
with a historical background on isotopes as a research tool in biology and medicine. The following areas were covered; total body
water, plasma and red blood cells, intracellular fluids, bones and
teeth, proteins, nucleic acids, lipides and carbohydrate metabolism.
The paper by B, A. Burrows and J, F. Ross (US), No, 180,
"The Use of Radiosodium and Radiopotassium Tracer Studies In Man",
was concerned with the metabolism of sodium, potassium, and the sulfate distribution in body fluids in both pre- and post-operative
patients. Using radioisotopes, studies were made on the distribution
of sodixiffi, and potassium between extracellular and non-extracellular
phases by serum sampling at appropriate intervals following intravenous administration of a tracer dose of tte isotope. Simultaneously,
isotope dilution measurements of the body potassium, chiefly intracellular, were made to determine changes in the ratio of body sodium
to body potassium as well as changes in bocfy potassixim alone.
There were no questions or discussion of these three papers,
"The Absorption of Vitamin B-]_2 arid the Pathogenesis of Vitamin Bi2
Deficiency", paper No. 447* by D, L, Mollin and E, Lester-Smith (UK),
was presented by Lester-Smith. In these studies Vitamin B3_2 containing radioactive Co 58 was used. Co 58 has a half life of 270 days
sd had been used with safety in amounts up to 5 microcuries. The
labeled vitamins were made biosynthetically by small scale fermentations in an almost cobalt-free medium. Patients suffering from various
types of anemias were given labeled vitamin B|2 ^'^^ ^^^ adsorption and
utilization studied.
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Paper No, 711 by D, L, Ferdman
(Ukr,S3E)
presented by
R, E. Kavetsky, discussed "The Application of Radioactive Isotopes
to the Study of the Biochemistry of Muscles", Studies were made
using rabbits as the chfe f experimental animal. Data were presented on the following! the biochemistry of muscles in the vitamin E renewal rate of proteins in hyperthreosis"; the renewal rate
of proteins and phosphoric compounds in otomised muscles; and the
renewal rate of proteins in denervated muscles.
P, Saraiya presented paper No, 921 by Saraiya, V, R,
Khanolkar and A, R, Gopal-Ayengar (India) on the "Synthesis of
4;4' - Diaminodiphenyl Sulphone - S 35 and Its Use in Leprosy Research", The procedure for synthesizing the compoxM labeled with
sulfur 35 was given. The labeled drug was administered orally to
leprosy patients, Radioautographic techniques were used to measure
the uptake of the drug by the lepromatous tissue. The radioautographs did not suggest that there had been a preferential incorporation by particular tissue systems. There was indication of a more
or less generalized distribution of the radioactive material throughout the tissues,
"Utilization of Nuclear Ener^ in Public Health Problems on
the Epidemiology of Communicable Diseases"* paper No, 224» was discussed by Dale W, Jenkins (US), This was a general review paper
covering disease transmission by vectors; relation of animal hosts
and parasites; insecticide and natural control of vectors; radiation
control of vectors and diseases; and air-bome and water-borne
diseases, Jenkins said that the use of nuclear energy in studying
the epidemiology of communicable diseases offers an extremely promising and fertile field to epidemiologists and other investigators.
Additional discoveries of major importance in the field of health
were to be expected.
Questions Clark (US) asked Lester-Smith (No, 447) if he
would define "loop syndromes". Answers Lester-Smith replied that
he was not the -HBdical partner of the team, but he understood a loop
syndrome to be a fluid intestinal diversion or loop.
Question; Cheoskul (Thailand) asked Lester-Smith whether or
not they had measured concurrently the Go 58 and biological activity
of B]L2 in the feces so as to determine whether or not the labeled B]_2
had undergone metabolic change. Answers Lester-Smith pointed out
that it was not easy to measure this,Bi2 being synthesized in the
gastrointestinal tract. Using B12 labeled with both Go 58 and P 32,
they found evidence that B12 was not degraded to any extent in the
digestive tract.
Questions Ross (US) asked Lester-Smith if they had made any
studies on the adsorption of vitamin B]_2 across the respiratory
epithelium.
Answers Lester-Smith said they had not made such
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experiments, but that it would not be unreasonable to expect the vita-*min to be adsorbed by this pathway,
A paper by Jferino B. Aragao et al,, (No, 140), presented by
J, da Costa Febeiro (Brazil), discussed "A New Radioactive Method for
Marking Mosquitoes and Its Application", The methods used a nuclear
emulsion and had a much higher sensitivity than other isethods previously used. In thlt method long-lived radioad^ive elements like
thorium and uranium had been used for marking mosquitoes.
Questions Bugher (US) asked Jenkins to comment on applying
these methods to tsetse fly control against hypanosomiases, and
anopheles control against malaria. Answer; Jenkins pointed out there
were several ways of using radioisotopes for studying tsetse fly control.
Question s Troitsky (USSR) asked about the possibility of
labeling bacteria and how such labeled bacteria could be used to solve
epidemiological problems. Answers Jenkins said bacteria had been
labeled and pointed out a number of ways labeled bacteria have been
used in epidemiological studies.
Question; Gopal-Ayengar (India) asked Jenkins if isotope work
had been done, (l) on the spread of allergens, (2) on the metabolism of
tubercle bacillus. Answer; Jenkins said some work has been done following the spread of pollen from plants that had been fed radioisotopes,
and referred to some papers cited in his manuscript in reply to other
questions.
Question; Jenkins asked Costa Ribeiro about plans for continuing the disposal of anopheles mosquitoes. Answer; Costa Bibeiro said
he was not working on this problem, but did outline some work using
thorixim nitrate on Shaga's disease.

SECTION lie - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION; MODES OF RADIATION
INJURY AND RADIATION fftZARDS
by C, L, Comar
R, Latarjet (France) was Ghairaan,
A, M, Brues (US) presented paper No, 82, "COnanentary on the
Modes of Radiation Injury", ^n which he emphasized that information
was needed to establish firm values of permissible dosage, and also
to find means of protection against, and treatment for, radiation
injury. He reviewed the various modes of radiation injury; bone
marrow effect; lymphocyte and immunological function; gastrointestinal
tract effects; sterility; loss of hair; secondary metabolic changes;
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genetic effects; localized responses and others. He concluded that permissible levels now employed for total body irradiation were justified
but values where only a part of the body was involved might be too conservative,
E, Rock-Carling (UK) next presented paper No, 450, "Modes of
Radiation Injury — Medical Aspects", giving a general description of
information requirements and the philosophy of the physician who must
treat patients exposed to radiation injuryo Education and apparatus
design could do much to minimize exposure, but accidents did occur.
The safety record in nuclear establishments had been better than in comparable industrial establishments.
Bock-Carling said, "To the non-geneticists it appears that for
the benefit of the race as a whole in the future, one mutation which
results in an Aristotle, a Leonardo, a Newton, a Gauss, a Pasteur, an
Einstein, might well out-weigh ninety-nine that led to mental defectives,"
V, L. Troitsky (USSR) presented paper No, 692 by L« A, Pigalyev
("Some Aspects of the Immxxnity of the Organism Exposed to Action of
Ionizing Radiation") saying that since radiation dickness was often complicated by infection, it was Important to study the immunity of an
organism exposed to radiation and infected with germs* In general,
X-irradiation produced a decline in natural resistance to infections.
In a study of relationships between administered tetanus toxin
and polonitun it was demonstrated that the response to polonium was increased whereas the tetanus symptoms were decreased. Studies were reported on comparative effetts of radiation on fully formed immunity and
on immunogenesis, In general, immiinogenesis was inhibited while there
was little or no effect on fully formed iaanunltyo Internal radiation
from polonium or radio-thorium gave the same results as did external
irradiation^
Discussions Gustaffson (Sweden) objected to Rock-Carling*s
statement on genius vs, mental defectives. Detrimental results were
easily brought about; to produce genius required much mores a summation of good effects. He stated there was great difference between
these two. Russell (US) stated it was not necessarily beneficial to
man to increase the mutation rate. Answert Rock-Carling replied he
had wanted and was glad to have on the record these statements by
geneticists,
Questiont Brues (US) asked whether combined treataent^ pi*otfteed
the pathology of the toxin or of the radioelement» Answers Troitsky
replied that there was radiation sickness due to polonium, but tetanus
symptoms were observed later than in the control animal, Guinea pigs
died earlier on account of the toxin; those with toxin alone survived,
whereas those getting toxin plus polonium dieda
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Questions Gambel (Turkey) asked what enzymes besides stilfhydryl
were affected by radiation and inquired about alkaline phosphatase.
Answers Brues replied that since radiation affected proteins, we should
expect enzymes to be affected. Alkaline phosphatase appeared to be less
sensitive to radiation than other enzymes.
Questions Costachel (Romania) stated that the nervous system was
important in radiation response, and that narcosis would reduce biological
effects. This might be a way of increasing doses used in radiotherapy.
¥. F. Neumann (US) presented paper No, 847, **The fee of Isotopes
in Study of Skeletal Physiology and Metabolism", which described the
nature of bone with emphasis on the processes by which bone-seeking
isotopes became deposited in the skeleton. The physical processes were
exchange, diffusion and reerystallization, while the biological processes were bone growth, resorption, and remodeling of Haversian systems.
Exchange and diffusion were reversible whereas the others were irreversible. The difficulties in removing skeletally deposited radioisotopes
were caused by the irreversibility of these processes.
F. E. Hoecker (US) presented his paper No. 88, "The Deposition
of Radioactive Substances in Bone". A new technique for dating radioactive deposits in bone by concurrent injections of radioactive substance and alizarin red was described* it was thereby shown that these
substances were found only in bone being fonaed at the time of entry
of these substances. In goieral, the higher the atomic number of the
alkali earth, the smaller the placental transfer. Lactation studies
indicated that a negative calciiim balance induced before or shortly
after deposition could reduce the retention of the bone-seeker.
D, E. Clark (US) presented paper No. 242, "The Association of
Irradiation with Cancer of the Thyroid in Children and Adolescents",
Fifteen cases of thyroid carcinoma in children up to 15 years of age
were reported. Each case had received X-lrradiation in infancy or
early childhood. The total dose ranged from 200 to 725 r and the
period between irradiation and diagnosis averaged 6 to 9 years. Statistics showed that thyroid carcinoma was increasing and this appeared
to be correlated with prior X~ray treatment for such conditions as enlarged thymus, enlarged tonsils and adenoids, cervical adenitis and
benign pulmonary conditions.
SSJJMSS^
Loutit (UK) asked if there were any hope of either
preventing skeletally deposited radioactivity or causing removal.
AnswerI Neumann replied there might be hope if it were possible to
stop the growth processes, but this seemed unlikely. To prevent deposition and to cause removal very quick action would be needed.

Questions Bacq. (Belgium) asked if Netamann could explain chemical analyses of bone which showed a higher calcium to phosphate ratio
than theoretically expected. Answers Neunann replied that lattice was
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capable of wide variations in composition due to defects and surface
adsorption.
Questions Copp (Canada) stated that studies indicated that
isotopes were deposited in bone as quickly as brought there and that
work in which he was associated had not been able to bring about removal by a negative calcium balance. Answers Hoecker agreed in regard to old deposits, but said that negative calcium balance, induced
shortly after acquisition, could accomplish removal.
Questions Ara (Cuba) said that It was desirable to know more
about the metabolism of calcium and other radioisotopes in humans and
asked whether serial biopsies and autoradiograms would be useful.
Answer; Hoecker said human data were from old specimens from Martland,
There was always the problem of how to extrapolate from animal experiments to humans.
Questions Tubiana (France) asked about the relation between
thyroid carcinoma in adults and previous irradiation. Answers Clark
answered that these studies were not yet complete and that it was difficult to get early histories fer adiiltso
Questions Stanley (Australia) asked if he had any figures for
uptake of I 131 by the carcinoma. Answert Clark replied that they used
a biopsy technique and if there were good localization, they treated
with I 131.
Liane B, Russell (US) presented her paper Noo 77, "Hazards to
the Embryo and Fetus from Ionizing Radiation", Experiments with niice
indicated that the potential radiation hazard was greatest during the
period of major organogenesis. In applying these findings to the
human, it was recommended that pelvic irradiation of women of childbearing age should be restricted to the 2 weeks following the menses,
when there was little chahce of an unsuspected pregnanqr. The present
permissible weekly dose did not appear to constitute a measurable hazard
at any stage in pregnancyo
6, W, Casarett presented his japer, lo, 257f "Effects of Daily
Low Doses of X-rays on Spersatogeneeis in Dogs'*, He found that in general 0,6 r-day of X-x^ays produced in dogs a progressive decline in
absolute sperm count after the 20th to 30th weeks of exposurec Most
of the dogs have proved Infertile in te«t juating. No effects have been
demonstrated as yet in the 0o3 r/week and 0,6 r/weeic dogs after radiation exposures of from 2 to 4 years»
H« Fritz-Nigglij Switzerland, presented her paper^ No, IO7O,
"Dominant Lethal Factors and Embryonic Mortality After Irradiation at
180 Kev and 31 Mev," Drosophila were used to study the effect of 3OOO
r on spermatogenesis» Ifetchability was definitely decreased, with 180
kev radiation more effective. The greatest decrease was observed in
the second brood period (5-7 days)* Tte iraturlng spermatids appeared
to be the most sensitive^
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Question; Gambel (Turkey) stated in general she had seen
the same results as Russell, but in the same litters had had some
normal and some abnormal offspring. She also had one patient in
which no effect on offspring were observed, although the mother received radiation during pregnancy. Answers Russell stated there
was not always 100^ incidence either within litters or between litters. This might be due to probability relations and also to slight
differences in developmental age.
Questions Somerwil (Netherlands) asked whether studies on
the recovery of fertility in dogs had been done. Answer; Casarett
stated that in the reported experiment the dogs would be irradiated
throughout life. Other experiments were under way for recovery data,
but results were not yet available.

SECTION 12C - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION (continued) MEGHANISl© OF RADIATION INJURY; PROTECTION AND RECOVERY
by A, Hollaender
Z, Bacq (Belgium) was Chairman.
The first paper. No, 899, "Biological Damage Resulting from
Exposure to Ionizing Radiations" by L, H, Gray (UK) discussed radiation damage mainly from tte physical point of view.
Gray reviewed the mechanism of the use of isotopes in biological research and discussed the effect of density of ionization on the
biological effectiveness of different types of radiation. He emphasized variation among tte different biological mechanisms upset by
radiation, with special emphasis on the different stages of mitosis,
the function of respiration, and the synthesis of nucleic acids. He
brought out that the actual step from the changes produced by radiation
in water to the biological response was poorly understood, and finally
he discussed certain of these aspects in relation to the oxygen effect,
Alexander Ikddow (UK), paper No, 898, "Comparative Studies of
the Biological Effects of Radiation and of Radiomimetic Chemical Agents,"
compared the biological effects of ionizing aradiation with the radiomimetic chemical agents. He related the structure of these compounds
to their bioltgical effectiveness and showed that certain groups -were
necessary for the effectiveness of these compounds. He illustrated the
function of the compounds and the effect on hair pigaentation, inhibition of growth, carcinogenesis, mutation production, cyt©logical changes
and their action on natural and synthetic macromolecules. He discussed
the cytological effects in greater detail on the basis of work done at
the Chester Beatty Institute,
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Paper No, 904, "Cytological and Cytochemical Effects of Radiation in Actively Proliferating Biological Systems" was presented by A,
Gopal-Ayengar (India), He illustrated his talk with many slides showing differences in the chromosomes of ascites tumors, bean roots, and
related materials,
N, M, Sissakian (USSR), presenting his paper No, 691, "On the
Nature of Changes in Metabolism Under Irradiation Effects", discussed
the nature of the basic changes of the biological materials and the
effects of ionizing radiation* Ihereas individual enzyme systems in
vitro were very resistant to radiation, the mechanism of synthesizing
the enzymes which were responsible for saccharose, proteins and nucleic
acid production was much less resistant. The nucleic acid production
was changed by 5000 r, proteins by 20,000 r and saccharose by 30,000 r.
When plants grew older they became much more resistant to radiation,
Sissakian believed that the alterations in nucleic acid ssmthesis were
easily reversible. He emphasized the great itoportance of metabolism
and the interaction among different synthesizing systems which could
be easily upset by radiation*
Sissakian also read a paper, No, 690 by M« N, Meissel (USSR)
on the "Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Micro-Organisms"»
R, Latarjet (France) discussed paper No, 371, "The Problem of
the Biological Action of Low Doses of Ionizing Radiation" by H, Iferkovich, his co-worker, on various effects of low dosage of ionizing
radiation on lysogenic bacteria. He found the lysogenlc process extremely sensitive to radiation and one roentgen or possibly less would
Initiate the process. Since the process was so extremely sensitive,
he thought he might be able to detect the different levels of cosmic
radiation at sea level and at high altitude; for this reason he had
carried several flasks of lysogenic bacteria to the top of Mont Blanc
which he would collect next summer,
Questions Caldecott (US) asked Sissakian why the concentration
of S-H2 groups was so high after exposure to radiation. Answers
Sissakian pointed out that insects were extremely resistant to radiation. If the same mechanism of radiation damage were involved in all
the different kinds of organisms, why did such tremendous variation
exist in sensitivity?
The next paper. No, 78, "Studies on Protection by Treatment
Before and After Exposure to X- and Gamma Radiation", by A, Hollaender
and G, E, Stapleton, was given by Ifollaender (US), based on work on
the mechanism of protection against radiation damage. After a review
of protection of bacteria by chemical compounds and tte support of the
recovery of nutrilites, the action of the four compounds was compared?
cysteine, B-Mercaptoethylamine, S-B Aminoethylisothiuronium, and
lyramine,
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It was typical for all these four compounds that they had the
NH2 group. The most successful ones were cysteamine and thiuronium.
The latter seemed to be of considerable pi^mise, since it was quite
stable in air and had relatively low toxicity. The last part of tte
paper reported the observation that in bacteria the mutation rates produced by radiation were not necessarily proportictial to the amount of
radiation absorbed, but rather inverse in proportion to the survival
ratio. The possible implication of this finding was discussed,
J, Maisin (Belgium) discussed protective action of cysteamine
on mairamls in his paper. No, 940, "Tissue and Cell Damage Due to Radiation; Their Consequences and Their Repair", He reviewed the work of
his group and the protection produced by shielding the liver against
radiation in his more clinical approaches to this problem.
Several questions were asked about why the oxidized as well as
the unoxidized form of cysteamine protected under certain circumstances.
Gray explained that the cysteamine could be reduced in the animal body
and did become protective. Since bacteria were not able to reduce this
compound, cysteamine gave them little protection.
Fritz-Niggli (Switzerland), in ccmmenting on Sissakian^s paper,
reported the detection of changes in enzymes by direct observation of
the oxygen consumption in tissues. She ba''-leved she was able to recognize changes in the citric acid cycle.
A scheduled paper. No, 932, "The Scope of Chemical Protection
Against Ionizing Radiation in Mammals" by D, ¥. Van Bekkum and J, A.
Cohen (Netherlands) was not presented.

SECTION 13G - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATIONS GENETIC EFFECTS;
HUMAN IMPLICATIONS
BIDIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN
AGRICULTURE — MDIATION-INDUGED GENETIC CHANGES
AND CROP IMPROVEMENT
by B, Wallace and R, Caldecott
Section 13 of the Conference was divided into two parts, the first
dealing with human genetics, chaired by T, Kemp (Denmark), the second with
crop improvements through radiation-induced genetic changes chaired by
A. Gustafsson (Sweden).
In presenting paper No, 238, "The Genetic Structure of Mendelian
Populations and Its Bearing on Radiation Problems", B, Wallace (US)
emphasized the importance of heterosis and polymorphism, rather than
the highly uniform genetic structure generally ascribed to species, and
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the large proportion of homozygous individuals resulting from such a
structure. Starting with the idea that a speeteg could be equated
with the mttseua type specimen, Wallace followed the breakdown of
"typical" thinking to the term "allela" 'itstlf <, Supposedly tdtntical
"wild-type" alleles have upon closer analysis been shown to be different Iiso-alleles), Polymorphism has been found to be extremely
common in many groups, Wallace awwarized the evidence that supported
the thesis tlmt polymorphism was the rule — not th© exception — and
that wild type individuals were largely heterozygous. The implication
of this concept for radiation problems was that genes were acted upon
by selection in heterozygous individuals to a greater extent than was
generally recognized. If a gene were deleterious in thf heterozygous
condition, it would be eliminateii from a population rather rapidly;
if it were beneficial, no matter how rare, it would be favored by
selection.
This concept was not contrary to the humanitarian view that
needless irradiation should be kept to an absolute minimum, Wallace
said. In the process of elimination of deleterious genes, harm
occurred to some individuals. In fairness to these individuals, the
nijmbers of deleterious genes must be kept as low as possible.
In paper No, 235f "Genetics Effects of Radiation in Mice and
Their Bearing on Estimation of Huiaan Ifesards"^ W« L, Russell (US) discussed investigations into mutation rates iicmlee and the harm resulting from these mutations* Russell reported a lower mutation rate of
irradiated spermat©gonial cells as compared to the mature sperm. From
this observation it was recoHsnended that pales e^osed accidentally to
high doses of irradiation should refrain from procreation for five weeks
after exposure so that exi»sed sperm would become eliminated and new
sperm would have formed from spermatogonia. lot all mutations could
be eliminated by this technique; Russell emphasized that further elimination through intercellular selection seemed to be absent,
Russell pointed out that mice irradiated with 300 r produced,
on the average , 3% to h.% fewer offspring than unirradiated males. This
might indicate the effect of slightly deleterious genes and, hence, reflected a not inconsiderable drop in overall viability of first generation individuals.
In paper No, 449» "The Genetic Problem of Irradiated Human Populations", T, Co Carter (UK) introduced the concept that human societies
accepted harm to a few or a slight hanii to many, if these resulted from
some activity that conferred good to the multitude. He pointed out that
the great concern over radiation effects stemmed from our inability to
predict the amount of harm and, hence, to weigh the harm against the
good. He pointed out that more research was needed in population genetics
to test the models developed on theoretical grounds. He stated that more
research on mutations was necessary — especially research dealing with
low levels of irradiation. He believed that the populations of areas
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rich in granite-bearing rock which had higher radioactivity could be
contrasted with those of areas deficient in this type of material to
discover differences in mutation rates.
Question; Ehrenberg (Sweden) stated that barley had been exposed to chronic irradiation in Sweden and certain mutation rates
found. Were these data comparable to the infermation in mice?
Answer g Russell said that in general they were^ but that he did not
really have comparable treatments.
Questlens Wallace (US) stated that Russell had mentioned a
lack of elimination of mutations as irradiated males aged. He asked
for tte rate of elimination still consistent with the data. Answer;
Russell said that the analyses were not yet far enough along to say.
Questions Bacq (Belgium) asked if there were evidence of a
genetic recovery. Answer; Russell replied that there was not,
Gustafsson, as Chairman, opened tte second part of the section
with a statement emphasizing that 99^ of all mutations obtained by
irradiating plant material were deleterious* With plant populations
this was no particular problem'because there was no remorse over
"mass-killing" of an experimental field to obtain one beneficial mutant.
The first paper was No.110, "The Contribution of Radiation
Genetics to Crop Improvement" by ¥. R, Singleton et al, (US), The
significant researches of Swedish scientists were referred to and it
was mentioned that they had been able to increase yields of agricultural crops in addition to obtaining stiffer straw and earlier ripening of cereals* Gregory (North Carolina) had been able to induce
disease resistance in peanuts. At Brookhaven Laboratory, Konzak had
induced resistance to stem rust and Heljainthosporium in some of his
oat material.
Singleton showed that proper utilization of a G© 60 s©urce c©uld
augment the production of mutations in Zea mays. This could be a
very significant contribution if the beneficial mutations occurred
often enough to be worked with by practical breeders. There was every
reason to think this would be the case.
In the second paper. No, 890, "Studies on Genetic Effects in
Plants of Chronic Gamma-Radiation", Mikaelson (Norway) mentioned that
Ir 192 and Co 60 had been installed in a field for irradiating plant
material. He conducted some important studies on the frequency of
chromosome aberrations resulting from chronic irradiation of Tradescantia and showed that, per r unit, chronic radiation was more effective at breaking chromosomes than acute irradiation. Relatively small
doses of chronic radiation produced a high frequency of chronic radiation and produced a high frequency of chlorophyll mutations in barley,
A rather high frequency of variability in flower characters and abnormal development of flower parts was another manifestation of chronic
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radiation of Tradescantia, There was evei^ reason to believe that
promising new horticultural species might be developed using this
methods
In presenting paper No, 793* "The Production of Beneficial
New Hereditaiy Traits by Means of Ionizing Radiation", by L, Ehrenberg
et alo, (Sweden) Ehrenberg stated that recent studies in Sweden had
again emphasized that induced mutations were an important tool in
plant breedingo It was shown that mutations of a beneficial nature
might accompany chromosome anomalies, and Ehrenberg expressed a view
that a complete modification of species, as to type, would be possible.
Some mutants produced had greater ecological ranges than conventionally derived varieties, and it was noteworthy that mutants of the "brightgreen" barley required less nitrogen fertilizer than did normal colored
varieties. In addition, the bright green mutations evidenced a greater
resistance toward certain fungi than did the mother strain. The variety
of sweet lupine now cultivated in Sweden arose from a radiation- induced
mutation,
A radiation-induced mutant of white mustard, released in Sweden
had a higher grain and oil yield than the original strain, and was now
the principal commercial strain grown in Sweden^ In addition to those
mentioned, numerous other mutants in barley, wheat, peas, and lupine
were being tested in large scale experiments.
In. one institute in Sweden, techniques had been worked out to
help increase the frequency in which bud sports were induced in fruit
trees.
In the fourth paper. No, 101, "Ionizing Radiations as a Tool
for Plant Breeders", Ro S, Caldecott (US) placed some emphasis on the
need for increasing our knowledge of the action of ionizing radiations
in seeds and other plant organs« He discussed a number of studies in
which an attempt las made to modify their radiosensitivlty. The sensitivity of seeds to X~rays could be strikingly modified by hydration and
oxygenation but this had not been demonstrated with neutrons.
The studies showed that more mutations and chromosomal aberrations per unit survival could be induced with densely ionizing radiations than with sparsely ionizing radiationso In addition, plants from
seeds subjected to neutrons were more uniformly injured, Caldecott particularly emphasized the need for strong support of basic research programs in agricultural institutions to provide the plant breeder with maximum numbers of induced beneficial mutations,
QuestiOTS Savalescu (Somania) asked whether or not the disease
resistant plants reported by Singleton had been examined morphologieally
for characteristics of biological significance which were modified by
the radiation. Answert Singleton said that such studies had not been
undertaken but that they were anticipated.
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2H£SM°S'
Bonet-Mauiy (Prance) was particularly interested
in ion density and the mutations induced from densely ionizing radiations. He asked Ehrenberg about the mechanism of such radiation.
Answer; Ehrenberg replied that it was a most -important question but
not too much cotild be said about it at this time,

Questloni Lester-Smith (UK) asked how useful isotopes might
be in a plant breeding program. Answer; Singleton indicated that
the only studies he was familiar with were in neurospora but that the
subject should be further investigated.
Questions Roche (Venezuela) asked whether or not there was
information on the electrolytic content of hydrated seeds. Answer;
Caldecott said he had no data.

SECTION 14G - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN
AGRICULTURE - TRACER STUDIES IN AGRICULTURE
by E, Epstein
The Chairman, ?, P, Kuprevich, (Bye. USSR) spoke briefly on the
utility of the- tracer technique for elucidating many kinds of problems
in agriculture and biology.
Paper No, 10, "Studies of Special Problems in Agriculture and
Silviculture by the Use of Radioisotopes", by J, W. T. Spinks (Canada)
surveyed Canadian experience. After briefly reviewing general principles and questions of methodologsr, Spinks described typical results
of tracer fertilizer experiments. The dtage of growth of the crop, its
type and variety, the type of soil, placement of the fertilizer, the
type of fertilizer and its rate of application, were factors which influenced the uptake of tte fertilizer by the crop. He said radiation
dama^ seemed slight at the levels of radioactivity commonly applied.
The available soil phosphorus (A) could be measured by comparing the percentage of P from the soil with that from (tagged) fertilizer, using the Fried and Dean equation
A

«

(rate of application of fertilizer x ^ P from soil)

Spinks next discussed diffusion of ions in the soil, saying
that tagging provided the only means of determining the path of fertilizer phosphorus. Measurement of soil moisture by means of a neutron
flux provided an alternative to conventional methods,
Spinks concluded by discussing radioactive tagging of insects
and pests, and the gross movement of nutrients in trees.
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S, Mitsui (Japan) presented paper No, 1049, "Studies on Plant
Nutrition, Fertilizers and Soil by Use of Radioactive Isotopes"* He
found littl? loss of P 32 from rice plants wider normal conditions,
but hydrogen sulfide severely interfered with normal phosphoims movement and retention. Foliar absorption of P 32 by rice and other crops
was demonstrated. Field studies on a moderate scale, using P 32, have
been conducted^ demonstrating very limited movement of the applied P 32
in the soil, Mitsui concludted with a consideration of various technical and methodological problems,
E, Epstein (US) presented paper No, 112 by Epstein and S, B,
Hendricks, "Uptake and Transport of Mineral Nutrients in Plant Roots",
Using excised barley roots and various radioactively tagged inorganic
ions, they demonstrated three modes of uptake; ion exchange, diffusion,
and active Liansport, Of these, the first two were passive, and reversible, whereas the third involved metabolic activity on the part of the
tissue, A l^othesis was advanced, and evidence presented, that this
active transport involved the attachment of the ions to metabolically
generated "carriers". Active transport was shewn to be specific in regard to the ions taken up and their mutual interference.
Re Scott-Russell (UK) presented paper No. 460 by Scott-Russell
et al., on "Factors Affecting the Availability to Plants of Soil Phosphates", He described two methods for estimating labile soil phosphate
by means of P 32; isotopically exchangeable soil phosphate referred to
as the"E" value, and the "A" yalue already described by Spinks, & took
issue with the interpretation of the latter value as the "available"
soil phosphorus, and referred to this value as the "L" (Larsen) value.
For each soil used, absorption of phosphorus by plants increased approximately linearly with both tte "E" and "L" values, when aliguots of a soil
to which different quantities of phosphate had been added were compared®
This relationship did not, however, hold when different soils were compared.
Because of tte greater ease of detenaining the "E" as compared
with the "L" value, Scott-Russell expressed a preference for the former,
V. M, Kletchkovsky (USSR) presented paper No* 694 on "The Use of
Tracer Atoms in Studying the Application of Fertilizers", Kletchkovsky
stressed the possibility of distinguishing by labeling between applied
and soil fertilizer elements. He stated that densely spaced grains of
superphosphate resulted in optimal utilization of the applied phosphate
by young plants whose root systems were as yet poorly developed. At
later stages, better results were obtained from larger, more widely
spaced granules because under those conditions, fixation of the added
phosphate by the soil was minimized.
Depth of application in tte soil was an important factor. Best
results were obtained by a combination of two types of placement: one
at slight depth before sowing to give the young seedlings a source of
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nutrients at an early stage cf development; another more massive application plowed under, to supply the plant during the remainder of its
growth,
Kletchkovsky concluded with a brief consideration of experiments
on foliar application of fertilizers,
A, V. Sokolov (USSR) in paper No* 695, "Determination of the
Assimilation Capacity of Soil Phosphates and Fertilizers with the Aid
of Radioactive Isotopes of Phosphorus", stated phosphatlc fertilizers
might give different results depending on the type of soil, and that
addition of phosphatlc fertilizer might substantially reduce the relative uptake of native soil phosphate.
Sokolov discussed the use and limitations of the value described
earlier in the session as the "A" (Spinks) or "L" (Scott-Russell) value.
He also considered the equilibrium between solid phase and liquid phase
phosphoiu-s, which coiild be studied by adding amounts of P 32 so small as
not to disturb the ratio between the two quantities.
0, K, Kedrov-Zikhman (Bye. USSR) presented a paper (No, 716) on
"Co 60 in the Study of tte Role of Cobalt as a Micro-Element in Plant
Nutrition". He stated that there was an erroneous opinion in the world
literature that cobalt fertilizers had no significance for agriculture,
but that this opinion had been refuted in the i^e, SSE, He reported
various agricultural crops were observed. The effects depended on the
quantity of lime applied, cobalt being positive in the presence of lime,
and negative in its absence. He also claimed positive effects due to
the radiation from Co 60,
H, B. Tukey (US) in presenting paper No. 106, "Utilization of
Radioactive Isotopes in Resolving the Effectiveness of Foliar Absorption of Plant Nutrients", described studies which he and several collaborators made by means of radioactive isotopes. Radioactive mineral
nutrients were readily absorbed where applied to leaf, stem, and fruit
surfaces, and even throughthe bark of dormant trees. The leaf, however,
was the most important organ for entry of nutrients* Movement of mobile
elements, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and rubidium, after
the application of their radioisotopes to the leaves, was comparable in
rate to tte movement of the same elements absorbed through the roots.
Calcium, on the other hand, did not move in tte direction of the root
(basipetally),
Not only trees, but herbaceous plants as well, could absorb and
translocate nutrients in this manner,
Tukey discussed a number of factors which affected foliar absorption of nutrients: temperature, light, pH, %nd carrier of the
solutions used, as well as various characteristics ©f the plant treated,
Tukey finally discussed foliar applications of C 14 urea and the loss
of nutrients from the leaves through leaching.
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A, J, Riker (US) presented paper No, 105, "The Use of Radioactive Isotopes to Ascertain the Bole of Boot-Grafting in the Translocation of Water, Nutrients and Disease-Inducing Organisms Among
Forest Trees", embodying work by J, E, Kuntz, Riker and others. Radioactive isotopes were used to trace the movement of naterials in the sap
streams within and among trees. The experiments and observations indicated, for some species, a widespread occurrence of root grafts by
which the vascular systems of many trees were connected* These findings have Interesting implications for the study of disease susceptibility, mineral nutrition, and other aspects of tree growth* Movement of substances within individual trees was studied also, and marked
differences were observed between species.
Questioni Tukey (US) asked about the scope of foliar nutrient
studies. Answer; Kletchkovsky (USSR) said foliar application of
nutrients was being used on thousands of hectares» It was particularly
valuable for plants on poorer tjrpes of soil, Kletchkovsky, answering
a question by Schuffelen (Netherlands), said the amounts and distribution of rainfall were important considerations in the placement of
fertilizers.
Question; Epstein (US) asked whetter positive effects on crops
from the application of cobalt to the soil were considered adequate evidence for classifying cobalt as an essential plant nutrient. Answer;
Kedrov-Zikhman (Bye, SSR) answered in the affirmative for those cases
where the responses were specific to cobalt.

SECTION 15c - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY;
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND PIANT BIOCHEMISTRY
by C, L, Comar and M, Calvin
Section 15C of the Conference was divided into two parts, the
first dealing with animal studies, chaired by A, V, Palledin (Ukr. SSR);
the second dealing with plants, presided over by the Vice-chairman,
E, C, Wassink (Netherlands),
C» L, Comar opened the first part with his paper. No, 90,
"Radioisotopes in Animal Physiology and Nutrition-Mineral Metabolism",
in which an overall mechanism for calcium imi movement in the body was
presented* The data explained the rapid deposition of such bone-seekers
as calcium, radium and strontium in the skeleton and the difficulties
in their subsequent removal. The Importance of the endogenous fecal
loss was presented both from the viewpoint of removal of bone-seekers
and utilization in nutritional studies* As an example of nutritional
application it was shown that cattle could adapt to a sub-optimum
calcium diet by a reduction in the fecal endogenous loss. Also, it
was demonstrated that milk was greatly superior to hay and grain as a
source of calcium for calves.
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Methods were described for the simultaneous estimation of
fecal endogenous calcium and phosphorous as well as total digestive
juice calcium and phosphorus,
H, H, Ussing (Denmark) presented paper No, 908, "Use of Isotopes in Permeability Studies". Methods were described for measuring
the transport of radioisotopes such as Na 22 and Na 24 through frog
skin and, at the same time, measuring potential differences and electric currents. There was an identity between active Na transport and
electric current output which indicated that the active Na transport
was the sole source of electric assmmetry. It was concluded that the
operating force was of chemical nature. In studying the effects of
neurohypophyseal it was shown that (a) osmosis through a living membrane could be of the type of bulk flow, (b) the layer acted upon by
the hormone was provided with pores, (c) the hormone acted by increasing the pore size.
Question; Pora (Romania) asked if Comar had taken into account
such variables as Vitamin D and parathormone, and had radioisotopes
been used to study the effects of these substances on mineral metabo-^^sm. Answer; Ccsoar replied that all the studies described were carried out with animals on normal diets with respect to Vitamin D and
hormones. Radioisotopes had been widely used to study these substances.
For example, the effects of parathormone in removing calcium and phosphorus from bone, in causing increased urinary phosphorus excretion,
and in causing accumulation of calcium in the kidneyte.dbeen clearly
demonstrated by use of the isotope.
Question; Ifeatings (US) asked what the effect was of pH, K
and Ca on the drag force. Answer; Ussing remarked tlmt these had
not been studied in detail. However, the hormone was optimally effective between pH 7 and 9*
Question; Bergroann (Israel) asked if the influence of glyceric acid on Ion transport had been studied. Answer; Ussing replied
in the negative, but that it was a good idea.
C. Blincoe (US) then presented paper No* 275» "Use of I 131 in
Study of the Influence of Climatic Factors on Thyroid Activity and Productivity of Livestock", prepared by Blincoe and S, Brody, Methods
were described for measuring thyroid activity as follows: (a) maximum
thyroidal uptake of I 131, (b) rate of thyroidal uptake of I 131,
(c) rate of thyroidal release of I 131, and (d) time changes in thyroxine I 131 in plasma.
The larger the animal and the higher the production level, the
greater was the decrease with rising temperature in thyroid activity,
heat production, and milk production, India-evolved cows showed less
thyroid changes at high temperature than dl--! Europe-evolved cows.
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At> Jentzer (Switzerland) then presented an imschediiled paper
No# 119, "Problems Belated to the Posterior Hypophysis Studied by
Badioaeti'rtty^'s It was demonstrated that the posterior hypophysis
would aceuaiulate tl^exine I 131 and thtt this aceuamlation was
markedly affected by induction of hibernation or aneisthesia^
Ge Mitsui (Japan) presented paper No» 1047 by S« Sasaki^
"Studies oh the Metabolism of Calcium and Phosphorus- in the Laying
Hen"^ describing detailed experiments in which Ga 45 or P 32 were
adHiinistered to hens or eggs and the movement followed Into the
•various sompartments. Most of the calcium required for egg foraation was derived froai the feed. The calcluia required for the deTeloping embryofiamefrom the yolk but to A greater extent from the
shells

Paper Io«, 697, "Tracer Atcaas tJsed to Study the Products of
Photosynthesis Impending on the Conditions Unde?- Ihleh the Process
Takes Place", by A«. A. lichiporoTich (USSR)^ presented by A, M» Euniz,
consisted of an empirical extension of the observation that amino
acids and proteins wefe products of the transformation of the very
earliest prinary products of photosynthesis* Kunttz reported that
blue light promoted aftdno acid and protein synthesis^ as contrasted
to red light which was supposed to favor carbohydrat© formation»
The explanation offered was based upon the photosynth^tic cycle
which was described in the next paper Bo^ 259i "The Photosynthetic
Oyole'% by M« Calvin and J» A* Bassham, published in its entirety in
1953 (UGKL) and in JAGS 76 - 1760 (1954).
Question? Calvin, (US) asked if the suggestion were made
that there might exist a major port of entry of carbon (in substantial
non-catalytie amounts) into the reduced material of the plant other
than the carboiylation of EuDP to PGA, as was suggested in the textj
if so, what was it and under what conditions did it function^ Answer;
Kuzin answered that no port of entry was proposed other than that
given in the "photosynthetic cycle**.
Question; Calvin (US) remarked that in view of the known dependence of the nature of the secondary products formed (protein, fat,
carbohydrate) upon the overall light intensity, had the comparison
between the effects of blue light (filtered Hg arc) and red light
(Incandescent lamp) been made at tte same incident quantum i^te?
Answers Kuzin replied that it hade
Paper No« 715, "C 14 in the Study of the Biosynthesis of Chlorophyll" by To I« Godnev and A« A» SKLyk (%e« SSB) reported a set of
experiments in which plants were fed both C^^02 and C ^ acetate*
Questions G® Burr (US) questioned the quantitative signifi~
cance of the 19-day life of the chlorophyll molecule reported by Godnev
in view of tte known and expected dependence of the turnover rates of
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such moleculas upon environmental conditions such as light, which
were not reported. Answeri Godnev stated that he recognized such
control by environmental conditions and indicated some observations
of different turnover rates xmder different field conditions# Details were not given*
Paper No» 459, "Some Aspects of Sucrose Metabolism in Plants**
by H. Ko Porter and J* Edelman (UK) reported using sucrose labeled
selectively in either half (glucose or fructose) of the molecule, the
relationship between this disaccharride and the free hexoses, oligosaccharrldes md starch had been studied, as they were interconverted
by various enzymes. He reported that sucrose acted by a transfructosidation mechanism and not through the free hexosese

SECTION 160 -- RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHISIOLOGI AND BIOCHffllSTfiY;
GENEBAL BIOCHEKISTxiT
by D. E. Koshland, Jr.
The section was called to order by Chairman Hans Ussing (Denmark),
Paper No., 456, "Some Recent Applications of Tritium in Biological Research", by R. F» Glascock (Ul), described a new method of
tritium analysis in which the tritiated water was reacted with butyl
magnesium bromide to produce butane. The method, particularly valuable for multiple labeling experiments, was applied to studies of
fatty acid synthesis« It was shown that, in agreement with theory,
the isotopic ratio, tritium to deuteritim, was different at a site of
net synthesis than at a site at which only turnover was occurring,.
Double labeling experiments were also used to show that insulin and
glycerol stimulate fatty acid sgrnthesis by independent mechanisms^
The next paper. No. 710, presented by A, ¥, Palladin (Ukr, SSR)
and titled **Use of Hadioactive Isotopes in the Study of the Ftmctional
Biochemistry of the Brain" by Palladin and 6. E. Yladimirov, reviewed
the work of manj institutes on turnover studies in brain tissue. Using
radioactive carbon and phosphorus, experimenters fotmd that turnover
of protein proceeded nore rapidly in the functionally complex and phytogenetically yoting sections of the central nervous system than in the
older and simpler parts. Another conclxision was that excitation increased incorporation of P 32 into ribonucleic acid, phospholipides,
etc., whereas narcosis caused a decrease in this incorporation.
Next, D. E. Koshland, Jr. (US) presented paper No. 262, "Use of
Isotopes in tte Study of Enz3mie Mechanisms", which described two general types of isotopic use in this fields (a) the use of a labeled atom
to delineate the type of enzyme-substrate iitermediate in a complex
enzymatic reacticn and (b) the use of isotopes to substantiate a theory
on tte nature of enzyme catalysis. The first application was to the
problem of peptide-bond formation and established that in the synthesis
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of glutamlne a phosphoiylated intermediate must be involved. The
second application was to a theoretical prediction of bond-splitting
which was supported by isotopic ©xperiments with Ihvertase and beta
glucosidase. The theory thus supporttd was that the orientation of
the catalytic groups was a major factor in enzyme catalysis.
A paper by P* J, Dixon (OS), ••The Eole of Sadidaetive Isotopes in Ifflatiaological Investigation", described the application of
S 35 and I I3I to studies to imaiunity* The trioer studies showed
that antibody synthesis in the primary response was amxlaum near the
end of the period when antigens could be detected in the host, and
this rate deci'eased precipitously to negligible levels shortly after
the antigen jould no longer be detected. In contrast, during the
secondary response^ antibody synthesis was demonstrable for long after
the elimination of the antigen.
1. D« Berpian (Israel) presented the next paper, No. 776, for
B. Shapiro and G. Rose, "Application of C-'-^-Labeled Substances in the
Study of Adipose Tissue Metabolism'*. Bergman described the use of
radioactive substrates whitfh showed that lower fatty acids were activated at a oeislde»bly slower rate than tls higher fatty acids.
Starved rats increased glycogen synthesis due to a block in the catabolism of glucose beyond the glucose phosphate itagej,and a diversion
to glycogen synthesis.
P. Promagtot (France) pfesinted paper lo. 377, "Utilization
of Sulphites by Higher Aniaals"| by Frottageot and F. Ghapeville.
Reactions paralleling the carbon dioxide fixatiwi and transamination
reactions were observed for SO2 and sulphur ettHpouhds. In accordance
with deduetions by analogy it was possible to isolate ^stelnesulfinic
acid formed by transamination from sulfinylj^ruvio acid.
P&p«r No* 686, "Investigation of tlw lacsrporation of Amino
Acids into Proteins In ?ivo and la ?itro«% by ?. N. Orekhovich, presented by A. M. Kuzin (USSR), described the incorporation of labeled
amino acids into proteins. In chicken eggs tte tracer studies showed
that the proteins of the yolk and the white of the egg did not incorporate radioactive carbon, whereas the embryo proteins did. In guinea
pigs it was shown that healthy pigs incorporated the C I4 of labeled
glycine into their collagen and procollagen, whereas scorbutic animals
did not. The authors concluded that incorporation of amino acids
occurred only in the course of synthesis of the proteins and not as a
result of renewal.
Paper No, 260, presented by G. B, Brown, "Pathways of Biosynthesis of Nucleic Acids", described using two Gr three isotopes and
detennining that the purine ring remained intact during certain metabolic traasformations. Likewise the pyrimidine-riboside moiety was
transferred intact, but the phosphate wa# metabolized independently.
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Direct conversion of ribosyl to deoxyribo:^! derivatives was indicated
by comparison of isotopic ratios.
The final paper, No. 457? "Studies on the Incorporation of Radioactive Precursors Into the Nucleic Acids and Related Compounds of Living
Cells" by R, M. S. Smellie and J. N. Davidson, was presented by Smellie
(UK), The paper described improved analytic procedures for analyzing the
isotopic contents of nucleotides. Applying these to the problems of
nucleic acid systhesis in living systems, the author found that nuclear
SNA turnover was greater than that of DNA or cytoplasmic SNA, while DNA
exceeded cytoplasmic RNA only in the appendix and bone marrow.

SECTION 17c - RADIATION SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS AND GONTROL| HAZARDS
RELATED TO URANIUM MINING
by Walter D. Claus
¥. V« layneord (UK) presided over the first part of Section 17,
dealing with radiation controls, the vice-chairman, J. C. Coursaget
(France) over the second part, dealing with uranium mining protection.
Paper No, 451, "Radiation Injury and Protection - Maximum
Permissible Exposure Standards", presented by ¥. Binks (UK) reviewed
recommendations by the International Committee on Radiation Protection,
and called for greater research. In view of possible genetic influences
which could result from radiation, including radiological exposures in
medicine, he called for a careful recording of exposures to total populations a He noted that a 30-year average for medical exposures, spread
over the whole population, amounted only to 0,1 r per generation.
Question; Bale (US) asked Binks to speculate on what might
reasonably be described as an "over-exposure" which should receive
special attention. Answer; Binks stated that if a 13-week total were
les3 than about 4 r, no action was taken. If 4 i* were exceeded, he
suggested medical supervision and a reduction of the average exposure
to 0,3 r/week.
Quest_ion! Parker (US) commented that, for genetic effects, the
effective exposure was that received before the conception of each child.
Did Binks have data on how this would modify maximum penaissible exposure
for wihole populations? Answer: Binks said the suggested total exposure
limit of 50 r per person applied through the child-bearing period, but
even this limit needed a great deal more experiment and thought.
Question; Parker (US) cited that maximum dose to the eye was
set at 0.3 rem per week, and asked if neutron irradiation were involved
would cmversion from RADS to rems in the eje be different than in the
surroun4i^g tissue. He asked whether it could be assumed that rbe
factors were liberal enough to take care of thjs. Answer; Binks said
this again was a weakness in knowledge — practically, he said special
effort is made to prevent irradiation of the eyes with neutrons.
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R. S. Stone (US), in presenting paper No. ^9, "Maximmn Permissible :&:pogure Standards", gave a history of the development of the concept of permissible radiation dosage. It cdngiderad various effects"anticipated, including genetic, and closed with an appeal that, in view of the
unsatisfactory nature of the data on which permissible levels were based,
exposures should be kept to the lowest possible level*
QuestjoQ} Morgan (US) asked if Stone felt that blood-counts were
not a logical part of personnel monitoring. Angy^y» Stone remarked that
it was difficult to distinguish changes due to radiation from changes due
to general health conditions. Changes that might be due to small doses
were extremely difficult to prove of importance. Long-range studies of
hospital patients receiving high doses of radiation have shown that they
recovered normal blood counts. There was no evidence that small changes,
such as increase in bi-lobed lymphocytes, were of any consequence to
health. Blood counts were a valid partj however, of examination following a supposed over-exposure.
Paper No, 79* "Maximum Permissible Concentration of Radioactive
Isotopes in Air and Water for Short Period Exposure" by K . Z. Morgan
et al. (us), reported on a complex study of considerations in fixing the
maximum amounts of various radioactive substances which could find their
way into the body in a single emergency incident without exceeding permissible levels. » Permissible amounts wer© based on succeeding doses to
the body of 0.3 rem per week, 15#7 rem in the next year, or 150 rem in
70 years, depending on the radioactive material.
QuestjoBS Claus (US) asked wfcy, if the gastrointestinal tract
were now considered the critical organ affected by many isotopes, this
was not included in Handbook No* 52. If a revision of Ifendbook No. 52
were contemplated, how would present maximum permissible concentration
(MPC) be affected? Answer; Morgan said the fact was not used in Ifandbook No, 52 because only recently have data, particularly UK data, indicated that the gastrointestinal tract received the most radiation from
many ingested isotopes. The MPC»s would presumably be revised downward
for a large proportion of the radioisotopes.
Question; Tarasov (USSR) asked what were the basic criteria for
calculating permissible internal and external exposure. Answers Morgan
remarked that bone exposure was based on an assmiption that 0.1 microcurie of radium in the skeleton was safe. Other bone seekers were assumed
to have a "non-uniformity distribution factor of five", compared with
radium and calculations were based on energr relationships. Exposure to
the whole body must not exceed 0,3 rem per week, average.
Paper No* 689* "Health Protection of Workers Sbcposed to Ionizing
Radiations" by A, A. Letavet, was presented by F. G. Krotkov (USSR). The
USSR Ministry of Health code included a six-hour working day (in certain
cases, 5 hours), and 24-day to 30-day paid vacations for radiation workers.
Rest homes, 70^ paid for by the State, also were available fSr'them,
0.05 r/day was the maximum permissible dose (rather than 0.3 per week or
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3oO r per quarter), the rates having been computed on the basis of
studies on animals. He further stated that the USSR paid great attention to neurological effects,
QufjtiOTs Taylor (US) asked what evidence he had that a permissible exposure rate of 0.3 r per week was more harmful than a rate of
0.05 r per day. Secondly, how had he measured 0,05 r per day on a mass
basis? Answer; Krotkov answered that it was a basic assumption that
the limit of O.O5 r/day was less hazardous since large fluctuations
were eliminated. The large number of required observations daily was
made by many operators with a variety of instruments.
Question s Morgan asked (1) if Krotkov reduced the values
listed in Table 3 by a factor of about 10 for residential sectionsj
(2) whether his reference to a "committee of physicians and physicists"
Implied that there was a group of professional Health Physicists in
the USSR. Answer; (l) Yes. (2) USSR did not have special medical
physicists. Both physicians and physicists were consulted by the
Division of Labor Hygiene.
Question; Morgan (US) and Jammet (France) asked about neurological symptoms. Answers These were extremely difficult to discuss.
Krotkov invited Jammet, Morgan and others interested to a round-table
discussion.
Question; Gambel (Turkey) asked if higher salaries were paid
to radiation workers and scientists, and did the Ministry of Health
have control of all radiation hazards. Answer; (l) Higher salary
rates, paid vacations and improved dietaxT" norms — also rest homes
and sanataria at reduced rates were provided. (2) In answer to the
second question, Krotkov stated that the Ministry of Health had full
control.
Paper No, 907, "The Protection of Workers Against Ionizing
Radiations" by I. L» Goodall (UK), presented the ideas of the International Labor Organization for a program to make possible the safe
use of radiation isotopes and devices, especially in under-developed
areas which did not have good protection organizations. ILO was drawing up a model code of regulations on the assumption that its effort
should be devoted primarily to the protection of workers in radiation
Industries. The ILO program suggested (l) a 40-hour week with 4-5
weeks* consecutive vacationi (2) education of workers to obtain their
complete cooperation; (3) a standard form for world-wide recording of
exposures, blood examinations and medical records| (4) continued concentrated study of radium workers, many of whom were still working in
the industryI (5) more studies on radon exposures in uranium mines|
(6) safety precautions in labeling and shipping.
Paper No. 792, "Measurements of Low-Level Radioactivity,
Particularly the Gamma Radiation from Living Subjects", presented by
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R. M. Sievert (Sweden), described an attempt to ascertain whether
any correlation existed between natural radiation observed and health
conditions of a population, or the incidence of dominant mutations,
A mobile laboratozy was built to make measurements close to the source^
and radon concentrations in various types of houses were measured.
Doses were found to lie in the range of 1 to 10 mr per week with very
few greater than 5 mr/week, so that project was dropped*
The Swedish group studied natural gamma radiation from persons not occupationally exposed, and found that males showed more
gamna radiation than females, and young people more than older
people — probably due to K 40 gamma being absorbed in fat layers.
Because of genetic potentialities, Sievert stated, exposures should
be kept to lowest possible amount| an international protective ©rganigation was needed to carry out broad research on genetic effects.
Question; Taylor (US) remarked that Sweden had developed
one of the world*s most complete sets of data on the exposure of all
kinds of persons to radiation. He asked if there were any longrange plans for analyzing th@se data, particularly from the genetic
point of view. Answer; Sievert said they had discussed the possibility but did not have suitable facilities available. Such studies
should be made on an international basis.
¥ice-Chairman Coursaget, presiding over the second part of
the section, called for paper No, 370 by H« Jammet and J« Pradel
(France) on "The Problem of Radon in Uranium Mines", Jammet said
the standards set by ICRP were necessary but difficult to provide.
The paper was limited to measuring radon exposures but recognized potential hazards of other air contaminants. Measurements were made
near individual miners with a charcoal absorber. Concentrations found
often exceeded the MPC of lO^^*^ curies per litre of air. Various methods
such as ventilation, eliminating drainage waters, ard spraying ore walls
have been tried, but to meet protection standards, mining techniques
should be improved and severe discipline maintained. Those responsible
for production were not inclined to attempt to reach safer levels than
specified.
Question; Eisenbud (US) stated that in the United States, nonuranium mines often contained radon in excess of lO*"-^^ curies/litre. He
asked if Sievert had nade observations in other than •uranium workings.
Answer; Sievert answered in the negati-ve, but stated that he had noticed
that in certain areas, normal air sometimes exceeds 10~10. Radon concentration in the air was a f•unction of climatic and geological conditions.
In presenting paper No. 85 by M. Eisenbud and J. A. Quigley
(US), "Industrial %giene of Uranium Processing"^ Eisenbud reported
that when soluble uranium compounds were inhaled, the hazard was a
possible chemical effect on the kidneys", rather than radiological. In
discussing exposure to insoluble radioactive dusts, Eisenbud reported
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that autopsy examination of lungs of two miners who had been exposed
over a period of 13 years showed low accumulations of insoluble dusts
and no patholo^, and thus suggested that the present MPC might be
lower than necessary.
Question; Bale (US) asked if he had an explanation for the
difference between predicted and observed content of uranium in the
Ixmgs of the two autopsied miners. Answer; The basis of MPC was experiments performed on dogs with dusts of lower density and higher concentrations than usually encountered, with the resiilts extrapolated to
predictions for man. There was a possibility that our estimates of
the exposure of the miners might have been excessive.
Question; Gambel (Turkey) asked what was the effect of uranium
on the kidneys of animals and what were the effects on other organs.
Answer; Farr (US) answered that soluble uranium salts administered to
dogs caused destruction of the tubules of the kidneys* These were replaced by a new type of cell which functioned adequately and which was
much more resistant to uranium damage than the original cells. Later,
tests of some htiman patients showed no evidence of progressi-ye renal
damage from soluble uranium ingestion.

SECTION 18C - HAZARDS RELATED TO RMCTOR AND CHEMICAL PR0GESSING|
ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO REACTOR OPERATION
by Walter D. Glaus
Chainiian J« Bugher (US) opened the section.
Paper No. 8, "Health and Safety Activities in Reactor Operations
and Chemical Processing Plants", by A. J. Cipriani (Canada), stated that
to afford radiation protection. Chalk River found it necessary to keep
the organization of control separate from that of operation groups.
Constant surveillance and strict control had prevented any sizeable exposure of personnel despite a reactor incident in 1953. It was the
practice to consider radiation hazards in early planning of operations,
thus doing much to avoid hazards.
In checking on internal exposures of workers through urinary
assays, Cipriani reported they had depended on the fact that daily
creatinine excretion was relatively constant and related to body weight.
Thus, Instead of requiring a full 24-hour collection of urine for precise measurements, the excretion of creatinine in a urine sample could
be used in estimating the 24~hour excretion of radioactive material as
compared with that measured in a sample.
Question; Krotkov (USSR) asked if specific treatment was given
to workers who became contaminated internallj^ at Chalk River. Answer;
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Cipriani remarked that they were simply removed from the work until
the excretion level had dropped sufficiently.
Paper No» 240, "Radiation Exposure Experience in a Major Atomic
Energy Facility" by H. M. Parker (US) gave a lO'-year summary of numbers
of expostire cases of various kinds at I&nford, ^showing the low incidence
of exposure with operating reactors, and the fact that radiation hazards
could be controlled economically. Studies strongly indicated that the
additional cost of operating to high standards was a relatively small
increment to the necessary cost for marginal protection, which cost could
be decreased by engineering advances.
Paper No, 452, "Control of Radiation Ifczards in the Operation of
Medium Powered ExperiJiental Reactors" by ¥. G. Marley and B, S, Smith (UK)
pointed out that protection problems aroxmd research reactors were greater
than with power reactors, although the potential risk of a major accident
would be greater with a large power reactor. He reported the criteria
and protective methods in effect at the 6 M¥ BEPO at Harwell, and emphasized the principle that all staff working in the area should be trained
both in elementary health physics and in the use of monitoring instruments,
so that they could avoid Imzards in noiuial operations.
Paper No, 845j "Approaches to Treatment of Poisoning by Both
Radioactive and Non-Radioactive Elements Encountered in Atomic &iergy
Operations", by J, Schubert (US), reported on the use of chelating
agents which combined with ingested radioactive poison to make them
soluble and more easily excreted. EDTA is the most useful chelating
agent for removing heavy elements such as radium, plutonium, americium;
it was of no use in removing lighter elements such as strontiumo BAL
(British anti-Lewisite) assisted in the excretion of elements which reacted strongly with sulfhydiyl groupings, such as polonium. Citrates
were effective and experijnents were under way to find means for slowing
up their decomposition in the body. Zirconium salts, sometimes in conjunction with EDTA, was under study.
Paper No, 278, "The Absorption of Fissim Products by Plants",
by J. H. Rediske and F. P. Hungate (US), was presented by H. M, Parker,
He reported that vegetation could become contaminated by external deposition of activity, or by uptake from the soil through the roots.
Hanford experience indicated that deposition of I 131 on vegetation
might be the limiting factor for air discharges from an atomic energy
installation. As to absorption through the root systems, addition of
stable isotopes to dilute radioactive isotopes might, in fact, significantly increase the absorption. This increase was quite large for iodine,
somewhat less for strontiiim and cesium. He suggested that if Sr 90 should
enter the biotlc cycle through animals eating contaminated iregetation,
in quantities sufficient to be of concern for human consumers, one possible mechanism of removal would be to shunt it into the bones of the animals where it cotild be stored.
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Questions ¥assink (Netherlands) asked if the concentration
factors were due to an isotopic effect or to chemical selectivity.
Answer; There was no evidence of an isotopic selectivity, hence
chemical selectivity was believed to be the explanation.
QuestlOTi; Kletchkovsky (USSR) stated that activliy affected
plant roots by radiation, and the effects were greater when plants
were raised in soil than when raised in water. Activity in soil might
be increased by cultivation, which would spread the activity and permit greater uptake. Answers . Parker said his observations were preliminary and he reported only orders of magnitude of uptake.
Paper No, 280, "The Accumulation of Radioactive Substances in
Aquatic Forms", by R. F. Foster and J. J. Davis (US), presented by
Foster, was a summary of the uptake of various isotopes by different
organisms and their deposition in various parts of fish in the vicinity
of Ifanford. Concentrations of short-lived isotopes were found to be of
little consequence in higher organisms such as fish. Radio-phosphorous,
however, might be concentrated 100,000 times. The power of some aquatic
forms to concentrate some radioisotopes indicated a need for careful
consideration of potential hazards prior to disposal of wastes to public waters, Foster believed that fish would be unsafe for human food
if raised in water containing a maximum permissible level for drinking
purposes of phosphorous 32.
Question; Gopal-Ayengar (India) asked if Foster had any information about preferential uptake of fission products into different
parts of cells. Answers Foster indicated that he had no information
on actual distribution in plant cells. They would like to know as a
first approximation how much was on the exterior and how much in the
protoplasm.
Question; Pora (Rumania) asked if there was possibly an accxjmulation of isotopes in aquatic animals through osmotic phenomena.
Answer; No tests were made on osmosis since all studies were in fresh
water environment. Observations on transfer across gill membranes of
fish showed very rapid transfer of sodium but very slow transfer with
phosphorous.
Question; Gambel (Turkey) asked if studies had been made on
migrating fish and on the migration of plankton, and on the migration
of fish during spawning period. Answer; Foster replied that contamination in fish served as a tracer for migration of fish to other areas.
There was migration of planton in Columbia River, but it was due to
the strong river currents which swept them and radioactivity down the
river. The vertical rise and fall of plankton between day ard night
could be observed through radioactivity was observed in salmon eggs,
but the fish matured in the ocean, carrying little trace of the original radioactivity that had been in the eggs.
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Question; Odimi (US) remarked that he had had the impression
that the concentration of activity in streams was less than in ponds,
such as White Oak Lake at Oak Ridge. Answer; Poster replied that in
ponds, elimination of activity was necessarily due mostly t© adsorption
Into food chains and bottom mud, and to natural decay. In rivers, some
activity was swept away, although some was also accumulated in bottom
muds and organisms.
Paper No. 281, "Radioactivity In Terrestrial Animals Near an
Atomic Iner©- Site", by ¥• G. Ifcnson and H» A. Romberg (US), presented by Parker, completed the Iknford series. The researchers found
a P 32 concentration was 1,500;,000 times greater In the yolk of water
fowl eggs than to the waterj but no deleterious effect was observed on
egg hatchability, or on the fertility of adults developed from the eggs.
P 32 deposits in water fowl around Hanford generated doses or about one
RAD per day. In coots, the principal accumulation was cesium in the
muscle andstrontitm in the bone (concentratioi factor about 1,500).
Iodine I3I concentration in the area could be monitored biologically by
capture of Jack-rabbits, provided other seasonal factors were considered. Radioactive particles found in Ixmgs of rabbits supported an expectation t M t inhalation of like particles constituted an insignificant
hazard to man
Qufstjon; Mawson (Canada) asked if rapid uptake of phosphorous
by bacteria had been considered as part of the mechanism of concentration. Answer; Parker stated that bacteria as such had not been considered, although incidental observatiais, such as adsorption on glassware, supported the idea that bacteria might play a significant part in
chain of concentration.
Paper Mo. 393* "The Behavior of I I3I and Sr 89 and 90 in Certain Agricultural Food Chains", by S. Scott-Russell et al# (UK), was
presented by Scott-Russell, He reported that when grazing animals such
as cattle must get all their food from local vegetation, and thus ingest radioactive material which deposits out from large amounts in air,
the concentration of activity permitted in air for human breathing purposes was far too high for safety. Iodine and strontitmi found their way
into milk. After a period for equilibrium with calcium to be established,
3 X 10"^ mxcrocurles of strontium per square meter per day was calculated
as the maximum permissible dose for vegetation. The problem was of
special importance in England where reactors must be located near agricultural areas. Permissible concentration of I I3I was over 100 times
less when grazing was considered than for human breathing purposes.
Since monitoring of stock effluents was very difficult, monltortog of
vegetatation was proper.
Question; Parker (US) stated that experimental work on sheep
had shown damage at 5 mierocuries of I I3I per day intake, and no damage
at 0.15 mierocuries per day. These were respectively I50 and 4 rad per
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week. The lower level corresponded to 2 x 10"'' mierocuries of I I3I
per gram of vegetation. It was believed that the accepted limit should
not exceed this. He asked would Scott-Russell care to comment on this
figure compared with his value of 3 x 10"^ microcurie per gram. Answer;
Scott-Russell answered that herbage intake by animals under Hanford conditions was several times greater than in UK studies, hence the two figures might not be so far apart.
Question; Parker (US) observed that Scott-Russell emphasized
both IISlandSr90as important contaminants of grazing land. Hanford
experience showed radiostrontium contamination was Insignificant.
Scott-Russell was asked if he knew of any data results to the contrary
from industrial and similar installations. Answers He replied that
because strontium concentrated in milk, it was considered as part of
the general case. Chamberlain remarked that since it was not always
possible to identify fission products in low concentrations, at times
they must be considered as if they were all strontium.
Question; Parker commented that Scott-Russell assxxmed that
plants derived their calcium from the upper 25 cm, of soil. Such deeprooted plants as alfalfa and Russian thistle could recover strontium
from much greater depths and could be used as underground leak detectors.
He asked whether this uptake might net also be true for calclTim. Answer;
Scott-Russell said that 25 cm. was only a figure for discussion. Most
roots did not tap tfc soil below 20 cm., although absorption from greater
depths might be possible.
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"0" SECTIONS -»- RADIQACTI¥E ISOTOPES
SECTION 19C - QEIBIAL USES OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES} GENERAL ASPECTS|
mODUCTICB AID HANDLING OP RADIOACTIW ISOTOPES
by Paul C, Aabersold and A. Rupp
Chairman ¥» P. Libbyj, in opening the section^ emphasized the
broad and growing usefulness of isotopes in all fields, and said that
in some aspects their applications have only begun to be realized. He
pointed out the wide availability of radioisotc^es from imny countries^
and mentioned the U, S« intention to continue to assist other nations
in obtaining their isotope needs and in utilization. He said the United
States was simplifying procedures and reducing costs to assist international distribution.
Paper No, 985, '*The Use of Radioisotopes in Australia" by C« E.
Eddy (Australia), emphasized that although the uses were meager compared
with countries with reactors^ they were representative of a country far
removed from a reactor supply. Since Sydney was 12^000 miles from
London^ the supply problem was a major difficulty. Usage had been confined almost entirely to isotopes with half~lives of more than several
days. Eddy outlined Australian organization and procedures for distribution and control of radioisotopes! a central office with advisory
scientific conBjiittees, Importation and control arrangements were
similar to those used by nations with extensive programs.
Questions Aebersold (IB) asked Sidy how much a research reactor
in Australia would help in satisfying isotope needs and assisting users.
Answers Eddy said Australia would probably continue for some time to
import long-lived isotopes from Canadian, U.S. and UK sources^ but that
a reactor would permit use of short-lived isotopes, studies of radiation
effects on materials, and activation analyses, A country far distant
from a reactor could still d© a great deal to realize benefits from
isotopes, but eventually a local reactor -would be helpful.
Paper No, 801, "Report on the Use of Radioisotopes in the
Czechoslovakian Republic", by C, Simane, explained that studies have
not yet extended over many years and that the first uses were mainly
in scientific and medical institutions. The USSR had been supplying
their isotope needs. Medical use had developed most rapidlyi treatment with P 32 and I 131 had been beneficial to several hundred
patients and diagnostic studies exceed 2^000, Czechoslovakia was using
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a wide variety of isotopes in metabolic studies, including Fe 59^ Ga 45,
S 35» and C 14^ and a number in such agricultural studies as physiology
of plantsJ uptake of fertilizers, nutrition through foliage, and animal
husbandry,
Simane said industry had been slower to develop uses, but was now
making research in metallurgy and wear, and using radiography and thickness gaging. He concluded that usage would grow rapidly when
Gt,echoslovakia had its own reactor with USSR aid.
The closing paper. No, 146, of the first part of the section was
by S.E. Eaton (USj on "Radioisotopes in Industrial Research". Omitting
applications in control and gaging, Eaton gave examples; activation
analysisi completeness of mixingj mode of action of a silver-plating
brighteneri efficiency of cattle food additives; catalytic cracking
problemsi fate of sulfur in coal and coke for coking ovens; flow pattern
of molten glassf and metallic corrosion and loss of ore dust in blast
furnaces.
Opening the second part of the section. A, F, Rupp (US) in
paper No, 314 reported on "Large Scale Production of Radioisotopes",
describing the program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the main
processes for producing I 131, C 14, and separating fission products
radioisotopes. The role of U« S. private business in secondary processing of radioisotopes was pointed out. The successful separation
of kilocurie qtiantities of fission products, notably Cs 137» from
reactor waste and its fabrication into useful radiaii on sources was
reported and illustrated.
Questions Fisher (France) asked what requirements were there
for a business concern to handle radioisotopes and were they subsidized by the AEG, Answert Aebersold answered that the only requirement was that the firm be competent to handle radioisotopes,
particularly as regards health and safety. They were not
subsidized^
Paper No. 461, "The Production of Beta-Ray Sources for Industrial
and Clinical Uses'* by P. E. Carter and L, C, %Qrscough (Ul),
described the techniques used at Amersham for producing industrial
beta-ray sources. Garter said the principal method was to incorporate
the radioisotope with powdered silver, gold or platinum and press it
into a billet securely sealed between two covering sheets of precious
metal. The billet was then rolled to produce a thin source.
Questions Rupp (US) asked how much carrier-free Sr 90, as the
oxidQj, could be incorporated in the powdered silver matrix, per unit
volume? Answers Carter stated that about 15^ by weight could be incorporated.
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Paper No. 886, "Separation of Carrier-Free Isotopes by Diffusion
Mtthods" by K, S«isahl and K« Taugbol was given by B# Saaland (Norway),
Sasland dtscribtd two saparation processes (for I 131 and P 32) by
diffusion out of the parent target material crystals. (Te %
and
elemental sulfur, respectively), These methods were said to be simpler
than usual US processes and to require simpler equipment. High yields
(of the order of 90^) were claimed for these processes.
Paper No. 13, "Current Teohnicpaes of Handling and Distributing
Cobalt 60 Radiation Sources" was presented by A. B, Lillia (Canada)
who descilbtd the techniques of loading cobalt into the Canadian
reactors and thf methods of sealing the finishtd sources.
i^istioni Muller (Switaerland) asked what Lillie^s opinion was
of intsrnational standardigation of the size Co 60 pellets and sources?
Answgri Lilli© rasponded that he did not think standardization of the
pellets was necessary, but the external source holdsr should be standard
to allow intsrchangeability«
Paper No. 69, "Jfechanical Arms Incorporating a Sense of Peel
for Conducting E3Cperim9nts with Radioactive Ifaterials" by J. Burmtt et
al, was presented by R, Goerta (US). Several "naster-slave" devices
for remote handling were dsscribed with the aid of slides,
Chairaian Libby, closing the section, again smphaslaed the
great value which us© of isotopes could be to nations before atomic
power reactors were ready for routine use^ and said that everything
possible should be done to develop a more widespread and effective
use of these peaceful applications.

SECTION 20G - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
IN RESEARCH
by R, L, Butenhoff and ¥, D, Claus

E, Saeland (Norway), opening the section as chairman, pointed
to the importance of dosimetry and instrumentation to the nuclear
program.
In paper No» 150 "Low-Level Counting and the Future of Isotopic
Tracers" W. H» Johnston (US) surveyed various methods and techniques of
low-level counting which included the Libby counter and modifications,
and liquid scintillation methods. The counter used at Purdue University,
employing low-activity shielding and appropriate anti-coincidence circuits, reduced the backgroiind coxmting rate from 450 counts per minute
to 2 counts per minute. He pointed out the importance of low-level
counting for safely tagging such materials as oil.
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A table recoHmended the type of low level counter most useful
for various samples, Discussioni R» M. Chaudhair (Pakistan) described
development of photosensitive geiger tubes for us® as high-gain phototubes in scintillation counters. The tubes* nickle cathodes were oxidized,
then made photosensitive by discharging the tube in an atmosphere of
alcohol and argon gas. The tubes had maximum response between 3300 and
40c© Angstroms. With a radioactive sample attached to the tube, the
countii^ rate was about 20^ higher than with the geiger counter alone.
Paper Noo 386, "The Dosimetry of Cobalt 60 Gamma Rays and Thermal
Neutrons in Heavy Water Piles," by J, Sutton et al,, was presented by
J. Gueron (France), Silica ampoules of ferrous ammonium sulfate were
used to measure doses of mixed radiations as great as 10° rep. An
aerated system of ferrous ammonium sulfate with lithium sulfate in 0.8
noraal sulfuric acid had been used extensively in studying pile reflector
radiations. The effects of gamma rays and of neutrons were strictly
additive. Oxalic acid-water systems were useful to measure doses of
gamaa rays as high as 7 x 107 reps, and were independent of neutron
flax.
Paper No. 70 by J, S, Laughlin, et al., (US), "Absolute
Dosimetry of Cobalt ^ Gamma Rays," demonstrated that it was technically
feasible to determine precisely the quantity of energy in a gamma ray
beaiE by means of a calorimeter^ sensitive to a temperature change of
10~5 degrees centigrade. Such a calorimetric method was suggested as
a primary standard for measurement of hard gamma rays.
Discussions Sevcheuko (Bye.SSR) mentioned work published in
the July 1955 "Journal of the Academy of Sciences" (USSR) dealing
with a new method of dosimetry for beta-gamma and thermal neutron
radiation. It consisted of a 1,6 x 1,5 cm radiation-sensitive glass
in a container. After ejqsosure to radiation, fluorescence under infrared gave a measure of doses, O.OO5 to 1000 roentgens.
Paper No, 154 "Dosimetry of Reactor Radiations by Calorimetidc
Measurement3J"by D. M. Richardson, et al,, was presented by C, J,
Hochanadel lUS), He stated that since the spectrum of radiation
from a nuclear reactor was not well-defined, the determination of
total energy absorbed in a material required calorimetric measuremient,
A calorimeter was developed which could distinguish between heat produced within the sample naterial and that produced in the rest of the
apparatus^ It was developed primarily for studies on reactor
engineering aspects rather than for measurement of dosages of
biological interest.
Paper No. 63 "Methods of Measurements of Neutron Flux at Low
Levels," by F. P. Cowan and J, O^Brien (US), was presented by Cowan,
Threshold detectors, coupled with scintillation techniques, were used
to measure low neutron fluxes over energy ranges fromi 1 to 50 mev»
This method would measure fluxes as low as 6«6„neutrons per square
centimeter per second at 1,1 mev^ and 2.3 n/cm at 20 mev.
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Since fast neutrons were more hazardous than slow neutrons^
special emphasis was placed on their detection and naasursment* The
"phoswichi** or phosphor and scintillator sandwiehi had been dsvistd
for this purpos«^ consisting of alternate layers of clear crystal or
plastic scintillator and the material used for detecting the nuetrons.
For example, sulfur interleaved between layers of scintillator plastic,
and obstrvsd end-on with a photoaultiplisr tube^ formed a sensitive
device for measuring nsutroas of energy 2.0 mev.
Paper No* 60 "A Gaama-Insensitive Seal-Conductor Fast-Nautron
Dosimeter Using Single Giystal Germanitm," was presented by
B« Cassen (US). It was soaetimes desirable to measure doses of fast
neutrons differentially in a mixture containing also slow neutrons and
gamaa rays. A practical dosimeter which had been developed was a
gena&niam wafer 0.16 inch x 0^08 inch. Electrical conductivity of the
wafer increased linearly with fast neutron dose between 200 and 4800 r©p«
Anomalies in the region of 100 rep were being studied with a view to
eliminating them, possibly by preirradiatlon.
The final portion of Section 20C cosfirised five papers on counting and electronics.
Papar No, 71 "Dosimetry of Ionising Particles^" by G. Failla (US)
described the principles and practical problems involved in measuring
a dose of ionizing radiation in tissue. The author described various
modifications of his "extrapolation chaober," and particularly his
"wall-less ionization chaabtr" to measure the dose received by various
amounts of tissue with radioactive material at th@ir centers.
Paper Noe 61 "Recent Developnents in the Scintillation Counter
Field" was presented as a TQYI&W by G* A. Ibrton (US)# The scintillation
counter consisted of a cl®ar phosphor which emitted a flash of light
when ionizing energy was absorbed by it» The flash released photoelectrons in a multiplier tube which^ with suitable circuits^
presented a quantity of electric current proportional to the energy
of the ionization. Scintillator-counter systems had been evolved
which ware invaluable in countless applications requiring ruggedness^
speedy high resolution and high electivity for various kinds of
radiations
Paper No« 66 by G, G. Kelley and P« R. Bell (US), presented by
Arthur Snell (US) discussed "Methods of Pulse Analysis" in the study
of nuclear processes. Ion chambers^ proportional counters and
•5-"intillation coimters were used to obtain electrical pulses, one
for each incident particle, whose amplitudes were nearly proportional
to the energy lost in the detecting medium. Earlier devices were used
to measure the number of incidents in an entire spectrum spread over
120 channels registering concurrently! a more recent 20-channel
version had proved less es^jensive and more versatile. No one type of
equipment was most suited to all applications in the field of amplitude
or time analysis, and all types were likely to continue in use»
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Paper Mo. 159, by H, J. Gomberg and M. J. Schlesinger^ Jr. (US)p
described "^High Resolution Radiation Detectors in Research" as a means
of locating radioactive tracers with high accuracy. Goriserg said present localization techniques provided resolution of only one micron
under best conditions^ indicating the sunount of improvement possible.
Present methods included stripping film and liquid emulsions^ and the
wet collodion process wherein a specimen containing a tracer was coated
with a metallic bromide solution of collodion and exposed in a solution
of silver nitrate, to precipitate silver at the points of radiation.
Newer methods included a thin photographic* film suitable for use with
the electron microscope, systems utilizing pol3?merization reactions, and
a bsta-ray microscope which observed directly the scintillations produced
in a crystal scintillator 75~mici«on field of view.
Paper No. 930 "New Geiger Tube Design-Hallow Anode and Parallel
Plate Counters" by J. Hersen et al., (Netherlands), was presented by
I. Van Duuren^ who stated that halogen counters had been constructed
with cathode/anode diameter of 2-4^ with low working potentialo Flat
plate electrodes also showed favorable characteristics. Modifications
of these for special purposes were made, such as a 4-pi gamma counter,
a wide-angle mica window beta counter, and a thin-wall flow coiinter.

SECTION 21G - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN RESEARCH

by E« Epremian
Ao He Wa Aten, Jr. (Netherlands) opened the session by coHBuenting that the use of isotopes was older than atomic energy and was a
most appropriate subject of discussion at this Conference„
The first paper No, 708, "Application of Tracer Atoms in the
Study of the Mechanism of Chemical Reactions" by ¥. N. Kondratyev
(USSR), surveyed problems and techniques in the field, and included
such items as caabustion of butane; thermal oxidation of methanei
accelerators in the vulcanization of rubber} and exchange reactions
in iodine compounds.
John Turkevich (US) presented paper No, 163, '*Stable and Unstable Isotopes in Heterogeneous Catalytic Reactions." He discussed
several basic questions, such as the number of reactants activated and
the nature of the activation process. Radioactive tracer research was
presented on (l) the use of tritium containing materials to study both
the migration of the double bond in butane-1 - butane-2 system, and the
tritium exchange between the catalyst arc" the hydrocarbons| (2) the
mechanism of the reduction of radioactive carbon dioxide by charcoal|
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and the reaction between carbon monoxide and hydrogen on an iron
catalyst at one atiaosphtre uiing radiocarbon* Research with stable
Isotopes includedf stttdy of tht products and kinetics of the ©thylte®dsuteritta r&aetion and that for propylene-deuteriuaf eyelopropanedsuteritimi and others.
J« J» lata (US)| presenting paper Mo. 149^ '^Tritiua as a Rsiaarch
Tool in Cheaistry ahd Industry** on behalf of ¥# 6» Brown and eoworkersj
outlined the characteristics and advantages of this Isotope and discussad
its use# Topics considered were* analytical procedurssj synthetic
methods, uses in reaction rate and mwhanism studies.
QuestionI Daniels (OS) asked Kondratyev to expand on the types
of proble»s and systems to which he and his colleagues had applied the
methods deseribed, Anirwtr: Kondratyev stated that eonsiderabl© data
had been obtained on the structure of noldculss and their mobilities,
particularly the bromides| much of this had been published or would ba
soon.
Queatiofai Kondratyev ask«d Turkevich% opinion on the USSR
theory of hydrolysis and eatalysis* Answers Turkevich replied there
was a simllartty between the USSR theoiy and the ideas exi^'esssd in his
own paper* He had rsceivad inspiration from USSR woritj but their theory
had certain lialtations and the US work had gone beyond it.
Paper N09 632, "Quantitatiy© Determination of Infrurities in
High-Purity Metals by ladioactivatlon Analysis" by V. ?» Jakovlev,
was presented hy A« P. Yinogradoy (USSR)* Particular attention was
given tot determination of rara earth liapttritiea in graphite, beryllium oxide, blsffittthj and lead; also copper, antimony, molybdenums and
zinc in germaniuia.
Paper No. 7061 ''Application of Radioactive Isotopes in Chemical
Analysis"^ prepared by I, P. Alimarin and presented by A. P» Vinogradov
(USSR) covered a range of basic and applied investigations.
Paper No« 770, ''Recent Advances in Radioactivation Analysis"^
by Ae A, Smales (UK) gave emphasis to geoehemical applications and to
semi-conductor silicon.
Qgestloni Ho Brown (US) questioned Vinogradov concerning the
use of charged particles to activate elements difficult to activate
by neutrons. Answer 1 Vinogradov indicated that the USSR had not
carried out this work but planned to do so^ using deuterons for Nb^
Vy W, and Gr.
Questioni Saeland (Norway) asked whether Smales
had used ainc in aluminum or in aluminum oxide. Answen
plied in the negative.
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Smales re-

Questions Rodden (US) asked Smales what the best neutron source
would be if a reactor were not available. Answers Smales replied that
without a reactor it would be Impossible to obtain the desirable degree
of sensitivity.
QuestiOHi Answering a query from Kaufmann (US)^ Vinogradov
stated that low amounts of oxygen in metals could easily be determined.
Both Leveqae (France) and Smales said they could determine o:^gen in
metals with a sensitivity of one part per thousand.
The last part of the section,, devoted to using tracers in metallurgical research^ contained one paper. No. 702^ "Investigation of
Diffusion and Atomic Interaction in Alloys with the Aid of Radioactive
Isotopes", by G» V. Kurdyumov (USSR).
fe.®stK>m Walton (UK) asked if the USSR had studied the diffusion
of sulfur, phosphorusj, and other non-metals in metals, and also whether
they had investigated the influence of irradiation on diffusion. Answer;
lurdyumov replied that the former had not been done| he did not know about
the latter.
^_e_stj^onJ Epremian (US) emphasized the ii^ortance of determining
the diffusion coefficient and activation energy for both elements in a
binary alloyi he also gave a brief review of US tracer research on
diffusion and asked if the USSR had measured diffusion in a urani\im
single crystals C. S. Smith (US) asked about the effect of the martensite transfonnafcion on diffusion and the influence of grain size and
subgrain size. Anweri Kurdyumov stated the grain size was large
aad therefore should not have affected the results. The subgrain
sis© as determined by X-ray diffraction was on the order of lO"^ cm
in diameter. This subgrain size tended to increase with increase in
temperature but did not alter significantly up to 1000°G, It was
also stated that the USSR had not measured the self-diffusion of uranium.

SEGTTCH ?2G - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN CONTROL AND TECHNOLOGY

by E. Epremian
In M s operdng remarks, Chairman G, V. Kurdyumov (USSR) placed
enphasis on the use of isotopes in the inqsrovement and control of processes in the metallurgical industry.
Jo L. Putnan (UK)^ the first speaker^ in paper No., 463, descr5.bed
the "Development in Thickness Gauges and Allied Instnments". He discussed devices for measuring the thickness of pipes as well as coatings,
the use of a portable neutron source to distinguish between crude oil
and brine jn a borehole, and the use of gaama rays for sorting coal and
shale.
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Paper Noo 164, "Versatility of Radiation Applications Involving
Penetration or Reflection** was presented by P. G« Aebersold (US) for
C» B» Crottpton# Mary applications wers rsviewed. Including sulfur
analysis (absorption of X-rays), aeasuremant of the density of silt at
th® bottom of large bodies of water (beta rays from strontium 90), and
aeasurement of the l^'c rati© in hydrocarbons (also strontium 90),
S, Te Nazarov (USSR) gave paper Mo. 704^ by G# 5, lordan et al,,
on "Application of Radioactive Isotopes in Teehnological Process Control
Instruments** Naaarov gave emphasis to tha gaging of continuous rolled
steel strip, measmrement of thickness of coatings, recording tha lavel
of liquids in sealed vessels, and the marking of steel strip as described
in the proceedings of ths Moscow USSR eonfertnce on atomic energy in
July 1955»
ftaejtions Gianslla (Switaerland) asked Putnam about testing the
steel linings of pen stocks by reflection techniques. Answfra Putnam
said it would be possible provided the detector could bs placed against
the surfacSe
Qtt&ationi Rxtnaa (UK) asked Aebersold about the possible effect
of soil aoHbaminants which could absorb neutrons* An.@wert This would
be a problem in salty soils, Atbsrsold saldf eoncerning the accuracy of
th© aeasuremtnts, Aebersold said the devic* he had described was intended for ordinaiy higlway and airport construction.
Qufstlopj Eaton (US) inquired whether the Russians saw any
particular advantages in the low prssaure Hanoaeter described by
Nazarov and whether it was being ussd. AtiWferi laaarov said it had
certain advantages and was used for research purposes.
QaQstions_ Gomberg (US) questioned Mazarov about a pipe-seam
detection device, in particular about ths size and dsnsity of a
defect which could be picked up and also how close the scintillometer
should be to the sample* Apayers Ths reply was that the method was
less sensitive but mora rapid than X-rays.
Ps Leveque (France) presented paper No. 383, **Studies and Industrial Applications of Bremsstrahlung from the Beta Rays of Tttriua
90**, which discussed possible uses.
In paper No. 462, ^'Application of Radioisotopes to Leakage and
f^raulic Problems**, prepared by J, L. Ptttnam and S. Jefferson (Ul),
Putnam emphasized th© detection of water main leaks and the study of
silt moveiaants in ths Thanss River.
A. Ms Samarin (USSR) gave a comprehensive summaiy of USSR work
on th© "Use of Radioactive Isotopes in the Study of Steel and H g Iron
Production**, paper No* 707» The subjects included s thenasdynafflic
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functions and kinetics of reactionsj sources of inclusions in steels|
solidification in cast ingots; blast furnace reactionsj ore beneficationi and production control,.
A second paper, No. 713, given by Samarin for D. B. Gro^iin (USSR)
on th© "Use of Isotopes in the Study of the Wear of Machine Parts",
stated the work had led to the optimum conditions and duration for
breaking in a new aircraft, tractor or automotive engines,and also improved lubricants.
Question; Saeland (Norway) asked Leveque about the size of his
source. Answer; If the source were too large, one encountered selfabso^ption. Leveque favored a 1 curie or 5 milligram strontium source.
Questions Aebersold observed that the USSR used phosphorus and
sxilfur isotopes in production, and since these entered steels used for
general purposes, he wished to know what tolerances had been placed on
this in consideration of the health hazard. Answers Samarin replied
that these isotopes were so dilute they presented no problemi they had
not set any tolerances.
Question; Gombert (US) inquired about the use of autoradiography
on inclusions in steel and asked for the practical limit of resolution.
Answer! Samarin^s reply was that they had learned to change the refractory used for linings to minimize inclusionsi the details were in a
report of the Moscow Steel Institute.
Questions Leveque (Prance) brought out from Samarin the fact
that the USSR work on wear had a precision of 5 to 10^, Gomberg asked
Leveque if he had made any tests on a tungsten target| the investigator
had not, and had used lead as an absorber.
1, Kato (Japan) gave paper No, 1054, "Brief Review of the
Applications of Isotopes in Process and Quality Control", These
included! a gamma-ray liquid level meter, the behavior of silver as
an impurity in the electrolytic refining of copper, the kinetics of
the slag-metal transfer of sxilfur, the absorption of certain agents
on silver bromide photographic and emulsion, etc.
U, Been (Norway) in paper No, 882, "Some Industrial Uses of
Radioisotopes in Norway*^ by Been and P.Saeland, cited five instances,
namelys (l) flow control on rotary cement kilns, (2) loss of catalyst
in nitric acid production, (3) wear of turbines due to cavitation,
4) efficiency of mixing in the production of carbon electrodes and,
5) monitoring of fluorine compounds from stock gases,
Que,3tioni Aebersold (US) asked Kato about the use of isotopes
for determining transit times and distribution of imterials through
the steaming pipe where starch was saccharified and whether this was
used industrially. Answers Kato discussed the application.
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Questioni Gomberg (US) asked Been why isotopes were added over
a 2-houp period rather than in one batch in the rotating kiln e^eriment.
Answer! Been said he preferred this procedure so as to obtain an
average.

SECTION 23c - FISSION PRODUCTS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
by B» Ifanowitz, B, 1, Proctor and S, Epremian
The closing "C" Section was divided into three parts, each
of which considered a particular peaceful application of fission products, essentially the wastes from atoudc reactors. In the first,
radiation-induced polymerization was discussedi in the second, the
use of radiation to sterilize food; in the third, conversion of
radiation directly into electricityB J« Gueron (France) chaired all
three parts of the section.
Paper No, I68, presented by J« J, Martin (US), »The Effect of
GaHma Radiation on Some Chemical Reactions of Possible Industrial Importance", by B, Ge Bray et al, reported on radiation-induced polymerizations and halogenationse Data were given on polymerization of
ethylene in a radiation field, including yield data and physical
properties.
Of chlorination of bensene and other hydrocarbons, Martin said
additional compounds seemed to be favored with the production of
different products than by the standard method* Cost estimates
were given for benzene hexachloride production*
Paper No, 465^ by Ae Charlesby (US) '^Recent Developments in the
Irradiation of Long™<3hfidn Polymers'* discussed th© mechanism of crosslinking and chain-cleavage. Gel fonaation in dilute solutions provided
a techniope for the study of the direct and indirect effects of
ionization.
Questions Magat (France) comEented that to achieve rapid
utilization of fission products it would be necessary to experiment'
with appreciable quantities so that the effect of intensity on
reaction rate and on reaction products could be determined. He pointed
out that weak sources would spread out evenly so that there were
homogeneous fields and this might turn out to be more useful than very
intense sources. The answer was required soon. As an exai^le, in the
polymerisation of methyl methacrylate 100 curies at on® intensity
could produce 20 to 25 tons a year. By increasing the intensity
fourfold, tha yield was increased by a factor of less than two, G
values should be given as a function of dose rate. The yield of primary radicals was a better way of describing radiation processes.
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Answers Martin remarked that the comments were well made on
intensity effect* The University of Michigan*s calculations asstmed
a linear effect because it gave a conservative cost estimate^ Experiments in the benzene hexachloride system indicated that the yield was
independent of dose rate,
Qaestioni Leveque (France) asked for an explanation for the
differences in polyethylene yield. Tests at the same temperature and
pressure, according to the data given, gave different results by
a factor of 3, Answeri Martin replied that a variation in polyethylene
yield was found. Inhibitor studies (^2) were carried out to find the
reason for the variation, and very pure ethylene was used. The yield
for pure ethylene was four times greater. The variation probably was
due to an inhibitor and very pure chemicals would give higher yields.
The same effect was observed in hydrocarbon halogenation, A new purification technique was being worked out Involving a short radiation
ejcposure, then a distillation. The distillate was used in the experiments and gave a higher yield,
Questions Drimus (Romania) reported e:5q3loring several methods
for making benzene hexachloride including UV, free radicals (without
light), liquid CI2 (without light). All methods gave the same yield,
Drimus believed that gamma radiation would be superior because it
would give a greater output. Answer? Martin said the problem of
increasing the per cent of gamma isomer was being worked on and results
indicated that the yield depended on temperature rather than intensity.
Temperatures of 0°C and lower were now being investigated with a hope
of increasing gaama isomer yield,
^gaestipns J, Gueron (France) asked if Jfartin could compare the
polyethylene prepared or modified through radiation with the Genaan
polyethylene polymer recently produced. Answer? Ifartin replied that
Ziegler process material was not available so no direct comparison
could be made, but probably the radiation polymer was more highly
cross-liriced, Charlesby ( M ) remarked that densities could be ccmpared.
Both Ziegler and radiation polymers were more crystalline than the
standard polyethylene»
Magat (France) stated that Charlesby mentioned an O2 effect,
Magat noted that O2 played an important part in this work. The
Russians and the French had shown through infra-red spectroscopy
that ^ created intramoleculffl* bridges. Some of these broke at
WPC to I50OC — possibly the peroxide groups, fegat said that in
France they added aerylonitrile to air irradiated polyethylene heated
at 120°Go The polyethylene was swelled and prompt polymerization
occurred. The polyacrylonitrile was fixed in P, E, chains to fona a
grafted copolj^er. This offered a new way of making a material difficult to prepare by other techniques. In the graft operation, moreover,
the form of the material was retained.
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Graft copolymers offered a rapid application of radiation since
techniques were aimple and the dose requirements were low.
In presenting paper io« 172, "Progress and Problems in tha
Development of Gold Sterilization in Foods" by B, E« Proctor and S, A,
Goldblith (us). Proctor gave a concise review of 11 years' endeavor in
the field of radiation sterilisation at Ifessachusetts Institute of
Teehnolosr,
He reported that their data related to various types of microorganisms and their sensitivity to radiation, the considerations necessary
when determining the magnitude of the sterilizing dose, th© effect of
radiation changes on food components and the factors which influenced
such change. He further reported the protective action which may have
resulted from combining one radio-sensitive chemical compound with another
which changed the sensitivity of the two c«iponents. This phenomenon
might be used to advantage in some food radiation sterilization processes by using some coii5)otmds to protect others.
He emphasized that some food enzymes required 10 to 20 times
th© normal food sterilization dose, which was approximately 2 million
rep^ for their inaetivation. This indicated that some other means of
enzyme inaetivation might be required. One suggested possibility was
high-frequency heating by electricity.
The problems in food sterilization by radiation today related
primarily to changes in flavor, color and texture which might and
frequently did occur at sterilization levels. These chaises might
be alleviated by irradiation of food in the frosen state, irradiation
in inert atmospheres, or addition of free radical acceptors such as
ascorbic aeid, Bfach study was being given to these and alternate means
of controlling changes.
Complete answers for permanent preservation with no detectable
changes were being sought by many scientists. Speculation had been
raised concerning whether any compounds of toxic nature might be
formed by irradiating foods and numerous tests were currently under
way to determine these facts. Limited published reports indicated
no toxic factors, but some loss of nutritive values such as also
occurred in conuaercial thermal food processing.
That foods, pharmaceuticals and tissues might be adequately
sterilized by ionizing radiation was now an established fact, and
the levels and types of radiation that might accomplish this
sterilisation were known, in aigr type of container currently used for
processed foods»
Questjoni Comar (US) wanted to know what time and effort were
necessary to determine by laboratory tests whether foods subjected to
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radiation sterilisation might not produce changes undisirable from a
health standpoint^ when the food was ingested* Answert Proctor
answered that the type and extent of tests outlined by the U« S^ Food
and Drug Administration reqaired the feeding of large niuabers of
laboratory airimals throtigh several generations for growth and reproduction evaluatiOHi, and the feeding of a larger animal type^ such as
dogS|, for a period of a year* Tests ndght require two years for the
consideration of any specific food*
Paper lo« 225, ""'Health Protection Against Food-Borne Parasitic
Diseases with Particular Reference to Control of Trichinosis" by
Ho J. Gomberg and S» E» Gould was presented by Gomberg^ who told of
seTsral years' study of the destruction by radiation of larvae
encysted in meate \ He said the results suggested that ionizing
radiation might also be used to control such food-borne parasites as
beef or pork tapeworm^ pork oysticercogiSj, and hydatid; fish tapeworm
infection, Chinese liver fluke^ intestinal fluke, and ascariasiso
Gomberg described the typical cycle of trichina larvae in man
and animals, and said the larvae could be killed in meat by exposures
of about 1 million rep of 250 kv X-rays or Co 60 gamiia rays whieh^
however^ made the flavor of the pork rancid and sour* About 18^000
rep of Go 60 or Cs 137 gaama rays^ or 15,000 rep of 250 kv X-rays would
iriiibit development of the larvae, ani produced no detectable changes in
flavor, texture, or appearance of the porks Sterilization of female
larvae could be accomplished by 15^000 rep of Go 60^ or Cs 137 Garanas^
or 5,000 rep of 250 kv X-rays, These results Indicated that 30,C»0
rep of Co 60 or Cs 137 Gajmnas, or its equivalent, delivered to pork
would prevent and eradicate trichinosis. There was no indication of
deleterious side effects which would contr&indlcate on medical or
biological grounds the use of radiation as a means of trichinosis
control* Gomberg gave detailed data on methods of using radiation^
testing the dosage, and the analysis of results when laboratory
animals were fed with irradiated and non-irradiated infested meat*
Gomberg showed a slide of a designed plant which could handle
2,000 hogs a day^ and said smaller mobile units could be built, that
sezai-skilled personnel could handle the operation, and that only
routine materials were needed for the structures« He reported that
initial contacts with the World Health Organization indicated WHO
was willing to act as a coordinating agency for bringing together
research »forkers in various parts of the world to study the problem
of constructing pilot plants*
^e_stions Gomar (US) asked if there were any specific tests
being made on diseases other than trichinosis at this time? Answers
Gomberg answered that tests on ascariasis l\jmbar cortis had just
started a M tests on tapeworm were planned* Gomberg showed some slides
on ascariasis eggs^ and described their cycle« His tests currently
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were directed at determining the sensitive points in the cycle* To a
question from Leborgne (Uruguay) about hydatid^ Gomberg urged that this
problem be studied in South America TAQTQ hydatid was most prevalent*
In presenting paper No, 175» "Sterilisation of Medical Supplies
with Ganam Radiatlorf*, by L. E« Brownell and J* J# Blumer^ Browaell
indicated medical dressings, cotton gauze, instruments and special
items such as human bone aight be sterilised by the use of gaaaa radiation^
as might pharmaceuticals and antibiotics*
Bulk medical supplies could be sterilized in the final packages
with possible savings in packaging costs* He advocated ganaa radiation
because of its great depth of penetrations^ and found the dosage for complete sterilization was 2 million rep*
Tentative specifications for an installation were glven^ together with calculations for a preliidnary design which could be used
to irradiate bxiLk medical supplies in packages Xk^^Vx'k^)
using cooling
reactor fuel elements as a source of radiation.
The third part of the section^ concerned with conversion of
radiation directly into electricity^ was opened by E» Haeffner (Sweden)
who gave paper No* 794? "Study on the Properties of an llectrolytic Cell
Consisting of an Electrode System in a Chlorofona Alcohol Solution Under
Gaiama Irradiatiorf% by C. G« Osterlundh and Haeffner* Haeflber described
a cell consisting of graphite and lead electrodes with a chloroforaalcohol electrolyte* Details were given for the behavior with various
coi^ositions of electrolyte^ various irradiation exposures^ etc* The
efficiency of the cell in converting gaama radiation to electricity was
0*9 %^
E» G* Linder (US) preaented paper Io» 169^ *'The Direct Conversion
of Radiation into Electricity** for himself and his co~workers* Linder
discussed the present role^ limitations^ and potentialities of the direct
conversions (l) direct charging methods utilizing charged radiation and
involving the simple collection of charged particles by an electrode
to create a voltagei (2) contact potential methods which Hdght utilise
both types of radiation and use contact potential fields to separate
charges and produce currents| (3) thermo-couple methods whereby
irradiation was used to create heat by absorption which was converted
to electricityi and (4) semi-conductor junction methods in which carriers
were formed within the semi-conductor by either type of radiation and
separated by the internal JunctioM field*
The last method now had an efficiency of 3^# At higher power
levels it was estiaated this could reach 7^» Other problems yet to be
solved in the use of these devices were radiation damage^ radiation
shielding^ and the high cost of radioactive material«
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.QagBtiPH* Turkevich (US) asked whether there was any hope of improving the efficiency of the cell described by Haeffner and^ if so^ by
what means* Answers Haeffner said that exclusion of o:^gen from the
solution gave a five-fold increase in current| other means might come
fraa further research*
Qaestipni Gueron (France) asked what part of the output came
from absorption of radiation and what from chemical reaction* Answer?
Haeffner was unable to say but welcomed a suggestion by Gueron that
tracers be used to investigate this point*
^SJiiSE," Haeffner asked about the probability of low-cost
isotopes in the future so that an atomic battery could be operated at
higher power and hence higher efficiency* An^swers Rupp (US) mentioned
the new facilities for Isotope production and expressed a hope that the
co3t of isotopes would be great.ly reduced in the near future*
Qpjg-Stiong Epremian (US) noted that there were certain similarities
between the semi-conductor atomic battery and the device for conversion
of solar energy to electricity and asked Linder to discuss the similarities
and differences between these devices* Answers Linder pointed out that
both the atomic and solar batteries use Si and p-n junctions^ but, of
course^ the radiation used differed^ and the atomic device would work
with charged particles. Another difference was that visible radiation
affected only the surface of the component in the solar device while
penetration occurred with the otherj thus,, there was a difference in
geometry* With regard to efficisncies, the solar battery had a value
of 6 to lO^p and the atomic battery now had a 3^ value* This difference
was largely due to the difference in input energies*
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UN NO. 728* Radiochemical Separation Methods for
the Actinide Elements
^yde, E. K.
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Separations by Ion Exchange Methods

Stewart, D. C.

The Chemistry and Crystal Chemistry
of Heavy Element Compoxands

Fried, S., et al

Hydrolytic Behavior of the Heavy
Elements

Kraus, K. A,

Effective Capture Gross-Sections of
Pa-233 and Np-239 for Thermal
Reactor Neutrons

Halperin,
Je, et al

(Session 10B.3 - Chemistry of Specific Heavy Elements)
UN NO, 733
The Properties of Plutonixam Hexafluoride Weinstock,
B,, et al
734

Recent Developments in the Chemistry
of Thorixam

735
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736*

Some Recent Developments in the
Chemistry of Neptxanixam
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Recent Developments in the Chemistry
of the Uranium-Oxygen System
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H* R,, et al
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The Formation of Higher Isotopes and
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of Pu-239| Some Nuclear Properties of
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¥« C , et al
(Session 10B,3 - Chemistry of Specific Heavy Elements)
UN NO. 838* A Review of Amerlcium and Curium
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Penneman, R. A.
Asprey, L. B*
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UN NO. 743
Radiation Damage to Radiochemical
Processing Reagents
Gathers,
G» 1., et al
744* Radiation Damage in Reactor Ifeterials
745

746*

747

Irradiation Effects in Uranixam and
its Alloys

Irradiation Damage to Aartificial
Graphite

The Effects of Irradiation on Structural
Materials

SESSION 12B - EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON LIQUIDS
UN NO. 738* A Sxarvey of Recent American Research in
the Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous
Solutions
739* The Radiation Induced Reaction of
Hydrogen and Oxygen in Water at 25°C
to 250°C

740

741

742

839

The Effects of Reactor Radiation Upon
High Temperatxare Static Water Systems
The Decomposition of Water by Fission
Recoil Particles
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Some Aspects of Their Thermal and
Radiation Stabilities

The Decomposition of Light and Heavy
Mater Boric Acid Solutions by Nuclear
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Alkaline Leaching of Uranium Ores

521* Some Unusual Problems Met in the
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UN NO. 526 The Resin-in-Pulp Process for Recovery of
Uranium
Hollis, R.F., et al
527

528
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S50

A General Survey of Types and Characteristics of Ion Exchange Resins
Used in Uranitjm Recovery
Accelerated Thickening and Filtering
of Uranium Leach Pulps

Kunin, R., et al
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J. B.J et al

Principles and New Developments in
Uranium Leaching

Gaudin, A. M.

The Possibilities of Securing LongRange Supplies of Uranium, Thorium
and Other Substances from Igneous
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Brown, H., et al
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(Session 15B.2 - Analytical Methods in Raw I&terial
Production)
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The Analysis of Low-Grade Uranium Ores
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H. D., et al
117

Determination of Microgram and Submlcrogram Quantities of Thoriim by
Neutron Activation Analysis
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G. ¥., et al

(Session 15B.1 - Production of Metallic Uranium and
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UN NO, 531 Fundamental Considerations in the
Reduction Processes of Thorium and
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UN NO. 532 Spectrophotometric Determination of
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Determination of Uranium in Ores and
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952* Analysis of Urani-um and Thorium Raw
Materials

Kunin, R., et al

Rodden, C. J,

SESSION 1 6 B - PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL
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(Session 16B.2 - Graphite)
UN NO. 534* The Production and Properties of Graphite
C\irrie, L.M., et al
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UN NO. 819* Survey of Heavy Water Production Processes
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ELEMENTS (CONTINUED)
UN NO. 557

Thermal Cycling Effects in Uranium

Chiswik, H,H,, et al

The Alloys of Uranium

Sailer, H.A., et al

(Session 18B.2 ~ Fabrication of Fuel Elements)
559
The Technology of UO2 and Th02

Johnson, J.R., et al
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561* Dispersion Type Fuel Elements
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Preparation, Properties and Cladding
of Alundnum-Uranium Alloys

825* The Metallurgy of Reactor Fuels
826

The Intermetallic Compounds of
Plutonium

827

Fabrication of Uranium Alloys
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The Fabrication of Fuel Elements for
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SESSION 19B - LIQUID METAL TECHNOLOGY
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Corrosion Problems with Bismuth
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Predictions
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Pumping of Liquid Metals
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UN NO. 122
Mass Transfer
Molten Salt

TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)
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Bonilla, C.F., et al
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UN NO. 829* Basic Technology of Sodium Graphite
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Siegel, S., et al
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536

PressTirized Water Reactor (PWR) Mater
Chemistry
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its Alloys at Hevated Temperatures
811* Aqueous Uranium and Thorium Slurries

821*
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Problems
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SESSION 21B - CHEMIGAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED

FUEL ELEMENTS (CONTINUED)
UN NO. 540* The Solvent Extraction Separation of U-233
and Thorium from Fission Products by
Means of Tributyl Phosphate
Gresky, A. T,

541
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The Processing of Uranium-Aluminum
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Radiochemical Processing Plant

Culler, F, L.
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Nuclear Reactor Fuel Dissolution
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Campbell, D. 0,
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Landry, J, W.
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Ferguson, D. E.
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Practical Limitations of Solvent
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Tomlinson, R. E,
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High Temperature Fuel Processing
Methods
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546
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Katz, J.J., et al
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Dwyer, O.E., et al
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564
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SESSION 8C - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR
RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE - THERAPY
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179* Teletherapy Devices with Radioactive
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Brucer, M,

183* Radioactive Isotopes in Hematologic
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191

193
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196
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Brucer, M., et al
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Possibilities and Limitations of In
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Cassen, B., et al
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207
216
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for the Treatment of Cancer
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Hxiff, R.L., et al
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Radioisotopic Studies of Human
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The Application of Radioisotopes to
the Study of Cancer Induction
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Jenkins, D.W.

The Use of Radioactively Labeled
Compounds in Study of Metabolic
Inter-Relationships of Host and
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Stoner, R.D., et al
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SESSION IOC - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR
R A D I A T i m s l N l E D i c i N E (CONGLIDED) DIAGNOSIS AND STUDIES OF DISEASE
(CONTINUED)
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840*
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The Use of G-14 Labeled Compounds in
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D., et al
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Burch, G.E.,
et al

SESSION lie - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION; MODES
OF RADIATION INJURY AND RADIATION
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Irreversibility of Damage Produced by Alpha
Stannard, J.N.,
Emitters
et al
75
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Hazards to the Embryo and Fetus from
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Genetic Differences in Longevity
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under Irradiation

Gowen, John W,
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The Association of Irradiation with
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Blair, H.A.
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Early Radiation Death
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254

Modes of Acute Radiation Death

Quastler,
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Effects of Whole Body Ebcposure to
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The Effects of Daily Low Doses of
X-Rays on Spermatogenesis in Dogs
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APPENDIX III -- EVENING LECTURES

Ten evening lectures were given at the Palais des Nations during
the Geneva Conference with the Intention of covering in more general
terms certain broad aspects of nuclear science which might otherwise
be neglected in the more detailed work of the Technical Sections, They
were directed not alone to participants in the Conference but to the
world of science in general. One lecture dealing on a poptalar level
with the general significance of atomic energy was given by Sir John
Gockcroft in a summation lecture, interpreting the meaning of the Conference for the future.
The following is the list of speakers, dates and titles of lecturess
9 August

Prof. Niels Bohr (Denmark) - "Physical Science and
Man^s Position"

11 August

Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence (US) ~ "High Current Accelerators"

11 August

Prof, Vladimir I, Veksler (USSR) - ''Principles of
the Acceleration of Charged Particles"

15 August

Dr, Hans A. Bethe (US) - '^Elementary Particles.
Light Mesons"

15 August

Prof, Louis Leprince-Ringuet (France) ~ "The
^Strange Particles*Mesons and Hyperons"

15 August

Dr, George de Hevesy (Sweden) ~ "Radioactive Tracers
and Their Application"

15 August

Dr, Willard F, Libby (US) - '^diocarbon Dating"

17 August

Dr. Alexander Hollaender (US) - ^^Modification of
Radiation Response"

17 August

Prof, Andrei L. Kursanov (USSR) - "Radioactive Elements in the Study of Plant Life"

19 August

Sir John D, Gockcroft (UK) - "The Future of Atomic
Energy"
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Prof, Niels Bohr
The lectures comaeneed on the evening of August 9? 1955? with
Prof, liels Bohr (Demmrk) as the speaker. Prof. Bohr made a plea
for re-establishment of international freedom of information. ~ such
as was then taking place at the Conference, He began by stating that
with nan^s e3q)ansion of knowledge in the 20th centuryj, "oiar whole
civilization is confronted m t h a most serious challenge" which demands
an adjustment between nations, 'We are," Prof. Bohr said, "dealing
with consequences of endeavors which know no national borders," He
reminded his audience how "the development of laodern science is the
outeome of a most intense international cooperation."
Prof, Bohr retraced the exploratory steps of Einsteinj, Planckj,
Meridelejef among many famous nuclear pioneers, explaining that the
knowledge of how to utilize the forces within the atom could never
have been gained without "freedom, of experimentation." The fruits
of scientific research, he continued, are "a common human inheritance,"
Prof. Bohr hoped he had conveyed "an impression of the seriousness of . . , our hiaman position, which the exploration of the atom
world has given us" and he went on to express his conviction that
science will play an even more decisive part in the cause of humanity
in the future. He expressed the belief that "the co-operation in
scientific research offers perhaps more than anything else opportunities for the furthering of close contacts and conmon understanding.
Indeed, he said, establishment of co-operation among all peoples,
"now so urgently needed, depends essentially on the free access to
all information, and unhampered discussions of all problems of human
interest," Dr, Bohr closed by stating his conviction that the Geneva
Conference "will come to stand as a landmark for scientific and technological co-operation,"

Dr»,^,a_Po Lawrence
Dr, Ernest 0. Lawrence (US), Director of the Radiation Laboratory of the University of California, gave the second lecture, on
the evening of Augost 11, 1,955• His subject was high current accelerators. He began by paying tribute to several men whose work was essential to the development of these machines which open up "the richness
of the do3Ha,in of the nueleus,** Dr, Lawrence singled out Gockcroft
and Walton of England, and Professor Veksler of the Soviet Union for
particular praiseo He showed slides of California's bevatron which,
he said, "is being utilized by scientists of many laboratories in
Affterica and abroad." About 25 per cent of the b^Tatron^^s operating
time. Dr. Lawrence reported, has been devoted to furthering work
outside the United States.
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Dr, Lawrence then reviewed the history and development of the
new A-48 high current-linear accelerator. This idea began, he believed,
with a paper published by L, H, Thomas in 1938, whose significance was
overlooked for 10 years<> After the war Thomas's proposals were paralleled by McMillan. Dr. Lawrence gave a technical explanation of the
linear accelerator, discussing .In detail also the cloverleaf cyclotron
whose construction had been considered but was abandoned at California
in favor of the linear accelerator, which would not require as high
capital e3q)enditure and would aUow, also, extension almost indefinitely
to higher voltages as desired.
Emphasizing his enthusiaCTi for "this great machine", Dr, Lawrence
saids "those of us who have had the good fortune of participating in
these developments during the past quarter of a century have indeed
a vivid ijapression that each new door to a hitherto inaccessible region
of nature opened by the development of an accelerator of new capabilities always leads to unexpected advances in knowledge of both scientific
and technological importance," He expressed the hope that many of the
delegates **will give us the pleasure of a visit some day soon in California,"
Prof. Vladimir I, Veksler (USSR) followed Dr. Lawrence on the
evening of August 11, 1955, giving the third lecture of the series.
He discussed the various techiiiqp.es employed by different types of
accelerators. He described the use of accelerators, producing by
artificial means particles possessing high energy (previously observed only in cosmic rays in small qujmtity), as "a new branch of
contemporary nuclear physics." Discovery after discovery has been
made in this field during the last few years, making possible study
of the "deep fission of atomic nuclei" and revealing "far-reaching
prospects of developing the artificial synthesis of substances,"
The main hopes of physicists centered at first, for these purposes,
on the cyclotron, but this machine was unable. Prof, Veksler stated,
to accelerate articles to the naxiaim desired. "It seemed that the
gateway to substantially higher energies was he-naetlcally sealed."
Prof, Veksler then described how both in the U, S., at Berkeley,
Calif., and in the USSR, approaches had been made toward solving the
problem at least to some extent. Noting that the cyclotron accelerates
particles on the order of 10-20 mev. Prof. Veksler described in some
detail the process of auto-phasing, raising the upper ener^ limit
obtainable in the cyclotron "a thousandfold." He described also the
sjmchrotron, desigB.ed to produce an energy beam of 5--10 thousand,
Mev, the phasotron or sjnchrocsrclotron, with beam energies (in the
Soviet machine) of 680 kev, and the syn,chrophasotron. These machines,
however, "are still far from the limiting energies possessed by cosmicray particles," Prof, Veksler observed. He spoke of energies from
50,000 to 100,000 mev, mj personal opinion," he concluded, "is that
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we Hast seek out completely new approaches," he said, *%ut it iTOuId be
premature to discuss the problem here, as it still needs very thorough
examiiation."

Pi;.»-,..lfejH_A.».j.ethe
On the evening of Augast 15, 1955, the fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh lectures of the series were given, two in each of two
simalt&necus sessions. Dr, Hans A» Bethe (US) presented the fourth,
a paper on light mes&nsc He begaa by explaining that interest in mesons
originated from a desire to explain intra-nuclear forces. In substance.
Dr. Bethe spoke as followss
By means of high energy accelerators, mesons have been produced in large quartitxes. It has been found that these elementary
particles exist with vxiit positive charge, with unit negative charge
and in a neutral form,. All three forms have about 270 electron
masses. Both charged mesons dejay into mesons and neutrinos. The
neutral meson decays Into two gamma rays. Dr, Bethe discussed meson
scattering studies and their relation to nuclear forces in some detail.
He said that it now seems likely that a satisfactory theory of nuclear
forces can be constructed with mesons alone.
Dr. Bethe discussed the properties of the laeson. He said that
mesons decay into electrons and two neutrons, and that this process
i^as responsible for most of the eleotrons foaud in cosmic radiation.
There is no evidence for any nuclear interaction of the meson. In
fact, he declared, there is no understanding of the role which the
meson plays in the structure of the universe.
Dr. Bethe predicted that the search by the Berkeley Group for
the anti-proton would be successful.
Prof »^, Louis Leprince-Ringuet
In a paper complemeriary to Dr. Bethels,Prof. Louis LeprinceRinguet (France), in the same session on the evening of August 15,
1955, gave the fifth lectare, discussing heavy mesons and hyperons,
those particles which are studied in the principal cosmic ray laboratories and with the particle accelerators of Brookhaven National
Laboratory and of the University of California's Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley,
Dr, Leprirxe-Ringuet discussed these particles entirely from
the experimental standpoint, explaining that theoretical treatment of
the problems is quite fragmentary. He said that heavy mesons aLl
have a mass of about 1000 times that of ti e --electron, and may be positively charged, negatively charged, or Tieotxat., Information about
heavy mesons is not as complete as for mesons because of the difficulty of producing them in large qu-artxtieso
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Hyperons, he continued, appear to be particles composed of a
nucleon and a light meson. There are hyperons with charges of both
si^s and at least one neutral type. Upon disintegration they usually
produce a nucleon and a meson. The hyperon family, the speaker implied, mist be rather complicated.
Prof. Leprince-Ringuet predicted that the impending e^jperimental results will stimulate the attempts to evolve theory.
Dr. George de Hevesy
Dr. Geol-ge de Hevesy (Sweden) introduced the topic of radioactivity for the lecture in opening the second simultaneous session
on the evening of August 15, 1955* and gave the sixth lecture of the
session. He began by recalling the earliest days of the development
of the method of using radioactive tracers. He recalled his work at
the University of fenchester, in 1911, and his unsuccessfal attempt,
at the instigation of Prof, Ernest Rutherford, to separate radium D
from lead chloride. In this early period, Dr, Hevesy recalled, the
Imperial Austrian Government owned the only uranium mine in the world,
that of Joachimsthal in Bohemia. "The Austrian Government," he said,
"showed great generosity towards scientists engaged in the study of
radioactivity. It presented Pierre and Marie Curie with a railway
carload of pitchblende, enabling them to Isolate radium shortly after
their discovery of this element. All work carried ©ut with raditaa
by Rutherford and his school had to be done with a radium sample lent
by the Austrian Govenment which presented Rutherford also with imny
hundreds of kilograms of lead chloride prepared from pitchblende containing precious radium D." This, however, was useless because it
could not be separated from the lead chloride. In 1912, Dr. Hevesy
went t© the Vienna Institute of Radium Research to meet Dr, Paneth,
who had also sought this separation without success. Tears later
the discovery by Frederic and Irene Joliot-Curie of artificial radioactivity "opened ap a fairyland," Dr. Hevesy recalled which subsequently was "iunttensely enlarged by Ernest Lawrence^s construction of
the cyclotron," This machine produced radioactive substances of
"prodigioitts activities" which Dr. Lawrence, "with the greatest generosity** put at the disposal of others working with these new tracers.
The next great advance was the construction of the pile at Stagg Field
as a result of which radioactive isotopes of aljaost every element
and of prodigious activity became available. Among these was Carbon
14 which, from a U radioactive tracers, % a s found the most extended
application", Dr. Hevesy reported. From this tracer alone "results
of greatest importance for biochemistry and physiology were obtained."
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Dr, Willard F, Libby
The science of radiocarbon dating was described by its originator.
Dr. W, F, Libby (US) in the seventh lecture of the series^ following
Dr. de Hevesy ©n August 15, 1955^ Dr, Libby began by giving his audience a thorough technical explanation of the system. He then told
how the system was applied for precise dating of the earth^s history,
one of the principal goals throughout the history of research. The
American Anthropological Association and the Geological Society of
America appointed a comnittee on Carbon-14 to organize a comprehensive
test of the method while the Wenner Gren Foundation for Anthropological
Research gave "generous" support t® the research. In addition, part
of the development was conducted under contract with the U. S, Air
Force. As Dr, Libby told the story, "the advisory committee decided
that it woiiLd be possible to test the method against samples of known
age back to about 5^000 years." With one or two exceptions, there
was full agreement between radiocarbon dating and the items of known
age,
"It is interesting that, according to radiocarbon evidence,"
Dr. Libby said, "the earliest men in North America, Britain, and Denmark appeared contemporaneously some ten thousand years ago." Dr.
Libby said there was fear that by the radiocarbon dating method "we
should find men older than the last ice age, and had agreed that this
would constitute sufficiently conclusive evidence to discredit the whole
method." Men were not found in those parts of the world covered by
the great glaciers. "We learn," Dr, Libby said, "of the correlation
of the calendars of the ancient Babylonians and Mayans with our Christian
calendar. We see that the oceans of the world probably have risen in
water level at a leisurely and stately pace as the glaciers melted.
Further measurement of the depths of the ancient sea shores should
help us to further understand this rate of rise. This should lead to
new conclusions as to the geography of the earth in ancient times
and it seems that most Interesting historical results may follow this
study,"

Pj.?..^fSSfe^lMente
'Modlfieatlon of Radiation Response" was the subject of a lecture on protection and recovery from radiation d&inage, the eighth
lecture of the series, by Dr« Alexander Hollaender of the biology division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, on August 17, 1955- Dr.
Hollaender observed, in his opening remarks, that "studies conducted
in many laboratories all over the world have brought out imny interesting ways to modify radiation response. The efforts in this direction have shown that internabional co-operation in the atomic field can
be obtained even without any elaborate organization." Dr. Hollaender
discussed the "tremendous variation in radi'"tion sensitivity of living
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organisms." He reviewed different attea^jts to increase radiation resistance, such as reduction of temperature, or the reduction of moisture content in mamsals. Both, he said, are effective in increasing
radiation resistance but these are techniques which cannot be readily
used with mammals. Reduction of oxygen tension is another technique,
again not effective for mamnals.
In the field of chemical protection, Dr, Hollaender discussed in detail three compounds, cysteine, B-mercaptoethylamine
(csteamine), and S. B-aminoethylisothiuronium (AIT). Dr, Hollaender
then reviewed such radiation protection measures as transplanting of
spleen from a non-irradiated body, the use of antibiotics, and
nutritional support, "The entire field of radiation recovery," Dr,
Hollaender noted, "is stiH in its infancy. There are many possibilities, especially in regard to combined treatments which have
not yet been explored,"
In essence. Dr. Hollaender^s lecture, dwelling on problems
connected with the action of ionizing radiation on organisms, revealed
the profound metabolic changes that can be brought about in living
creatures by the use of radiation. In closing. Dr. Hollaender spoke
of the necessity that "the basic mechanism of radiation damage to
living cells" be better understood in order that means of protection can be found to meet any circumstances which might arise.

Use of radioactive elements to procure high and sustained
harvest, leading to a "secure and quiet life for man" was described
by Prof. Andrei L, Kursanov of the USSR on August 17, 1955* in the
ainth lecture of the series, "We are," the speaker began," still
on the threshold of that new era which will rightly be called the
age of the peaceful use of atomic energy," Use of radioactive
elements, as research tools. Professor Kursanov said, already has
carried man far toward understanding the metabolism of organisms.
He discussed the use of "labelled atoms" in the study of plant nutrition, as it appears now after several years^ use. Citing the work
of many U. S, as well as USSR scientists, Profo Kursanov survey«d innttmerable e^eriments in the world which have led to the proved conclusion that the root systems of plants and tress feed the organiaa,
just as carbon dioxide is absorbed by the leaves from the air.
Before the use of radioactive tracers it had been widely accepted
that the roots of plants provided mainly for securing the plant (or
tree) to the earth, and providing the organism with moisture, while
the food was absorbed from the air. Use of labelled atoms has proved,
Profo lta»sanov er^lained^ *»tJ«t ttore is a swpid circulation of organic substance covering the entire body of the plant from its uppermost leaves to the tips of its roots...Thus we can no longer accept
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the edi . ' idea that ascribed to the roots a ntomble role o o oQn the contrary 5, we may ascribe to the roots a leading part xn those complex transfoimationso o »"
Thi-^ meaxiSc, Profeassior Kursanov went on^ that agriculturalists
will be able to "I&AT-TI far more about the needs of plant nourishment and
fertiligation and wii.1 be ab^e to increase crops and harvests substantiailyo Moreover;, the speaxer went on, the success achieved so far in
raGioactlve tracer work "give grounds for hoping thaio 0 oin the
not too di&tant future^ the possibility may arise of the practical ap«plication of photosyii"&hes«i3 outside the planto" Thus, Profo Kursanov
concluded^ "we can see that the rational use of atomic energy is al".
ready paving the way to the mastery of the energy of lighto" As peoples
of the world realize the mighty benefits to come from the peaceful uses
of dtomlG energy j, such as these discassed, they may look "with respect and
trust on the work now being carried ono'*

M £ 4.0M B° Cockcroft
The tenth and finax. lecture of the series was delivered by Sir
John Cockcroft (UoKoj on the evening of August 19j 1955° Sir John simi~
mariged the present relations of the peaceful uses of atomic energy to
the affairs of mankind^ forecasting that for the next decade nuclear
engineers will be occupied in la3d,ng a sound basis from which nuclear
power can expand rapidiy to become "the major power source of the
Morldo" Nuclear power stationts of 1970^ Sir John said^ "will look as
different from those of 1957 as the modern moiior car differs from the
Model T Fordo" While the papers at the Conference had shown that
nuclear power cheaper than ^ower from coal coald not be expected for
a decade, he saidj, this was not the pointo The important point is
that an additional source of energy is becoming available to the
world* Two requirements mugt be metp he saids lower capital costs
for nutiear plantSj, and an increase m the amount of energy to be
extracted from each ton of araniam or thoritamo
Sir John traced his expectations of nuclear power development
country by country^ and identified some industries which would be
among the first to need this powers minesp pulp and paper, cement,
and alumlnumo Sir John said he was not greatly worried about the
problem of disposal of radioactive wastes in the future and he
thought sucn wa&te produetd wotild have more important uses than are
foreseen rio#o He discusred ns&B of radiation and mentioned particularly that in its use for insect control men had not begun to ap~
predate the oenefits to eomeo
Speaking of radiation in connection with human safety^ Sir
John noted that codes of practice are now being drawn up by experts
and that the next step is for the nations of the world to agree on
International Codes of Practice0 "The Unitea Nations Organization,"
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he said, "is in the process of giving birth to a nnich more ambitious offspring, the International Atomic Energy Agency, We must all hope that
its birth will not be too painful or too long delayed. The Agency,
wisely guided, could do a great deal to ensure that the inherent dangers
in our development are prevented,"
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A£PEWDIi, 17 —

U^ S, TECHHIGAL EXHIBIT AT GEMEYA

The United States was one of 9 nations to present technical exhibits at the Palais des Nations daring the two weeks the Conference
was held there. The other nations exhibiting were? Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Norway, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
and the United Kingdom.,
The US exhibit in t-be Library Wing of the Palais des Nations,
where the USSR and United Kingdom ej<hibits also were placed, filled
a room about 40 to lOG feet ir size (room Xy), The room was laid
out with exhibits against the walls, and also around a central island.
Between its opening to the public ai 5 p.m,, Aug. 7* and its closing
at 10 p.m., Aug, 20, a total of 36,222 visitors was counted.
The USSR exhibit v^as the only one in the Palais which occupied
space equivalent to that of the United States, The USSR displayed
models of three reactors, many mineralc.gical samples, and some
experimental equipment, Intermitteritly, they showed a film on constructing and operating their power realtor.. The United Kingdom placed its
main emphasis on an educational and c?mmei"cial e3q)osition held
simultaneously with the Conference under Swiss auspices at the Palais
des Expositions in downtown Geneva. At the Palais des Nations, the
UK emphasized power generatior, showed a model of a Calder Hall
reactor, and gave information or 7 reactors in all. Canada displayed
a model of its NRX reactor, but placed main emphasis on a full-size
teletherapy unit. The Danisb-Korwegian-Swedisb area featured a
model of the Swedish KJeller reactor, and Sweden, in addition,
showed a mobile radiological surrey uidt, Belgium displayed a
reactor simulator, some instruments, and its wall panels pictured
research projects and tne fajnous Congo Shinkolobwe mines. The
French exhibit gave considerable empbasis to ore mining and
processing, and iaciaded a simplified fall-scale reastor control
panel, operating in canjunction with a model of a vertical section
of a reactor.
The US exhibit irciuded 101 reactor models, two of them small,
and four drawings and diagrams fcr wall panels on additional reactors.
There were samples of rare earthsj with flow charts on their separation,
actual samples of transuranic elements, a large contiriuously operating cloud chamber, a master-slave "hot" laboratory, a model of a
chemical separating plant, a model of an Argonne National LabOTatory
(see photograph "A'% model of entire US Technical Exhibit) greenhouse
where plant experiments are carried outj, growing samples of irradiation
mutated plants from Brookhaven National Laboratory, a lavish display of
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radiation-detection inetrumeiitsj, ineludirig a h&nd-and-foot counter used to
protect workers in atomic plants^ a IOC-channel analyzer •— a ^ .':.lled
electronic "brairf* used in scientific computations — from Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory^ and medical exhibit from Sloan-Kettering
Institute* All of these bore e^lanatory labels, printed in the four
offical languages of the Conference, (Detailed descriptions and
p. "-ographs of the exhibit, designed a M arranged by Design and
Production, Inc„, Alexandria, ¥a«,, are given later). The exhibitors
in the US Technical Exhibjt totaled 105 and included industrial and
coramerclal firms, academiCj, professional, and private educational
and research organisations (full li-^t of parfcicipants in Attachment 1 ) ,
Distinguished men of science wfto visited the Technical EAibit
included Sir John Cockcroft^ (UK) and Professors Niels Bohr, (Denmark)
Otto Hahn, (West Germany) and Paul Scherrer (Switzerland), Also
among the prominent visitors inere Dr* Hojin Jo Bhabha (India)^
Conference President| Dr* Walter IMtmaiij, Conference Secretary Generalf
Academician D. ¥, Skobeltg;ln, Chief,, USSR Delegationi Sir Christopher
Hinton (UK)| also President Jfex Fetit-'^errs, of S-scltzerland^ Secretary General Dag Hairauarskjoldy of the United Nafeionsj Miss Frances
Willis and Mr« 1„ Alexis Johnson, American ambassadors to Switzerland
and Czechoslovaisla, respective]y^, and O^o S» Senators and Representatives
(Se© photograph ''B", Dr, George I» Weil, Tschrdeal Directorj escorting
Secretary General Dag Haraniarskjold of the United Nations (on Dr# Welles
right), and Gunnar Randers^ special assistant to Mi'» Hammarskjold (on
Dr« Weil% left) through U, S« Technical Exhibit),
The U» S» Ejchibit was ooened officially on Sunday^ August 7
with a press preview at 2 p^iut,^ followed by a tour of all national exhibits at Palais des Nations by !§?» Hasiiiarskjold and officials of the
Conference, It 5 p»r«^ the doors were opened to the public,
^ring the next two weeks the tf<, So Technical Exhibit and the
exhibits of the other nat'oas at the Palais were opened on week days
from 10 a.m^ to 9 p<»m» except for the first Monday and Tuesday,
August 8 and 9p when they were opened from 9 &»tt« to 10 p.m. The
public was admitted after 5 ?•»» On two Sundays^ August 14 and 21,
the public came during the entire open period which was from 10 a.m.
to noon and from 2 to 7 P«ni«
Attendance at the U* S^ IMdbit Increased daily. During the
first week 12,808 visits were counted® Attendance the second week
was 23,414, nearly double that of the first week. The heaviest day
was r
, August 19, when 4{.648 peopSe were counted* Ttsenty-five
thousand copies of a four-language brochure des-^ribing the exhibit
were shipped to Geneva for distribution* The last were handed out
on request several days before the exhibit closed.
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-2 S S
Description of the Exhibit

As one entered the U, S, Technical Exhibit he found on his left
the following passage from President Eisenhower^s message in four
languages, (as was practically all text in the Exhibit)s
Photo No. Is "The atom cannot be limited by national boundaries.
Men of science from many countries, often working together, help to harness its great energy for the good of mankind. The Geneva Conference
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy is a tribute to the inventive genius
of these men. At the same time, it demonstrates to people everjn^here
that continued international cooperation is essential if we are to realize
man's capacity to create for himself an increasingly productive world,
living at peace.
"The great strides already made in putting atomic energy to work
in industry, agriculture, medicine and research, will become evident
during the course of this Conference. We hope that the free exchange of
technical information and ideas among leading scientists and engineers
of many nations will stimulate ever greater progress in the months and
years ahead,
"In this cause^ the United States is firmly dedicated to promote international cooperation and to contribute its share of scientific
knowledge and resources,"
Then straight ahead on the wall was the United States emblem
for the Conference, on its left the reception desk and on its right the
first display covering the production of uranitim and thorixim.
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Photo No« 2; The Production of Uranitmi and Thorium Metals
panel contained two parallel flow diagrams, each extending the full
IS-foot length of the panel, with 32 samples of uranium materials
and 17 samples of thorium materials furnished by the Lindsay Chemical
Company* On a table in front of the panel were 27 samples of uranium
minerals and the same mimber of uranixim-thorltmi minerals, brilliantly
lighted "under transparent plastic«
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if-i^Photo No. 3% Behind the uranium and thorium panel one could
see past four other reactor materials panels to the fuel element
display.
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Photo No. 4i The first of the four reactor materials panels
described the production of beryllium wltli four photographs and a
flow diagram, contained 12 samples and illustrated the fabrication
of the metal with 25 items across the bottom of the panel* A large
machined piece of beryllium produced by powder metalltirgy supple™
mented the panel. These materials came from Brush Beryllium Co, and
Nuclear Metals, Inc.
Next, there was a similar panel on zirconium with three
photographs, 14 samples in a flow diagram and 29 on fabrication from
the United States Bureau of Mines Electrometallurglcal Station at
Albany, Oregon, and Nuclear Metals, 3iic.
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d. w* ^

Photo Ho, 5i Then, under the head, "Thermal Cycling of
Uranium", distortion of the metal caused by repeated heating and
cooling was illustrated with pure uranium samples which had actually been subjected to rarious degrees of cycling. For comparison, the panel included heat-treated and alloyed samples which
exhibited less damage. This display, containing 15 samples sealed
in glass, was prepared by Argonne National Laboratory,
The final reactor materials display, also by Argonne,
illustrated the corrosive effect of hot water on g^luminum and
improTement achieved by alloying with nickel. The panel contained six samples.
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Photo No. 6; Upon a concave black background, the fuel element section displayed elements used in or developed for eight reactors. They were grouped according to the cladding material —
aluminum, zirconium and stainless steel.
The aluminum-clad elements were those for tte Brookhaven
Reactor (from Brookhaven National Laboratory), the Materials Testing
Reactor (from Oak Ridge National lAboratory), the Argonne Research
Reactor and the Boiling Reactor Power Plant (from Argonne National
Laboratory), Both an old natural uranixmi Brookhaven element and a
proposed enriched element were displayed«
The zirconium-clad elements were of the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (from Argonne National Laboratory) and the Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor (from Westlnghouse Electric
Corporation),
The elements clad in stainless steel were for Experimental
Breeder Reactors Nos® 1 and 2 (from Argonne National Laboratory),
In addition, on the left side of the display there were
samples of uranitam and thoritim slugs produced by rolling and
machining, by extrusion and by power metallur^. On the other
side were a number of forms of interest to reactor designers,
some cast, some extruded, and others produced by power metallurgy.
These supplementary materials were furnished by the duPont Company,
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., and Nuclear Metals, Inc.
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Photo Ho. 1% As one left the fuel element display and
looked across the end of the 40 by 100-foot room, the five models
of the Government's Experimental Power Reactor Program lay before
him. Each model contained supplementary information in text and
illustration on the wall behind it.
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Photo Ho, B% The Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor
Model, from Westlnghouse Electric Corporation, had operating control rods and a pressure vessel, piping, heat exchanger, turbine
and generator that lighted up in sequence to Illustrate the flow
of energy.
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Photo No. 9; The model of the Experimental Boiling Water
Reactor, from the Argonne National Laboratory, contained a core
which simulated boiling by the effective use of lighting.
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Photo Mo, 10; The core of Experimental Breeder Reactor No» 2,
represented by t h i s model from the Argonne Laboratory, i s t o the l e f t
and •underground i n the models The top of the ttirbo-generator i s v i s i b l e
on the r i g h t .
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Photo No» 11; The model of Homogeneous Reactor Experiment
No, 2, from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, contained two colored
liquids circulating with bubbles to simulate the flow of the fuel
and blanket solutions*
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I

4?Photo No. 12s In the Sodium Reactor Experiment model, from
North American Aviation, Inc.^ colored liquid containing bubbles
was circulated to simulate the flow of reactor liquids, in this
case the primary and secondaiy liquid metal coolants*
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Photo No, 13; Following the Government program, which consists chiefly of small pilot plants, there were displays of four
full-scale plants proposed by industry.
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Photo No. 14; The 240,000~kilowatt Indian Point Pressurized Water Plant, proposed by the Consolidated Edison Coo, of
New Tork City^ was illustrated by an artist's perspective drawing
of the installation, a flow diagram and a small model, all furnished by Babcock and Wilcox Co,., the contractoro
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Photo Ho. 15; The 180,000-kilowatt Dual-Cycle Boiling
Water Plant, proposed by the Nuclear Power Group, was explained
by four dra"wings, including cut-away perspectives of the special
type of boiling reactor with its flash drums. The contractor,
the General Electric Company, furnished this material.
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Photo No. 16; The 100j»000-kilowatt Fast Breeder Power Plant.,
proposed by Atomic Power Development Associates, •was described by a
perspective drawing of the installation, a flow diagram and a small
model, all furnished by Nuclear Power Development Associates»
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Photo No. 17; The 75jOOO-kilowatt Soditim Graphite Plant,
proposed by Consumers Public Power District, of Columbus, Nebraska,
was pictured by two cut-away perspective drawings from North American
Aviation, Inc., developer of this type of reactor.
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Photo No» 18; On the other side of the aisle, opposite the
Industrial Power Program exhibits, were the last three reactor models.
There was a large and detailed model of the 30,000-kilowatt Materials
Testing Beactor, Its accompanying wall panel illustrated the new
Irradiation Facility at the MTR. (These materials came from the
Phillips Petroleum Go.)
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Photo No. 19i Exploration of the boiling reactor principle
was coTered by a model of the Boiling Eeactor Power Plant in Idaho,
which in an experiment for a short time on July 17, 1955> was the
exclusive source of electricity for the nearby town of Arco, The
Argonne Laboratory furnished the model.
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Photo No. 20? The New Argonne Research Heactor was represented by a model from the laboratory after which the reactor is
named.
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Photo No. 21; Looking past the Argonne Research Reactor
model and toward the Instrumentation section, one could see on
the left a model of tte Idaho Chemical Processing Plant and a
pilot plant chemical separations operation and, on the right, a
reactor control panel, a welding demonstration and a section of
Reactor Components and Auxiliaries.
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Photos Nos.22 and 23; The model of the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant included the waste treatment building and the
two large storage tanks. Several typical cells contain equipment. There was a simplified flow diagram on the wall above the
model. This portion of the Exhibit came from the Phillips Petroleum Company.
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Photo No. 24; The pilot plant demonstrated separation of
uranitim from fission products by ion extraction with subsequent
concentration by ion exchange. Copper was used to simulate radioactive fission products. Its green color in solution, contrasting
with the yellow of the uranium solution, added to the effectiveness
of the demonstration. The plant included a pair of one-inch diameter
transparent pulse-type columns and three-inch diameter transparent
ion exchange columns. The process was described by a flow sheet on
the wall.
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Photo No, 25; Operating as a part of the pilot plant was
a sampler, pictured here in the background, and hot cell on the
right. This was a full-scale unit capable of sampling ten sources
simultaneously.
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Photo No. 26; The hot cell, used for deteimining nitrate
ion and uranium concentration of radioacti've solutions, included
two Argonne Model 8 manipulators, a three-foot thick viewing window and analytical equipment. Most of the equipment of the three
units was furnished by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It was
operated by a team from the Laboratory.
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Photo No» 27; The reactor control panel, containing instruments essential for operating a reactor, was used to move an actual
reactor control rod. The control rod and its equipment was furnished bj American Machine and Foundiy Company, and the instnanent
panel by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company. Both were operated by three men from the latter organization, one being a Geneva
representative of the firm.
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311
Photo Ho» 28; The welding equipment demonstrated the new
consumable insert method of welding. Advantages of this method
for reactor and chemical plant circulating systems include less
susceptibility to corrosion and flaws and less friction for the
circulating liquids. The equipment was furnished by General Dynamics Corporation, who developed the method, and was operated by
the Arcos Company.
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Photo Wo. 29i A portion of the Exhibit entitled Reactor
Components and Auxiliaries was made up of a section on Pumps and
Valves, on the right, and a section on Protection of Environment,
on the left.
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Photo Mo. 30! The Pump and Valve section contained,
equipment for high-pressure systems, illustrated here; From right
to left, a large cut-away gate valve from the Chapman Valve and
Manufacturing Company, a small cut-away valve from the Crane Company, and a small Westinghouse canned motor pump, partly disassembled, with a cut-away drawing. All are of stainless steel. The
large valve, which had been used in test, was left uncleaned so that
it would illustrate the corrosive effect of reactor coolants even on
corrosion-resistant stainless steel. These valves and the canned
pump are for the primary coolant systems of pressurized water reactors and the fuel systems of homogeneous reactors.
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Photo Mo. 31s For low-pressure liquid metal systems, the
display contained two bellows-sealed valves from the Crane Company,
an illustration of a frozen liquid metal seal from North American
Aviation, Inc., a cut-away drawing of an alternating current induction electromagnetic pump from the General Electric Company and
a model, with accompanying cut-away drawing, of a direct current
electromagnetic pump from Argonne National Laboratory^
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Photo No. 32; The Protection of Environment from Radioactivity section covered, from left to right;
(1) Development at Brookhaven National Laboratory
of a pilot plant for absorbing the radioactivity of high-level
liquid wastes on montmorillonite clayi
(2) Weather factors considered in atomic energy
operations, with illustrations from the United States Weather
Bureau and New York Universityi
(3) Study of the radioactive contamination of water
supplies, with a photograph and data from investigations at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a photograph of a laboratory barge on the Mohawk River in New York|
(4) Two types of filters for air cleaning with photographs of installations, one from the Monsanto Chemical Company
and the other from the General Electric Company;
(5) A model of an incinerator developed by the
United States Bureau of Mines for reducing the bulk of low-level
combustible wastes;
(6) A study at Johns Hopkins University of biologic
slimes for removing radioactivity from sewage, a pilot plant at
New York University, and the first full-scale installation at the
National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho.
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Photo No. 33 s A survey of tte major port,ion of the instruments section revealed from right to left; prospecting equipment^
radiation monitors, an anti-coincidence counter, -radiation spectrometers and medical instruments. Components of instrxments were displayed on tte table in the center of the open space« Beneath the
table was a large unpolished casting of scintillating plastic illuminated with ultra-violet light.
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Photo No. 34s In the prospecting equipment area, at the
extreme right was a drill hole logging instrument with photographs
illustrating its use from a station wagon* The probej, the
vertical cylinder beneath tte table, is lowered into a drill hole
by 2,000 feet of cable from the reel. As it moves at 10 to 20 feet
per minute, it detects uranium mineralization. The radiation levels
are automatically plotted on the Esterline Angus recorder on the left.
This equipment was supplied by the Instrument Branch of AEC»s New
York Health and Safety Laboratory by whom it was designed.
At the left on the raised shelf along the back wall was
scintillation counter equipment used for airborne uranium exploration. The shiny cylindrical object is the detector probe containing an eight-inch diameter plastic scintillator viewed by a fiveinch diameter photomultiplier tube. In the exhibit it detected
radiation from two minerals on the turntable below. The signals
were recorded or observed by instruments on the shelf. This equipment was lent by the Sherwin Instalment Company.
On the extreme left were several types of portable instilments for surface exploration.
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Photo Ho« 35s Thirteen representative types of portable
instruments used for surface exploration were exhibited. All could
be operated by attendants and visitors* Most of them were Geiger
counters, three were scintillation counters and two were multiple
bismuth-lined geiger counter tube instruments« Three unique instruments were the portable drill hole logging instrument near the
center, a portable scaler in the far left bottom compartment, and a
transistorized geiger counter with a loud speaker output in the
lower left compartment. These instrtaments were loaned by the following companies!
lo

Atomic Research Corporation

2.

Berkeley Scientific Division of Beckman
Instruments, Inc..

3»

The Detectron Corporation

4*

El-Tronics, Inc»

5. Engineers Syndicate, Ltdo
6.

La Roe Instruments, Inco

7. Nuclear Instruments and Chemical Corp.
So

lucleonic Company of America

9»

Precision Radiation Instruments

106

Victoreen Instrument Company
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Photo Ho, 36g Visitors often stood in line in the Radiation
Monitors section to test theiflselves on the hand--and-foot contamination
monitor, loaned by Technical Associates Company. Far back on the table
was an air collector, loaned by Anton Electronic Laboratories. The
remainixig instruments on the right, all portable, consisted of types
for measuring various kinds of radiation — alpha, beta, gamma and
neutrons. On the panel is a display of picket-ionization chambers
and film badges.
These instruments were made by the following companies or
organizations;

1. Atomic Instruments Company
2, Ao 0. Beckman, Incorporated

3.

Bendix Aviation Corporation

4.

Cambridge Instrument Company

5^

Consolidated Engineering Corporation

6.

General Electric Company

7.

Keleket X-Ray Division of Tracerlab, Incorporated

Be

Landsverk Electrometer Company

9.

Nuclear Instrximent and Chemical Corporation

10. Nuclear Research and Development, Incorporated
11. Nuclear Research Corporation
12. Radiation Counter Laboratories, Incorporated
13»

Radiation Industries Company

14»

Radioactive Products^ Incorporated

15. Yictoreen Instrument Company
16. Argonne National Laboratory
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Photo No, 37 s An anti-coincidence cotmter is the instrtament
used for measuring the radioactivity of extremely low-level materials.
For example, it is employed in carbon dating. Such an instrument
was furnished by Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation through
the courtesy of Norden-Ketay Corporation, The iron shielding blocks,
upon which the cabinet is resting, help to keep cosmic and other external radiation from the counter tube within. Radiation that does
get through the shield must pass through one of a number of geiger
tubes in an anti-coincidence cylinder to reach tte counter tube, and
when this happens the signals from the two tubes cancel each other.
Thus only radiation originating within the cgrlinder itself registers.
This arrangement reduces the background from 30 or 40 counts per
minute to only a few counts per hour.
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Photo Mo. 3B' There were three radiation spectrometers in the
exhibit; the automatic scintillation spectrometer on the table at the
right, the lOO-channel analyzer on the floor at the left, and a radiation spectrometer demonstrator in the next picture. The demonstrator
is described first because it is the simplest of the three.
The demonstrator, the large, low cabinet on the right, was supplied by the United States Bureau of Standards to illustrate the basic
principle of these instruments. Ii5 it, gamma radiation from cesium 137
or mercury 203 is absorbed by a scintillating crystal. The absorption
gives off visible light with intensity proportional to the energy of
the absorbed radiation, and the light, viewed by a photomultiplier tube,
produces an electrical output proportional to its intensity. This output, displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope^ takes the form of pulses
whose maximum height is determined by the energy of the absorbed radiation. Cesitmi 137, with gamma radiation of 661,000 electron volts energy,
produces pulses more than twice as high as mercury 203, whose gamma radiation has only 279,000 electron volts energr. Pulses of all heights
between zero and that corresponding to the energr of the gamma radiation
are pictured on the scope»
The counter detector head of the automatic scintillation spectrometer is seen on top of the Honeywell-Brown recorder on the right.
It is a single channel spectrometer, which permits the observation at
any one time of pulses of a certain predetermined energy le/el. However, the entire energy range can be scanned sequentially in small energy
increments either manually or automatically. Scanning is done automatically and the instrument automatically records the nimiber of piiLses
falling within each energy- increment. The three cabinets immediately
to the left of the detector head contained, from top to bottom, the
electronic sweep and count rate computer circuit, the pulse height
analyzer, and the high voltage power supply. This instrument was
loaned by the Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory,
Instead of sequentially scanning the entire energy range, the
lOO-channel analyzer breaks down tte full range into 100 equal intervals and simultaneously counts the pulses in each. The detector head
of this analyzer is the cylindrical object resting on the small stand
between the two cabinets« The instrument stores this data in a magnetic memory unit which is scanned to rsproduee the energy spectrum on
an oscilloscope. The actual ntmiber of pulses in each channel can be
printed automatically by the printer on the small central stand. This
equipment contains about 300 vacuum tubes. It was provided by the Los
Alamos Scientific laboratory and was set up and operated by a Los Alamos
electronics expert.
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Photo No. 39; The first of two medical instrument displays
was of various types of geiger counter probes used for tumor diagnosis
and localization. Fastened to the plaque were three different thinwindow eye probes and a brain tiimor probe. The cabinet on the stand
contained a count rate meter circuit and on its left was a preamplifier and on its right a geiger counter brain probe similar to that
seen on the plaque. These exhibits were furnished by the Anton Electronic Laboratories and the H, W. Leighton Laboratories,
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Photo Ho, 40s The second medical instrument exhibit showed
one of the first commercial scintillation scanning instruments. It
automatically plots the radiation contour of organs and tissues
which have taken up radioisotopes. The instrument is used primarily
to locate and estimate the size and shape of functioning thyroid
tissue and carcinoma, A mark is formed on recording paper after a
predetermined number of counts have accumulated in the scaling circuit in the cabinet to the left of the instrument, A density pattern
results from which the organ or tissue can be distinguished. In use,
the patient would lie on a cot beneath the instrument and the scanning head would move back and forth across a part of his body. In
the exhibit, the patient was replaced by a radioactive source in the
shape of the thyroid glands. Actual records from patients were displayed above the instrument. This exhibit was furnished by the R, C,
Scientific Instrument Company,
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Photo No, 41* The last item of the instnments section was a
display of various special electronic components used in radiationdetecting instruments. The glass-covered part of the display table,
on the left, contained various types of special geiger and proportional countersI on the table to the right, commercially and experimental photomultiplier tubes developed largely for atomic ener^
applications! and ranging from three-fourth inch to I6 inches in diameteri and under glass on the right, samples of scintillating materials
including a six-inch diameter clear plastic scintillator, a large
diameter canned sodixm iodide (thallium activated) scintillator, and
smaller canned sodium iodide crystals.
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Photo No. 42s Looking down the aisle from the instrument
section to the entrance opposite the red and white striped canopy;
most of the biology and medicine exhibits were grouped on the left
while exhibits of applications of radioisotopes were on the right.
In the left foreground was a display of techniques used in
administering radioactivity fran small sources directly on or in
tissue. Sources of different sizes and shapes used in this therapy,
and instruments for implanting and removing them, were mounted above
and below a row of back-lighted transparencies. Pressing a button
brought additional rows into view one at a time from a drum containing
six rows. Materials for this exhibit were furnished by Oak Ridge Institute for Nuclear Studies, Argonne Memorial Cancer Research Hospital, and
Ohio State Medical School.
There was one medical isotopes application exhibit on thfe
right, where the mannequin's head is visible.
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Photo Ho, 43s In this exhibit, titled "Thyroid Uptake Calibration", the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies demonstrated
the characteristics of three types of measuring instruments, called
attention to discrepancies and to the need for standardization.
The turn-table on the left placed radioactive calibration sources,
and phantom "patients" representing patients whose thyroids had absorbed some radioiodine, before the detection heads of the three
instruments. The electronic circuits of these instruments were in
the cabinets on the right. The automatic slide projector gave more
information on methods and problems.
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Photo Ho» 44s Two other radiation therapy exhibits were
grouped with the brachy-therapy display? one on teletherapy in the
centerj one on slow neutron capture therapy to the left.
Seven models of teletherapy units being constructed or used
in the United States were shown. Such units shield cobalt 60,
cesitim 137, iridium 192, europium 152, cerium 144 and cadmium 109
with openings through which their radiation can be released when it
is desired for patients- More than 50 teletherapy units have replaced and supplemented high-voltage X-ray equipment at hospitals
in this country.
Research in slow neutron capture therapy at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory was reported by a number of photographs and
drawings« In this therapy, thus far used only for cases otherwise
incurable, a patient with a brain tumor is given an intravenous
injection of a boron-10 compound which is taken up preferentially
by the tumor. The patient*s head Is then placed above a hole in
the Brookhaven reactor. The slow neutrons streaming through this
hole interact with the boron to cause theanission of alpha particles,
whichj in turn, produce extremely dense ionization in the region of
the tiimor which is intended to destroy it or retard its growths
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Photo No. 45s Results of studies at the Sloan-Kettering
Institute on the'origin and metabolism of steroids in man were presented on an exhibit panel. The studies, which are of importance
in cancer research, were accomplished by use of carbon 14 and
tritium tracers. The instrument below the panel, furnished by the
Packard Instrument Company, was a liquid scintillation spectrometer
for the precise low-level counting of these beta-emitting radioisotopes. The sample is added to the liquid scintillating materials
and placed in a light-tight counting chamber kept at sub-zero temperatures in a refrigerator to reduce background due to thermionic
noise pulses in the scintillation counter's photomultiplier tubes.
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Photo No. 46; Progress in autoradiography — the technique
by which a thin slice of plant or animal tissue containing radioisotopes takes a picture of itself — was reported in two panels
containing back-lighted transparencies. Autoradiography provides
a method for studying the biological fates of radioisotopes in much
greater detail than is possible with counting methods. The top
panel, describing a modified liquid emulsion technique for microautoradiography, was contrib'u.ted by the New England Deaconness
Hospital, The lower panel, describing the opposition method of
gross autoradiography, was from the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies,
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Photo Ho. 47i Brookhaven National laboratory prepared an
exhibit on Radiation and Plant Genetics. The center of attention
was a model of a segment of Brookhaven's gamma radiation field.
The model contained living plants showing the effects of radiation,
a real but very low energy gamma source, and a geiger counter and
amplifier that detected the radiation when the source was raised
from its storage shield into the irradiating position. Above the
model was an aerial photograph of the field and an illustration of
the Brookhaven reactor showing the theraial column facility for the
irradiation of biological materials.
A panel to the left of the model of the field showed how
radiation increases the number of mutations over that which occurs
naturally. Mutations for color and starch content in corn kernels
were used to illustrate this point. The lower part of this panel
showed the uniform growth one obtains when seeds are irradiated
with thermal neutrons as contrasted with the nonuniform growth of
seedlings when the seeds are treated with X-rays. Living barley
seedlings were used.
To the right of the model three color trans-oarencies were
used to illustrate how oat seedlings are screened for disease resistant mutations after irradiation. Such methods have produced
mutations resistant to Victoria blight, stem rust and wheat rust
in oats, leaf spot in peanuts and stem rust in flax. These mutations are being tested and studied prior to release of seed to
farmers.
Still further to the right, there were exhibited living
carnation plants which showed flower form and color mutations.
By mutating a single branch, experimenters produced a plant which
bears both red and white flowers and single and double flowers.
These mutations were produced in the gamma radiation field.
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Photo No. 48i An exhibit titled, "Use of C 14 Tracers in
Biosynthesis", featured a model of the small greenhouse at the
Argonne National Laboratory in which drug-producing plants are grown
in an atmosphere containing radioaptive carbon 14 in carbon dioxide.
The model greenhouse contained growing plants. Samples of 20 biochemicals and pharmaceuticals from plants produced in the Argonne
radioactive greenhouse were displayed. Above them, a book-type
display described their production and use.
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Photo No. 49s In an exhibit headed "Radiation Toxicity",
Argonne National Laboratory reported results of a research project on the biological effects of neutrons and gamma rays. Text
and graphs were mounted on a continuous belt so that section after
section was brought into view by an automatic timing circuit. The
bottom part of the panel illustrated the way in which mixed neutron
and gamma radiations are produced by a reactor. Improved understanding of the effects of mixed neutron-gamma radiation is important
to establishing permissible radiation levels for reactor operators
and hence to the shielding design and operation of the reactors
themselves.
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Photo No. 50g Another display reported possible useful applications of gamma radiatione Galled "Research on Effects of Radiation",
it emphasized, with six color transparencies and samples of four different foods, investigations of radiation for food preservation. The
foods pictured were liverwurst, bread, cheese, smoked salmon, ground
beef, corn and sausage and the samples were of bread, smoked salmon,
chicken and groxind beef. These transparencies and food materials were
furnished by the Quartennaste-r Corps of the United States Aniiy,
By pictures and charts this exhibit also reported ons
Prevention of sprouting of onions (University of
Michigan)
Prevention of sprouting of potatoes (Brookhaven
National Laboratory)
Destruction of food-spoiling mold by radiation
(University of Michigan)
Preservation of beans and grain from weevils
(University of Michigan)
Destruction of trichinosis organism (University of
Michigan)
Feeding tests on white rats (University of Michigan)
Measurement of radiation by darkening of glass (Naval
Research Laboratory)
Radiation damage to organic liquids potentially useful as reactor coolants and methods of reducing this
damageo
The large panel against the back wall consisted of flow charts,
specimens and text illustrating the winning from the ores of pure rare
earth compounds and metals. There were also samples of 15 oxides and
15 metals. The panel pointed out the significance of ttese materials
for basic research and for commercial application as in the manufacture
of glass, lighter flints, carbon arc lamps, incandescent gas mantles,
metal alloys, radiation sources and analytical chemical reagents. The
exhibit materials were furnished by the Ames Laboratory, Iowa State
College.
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Rare earths are becoming available in Increasing quantity as
a by-product of atomic energy activity. Ion exchange processes developed for separating highly radioactive fission products, many of
which are rare earths, are now being applied to nonradioactive iBre
earths.
The large cases on the right contained 12 samples of compounds
of three transuranic elements (heavier than uranium) and produced by
artificial means, and the first bit of plutonium isolated and weighed
as a pure compotand. It contained in milligram quantities: plutonixam
trichloride, tetrafluoride, trifluoride and dioxide, neptunitm dioxide,
tetrachloride, tetrafluoride trichloride, and trifluoride; and americium
dioxide, sesquioxide, and trifluoride.
The first plutonium sample, isolated as a pure compound at the
University of Califorllia, could be seen on a screen magnified by a
microscope. Neptunium, the first trarsurarium element discovered, also
represented an achievement of the University of California, Americium,
the fourth new element isolated, was identified at the Metallurgical
Laboratory of the Ifenhattan Project. A total of nine transuranic elements has been identified.
The display case was prepared by the Radiation Laboratory of
the University of California. The samples were sealed in special containers to eliminate any hazard of radioactivity.
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Photo No. 51s Exhibits on applications of radioisotopes
were grouped together on the right of the aisle near the entrance.
The central feature of this display was an operating industrial
thickness gage loaned by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, a division
of Pratt and Whitney. An endless strip of metal containing a thick
spot passed continuously through the gage. Every time the spot got
in the path of radiations from the gage's strontixim 90 source, a
blip registered on the paper of a continuous recording instrument.
Gages of this type are used in industry to measure and control the
thickness of many materials such as paper, aluminum foil and plastic
sheets.
On the right was a display on the development and application of a portable X-ray unit, using radioactive thulium and requiring no electric current for operation. It included an actual prototype developed by the Argonne National Laboratory, a transparent
plastic model of this protot3rpe and a unit n w produced commercially
by Litton Industries,
Three types of atomic batteries, in actual operating condition, were exhibited on the left, with diagrams illustrating constniction and principles of operation.
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Photo Mo. 52; Near the center of the atomic battery exhibit
and housed in a thL ck plastic container was afiadioCorporation of
America semi-conductor battery and its strontium 90 source. The
source was mounted on the end of a rod so that visitors could move
it near the battery, and the battery was connected to a small audiooscillator and earphone outside the box. Thus by use of the earphone
visitors could "hear" the energy generated when they brought the
source near the battery.
On a shelf to the right was a strontium 90 beta radiation
batteiy from Radiation Research Corporation. Beta rays, originating at a central electrode, pass through a very thin membrane to
an outer electrode wall thereby transferring charge from the central
electrode to the outer wall. It is theoretically possible to produce potentials as high as the energy of the beta rays passing
through the membrane| in practice several thousand volts are obtained. The potential was measured by an electrostatic voltmeter
below the battery. The current from these batteries is extremely
small, of the order of l/lOO billionth of an ampere.
On the left, mounted under a small plastic cover, was an
Ohmart contact potential type battery in which ionizing radiation
produces a current used to charge a condenser which, when discharged intermittently, produced a pulse on the oscilloscope below
the battery.
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Photo No« 53? Just outside the entrance to Room X? was an
interesting and important feature of the Iftiited States Technical
Exhibit; a continuously operating cloud chamber designed and built
for the exhibit by the Radiation Laboratory of the University of
California and operated by a representative of the United States
Bureau of Standards. Over an area five feet square and several
inches deep visitors saw at any one time about 500 atomic particle
tracks originating from cosmic ray disintegration products and
from natural radioactivity sources. The cloud chamber demonstrated
the naturally occurring radiation which constantly penetrates the
human body.
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ATTACHI^ffiKT 1 - CONTRIBUTORS TO TECHNICAL EXHIBIT

American Machine and Foundry Company^ New lork^ New York
Anton Electronic Laboratory, Brooklyn, New York
Argonne Memorial Cancer Research Hospital, University of Chicago,
Chicago, I3-linois
Argonne National Laboratory^ Chicago, Illinois
Atomic Instrument Companyj Cambridgej, Massachusetts
Atomic Power Development Associates, Inc»j Detroit, Michigan
Atomic Research Corporation, Colorado Springs, Colorado
The Babcock & Wilcox Company, New lork^ New York
AaO. Beckjnafl^ Inc., doai «i Pasadena, California
Beckiaan Instruments^ lace^ Fullerton, California
Bendix Aviation Corporation^ Cincinnati, Ohio
Brookhaven National Laboratory^ Upton, New York
The Brush Beryllium Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Burton-Rogers Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Cambridge Instrument Gompanyj Inco, New York, New York
Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company, Indiante'chard,J&ssachusetts
Cincinnati Ventilating Company, Covington, Kentucky
Commonwealth Edison Company^ Chicagoj Illinois
Consolidated Edison Company, lew York, New York
Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena, California
Consumers Public Power District of Nebraska, Columbus, Nebraska
Craftweld Equipment Conpany, Long Island, New York
Crane Company, Chicago^ Illinois
Daystrom Instrument Conpany, Archbald, Pennsylvania
Design and Production, Inc», Alexandria, Virginia
Detectron Gorporationj North Hollywood, California
Detroit Mison Company, Detroit« Michigan
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, lac*, Clifton, New Jersey
Electric l&ehinery Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota
El-Tronics Inc», Philadelphiaj Pennsylvania
Engineers Syndicate Ltd., Hollywood, California
Fisher and Porter Manufacturmg Company^ Hatboro, Pennsylvania
General Dynamics GorporatioB, Groton^ Connecticut
General Electric Companyj Schenectady, New York
Harig Manofacturing Company, Chicago, Illinois
The Harshaw Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Illinois Water Treatment Company, Rockford, Illinois
International liistrument, Inc^, New Haven, Connecticut
Iowa State College, Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
Keleket X-Ray Corporation, Covington, Kentucky
King Typographic Service Corporation, New York, New York
Labour Companyj. Elkhart, Indiana
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Landsverk Electrometer Company, Glendale, California
LaRoe InstraTterits, Ine*, Bethesdaj, Jferyland
Leeds and Norfchrup Compsityy Philadelphia, Pe/msylvania
Ho Mo Leighton Laborato/ie?, Hatboro, Pennsylvania
Lindsay Chemical Company, West Chicago^ I l l i n o i s
Litton Industi«iea, Befs-Vej H i l l s , California
Los Alamos Sclent if i s Laboratory,, Los Alamos., New Mexico
Jfassachusetts I n s t i t u t e of Technologyj, Cambridge, Massachusetts
fester E l e c t r i c Company^ Dayton, Ohio
McGraw-Hill Book Gc», In-, e^ New York^ New York
Michigan State College, East Lans3.ng, Michigan
Maneapoli^-Honeywel 1 Regtilaioi COoj, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
National Boi-eau of Standards, United States Department of Commerce
National Radiac, Inc*, Newark, New Jersey
New England Deaconess Hospi*ai, Boston, Massachusetts
New York Unirersity, New Yorkj, New York
Norden-Ietay Corpo^'aiion, New York, New York
North Ajnerican Avla^ioi, I n c s , Dowiey, California
Nuclear Instrument and Chead'ss^i Corporation, Chicago, I l l i n o i s
Nuclear Metals^, I r x . , GambridgPj, Massachusetts
Nuclear Power Group, GhicagOp I l l i n o i s
Nuclear Research Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Nuclear Research and Dev'elspment, Inc#, S t . Louis, Missoxari
Nuclear Science and Engineeringj, Inc®, Pittsburgh^ Pennsylvania
Nucleonlc Compajny of America., Bi.'ooka.y.i^, New York
Oak Ridge I n s t i t u t e of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Ohio State Unire-sityj Department of Medicihep Goiunibus, Ohio
The Ohmart CorpoTatloii, GJncimiati, Ohio
Packai'd Instroment CoiEpaBy^ LaGrange, D i i n o l s
P a n e l l i t , IQCO, Skokle, l i l i n o l s
P h i l l i p s Petroleum Company^, Idaho F a l l s , Idaho
P r a t t and Whitiey, DlTision NIies~B©ment-Pond Co., Hartford, Connecticut
Precision Radiation In&trumeatSf, Los Angeles, Galifomia
Publit^ation Se/'rlcep, Ire^g MasMiigton, D i s t r i c t of Columbia
Radiation Goianter LaboT'atoflesj, Skokiee, I l l i n o i s
Radiation Industries Company^ Brookhaven, New York
Radiation Instrument DeTe-.opment Laboratory, Chicago, I l l i n o i s
Radiation Rese«*"*b Gcporaxion, Mest Palm Beach;, Florida
Radio Corporation of AmeTi^a, Camdenp New Jersey
Radioactive P^oduczsj, I n c . , D e t r o i t , Michigan
Ra3rtheorj Manufactarlng Company, Walthaaap
ttissachiisetts
R~G Scient3.fi-3 InstTuments Companyj, IrtCo,, Playa Del Rey, California
L. Schreiber and Sons, Company, GoTlngton, Kentucky
Sherwin Instrument Companyj, Net* York, New York
Sloan Kettering I n s i i t u t e for Cancer Research, New York^ New York
Structural Display Gompaiiy, Inco, Long I s l a n d , New York
Sylvania Elective Prodiicts, In'>«, Bayside, Long Island, New York
Technical Associates^ Bu.rbarl<j, Gal5.fornia
Tracer.,.ab, InCoj, Bostor>, Massachusetts
Union Carbide and Carbon Corpor-ition, New York, New York
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United
United
Ijfaited
United
United

States
States
States
States
States

Atomic Energy Oommission
Bureau of Mneg
Geological Survey
Radium Corporation, New York, New York
Weather Bureau
#

University of California, Radiation Labo4*atory, Berkeley, California
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Vietoreen Instrument Company, Cleveland, Ohio
The Vitro Corporation of America, New York, New York
¥estinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburg!?, Pennsylvania
N. ¥ood Counter Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois
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ATTACHMENT 2 - EXHIBIT BROCHURE DISTRIBUTED AT (SNEVA
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON THE PEACEFUL USES OP
ATOMIC ENERGY

Geneva, £-witzerland
August 8-20, 1955

Vol. II

Report of the United States Delegation to the International Conference
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy held by the United Nationsj with
Appendices and Selected Documents
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APPENDIX V — RESEARCH REACTOR EXHIBIT AT GEftWA

The United States Research Reactor Eidiibit, featuring the
operating "pool'* reactor, installed in a specially designed and constructed building on the grounds of the Palais des Nations in Geneva,
was officially opened on August 7 as one of the United States exhibits
at the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy* There was a preview for United Nations Conference
officials and news representatives at noon| at 4 o^elock, the public
was admitted* On August 22, the reactor was physically turned over
to the representatives of the Swiss Government, which purchased the
reactorfrom the United States under a Bilateral Agreement of Cooperation on peaceful uses of atomic energy Bigried July 18, 1955» Formal
documents to transfer the reactor were signed on August 20, 1955* the
first nuclear reactor ever sold bj one nation to another.
The reactor building was open every day during the Conference
from 9 a»m» to 10 p.m, with the public admitted after 4 p.m. The
public was admitted all day on Sunday* By August 22, a total of 63,373
persons had visited the reactor* (See photograph Ko» 3 of visitors
waiting to enter reactor buil.ding on grounds of Palais des Nations.)
The building of an operating research reactor at the Geneva
Conference was first proposed in November, 1954, by Dr» Thomas E.
Cole, of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, operated for the U* S«
Atomic Eners'' Commission by the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation»
The idea was to demonstrate a type of research reactor which nations
could e3cpect to build under Bilateral Agreements of Cooperation with
the United States, using uranium enriched to 20^ in the fissionable
235 isotope — the type of atomic fuel the United States had pledged
to contribute to an international pool.
Construction of the reactor was formally authorised by the
Atomic Energy Commission on March 2j 1955« Dr» George G. Ifenov,
under Dr* George Weil as Technical Director, was placed in charge
of the Reactor Unit^ with Dr. Charles E. Winters, of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, in chargt, o* ope a.ioas* On February 14,
Secretary of State John Foster Dui.'-,.,b had instructed U» S. Ambassador
to Switzerland Frances Willis to open discussions with the Swiss
Government for permission to install and operate the reactor within
the limits of the Canton and City of Gene"¥ae Permission to erect
the special btiilding had to be obtained from ilie uiiibeu Nations
and from the Swiss.
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The building, designed by Mr. Donald Stewart, a Union Carbide
architect, was erected in 46 days and, on July 1, was ready for
installation of heavy equipment and a water demineralizer which already had been shipped ±n» Meanwhile, at Oak Ridge National Labora~
tory, the reactor had been designed, fuel elements and operating
mechanism tested, and then dismantled and crated for shipment» On
June 30, the reactor was loaded at Knoxville, Tennessee, aboard two
Military Air Transport Se±-vice planes — a C-124 Globemaster and a
C-54 cargo plane — and flown to Geneva where it arrived July 2.
By July 18, just 14 working days after its arrival, the
reactor and all its equipment were installed and, on that morning,
the reactor "went critical" for the first time in Geneva. Wall
panels and other units of the exhibit also were in place.
At the time. President Eisenhower was in Geneva for his
conference with Edgar Faure, Prime Minister of France; Nicholai
Bulganin, Prime Minister of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics|
and Sir Anthony Eden, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. On
July 20, President Eisenhower spent an hour at the reactor exhibit,
viewing the panels, and operating the reactor. (See photograph No.
2 of President Eisenhower examining the reactor.) He was accompanied
by some 15O news representatives and photographers. While there, he
made the following statements
"I am very pleased that our country is able here to establish
this reactor to help the scientists of the world to make progress
along the lines of peaceful use of the atomic energy science, for
the welfare of mankind.
*'In the United States we have so far made agreements with 24
different nations for the use of this same type of research reactor.
There are students from 19 different countries going to school in
the United States, learning about the technology that is applied
here. There are students from 32 countries undertaking to learn
about the use of radioisotopes, and so on. So all in all this
business is proceeding, and we are pleased to have a part in it.
We have set aside 200 kilograms of fissionable material so far to
assist in the effort.
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3 -7 2 —
''I am very hopeful that more than governments will get interested in this project® I hope that private business and professional men throughout the world will take an interest, and provide
an incentive in finding new ways that this new science can be used*
'*In the meantime, I hope that everybody who gets a chance
to see this one, will learn that there are really iiany, many ways
in which atomic science can be used for the benefit of mankind and
not destruction."
Between Jtily 18 and August 6, there were l,420~pre-Conference
visitors^ The day after the President's visit. Fleet Admiral Arthta*
W» Radford, Chairman^ Joint Chiefs of Staff, and General Alfred A^
Gruenther, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, visited the reactor,
and UeSo Ambassador to Switzerland Frances Willis viewed it on JiiLy
22.
On August 6, AEC Chairman Strauss sent a letter to the Chairman of the delegation of each of the 73 nations and 8 specialized
agencies participating in the Corxference, inviting each to name
members of the delegation to attend an Individual showing of the
exhibit and to operate the nuclear reactor* For many delegates,
it was the first time they had ever seen a reactor.
Tours of the reactor esJiibit were arranged for individual
members of Congress, including Senators Clinton P« Anderson, John
0» Pastore, Bourke B, Hickenlooper, John W, Bricker^ George H,
Malone, John M.. Butler, Alexander Wiley, William A., Purtell, and
Price Daniel; and Representatives Carl T. Durham, Chet Holifield,
Melvin Price, John J, Dempsey, W» Sterling Cole, Carl Hinshaw,
James E*. ¥an Zandt, and James T<, Pattersons
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The formal ceremonies turning over the reactor to represen™
tatives of the Swiss Government and of Reactor, Ltd., took place
at noon on Saturday, August 20, with physical possession effective
noon, Monday, August 22, 1955•
Official participants in the ceremony were Dr. Paul Scherrer,
Chairman, Swiss Commission for Nuclear Research, acting for the Swiss
Government, Dr. Walter Boveri for Reactor, Ltd., Chairman Lewis L.
Strauss, acting for the United States Government, U. S. Ambassador
Frances E. Willis, and Commissioner Willard F. Libby. (See photo
No. 4, Chairman Strauss signs transfer papers on reactor, with Dr.
Boveri, of Reactor, Ltd., on his right. Ambassador Willis on his
left.)
The documents were signed, congratulations were exchanged
and the reactor was formally transferred. (Memorandum of transfer
in Attachment 2.)
At noon, Monday, August 22, 19559 the Swiss took physical
possession of the reactor building. The tentative timetable called
for erection of a building in Wurenlingen (near Zurich) by early
spring of 1956 when the reactor, its equipment and exhibit panels
would be moved.
The US reactor building, a low structure 50 by 80 feet with
a shed roof, stained redwood and displaying the Atoms for Peace
emblem on its central facade, was erected on a slope to the north
of the rambling Palais des Nations, close to the Library Wing in
which the U. S. Technical Exhibit was installed. The visitors
entered at the main entrance on the south, and left by a west
door after a circuit of the panel exhibits and the reactor.
Visitors entered the building on a level a few feet below
the floor on which the reactor was installed, and had there a view
of the reactor railing and superstructure and, beyond it, the
glass-fronted area in which the control panels were placed. The
approach to the reactor was by a ramp circling to the left from
the entrance through a corridor walled with exhibit panels, then
to the reactor, then out again through a second corridor which also
contained exhibits.
The reactor itself was in the center of the building protected by a guard rail at floor level. The reactor core was clearly
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visible in a waterfilled cylindrical iron tank 10 feet in diameter
and sunk 20 feet into the earth, imbedded in solid rock (See photo
No. 5, looking down into the reactor.) The superstructure of the
reactor supported two strip-chart recorders of reactor activity
and the drive mechanism of the control rods. Underwater lights
illuminated the pool when the reactor was not operating. They were
turned off when, every 15 minutes during the exhibit hours, the
reactor was brought to criticality and then up to its full power
of 100 kilowatts to demonstrate the blue glow of the Gerenkov
effect.
The cover of the brochure on the reactor, printed in four
separate editions of the four official Conference languages, was
a color photography of the reactor core when the Gerenkov effect
was at its height. During the Conference, 45,000 copies of the
brochure were distributed (See Attachment 3 ) . In addition to a
brief description of the reactor, the brochure also told about
the various associated exhibits.
The active core of the reactor was composed of 18 kilograms
uranium, enriched to 20^ in Uranium 235 of a total of 3.6 kilograms,
and enclosed in aluminum ''sandwiches^'. There were 23 fuel elements
compactly arranged and mounted on altiminum grid plate supported
from the bottom of the tank. Three of the fuel elements contained
holes designed for insertion of the boron carbide control and safety
rods which had electromagnetic couplings and were motor-driven. One
special piece was designed to hold a neutron source to facilitate
control of the reactor during starting operations. The 13,000
gallons of ordinary water which filled the tank, and was circulated
through the demineralizer, served as both coolant and moderator.
Depth of water above the reactor core was 16.5 feet which,
at the standard operating power of 10 kw provided enough shielding
to reduce the radiation level at the water surface to about 0.5
milleroentgens per hour, or about one-fourth the intensity given
off by the sxirface of a radium-dial wrist watch.
The controls displayed behind the glass-fronted room were
more elaborate than required for the operation of the reactor, and
in fact would be adequate for a high power, short-period reactor.
The pool reactor control mechanism included a completely automatic,
one button, start-up, and a simple ser-vomechanism to maintain constant power (See photo No. 6, visitors viewing control panel through
glass wall.)
The panel exhibits which lined the entrance and exit passageways are described in connection with the photographs reproduced
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on the following pages. All panel exhibits were labeled in the fotir
official languages. In sequence, as viewed by the visitors, the
panels were?
Panel A (Fig. 7) was a message from the President of the
United States9
"The atom cannot be limited by national boundaries.
"Men of science from many countries, often working together,
helped to harness its great energy for the good of laankind. The
Geneva Conference on the Peacefxil Uses of Atomic Energy is a tribute
to the inventive genius of these men. At the same time, it demonstrates to people everywhere that continued international cooperation is essential if we are to realize man's capacity to create for
himself an increasingly productive world, of living at peace.
"The great strides already made in putting atomic energy to
work in industry, agriculture, medicine, and research will become
evident during the coixcse of this conference. We hope that the free
exchange of technical information and ideas among leading scientists
and engineers of many nations will stimulate an even greater progress
months and years ahead.
"In this cause the United States is firmly dedicated to promote international cooperation and to contribute its share of
scientific knowledge and resources,"

Dwight D* Eisenhower
The White House
Washington, D.C^
May 3. 1955
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Panel B (Fig* 8 ) gave a schematic cross section of the Geneva
reactor with this caption;
"Nat\3rally occurring uranium containing 0.7^ U-235 enriched
to 2 0 % U-235 makes possible a research reactor that is simple, small,
easy to build, inexpensive to operate and versatile. This reactor
requires less than 4 kilograms of U-235* The President of the
United States has authorized the allocation to the prospective
United Nations - International Agency of 100 kg. of U-235 containing
uranium isotopic concentrations up to 2 0 % . "
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Panel 7 (Fig. 10) illustrated fabrication of UO2-AI fuel
elements of the MTR type. Actual fuel elements were used in this
panel, except that the UO2 included was of normal composition with
less than 1 % of Uranium 235•
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Fig* 11 - This panel showed a full scale "reactor core
assembly, prepared from dummy fuel elements, and included a control-rod, magnet assembly, and clutch. Several fuel elements were
cross sectioned to permit a view of their internal construction.
Inspecting this display, are Mrs. Laura Fermi, US historian of
the Conference, and Dr, Thomas E. Cole, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Panel 3 (Fig. 12)i A display of radiation detection
instruments, including geiger and scintillation counters, pocket
dosimeters, and film badges. Protection against radiation was
demonstrated by standard items of laboratory wear, such as coveralls, shoe covers, gas masks, cotton and rubber gloves. The panel
stressed that radiation could be detected through the use of
proper instruments, and that personnel could be protected through
proper precaution, and that respect, not fear, was the key to
working safely with radiation.
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Panel 4 (Fig» 13)! This panel explained neutron therapy,
being intensively investigated by the Brookhaven National Laboratory
as a possible treatment for cancer of the brain.
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Panel 5 (Fig» 14)! This panel exhibit gave technical
specifications of the core of the research reactor operated
at Geneva*
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Panel 6 (Fig. 15)! This panel demonstrated some uses of
a research reactor of the type operated at Genevas education of
students in nuclear science, research in nuclear physics, reactor
design, the production of radioisotopes, activation analysis, the
studies of radiation effects, and biomedical research*
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Fig. 16: A visitor operates a reactor simulator displayed
at Geneva* The simulator was designed by the Leeds and Morthrup
Company to demonstrate the increase in a reactor flux when a control
rod neutron is moved out of the fuel element lattice*
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Panel 7 (Fig» 17)! This panel illustrated production of
radioisotopes in a nuclear reactor, and a device colloquially
referred to as a '*rabbit" used to obtain short periods of
irradiation.
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Panel B (Figo l^)s This eAlbit panel illustrated use of
neutrons in analyzing trace quantities of various chemical methods#
The principle is that specific elements are known to capture
neutrons at certain rates^ and that the resulting induced radioactivity is characteristic for each elemento The periodic table
of the elements was exhibited to illustrate those elements capable
of being detected in extremely small quantitieso
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Panel 9 (Fig. 19)! This panel gave a description of the water
de-fflineraliiser tinit, used to process water for the Geneva reactor,
and of the action of resins in removing positive and negative ions.
The reactor must operate in demineralized water, othein^se such
rainerals as sodium in the water would become radioactive.
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Panel 10 (Pig. W)s
This exhibit panel demonstrated that
changes in crystai. stru'jture due to radiation could be readilyobserved* The panel illastrated the effe.?t of irradiation apon
several common substances., such as Brazilian quartz, fused silicaj,
Pyrexj soft glasses and copper crystaJ.so
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Panel 11 (Fig. 21)j This panel illustrated various uses of
a nuclear reactor for studies in reactor design and research!
measurements of the effect of large e2g>erimental holes on the
reactivity! measurements of the energy of fission of Uranium-235|
the effectiveness of various shielding materials! and measurements
of fission~neutron and gamma-ray spectra.
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Panel 12 (Fig. 22): This panel showed the usefulness of a
pool-type reactor for obtaining information on the effects of
irradiating reactor components such as pumps, materials of construction, fuel elements, etc. An in-plle look assembly was exhibited.
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Panel 13 (Fig» 23 )s This panel illustrated some chemical
and physical effects of ionising irradiation. Two general types
of changes were indicated* In the first, bonds of individual
molecules are broken and cross-linking takes place* The polymerization of ethylene is an exanple* The second type of change
is a degradation of physical properties; for example, a decrease
in tensile strength, hardness, etc* Samples were included of
irradiated polyesters, natural rubber, butyl rubber,phenols,
cellulose, fluorothene and nylon»
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Panel 14 (Fig. 24)! The last panel, as a visitor left the
reactor building, sximmarized the uses of a pool-type reactor, and
featured a montage of photographs taken at the Oak Ridge School of
Reactor Technology, at the Argonne National Laboratory and elsewhere. Included were a series of t3?pical graphs obtained by
students dtiring the course of instruction.
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ATTACHMENT 1 - DAILI ATTENDANCE —

Daily
July 18 - August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
Atogust
August
August
August
August
August
HOURS:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Monday - Saturdays

Sunday:

1 /,,20
2050
1310
4155
3920
3629
4127
3771
4483
3949
5027
4866
5002
5729
5563
4480

GENEVA REACTOR

Total
1420
3470
4780
8935
12855
16484
20501
24272
28755
32704
37731
42599
47601
53330
58893
63373

Delegates
Public

9i00 AM - 3:00 PM
4:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Public

9:00 AM - 10:00 PM
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ATTACHMENT 2 -- MEMORANDUM OF TRANSFER

In accordance with Article I of an Agreement for Cooperation
dated Ji0.y 18. 1955 between the Government of Switzerland and the
Government of'the United States of America, The UNITED STATES ATOMIC
ENERGT COMMISSIONS on behal.f of the Government of the United States
of America^ in consideration of the sum of One Hxmdred Eighty Thousand
dollars ($180,000) (Ua S«)^ the receipt of which sum in United States
currency is hereby acknowledged, does hereby TRANSFER to the GOVERNMENT OF SWITZERLAND^, all right, title and interest in the research
type nuclear reactor which the United States Atomic Energy Commission
has constTuctedfl located and operated, on the grounds of the Palais
des Nations in Genevaj, Switzerland in connection with the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy sponsored by the
United Nations and held in Geneva, Switzerland in August, 1955j
together with the reactor and exhibition building, associated
machinery, and exhibits in the reactor building belonging to the
United States Government, but not the reactor fuel. An inventory
of the specific items of property hereby transferred is attached
to this Memorandum as "Annex A" and made a part hereof.
This transfer is made subject to the following:
Is, With respect to each item of property transferred, including the reactor - a) The terms, condition, provisions and guarantees of
aforesaid agreement for Cooperation shall apply.
b) The transfer is on an "as is'* basis, and no warranty ~
expressed, implied, or statutory - is made by the United States
Atomic Energy Commission.
c) The Government of Switzerland shall idemnify and
save harmless the United States Atomic Energy Commission
and the Government of the United States of America against
any and all liability (including third-party liability),
lossj damages, costs or expenses of any kind and for any
cause whatsoever hereafter arising out of the design,
.^ construction, installation, utilization, or transfer of
' the property by the United States Atomic Energy Commission
or hereafter ai-ising out of the use of the property in
Switzerland.,
2a The transfer is on a "where is'* basis, and title shall
pass at the grounds of the Palais des Nations in Geneva, Switzerland,
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Ihe Government of Switzerland shall be responsible for removing
the property and restoring the grounds of the United Nations at the
Palais des Nations to their condition prior to the installation
there of the property transferred and without any costs to the
United Nations or to the Government of the United States of America,
notwithstanding any prior agreement with respect to such restoration
between the United Nations and the United States.
3. This Memorandum of Transfer shall enter into force at
12:00 noon on August 22, 1955.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF THIS document has been executed by the
Chairman of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, who is duly
authorized to perform such act for the Commission, and accepted by
the Chairman of the Swiss Commission for Nuclear Research, who is
duly authorized to perform such act and to bind the Government of
Switzerland to the stated conditions of the transfer.
Done at Geneva, Switzerland this 20th day of August, 1955.

Accepted:

Unitea States
Atomic Energy Commission

For the Government of Switzerland
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ATTACHMENT 3 - REACTOR BROCHURE
DISTRIBUTED AT GENEVA
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APPENDIX VI - THE U.S» TECHNICAL LIBRARY EXHIBIT AT GENEVA

The U.S. Technical
des Nations in Geneva for
ful Uses of Atomic Energy
to those which the United
The depository collection
the conference.

Library exhibit installed in the Palais
the International Conference on the Peaceincluded a depository collection similar
States is providing to cooperating nations.
was presented to the United Bktions after

Contained in the Library were approximately 7,000 technical
reports of which about 5»000 were in printed or photostat form and
the remainder on microcardse This comprehensive collection provided
information, that, coupled with information previously published in
technical journals and books, represents the total contribution of
the United States to the unclassified and declassified scientific
literature on atomic energy. Guides to the literature, jo-urnals
of abstracts, and librarians* manuals, were included to simplify
reference. An assembled card catalog arranged by subject, author,
and report number provided an index.
Books sponsored by the US Atomic Energy Commission formed an
important part of the depository collection. These included the
National Nuclear Energ^r Series, text books, and training manuals*
The Technical Library exhibit also included over 150 books
on atomic energy contributed by American publishers and a display
of technical and business journals published in the United States.
Booklets, pamphlets and data sheets prepared by private
companies which exhibited products, eqtiipment, and processes in
the U. S. Technical Exhibit in the nearby Room X? of the Palais des
Nations and the Ue S. Reactor Btiilding on the Palais grounds, were
available in the Technical Library. For the convenience of delegates
and visitors, a card index of this material was also available.
To summarize, the Ue S. Technical Library contained:
a»

The AEC depository collection
(5200 filLl-size copies of printed and photostated
reports, 55?000 index cards! ^^^ other materials
described in Appendix 4)

b.

Books on atomic energj

c»

Journals containing articles on atomic energy,
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furnished by publishers. (I50 titles)
(82 titles)'

d«, Material describing the components of the U.S. Exhibition,
(4S reports^ 4 copies each)
e^

Microcards of AEC reports.

(Approximately 7*000)

f»

Two mlcrocard readers.

g.

Conference papers,

h.

Complimentary commercial exhibit literature*
(89 different items^ approximately 17,000 copies)

(2 sets)

Detailed lists of the above materials included in the Technical
Library collection are attached as Attachments (l) List of Books* (2)
List of Joxirnals, (3) List of Exhibit Literature* A list of U« S*
AEG Depository Libraries is given in Attachment 4»
The Library served three functions;
1. As a display, graphically demonstrating the very large
amoxint of technical information generated and made available in the
United States and to cooperating nations through Government and
commercial channels, calling attention to the foreign depository
library program^
2# As a working reference library serving the delegates and
other technical people attending the Conference*
3# As a distribution point for the 8 volimes of Selected
Reference Material which the Chairman at the U» S# Delegation presented to UN officials and to the Official Representatives of the various
nations participating in the Conference.
A 1200--square foot roo3|i (B~130), knoim as the Salle Chinoise
on the second floor of the Library wing of the Palais des Nations
was made available by the United Nations to house the library exhibit.
The UN Chief Librarian, Dr. A. C. Breycha, Vauthier, provided all
equipment and supplies for day-to-day operation*
On Sxmday, August 7* the Library was opened at 2s00 p.m. for
a press preview and remained open until 6?00 p.m* for official visitors. It was formally opened to Conference delegates and observers
on August 8, and remained open from lOsOO a.m. to 9s00 p.m. daily
until August 21, except on Sundays, when hours were lOsOO a.m. to
7S00 p»m. The general public could visit ifter 4^00 p.m. each day.
On the basis of attandance records maintained by the Library
staff, an estimated total of 19,500 persons used or visited the
Library during the Conference. The record of daily attendance is
attached as Attachment 5» Approximately two-thirds of the persons
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visiting the Library were delegates or observers, and one-third were
from the general public.
Chairman Strauss, Dr. Libby and Dr. Rabi visited the Library
on several occasions.
Most Library visitors were delegates, technical people from
industry, research institutes, hospitals, and universities. Many
undertook library research. Members of the staff explained the
contents of the Library and the information available to all,
individually or in groups who visited the Library for the first
time. Three of the staff spoke French, as well as English, and
one spoke Russian.
In return for United States publications which they received
in the Library, USSR delegates presented two sets of their Academy
of Science Conference Proceedings on Atomic Energy (Moscow, July 1-5,
1955)* three sets of Conference papers, and approximately 20 books
and monographs from their collection displayed in the Russian technical exhibit.
A large number of delegates inqtiired about availability of
materials displayed. Approximately 8,000 copies of fact sheets were
provided to the delegates and other visitors. The sheets listed the
contents and distribution of the libraries, including a list of the
30 which had been given under the President's '*Atoms for Peace"
program.
Distribution of tfeterial to Delegates
The distribxition of the 8-volume Special Reference l-faterial
collection, presented to UN officials and to official representatives
of the various delegations by the United States was handled by the
Technical Library. Representatives were invited to visit the Technical Library where they received the Introductory ¥ol\mie, and could
give the address to which they wished the rest of the volumes sent
(see Appendix VIII for details).
A listing of 16 tecl-inical documents vrhich was distributed
to the delegates visiting the Library appears as Part j of Attachment 3. Copies of these documents were on display in the Library
and given to delegates on request. One thousand copies of most
items were available.
Microcards
The Tecbjiical Library collection of 11 catalog drawers of
microcards represented all 7,000 AEC xxnclassified and declassified
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reports which have not been published. Three mlcrocard readers were
loaned for the exhibits one manufactured by J&crocard Corporation,
one by Mtcrolex Corporation, and one by Eastman Kodak Company.

Technical and Business Periodicals,
and Books
Commercial exhibit literature relating to the U.S. Technical
Exhibit was displayed on shelves along one wall of the Library, This
group included 89 separate items (listed in Attachment 3) which were
made available in an average of 200 copies each to all visitors of the
Library - the only materials that could be handed out to the public.
Technical and business periodicals were contributed by U.S.
publishers and included professional scientific journals, engineering
journals^ and those representing the trade and business press (list
in Attachment 2}o The journals attracted a great deal of attention
and many visiting delegates asked how to place subscriptions.
The display of commercially published books on atomic energy
was one of the most popular features of the Library collection. Designed to show the type of monographic literature available in the
United States, the collection was comprehensive. Most of the books
were contributed by Uo S. publishers who were members of the American
Book Publishers Council. One thousand copies of a mimeographed list
of publications in this collection were distributed.

Presentation of U. S. Technical Library to the United Nations
On August 20, Dr. Millard F. Libby, Yice-Chairman of the U.S.
Delegat loii, presented to the United Nations Library in Geneva, the
U.S. Technical Library which had been operated as part of the United
States Technical Exhibit'at the Conference. The gift of the Library
was received for the United Nations by Dr. A, C, Breycha Vauthier,
Chief Librarian (see photo No. 9| press releases in Attachment 6 ) .
Dr«, Libby pointed out that the Technical Library presented
to the United Nations would be kept up-to-date by the U.S. Atomic
ifinergy Commission which will provide, as they are issued, all new
unclassified published documents originated in the AEC program,
Dr» Libby pointed out that the Library is a depository collection
similar to those which the AEC maintains at 45 points in the United
States and has presented to 29 other nations and to the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN),
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Operation of the Library xms turned over to the UN Chief Librarian
by the U. S, staff on August 22 and meni)ers of the UN staff were in™
structed in the contents and methods of operation of the Technical Library.
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ATTACfflffiNT 1 - LIST OF UNITED STATES TECHNICAL BOOKS AND
MONOGRAPHS ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY INCLUDED IN
U,S, TECHNICAL LIBRARY EXHIBIT.*
ANNUAL REfllW OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE
StanfordJ California, Annual Reviews, Inc.
Vol, I ~ 1952
Vol. II & III - 1953
Volo IV - 1954
ATOMIC ENERGY IN INDUSTRY
New York, National Industrial Conferenc® Board, Inc.
le Minutes of special conference, October 16-17, 1952
2a Minutes of 2nd conference, October 29-30, 1953
3. Minutes of 3rd conference, October 13-15, 1954
ATOMIC ENERGY LAW REPORTER
New York, Conmerce Clearing House, 1955
ATOMIC ENERGY PRIMER FOR MANAGEMENT
New York, National Industrial Conference Board, 1955
A FORUM REPORT
New York, Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
lo Business opportunities in atomic energy - May 1954
2<, Nuclear reactor development ~ July 1954
3. The new atomic energy law ~ What it means to industry - November 1954
4. A forum survey - A growth survey of the atomic industry, 1955-65 -1955
BEHRENSj, Charles F.
Atomic medicine, 2nd ed,, Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins, 1953
BLACKWOOD^ OoHe Osgood, and T,H, Ruark, A.E,
(Xitlines of atomic physics, 3i*d ed,, New York, Wiley, 1955
BUST, John M. and WEISSKOPF, Victor F,
Theoretical nuclear physics. New York, Wiley, 1952
BLEULSRj Ernst and GOIDSMITH, George J,
Escperimental nucleonics. New York, Rinehart, 1952
BRADFORD J, John R.
Radioisotopes in industry. New York, Wiley, 1953
•>'«'Coiimercially published books listed were contributed by United States
publisherso
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BUILDING RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD, National Research Council ~ National
AcadenQT of Sciences
Laboratory design for handling radioactive materialsi Research Correlation conference preceedings, BRAB Conference report Ko. 3, Washington, Building Research Advisory Board, National Research Council National Acaden^r of Sciences, 1952
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PROGRESS SYMPOSIUM SERIES
New York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
No, 5, Vol, 49 - Heat transfer (Atlantic City) - 1953
No. 11, Vol, 50 ~ Nuclear Engineering, pt, I - 1954
No, 12, Vol, 50 - Nuclear Engineering, pt, II- 1954
No. 13, Vol. 50 - Nuclear Engineering, pt, III - 1954
CLARK, George L,
Applied X-rays, 4th ed,, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1955
CORK, James M,
Radioactivity and nuclear physics, 2nd ed.. New York, Van Nostrand,
1950
DEAN, Gordon
Report on the atom. New York, Knopf, 1953
DEAN, Gordon
Atom Waffen oder Isotope, Wien, Heidelberg, 1955
DEAN, Gordon
Atomos vita e morte, Milano, Sperling & Kupfer, 1953
FEENBERG, Eugene and PAKE, George Edward
Notes on the quantum theory of anguj.ar momentum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley, 1953
FEENBERG, Eugene
Shell theory of the nucleus, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1955
FERMI, Enrico
Elementary particles. New Haven, Connecticut, Yale University Press,
1951
GLASSTONE, Samuel, and EDLUND, Milton C.
The elements of nuclear reactor theory. New York, Van Nostrand, 1952
GLASSTONE, Samuel
Principles of nuclear reactor engineering, New York, Van Nostrand,
1955
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GLASSTCME, Samuel
Sourcebook on atomic energy, New York, Van Nostrand, 1950
A GLOSSARY OF TERMS IN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, 1955
GOODMAN^ Clark
The science and engineering of nuclear power. Vol, I, Introduction to
pile theory, 2nd ed.. New York, Mdlsbn-M&slhji
1952
GOODMANj Clark
The science and engineering of nuclear power. Vol. II, Applications
of nuclear energy Cambridge, Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1949
GORDYj, Walter, et al.
Microwave spectroscopy, New York, Wiley, 1953
GREEN J, Alex E. S,
Nuclear physics. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1955
GURNEY, Ronald Wilfrid
Introduction to statistical mechanics. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1949
HAMPELj Clifford A.
Rare metals handbook. New York, Reinhold, 1954
HARRISON J, George Russell
Atoms in action,3rd ed,, 1949, 2nd printing. New York^ William Morrow,
1951
HAUSNER, Henry H, and ROBOFF, Stanley B,
Materials for nuclear power reactors, New York, Reinhold, 1955
HOAGj Jo Barton and KORFF, Serge A.
Electron and nuclear physics, 3 ed., 1948, New York, Van Nostrand,
re-printed 1954
HOLLAENDERj Alexander, ed.
New York, McGraw-Hill
Radiation biology, 3 Vols,
Highrsnergy radiation. Vol. I, in 2 pts,, 1954
Ultraviolet and related radiations. Vol, II, 1955
Vol, 3 in preparation
HUGHESj Do J.
Neutron optics, New York, Interscience Publishers, 1954
HUGHES, Donald J,
Pile neutron research, Cambridge, Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1953
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KAI4EN, Martin D,
Radioactive tracers in biology, 2nd ed.. New York, Academic Press,
1951
KAPLAN, Irving
Nuclear physics, Cambridge, Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1955
KITTEL, Charles
Introduction to solid state physics, New York, Wiley, 1953
KLUG, Harold Philip
X-ray diffraction procedures for polycrystalllne and amorphous
materials. New York, Wiley, 1954
KORFF, Serge A,
Electron and nuclear counters, 2nd ed,. New York, Van Nostrand,1955
KORN, Granino A. and KORN, Theresa M,
Electronic analog computers. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1952
LAPP, Ralph E. and ANDRBI/S, Howard L.
Nuclear radiation physics, 2nd ed,. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1954
LIBBY, Willard F.
Radiocarbon dating, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1951
LINDSAY, Robert Bruce
Concepts and methods of theoretical physics. New York, Van Nostrand,
1951
LIVINGSTON, M. Stanley
High-energy accelerators. New York, Interscience Publishers, 1954
McADAMS, William H.
Heat transmission, 3rd. ed,, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1954
MARSHAK, Robert E.
Meson physics. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1952
MAYER, Maria Goeppert and JENSEN, J, Hans D.
Elementary theory of nuclear shell structure, New York, Wiley, 1955
MORSE, Philip M, and FESHBACH, Herman
Methods of theoretical physics, 2 vols.. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1953
MURRAY, Raymond L,
Introduction to nuclear engineering, New York, Prentice-Hall, 1954
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NATIOJAL NUCLEAR ENERGY SERIES
New York, McGraw-Hill
Vol. I-l - - A, Guthrie and R. K. Wakerling, Vacuum equipment and
techniques, 1949
Vol« 1-5 - - Ao Guthrie and R» K, Wakerling, The characteristics
of electrical discharges in magnetic fields, 1949
Vol, 11-16- Manson Benedict and Clarke Williams, Engineering developments in the gaseous diffusion process, 1949
Vole, III-lB- Karl Cohen and George M, Murphy, The theory of isotope separation as applied to the large-scale production of U 235, 1951
Vol. III-2 - G. Ho Dieke and A, B, F, Duncan, Spectroscopic properties of uranium compounds, 1949
Vol, III-4A- Isidor Kirshenbaum, et al,. Physical properties and
analysis of heavy water, 1951
Vol« III~4C~ Alice H« Kimball, et al,, Bibliography of research
on heavy Hydrogen compounds, 1949
Vol6 III"4F'>" George Me Murphy, et al,, Production of heavy water,
1955
Vole IV~8 - G. S. Monk and W, H. McCorkle, Optical instrumentation, 1954
Vol, IV-9 - Pts. I, II, III, IV - - Charles D, Coryell and Nathan
Sugarman, Radiochemical studies, 1951
Vol, IV-9 - Pt, V - - Charles D. Coryell and Nathan Sugarman,
Radiochemical s|.udies; the fission products, 1951
Vola IV-9 - Ptso V, VI» VII VIII - - Charles D, Coryell and
Nathan Sugarman^ Radiochemical studiess the fission
products, 1951
Vol, IV~14A- Glenn To Seaborg and Joseph J. Katz, The actinide
elements, 1954
Volo IV-14B- Glenn T. Seaborg, et al,. The transuranium elements,
ptso 1 & 2, 1949
Vol. IV'-19B~ Laurence L« Quill, The chemistry and metallurgy of
miscellaneous materials| thermodynamics, 1950
Volo IV-20 - Robert So Stone, Industrial medicine on the Plutonium
ProjectJ 1951
Vole IV-22B- Raymond Eo Zirkle, Biological effects of external I
and gasma radiation^ 1954
Vol. IV-22E- Raymond E, Zirkle, Effects of external beta radiation,
1951
Vol, IV-22I- William Bloom, Hist ©pathology of irradiation from external and internal sources, 1948
Vole IV-23 - Albert TannenbauB, Toxicology of uranium, 1951
Vole V - 1 - William C, Elmore and Matthew Sands, Electronics!
experimental techniques, 1949
Vol, V - 2 - Bruno B, Rossi & Hans H, Staub, Ionization chambers
and counters, 1949
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Vol. V - 3
Vol. VI- 1
Vol, VI- 2
Vol, VI- 3
Vol. VII-1
Vol. VIII-1
Vol. VIII-5

~ Alvin C, Graves and Darol K, Froman, Miscellaneous
physical and chemical techniques of the Los Alamos
Project, 1952
- Carl Voegtlin and Harold C. Hodge, Pharmacology and
toxicology of uranium compounds, pts. 1, 2, 3, & 4, 1949
- Henry A, Blair, Biological effects of external radiation, 1954
- Robert M, Fink, Biological studies with polonium,
radium, and plutonium, 1950
- Charles Slesser and Stuart R, Schram, Preparation, properties, and technology of fluorine and organic fluorocompounds, 1951
- Clement Redden, et al, Analsrtical chemistry of the Manhattan Project, 1950
- Joseph J, Katz and Eugene Rabinowitch, The chemistry of
uranium, 1951

NUCLEAR SCIENCE SERIES REPORTS
Washington, National Academy of Sciences
National Research Council
No, 2 - Bernard T. Feld, Nuclear Electric
Quadrupole Moments and Quadrupole
Couplings in Molecules, including
addendum, prepared. May 1949
No. 3 - Herbert L, Anderson, Neutrons from
alpha emitters, Dec. 1948
No. 4 ~ A. 0, Hanson and R, F, Taschek,
Monoenergetic neutrons from charged
particle reactions
No. 5 - T, Lauritsen, Energy levels of light
nuclei
No. 6 ~ A, Wattenberg, Photo-neutron sources,
1949
No. 7 •- R. R. Wilson, et al, Particle and
quantum detectors, 1950
No, 8 - H, 0. Anger, et al. Conference on
absolute beta counting, 1950
No, 9 ~ K, T, Bainbridge and A. 0. Nler,
Relative isotopic abundances of the
elements, Dec. 1950
No. 10 - James S. Allen, Recent applications of electron-multiplier tubes,
1950
No, 11 - Robley D, Evans, Problems associated
with the transportation of radioactive substances, 1951
No, 12 - Carl L, Bailey and John H. Williams,
Techniques of particle energy control with Van de Graaff accelerators,
1952
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No, 13

No. 14
No. 15

No, 16

George G, Manov, Status Report on
standardization of radionuclides
in the United States, 1953
Mark G, Inghram and Richard J,
Hayden, A handbook on mass spectroscopy, 1954
Physical and chemical aspects of
basic mechanisms in radiobiology
proceedings of an informal conference, 1953
Mass differences, 1954

NICKSON, James J,, ed.
The basic aspects of radiation effects on living systemsj symposium
on radiobiology, National Research Council - National Acaden^ of Sciences,
New Yorkj Wiley, 1952
NININGER, Robert D,
Minerals for atomic energy, 4th printing. New York, Van Nostrand,
1954
NUCLEAR PROCESSES IN GEOLOGIC SETTINGS
University of Chicago, National Research Council and National
Science Foundation, 1953<• Proceedings of the conference, Williams Bay,
Wisconsin, September 21st - 23rd, 1953
PAULI, Wolfgang
Meson theory of nuclear forces, 2nd ed.. New York, Interscience Publishers, 1948
PEASLEE, D. C, and MUELLER, H,
Elements of atomic Physics, New York, Prentice-Hall, 1955
POIiARD, Ernest C, and DAVIDSON, William L,
Applied Nuclear physics, 2nd edition, New York, Wiley, 1951
PUTNAM, Palmer Coslett,
Energy in the future. New York, Van Nostrand, 1953
RArSEY, Norman F,,
Nuclear moments. New York, Wiley, 1953
RICE, Frances Owen and TELLER, Edward
The structure of matter. New York, Wiley, 1949
ROSE^ M. D.
Multipole fields. New York, Wiley, 1955
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ROTHMAN, S. C»j ed.
Constructive uses of atomic energy, New York, Harper, 1949
SACKS, Jacob
The atom at work. New York, Ronald Press, 1951
SACHS, Robert
Nuclear theory, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Addison - Wesley, 1953
SAX, Irving W.
Handbook of dangerous materials. New York, Reinhold, 1951
SCHNEIDER, P. J.
Conduction heat transfer, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Addison Wesley, 1955
SERGE, E.
Experimental nuclear physics, 2 vols,. New York, Wiley, 1953
SEITZ, Frederick
The modern theory of solids. New York, McGraw ~ Hill, 1940
SHANKLAND, Robert S,
Atomic and nuclear physics. New York, Macmillan, 1955
SLATER, John C.
Modern physics. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1955
SLATER, John Clarke
Quantum theory of matter, 1st edition, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1951
SNEED, M. Cannom, MAYNARD, J. Lewis and BRASTED, Robert C,
Comprehensive inorganic chemistry, volume I, New York, Van Nostrand,
1953
SMYTHE, William Ralph,
Static and dynamic electricity, 2nd edition. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1950
SMYTHE, Charles Phelps
Dielectric behavior and structure, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1955
STACY, Ralph W, and et al.
Essentials of biological and medical physics. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1955
SOODAK, Harry and CAMPBELL, Edward
Elementary pile theory. New York, Wiley, 1950
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SOROKA, Walter W,
Analog methods in computation and stimulation. New York, McGrawHill, 1954
STEPHENSON J, Richard
Introduction to nuclear engineering. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1954
SUIilVANj William H,
Trilinear chart of nuclear species, New York, Wiley, 1949
THORNDIKEj, Alan Mo
Mesonsi a summary of experimental facts. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1952
ENGINEERING RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC,
High-speed computing devices, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1950
TREYBALj, Robert Ewald
Liquid extraction, 1st ed,, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1951
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION SELECTED REFERENCE MATERIAL
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1955
Vol,
Volo
Vol«
Vol,
Volo
Volo
Vol,
Vol,

Vol,

I
- Research Reactors
II
- The reactor handbook. Vol. 1, Physics
III - The reactor handbook, Vol, 2, Er^inaering
IV
- The reactor handbook, Vol, 3, General properties of
materials
V
<- Neutron cross sections
VI
- Chemical processing and equipment
VII - Isotopes,,,,,, an eight-year summary of U, S, Distribution and utilization
VIII - pt, 1 - - Cumulated numerical list of available
unclassified U, S® Atomic Energy Commission reports,
TID-4000
VIII - pto 2 - - Nuclear science - a bibliography of
selected unclassified literature, TID-3O7O

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Isotopesooo A five-year summary of U, S. distribution, Washington,
Government Printing Office, I95I
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Laboratory experiments with radioisotopes for high school science
demonstrations, Washington, Government Printing Office, 1953
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Liqmd-metals handbook, 2nd ed.j, Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1952
Liquid-metals handbook - sodium potassium supplement (Na/K),
WashingT,on, Government Printing Office, 1955
UNITED STATES ATOlfIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Manual of analjrtical methoda for the determination of uranium and
thorium in their ores, Washington, Government Printing Office, 1950
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Prospecting for uratiium, rev., Washington, Government Printing Office,
3951
UNITED STATES ATOfflC ENERGY COMMISSION
Prospecting with a counter, Washington, Government Printing Office,
1954
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Semi-annual reports, Washington, Government Printing Office
80th Congress, 1st session. Document No, 8 - The initial report
of the Gomnii&sion, 1947
80th Congressj 1st session. Document No. 96 - The 2nd
semiannual report, 1947
80th Congress, 2nd session, Document No. 118- The 3rd semiannual
report, 1948
1947 ~ 1948 - Atomic energy development
July 1948 - Recent scientific and technical developments in the
atomic energy program offcheUnited States
July 1949 - Atomic energy in the life sciences
January 1950 - Atomic energy and the physical sciences
July 1950 - Control of radiation hazards in the atomic energy
programs
January 1951 - AEC Contra.ct policy and operations
July 195i - Major activities in the atomic energy programs
January J95''^ •" Soms applications of atomic energy in plant science
July 1952 - Major activities in the atomic energy programs
July 1953 - Major activities in the atomic energy programs
January 1954 ™ Fifteenth semiannual report of the Atomic Energy
Commission
July 1954 - Major activities in the atomic energy programs
January 1955 - Major activities in the atomic ener^ programs
December 1953 - First fifteen semiannual reports to Congress Index
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UNITES STATES BUREAU OF MINES BULLETIN
Washington, Government Printing Office
Noo 556 - (reprint) Horace T, Reno, Zirconitim and hafnium
(reprint) John E. Crawford, Thoriiim
(reprint) John E. Crawford, Uranium
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES INFORMATION CIRCULAR
Washington^ Government Printing Office
No, 7669 - Charles A, Steen, et al. Uranium-mining operations of the
Utex Exploration Company in the Big Indian District^ San
Juan County, Utah, 1953
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, Government Printing Office
Noo 5063 - Ro G, Nelson, et al, The mechanical properties of
consumable-arc-melted Kroll-process zirconium
UNIIED STATES FISH AND WILD LIFE SERVICE
Fishery Bulletin, Washington, Government Printing Office
NOo 80 - Theodore R, Rice, Phosphorus Exchange in marine
phytoplankton
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULLETIN
Washington, Government Printing Office
No, 988
A- Geology of the Uravan mineral belt, 1952
Noo 1006
- Collected papers on methods of analysis for uranium
and thorixam, 1954
No. 1009 B- Identification and occurrence of uranium and vanadium
minerals from the Colorado plateaus, 1954
Noo 1009 F- Glossary of uranium- and thorium-bearing minerals,
1955
Noo 1019 B- Bibliography of U. S. Geological Survey, Trace elements
and related reports to June 1st, 1954| 1955
UNITED STATES GEOLCXJICAL SURVEY CIRCULAR
WashingtonJ U, S, Geological Survey
Mo, 220 - Selected papers on •uranium deposits in the United States,
1952
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Washington, Uo 5, Geological Survey,
Map GP 120 - Airborne radioactivity survey of the Painted Desert
Area, Coconino and Navajo Counties, Arizona, 1955
Map GP 125
and 126
- Airborne radioactivity survey of part of Moffat
County, Colorado, South of 40°45% 1955
Map GP 127 - Airborne radioactivity survey of the %ton area,
Duchesne and Uintah Counties, Utah, 1955
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UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MINERAL INVESTIGATIONS
Washington, U, S, Geological Survey
Field studies map FMF 16 - Preliminary geologic map showing the distribution of uranium deposits and principal ore-bearing formations of the Colorado
Plateau region, 1955
UNITED STATES GEOLCGIGAL PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Washington, Government Printing Office
No. 261 ~ Rare-earth mineral deposits of the Mountain Pass District,
San Bernardino County, California
UNITED STATES NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS CIRCULAR
Washington, Government Printing Office
No, 499 and 3 supplements - Nuclear data, 1950
No, 507 - X-ray calibration of radiat: '. survey meters, pocket
chambers and dosimeters, 1951
Noo 515 ~ Energr and angle distributions of the photo-protons from
deuterium, 1951
No, 527 - Electron physics, 1954
No. 542 - Graphs of the Compton energy-angle relationship and the
Klein-Nishina formula from 10 kev to 500 mev, 1953
UNITED STATES NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS HANDBOOKS
Washington, Government Printing Office
No. H27 - Safe handling of radioactive Ixaminous compounds, 1941
No. H41 - Medical X-ray protection up to two million volts, 1949
No, H48 - Control and removal of radioactive contamination in
laboratories, 1951
No, H49 - Recommendations for waste disposal of phosphorus-32
and iodine-131 for medical users, 1951
No, H50 - X-ray protection design, 1952
No, H5I •- Radiological monitoring methods and instruments, 1952
No, H52 ~ Maximum permissible amotints of radioisotopes in the
human body and maximum permissible concentrations in
air and water, 1953
No, H53 - Reconmendations for the disposal of Carbon 14 wastes,
1953
No. H54 ~ Protection against radiations from raditm, cobalt 60
and cesium 137, 1954
No. H55 - Protection against betatron-synchrotron radiations up
to 100 million electron volts, 1954
Noo H56 - Safe handling of cadavers containing radioactive
isotopesJ 1953
No. H57 - Photographic dosimetry of X- and gamma "X-" rays, 1954
No. H58 - Radioactive waste disposal in the ocean, 1954
No. H59 - Permissible dose from external sources of ionizing
radiation, 1954
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UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
Concepts of radiological health, Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1954
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
Radiological health, Cincinnati, Ohio, Robert A, Taft Sanitary
Engineering Center, 1954
UREYj Harold C,
The planets, their origin and development, New Haven, Conn,, Yale
University Press, 1952
WAHL, Arthur C, and BONNER, Norman A,
Radioactivity applied to chemistry. New York, Wiley, 1951
WILLIAMSJ Russel R., Jr,
Principles of nuclear chemistry. New York, Van Nostrand, 1950
WILSON, E, Bright, et al
Molecular vibrations, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1955
WOODBURY, David 0,
Atoms for Peace, New York, Dodd, Mead, 1955
YAGODAj, Herman
Radioactive measurements with nuclear emulsions. New York, Wiley,
1949
ZIRCONIUM AND ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS, Symposium.
Cleveland, Ohio, American Society of Metals, 1953
Supplement to the List of Technical Books and Monographs
BETHEj Hans A, and de Hoffmann, Frederic
Mesons and fields. Evanston, Illinois| Row, Peterson and Co., 1955
BETHEj Hans A,
Elementary nuclear theory. New York, Wiley, 1947
BALLARD, Thomas J. and CONCLIN, Quentin
The uranium prospectors guide. New York, Harper and Brothers, 1955
FAULj Ho, ed.
Nuclear geologyi a sjnirposium on nuclear phenomena in the earth
sciences. New York, Wiley, 1954
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FERMI, Enrico
Nuclear physics. Rev, ed,, 1950, 4th impression, Chicago, University
of Chicago Pressj 1953.
FRETTER, William B,
Introduction to experimental physics. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1954
ISARD, Walter and WHITNEY, Vincent
Atomic power. New York, Blakiston, 1952
OLDENBERG, Otto
Introduction to atomic physics, 2nd ed. New Yorl^ McGraw-Hill, 1954
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ATTACHMENT 2 - LIST OF JOURNALS INCLUDED IN U. S,
TECHNICAL LIBRARY EXHIBIT.
Review of Scientific Instruments
Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of the National Cancer Institute
Physical Review
Reviews of Modern Physics
Journal of the Optical Society of America
American Journal of Physics
Chemical Engineering Progress
Endocrinology
Federation Proceedings
American Joiirnal of Physiology
Metal Progress
Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
Journal of Applied Physiology
Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine
Public Health Reports
Agrononiy Journal
The American Mineralogist
Journal of Applied Physics
Soil Science Soei'ety of America Proceedings
Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry
AsM.A. Archives of Ophthalomology
Journal of Bacteriology
Journal of General Physiology
Technical News Bulletin of the National Bureau of Standards
Journal of Skperlmental Medicine
Jotirnal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism
A.M.Ao Archives of Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Medicine
Journal of Clinical Investigation
Journal of Biological Chemistry
Journal of Cellular and Comparative Physiology
Journal of the American Chemical Society
Cancer Research
American Journal of Roentgenology and Radium Therapy and Nuclear
Medicine
Corrosion
Economic Geology
Genetics
Journal of Metals
Mechanical Engineering
Power Engineering
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Ghemica^ Sngiresring
I n d u s t r i a l and .fingineering Chemistry
Consulting Engineer
Log, The
Journal of Agricii-ltural and Food Ctemistry
Aviation Age
DuB'S Review and Modern Industry
Power
Western Feed and Seed
JournaJ. of fche American Ceramc Society
School Life
Flectrxeax Manofactmang
Industrial Eqiiipment News
Electrical Construetion and Maintenance
The Reclamation S?a
Wastes Engineering
Electi'ic Light and Power
Elestric Light and Power (Market Issue)
Nucleonics
Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning
Control Engineering
Chemical and Itoglneering News
Journal of Metals
Analytical Chemistry
Western Canner and Packer
Modem Plastics
World Oil
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ATTACHMENT 3 - COMMERCIAL EXHIBIT LITERATURE
MADE AVAILABLE IN THE U.S. TECHNICAL LIBRARY
Company

Item

Anton Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
1226-1238 Flushing Avenue
Brooklyn 6, New York

1.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
2200 Wright Avenue
Richmond, California

3. Berkeley Portable Scaler
Model 2080

Cambridge Instrument Company, Inc,
Grand Central Terminal
New York 17» New York

4. Cambridge Gamma Ray
Pocket Dosimeter

The Detectron Corporation
552a Vineland Avenue
North Hollywood, California

5. DG-7 Geiger Counter
DG-5 Claimstaker, DG-2
Geiger Counter

Type 222 and 224 Counter Tubes

2. Anton Medical Eye Probes.
Anton Type 225 Gotmter Tube
End Mica Window - Alpha, Beta

6. DS-234 Spintillatron
DS-222 Scinatron, DG-9
Geiger Counter
7. DS-235 Scintillatron
DS-277 Scintillator, DS-222
Scinatron
8. DS-»277 Scintometer
9.
Allen B, DuMont Laboratories, Inc,
Passaic, New Jersey
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DR-299 Nucliometer
39O-B Bismuth Nucliometer

10.

Type K 1328 Multiplier Phototube

11.

Type 6291 Multiplier Phototube

12.

Type 6292 Multiplier Phototube

13.

Type 6363 Multiplier Phototube

//£

Company
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
(Continued)

14.

Type 6364 Multiplier Phototube

15.

Type 6365 Multiplier Phototube

16.

Type 6467 Mtiltiplier Phototube

Engineers Syndicate, Ltd.
5011 Holl3n«rood Blvd.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

17. Model SC~10 Scintillation
Co^unter

General Electric Company

18.

Components and Services for
Nuclear Reactor Systems

Landsverk Electrometer Company
550 West Garfield Avenue
Glendale 4, California

19.

Catalog No. G-12A, Landsverk
Instruments for Radiation
Measurements of Alpha, Beta
and Gaimna Rays, X-rays and
Thermal Neutrons

La Roe Instruments, Inc.
Box 5906
Bethesda 14, Maryland

20. Radiation Detection Instrumentation for Uranium and Oil
Exploration

The Mlcrocard Corporation
Box 314
La Crosse, Wisconsin

21. Model 6B Mlcrocard Reader

Microlex Corporation
1 Graves Street
Rochester 14, New York

22,

Microlexi a new approach in
Micro-Reproduction

23. Model B , Microlex Reader
Minneapolis--Honeywell Regulator Co.
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota

24.

Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania

25. RIDL Scintillation
Spectrometer

National Radiac
10 Crawford Street
Newark 2, New Jersey

26.

Nuclear Reactor Control

Scintillation Counter
BulletinsI #5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11.
27.
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Nucleonics News

Company
Nuclear Instrument and Chemical
Corporation
223 West Erie Street
Chicago 10, Illinois

28.

Nuclear Probe Type Counters

Nucleonic Company of America
196 DeGraw Street
Brooklyn 31» New York

29.

Geiger Counters for
Uranium Prospecting,
Isotope Labs, Civil Defense

30.

The Geiger Counter Comparator
Chart

31.

Operating Instructions for
NCA Geiger Tubes and
Multiplier Tubes

32.

Operating Instructions, NCA
Model B 6 Series Multiplier
Tubes

33.

Operating Instructions for
Ore-locators Models RM2N
and RM2NA

34.

RCA Multiplier Tube

35.

Ohmart Density Gauges for
Slurry Measurement.

36.

The Ohmart Gamaameter

37.

Ohmart Cells in Industry

38.

Monitoring Applications of
the Ohmart Cell

Packard Instrument Company
Post Office B O X 428
LaGrange, Illinois

39.

Tri-Garb Liquid Scintillation
Spectrometer for Counting
Tritium and Carbon - 14
samples

Radiation Counter Laboratories, Inc.

40.

Nuclear Reactor Instruments

41.

The RCL Counter—RCL
Nucleonic Instrumentation

The Ohmart Corporation
2347 Ferguson Road
Cincinnati 38, Ohio
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Item

Company
42.

The RCL Counter—Characteristics of RCL Radiation
Counters.

Radiation Industries Go.
Box 232
Brookhaven, New York

43•

Tissue Equivalent Radiation
Detector

Radiation Instrument Development
Laboratory
2337 W. 67th Street
Chicago 36, Illinois

44.

Model 2300 Scintillation
Spectrometer; Model 115
Single Channel Pulse Height
Analyzer; Model 43A
Scintillation Counter

Radiation Research Corporation
526-528 Northwood Road
West Palm Beach, Florida

45*

ATBEE Radioactive Battery

Radio Corporation of America
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

47.

RCA C7187A Multiplier
Phototube

48.

RCA 5819 Multiplier
Phototube

49.

RCA 6199 Multiplier
Phototube

46. ATBEE Price List

50. RCA 6217 Multiplier
Phototube
51. RCA 6342 Multiplier
Phototube
52.

RCA 6372 Multiplier
Phototube

53. RCA IP21 Multiplier
Phototube
54. RCA IP28 Multiplier
Phototube
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
Newton 58, Massachusetts
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55'

Type CK 1029 Radiation
Counter Tube

56.

Types 1B90, CK1018, CK1019,
CK1020, CK1021, CKIO23,
Radiation Counter Tubes.

a,'
Company

Item
57.

Type CKIO49 GeigerMueller Counter Tube

Technical Associates
140 West Providencia Avenue
Burbank, California

58.

Juno Radiation Survey
Meter -- Models SRJ~3
and HRJ-3

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Bayside, New York

59.

Sylvania atomic fuels and
reactor components

Tracerlab, Inc.
130 High Street
Boston, Massachusetts
2030 Wright Avenue
Richmond 3, California

60.

Technical Bulletin PM-lOl—
Airborne Radioactivity
Surveying

61.

Technical Bulletin P--102
Petroleum Coke Level
Indicator

62.

Technical Bulletin P-IO4
Determination of Sulphur in
Hydrocarbons

63.

Technical Bulletin PM--IO5
Portable Well Logging
Equipment

64. Beta Gauges
65.

Cobalt-60 for Interstitial
Therapy

66.

The Keleket Dosimeter

67»

Probe Type Counters

68. Radioactivity Consulting
69. Radioactivity...and the
Petroleum Industry
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70.

Radioisotope Equipment for
Medical Use

71.

Selecting Nuclear Laboratory
Equipment

72.

SU-9 Pocket Dosimeter Charger

i!

J J* f

Company

Item

N, Wood Counter Laboratory
5491 S. Blackstone Avenue
Chicago 15, Illinois

73.

SU-14 Survey Meter

74.

Glass Wall and Windowless
Flow Counters

75.

Neutron and Cosmic Ray
Counters

PART II
Reprints
Article

Source
Rare Metals Handbook
(The Brush Beryllium Co.)

76. Beryllium
by Bergt R. F. Kjellgren

The Sylvania Technologist
(Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc.)

77.

Transactions AIME

78. Locations and sizes of
Interstitial in the AlphaUranium Lattice by
A. J. Opinsky

Encyclopedia Britannica

79•

Beryllium
by Charles Baldwin Sawyer

Modern Uses of Nonferrous
Metals

80.

Chapter I? — Beryllium
by C. B. Sawyer

Journal of Metals
(Brush Beryllium Co.)

81. Mechanical Properties of
Beryllium Fabricated by
Powder Metallurgy
by W. W. Beaver and
K. G. Wikle

Metal Progress

82.
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Metallurgical Problems in
Nuclear Power Reactors
by Henry H» Hansner and
John R. Bedell

Sources, Supplies and Uses
of Beryllium
by Robert F. Griffith

Source

Article

Quarterly Bulletin of the
Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Station

83.

Some Effects of Accelerated
electrons or cathode Rays of
Certain Insects and on the
Wheat and Flour which They
Infest, Parts I & II
by V. H. Baker, 0. Taboadan
and D. E. Wiant.

United Nations

84.

The Role Which Nuclear
Energy Can Play as an
Energy Source in the Next
25 to 50 years
by Walker L. Cisler.

Detroit Edison Co.

85. Atomic Energy and the
Electric Power Industry

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory with Union
Carbide Co.

86. Uranium Processing Exhibit

Scientific American

87.

Radiation from a Reactor
by W. H. Jordan

Reinhold_Publishing Co.

88.

Ifeterials for Nuclear
Power Reactors.

Brookhaven National
Laboratory

89. Radiation Induced Mutations
in Plant Breeding

Part III
Technical^ Documents Available to Delegates
1.

USAEC List of Research Reports for Sale. Price List No. 24,
July 1955

2. List of United States Technical Books and Monographs on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
2a. Liquid Metals Handbook (Na~Nok Supplement)
3.

Nuclear Science. A Bibliography of Selected Unclassified Literature (TID-3040)
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4. Reactor Engineering Lectures»

Stuart McLain (ANL--5424)

5. Course Outlines and Engineering Problems (ORSORT) July 1955
(TID-5261)
6.

Reactor Physics Laboratory I&nual (ORSORT) July 1955 (TID-5262)

7. Fundamental Chemistry for Nuclear Reactors, (TID-5260)
Sigfred Peterson, R. W. Stoughton, William F, Kieffer, and
S. A, Reynolds, May 1955
8. Nuclear Power Reactors Yol. 1 & Vol. 2 (USAEC)
9.

Technical Information Service, AEG (BMI-IOOO)
Compilation of U, S. and U. K« Uranium and Thorium
Constitutional Diagrams, H. A, Salles, and
F. A, Rough, June 1, 1955

10.

Uranixim Processing Exhibit. T. A. Arehart, W. K. Eisler, and
M. T, Valley (ORNL)

11.

Index to Radiation Instruments Manufacturer's of the United States,
Extract from RIB~8 (Suppl. 2) July 1, 1954

12.

A 100 - Channel Pulse Height Analyzer Using Magnetic Core Storage,
Preston W. %ington and G, Wilkin Johnstone.

13.

Subject Headings Used in the Catalogs of the United States Atomic
aaergy Commission (TID-5001 (1st Rev.))
Donald D. Dennis, ed.
First Revised Edition, March 1955

14.

Corporate Author Entries Used in Cataloging Reports (TID-5059 (2Qd Rev.))

15. A Glossary of Terms in Nuclear Service (Am. Soc. Mech. Eng.)
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ATTACHMENT 4 - A.EoGo DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES
IN THE U.S= ATOMS-FOR-PEACE PROGRAM
PURPOSEg To encourage the dissemination of non-classified technical
information on basic science related to atomic ener^, and on applied
nuclear science and engineering* This is one of the If.S.A.E.G. programs being carried out in support of President Eisenhower's atomsfor-peace piano
PROGRAM; The United States Government is prepared to present to those
nations requesting it, a comprehensive technical library of unclassified and declassified literature covering U.S.A.E^C. reports and abstracts of scientific and engineering reports published in the United
States and abroad. The libraries are assembled at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
by the U^S.AoE.Ca Technical Informati9n Service*
CONTENT^

Each library consists of;

(1) Twenty-eight bound volumes of the National Nuclear Energy Series^
Sponsored by the U<,S«A,E.C«
(2) Nine complete volumes of Nuclear Science Abstracts, covering some
50,000 technical reports and journal articles in this country and abroad^
(3) A complete set of the Us.SoA.E.C<, semiannual reports, and such
books as "Elements of Nuclear Reactor Theory**, "Sourcebook on Atomic
Ener^", "Energy in the Future", etc.
(4) Over 6,500 non-classified technical reports covering many phases
of nuclear science aid engineering* Of these, 1,625 are full-size copies
and 4*900 are on microcards*
(5) Over 45,000 abstract cards which index and describe the U.S.A.EeC.
non-classified technical report literature.
(6) A set of librai-y tools such as a filing manual, subject headings
list, e t c , to assist the recipient libraries in organization of their
collections of U.S.A.E.G. reports and card catalogues.
CONTINUING SERVICE; The U.S,A<,E.G. will furnish the recipients of each
library, on a current basis, new non-classified material as it is
originated and processed by the U.S.AoE«C»
PHYSICAL SIZE; When packaged for shipment, each library occupies about
50 cubic feet and weighs approximately 2,000 pounds* Each unit is the
equivalent of about 250 feet of library shelving and contains the equivalent of more than 150,000 printed pages* (By use of microcards, the
actual size is lesss.)
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RECIPIENTS t The reports and related bibliographic material in this
collection are being provided on an exchange basis by the United
States Government to the following:
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Burma
Canada
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Greece

India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Lebanon
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Portugal
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Republic of China
Republic of the
Philippines
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Union of South Africa
United Kingdom
European Council
for Nuclear Research

) I
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ATTACHMENT 5 - RECORD OF DAILY ATTENDANCE
AUGUST

7

Sunday

350

8

Monday

620

9

Tuesday

1010

10

Wednesday

1380

11

Thursday

1540

12

Friday

1530

13

Saturday

1690

14

Sunday

980

15

Monday

1600

16

Tuesday

1850

17

Wednesday

1770

18

Thursday

1740

19

Friday

1360

20

Saturday

1390

21

Sunday

TOfAL

670
19,480
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ATTACHMENT 6 - PRESS RELEASES
UNITED STATES DELEGATION PRESENTS
TECHNICAL LIBRARY TO UN GENEVA
Dr. Willard F, Libby, Vice-Chairman of the United States Delegation to
the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, today presented to the United Nations Library in Geneva the technical
library which has constituted part of the United States technical exhibit at the Conference» The gift of the library was received for the
UN by Dr. A. C« Breycha-Vauthier, Chief Librarian.
The Technical library will be kept up-to-date by the United States AEC
which will provide as it is issued all new unclassified published
material originating in the AEG program. The library is a depository
collection similar to those which the AEG maintains at 42 points in
the United States and has presented to 29 other nations and CERN as
part of President Jisenhower^s Atoms for Peace plan.
The library, which has been visited by thousands during the Conference,
contains all the unclassified material published by the AEC, and volumes
of abstracts of scientific and engineering reports related to atomic
energy published in the open literature throughout the world. Major
items in the collection include?
(1) 28 bound volumes of the National Nuclear Energy Series
sponsored by the USAEC»
(2) Nine complete volumes of Nuclear Science Abstracts, covering
some 50,000 technical reports and journal articles published
throughout the world*
(3) A complete set of the AEG semiannual reports and such books
sponsored by the AEG as ^'Elements of Nuclear Reactor Theory",
"Sourcebook on Atomic Energy", "Ener©' in the Future", etc*
(4) Over 6,500 unclassified technical reports covering manyphases of nuclear science and engineering. Of these, 1,625
are full-size copies and 4,900 are on adcrocards.
(5) Over 45,000 abstract cards which index and describe the USAEC
unclassified report literature«
(6) A set of library tools such as a filing manual, subject heading list, etc«
The library is the equivalent of about 250 feet of library shelving
and contains the equivalent of 150,000 printed pages. (By use of microcards, the actual size is less)*
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In making the presentation of the library, Dr. Libby said.*
"During the Conference, the library served its first purpose of
helping to spread knowledge among the hundreds of Delegates who have
come here and used its facilities. Now we wish to make it serve a
second purpose — of continuing that spread of knowledge as a permanent
part of the UN collection here, and of leaving with the United Kat^ons
a substantial and lasting reminder of our gratitude for the service of
the UN to science through this Conference."
Accepting the collection. Dr. Breycha-Vauthier saids
"By handing over these collections and your promise to keep them
up-to-date you have given us a new and important instrument to assist
in the research in a science which has rapidly become a matter of international concern. . . . We promise to make this material widely accessible on an international basis in that spirit of helpfulness which is
and always will be the policy of this library."
UN RELEASE
GIFT OF A TECHNICAL LIBRARY TO THE EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE U.N.
This morning, in the course of a brief ceremony. Dr. Willard F,
Libby, Vice-Chairman of the United States Delegation to the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, presented to
the United Nations Library in Geneva the technical library which has
constituted part of the United States Exhibit at the Palais des Nations.
This generous gift comprises among others 7»000 laboratory reports which will be continually brought tip to date representing the
total contribution of the United States to the scientific literature
on atomic energy. The library also comprises eight volumes of newly
classified technical information which have just been released by the
United States Atomic Energy Commission. Professor Libby, in presenting this gift, stated that it was an appropriate way to express the
gratitude of the United States Delegation for the dedication and the
efficiency of the United Nations staff and officers in the management
of the first International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.
Mr» A. C. Breycha-Vauthier, Chief Librarian, accepted this gift on
behalf of the United Nations and stressed that the United Nations library
at Geneva was functioning under the terms of the Rockefeller Donation
as a public library to the world at large, serving as a center of international research and an instrument of international understanding.
Mr. Breycha-Vauthier expressed his thanks to Professor Libby and
assured him that the policy of the United lat^-ona Library would always
be based on a spirit of helpfulness.
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ATTACHMENT 7 - PHOTOGRAPHS OF US TECHNICAL LIBRARY EXHIBIT
Photo No. 1; View of Information Desk, wall map of foreign
depository libraries, and distribution area for technical documents
presented to delegates.
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Photo No. 2; United States atomic energy reports on display
in United States Technical Library Exhibit in Geneva.
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Photo Noc 3s
literature8

United States atomle energy reports and exhibit
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Photo No. 4;

Display of Selected Reference Material.
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Photo No. 5; Commercially published books on display in
United States Technical Library Exhibit.
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Photo No. 6; Microcard file in United States Technical
Library Exhibit,
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Photo Ho-» 7s Card catalog of United States Technical Library
for use of Conference Delegatesc
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No, 8

Photo^ Wo, 8; Technical and business periodicals on display
in Geneva.
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AFgEMDIIVIl -..FILM mpSR,4I....A.T. GEMgA
The United States contributed 9 of 22 scientific and documentary
films shown in the United Nations film program at the Conferences The
Umted Kingdom presented 5 films, the USSR 3^ France 2^ Canada 2,
and Norway 1» With one exception^ all US films were screened in four
langaagesJ English, French, Russian and Spanish* About half the 20
showings daily were US films. From the first previews to the press,
on Sunday I, 4ugust 7, to the final showings Sunday, August 21, the film
program was consistently well attended in all language versions.
The daily film programs were held in a theatre of the Palais
des Nations which seated about 300 persons^ The program began eveiy
day at 10?00 a.m. and continued to lOsOO p,iB, without interruption.
At leassfc two hours of films in each of the four languages were shown
daily, the scheduled hours for each language rotating from day to day.
Films presented at Geneva by the various countries were as
follows s
gnite.d„Stat,gs_
(All in Epglishj, French, Russian^ and Spanish unless otherwise
indicated^}
"Kuelaar Reactors .for.Regea,rch"g produced by North American
Aviation, Inc»jl5 minutes^ 16 nmio^ color, explained the basic design
of the small homogeneous water-boiler reactor type| described the
coaponents and the various steps in the construction of a small
homogeneous reactor. Operation of the reactor was described and
research uses illustrated,
"Sodiuro--Grat'h3te Reactor Progress Report'^» produced by
North American Aviation, Inc., 17 minutes, 16ramo,color, de~
picted a nxmiber of experiments devoted to the development of the
sodium-graphite reactor, with special emphasis on the development
of the fuel element* A ntmber of sequences of the testing of
components were showno
"Developing Homogeneous Reactors"» produced by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and ABC-Washington, 23 minutes^ 16 ma.^^ black
and whitei, depicted some of the most in^iortant states in the
developaentp construction, operation and dismantling of Homogeneous
Reactor Experiment N09 1^ which was designed to operate at 1,000 kw
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Testing of the most important reactor features was shown, along with the
most important steps in assembling the reactor^ Operation of the reactor
was picturedo The film closed with scenes of the reactor being
disassembled to make room for HRE-2o
"Construction of the Argonne Research Reactor", produced by
Argonne National Laboratory, iSfminuteSj 16 mme, black and white,
showed some important stages in the construction of CP-5» the Argonne
research reactor^ which was a heavy water reactor operating at a normal
power level of 1^000 kwo By showing various stages in the construction
of this reactor^ the film illustrated many of the important design
features0
^'Safety Experiments with a Boiling Reactor", produced by Argonne
National Laboratory7l9i~^rf^iMAe^
white, recorded a
series of safety experiments with a prototype boiling water reactor,
consisting of a pressure vessel containing an assembly of uraniiambearing plates submerged in water, plus a control mechanism. After
showing a ntimber of reactor excursions, some of which expelled the
water from the reactor, the last planned experiment in the film showed
the deliberate destruction of the reactor assembly, when the reactor
was made to "run away***
"Borax", in English only, produced by Lookout Mountain
Laboratory, USAF, for Argonne National Laboratory and AEC-Washingtonj
subtitles "Construction and (^eration of a Boiling Water Power Reactor**,
14 minutes, 16 mm», black and white* This picture could be considered
a sequel to "Safety Experiments with a Boiling Reactor." Using the
safety experiments as a base^ Argonne scientists proceeded to the next
steps attaching a generating system to a boiling water type reactor»
Electricity produced from "Borax" was used for an hour on July 17, 1955^
to light and power Arco^ Idaho—the first US community to be lighted
exclusively on a city^-ijlde basis by nuclear powers The picture showed
the construction and operation of the reactor power plant and the
lighting of Arco« This film was shown only once, for news representatives,
on August 12, 1955s in the Palais des Nations projection rooms (See
Appendix XVII, for press release«)
"Radioisotopes ? Their Application to Humans as Tracer. Studies
and for Therapeutic Use"« produced by the Medical Film Guild, Ltd«,,
New York Cityj, 32 minuter, 16 lario. coloi, gave a comprehensive review of
the uses of radioisotopes in human applications as tracer studies and
for therapeutic uses radioactive iodine, sodium, iron, calcium,
lanthan\Hn^ strontium^ cobalt, phosphorus, gold and the neutron capture
therapy involving boron for treatment of brain tumors*
"The Radioisotope .in..Geng|»al Science"^ produced by the US Arny
Storgeon-General, 46 minutes, 16 mme, black and white, showed radioisotopes as a research tool adaptable to tracer investigations in all
branches of general science by tracing 8 experiments illustrating how
radioisotopes can be used in metallurgy, chemistry, biochemistry and
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plant physiology, shown in the order of increasing complexity as
follows? (l) self-diffusion of solid copper, (2) study of vapor pressure over metallic silver, (3) exchange of chloride ions in solid and
liquid, (4) exchange of sodium and potassiijm through cell wall,
(5) re-arrangement of atoms within a molecule—Wolff re-arrangement of
a diazoketone, (6) metabolism of cholesterol from sodium acetate in
liver, (7) fate of carbon atoms during metabolism of glycine in
bloody and (8) tracing the chemical path of carbon during photosynthesis in algae. Methodology of tracer research was illustrated and
techniques such as isotope dilution and two-dimensional paper
chromatography were introducedo
"A Is For Atom", produced by the General Electric Company, a
color-animation film, 15 minutes, 16 mmo, explained the rudiments of
atomic structure, the fission process, and peacetime applications*

IMisOiSgdom
"Calder Hall", a documentary in color showing the construction
of Britain^s first full~scale power reactor, showing the engineering
problems encountered in constructing a large reactor,
"Project 074". a film which took its name frai the official
designation of a radioactive tracer technique developed by Britain*s
Atomic Energy Research Establishment for engine ^ear research*
"The Linear Accelerators", a film introducing the theory of
nuclear transmutations and the production of hard X-rays with
laboratory accelerated particles* A 4 mev linear accelerator was
shown in action*
"A New Tool for Industry"., showing a variety of applications
of radioisot^Qs in industrial research and production similarly
employed in the US for purposes of precision and perfection of
product o
"Steel and Atomic EnergF"» black and white film on the Calder
Hall project stressing the special steels needed, construction of
the grapMt© pile, the uranium imported for the pile and how used,
and scenes in the factory where the special steels were made*

"First in the World"* an information film in color depicting
the Soviet 5,000 Ew reactor, the first built exclusively for the
successful generation of electricityo This film was also shown in
the USSR Tfeehnical Exhibit by back-projection^
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"Powe,r. Station", another film on the Soviet reactor showing in
more detail the construction of the reactor and certain problems of
operation and maintenance, addressed primarily to nuclear scientistge
"Biological Action of Radiation on W-crobes". a film notable
for its fine details of photography in this field of medical research|
exclusively scientific*

Canada
"Highway of the Atom"* a color documentary of popular interest
introducing atomic energy from the Canadian scene and development,
"On the Spot - Hidden Power"^ another documentary, black and
whitei a visit to Canada's Chalk River reactorn
FraMe
"U 235". a film showing a variety of uses of atomic energy for
industrial purposes in France*
"Construction of the tfarcoule Industrial Centre"« a film
showing aspects of construction of an industrial atomic research
establishment in France*
Norway
"A Visit to Jenner", atomic research in Norway, Norway*s
atomic research center and activities there*
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flPPF.WDIX VIII -- SELECTED REFERENCE MATERIAL
In addition to the information on peaceful uses of atomic energy
contained in the papers presented by Unit^ed States delegates, in the technical library, research reactor exhibit, and the films, the United States
presented to the Official Representatives of the 73 nations and 8 UN
specialized agencies taking part in the Conference, and to conference and
UN officials, handsomely bound blue and gold 8-volume sets of highly technical information.
The first token presentation of these volumes of Selected Reference Material was made by Chairman Strauss at a luncheon for UN Conference Officials given August 9 by the United States Official Representatives at the Perle du Lac restaurant in Geneva* This was accomplished by
personal presentation of a special introductory volume* Chiefs of national
delegations were notified in letters from the Chairman dated August 6 that
a set was being reserved for each official represntative and was available
through the United States Technical Library at the Palais des Nations, and
that additional sets could be shipped from the United States to whatever
address each wished* (See attachment 1»)
Copies of the special Introductory Volume, printed in four languages, and illustrated with color
photographs, were distributed in Geneva, &iri 136 of the 8 volume setss.
The Introductory Volume carried, as a dedication^ the statement
from President Eisenhower which was displayed on placards both at the
United States Technical Exhibit and at the Research Reactor Exhibit* In
a preface to the volume. Chairman Strauss said2
"Interchange of scientific and technical knowledge will greatly
facilitate the work of the scientists and engineers whose skills will be
devoted to the future development of the peaceful uses of atomic energy*
"The United States has made available to the world*s scientific
community a large body of such data* In honor of this historic Conference and to stimulate further exploration and development of the beneficial applications of nuclear energy, the United States Atomic Energy
Commission has prepared this special collection of technical data for the
use of the delegates and the nations represented*
"The purpose of this collection is to provide information concerning the ways that we have found in which fissionable materials can
be put to worls; in nuclear reactors for research purposes and for the production of power and radioisotopes«
"It is our sincere hope that this material will be of practical
value to the men and women of science and engineering in whose hands tte
great power of the atom is becoming a b e n i ^ force for world peace."
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The presentations at the Ixmcheon were made to the President,
the Secretary Ssneral, the Iteputy Secretaiy General and six VicePresidents of the Conference, and to the Senior Officers' of the United
Nations present in Geneva. These included Dr. Homi J. Bhabha (India),
President of the Conference; the following vice-presidents: General
Bernardino C. de Mattos (Brazil)| Dr. W. B. Lewis (Canada)j Professor
Francis Perrin (France)| Professor D* V. Skobeltzin (USSR)j Sir John
Cockcroft (United Kingdom)j Dr, I* I. Babi (US); Confei^nce Secretary
General, Dr, Walter G. Whitman (US), and Deputy Conference Secretary
General, Dr. Viktor S, Vavilov (usSR). The sets were presented also
to Secretary-General Dag Haramarskjold, of the United Nations, and to
two United Nations Under Secretaries, Itelph Bunche (US) and Ilya S.
Tchemychev (USSR), who assisted Dr, Whitman on Conference plans.
Boxed sets and Introductory Volumes were displayed at the Technical Libraiy, The reception of the material was excellent. The remarks of recipients at Mr, Strauss' luncheon were highly favorable.
Attendants at the Technical Library reported that recipients were much
impressed by the wealth of information contained, and there were many
requests for extra copies.
Additional paper-bound copies of the 8-volumes of the set are
for sale by the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. (Price list in Attachment 2),
Early in the planning stages for US participation in the Conference, AEC decided it should plan to collect and make available to
participants at Geneva atomic energy information in AEC files which
would be useful to foreign countries entering the atomic energy field,
but which did not lend itself to presentation as part of the official
program.
As finally assembled, materials on the highest technical level
made up the bulk of the publication, with emphasis on engineering drawings and engineering data rather than on purely scientific literature
already quite well covered in published literature.
The eight volumes of the Selected Reference Material collection
were!
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1.
2.
3'
4»
5«
6.
7»
8.

Research Reactors
Reactor Handbook-Physics
Reactor Handbook-Engineering
Reactor Handbook-Materials
Neutron Cross Section
Chemical Processing
Eight-Year Isotope Summary
Information Sources

Tables of Contents of the Volumes are given in Attachment 3»
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ATTACHMENT 1 - LETTER TO CHIEFS OF DELEGATIONS

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Ifaited States Atomic Energy Commission has prepared
for presentation to each of the official Representatives of the
countries attending the International Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy, an eight-volume set of Selected Reference
Material on Atomic Energy,
These volumes constitute another part of President Eisenhower's program to promote the peaceful uses of atomic energy
throughout the world*
You are cordially invited to visit the United States
Technical Library Exhibit in the library on the first floor of
the Palais des Nations where a set of these voltomes is being
reserved for each of your Representatives. At your request, the
United States Government will arrange for shipment of the volumes
to an address you may wish to designate*
Sincerely yours.

/s/ Lewis L. Strauss

Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman
United States Delegation to the
International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
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ATTACMENT 2 - PRICE LIST FOR SELECTED EEFEEEMGE MATERIAL ON ATOMIC ENERGY
An eight-volume set of Selected Reference Material on Atomic
Energy was prepared by the United States Atomic Ikiergy Conanission for pre—
,sentation to representatives of nations attending the International Conference for the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in Geneva* Volumes One through
Seven, ih paper covers, may now be purchased from the Superintendent of
Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D* C*
Although Volume Eight, "Information Sources", is not offered for public
sale, it is based in large part on TID-4000, "Cumulated Numerical List of
Available IMclassified USAEC Reports", February 1955, and TID-307O,
"Nuclear Science—A Bibliography of Selected Unclassified Reference",
April 1955« These latter two publications are bejjig sold through the
Office of Technical Services, United States Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C*
Listed below are the titles and prices of the sale publications
corresponding to volume numbers in the specially bound set of Selected
Reference Material*
Selected Reference Material
Volume One
Volume Two
Volume Three
Voltmie Four
Volume Five
Volume S±x
Volume Seven
Volxame Eight

Sale Publication

Price*

TID-.5275 Research Reactors
#2*00
AECD~3645 Reactor Ifendbook,
Vol* 1, "Physics"
#4.25
AECD-3646 Reactor Handbook,
Vol* 2, "Engineering"
$5.50
AlCD-3647 Reactor Handbook,
Vol, 3, "Materials"
13*50
BNL-325 Neutron Cross Section
i3<.50
TID~5276 Chemical Processing
and Equipment
$2.00
Isotopes ™ An Eight-Year
Summary of U* S* Distribution and Utilization
|2*00
(1) TID-4000 Cumulated
Numerical List of Available Unclassified USAEC
Reports
|1*00
(2) TID-3070 Nuclear Science—
A Bibliography of Selected
Unclassified References
|0,80

For foreign o r d e r s , include 25^ extra t o cover postage.
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ATTACHMENT 3 - TABLES OF CONT^ENTS OF SELECTED REFERENCE MATERIAL
Volume 1 - Research R e a c t o r s
INTRODUCTION
Uses of R e a c t o r s , Reactor C l a s s i f i c a t i o n , Performance and C o s t s ,
S a f e t y Problems, and Reactor A b b r e v i a t i o n s ,
CHAPTER 1 .

LIGHT-MATER-MODERATED REACT Cli:
EIETCHtCD FIJKL

TYPE 1 .

ICMOGENEOUS —

One-.»' i u t .'Jo I ui -' o^' • Type
Rca c i o r
Graphite R e f l e c t o r
C o n t r o l and S a f e t y Rods
Instrumentation
Experimental F a c i l i t i e s
C r i t i c a l Experiment
Operating C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s

General Design F e a t u r e s
Core and Fuel-ifendling System
Graphite R e f l e c t o r
S a f e t y and C o n t r o l Rods
Instrumentation
Shield
Operating Characteristics
Experimental Facilities
Fast-Neutron Measurements
in Thermal Column
Experimental Uses

F i f t y - K i l o w a t t Solution-Type R e a c t o r
General Design F e a t u r e s
Core and F u e l - E k n d l i n g System
Cooling System
Gas-Handling System
R e f l e c t o r and S h i e l d i n g
C o n t r o l System
Instrximentation
Experimental F a c i l i t i e s
Operating C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s

Five-Hundred-Watt S o l u t i o n Type Reactor
General Design F e a t u r e s
Core and Fuel-lfendling System
Cooling System
Gas-Ifendling System

Appendix
CHAPTER 2 .

LIGHT-WATER-MODERATED REACTOR:
ENRICHED FUEL

TYPE I I .

HETEROGENEOUS-

Reactor Assembly

Description of Facility
Reactor
Building
Pool and Water Supply
Reactor Supporting Structure
Instruments and Instrument Bridge
Health-Physics Instruments
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Fuel Elements
Grid Plate and Core Stacking
Reflector
Shield

id 7 7
The Reactor Assembly

Control and Safety System
Control Rods and Actuators
Control and Safety Instruments
Control Circuits
Safety Circuits

Nuclear Characteristics of
Reactor Core
Fuel Elements
Safety Rods and Actuators

Performance and Operating Characteristics Control and Safety

Typical C r i t i c a l Loadings
Control-Rod Effectiveness

Reactivity Calculations

Temperature Coefficient
Neutron Spectrum of Reactor •
Flux Traverses
Gamma Leakage Spectrum
Neutron Attenuatiop. in the Water Shield
Gamma Attenuation in the Water Shield
Fuel
Experimental Methods

U-235 Requirements
Excess Reactivity Requirements
Kinetics
Quasi-Equilibrium Power Levels

Requirements and Specifications
Fuel-Loading Requirements
Fuel-Element Specifications

• Water-Temperature Rise
Reactor Shielding
Partial Reflectors
Duct Effects
Radiation Levels and Induced
Induced Activities
Activities
Control-Rod Calibrations
Distributed-Poison Calibration
Induced Activity in Tank Wall
Method
Radioactivity in Pool Water
Power-Level Determinations
Temperature Coefficient Determinations
Used Fuel-Element Shielding
Operating Procedures
Operating Procedures
Instrument and Circuit Checks
Normal Startup
Routine
Normal Operation '
Startup
Reactor Reloading
Manual
Moving the Reactor and Reactor Bridge
Appendix A, Specifications for BSR
Costs
Appendix B
Component List: BSF
or
Similar Facility
Cost of Bulk-Shielding Facility
Costs for a New Facility
Aquarium Reactor
Appendix C* Drawings

Description of F a c i l i t y
Reactor and Supporting Structure
Pool and Water Supply
Building
Radiation Effects and Shielding
Health-Physics Provisions
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CHAPTER 3.

LIGHT-WATER-MODERATED REACTOR: TYPE III, HETEROGENEOUS
ENRICHED FUEL

Part I, Design

Part 2*

Brief General Description
Need and Uses of the MaterialsTesting Reactor
A Brief Design Histoiy
Summary of Costs for Completed
Plant
Engineering Description of the Reactor
The Reactor
Reactor Tank System
Active Lattice
Control Rods
Reflector
Thermal Shield
The Biological Shield
Experimental Facilities
Reflector and Lattice Positions
Horizontal and Down-Beam Experimental Holes
Vertical Experimental and Instrument Holes
Thennal Column
Shuttle Tubes
Reactor Cooling
Process-Water-System Description
Reactor Cooling-Air System
Canal
General Descr|.ption
Canal Purge System
Canal Flushing
Canal Lighting
Canal Crane
Control System
General Description
Control Instrumentation
Reactor Instruments
Parallel-Circular-Plate Chambers
Compensated Ionization Chamber
Fission Chamber
Air-Wall Ionization Chantier
Water-Monitor Chambers
Boron Thermopiles
Other Instruments
Control Console
Control-Room Instrument Panel
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Design Calculations

Oak Ridge Critical Experiments and
Calculations
First MTR-Like Critical Experiment
Two Further "Clean" MTR-Like
Assemblies
A Series of Criticals Approaching the MTR Design in Detail
The MTR Mock-up
Reactor-Theory Computations for the
MTR Design
Flux Calculations
Reactivity Losses
Heat Production, Transfer, and Removal

Shielding
Part 3*

Putting The MTR in
Operation

Preoperational Test Procedures
Postneutron Tests
First Approach to Criticality
First Full Loading
Survey of the MTR Shield
Control-Rod Calibration
Period Calibration of Regulating Rods
Calibration of Shim Rods
Temperature Coefficient
Flux Measurements
Rough Power Calibration
Flux Mapping
Attainment of Full Power Rating
Excess Reactivity in the 3 x 9
Loading

Part 6* Engineering Testing
Statistical Weight Experiments
Excess Reactivity and Statistical
Weight of the 5 x 5 Gore
Introduction
Bum-up of the 5 x 5 Core
Facilities for Irradiation withReactivity Calculations
in the Tank
Miscellaneous Experiments
Reactor-Tank Experimental
The Effect of Xenon on the
Operation of the MTR
Access Holes
Temperature and Pressure Measurements
Reactor-Lattice F a c i l i t i e s —
of Water from Fuel Assemblies
L Pieces
Gamma Heating
Reflector F a c i l i t i e s
Reactivity Losses Due to Voids in ReIfydraulic F a c i l i t i e s
flector ( 3 x 9 Array)
Neutron Fltixes
Recommendations for Changes in Fuel
Experimental Facilities outside
Assemblies
the Reactor Tank
Critical Mass
Vertical Experimental and InstruExcess Reactivity
ment Holes
Flux Traverses
Thennal Column
Burn-up
Gamma-Ray Heating
Experiments
Observations and Conclusions
Reactor Control and Safety Circuits
MTR Power Reductions
Part 4» Operating Experience
Control Requirements
Circuit Details
Normal Startup
Period Instrumentation
Part 7« Basic Safety Procedures
Control-Rod System
in Reactor Operation
Shutdown Procedure
Storage of Radioactive Parts
Introduction
Beryllium Assemblies
Shim-Safety Rods
MTR Design and Operating Philosophy
Regulating Rods
Safety Aspects of MTR Experimental
Fuel Assemblies
Program
General Problems Encountered after
Ifeintenance Procedures
a Long Operating Period
Health-Physics Aspects of Reactor
Operation
Part 5. Gamma Facility
Routine Surveys and Monitoring
of Work Areas
Radiation Sources
Conclusion
Gamma-Radiation Measuring Devices
Applications for the MTR Gamma
Appendix A* MTR Health-Physics ProFacility
cedures
Disposal of Spent Fuel Elements
Gamma Irradiation Building Facilities
Education in Health Physics
The Materials-Testing Reactor Hot Cell
Area Survey and Monitoring
Reactivity Measurement Facility (RMF)
Routine Daily Surveys
Special Surveys
Smear Samples
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Personnel Monitoring and Protection
Personnel Monitoring Devices
Pickup and Reading Schedule
Permanent Monitor Installations
Anticontamination Clothing
Masks and Hoods
Contamination Procedure
Prohibitions
Urinalysis
Instruments
Duties of the Shift Health Physicist
Waste Disposal
Dry Wastes
Contaminated Equipment
Liquid Wastes
De contamination
Transfer of Materials
Records and Reports
General Health-Physics Activities
Personnel Records
Equipment and Shipments
Operational Records
Appendix* Maximum Permissible Radiation
Levels at the MTR
Exposure of Personnel to External
Radiation
Beta-Gamma and Alpha Contamination
Appendix B: Drawings
CHAPTER 4.

LIGHT-WATER AND OIL-MODERATED REACTOR:
ENRICHED FUEL

General Design Features

HETEROGENEOUS

—

Log N and Period-Trip Assembly
Difference Circuit
Audible Indicator

Description of the Reactor
Core
Main Graphite Moderator
Fuel Assembly
Reel Assembly
Central Thermal Column
Guide Tube and Sample Loader
External Thermal Column

Reactor Control
Shutdown-Sheet Mechanism
Safety-Rod Mechanisms
Coarse- and Fine-Rod Mechanism
Source-Rod Mechanism
Cooling System

Inst rumenta t ion
Reactor Perfonnance
Counting-Circuit Assembly
Power-Level Trip Assembly

Appendix
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CHAPTER 5.

HEAVY-WATER-MODERATED REACTOR:
ENRICHED FUEL

General Description

HETEROGENEOUS --

Reactor Control Instrumentation

The Fuel Assembly
Control Rods and Related Reactor
Features

Reactor Structure Details
Structure Cooling
Thermal Expansion
Shielding and Further Reactor
Details

Experimental Facilities
Reactor Arrangement

Appendix
Heavy-Water Handling System
Common-Water System
CHAPTER 6.

GRAPHITE-MODERATED REACTOR:

General Description

HETEROGENEOUS — NATURAL FUEL

Controls and Instrumentation

Reactor
Cooling
Control Rods and Safety Systems
Experimental Facilities
Costs

Technical Ifeta

Instrument Groups
Additional Safety Systems
Rod-Position Instruments
Reactor-Activity Instrument
Systems
Emergenqy-Shutdown and Alai^
System
Radiati CXI-Monitoring Equipment
Loading %orfitt,ions and Canal

Co're Desigi
Graphite
Fuel-Element Design
Helium System

Unloading Procedure
Loading Procedure
Deep Pit and Canal

Shielding

Experimental Facilities
Experimental Holes
Removable Central Core
Sample Conveyor
Pneumatic Tubes
Animal and Instrument Tunnels

General Description
Cooling Systems
Primary Air Cooling System
Secondary Air Gooling System

Appendix
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yoliime 2 - Reactor Ifandbook - Physics
SECTION 1. REACTOR PHISICS

SECTION 2. RADIATION SHIELDING

Chapter 1,1 Experimental Methods
Chapter 1,2 Nuclear Physics
Chapter 1.3 Kinetic Theory of
Neutrons
Chapter 1.4 Reactor Staticsj Theory
and General Results
Chapter 1.5 Reactor Staticsj Experimental and Numerical
Results
Chapter 1.6 Reactor Dynamics
Chapter 2.1 Sources of Radiation
Chapter 2.2 Permissible Levels of
Radiation
Chapter 2^3 Gaiama-Ray Attenuation

Chapter 2.4 Neutron Attenuation
Chapter 2.5 Geometry
Chapter 2.6 Ducts Through Shields
Chapter 2.7 Heat Generation in
Shields
Chapter 2.Q Shield Optimization
with Respect to
Weight
Chapter 2.9 Shield Materials
Appendix 1
Appendix 2

yolume 3 - Reactor Handbook - Engineering
SECTION 1.

LIGHT - AND HEATT-WATER-COOLED SYSTEMS

AUTHORS? PREFACE
Chapter 1,1
Chapter 1,2
Chapter 1,3

Chapter 1.4
Chapter 1.5
Chapter 1.6

General Reactor Gharacteristics
Heat Dissipation and
Thermal Cycles
Pl:5rsical and Thermodjmamic
Properties of Light and
Heavy Water
Heat Transfer
Hydrodynamics
Spatial Distribution of
Heat Generation,

Chapter 1.7

Steady-State Heat
Removal
Chapter 1.8 Transient Generation
and Removal of Heat
Chapter 1.9 Thermal-Stress
Analysis
Chapter 1.10 Water Decomposition
Chapter 1.11 Corrosion
Chapter 1.12 Calculation of Water

Activity
Chapter 1.13 Fuel-Element Design

SECTION 2. LIQUID-METAL-COOLED SYSTEMS
AUTHORS? PREFACE
Chapter 2.1
Chapter 2.2
Chapter 2.3
Chapter 2,4

Liquid-Metal Coolants for
Nuclear Reactors
Properties of Liquid Metal
Coolants
Heat-Transfer Correlations
for Liquid Metals
Handling of Liquid-Metal
Coolants
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Chapter 2.5

Chapter 2.6
Chapter 2.7

Reactor Cooling and
Power Conversion
Cycles
Mechanical Components
and Design Considerations
Design and Construction of External HeatTransfer System

SECTION 3 .

GAS-COOLED SYST

AUTHORS' PREFACE
Chapter 3 . I
Chapter 3*2
Chapter 3 . 3
Chapter 3«4
SECTION 4 .

General R e a c t o r C h a r a c t eristics
Thermal Cycles
P r o p e r t i e s of Gas Coolants
Heat T r a n s f e r and F l u i d
Flow f o r Gases

Chapter 3'5 Fuel Elements
Chapter 3*6 Circulating Systems
Chapter 3«7 Economic Comparison
of Gas Coolants
Chapter 3»8 Radioactivity in
Coolants

AQJEOUS FUEL SYSTEMS

AUTHORS' PREFACE
Chapter 4«1
Chapter 4 . 2
Chapter 4 ' 3
SECTION 5 .

General Reactor C h a r a c t eristics
Neutron Chain R e a c t i o n s
i n Aqueous Homogeneous
Systems
P r o p e r t i e s of Aqueous Sol u t i o n Systems

Chapter 4.4

Properties of Aqueous Slurry Systems
Chapter 4,5 Properties of Aqueous Moderators
Chapter 4"6 Nuclear Design Data
Chapter 4«7 Engineering Design
Information

LIQUID - METAL-FUEL SYSTEMS

AUTHORS* PREFACE
Chapter 5 . I
Chapter 5.2
SECTION 6 .

General Reactor C h a r a c t eristics
Composition and P r o p e r t i e s
of Liquid Metal Fuels

Chapter 5.3

Engineering Design

Chapter 6,3

Properties of FusedSalt Systems

Chapter 7.4

Properties Reactor
Instrumentation
and Control

FUSED-SALT SYSTEMS

AUTHDRS' PREFACE
Chapter 6 . 1
Chapter 6,2
SECTION 7 .

General Reactor C h a r a c t eristics
Composition of F u s e d - S a l t
Systems
HANDLING AND CONTROL

AUTHORS' PREFACE
Chapter 7 . 1
Chapter 7.2
Chapter 7.3

Remote Ifendllng
Remote Viewing
Hot L a b o r a t o r i e s
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SECTION 8,

REACTOR DESIGNS

AUTHORS' PREFACE
Chapter 8.1
Chapter 8,2
Chapter 8»3
Chapter 8,4
Chapter 8,5
Chapter 8o6

Indroduction
Chapter 8,7
Graphite-ffioderated
Heterogeneous Reactors
Chapter 8,8
Beryllium-oxide-moderated
Heterogeneous Reactors
Chapter 8,9
Light-water~moderated
Heterogeneous Reactors
Heavy~water-moderated
Heterogeneous Reactors
Miscellaneous Heterogeneous
Reactors

Unmoderated Heterogeneous Reactors
Graphite-moderated
Homogeneous Reactors
Light-water^moderat ed
Homogeneous Reactors

Volume 4 - Reactor Handbook ~ Materials
SECTION lo

GENERAL PROPERTIES

Chapter 1.1

Functions of Reactor
Materials
Altmiinum and Its Alloys
BeryIlia
Beryllium and Its Alloys
BerylliTim Carbide
Bismuth
Carbides
Cements and Concretes
Graphite
Hydrides
Lithium and Its Alloys
Magnesium and Its Alloys
Molybdenum and Its Alloys
Nickel and Its Alloys
Plutonium and Its Alloys
Rare Earths

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

1.2
1.3
1,4
1.5
1,6
1.7
1,8
1,9
1.10
1.11
1,12
1.13
1.14
1,15
1,16

Chapter 1.17 Silicon Carbide
Chapter 1,18 Stainless Steels
Chapter 1,19 Thorium and Its
Alloys
Chapter 1,20 Titanium and Its
Alloys
Chapter 1,21 Tungsten
Chapter 1,22 Uranium and Its
Al 1 oys
Chapter 1,23 Vanadium and Its
AliOys
Chapter 1,24 Zirconium and Its
Alloys
Chapter 1.25 High cross section
Materials
Chapter 1,26 Cobalt-base Alloys

Appendix

Volume 5 - Neutron Cross Sections
Cross Section Curves

Thermal Cross Sections

Introduction
Curves
Additional Data
References

Introduction
Tables
Z ^Utf- o 4

Z / ^ 83
References
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Resonance Parameters

Angular Distributions
Introduction
Curves
References

Introduction
Tables
Light Nuclei
Heavy Nuclei
Fissionable Nuclei
References

Volxame 6 - Chemical Processing and Equipment
CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS
AT THE IDAHO CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT
Process Equipment

Process

Process Vessels
Piping and Valves
Mechanical Equipment
Special Equipment
Fuel Element Chargers
Samplers
Product Handling equipment
Filter handling equipment
InstiTjmentation

Process Requirements
Fuel Cooling
Fuel Dissolution
Feed Preparation
Solvent Extraction
Product Handling
Waste Handling
Solvent Recovery
Recovery of Uranium Salvage

Decontamination of Equipment
For Maintenance

Plant Facilities
Design Philosophy
Arrangement
Main Process Building
Laboratory facilities and
administrative area
Source of fissionablematerial storage canal
Waste Disposal Building and
Waste Tank Farm
Service Building
Ventilation System
Vessel Vent System

Necessity
Decontamination Methods
Efficiency
Advantage over Remote Maintenance
Analytical Section of the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant
Facilities
Equipment

Health Physics at Chemical Processing Plant
Definition of Responsibility
Permissible Radiation Levels
Radiation Present
Radiation and Contamination Pi*©tection and Control

Personnel Monitoring
Instruments
Wastes
Costs
Distribution of Capital Cost
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Enclosures for Radioactive Operations
Shielded Cells, Caves, Barriers,
Dry Boxes, and Portable Shadow
Shields
Unshielded Dry Boxes, Gloved Boxes
and Hoods
Accessories for Enclosures
Viewing and Optical Equipment
Shielding Windows
Periscopes, Telescopes, and Cameras

Physical-Measurement Equipment
Apparatus for Weight Measurement
Apparatus for Measurement of
Physical and Mechanical Properties
Machine Tools

Materials-ifendling Equipment
Containers
Container Openers and Sealers
Transfer Equipment
Storage Facilities

Maniptxlators
Decontamination and Monitoring
Instrtment Arrangements

General-purpose Manipulators
Restricted-motion ManiptiLators
Acceseories for Manipulators
Miscellaneous Manipulators

Irradiation Facilities
Radiographic Equipment
General Equipment

Chemical Equipment
Fluid-sampling Devices
Fluid-flow Devices
Vessels

Heaters and Coolers
Mixers
Sample Manipulative Devices
Miscellaneous Kquipment
Volume 7 - Eight-Year Isotope Summary
Introduction
Principles of Isotope Utilization
Action of Drugs
Action of Injurious Agents
Miscellaneous Studies
Animal and Plant Studies in
Medicine

Radioisotopes
Stable Isotopes
Medical and Biological Research
Fate of Normal Metabolites

Medical Therapy

Medical Diagnosis

Biochemical Placement
Physical Placement
Teletherapy
Neutron-Capture Therapy

Dilution Techniques
Flow or Diffusion Measurements
Biochemical Placement
Radiograpi^
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Available Materials and Services

Agricultural Studies

Radioisotopes
Stable Isotopes
Special Services
Licensing
Radiological Safety

Plant Studies
Animal Studies
Insect Studies
Physical and Chemical Research

Technical Services and Training
Opportunities

Physics
General Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Organic ChemistryIndustrial Uses
Penetration of Radiation
Reflection of Radiation

Luminescence
Ionization
Activation of Chemical Reactions
Sterilization
Voltage Production
Tracing Atoms
Future Industrial Aspects
APPENDICES

I. Special Sources of Information
on Isotopes

II. Chronological Outline of Development of Isotopes Distribution
Program
III. Statistics on Isotope Distribution
IV. Extent of Chief Medical Uses of
Radioisotopes
V, Bibliography
List of References on Isotope
Utilization:
A. Diagnostic Medicine
B, Therapeutic Medicine
C. Clinical Research
D, Hiaman Physiology
E, General Medical Research
F. Immunology
G, Metabolite Physiology in
Animals
H, Non-Metabolite Physiology
in Animals
I, Injurious Agent Physiology
in Animals
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J.
K,
L.
M,
N.
0.
P,
Q,
R.
S.
T,
U.
V,
W.
X,
Y,
Z.

General Animal Physiology
Animal Husbandry
Bacteriology
Fertilizer Uptake by Plants
Plant Physiology
Photosynthesis
Radiation Effects on
Living Organisms
Biochemistry
Biosynthesis of Labeled
Compounds
Chemical Synthesis of
Labeled Compounds
General Chemistry
Reaction Mechanisms and
Kinetics
Radiochemistry
Radiation Detection
Radiation Physics
Nuclear Properties of
Isotopes
General Physics

AA, General Topics
BB, Isotope Techniques
CO, Applied Industrial Use
DD. Entomology

VI, Abbreviations Used in
Bibliography
VII. Author Index for Bibliograpl:y

Volume 8 - Information Sources
SECTION 1
Technical Papers Contributed by the United States
of America for Conference Proceedings
SECTION 2
A Guide to the Scientific and Technical Literature
of the United States Atomic Energy Commission
SECTION 3
Nuclear Science
A Bibliography of Selected Unclassified Literature
SECTION 4
Numerical Index of United States Atomic E n e r ^
Commission Reports
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APPENDIX IX - US EXHIBIT OF MOBILE HEALTH AND SAFETY LABORATORY
In addition to the US Technical Exhibit within the Palais des
Nations, and the Research Reactor, the United States sponsored a third
technical exhibit — a new Mobile Radiological Unit, installed in a
truck semi-trailer, which was placed on the Palais grounds to the east
of the northern Library Wing that housed the Belgian, USSR, UK, and US
technical exhibits. Planned and constinicted for the Atomic Energy Commission for use in field tests of actual or potential radiation, and
other toxic hazards, the unit was visited by 25,000 persons, some 500
a day being delegates, during the two weeks of the Conference,
The mobile laboratory, housed in a 35 x 8 foot trailer, contained radiation monitoring and analytical equipment for use near laboratories or industrial establishments where radioactive materials are
used. It was designed so that specific instruments may be removed or
installed to meet specific requirements. It contained also fume hoods,
especially designed to provide, in limited space, the same ventilation
as full-scale equipment, air compressors, electrical generation equipment, and a liquified petroleum gas system, in addition to supplies of
deionized water, or re-agents and other chemical equipment, standard
radiometric equipaolttj benches for repairs of equipment. To facilitate
decontamination, all exposed surfaces are of smooth-finish plastic or
stainless steel, and with a minimum of crevices. Generating equipment,
gas supply, and all transformer networks are enclosed in a fireproof
compartment forward.
As exhibited at the Conference, the trailer contained the following equipment, representative of units available for particular surveys:
Radon equipment consisted of chambers, pre-amplifier, amplifier
and power supply, which permitted determination of radium burden by
measuring concentration of radon in human breath. The equipment was
capable of measurement of 5 x 10~4 curies of radon in 1 liter, automatically recording the rate of radon and daughter-product alpha emission.
Uranium fluorimeter, using a photomultiplier tube to measure
fluorescence, could detect uranium at levels of lO"!'-' grams fused with
sodium fluoride. It can be used to determine the quantity of uranium
in urine.
Gamma detector, consisting of a l6~inch photomultiplier tube
and a liquid organic phosphor, can directly measure the concentration
of gamma emitters in the lungs or other portions of the body.
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Tape counter can be used for counting beta activity in large
numbers of samples heat-sealed in reels of plastic tape and automatically passed through a G-M detector. The count is recorded at a predetermined time or level.
Absorber changer would permit identification of beta emitters
from absorption cuarves. The equipment was designed to read simultaneously on four samples with records taken automatically at each of 24
filter positions.
Gamma spectrometer, by means of a single channel discriminator,
can identify and record gamma energies in discrete bands.
Automatic dust counter, consisting of a 24--position pneumaticallyoperated sample changer and a dual alpha-beta detector, can measure activity of air-borne dust, counting and recording automatically either sequentially or repetitively for each sample.
Extrapolation chamber would permit a count of the surface dose
rate of beta emitters, and consisted of a standard capacitor and vibrating reed electrometer for reading ionization current.
Portable radiation detection instruments for sampling airborne
dust, for direct field measurements of radiation, and for the differential analysis of mixed neutron fields were included in the Geneva exhibit and would normally be carried as required in the trailer during
field operations.
A brochure, printed in four languages, was distributed at the
exhibit in Geneva. Its 8 pages described the Mobile Laboratory, and
included photographs of special instruments and a cut-away illustration
of the inside of the trailer with the placing of various instruments and
equipment indicated.
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APPENDIX X ~ EDUCATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL EXPOSITION

An educational and commercial e3q)osition, incorporating a
trade fair, was held in Geneva, during the International Conference,
The exposition was not an official part of the Conference but was held
under the auspices of the Swiss Federal Council, the United Nations,
the State Council of the Republic and Canton of Geneva, and the Administrative Council of the City of Geneva, Approximately I50
industrial exhibits from as many firms in eight countries, plus the
educational shows of France, the United Kingdom, and the United States,
filled the 170,000 square feet of the Palais des Exposition, situated
in downtown Geneva several miles from the Palais des Nations where
the Conference was held. It was estimated by sponsors that about
40,000 persons visited the exposition.
The exposition literature listed France as having 49 exhibitors, the United Kingdom 37, Switzerland 23, the United States 20,
West Germany 11, Belgium 5, and the Netherlands and Lichtenstein,
one each. The United States Government did not officially sponsor
conmercial participation in the exposition, but notified individual
concerns that might be interested so that they could, if they
wished, arrange independently to have exhibits there,
France, the United Kingdom, and the United States sponsored
educational displays, that of the United States being one of the
United States Information Agency^s "Atoms for Peace" shows which
previously had been exhibited in Western Europe, The UBIA show
also included 18 exhibits from US industrial, Government and academic
organizations, in addition to the 20 commercial concerns that made
independent arrangements0 (full list of 3& US participants listed
in Attachmentil).
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ATTACHMENT 1 - US C0NTRIBUI0R5 TO P A L A U T E S EIFCSl'TIOMS EXHIBITS
US O r g a n i s a t i o n s c o n t r i b u t i n g t o t h e USIA e d u c a t i o n a l

oxpositioni

Alco P r o d u c t s , I n c o , Schenectady^ N.Y^
i m e r i c a n Machine and Foundry Cc«, New York C i t y
Aaton E l e c t r o n i c Laboi^atories^ Jnc ^ Brookljii, N»Ys
Sc Blickman, InCo, Weehawken, NeJ*
Boston Museum of S c i e n c e , Bofton, Jfesso
Central Research Laboratories, Redwing, Minn*
Corning Glass WorkSj Corning, MoT.,
Ei-Troriics, Inc», Philadelphia, Pa.
General Electric Coo,, Schenectady, NoY„
Po ¥u Lenrard Oo,^ Inco^ Har-^ison, NrJc
Lovelace foundation Lot Medical rfdueation and Research,
Albuquerque, NoMe
lewport News (Va,) Shipbuilding and Drydock COo
Nuclear Instrument and Chemical. Corp,, Ghxeago, 111,
Penberbhy Instrument Coo^ Seattle^ lasho
Radiation Counter laboratories,, Skokle^ 111^
Tracer! abj Jnco^ Boston^« fesso
WestlRghouse Air Brake ^Oo^ Pitt ibotgti^ Pao
Weotinghouse Electric Corp»j littsburghj, Pao
US Participants m

Commercial Expo'::feioni.

AMF Atomics IriCo,, Mew York Cit^j?
Anton Electronic Laboratories^ Brookl3mj Nolo
Atomic Development Securitieb Coo, Washington, D,Co
BabcocK & Wilcox Ccs^ Nesi) lork City
Eendix Researcli Laboratories, Detroit, MLch^
Daystrom, Inc», Archbald, Pa,
General Dynamies Corp,, Mew York City
General Electric Coo^ Schenectady, Mo^^
High Voltage EngineerI'-ig Corr», Cainbr^dgej, Masso
Walter Kidde Nuclear IsboratorifPj, Ine^^ Garden
City, Nolo
Foster Wheeler Corp-, New York City
Micro Metallic Corps., Glen Cova, i'JsYo
Nuclear Developiaenfc Corp'. of Aiaeiica I'NDl*^ White PiainSj Molo
Vitro Corp, of America^ He«r York City
Weatinghouse Electric Iiiternational, Mew York City
Weston Electrical instrument Corpa;, NevjarK, NeJ^
Tracerlab,-Inco, Boston, Masss
National Research Corporation, Cambridge, Mass*
P» Mo Lennard Co-,y I n c ^ Heir, isoriy N>Jo
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, Ne.f lork City
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APPENDU XI - ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT DWJGHT D. EISENHOlfER
BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE Ugl.™ .ti-^™^^^
(December S, 1953)

MADAME PRESIDENT, MEMBERS OF THE GENEEiL ASSEMBLY?
When Secretary General Hamnarskjold's invitation to address this
General Assembly reached me in Berinuda, I was just beginning a series
of conferences with the Prime Ministers and Foreign'Ministers of Great
Britain and of France. Our subject was some of the problems that beset
our world.
During the remainder of the Bermuda Conference, I had constantly
in mind that ahead of me lay a great honor. That honor is mine today
as I stand here, privileged to address the General Assembly of the
United Nations,
At the same time that I appreciate the distinction of addressing
you, I have a sense of exhilaration as I look upon this Assembly.
Never before in histoi'y h-as sn much hope for so many people been
gathered together in a single organization* Your deliberations and decisions during these somber years have already realized part of those
hopes.
But the great tests and the great aceomplibhrnents still lie
ahead. And in the confident ei(pectation of those af.«.'omplishments^ I
would use the office which, for the time being, 1 hold, to assure you
that the Government of the United States will remain steadfast in its
support of this body» This TAKS shall do in the conviction that you will
provide a great share of the wisdom, the courage, and the faith which
can bring to this world lasting pease for all natiorss, and happiness
and well being for all menClearlyj it -hotila not he fitti^'ig for me to take this occasion
to present to you a unilateral American report on BenEiida» Nevertheless, I assure you that in oar deliberations on that lovely island
we sought to invoke thope same great concepts of aniversal peace and
human dignity which are so cleanly etched in your Charter,
Neither would it be a measure of this great opportunity merely
to recite^ however hopefally, pious platitades.

ijl2

a-'i'
A Danger Shared by All
I therefore decided that this occasion warranted my saying to you
some of the things that have been on the minds and hearts of my legislative and executive associates and on sidne for a great many months —
thoughts I had originally planned to say prijiiarily to the American people.
I know that the American people share my deep belief that if a
danger exists in the world, it is a danger shared by all — and equally,
that if hope exists in the mind of one nation, that hope should be shared
by all.
Finally,
ease even by the
more appropriate
General Assembly

if there is to be advanced any proposal designed to
smallest measure the tensions of today*s world, what
audience could there be than the members of the
of the United Nations?

I feel impelled to speak today in a language that in a sense
is netf — one which I, who have spent so much of my life in the military profession, would have preferred never to use.
That xieM language is the language of atomic warfare.
The atomic age has moved forward at such a pace that every citi25en of the world should have some comprehension, at least in comparative terms, of the extent of this development, of the utmost sigaificance
to every one of us. Clearly, if the peoples of the %forld are to conduct
an intelligent search for peace, they must be armed with the significant
facts of today^s existence
My recital of atomic danger and power is necessarily stated in
United States terms, for these are the only incontrovertible facts that
I know. I need hardly point out to this Assembly, however, that this
subject is global, not merely national in character.

The Fearful Potentials
On July 16, 1945, the United States set off the world^s first
atomic explosion.
Since that date in 1945, the United States of America has con-*ducted 42 test explosions^
Atomic bombs today are more than 25 times as powerful as the
weapons with which the atomic age dawned, while hydrogen weapons- are
in the ranges of millions of tons of TNT equivalent.
Today, the United States^ stockpile of atomic weapons, which,
of course, increases daily, exceeds by many times the explosive equivalent of the total of all bombs and all shells that came from every plane
and every gun in every theatre of war in all of the years of World Mar II.
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A single air group, whether afloat or land-based, can nox\r deliver
to any reachable target a destructive cargo exceeding in power all the
bombs that fell on Britain in all of World War II.
In size and variety, the development of atomic xfeapons has been
no less remarkable. The development has been such that atomic weapons
have virtually achieved conventional status within our armed services.
In the United States, the Army, the Navjr, the Air Force, and the Marine
Corps are all capable of putting this weapon to military use.
But the dread secret, and the fearful engines of atomic might,
are not ours alone.
In the first place, the secret is possessed by our friends and
allies, Great Britain and Canada, whose scientific genius made a tremendous contribution to our original discoveries, and the designs of
atomic bombs.
The secret is also kno^lm. by the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union has informed us that, over recent years, it has
devoted extensive resources to atomic weapons. During this period,
the Soviet Union has exploded a series of atomic devices, including at
least one involving thermo-nuclear reactions.
No Monopoly of Atomic Power
If at one time the United States possessed what might have been
called a monopoly of atomic power, that monopoly ceased to exist several
years ago. Therefore, although our earlier start has permitted us to
accumulate what is today a great quantitative advantage, the atomic
realities of today comprehend two facts of even greater significance.
First, the kno^fledge now possessed by several nations will
eventually be shared bj others — possibly all others.
Second, even a vast superiority in ntmibers of weapons, and a
consequent capability of devastating retaliation, is no preventive,
of itself, against the fearful imterial damage and toll of human lives
that would be inflicted by surprise aggression.
The free world, at least dimly aware of these facts, has
naturally embarked on a large program of warning and defense systems.
That program will be accelerated and expanded.
But let no one think that the expenditure of vast stams for
weapons and systems of defense can guarantee absolute safety for the
cities and citizens of any nation. The awful arithmetic of the atomic
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bomb does not penait of any such easy solution. Even against the most
powerful defense, an aggressor in possession of the effective minimum
number of atomic bombs for a surprise attack could probably place a
sufficient number of his bombs on the chosen targets to cause hideous
damage»
Should such an atomic attack be launched against the United
States, our reactions would be swift and resolute. But for me to say
that the defense capabilities of the United States are such that they
could inflict terrible losses upon an aggressor — for me to say that
the retaliation capabilities of the United States are so great that
such an aggressor's land xTOiild be laid waste -— all this, while fact,
is not the true expression of the purpose and the hope of the United
States.
To pause there ^fould be to confirm the hopeless finality of a
belief that two atomic colossi are doomed malevolently to eye each
other indefinitely across a trembling world. To stop there would be
to accept helplessly the probability of civilization destroyed —
the annihilation of the irreplaceable aeritage of mankind handed do-vim
to us from generation to generation —- and the condemnation of mankind
to begin all over again the age-old struggle upward from savagery toward
decencj?-, and right, and justice.
Surely no sane member of the human race could discover victory
in such desolation. Could anyone wish his name to be coupled by history
with such human degradation and destruction.
Occasional pages of history do record the faces of the "Great
Destroyers" but the whole book of history reveals mankind^s never~
ending quest for peace, and mankind^s God~given capacity to build.
It is with the book of history, and not with isolated pages,
that the United States will ever wish to be identified. My country
wants to be constructive, not destructive. It wants agreements, not
wars, among nations. It wants itself to live in freedom, and in the
confidence that the people of every other nation enjoy equally the
right of choosing their own way of life.

No Idle,JiQJ!.d£. og,. Shallow Vijjjons
So my country*s purpose is to help us move out of the dark
chamber of horrors into the light, to find a way by which the minds
of men, the hopes of men, the souls of men everywhere, can move forward toward peace and happiness and x-^ell being.
In this quest, I know that we must not lack patience,
I know that in a world divided, such as ours today, salvation
cannot be attained by one dramatic act.
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I know that many steps will have to be taken over many months
before the world can look at itself one day and truly realize that a
new climate of mutually peaceful confidence is abroad in the world.

steps —

But I know, above all else, that we must start to take these
NW.

The United States and its allies, Great Britain and France,
have over the past months tried to take some of these steps. Let no
one say that we shun the conference table.
On the record has long stood the request of the United States,
Great Britain, and France to negotiate with the Soviet Union the problems of a divided Germany.
On that record has long stood the request of the same three
nations to negotiate an Austrian State Treaty,
On the same record still stands the request of the United
Nations to negotiate the problems of Korea.
Most recently, we have received from the Soviet Union what is
in effect an expression of willingness to hold a Four Power Meeting,
Along with our allies, Great Britain and France, we were pleased to
see that this note did not contain the unacceptable pre-conditions
previously put forward.
As you already know from our joint Bermuda communique, the
United States, Great Britain, and France have agreed promptly to
meet with the Soviet Union.
The Government of the United States approaches this Conference with hopeful sincerity. We ^d.11 bend every effort of our
minds to the single purpose of emerging from that Conference with
tangible results toward peace -«-- the only true way of lessening international tension.
We never have, we never will, propose or suggest that the
Soviet Union surrender what is rightfully theirs.
We will never say that the peoples of Russia are an enemy
with whom we have no desire ever to deal or mingle in friendly and
fruitful relationship.
On the contrary, we hope that this Conference may initiate a
relationship with the Soviet Union which will eventually bring about
a free intenaingling of the peoples of the East and of the West •—
the one sure, human way of developing the understanding required
for confident and peaceful relations.
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Instead of the discontent which is now settling upon Eastern
Germany, occupied Austria, and the countries of Eastern Europe, we
seek a harmonious family of free European nations, with none a threat
to the other, and least of all a threat to the peoples of Russia.
Beyond the turmoil and strife and misery of Asia, we seek
peaceful opportunity for these peoples to develop their natural re~
sources and to elevate their lives.
These are not idle words or shallow visions. Behind them lies
a story of nations lately come to independence, not as a result of
war, but through free grant or peaceful negotiation. There is a
record, already written, of assistance gladly given by nations of the
West to needy peoples, and to those suffering the tenporary effects
of famine, drought, and natural disaster.
These are deeds of peace. They speak more loudly than promises
or protestations of peaceful intent.
For the Benefit of Mankind
But I do not wish to rest either upon the reiteration of past
proposals or the restatement of past deeds. The gravity of the time
is such that eveiy new avenue of peace, no matter how dimly discernible, should be explored.
There is at least one new avenue of peace which has not yet
been well explored — an avenue now laid out by the General Assembly
of the United Nations.
In its resolution of November 2^h, 1953? this General Assembly suggested — and I quote — "that the Disarmament Gonmiission
study the desirability of establishing a subcommittee consisting of
representatives of the Powers principally Involved, which should
seek in private an acceptable solution . . . and report on such a
solution to the General Assembly and to the Security Council not
later than 1 September 1954."
The United States, heeding the suggestion of the General Assembly of the United Nations, is instantly prepared to meet privately
with such other countries as may be ^'principally involved'*, to seek
^'an acceptable solution** to the atomic armaments race which overshadows not only the peace, but the very life, of the world.
We shall carry into these private or diplomatic talks a new
conception.
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The United States would seek more'than the mere reduction or
elimination ©f atomic materials for military purposes.
It is not enough to take this weapon out of the hands of the
soldiers. It smst be put into the hands of those who will know how to
strip its military casing and adapt it to the arts of peace.
The United States knows that if the fearful trend of atoadc
military buildup can be rerersed, this greatest ©f destructive forces
ean be developed into a great boon, for the b«nefit of all mankind.
The United States knows that peaceful power from atomic energy
is no dream of the future. That capability, already proved, is here —
now —• today. Who can doubt, if the entire body of the world*® scientists and engineers had adequate aaxjunts of fissionable material with
which t© test and develop their ideas, that this cpipability woiild rapidly
be traasforaed into universal, efficient, and ecosMdc usage.
To hasten the day when fear of the atom will begin to disappear
from the ndnds of people, and the goveraments of the East and West,
there are certain steps that can be taken now.

I therefore make the following proposalsg
The Governments principally involved, to the extent pendtted
by elementary prudence, to begin now and continue to make joint contributions trem. their stockpiles of normal uranium and fissionable
materials to an International Atomic Energy Agency. We would esqsect
that such an agency would be set up under the aegis of the United
Hations.
The ratios of contributions, the procedures and other details
would properly be within the scope of the ""private conversations" I
have referred to earlier.
The United States is prepared to undertake these explorations
in good faith. Aay partner of the United States acting in the same
good faith will find the United States a not unreasonable or ungenerous associate.
Undoubtedly initial and early contributions to this plan would
be aaiall in quantity. However, the proposal has the great virtue
that it can be undertaken without the irritations and mutual suspicions incident to any attempt to set up a completely acceptable
system of world-wide inspection and control.
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The Atomic Energy Agency could be made responsible for the impounding, storage^ and protection of the contributed fissionable and
other materialso The ingenuity of our scientists will provide speacial
safe conditions under which such a bank of fissionable material can
be made essentially immune to surprise seizure.
The more important responsibility of this Atomic Energy Agency
would be to devise methods whereby this fissionable material would be
allocated to serve the peaceful pursuits of mankind. Experts would be
mobilized to apply atomic energy to the needs of agriculture, medicine,
and other peaceful activities, A special purpose would be to provide
abundant electrical energy in the power-starved areas of the world.
Thus the contributing powers would be dedicating some of their strength
to serve the needs rather than the fears of mankind.
The United States would be more than willing — it would be
proud to take up with others "principally involved" the development of
plans whereby such peaceful use of atomic energy would be expedited.
Of those "principally involved" the Soviet Union must, of
course, be oneo
Out of Fear and Into Peace
I would be prepared to submit to the Congress of the United
States, and with every expectation of approval, any such plan that
wouldI
First — encourage world-wide investigation into the most
effective peacetime uses of fissionable material, and with the certainty that they had all the material needed for the conduct of all
experiments that were appropriate|
Second — begin to diminish the potential destructive power
of the world^s atomic stockpiles;
Third — allow all peoples of
enlightened age, the great powers of
of the West, are interested in human
than in building up the armaments of

all nations to see that, in this
the earth, both of the East and
aspirations first, rather
war|

Fourth — open up a new channel for peaceful discussion,
and initiate at least a new approach to the many difficxolt problems
that must be solved in both private and public conversations, if the
world is to shake off the inertia imposed by fear, and is to make
positive progress toward peace.
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Against the dark background of the atomic bomb, the United States
does not wish merely to present strength, but also the desire and the
hope for peace.
The coming months will be fraught with fateful decisions. In
this Assembly; in the capitals and military headquarters of the world;
in the hearts of men everywhere, be they governors or governed, may
they be the decisions which will lead this world out of fear and into
peace.
To the making of these fateful decisions, the United States
pledges before you — and therefore before the world — its determination to help solve the fearful atomic dilemma — to devote its
entire heart and mind to find the way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his death, but consecrated
to his life.
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f'-*^-APPENDIX XII - ADDRESS OF LEWIS L. STRAUSS. CHAIRMAN,
UoSl ATOMIC ENERGY COMISSION. BEFORE THE LOS
' ANGELES WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL — "A FIRST STEP
TOWARD THE PEACEFUL USE OF ATOMIC ENERGY,"

(April 19, 1954)
The technical limitations of photography in 1863 spared
Abraham Lincoln the daily exhortations of ^*Just one more, Mr. President",
but it would have been an intensely interesting archive for this
generation to be able to see the expressive face of the great President —
for instance, just as he had delivered his address at Gettysburg. The
ubiquitous camera no longer spares our Presidents, There is a
flashlight photograph of President Eisenhower taken with a few moments after he had resumed his seat in the great asseaibly hall of the
United Nations and just as the prolonged applause had begun — applause
which is almost unknown in that august chamber — and which was the
precursor of the world-wide acclaim that greeted his historic address.
The picture is a very moving one. It is the face of a man who had
suceeded in communicating his profoundest convictions to his hearers
while they were responding spontaneously and with obvious feeling.
What may well be a great moment in the history of the world is recorded and epitomized in that photograph.
By now a great deal has been said about the December 8th
address. It was not a hastily put together speech. It is true that
the invitation to appear before the General Assembly of the United
Nations was only received while the President was in Bermuda and it
presented an appropriate^ indeed, an ideal forum for the occasion,,
But the speech itself had been long in composition and even longer
in the President's mind. Every paragraph, every word in it had been
ifeighed and considered by him. He had written and rewritten it and
could have delivered it had he cared to do so without benefit of
manuscript«
Like other great addresses, it was not long — only some
3,000 words, Edward Everett^s oration at Gettysburg on the famous
day in 1863 took upwards of an hour to deliver and is forgotten.
President Eisenhower^s brief speech had two major purposes. One was
to tell the world in the new language of the atomic age of what
humanity faced if it could not escape another war. The other purpose
was to propose an alternative to the headlong race of nations toward
that precipice.
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The first part was roughly two-thirds of the speech. In
measured phrases which could not be misunderstood, the President described the force of the new weapons with which science and engineering
had stocked the military arsenals of at least three nations. He said
that he sought that day to speak in a language which he would have
preferred never to use, — the new language of atomic warfare. "Atomic
bombs," he said, "today are more than 25 times as powerful as the
weapons with which the atomic age dawned, while hydrogen weapons are in
the ranges of millions of tons of TNT equivalent." He continued,
"Today, the United States» stockpile of atomic weapons, which, of course,
increases daily, exceeds by m&mY times the explosive equivalent of the
total of all bombs and all shells that came from every plane and every
gun in every theatre of war in all the years of World War II»"
But so profound was the effect of the latter part of the
address --• so great the yearning of the world for some light in the
gatheilng gloom of an atomic armament race — so welecai® ar^ hope for
reducing the threat of atomle destruction by ary amount or meaaa — that
there was surprisingly little not® of the content of the first part of
the address* It was, in fact, overshadowed in both news and editorial
reaction*
The eurpint ssriss ©f weapons tssti at ©ur Paeifle Prevlng
Orotaid, hewsvtr, has sfftetively drM»tlgid the earliir part ©f ths
§p§i@h» I hopi It hii remlndsd mar^ wh© htd almoit f©rg@ttsn tht
ftot, that ths Sevisti ttstsd a thspasnuolear dtvic® in Auguit ©f lait
yaip. A llttl® saMdimtlen ©f the calendar alt© rtviali that had wa
not begun ©ur rssttrehsi when wt did, we might now be in a peiitien
©f weapon inferiority t© ths Soviet Union — a condition with
oonsiquencis of disastr©us weight for the future of the presently frtt
world*
I would like to speak to you tonight about both parts of that
address, retrospectively about why we made A-bombs, why we decided to
make H-bombs and, if the time permita, about what, in ny humble
judgement, lies ahead. It is an extensive catalog and I know that I
can only treat each part briefly.
GENESIS OF PRESIDENT»S PLAN
To begin with, we in the United States undertook to make the
atomic bomb because we had good reason to believe that the Geraians
were working on it. It was clear that we had no recourse but to see
that we were not outstripped in armament, especially by a nation as
irresponsibly and belligerently led as Hitler Germany. After we
made the bomb, we used it. We used it to bring the war with Japan
to an abrupt close and then rested on our ndlitary and scientific
achievements.
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The next step — our offer to share our monopoly with the
world — despite its lack of success was one of the most satisfactory
and proud pages of American history. It was satisfactory because its
motivation was altogether meritorious. The blame for our failure to
exercise this blight on the lives of our generation must be placed by
history squarely /here it belongs, on the heads and hands of the men
in the Kremlin, In cynical but effective fashion, they used every
diplomatic stratagem to delay, confuse, and destroy the proposal.
In this they succeeded. It now appears that it may well have been
because they had atomic weapon plans of their own.
The failure^ therefore, of the Baruch proposals left the United
States with no alternative but to press forward with the development of
its atomic arsenal, and this too was done.
The Soviet achievement of atomic weapon capability eventuated
sooner than most had expected - much sooner. Our intelligence arrangements, fortunately inaugurated in time, enabled us to know almost
as quickly as the Russian high command and months before the Russian
people learned, that a test had been made. We announced it on
September 23, 1949o
The Soviets conducted further tests in the autumn of 1951 and
again last summer. That last series began with a very large explosion
in which we were able to say that a thermonuclear reaction had
occurred, that is^ the fusion of nuclei of light elements.
I have already referred to the cataclysmic possible consequences
of this test had we been unready for its inpact. Fortunately, we were
prepared. When the fact that the Soviets had an atomic bomb capability
was demonstrated in 1949 and with negotiations for international control
and inspection deadlocked by themj, President Truman took a decision.
He was aware that a lead in numbers of weapons —^ a quantitative
superiority which we believed that we then enjoyed, even if we were
sure that we could hold it — would become of less and less importance
relatively until it was meaningless. Our only hope was to maintain the
status quo by having a qualitative superiority. The President gave the
order to the Commission on January 31, 1950 to proceed with work on
what was then generally called the "super" bomb, that is to say, a
weapon employing as its chief source of energy the principle of
nuclear fusion rather than of nuclear fission.
The success of American scientists and engineers in this new
effort is by now well known^ and we have no less an authority than
Sir Winston Churchill for the considered opinion that it has been our
continued possession of weapon superiority which has preserved the
world from further large-scale aggression and another bath of blood.
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Imagine the condition if we did not possess retaliatory power
which neutralized the great Soviet manpower plus their atomic weapon
potential. With that power possessed or useable by them alone, they
could exert authority over small adjacent nations with the whole world
eventually ending up in the maw of Communism and slavery.
The alternative, however, of "two atomic colossi doomed
malevolently to eye each other indefinitely across a trembling world"
which was the vivid metaphor used by the President, is likewise an
unacceptable condition though to a far less degree than the consequence
of submission to Communism. Because it represents an instability
which could be triggered into a war of great destruction. President
Eisenhower had given the subject long and concerned thought.
Out of his deliberations came the conviction that a new factor,
a new dimension, would have to be emphasized before any hope would be
entertained. The answer lay in the atom Itself, In its latent power
to become not the master and destroyer but the servant of man.
This was the genesis of the President's proposal and its first
great virtue is that it can be undertaken "without the irritations and
mutual suspicions incident to any attempt to set up a completely
acceptable system of worldwide inspection and control."
You will recall the heart of his proposal was that the
governments principally concerned to the extent permitted by elementary
prudence should begin now and continue to make joint contributions
from their stockpiles of normal aranitim and fissionable materials to
an "International Atomic Energy Agency", He envisaged that agency as
established under the aegis of the United Nations. Such details as
the ratio of contribution, the procedures, etc., he felt should be discussed in "private conversations" between the contracting parties. He
assured the delegates of the nations to whOKi he was addressing himself
that any partners of the United States, acting in good faith with us,
would find ixs not unreasonable or ungenerous.
Private conversations have ensued. There is an impression I
find — probably because these conversations are private — that
nothing is going on and that the proposal is dormant. This is not
the case. The President's idea has been formulated into a concrete plan.
The plan has been discussed with certain friendly governments. Just
one month ago today it was handed to the Soviet Ambassador in
Washington for transmittal to his government. This step followed the
private conversations which had begun in January and were continued
by Secretary Dulles when the Foreign Ministers met in Berlin^
Why did the members of the Soviet delegation in the audience
at the United Nations, caught off their guard, applaud with all the
other delegates there present? And why after the first reactions of
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denegation and disdain did the Soviet government at last respond?
The answer to that must have been because of the impact of what
followed. For the President had saidi
"The United States would seek more than the mere reduction
or elimination of atomic materials for military purposes.
It is not enough to take thds weapon out of the hands of
the soldiers. It must be put into the hands of those who
will know how to strip its military casing and adapt it
to the arts of peace. The United States knows that if
the fearful trend of atomic military buildup can be
reversed, this greatest of destructive forces can be
developed into a great boon, for the benefit of all
mankind. The United States knows that peaceful power
from atomic energy is no dream of the future. That
capability, already proved, is here — now — today^. Who
can doubt, if the entire body of the world^s scientists
and engineers had adequate amounts of fissionable material
with which to test and develop their ideas, that this
capability would rapidly be transformed into universal,
efficient, and economic usage."
At this point, I am privileged to state that it is the
President's intention to arrange through a national scientific organization
to convene an international conference of scientists at a later date
this year. This conference, which it is hoped will be largely attended
and will include the outstanding men in their professions from all over
the world, will be devoted to the exploration of the benign and peaceful
uses of atomic energy. It will be the first time that any such body
has been convoked, and its purpose, also in the words of the President,
will be "to hasten the day when the fear of the atom will begin to
disappear from the minds of people and the governments of the East and
of the West."
WHAT IS THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL?
A few moments ago I mentioned the fact that the President's
proposal had been formulated into a plan. It might be useful to state
something affirmative about what the proposal is and is not to give
a frame of reference within which the practical potentials of a World
Atomic Bank can be discussed.
The United States proposal is not just another move in the chess
game of world politics nor is it primarily a disarmament formula. It
does not endanger the atomic weapons secrets of any nation that now has
or may possess such secretso
It does not involve suddenly placing trust where yesterday
trust could not be reposedo Implementing the proposal requires no
reliance upon impossible enforcement provisions nor does it depend on
an interpretation of good faith.
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It is not a prescription for technical alleviation of disease
that still scourges too many parts of the world nor will it in a day —
or a year — solve the desperate stx*uggle for daily bread where that
now exists. It will not •— on any precisely measurable timetable —turn deserts into lush meadows nor provide the energy to lift grinding
toil from the backs of those now living in underdeveloped areas*
The accumulative effect of the operation of the proposed agency
M i l do these things s
I'fe will accelerate the application of peaceful uses of the atom
eversrwhere^
It will divert amounts of fissionable material from atomic bomb
arsenals to uses which will benefit mankind^ and these amounts will
steadily increase as long as the peace is maintained.
It will foster the dissemination of information for peaceful
uses to atomic scientists everywhere^
I't will stimulate the acquisition of new fundamental data and
theory on which all progress depends^
It will provide an opportxinity for nations which are atomic
have~notSj either individually or by ccaabining with others^ to acquire
atomic facilities best suited to their individual needs.
It will increase man^s knowledge of his own body and that of
the plants and animals that nourish him and the insects and pests
that threaten him^ to the end that the healing art will be advanced
and new ways found to increase the world's food supply^ And man^s
useful life span will be prolonged*
It will encourage young and imaginative minds in many
countries to seek useful careers in the new disciplines of science
and engineering to the end that they may contribute to improving the
economy and living standards of their respective countries.
i

And^ perhapsJ most important of all^ the successful operation
of the International Atomic Energy Agency will contribute mightily to
focussing world attention and understanding on the potential of atomic
enQTgj to enrich the lives of all of us and thus dispel some of today^s
doubts and fears that its only use would be to destroy us»
Ctoly in the last few days legislation has been Introduced designed to amend the Atomic 'Energy Act in part to facilitate the
President's plan»
Moreover^ in the hearings when they take place on the measure
and on possible declassification of data regarding industrial utilization
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of atomic energy, we will be prepared to answer satisfactorily any
questions about the impairment of the security of information. I would
not be here tonight if I felt that America''s participation in the International Atomic Energ;,'- Agency need endanger any secrets vital to our
national defense»

PROSPECTS FOR MANY APPLICATIOMS
It has been less than 12 years since the power of the atom was
harnessed within a nuclear reactor. In that brief interval, the
achievements in peaceful uses of its energy have been varied and important* Here in the United States these results have come along
steadily and in increasing numbers despite our necessary concentration
on military applications in behalf of our own defense and the defense
of the free worlds
There is no need here to inventory in detail the multiple
applications of atomic energy which we have already found in the areas
of medicine, biology, agricultiire, and industry. We need only to
note that notwithstanding, the surface has barely been scratched.
Progress has also been made in other countries where the imaginations
of men have been fired by the problems and the possibilities.
I do wish to emphasize a less widely known aspect of atomic
progress — the advances in new fundamental knowledge. We have seen
almost a dozen new elements isolated, identified, and fitted into the
periodic table. In this still young art, we have witnessed the confirmation of the principle of breeding atomic fuel. Successful
application of this principle will greatly extend the use of the normal
uranium which would be contributed to the International Atomic Energy
Agency,
Such advances in fundamental knowledge will be one of the
high purposes of the new atomic agency. It is no risky extrapolation
from what we now know to prophesy that in time — whether it be a few
years or a decade or a generation — there will come discoveries to
enrich the lives of all of us fully as important as those we have
already witnessed.

ATOMIC ENERGY AS A SOURCE OF POWER
Near the end of his speech, the President said, "A special
purpose (of the International Atomic Energy Agency) would be to
provide abundant electrical energy in the power-starved areas of the
world," There has been a very substantial recent development in this
area, I would recall to you that within the last year the Atomic
Energy Commission in testimor^ before Congressional committees felt
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it necessary to discount the possibility that, under foreseeable
conditions, there was any prospect for the large-scale investment of
private capital in the development of nuclear power until the
Commission had demonstrated its economic feasibility.
Today, less than one year since that statement, we have had
nine proposals from large companies and groups of conf)anies to underts^e to build and operate the first large civilian power plant. It
has been awarded to one, the Duquesne Light Company of Pittsburgh,
whose proposal will save the Government some 30 million dollars of
the cost of its construction and operations. Other companies also
see the possibility of getting in on the development of nuclear
power even at this early and economically undemonstrated stage, and
other projects are under discussion with them.
This is an important milestone in the short life history
of atomic energy. Competent engineers say that fossil fuel reserves,
at least those that constitute presently available sources of supply,
are rapidly dwindling. In Europe and elsewhere, nuclear power is
now envisaged as the most promising energy source for the future.
Here, then, lies one ready opportunity for the proposed
new atomic energy agency.
To me, the kind of thinking that would
the mobilization of scientific and engineering
result from the operation of the world bank of
would be unlimited since it is geared to man's
resourcefulness.

be stimulated by
minds, which should
atomic materials,
imagination and his

A HSIPFUL FIRST STEP
For the first time since the discovery of fire, we have
come- into possession of a force with which we can enrich our lives
incalculably or, failing to make that choice, we can wreck a large
part of what we have inherited from ths accumulated art, heart, and
'spirit of the generations that preceded us.
In an effort to temper optimism, yet preserve the great
faith that the President's plan deserves, I have mentioned its
immediate limitations. It will not be within its scope to cure the
ills of the world with a single stroke and it does not pretend to
insure against future war. It would be unfortunate if it were represented as other than what it is, for that is so very much, — an
understandable, reasonable, feasible, constructive, and hopeful first
step toward making atomic energy the servanti of man.
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% old chief, former President of the United States,
Herbert Hoover, to whose Quaker convictions the possibilities of warfare are so fundamentally revolting, after listening to President
Eisenhower's speech, said, "I pray it may be accepted by all the
world." We may well join our prayers to his to ask that Divine
Providence guide the hearts and minds of all men of all nations to
grasp this opportunity to "shake off the inertia imposed by fear and
make positive progress toward peace,"
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APPENDIX XIII - SPEECHES OF U.S. REPRESENTATIVES
BEFORE UNITED NATIONS
Address of John Poster Dulles, Secretary of State,
on International Cooperation in Developing the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
(SepteHfcer 23, 1954)
PARTNEESHIP FOR PEACE
I come to this opening of the Ninth General Assembly with a
deep sense of the significance of this occasion. This annual gathering
of the representatives of 60 nations represents mankind's most hopefal
effort to achieve peace with justice. Here is made manifest the close
interdependence of today's world, and also, the vast opportunity for
constructive results which lie in good partnership efforts.

The Nature of Peace
The people of the United States believe wholeheartedly in the
principles set out in the Charter of the United Nations. That document marks a milestone in the understanding of the nature of peace.
It recognizes that peace is not a passive conceptj but a call to
action. It is not enough to dislike war and to denounce it. War has
been hated through the ages. Yet war has been recurrent through the
ages. One reason is that men have never put into the winning of
peace, efforts comparable t,o those which they put into the winning
of a war.
Mankind will never have lasting peace so long as men reserve
their full resources for tasks of war. To preserve peace and to do
so without the sacrifice of essential freedoms, require constant
effort sustained courage and at times a willingness to accept grave
risks. That is the true spirit of peace.
During the past year, many nations have actively worked together
on behalf of a just and durable peace. There have been moments when,
it seemed, the scales between general war and peace were precariously
balanced. That hazardous equation still exists. But at least we see
the hazar4 and strive to shift the balance in favor of peace.
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The efforts of the past year are not to be appraised merely by
whether they in fact produced concrete settlements. The making of intelligent, resolute and united efforts for just settlements has itself
contributed to peace. It shows a dynamic spirit and a vigilance which
are a warning to any potential aggressor.
In the past, peace has often been lost by defaiolt. That, let
us resolve, shall not happen again.
I cannot, of coui'se, touch on all of the manifold activities
which have recently occtirred within and without this Organization. I
shall focus mainly on political efforts with which my own country was
associated as an active partner. Let me first speak of the Organization of American States. The inter-American system rests on a long
tradition of cooperation for freedom and peace in this hemisphere.
Faithfulness to that tradition, and pride in it, have served to spai-e
this hemisphere from such wars as have tragically ravaged Europe and
Asia during the last century and more. Last March, the Caracas Conference of the American States decided and declared that if international communism gained control of the political institutions of any
American state, that would be a danger to the peace and security of
them all, and call for collective action to remove the threat.
However aggressive communism may be judged elsewhere, we of
this hemisphere, with no exception, know that its intrusion here would
open grave conflicts, the like of which i4e have not known before.
In Guatemala, there developed an identifiable threat to the
peace and security of this hemisphere. The American States exchanged
views about this danger, and were about to meet to deal with it
collectively, when the Guatemalan people themselves eliminated the
threat.
In this connection, there was occasion for the United Nations to
apply the principles of our Charter which, while affirming the universal
jurisdiction of this Organization, call for the use of regional arrangements before resort to the Security Council (Articles 33 and 52).
These provisions had been hammered out in the course of debate at San
Francisco, when our Charter was adopted. The American States at that
time iirged that their tested relationship should be coordinated with,
and not totally replaced by, the Um+.ed Nations, which they felt might
prove undependable because of veto power in the Security Council, So
it was decided to make regional association a major feature of the
United Nations peace system.
This year the Oi«ganization of American States showed anew that
it is ready, able and mlling to maintain regional peace. Thereby,
the provisions of the United Nations Charter have been vindicated
and the foundation for peace in the American hemisphere has been
solidified.
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Germany
Last year, I said here that "the division of Germany cannot be
perpetuated without grave risks". In an effort to eliminate that risk,
I went to Berlin last January to confer with the Foreign Ministers of
the other three occupying powers. We there joined with Britain and
France in presenting a proposal for the unification of Germany through
free elections, to be supervised by the United Nations or some comparable, impartial body. The Soviet Union countered with proposals
which added up to an extension of the Soviet orbit to the Rhine.
Accordingly, the dangerous division of Germany still persists. But,
I may add, something else persists—that is our resolve, in the spirit
of peace, to end the cruel injustice being done to Germany.

Aastria
Last year I also spoke of an Austrian Treaty as being long
overdue, I pointed out that as between the occupying powers there
was "no substantial item of disagreement". At the Berlin Conference
the three Western occupying powers eliminated the last vestige of
disagreement by accepting the Soviet version of every disagreed
article. It seemed, for a fleeting moment, that the Austrian Treaty
might be signed. But then the Soviet Union improvised a new condition. It said that it would not free Austria from Soviet occupation
until a German Peace Treaty was concluded.
There cannot be a German Peace Treaty until Germany is united.
So, Austria continues to be an indefinitely occupied nation. Nevertheless, here again, we do not accept as final the denial of justice
to unhappy Austria—the first victim of Hitlerite aggression and the
object of the 1943 Mosco-k pledge of freedom and independence. The
three Western powers, constant in the spirit of peace, have again
within recent days urged that the Soviet Union sign the Austrian
State Treaty as a deed which, far more than platitudinous words, will
show whether other matters can fruitfully be discussed.

Earopean ftiitsi
The problem of peace in Etrrope has become more coH^^licated
because of the recent set-back to the consummation of the European
Defense Commmiity, That concept came from recognition that the
best guarantee of permanent peace in Europe was an organic unity which
would include France and Germany, Also, if this unity merged the
military forces of these two and other European countries, that would
assure their non-aggressive character. Such forces would clearly be
unavailable except as the whole coamainity recognized the need for
defensive action.
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The votes of Communist deputies more than accounted for the parliamentary majority which in one country shelved the EDG. Thus, they
acted to perpetuate European divisions which have recurrently bred
wars. However, the free nations concerned do not accept with resignation the perpetuation of what, historically, has been the world^s worst
fire hazard. They are alert to the peril and are working actively
to surmount it.

Korea
Last year, when I spoke here about Korea, I was able to report
an armistice. That, I said, was not because the communist aggressors
loved peace, but because they had come up against an effective military barrier. I went on to say, "The Korean Political Conference, if
the eomiminists come to it, will afford a better test". It took seven
months of arduous negotiation to bring about the Political Conference.
When it occurred at Geneva, the United Nations side proposed the unification of Korea on the tasis of free all-Korean elections to be
supervised by the United Nations. This proposal was rejected by the
communist side. They insisted that the United Nations must itself be
treated as an instriunent of aggression, and be debarred from any further
activity in Korea.
This counterproposal, insulting
animously rejected by those who proudly
the United Nations as the first example
national organization which had in fact
armed agression.

to the United Nations, was unhailed the Korean action of
in all history of an interacted effectively against

The United States does not believe that the unification of Korea
must await another war. We have exerted all the Influence we possess in
favor of a peaceful solution of the Korean problem, and we have not lost
faith that this solution is possible.

Southeast Asia
At the Geneva Conference the belligerents in Indochina also
dealt with the problem of peace*. An eight-year conflict of mounting
intensity was brought to a close. We can all rejoice that there
has been an end to the killing. On tne other hand, we cannot shut
our eyes to the fact that several hundred thousand in North ?iet-Nam
have at their desire been transferred to non-communist areas, and
that there still remain millions unwillingly subject to an alien despotism. In this case, an end to fighting has been bought at a heavy
price, and the final result is still obscure.
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One result, however, has been the driving home to the nations
interested in Southeast Asia of the importance of a collective
organization for defense against further aggression. At Ifanila this
month, eight nations met and negotiated and signed a treaty calling
for collective defense against aggression.
The Manila Pact constitutes significant action taken under the
Charter of the United Nations, which recognizes the inherent right of
individual and collective self-defense. Those who cry out when others
exercise their inherent right of self-defense only expose their own
agressive purposes.

Self-determination
The Manila Conference did much more than extend the area of
collective security. It adopted the Pacific Charter. Thereby, the
eight nations — Asian and non-Asian — which met at Manila proclaimed in ringing terms the principles of self-determination, selfgovernment, and independence. This Charter, and the spirit of fellowship which gave it birth, should serve once and for all to end the
myth that there is inherent incompatibility between East and West.
The peoples of Asia who are already free, or who seek freedom, need
not remain weak, divided and unsupported in the face of the new
imperialism which has already reduced to colonial servitude ^0,000,000
people, of what were once fifteen truly independent nations.

Abomic Energy
The past year has been marked by intensive efforts in the field
of atomic energy. The United States has sought to share its commanding
position in this field in ways that would permit many to join in a
great new adventure in human welfare. We hoped to turn atomic energy
from being an instrument of death into a source of the enrichment of
life.
I vividly recall December 8, 1953, when we here heard President Eisenhower propose that the nations possessing atomic material
would cooperate under the auspices of the United Nations to create a
world atomic bank into which they wou3.d each contribute fissionable
material which wotild then be used for the purpose of productivity
rather than destruction, I shared the drama of that moment and sensed
the universal applause which then greeted that proposal — applause
which echoed around the world.
Because it seems that oftentimes negotiations publicly conducted with the Soviet Union tend to become propaganda contests^
President Eisenhower proposed that these new negotiations should be
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privately conducted. The United States, after consultation with others,
then submitted a concrete, detailed proposal to carry out President
Eisenhcwer^'s great conception. I Herself met several times with the Soviet
Foreign Minister at Berlin and at Geneva to discuss this matter. We
are quite willing that all doctjmants exchanged between the United States
and the USSR during these negotiations be published.
We hoped and believed that if the Soviet Union would join with
the United States, the United Kingdom and other nations possessing
fissioraable material and atomic "know-how", this act of cooperation
might set a pattern which x-fould extend itself elsewhere.
The plan we submitted could not have hurt anyone. It was motivated by the hope of lifting the darkest cloud that hangs over mankind r Its initial dimensions were not sufficient to impair the military capability of the Soviet Union, and there was no apparent reason
for its rejection. Above all, it xiras a practicable, easily workable
plan, not dependent on elaborate surveillance.
Nevertheless, thn proposal was in effect rejected by the
Soviet Union last AprU. Its rejection was not because of any alleged
defects in the plan itself. Any such would certainly have been negotiable. The Soviet position was in effect to say — we will not
cooperate uo develop peacetime uses of atomic energy tinless it is
first of all agreed to renounce all those uses of atomic energy which
provide the free nations with their strongest defense against aggression «
To date, the Soviet Government has shown no willingness to
participate in the implementation of President Eisenhower's plan except on this completely tma^ceptable condition. Yesterday, when it
was known that I would speak on this topic today, the Soviet Union
broke e fDve months silence by delivering a note affiimng its readinebs to talk fur-the-. But the note still gave no indication that the
USwSR had receded from its negative position.
The Uriited States remains ready to negotiate with the Soviet
Unior'« But, we shall no longer suspend our efforts to establish an
ii-ternatiorial atomic agency.
The Unitea States is determined that President Eisenhower's
proposai shall rot langtiish until it dies. It will be nurtured and
developed. We shall press on in close partnership with those nations
which, inspired by the ideals of the United Nations Charter, can make
this great new forc^ a tool of the h-umanitarian and of the statesman,
and not merely a fearsome addition to the arsenal of war.
The United States is proposing an agenda item which will enable
•ds to report on coj' efforts to explore and develop the vast possibilities
for the peaceful uses of atomic energy. These efforts have been and
will be directed priinaraly toward the following endss
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(1) The creation of an international agency, whose initial
membership will include nations from all regions of the world. It is
hoped that such an agency will start its work as early as next year.
(2) The calling of an international scientific conference to
consider this whole vast subject, to meet in the spring of 1955 under
the auspices of the United Nations.
(3) The opening early next year, in the United States, of a
reactor training school where students from abroad may learn the
working principles of atomic energy with specific regard to its
peacetime uses,
(4) The invitation to a substantial number of medical and
surgical experts from abroad to participate in the work of our cancer
hospitals—in which atomic energy techniques are among the most hopeful approaches to controlling this menace to mankind.
I would like to make perfectly clear that our planning excludes no nation from participation in this great venture. As our
proposals take shape, all nations interested in participating and willing
to take on the responsibilities of membership will be welcome to join
with us in the planning and execution of this program.
Even though much is denied us by Soviet negation, nevertheless
much remains that can be done. There is denied the immense relaxation
of tension which might have occurred had the Soviet Union been willing
to begin to cooperate with other nations in relation to what offers so
much to fear and so much to hope. Nevertheless, there is much to be
accomplished in the way of economic and humanitarian gains. There is
no Hiiracle to be wrought overnight. But a program can be made and
vitalized to assure that atomic energy can bring to millions a better
way of life. To achieve that result is our firm resolve.

Limitation of Annament
Closely allied to this question of peaceful uses of atomic
energy is the whole vast and complex question of disarmament.
At this Assembly last year, the United States affirmed its
ardent desire to reduce the burden of armament, I stated here that
the United States would vigorously carry forward the technical
studies on armament control and limitation which are vital to any
solution of this problem.
Last spring, the United States participated in discussions
in London with the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, France and
Canada on a Sub-committee of our Disarmament Commission to see whether
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a fresh approach to the problem could achieve a solution acceptable
to the Soviet Union as well a^ to the free world. The record of these
meetings has now been made public.
It shows that representatives of Canada, France, the United
Kingdom and the United States tried with patience and ingenuity to
explore all avenues of agreement with the Soviet Union which would
be consistent with the security of all nations. Once more, we made
clear, as we have again and again in the past, that we seek to eliminate the use of atomic energy for any purpos®but those of peace.
These efforts were met by a flat refusal by the Soviet Union
even to discuss our proposals on their merits. The crux of the Soviet
Union's position was that, before it will engage in real negotiations
on disarmament, it insists upon a paper ban by the major powers of
the use of nuclear weapons. The great shield, the supreme deterrent,
must first be abandoned, leaving the free nations exposed to the
Communists' unrivalled manpower. Once that inequality has been assured, then, — perhaps — the Soviet Union will negotiate further
from its position of assured supremacy. Such procedure would not
increase the security of any free nation.
Reluctantly, we must conclude that the Soviet Union has at
present no serious desire to negotiate on the disarmament problem.
But we shall continue to hope, and to seek, that the Soviet Union
may ultimately come to cooperate on a program which could end the
wasteful diversion of vast economic wealth and bring it into the
constimctive service of mankind.

Charter Review
No doubt you will have observed that many of the efforts for
peace to which I have referred were conducted outside of the United
Nations itself. It should not, however, be forgotten that the organs
of the United Nations are themselves steadily carrying forward activities which contribute substantially even though not spectacularly,
to the political, economic and social conditions which are the
foundation for peace. The United States wishes to pay a high tribute
to those xfho perform these indispensable tasks.
If many major political developments have occurred outside
the immediate framework of the United Nations, that is due to two
causes — one good, one badj
The Charter of the United Nations itself provides that the
parties to any dispute which would endanger international peace and
security should first of all seek a solution by negotiations, resort
to regional agencies, or other peaceful means of their own choice.
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Only when these methods fail should there be resort to the Security
Council. In other words, the Security Council of the United Nations
was never intended to be a court of first instance, but only a court
of last resort. In this sense, the unprecedented peace efforts of
the past year fall within the pattern which our Charter itself prescribes.
A second cause exists, and it is disturbing. It is the fact
that the membership of the United Nations falls far short of representing the totality of those nations which are peace-lov^pg, which
are able and willing to carry out the obligations of the Charter
and which are indispensable parties to many critical international
problems. Fourteen nations are now debarred from membership only
through the use—in reality the abuse—of the so-called "veto" power.
None of these is in the category of communist China, which has been
found by the United Nations to be guilty of aggression. All fourteen
are fully qualified for membership. Unless ways can be found to
bring peace-loving, law-abiding nations into this organization, then
inevitably the power and influence of this organization will progressively decline.
We are approaching the tenth anniversary of the founding of
the United Nations, All of the member governments and their peoples
may properly be thankful for the great accomplishments of the
United Nations and for its unique service as a forum for international
discussion. However, this coming anniversary must be made more than a
date for self-congratulations. It is the time to take account of
Weaknesses of our organization and of ways in which it can be made
to function better as a guarantor of peace and justice and as a
center for harmonizing the actions of nations. That, indeed, was
the idea of the founders, who planned for a Charter Review Conference to be called at the next annxial session of our Assembly,

Conclusion
The search for peace has had its high hopes and its deep frustrations. But after the frustration, there is always renewed hope.
On behalf of the United States I would say in my closing words that
we believe that international peace is an attainable goal. That is
the premise that underlies all our planning. We propose never to
desist, never to admit discouragement, but confidently and 'Stiadily so
to act that peace becomes for us a sustaining principle of action.
In that we know that we shall not be alone. That is not merely because
we have treaties of alliance and bonds of expediency. It is because
the spirit of peace is'a aagnet that draws together many men and many
nations, and makes of them a fellowship of loyal partners for peace.

K-X-X-
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Statement by Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr,, United States Representative in Committee I, on International Cooperation in Developing the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy; Report of the United States of America

(November 5, 1954)
Mr. President;
I.

The Sequel of the President's Proposal.

Almost eleven months ago many of us in this building heard a
speech by President Eisenhower, who had flown here directly from a
conference in Bermuda. His speech addressed itself to the overwhelming problems which then confronted the whole world, and still
confront it today.
One problem was the danger of atomic war — wherein one nation
could, by surprise attack, inflict grievous atomic damage on the United
States, and in return receive atomic retaliation of fearsome proportions, leaving a ruin of mangled bodies, cultures, and economic and
political systems after the atomic dust had settled.
President Eisenhower knew, and said, that merely to present
the threat and to promise retaliation was neither an adequate nor a
true picture of the feelings of the purposes of the United States.
In the name of the human race| in the name of civilization|
in the name of truly peaceful purpose — there had to be the promise
of something more than earth-shattering explosions.
The President knew, and said, that such a speech had better
be left unspoken unless he coiiLd add a message of peaceful hope.
In considering how best to present his message of hope, he was
faced with a historical fact of controlling significance; — the yearslong, stubborn problem of negotiating a system for reduction and control of armaments and for the effective elimination of nuclear weapons.
Seven years of debate and negotiations had failed to bring
the world closer to this goal.
The President, therefore, decided that to make a proposal which
would be wholly within the framework of the trying debates of the past
would not be considered, by you or the peoples of the world, an act
of hopeful sincerity promising early progress.
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He wanted to make an offer removed from the aura of past dejection and failure; he wanted to make an offer whose outstanding and
unmistakable characteristic was that it was feasible — that it was
do-able — that men and nations of good will and peaceful purpose
could accept easily, and without having to lose face by having to
reverse previously stated positions.
And so, on December 8, 1953, standing in the great hall upstairs and before this great Assembly, President Eisenhower saidj
"I therefore make the following proposals!
"The Governments principally involved, to the extent
permitted by elementary prudence, to begin now and continue
to make joint contributions from their stockpiles of normal
uranitun. and fissionable materials to an International Atomic
Energy Agency. We would expect that such an Agency would be
set up under the aegis of the United Nations.
"The ratios of contributions, the procedures and other
details would properly be within the scope of the 'private
conversations' I have referred to earlier.
"The United States is prepared to imdertake these explorations in good faith. Any partner of the United States
acting in the same good faith will find the United States
a not unreasonable or ungenerous associate.
"Undoubtedly^ initial and early contributions to this
plan would be small in quantity. However, the proposal has
the great virtue that it can be undertaken without the irritations and mutual suspicions incident to any attempt to set
up a completely acceptable system of world-wide inspection
and control."
The President described the main purpose of the new international agency in these wordsj "to devise methods whereby this fissionable material would be allocated to serve the peaceful pursuits
of mankind," He mentioned specifically the fields of agriculture,
medicine, and electric power. Then he addeds
"The United States would be more than willing •— it would
be proud to take up with others ^principally involved' the
development of plans whereby such peaceful use of atomic
energy would be expedited.
"Of those 'principally involved' the Soviet Union must,
of course, be one."
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The President wished to take every precaution in order to insure
that the Soviet Government would take this proposal at its serious,
sincere, long-term, face value, and not interpret it as a short-term
propaganda trick.
To insure this, he did two things. First, our Ambassador in
Moscow was instructed to advise Mr, Molotov, in advance of the delivery
of the speech, that it would contain material of serious import, and
that we wished the Soviet Government so to consider it. Besides,
after the speech was made, and awaiting an initiative from the Soviet
Union to hold private conversations, all individuals and Agencies of
the United States Government were instructed to remain silent as to
the details of the proposal and to confine themselves, if the need
for explanation arose, to a simple reiteration of the President's
own text and the statement that we were awaiting word from the Soviet
Union.
The President's second concern had to do with this very body —
the United Nations. When he received Secretary-General Hammarskjold's
invitation to address you, he chose to make his proposal before this
body and no other — because he wished the world to know that in this
overwhelmingly important matter, he turned to the United Nations as
the international organism most appropriate both to hear the original
enunciation of the proposal and to participate in the development of
the plan.
You all know the positive and hopeful response which greeted
the President's proposal from all parts of the world. This response
has greatly heartened the United States in its work with other States
in developing a plan of action.
You know too that there was one disappointment — a rejection
by the USSR of the President's proposal until the United States
would agree to an unconditional and tin-safeguarded ban on the use
of atomic weapons. The story of that is contained in a United Nations
document which is before you. Document A/273S of 27 September 1954»
Beginning on April 2? and continuing throughout this exchange of notes,
the Soviet Union insisted that our new hope be shackled to the long
debates of the past, where the difficulties of even the smallest
progress had been so amply demonstrated.
True enough, the Soviet Union told us in a note delivered on
September 22, 1954 — the day before the Secretary of State made his
opening address to the General Assembly — that it was keeping the door
open on a tiny crack. Actually the door had been thrown wide open
on December 8, 1953 by the United States, and has been kept wide open
by the United States ever since. The door is still open.
On learning of the essentially negative Soviet attitude,
the United States lost no time in proceeding with conversations with
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other states — conversations whose initiation had awaited only a clear
expression of the Soviet position. The States with which we have been
conferring are those which have either developed raw material resources
or advanced atomic energy programs and are engaged in developing this
great force — namely, the United Kingdom, France, Canada, Australia,
Belgium, Union of South Africa, and Portugal. It is significant that
all of us agreed that, despite the refusal of the Soviet Union to
participate, we should move ahead with formation of the Agency. Our
discussions have made some progress, as we shall later point out.
It was in these circumstances that Secretary of State Dulles
spoke to this Assembly last September 23rd and said;
"The United States is detennined that President Eisenhower's
proposal shall not languish until it dies. We are determined that it
shall be nurtured and developed. And we shall press on in close
partnership with those nations which, inspired by the ideals of the
United Nations, can make this great new force a tool of humanitarianism
and of statesmanship, and not merely a fearsome addition to the arsenal of war.
"The United States is here proposing an agenda item which will
enable us to report further on our efforts to explore and to develop
the vast possibilities for the peaceful uses of atomic energy. These
efforts have been and will be directed priaarily toward the following
ends;
"1. The creation of an international agency whose initial
membership will include nations from all regions of the
world—and it is hoped that such an agency will start its
work as early as next year,
"2. The calling of an international scientific conference
to consider this whole vast subject, to meet in the spring of
1955, under the auspices of the United Nations.
"3. The opening early next year in the United States of
a reactor training school where students from abroad may learn
the working principles of atomic energy, with specific regard
to its peacetime uses.
"4- An invitation to a substantial number of medical and
surgical experts from abroad to participate in the work of
our cancer hospitals, in which atomic energy techniques are
among the most hopeftiL approaches to controlling this meance
to mankind,
"I want to make it perfectly clear that our planning excludes
no nation from participation in this great venture,"
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Just this past Wednesday, November 3, President Eisenhower announced that the United States had delivered to the Soviet Ambassador
in Washington a reply to the Soviet note of September 22, and that the
President hoped that this would start a new phase in the U.S.-Soviet
negotiations which might be more fruitfxiL than the past efforts. The
President reiterated, however, that the United States is determined
to proceed with likeminded states in establishing an international
agency to make this great power available to mankind generally as a
boon which would benefit us all.
This is the history, briefly told, of the first year of efforts to create an international organization to ensure world cooperation in the peaceful uses of the atom.
The thought that has governed all our suggestions is that
what we propose to do is feasible — is doable.
However, before we probe the future of international cooperation in this field, let us see where we stand todayj let us review
briefly the scientific developments that have brought us beyond the
threshold of the atomic age,
II.

The Threshold of the Atomic Age.

This moment of our discussion is a moment of excitement and
challenge in the science and art of the atom. We in this hall are
dealing with something more than the resolutions and amendments
and forms of organization which are the tools of our diplomatic trade.
We are dealing with the knowledge of a force, the mastery of a force,
whose gigantic power of destruction is exceeded only by its power
for human good.
Even we, as laymen, are aware of the thrilling sense of discovery in the minds of the scientists who have been able to put this
gift in our hands. If we can share that sense of discovery, then
we hope that our diplomatic progress will be a worthy match for the
physical progress that has been brought about by the most adventurous scientific minds of our century.
A few key facts of that atomic progress show clearly that we
have already passed the threshold of the peaceful atomic age. The
summary which follows herewith will not touch on the achievements in
other countries, %fhich are equally promising and of which we shall
doubtless hear more in the course of this debate.
We are in the presence of a whole range of atomic discoveries.
Of all these discoveries, one of the most advanced for human benefit
today stems from the use of the radio -active isotope. Many elements
long known to physics, such as gold, tobalt and carbon, can be changed
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in atomic reactors into new versions of themselves — radiogold,
radiocobalt, radiocarbon and so forth. A change in their atomic
structure makes them give off rays. These rays have two main uses.
They can bring about changes in living things. And they can be
used as tracers, giving off signals to detection machines, to control
the intricate processes of industry or to reveal new facts about the
growth and diseases of plants and human beings that had never before
been known to man.
Here are a few examples of how these isotopes have already been
applied in the United States, Many of these are already well known
to technicians in other countries.
First, consider the changing of living things by radiation.
In treatment of cancer, radioactive cobalt and other
elements have brought great progress in the killing of cancerous cells, far more effectively than the old X-ray machines.
Radiation has made it possible to preserve and store
food without spoiling throughout the winter and spring.
In the development of new agricultural strains, radiation has been used to speed up many times over the genetic
mutations from which new and better strains are derived —
strains which resist disease and produce better foods and
fibers in greater abtmdance.
Second, consider the use of isotopes as tracers, the applications
in this realja of scientific discovery are already multitudinous and in
theory are without limit. For instances
In manufacturing flat sheets — metal, paper, plastic, or
any material — their thickness is kept constant by measuring
the strength of atomic radiation through the moving sheets.
In welding and riveting, radiation photography shows up
flaws which were once extremely difficult to detect.
In oil pipelines, a radioactive pellet is dropped in
the flowing pipe to signal the exact moment when a new kind
or grade of oil arrives at its destination.
In agriculture, radioactive tracers mixed into fertilizers show exactly when and how efficiently the fertilizer
is absorbed by growing plants — thus saving tremendous waste.
In the poultry industry, chicken feed is traced through
the body of the hen xmtil it is converted into an egg —
showing what kind of feed should be given, and at what time,
to produce eggs most efficiently.
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In fish breeding, tracers have shown where simple chemical treatment could be used to convert sterile bogs into lakes
swarming with food fish.
In medicine, tracer research has given us a new synthetic material for blood transfusion; tracers are used to detect
faulty blood circulation before it is fatal, and to perform
many other miracles of diagnosis; tracers have brought new
discoveries about diabetes, thyroid disorders, blood diseases,
and in fact, the entire process by which the living body is
nourished and sustained.
In control of epidemics, tracers have been used to follow
the migration of disease-bearing flies and mosquitoes, which
is an essential step in stamping out these scourges.
These, at the beginning of the atomic age, are a few of the
discoveries already made and put to work. Still other projects are
well xmder way, among which perhaps the most extraordinary is the
research into the mysterious process of plant growth called photosynthesis — the understanding of which may some day enable us to
manufacture vast quantities of inexpensive food out of common chemicals. The effect of this on the standard of living can be conjectured.
Everyone of these advances has at its center the use of radioactive atoms. Most of these can be produced in comparatively small
atomic reactors. In the United States the chief factory for these
isotopes is the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. From Oak Ridge in the
past eight years nearly 50,000 shipments of isotopes have been sent
out to factories, laboratories, hospitals and universities. Most
of these have been sent within the United States, — but over 2,800
have gone to 50 countries abroad.
It is fitting that the most imposing and most difficult application of atomic energy should be mentioned last: the production
of electric power. This is a subject of intensive engineering research in the United States today. This year the Atomic Energy Commission laimched a five-year program for the building of five experimental power reactors in the United States, all radically different in design. None of these is expected to produce power at prices
that compete with power plants that burn coal and other conventional
fuels. But they will tell us a great deal about the future of atomic
power. For the knowledge we shall -all gain from them, these plants
will be worth the investment. They point the way to an age when all
countries can be assured of abundant electric power, even where natural
fuels are scarce. On the basis of this power, new industries can grovr
to enrich the lives of nmny millions of people.
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One fact stands out about the atomic power reactor, even today
in the minds of laymen, and thkt Is lis gre?^t complexity. This calls
for expert knox^rledge, and is ancther reason why smaller reactors shoxiLd
be built in as many parts of the world as possible. These small research reactors can be built In a year's time for well under $500,000
in many cases. They will produce most of the radioactive isotopes
whose multitttde of uses I have tried to describe. They will thus
make possible a great Increase bctn ir. research and in the practical
application of the atom in medif^ine, fatming, and industry. But beyond this, they will afford training groords throughout the world
at which a new generation uf stoirlc scientists, engineers and technicians will learn the prir ciples of reactor technology. Having mastered
the research reactor, we wiJll then — be moving towards what the world
scarcely yet possesses ~~- s body of men trained in all the techniques
which will be needed to bring us practical atom power,
Mr, Chairman, the brief report just given on atomic progress
in the United States describes many startling advances ™ discoveries
which have already made the world a richer place. Yet these are no
more than the nuggets xfhich lie at the surface of a newly discovered mine. They are enough to give us some notion of the undiscovered wealth that lies below.
To tap that wealth in peace and ct»operation should be a noble
enterprise for the nation's 3f the world. It is fitting that the discovery which brings us together in peace comes from the hands of one
of the truly globa3 fellowships of naakind — the fellowship of science,
which knows no rational boordarles and seeks truth and hujiian betterment,
there could be no more fitting s-alute tc this xforld fellowship of
science than our conrnon determinatTon to share some of the atomic knowledge and wealth we already possess —• in order that all of us may possess
more.
In this spirit, the United States is prepared to make contributions of several kind^ to the -oext. forward steps in the atomic field.
III.

Next Step FcTiSlA

Having thus crossed the threshold of the atomic age, we come
to the question of the next step? by which we can explore this new
world. Here we re=5,ch the •^'.peciCic activities wriich we contemplate
for the international agejicy. We belle-ve that the Agency should encourage world-wide resear'ch in and development of the peaceful uses
of atomic energyj it should arra^-ige for nuclear materials to meet the
needs of research, development and practical application to all manner
of peaceful activities, incl'iding the eventual production of power.
We believe the Ageni^y should foster the interchange of information
on peaceful uses. We expect that the international agency will conduct its activities in such a way as to prepare for the time when
the use of atomic energjr for peace becomes the predominant and perhaps
the exclusive use of this great force.
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The Agency should be created by a treaty which in our opinion
should define the standards and principles governing the organization
in the discharge of its functions. All states which originally ratified
the agreement should become Members of the Agency, and there should be
a provision for accepting additional members. We believe that members
should accept an obligation to supply materials and information for the
work of the Agency, financial support, facilities for open discussion
and contacts among scientists engaged in peaceful research activities.
There is so much to be done that it would be inconceivable
for the international agency to carry on all the activities fit5m
the outset. As a practical matter the international agency can carry
on only a few of the activities in the immediate future — those most
suitable to it. Nevertheless, the other activities will and must
proceed simultaneously since they are all part of the basic program
of steady foi^Arard movement into the atomic age.
We are prepared to start discussion with other countries for
the conclusion of bilateral agreements which will make it possible
for us, under our laws,to furnish technical information, technical
assistance, and necessary amotmts of fissionable material for the
construction and operation of research reactors to be located abroad.
Now, let me tell you about the program which the United States
is prepared to cairy out pending the creation of the agency, partly
as a result of the recent amendments to our own Atomic Energy Act.
All these activities will be coordinated with the international
agency*s own program and may later be undertaken by the agency itself.
No one has to be a scientist to appreciate the fact that basic to
success in the development and use of poxfer producing reactors in
any country is the existence of a body of trained technical men.
I shall now speak in terms of what the United States Government is prepared to do in 1955 — next year — in this field of
training.
First comes the field of nuclear reactors. We are prepared
to establish a Reactor Training School early in 1955. The first
course of this school would deal not only with atomic power theory,
but the application of that theory.
Our present plans call for inviting between thirty and fifty
scientists and engineers from overseas to study practical reactor
engineering, in order to furnish sufficient basic science and engineering knowledge to permit the members of this group not only to
understand the thoery^, but to become competent to operate reactors.
Initially the atomic inforaiation available to the members
of this course will be non-secret. But as the United States and other
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countries conclude the bilateral agreements required by the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, additional information will be made available.
From the outset, however, the courses offered will give scientists
and engineers a basic knowledge of the all-important experimental
phases and principles of research reactors; and these are the essential training ground for the far more complicated power reactor.
Second, comes the field of safety. Because we are dealing
with a power which is both a danger and a boon, it is necessary also
that special training courses in radiation safety and medicine should
be instituted simultaneously with any training in atomic power development. We propose, therefore, to establish under the sponsorship of
the United States Atomic Energy Commission the following courses
which will be open to all other nations;
Industrial Medicine -— a one to two-year course given
by the American urdversities having a relationship to the Ato.nic Energy Commission in the
medicinal treatment required in industries concerned with atomic energy activity.
Industrial Hygiene — courses in the techniques of
maintaining healthful conditions in industries
dealing with hazardous atomic materials.
Radiological Physics and the Theory and Use of
Radiation Instriments — instruction to be
given at the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Third in our training program comes the vast field of atomic
biology and medicine. The Argonne Cancer Hospital at the University
of Chicago, the Brookhaven National Laboratory, and the Cancer Research Hospital at the Oak Ridge Instityte of Nuclear Studies will
be open for one to two-year cou.rses on the use of atomic energy in
medicine and biology, for approx.liiidtely five tc ten foreign students
per course.
The field of cancer is so important, and other countries have
made such strides, that we do not wish to restrict our collaboration
simply to the study of our techniques. We are therefore prepared to
invite as many as I50 competent and distinguished visitors in the
field of cancer research from overseas to visit our cancer research
facilities during 1955'' These giests will not only be free to study
our facilities and teclmiquss, but will also be encouraged to exchange
views with our doctors and scientists.
Fourth and last in our training prcgraa comes the field of
radioisotope tracer techniques, whose rapid development we have already discussed. In this field, until now, the Atomic Energy ComHiission has been able to condact only a limited training program
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for foreign scientists. The Commission is now prepared to establish
special courses for foreign technicians to begin early in 1955 — these
courses to cover a four-week period and to be divided into laboratory
work, lectures on laboratory experiments, and seminars on special topics.
The laboratory experiments would cover the use of instruments, the purification and separation of radioactive from inert materials, and the
application of various isotope techniques to all fields of research.
Stated in statistical terms, the training courses we propose
in safety, medicine, and biology would bring basic knowledge and training
to more than 250 technical men from other nations in the course of the
next twelve to fifteen months — the limitation on numbers being imposed not by our desire to restrict the sharing of this knowledge, but
simply by our ability to absorb this number of observers, students and
trainees effectively and efficiently within our present facilities.
So much for our early plans for training. Closely allied to
this is the question of written information about the atom. We anticipate that from the outset the international agency will carry on
a series of inforaiation and service activities^ obtaining information
from the operations of Member Staines in connection with their own
atomic energy programs and from the Agency»s own activities. Here
is a brief outline of the type of information materials which the
United States is prepared to make available in 1955 to the International Agency when it is set up.
Contrary to popular belief, the United States has, ever
since the beginning of its atomic development, made available through
published documents of the Atomic Energy Commission and articles in
scientific jotirnals, a vast body of research material on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy. Yet the aura of mysterious monopoly still
persists in the popular imagination.
You may be surprised, as I was, to realize that up to now,
the publication by the United States of documents available to all
on the peaceful uses of atomic energy comes to jaore than 10,000 papers
totalling more than 200,000 pages of data.
Always mindful of the day when it m g h t be beneficial to present this material in package form despite the fact that it has always been available in individual items, we have accumulated ten
complete libraries of our own material, which we are prepared to
give to the principal technical libraries of cooperating nations.
And we will provide more than ten if there is a demand for more.
Besides these libraries of oxix own material, we are prepared
to provide complete sets of index cards, and our journals of the past
seven years, abstracting 50,000 scientific and technical books and
reports, published in all countries.
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stated in physical dimensions, what we are prepared to furnish
to each one of these foreign libraries is the equivalent of more than
300 linear feet of published reports, and over 200,000 index cards.
Furthermore, we will add to all of these libraries as the
material is published, asking only in return that the cooperating
nations provide their collections of official non-secret papers, not
available in the general scientific literature, to be placed in the
appropriate libraries in the United States,
In addition to training and publication, there is a third
step which we must take in the field of research and development.
We must further develop the practical applications of the atom to
medicine, agriculture and other peaceful activities including the eventual production of power. The international agency will immediately
encourage the development of such research activities and will seek
to arrange for nuclear materials to meet the needs of research all
over the world. It must be recognized, however, that the bulk of research on the atom will coiifcinme to be carried on by individual states.
These are the chief forward steps which we in the United States
contemplate for 1955. As the President has assured you, atomic materials for projects sponsored by this Agency will be set aside for
that purpose. We are confident that corresponding contributions to
the common enterprise will be made by others. Some steps will be
taken by individual states, others by the international agency and
others partly by the states and partly by the Agency. In every
case we should be guided by the principle that the Agency will concentrate on those things which cannot be done, or done not so well,
by states and private groaps acting alone.
All these steps together, during this coming year —- 1955 —
will bring as measurably further along the road that leads into the
peaceful atomic age«
The United States Initiated its Atoms for Peace Proposal
through the United Nations, We hope that it will be possible to
create the kind of international organization which will be competent rapidly, effectively and fairly to bring this priceless boon to
untold millions beycnd our shores.
It is our belief that a relationship should be established
between the Agency and the United Nations similar to that of the
Specialized Agencies, The exact terms of the relationship must, of
course, await creation of the Agency itself. The Agency will be
created by negctiations among interested governments. These negotiations j,already in progress, will lead to the conclusion of a treaty
subject to the usual constitutional processes of ratification. The
International AtomJ-C Energy Agencjr would consult aod cooperate as
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appropriate with other United Nations bodies whose work might be related
to that of the agency, as well as ifith national atomic energy organiza~
tions and regional organizations such as the Organization for European
Nuclear Research ^CEEIE)«
It would not be practicable to spell out the possible relationships any more precisely at this time until we know better just exactly
what the agency will look like when it comes into being. While there
has been a certain amount of general agreement among the states which
are negotiating the creation of this agency on some of the administrative features, it does not seem possible to go into these negotiating
matters in great detail now, lou will recognize that the negotiations
must take into consideration the views of the eight negotiating states
in the light of their special position in the atomic energy field and
also of other states which we hope will participate. In the main the
negotiations have followed the line which we indicated in the March 19
outline which we submitted to the Soviet Union and which is before the
Committee, But there may be changes.
It may be appropriate at this point to mention one problem
that has come up in the negotiations. Originally the United States
visualized that the international agency would hold fissionable materials itself. But after the Soviet rejection of the United States
proposals, all the negotiating states concluded that it might be
preferable that the agency act as a clearing house for requests made
to the agency by the various beneficiaries. The donor state would
eannark fissionable materials for the agency*s operations and would
transfer those fissionable materials directly to the projects approved by the agency. Since the resources of the agency obviously
will be limited, it seems more useful to us to use the resources
available to the agency for additional programs rather than for
expensive custodial arrangements.
As I said earlier in this statement, the desire and purpose
of the United States is that what we do shall remain within the
area of the feasible and doable and not become hampered by being
placed in the context of unending arguments or insuperable vetoes.
We are proceeding as rapidly as possible, determined that this hopeful enterprise shall not be deterred nor delayed nor interminably
frustrated by any who may not wish the blessing of atomic energy
to be spread throughout the world.
The resolution which we intend to co-sponsor will reflect
this desire to go forward as rapidly as possible for the benefit
of the entire world.

IV.

International Conference.

One further way in which the United Nations can contribute
materially, in advance, towards the goal of extending to all peoples
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the benefits of atomic energy is by convening an international conference to discover the field in which progress would be technically
feasible and to develop procedures whereby the nations of the world
can make Imown their wants.
The United States intends to support a conference fully and
will send as our representatives qualified scientific and technical
persons of the highest calibre that we possess. Our Atomic Enersr
Conmission will remove restrictions from information and make it
available, in the hope, thereby, of contributing to the value of
the conference. Other states will undoubtedly do as much.
The United States has long believed that such a conference
of scientists and of government officials concerned with their nation^s
atomic energy development would materially contribute to the knowledge
of the participants and correspondingly benefit their countries. The
opportunity to exchange infoiTnation and become better acquainted -with
each other*s problems in the vast field now opening before our eyes
as the beneficial uses of atomic energy become both more feasible
and more numerous would be fruitful.
Most of the participants in the conference will undoubtedly
be government representatives many of whom will be esjperts in the
field. The United States believes it appropriate also to invite
representatives of various specialized agencies, whose tasks are such
that the discussions at the conference would be of direct interest.
We include in this category such agercaes as UNESCO, the ILO, the
WHO, and the FAO,
In order to organize the conference, issue invitations, prepare an agenda and rules of prosedttrSg the Secretary General of the
United Nations should act on the advice of a conaiuttee composed of
representatives of certain states Members cf the United Nations.
For this advisory committee of states, we ha^e in mind a membership
which would meet two essential qualifications! knowledge of atomic
energy de-velopment and appropriate geographic representation.
We reconmend that the Conference should discuss topics such
as probable world power I'cquirements, the possible contribution of
atomic energy to meet deficits in conventional fuels, the economics
of nuclear power, the health and safety aspects of atomic energy,
among other matters. Discassions could be held on nuclear technology,
on reactor application in research and povrer on medical and biological
applications of atomic energy, on industrial application of radioactive products.
We know that its reports and conclusions would be of great
import both to the International Atomic Energy Agency, when it is
established, and to individual countries so far as their own atomic
energy program are concerned.

;
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Conclusion,
We intend to co-sponsor a draft resolution in this Committee
which will reflect the views just expressed. We believe it will
indicate the best pattern for practical United Nations participation
in this great work of international cooperation in developing the use
of the atom for peace. In co-sponsoring this resolution the United
States would express its m s h to proceed with you on the fulfillment
of this program — whose only purpose in the words of President
Eisenhower last December, is "to find the way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his death, but
consecrated to his life,"
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APPENDIX XI? - WJITED NATIONS NOTIFICATION TO THE UNITED STATES ON
CONFERENCES IN?ITATI0N| GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION;
TOPICAL AGENDAi RULES OF FROGEDURE| NOTIFICATION FROM
USSR
1 February 1955
Sir,
I have the honoxirj in pursuance of Resolution 810 (IX) of 4
December 1954^ to invite your Government to participate in the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy*. The Resolution^
a copy of which is enclosedj, provides in its Part B that "all States
members of the United Nations or of the specialized agencies* are to be
invited to participate in the Conferenceo
The Advisory Committee established by the General Assembly
Resolution has now concluded its first session at the Headquarters
of the United Nations^ and with its advice the following actions
affecting the organization and procedure of the Conference have been
takens
The Conference is to convene in Geneva on 8 August 1955»
and will continue in session for twelve working days, that
is through 20 August 1955<>
The Topical Agenda which constitutes the general programme of the Conference has been prepared, and is enclosed
as Annex !•>
The Rules of Procedure for the Conference have been formulated, and are enclosed as Annex IIo
The Agenda and Rules of the Conference have been prepared
in pursuance of the above-mentioned Resolution of the General
Assemblyo
The Secretary-GenersJ has informed the Advisory Committee
of his decision, in accordance with his understanding of the
views of the Committee, to name Dr» Homd Bhabha of India as
President of the Conferenceo
Six Vice-Presidents will be appointed by the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations following designation of individual nominees by the following Statess Brazil^ Canada^
France^ the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics^ the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland^ and the United
States of Americas, The3.r names will be announced as soon as
possible.,
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The Chairman and Rapporteurs of Sections will be appointed
and their names announced in due course*
Professor Walter Go Whitman of the Massachusetts Insti~
tute of Technology has been engaged by the Secretary
General as an officer of the United Nations Secretariat
and assigned to serve as Conference Secretary General* A
Deputy to him will be announced in due coursec
The Secretary-General has appointed a United Nations internal
working party to assist him on matters relating to the Conference* The members of this working party are: Mr» Ralph J#
Bunche^ Mr^ Gunnar Banders and Mr. llya S« Tchernychev,
May I draw your attention particularly to certain provisions in
the Rules of Procedure for the Conference to the effect that?
Each participating State '*may be represented at the Conference
by no more than five representatives <, » « The representatives
may be accompanied by such number of advisers as may be required^
in the general interest of the Conference^ to ensure adequate
presentation and dlscu3sicn of technical papers"« (Rule 2)
The lists of representatives and proposed advisers of each
participating State are to be sabmi*.ted not later than fourteen
days before the opening of the Conference„ (Rule 4)
In view of tne limited time available for presentation of the
Conference, the titles and the requested 500-word abstracts of
all papers intended to be presented at the Conference are to be
submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations^ if
possible, not later than 15 ffey*. while the full texts of the
papers themselves are to be submitted to him not later than 1
July* (Rule B^ Annex)
The travel and other expenses of participants in the Conference are not to be an obligation of the United Nations* (Rule 24)
With regard to the representation of each participating State,
it should be noted that in paragraph 3 of Part B of the General Assembly
resolution and in Rule 2 of the Rules of Procedure for the Conference^
reference is made to the inclusion among the representativesj, where
possible, of "individual experts competent in the atomic energy field,"
Having in mind the urgency of the time-factor, I would like to
emphasize the necessity that the Secretary General be informed at your
Government's earliest convenience as to the nature and probable number
of papers relating to the Agenda which it may expect to submits
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In this latter connection, I may refer to a notification from the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which is enclosed
as Annex III«
I would appreciate notification, at an early date, of your
Government's inteniion with regard to participation in the Conference in
response to this invitation.
Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Oag Hammarskjold
S|»i£2taELGeneral

The Secretary of State,
Department of State,
Washington 25, D, C^
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UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 810 (IX)

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN DEVELOPING THE PEACEFUL
USES OF ATOMTC ENERGY

Adopted by the General Assembly at its. 503rd plenary meeting on
4 December 1954
The General Assembly.
Believing that the benefits arising from the momentous discovery
of atomic energy shoiild be placed at the service of mankind.
Desiring to promote energetically the use of atomic energy to
the end that it will serve only the peaceful pursuits of mankind and
ameliorate their living conditions.
Recognizingn the importance and the urgency of international
cooperation in developing and expanding the peaceful uses of atomic
energy to assist in lifting the burdens of hunger, poverty and disease,
Believing,, also that all nations should co-operate in promoting
the dissemination of knowledge in the realm of nuclear technology for
peacefxil ends,

A
CONCERNING AN INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
Recalling the initiative of the President of the United States
of America, embodied in his address of B December 1953»
Noting that negotiations are in progress, and the intention that
they should continue, for the establishment as quickly as possible of
an International Atomic Energy Agency to facilitate the use by the entire world of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, and to encourage
international cooperation in the further development and practical
application of atomic energy for the benefit of mankind.;,
1° Expresses the hope that the International Atomic Enersr Agency
will be established without delayj
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2» Suggests that, once the Agency is established, it negotiate
an appropriate form of agreement with the United Nationsf
3« Transmits to the States participating in the creation of the
Agency, for their careful consideration, the record of the discussion
of this item at the present session of the General Assemblyi
4» Suggests that Members of the United Nations be informed as
progress is achieved in the establishment of the Agency and that the
views of Members which have manifested their interest be fully considered!

B
CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PEACEFUL USES
OF ATOMIC ENERGY
1. Declares the interest and concern of the General Assembly in
helping in every feasible way to promote the peaceful applications of
atomic energ^-j
2» DQcides that an international technical conference of Governments shoxild be held, under the auspices of the United Nations, to explore means of developing the peaceful uses of atomic ener^r through
international cooperation and, in particular, to study the development
of atomic power and to consider other technical areas - such as biology,
medicine, radiation protectioni and fundamental science - in which international cooperation might most effectively be accomplished!
3* Invites all States Members of the United Nations or of the
specialized agencies to participate in the conference and to include
among their representatives individual experts competent in the atomic
energy fieldj
4® Suggests that the international conference should be held
no later than August 1955 at a place to be determined by the
Secretary General and by the Advisory Committee provided for in
paragraph 5 below;
5e Requests the Secretary General, acting upon the advice of a
small committee composed of representatives of Brazil, Canada, France,
India, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America, to
issue invitations to this conference, to prepare and circulate to all
invitees a detailed agwiida, and to provide the necessary staff and
servicesi
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6» Suggests to the Secretary-General and the above-mentioned
Advisory Committee that, in making plans for the international con~
ference, they consult with competent specialized agencies, in
particular the Food and Agriculture Organization, the World Health
Organization, and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization!
?•= Invites the interested specialized agencies to designate persons to represent them at the conference|
8» Requests that the Secretary General circulate for information
a report on the conference to all Members of the United Nations, and to
other Governments and specialized agencies participating in the
conference»
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ANNEX I
TOPICAL AGENDA FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
m THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY
PLENARY SESSIONS
Time
Provisionally

Session Ai

The Need for a New Power Source I

1/2 Hr,

A»l

Keynote address - President

1-1/2 Hr.

A,2

Survey Papers on Estimated World Power
Requirements in 1975 and 2000
In order to set the stage for discussions
of the effect of nuclear energy on the
world power problem, it is necessary to
project the world's power requirements
for some 50 years. This is a difficult extrapolation to make because of
the power demand now going on. Thus
as a prelude to a discussion of the
needs of individual countries for
power and heat, it is natural to include such a survey,

1 Hr»

A.3

Survey Papers on the Alternate Power Sources
Nuclear energy can only be viewed in the
proper light if one realizes that there
are other sources of power for the future.
(One paper on conventional sources and one
on unconventional sources of power would
be presented.)

Session Bs
3 Hr.

B4I

Heed for a New Power Source II
Individual Countries' Needs and Possibilities
for Power and Heat
These papers are aimed at pointing up the
spectrum of problems and solutions for
power and heat needs in various countries
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B.l (Cont'd.) dtiring the next 50 years» An attempt
could be made to give all of the
estimates of cost and demand on the
same basis so that by juxtaposing
them it should be possible to determine where the need is greatest^ Each
nation is invited to furnish all available data and the Conference
Organization would make a summary of
the papers submitted. Typical papers
dealing with some characteristic
regions or specific conditions of
industrial development will also be
selected for presentation. Special
emphasis shall also be put on the
study of the economic significance
of nuclear power for pre-industrialized
countries, for countries in a phase of
transition from an agricultural economy
to an industrialized one, and for
countries already industrialized.
Session C; The Role of Nuclear Energy
1 Hr

G.l

Survey Papers on the Natural Occurrence of
U and Th
Each nation is invited to furnish all available data and the Conference Organization
would make a summary of the papers submittedo
A few of these papers would also be selected
for presentation.

1 Hr.

C,2

The.lfexlmum Plausible Role Which Nuclear
the Next 25' to 50 Years
These papers shall make references to
methods of utilization of.uranium and thorium.
Reference to the possible use of atomic
energy for propulsion could also be made
here,

1 Hr

C,3

Economics of Nuclear Power
These papers could be concerned with the
economic problems involved in estimating
the operating costs and fuel costs for a
nuclear power system.
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Session Dj The Building of a Nuclear Energy Enterprise
1 Hr.

D.l

Capital Investment Required for Nuclear
Energy
These papers might be primarily concerned
with the capital costs of various components of a nuclear power enterprisej for
example, the reactor portion of a power
system, the straight steam portion of the
power system, the chemical plant and the
enrichment plant <,

2 Hr,

1 Hr.

D.2

Experience with Existing Nuclear Energy
Power Plants with Reference to the Ways of
Development of Atomic Power

Session Es

Health and Safety Aspects of Nuclear Energy

E.l

Biological Effects of Radiation
This could include a discussion of the human
e^qjosures which have occurred^ It could
emphasize the esqserimental results which are
available on animals»

1/2 Hr.

E.2

Egplo^cal CoasJd&r-a.iions Related to Nuclear
Energy
These papei^ could be a discussion of the
ecological problems which result from
selective destruction of a given species in
the food web, either because of hjrparsensitivity to radiation or the ability
to concentrate certain radio-nuclides to
levels far above those of the environment.

1-1/2 Hr,

E.3

Reactor Safety and Location of Power
Reactors
A thorough consideration could be given to
the problems which result from locating
power reactors near large centers of
population. The problems to be discussed
could be the probable accidents which could
occur from sudden additions of reactivity
or failure of mechanical safety devices.
The containment problem should be emphasized.
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E,3 (Cont'd.) Special consideration should be given to
any widespread dispersal of fission products and also to the effects of
radiations on persons close to the reactors.
Session Fs
1 Hr.

F.l

Production and Use of Isotopes
The Importance of Isotopes in Technology
and Industry
There would be survey papers which might
outline the uses of isotopes in science
and industry. They should summarize some
of the important results that have been
achieved by the use of isotopes,

1 Hr,

F.2

The Importance of Isotopes in Medlcing,.
Biology and Agriculture

1 Hr,

F.3

Waste Disposal Problems
Consideration could be given to the longterm storage and di sposal problems, and
to the possibility of contaminating water
supplies^ Air-borne particulates, oce&rio™
logical and geological problems should also
be consideredo

Session GJ Problems Relating to Large ^antities of
Radioactivity
As we go further into the nuclear energy
business more people have come to grips
with the problems of handling large quantities of concentrated radioactivitye These
papers could sumnarize the present state of
this art with regard to the design of facilities and the techniques of the chemj stry,
1 Hr.

G.l

The Problems of Producing and Distributing
Large Qaantities of Radioisotopes

1 Hr.

G.2

The Current Status of Techniques and Methods
for Handling Massive Quantities of Highly
Active Radioisotopes

1 Hr.

G,3

Administrative and Legal Problems of ¥ide~
spread Use of High-Level Radiation Sources
Examples which could be covered ares
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(1)

Training of industrial personnel radioisotope use and health aspects.

(2)

Industrial health and safety? radiological health-safety codes (need for
nation-wide, uniform codes)| development of boiler codes involving special
metals such as zirconium, and for
doubleclad vessels.

(3)

Insurance, workman's compensation,
accidental contamination of large
areas (10,000 homes)| government
versus private insurance company
coverages.

(4)

Government-industry relationships,

(5)

Spreading of radioactive contamination.

REACTOR SESSIONS

Session P.li
1 Hr.

P.1.1

Research Reactors
Survey Papers on Types,and the Needs They

mi
These papers could compare the technical aspects with regard to utility of the
various types of research reactors. Cost
information on the reactors should be made
available in order to make comparisons
most pertinent,
2 Hr.

P.1.2

General Principles and Practical
Experience with Research Reactors
These papers cotold discuss the operating
principles which should be used for research reactors as well as the applications for such reactors to radioisotope production, engineering-scale
irradiation experiments, and basic research experiments. Opportunity will
be given for discussion.
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6 Hr,

Sessions F.2. P.3s

Research Reactors "• Descriptions
The complete details of some research reactors could be discussed. Each paper
could point out the operating data and
special virtues and shortcomings of the
reactor.

Session Taht

3 Hr.

P.4»l

Power Reactors (Systems for Development)
Survey Papers on Fuel Cycles and Reactor
EZESs
These survey papers could emphasize the
conqjlementary character of the fast and
thermal systems together with the ephemeral character of the non-regenerative
systems. It would be appropriate to
emphasize the many approaches to nuclear
power. Emphasis should be placed on the
prospects of development of the systems
under consideration rather than on the
prototype reactors which will be discussed
in detail later on. In all of the papers
which follow in Sessions P.5 and Po6, emphasis could be placed on the technical
principles which have motivated the particular development and design decisions.
Comparison shall be made between the use
of natural uranium, enriched uranium and
thorium, and pure fissile materials»

Sessions P«5j P»65
1-1/2 Hr.

P.5«l

Fast Neutron Reactors
A summary could be given of the experiments on breeding ratio, flux distribution and neutron spectrum in fast
neutron reactors. The discussion could
include remarks on the control problems
of fast reactors in general. Finally,
the effect of chemical reprocessing
costs on the ultimate fast reactor design could be discussed.
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Thermal Neutron Reactors
This includes reactors designed to use natural uranium, enriched uranium, U-235* and
recycled fuels, whether of the homogeneous
or heterogeneous lattice type.
Papers are invited to cover at least the
following principal types;
a)
b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Liquid Metal Fueled Reactor
Aqueous Homogeneous Reactor
Boiling Water Reactor
Fluidized Solid Fueled Reactor
Sodium Cooled Reactor
Pressurized Water Reactor
Beryllitim Moderated Reactor

Power Reactors (Prototypes)
Descriptions of prototype reactors including construction costs, problems of
leaks and pumps, corrosion and control
problems, with particular attention
given to the manner in which the results
of prototype experiments are to be interpreted in evaluating the final design
of full-scale systems.
Technology Sessions
Methods of Prospecting for Uraniim and
Thorium
Chemical Treatment of Low-Grade Ores and
Ore Concentrates of Uranium and Thoritmi
Production of U Metal and Th Metal from HlghGrade Ores and Concentrates
Analytical Methods Applicable to Raw
Material Production
Production Technology of Special Materials
These will include D2O, zirconium (separation from hafnixmi and preparation of the
metal), beryllium and beryllium oxide and
graphite.
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3 Hr.

Session R.4g

Chemical Aspects of Nuclear Reactors
These survey papers could outline the
various problems, which are chemical in
nature, associated with reactors —
such as Water-Moderated Graphite,
Homogeneous, Sodium-Cooled, and
beryllium and beryllium oxide reactors.
In particular, some attention could be
paid to the chemical aspects of corrosion and mass transfer.

Session R.5s
2 Hr.

R.5»l

Chemical Processing_of Irradiated Uranium
and Thorium Fuel Elements
This will include solvent-extraction processes, hifh-temperature processing and
volatility processes.

1 Hr.

R.5.2

Storage and Separation of Fission Products
The problems which are involved in separating and permanently storing fission products could be discussed. The various
schemes for permanent disposal could be
evaluated together with some practical
experience in handling concentrated
fission products. Attention cotild be
given to the fixing of fission products
permanently in agglomerate or ceramic
masses.

3 Hr,

Session R.6?
R.6.1

Metallurgy of Th. U and Their Alloys

R.6.2

Fabrication of Fuel Elements (including
the canning problem)

Session R.7s

Liquid Metals Technology

1 Hr.

R.7.1

The Problems of Handling Liquid Metals

1 Hr.

R.7.2

Liquid Metal Heat Transfer

1 Hr,

R.7.3

Corrosion Problems in Liquid Metal
Systems
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Session R.8i

Problems of Waste Treatment and Disposal

1 Hr.

R.8.1

Operating Problems Involved in Disposal in
the Ground

1 Hr.

R.a.2

Disposal in the Sea

1 Hr.

R.8.3

Airborne Problems
REACTOR PHYSICS SESSIONS

6 Hr.

Sessions Q.l. Q.2t

Equipment and Techniques Used in Measuring
Cro3s--Sections Important to Heictor
Design ..o
including neutron velocity selectors,
neutron crystal spectrometers and in~pile
neutron cross-section measurements.

3 Hr.

Se.s.siop.,Al-

Results of Cross*Section Measurements
Important to Reactor Design ,«.
including cross-section of fissile
materials, moderators, coolants,
structural materials and fission products. Also of/i (number of neutrons
releasedj)er neutron absorbed)
ando^l Z^he ratio of the capture cross
section (0"Z~) to the fission crossf

section (<^)
3 Hr,

Session Q.48

J-,

Selected Topics in Neutron Physics
Connected with Reactors .o.
(such as neutron decay, certain (n,y) or
( )f',n) reactions, fission process, gamma
ray spectrum in fission).

3 Hr,

Session Q.5t

Measurement of Integral Quantities
Important to Reactor_Design ...o
/such as y
t_
^
^ tr

Session Q«6i

(neutrons per fission),
(diffusion length),
(slowing down length),
(transport mean free path,
resonance integrals.) _/

Zero
;^ero Energy.
ii/nergy. Exponenti_al
axponentis and Critical

ror"ModelTE^9riments
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6 Hr.

Sessions Q.7. Q,8i

Reactor Calculation Techniques and
Comparison Experiments
For examples
1.

Critical mass

2.
3.

Flux and power distribution
Temperature effects

4.

Control problems

5. Long-term reactivity changes
6.

Lattice calcxxlations

REACTOR CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY SESSIONS
Session S.l;

The Fission Process as Connected with
Reactors

1 Hr.

S.1.1

Purvey Papers

2 Hr.

S.1.2

Details of the Fission Process
(such as information on the yield of
various fission products as follows:
fine structure, energy dependence,
variations between isotopes)

3 Hr.

Session S.2.'

Chemistry of the Fission Products
Including?

Session S.?s

solution chemistry of
gross fission products,
volatility properties,
chemistry of individual
fission products (such
as elements 43 and 61)

Problems of Doing Chemistry on Highly
Radioactive Materials

1-1/2

Hr.

S.3.1

Design of Facilities

1-1/2

Hr.

S.3.2

Techniques and Results
Heavy Element Chemistry
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^rl
Session

S.4g

Heavy Element Chemistry

1 Hr.

S,4«.l

Surveys of Chemistry of Transuranics

2 Hr,

S.4»2

Chemistry of Specific Heavy Elements

TsuchasWr^T^"''^^'"^

-

Sessions S.5, S.6,
and S.7 i Radiation Chemistry and Radiation Damage
9 Hr.

Includings effects of radiation on
materials of use in reactors as fuels,
moderators, coolants, or structural
materials! effects of radiation on
solutions! effects of radiation on
the properties of metal^j alloys and
semi-conductors.

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SESSIONS

Sessions M.1, ^2t •

'niB^^2^l2^i^nof.:^^^£.,MS£m^J^
the Solution of Special Problems in
Biomedi.cal Research

6 Hr.

The use of nuclear energy in medicine,
for exanfjles
1. Diagnostic procedures — at least
one general summary talk on this
subject.

Sessions M.3. M.4§

2.

Therapeutic procedures? (a) neoplastic diseases. Talks under
this heading might include deep
radiation therapy^ radioisotopes
as therapeutic agents, and
neutron capture reactions in
therapy of neoplasms} (b) the
treatment of non-neoplastic
disease wi.th radioisotope techniques.

3»

The use of radioactive tracer techniques in the study and elucidation
of metabolic disease processes.

aaiiMim.o|Lfel2SL^§2SZJS-iM
Solution of Special Public Health
Problems
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3" 5"
6 Hr.

1. In problems involving the epidemiology
of communicable disease.

2. Sanitary engineering problemso

3. Problems related to nutritionj such ass
the availability of rare elements and
rare elements requirements in human
nutrition! the improvement in the
nutritive value of diets and dietary
constituents,
3

Hr.

Session M.5i

Genetic Effects (including the fields ofBatanv

JnOoplpgy)
3 Hr,

Session M.6g

Radiation In.iury and Protection
1. Modes of radiation injury.
2.
3.

Maximum permissible exposure standards^,
Health and safety activities in
reactor operations.

4.

Health and safety requirements in the
transport of radioactive materials.

5. Health protection in chemical processing plants©
6. Biochemical and other protective aids.

3 Hr.'

l2M.M.MM2^]iS]^M£LJMM^2ELM.

SessionJigls

Relation to Radioactive Radiation
This will include the use of radioactive
isotopes and the use of radiation as a
tool.
3

Hr»

Session M.8s

Topics of Animal and Plant Physiology in
Relation to Radioactive Radiation
This will include the use of radioactive
isotopes and the use of radiation as a,
tool.
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J"5" 3
Hr,

Session Mo9I

Utilization of Nuclear Energy in the
Resolution of Special Problems in
Agriculture and Silviculture.
Includings
Is

Plant genetics and crop improvement.

2.

The movement of various components
from soil to plants, to include a
discussion of fertilizers and other
materials affecting plant nutrition.

3. The role of rare elements.
4.

Utilization of nuclear energy in
tropical agriculture.

5. Pests and diseases.
fci

Session M.10g

Environmental Mechanisms (Biological
StudlesT" '
- - —
1. The inter-relationship of radioactive contamination and its implications in and effect on world
2.

Nuclear energy and the atmosphere.

3. Nuclear energy and oceanology.

ar*

Session M.llg

Public Health Aspects Attendant on the
Large Scale Utilization of Atomic Energy
It,

Environmental contamination. This
could be a general discussion of the
various types of contaminating
radioactive materials, the circumstances of the occurrence of such
contamination, and methods for
control.

2.

Biological cycles of fission products
in land forms.

3. Biological cycles of fission products
in aquatic systems.
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THE APPLICATIONS OF RADIOISOTOPES TO RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS
3

I-ir.

Session I.l;

Tracers in General Research
Broad papers describing the special usefulness of radioisotopes in industry and
research.

6 ^

'

Sessions Ia2. 1.3 s

Developments in Dosimetry. Instrumentation«
and Remote Controls
1. Alpha, beta, gamma and neutron
dosimetry c rering the range from
low levels important to mutation
studies to high levels necessary to
produce chemical effects.
2.

Advances in instrumentation.

3. Advances in remote control and servomechanisms! automatic sequence-times
operations! safety control mechanisms.
3

Hr.

Session 1.4?

Application of Isotopes in Process and
Quality Control
Such ass
New developments in beta gauges and in
automatic control systems.
Extraction columns; separation of rare
earthsI application to other industrial
problems such as separation of petroleum
hydrocarbons by classes.
Tracing mechanism of reactionss
cracking, reforming, etc.

catalysis,

Continuous chemical analysis, carbonhydrogen ratio detector, '^octane rating"
of gasolines.
Ifeterials testings Xerography, radiographic inspection boiler codes| servicesimulated wear testing, improvements in
high-pressure lubricants! new developments
in mechanics and metallurgy.
Possible applications of radioactive materials
in an "automatic factory,"
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Session 1.5?

Industrial Utjligation of Fission Products
1.

Quantities of fission products that
might be available at various levels
of an atomic-power econoj^,

2.

Industrial utilization of radiation
effects, such ass on plastics,
petroleum hydrocarbons, organic compounds (Teflon, etc.)I types of
research presently underway; initiation
of chemical reactions! estimate of
costs of irradiation in specific
examples.

3. Radiation - sterilization of foods?
fundamental studies (enzyme destruction,
oxidation effects, inhibition of
reactions), feeding studi©s| economic
aspects of radiation-sterilization.
4.

Direct conversion of radiation into
ele/5tricity.

CLOSING PLENARY SESSION
3

HP»

Session Hs
1. The possible role of thorium in nuclear energy.
2.

Communications from states participating
in the Conference concerning measures
for assistance to other countries in
the use of atomic ener©^ for peaceful
purposes.

3.

Technical education and training of
personnel in the field of nuclear
energjr.

4.

Closing remarks, including a report on
the highlights of the Conference prepared with the aid of the presiding
officers of the different sessions, will
be made by the President of the Conference at this plenary session.
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EVENING LECTURES
Evening sessions should be arranged in which lectures of a high
standard, but of a general character, will be given by scientists of
world repute on subjects such ast
1. Accelerators for particles
2.

Elementary particles and mesons

3. Nuclear forces
4. Nuclear structure
5. The neutron
6.

Isotopic dating

7. Uses of radioactive substances in
biology and medicine
8. Free radicals
9.

New elements
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AMEX II
RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE INTERNATKMAL CONFERENCE
ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY
To be Convened in Geneva on 8 August 1955^ in Pursuance of
Resolution SIO (IX) of the General Assembly of the United
Nations of 4 December 1954
GHtfffil I - AGENDA^ PARTICIPATION AND CREDENTIALS

The Conference shall consider items included in the detailed
Agenda and Programme prepared by the Secretary General of the United
Nations with the advice of the Advisory Committee in accordance with
paragraph 5 of resolution 810 (IX) of the General Assembly of
4 December 1954, and circulated to the invitees to the Conference on
1 '"abruaryo

Each State invited to the Conference in accordance with paragraph
3 of resolution SIO (IX) of the General Assembly may be represented at
the Conference by not more than five representatives, including^ to the
extent possible, individual experts competent in the atomic energy fields
The representatives may be accompanied by such number of advisers as
may be required^ in the general interest of the Conference, to ensure
adequate presentation and discussion of technical papers*

The representation of each intei'ested specialized agency,
invited to the Conference in accordance with paragraph 7 of resolution
810 (IX) of the General Assembly, should be on the basis of an agreement with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, bearing in mind
that such representation shall not exceed five for any specialized
agency.
Rule 4
The list of representatives of each participating State shall
be issued either by the Head of the State, or Government, or by the
Minister of Foreign Affairs or his nominee and communicated to the
Conference Secretary -General in good time and in any case not less
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than fourteen days before the convening of the Conference* Lists
of proposed advisers shall be sent to the Conference Secretary General
not less than fourteen days in advance of the opening of the Conferenceo
Rule 5
The Conference Secretary General^ in constaltation with the representatives designated by the Secretary General of the United Nations as
President and Vice-Presidents of the Conference,) shall examine the lists
of representatives, which shall constitute the credentials of the
representatives to the Conference^ and shall circulate to the Conference
for its information a report on this examination^
CHAPTER II - OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE

The officers of the Conference shall comprise the following§
the President, the Vice-PresidentSj, the Chairmen and Rapporteurs of
sections.* They shall be appointed by the Secretary General of the
United Nations in advance of the Conference from among representatives
eminent in the fields of concern to the Conference, and in their
selection regard shall be had to an equitable geographical distribution
of posts9
The Conference Secretary General shall also be an officer of it^
The Secretary General of the United Nations shall place the
list of officers before the Conference at its first plenary session for
affinnation«*

MsJL
The Secretariat of the Conference shall comprise a Conference
Secretary General, his Deputy and such other staff provided by the
Secretary General of the United Nations as may be required by the
Conference«

*

It is the view of the Advisory Conmiittee and the Secretary General.
that, it being desirable to avoid nomiriations of and debate on
officers in a Confei'ence of this nature and sizej and since there is
iiiiportant work to be done by the Officers of the Conference during
its preparatory stage, the sense of the Rule is that the Conference
wo\ild approve the list of officers by acclamation9
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The Conference Secretary General, acting under the authority of
the Secretary General of the United Nations, and in accordance with the
rules and obligations applying to m,embers of the United Nations
Secretariat, shall be primarily responsible for the preparation of the
Conference and for making all necessary arrangements for meetings, and
shall direct all other work connected with the Conferencee He may
designate another member of the Conference Secretariat to take his
place at any meeting of the Conference*,

The Conference Secretary General and his Deputy may, subject
to the provisions of rtile 11, make oral as well as written statements
to the Conference concerning any matter relating to it«

CHAPTER III - ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

The work of the
meetings and in meetings
prepared and distributed
by the Secretary General
the Advisory Committee*

Conference shall be conducted in plenary
of sections, in accordance with a programme
to participants in advance of the Conference
of the United Nations in consultation with

The President shall declare the opening and closing of each
plenary meeting of the Conference, accord the right to speak and,
subject to these rules of procedtire, shall have conplete control of
the proceedings in the meeting and the maintenance of order therein^
The President may call a speaker to order if his remarks are not
relevant to the subject under discussion*. He may limit the time to
be allowed to speakers, limit the number of times each participant
may speak on any question, close the list of speakers or close the
discussions» He may suspend or adjoxjrn a meeting or adjotirn the
discussion on the item under consideration*

Participants may address meetings of the Conference only
through recognition by the presiding officero The presiding officer
shall call upon speakers in the order in which they express their
desire to speak»
/
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M.121
No proposals requiring adoption by voting shall be submitted or
entertained by the Conference» The presiding officer of any meeting
may, however, ascertain the sense of the meeting on matters not relating
to the substance of an item on the agenda^
Rule 14
At the request of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents
designated by the President may preside over any plenary meeting of the
Conference, A Vice-President acting as President shall have the same
powers and duties as the President.

The meetings of each section of the Conference shall be presided
over by the chairman of the section, whose powers and functions shall
be similar to those of the President of the Conference at plenary
meetings as provided in rules 11 and 12,
Rule 16
The rapport ear of each section shall keep the President and the
Conference Secretary-General informed of the progress, trends and major
points emerging in the discussions of the section*
CHAPTER IV - LANGUAGES
Rule 17
English, French, Russian and Spanish shall be the languages
of the Conference»
Rule 18
Speeches made in one of the languages of the Conference shall
be interpreted into its other languages.
Rule 19
A participant may employ a language other than one of the four
languages of the Conference subject to the condition that he shall
himself provide for interpretation into one of the four languages.
Interpretation into the other languages by an interpreter of the
Secretariat may be based on the interpretation given in the first
language.
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CHAPTER V - RECORDS

Verbatim records of all plenary and section meetings shall be
established by the Secretariat in the four languages. These records
shall be for inclusion in the Proceedings of the Conference. They shall
be available in provisional form to participants in the Conference as
soon as possible.

CHAPTER VI - PUBLICITY OF MEETINGS

All plenary and section meetings of the Conference shall be
held in public.
CHAPTER: VII » PUBLICATION OF PROCEEDINGS
lllS»22
The Proceedings of the Conference, which shall be compiled by
the Conference Secretary .<jeneral, shall be published by the Secretary
General of the United Nations in the languages of the Conference and
shall include in addition to introductory material relating to the
cpnvening of the Conference, Its organization and composition, the
records of plenary and section meetings and all conference papers, as
provided in Rule C of the Annex to these Rules, together with the
abstracts referred to in Rule B of the Annex*
Rule 23
In addition to the distribution of the Proceedings of the
Conference to the participating Governments and specialized agencies,
each officer of the Confere'nce and each author of a paper accepted
for the Conference shall be entitled to one copy without cost,
- "CHAPTER VIII - EXPENSES
Rule 24
Expenses of whatever nature incurred by participants in the
Conference shall not be_ an obligation of the United Nations. All
other costs involved in holding the Conference shall be defrayed by
the United Nations.
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5 i "2^Rule A
The subjects of all papers shall be in conformity with the
purpose of the Conference as defined In Resolution 810 (IX) of the
General Assembly and accordingly shall be dealt with and presented
only from the scientific and technical points of view.
_Rul_e,.B
Papers for presentation at the Conference shall, be submitted
to the Secretary General of the United Nations in original and three
copies, in one of the languages of the Conferenceo An abstract of
each paper in original and three copies, not exceeding 500 wordsj,
shall also be submitted. In order to facilitate the preparations
for the Conference, abstracts and full texts of papers should be
submitted at the earliest possible dateo In any case, the fiall
texts of the papers themselves shall be submitted to the Secretary
General of the United Nations not later than 1 July, while
the titles and abstracts shall be submitted, if possibles, not later
than 15 May« Supplements to papers, where necessary to bring them
up to date, may be submitted up to 1 Augusta

All papers submitted by participants in the Conference^ if
they conform to Rule A^, shall be considered as Conference papers and
whether or not presented orally at a session of the Conference in fuLl
or in part, shall be included in the Proceedings of the Conference«>
Since, owing to limitations of time, all papers submitted cannot be
presented orally at the Conference, a selection of those papers to be
presented orally in full or in part shall be made by a panel (or panels)
of qualified scientists, designated by the Secretary General of the
United Nations on the advice of- the Advisory Committee, and serving
for this purpose as members of the United Nations Secretariat. The
Secretary General shall consult -with the Advisory Goimittee on the
results of such revi.ew.

Assignments by Governments for the preparation of papers for
the Conference shou3.d be offered only to their own nationals.
tole^
All papers prepared and submitted in advance in accordance
with Rule B shall be distributed without delay to all States
pax'ticipating in the Conference for their confidential information before the opening of the Conferenceo With regard to conanunications which
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may not have been submitted in advance of the opening of the Conference,
such cofflfflunications shall be distributed to the participants as soon as
jjossible after their submission to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations or their delivery before th® Conference®
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ANNEX III

In accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Conference,
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has stated
its intention to submit under item D,2 of the Topical Agenda a paper
titled? "The U.S.S.R.^s First Atomic Power Plant for Industrial Purposes and Methods of Developing Atomic Power."

As additional information of this nature is received, the
Governments participating in the Coaference will be informed.
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APPENDIX XV ~ CONFERENCE PROGRAM AS ISSUED BY UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA
DETAILED PROGRAM
Session 1, Monday, 8 August: Morning,
Opening of Conferences
Session 2. Monday, 8 Augusts

Presidential Address,

Afternoon.

WORLD ENERGY NEEDS
Survey Papers on Estimated Future
Power Needs over the Next 50 Years;
Alternative Power Sources

2.1

Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/902

(UN)

"World ener^ requirements in 1975
and 2000"
N.B. Guyol

20

Panel Discussion ons
P/326

(France)

"Estimation of energy reqttil"©ments"
P. A i l l e r e t

P/757

(UK)

"The World^s needs for a new source
of energy"
E.A.Ge Robinson and
G. H. Daniel

P/802

(USA)

25

"Energy requirements and economic
growth"
E. S. Mason
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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10

7

2.2

i''^ C'f

Individual Countries^ Needs a M
Possibilities for Power
and Heat
Chairman

P/1116

(UN)

"Contribution of nuclear energy
to future world power needs"
P. Sevette

Additional remarks by;
(Each speaker to have approximately 10 minutes)
P/868

(India)

"The role of atomic power in
India and its immediate possibilities"
H, J. Bhabha

P/125

(Brazil)

"The Brazilian plan of electrification and the possibilities
of nuclear power"
E, Motta Rezende

P/962

(Yugoslavia) "Requirements and possibilities
of production of energy in
Yugoslavia"
A, Blazek et al.

P/987

(Australia)

"Electric power in Australia
1955-2004"

P/949

(Belgium)

"Probable evolution of energy
needs in Belglxom and the possible
role of nuclear energy"
R. Van Mele

P/799

(Czechoslovakia).

"Prospects of power development in
Czechoslovakia and the part to be
played by nuclear energy for peaceful purposes"
A. Sevcik

P/1060

(Japan)

"Japan's energr utilization, the
present and the future"
K. Aki

P/998

(Argentina)

"Energy needs and resources of the
Argentine Republic"
G. Mendivelzua
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Session 3,

Tuesday, 9 Augusts

Morning

THE BUILDING OF A NUGIEAR ENERGY ENTERPRISE
3.1

Experience with Nuclear Power Plants
time in
minutes

P/615

(USSR)

"The first atomic power station in
the USSR and the prospects of
atomic power production"
D. I. Blokhintsev and
N. A, Hikolayev
DISCUSSION

p/851

(USA)

45
15

"Design and operating experience
of prototype boiling water power
reactor"
J, R. Dietrich et al.
DISCUSSION

3.2

45
15

Capital Investment Required for
Nuclear Energy
Chairman

P/391

(UK)

P/477

(USA)

'

"Capital investment required for
nuclear energy"
J.M. Hill and
S.W. Joelin
"Capital investment required for
nuclear energy"
W.K. Davis
DISCUSSION

Session ki

5

~

Tuesday, 9 August; Afternoon
FACTORS Dl THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

4,1

Economics of Nuclear Power
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20
15

»
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Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/476

P/390

(USA)

(UK)

"Economics of nuclear power"
J.A. Lane

25

"The cost of power and the value
of plutonium from early nuclear
power stations"
J.A. Jukes

25

DISCUSSION

4»2
P/867

5

20

The Role of Thorixim
(UK)

"The possible role of thorium in
nuclear energy"
J.V. Dunworth

20

DISCUSSION
Legal and Administrative Problems

4.3

Chairman
P/1063

P/400

P/778

P/319

(Japan)

(UK)

(WHD)

(USA)

" Administrative and 'lo^al problems on the use of radioisotopes
in Japan"
K. Suzue

15

"Administrative and legal problems
of widespread use of high-level
radiation sources - industrial
health and safety, fiadiological
health-safety codes"
¥ Binks

15

"The general problems of protection
against radiations from the public
health point of view"

15

"Ihe achievement of radiation protection by legislation and other
means"
L. 3. Taylor

15

DISCUSSION
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Session 5? Wednesday, 10 August: Morning
THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN THE NEXT 50 YEARS
Time in
Minutes
Chairman
P/893

P/ll

P/327

P/758

P/145

(UN)

. (Canada)

(France)

(UK)

(Brazil)

"Some economic implications of
nuclear power for under-developed
countries"
E.S. deBreuvery

15

"An economic forecast of the role
of nuclear power in Canada"
J. Efevis and
W.B. Lewis

25

"Integration of nuclear ener^ among
the means of energy production"
P, Ailleret and
P. Taranger

25

"The role of nuclear energy in
relation to other methods of
electricity generation"
J.M. Kay

10

"Economic significance of nuclear
power for Brazil"
B.C. de Mattos and
J. da Costa Ribeiro

20

Remarks by:
P/1002

P/475

P/389

(Argentina)

(USA)

(UK)

"Role of Atomic Energy in the
Argentine Republic"
P.E. Iraolagoitia

10

"The economic potential of nuclear
energr"
K.M. Mayer

25

"The contribution of nuclear power
to United Kingdom and world energy
up to 1975"
J.D. Cockcroft

25

DISCUSSION
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Session 6, Wednesday, 10 August: Afternoon
HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
6.1

Biological Effects of Radiation
Time in
Minutes
Chairman

P/392

P/616

P/478

P/6l7

(UK)

(USSR)

(USA)

(USSR)

"The experimental animal for study
of the biological effects of
radiation"
J.F. Loutit

20

"The influence of the ionizing
radiations on animal organisms"
A.V, Lebedinski

20

"Physical dosimetry and clinical
observances on four human beings
involved in an accidental critical
assembly excursion"
R.J, Hasterlik and
L.D. Marinelli

15

"Two cases of acute radiation
sickness in man"
A.K. Guskova and
G.D. Baisogolov

15

DISCUSSION

6.2

15

Reactor Safety and Location of
Power Reactors
Chairman

P/853

(USA)

P/481

(USA)

P/394

(UK)

5

"The safety of nuclear reactors"
C.R. McCullough et al.
"Experimental determinations of the
self-regulation and safety of operating water-moderated reactors"
J.R. Dietrich
"Radiological hazards from an escape
of fission products and the implications in power reactor locations"
W.C. Marley and
T.M, Fry
DISCUSSION
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20

20

20
25

Session 7» Thursday, 11 August; Morning
THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Time in
Minutes
Chairman
7.1
P/308'

P/395

Isotopes in Technology ahd Industry
(USA)

(UK)

"Importance of isotopes in technology and industry"
P.O. Aebersold

15

"Recent developments of radioisotopes used in industry"
H, Seligman

15

DISCUSSION

7.2
P/309

P/6I8

P/780

(USA)

(USSR)

(FAO)

7.3

P/310

20

Isotopes in Medicine, Biology and Agriculture
"Radioisotopes in medicine"
S. Warren

15

"The utilization of radioactive
isotopes in biology and agriculture in the USSR"
A.L. Kursandv

15

"The uses of atomic energy in food
and agriculture"
\

15

DISCUSSION

P/398

20

15

Waste Disposal Problems
(UK)

(USA)

"Long-term aspects of fission
product disposal"
E. Glueckauf

20

"The management and disposal of
radioactive wastes"
A. Wolman and
A.E. Gorman

10

DISCUSSION

490

20

c
Session 24» Saturday, 20 August: Afternoon
CLOSING GENERAL SESSION
24«1

International Co-operation in the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy

P/619

(USSR)

"Assistance of the Soviet Union
to other countries in the peaceful
application of atomic energy"
A.N. Lavrishchev

P/805

(USA)

"International co-operation in
atomic energy developments"
W.F. Libby
COMMENTS

24»2

Education and Training of Personnel
in Nuclear Energy
Chairman

P/893

(UNESCO)

"Training of research staff in
the field of peaceful uses of
atomic energy"
DISCUSSION

24»3

Closing Presidential Address
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PHYSICS AND REACTOR SESSIONS (6A - 23A)

Session 6A, Isdi^s^ay, 10teigustsAfternoon
SPECIAL TOPICS IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Time in
minutes
P/714

(Ukr.SSR)

"Inelastic scattering of fast
neutrons by atomic nuclei"
M,V, Pasechnik

P/581

(USA)

"Gamma rays from neutron inelastic
scattering"
R.B, Day

P/588

(USA)

"Angialar distribution and nonelastic neutron scattering"
M, Walt et al

15

20

DISCUSSION
P/830

(USA)

15

"The theoretical prediction of
neutron cross-sections of nonfissionable elements for energies
up to 10 Mev."
V.F, Weisskopf

25

DISCUSSION
P/650

(USSR)

"Investigation of the neutron
B~decay"
P.E, Spivak et al
DISCUSSION

P/651

(USSR)

15
10

"Thermal neutron capture gamma
rays"
L.V, Groshev et al
DISCUSSION

492

15
10

P/941

(Poland)

"Investigation of the structure of
molecules and the structure of
liquids by scattering of thermal
neutrons"
J, Janik

P/870

(India)

"Thermal inelastic scattering of
cold neutrons in polycrystalline
solids"
K.S, Singwi and
L.S. Kothari
DISCUSSICM

10

Session 7A, Thursday, 11 August i Morning
FISSION PHYSICS

P/911

(Denmark)

"Collective motion in atomic
nuclei"
Aage Bohr

P/593

(USA)

"Fission pli^sics and nuclear theory"
J,A. Wheeler

P/993

(Yugovia)

"The time involved in the fission
processn
D, Popovic

P/1089

(Romania)

"Statistics of photographic fission
tracks and range estimates of
fragments"
J,S. Auslander and
T. Visky
DISCUSSION

P/897

(Brazil)

"Studies of nuclear photoeffect"
M.D, da Souza Santos
et al

493

20

P/884

(NoT^ay)

"Angular correlation of fission
neutrons"
K, SkaravSg
AND

P/891

(Monmj)

)

"High energy gamma rays from short-)
lived fission products"
)
A, Lundby et al
)
DISCUSSION

P/592

(USA)

20

15

"Determination of fission quantities
of importance to reactors"
R.B. Leachman
DISCUSSION

Session 8A, Tliiirsday," 11 August:

20
10

Afternoon

RESEARCH REACTORS
8A,_1

Survey Papers on Types
i^jOTtes

PM6
P/484

P/401

(UNESCO)
(USA)

(UE)

"Report on research reactors"
L, Kowarski

30

"The nuclear reactor in basic
science"
A.H. Snell

20

"Research reactors"
E, Bretscher et al

20

DISCUSSION

P/888

(Norway)

"Practical experiences with the
JEEP Reactor"
T,J. Barendregt et al
DISCUSSION

P/762

(UK)

20

"Experience with B.E.P.O^"
R.F, Jackson
DISCUSSION
494

20
5
20

10

P/485

(USA)

"Materials Testing Reactor
experimental program and
reactor operation"
R.L, Doan and
J.R. Huffman

10

DISCUSSION

Session 9A, Friday, 12 August: Morning
RESEARCH REACTORS AND DESCRIPTIONS

P/623

(USSR)

"A heavy water research reactor"
(Description of reactor)
A.I. Alichanow et al

P/387

(France)'

"The Saclay pile, 2 years»
e3(perience in heat transfer of
pressurized gases"
J, Yvon et al

P/915

(Switzerland)

"Description of the Swiss research
reactor"
F. Alder et al
DISCUSSION

P/860

(USA)

"The Brookhaven reactor"
M. Fox

P/488

(USA)

"Design and description of water
boiler reactors"
L.D.P. King
DISCUSSION

P/621

(USSR)

(USSR)

10

"The experimental nuclear reactor
with ordinary water and enriched
uranium"
Y.G. Nikolayev
AND

P/622

20

"A 2000 kilowatt thei^ml power
nuclear reactor for research
purposes"
Y.G, Nikolayev
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) 20

5-77
P/490

(USA)

"The Materials Testing Reactor
and related research reactors"
A.M. Weinberg et al
DISCUSSION

20
20

Session lOA, Friday^ 12 August! Afternoon
RESEARCH REACTCRS, DESCRIPTIONS — FUEL CYCLES
(concluded)s

lOAa,

MMaTC|LRgi2iOMjDe8C|lEti£n3
(concluded)
Time i n
2Binutes

P/620

P/402

(USSR)

(UK)

"Reactor for physical and technical
investigations"
Compiled by G.N,
Kruzilin

20

"The experimental facilities of E.443"
H.J. Grout and
F.W. Penning

15

DISCUSSION

10A.2

PA

Fuel Cycles
(Canada)

"Some economic aspects of nuclear
fuel cyiiles"

1
P/403
P/862

20

(UK)

(USA)

W.B, Lewis

30

"Fuel cycles and types of reactors"
J.V. Dunworth

30

"Survey of fuel cycles and reactor
types"
A.M. Weinberg

30

DISCUSSION

496

35
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Session llA, Saturday, 13 August: Morning

DESIGN OF REACTORS FOR POWER PRODUCTION

P/333

(France)

"Utilization of the energy released
in the graphite-moderated, aircooled pile Gl"
P. Chambadal and
M, Pascal
AND

P/337

(France)

"Design of the dual purpose pile G2"
P. Ailleret et al

P/492

(USA)

"A graphite-moderated nuclear power
plant design"
A.B, Carson

P/493

(USA)

"A sodium graphite reactor 75*000
electrical kilowatt power plant"
G. Starr
DISCUSSKM

P/936

(Netherlands)

"The design of a small scale
prototjrpe of a homogeneous power
reactor fuelled with a uranium
oxide suspension"
H. de Bruyn et al
AND

P/938

P/494

(Netherlands)

(USA)

"Power reactors fuelled with *dry*
suspensions of uranium oxide"
H, de Bruyn et al
"Liquid metal fuel reactor"
F.T, Miles and
C, Williams
DISCUSSION

497

Session 12A, Saturday, 13 August t

Afternoon

DESIGN OF REACTORS FOR POWER PRODUCTION
(cOi cS led)

^Sites
P/335

(France)

"Complete automatic control of
nuclear reactors"
J, Weil
DISCUSSION

P/405

P/814

(UK)

(USA)

20
10

"The Dounreay fast reactor project"
J.W. Kendall and
T.Me Fry

20

"Review of fast power reactors"
WoHs Zinn
DISCUSSION

P/495

(USA)

P/624

(USSR)

P/496

(USA)

20
20

"Heavy water reactors for industrial
power including boiling reactors"
HoPo Iskenderian et al
"Homogeneous power-producing water
boiler"
A.Is Alichanow et al

25

"Aqueous homogeneous power reactors"
R.B® Briggs and
J.A« Swartout

25

DISCUSSION
Session 13A, Monday, 15 Aigastj

20

20

Morning

POWER REACTORS, PROTOTYPES
minutes
P/815

(USA)

"Description of the pressurized
water reactor (PWR) power plant
at Shippingport, Pa*"
JoWo Simpson et al

498

35

DISCUSSION
P/879

(Norway)

"Preliminary study of an experimental pressurized heavy water
reactor"
0. Dahl
DISCUSSION

P/497

(USA)

(USA)

10

"The engineering design of a
prototype boiling water reactor
power plant"
J.M, Harrer et al
DISCUSSION

P/498

15

15

"The homogeneous reactor test"
H.E. Beall and
J,A, Swartout
DISCUSSION

15

Session 14A, Monday, 15 August: Afternoon
POWER REACTORS, PROTOTYPES (concluded)

P/499

(USA)

"The sodium reactor experiments"
W.E. Parkins
DISCUSSION

P/406

(UK)

"The graphite-moderated gas-cooled
pile and its place in power
production"
C. Hinton
DISCUSSION

P/501

(USA)

20

"The engineering design of ERB II,)
a prototjrpe fast neutron reactor )
power plant"
)
A.H, Barnes et al
AND

499

20

1-f/
P/813

(USA)

"Operating experience and experi*' )
mental results obtained from a
)
NaK cooled fast reactor"
)
H.V. Lichtenberger)
et al
)
DISCUSSION

Session 15A, Tuesday, l6 Augusts

20

Morning

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES USED IN MEASURING CROSS SECTIONS
IMPORTANT TO REACTOR DESIGN
Time in

P/576

P/64O

(USA)

(USSR)

"Neutron velocity selectors used
at reactors"
D.J, Hughes

25

"Mechanical neutron velocity
)
selector"
)
V.I, Mostovoi et al)
25

P/641

(USSR)

"A neutron spectrometer with the
mechanical interrupter"
V.V, Vladimirski
DISCUSSION

P/421

P/577

P/580

P/8O6

(UK)

(USA)

(USA)

(USA)

)
15

"Neutron spectrometers based on
piilsed sources"
EoR, Wiblin

25

"Time-of-flight techniques applied
to fast neutron measurements"
L. Cranberg

20

"Recent advances in neutron
detection"
L.M. Bollinger

15

"Time-of-flight instrumentation for
neutron spectrometers"
W,A^ Higinbotham

15

DISCUSSION

500

15

S fl 2-P/573

(USA)

"Techniques for measuring elastic,
non-elastic, and transport neutron
cross sections"
R.F. Taschek

20

DISCUSSION

Session l6A, Tuesday, 16 August:

Afternoon

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES (concluded):
CROSS SECTIONS OF NON-FISSIONABLE MATERIALS: DELAYED NEUTRONS
16A.1

Equipment and Techniques
(concluded)
Time in
minutes

P/356

(France)

"Testing of materials using the
Chatillon pile-oscillator"
D, Breton
DISCUSSION

P/642

(USSR)

30
15

Cross Sections of Non-Fissionable
Materials

16A.2

(USA)

"The determination and evaluation
of fundamental thermal neutron
cross sections"
J.A. Harvey
DISCUSSION

P/591

10

"A neutron spectrometer based on
measuring the slowing down time of
neutrons in lead"
A,A, Bergman et al
DISCUSSION

P/832

20

(USA)

10
10

"Summary of cross section measurements of the fission product
poison Xel35"
S. Bernstein and
E.C. Smith
DISCUSSION

501

30
15

^f3
Delayed Neutrons

16A.3
P/831

(USA)

"Delayed neutrons"
G,R, Keepin

25

DISCUSSION
Seasioia 17A, tifednesday, 17 Augusts

Morning

CROSS SECTIONS OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS
(This session is ordered by topic and the
same paper may appear more than once.)
Time in
minutes
17A.1
P/422

Low Energy Pu Cross-Sections
(UK)

"Cross -sections of the plutonium
isotopes"
JoF, Raffle and
B.T. Price
Additional Comments

P/645

(USSR)

"Fission and total cross sections
of some heavy nuclides for monochromatic neutrons as measured
by a mechanical neutron velocity
selector"
Y.Vo Adamchuk et al

P/646

(USSR)

"Time-of-flight measurement of the
total neutron cross section of
uranium 233, uranium 235 and
Plutonium 239"
S.J. Nikitin et al

P/354

(France)

"Measurement of cross sections of
fissile materials for slow
neutrons"
Ao Berthelot and
G, Vendryes

P/589

(USA)

"The total and fission cross
sections of plutonixxm"
B.R, Leonard

502

20

s?H
YJk^Z
P/586

Low-Energy U-235 Cross Sections
(USA)

"The low-energy cross sections of
U-235"
V.L, S a i l o r et a l
Additional Comments

P/641

(USSR)

See session I5A

P/645

(USSR)

See this session

P/646

(USSR)

See this session

P/423

(UK)

"Slow neutron cross-sections of
the uranium isotopes"
J.E. Lynn and
N.J. Pattenden

17A.3
P/644

Low-Energy U-233 Cross-Sections
(USSR)

"Determination of the absorption
cross section and of the radiation capture cross section of
uraniiom 233 for pile neutrons"
G.H, Kukavadse et al

AND
p/645

(USSR)

See above

P/646

(USSR)

See above

Additional Comments
P/423

(UK)

See above
DISCUSSION of 17A.1, 17A.2, 17A,3

15

UN SUMMARY OF RESULTS

10

High Energy Cross-Sections
P/355

(France)

"Study of the variation with energy
of the fission cross- sections of
U-233, U-235, Pu-239 for fast
neutrons"
A. Berthelot

503

5-/^
P/594

(USA)

"Techniques for measurement of
fast neutron flux?'
B.C. Diven
DISCUSSION

10
10

Session ISA, Wednesday, 17 August: Afternoon
PROPERTIES OF FISSICNABLE MATERIALS
(^J ^j ^ )'• RESONANCE ANALYSIS
Time in
minutes
P/657

P/658

P/660

P/425

P/587

P/595

(USSR)

(USSR)

(USSR)

(UK)

(USA)

(USA)

"Measuring the neutron multiplication factor effective number of
secondary neutrons for thermal
fission of uraniim and plutonium"
P.E, Spivak and
B.G, Yerozolimsky

15

"Number of fission neutrons per one
captured thermal neutron in U-233,
U-235 and Pu-239"
A.I. Alichanov et al

15

"Number of fission neutrons per one
captured thermal neutron for
natural uranium"
N.A, Burgow

10

"Neutron Yields from fissile nuclei"
P.A. Egg&lstaff and
H.E. Sanders

20

"Measurement of capture to fission
ratio of U-235, and U-233, and Pu-239
by a new method"
H. Palevsky

20

"Capture to fission ratio of Pu-239
and U-235 for intermediate energy
neutrons"
W.R. Kanne et al

10

504

^Si
DISCUSSION
P/5S5

P/590

(USA)

(USA)

30

"Analysis of the velocity selector
results on fissile materials"
H.A. Bethe

30

"Status of information on reactor
material cross sections"
•H, Hurwitz Jr.

20

DISCUSSION

10

Session 19A, Thursday, IS August; Morning
INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS
Time in
minutes
P/661

(USSR)

"A study of neutron diffusion
in beryllium, graphite and water
by the impulse method"
A.V. Antonov et al
AND

30

P/662

(USSR)

"A study of Be as a neutron
moderator"
A.K. Drasin et al

P/359

(France)

"Measurement of diffusion length
of thermal neutrons in beryllium
oxide"
J.C. Koechlin et al

10

"On the determination of diffusion
and slowing down constants of
ordinary water and beryllium
oxide using a pulsed neutron
source"
R. Ramanna et al

15

P/872

(India)

DISCUSSION

505

10

5-^7
P/360

(France)

"Measurement of a complex
diffusion length in a solid or
liquid to determine the transport
mean free path for thermal
neutrons"
J. Horowitz and
V. Raievski
DISCUSSION

P/789

P/933

(Sweden)

(Netherlands)

P/357

(USA)

(France)

10

"Measurements on a subcritical
reactor with a pulsed neutron
source"
N.G. Sjostrand

15

"Determination of neutron capture
to fission rat"" , in different
urani\im samples"
T.J. Barendregt and
M. Bustraan

15

DISCUSSION
P/597

25

10

"Status of experimental and
theoretical information on
neutron slovring down distribution
in hydrogeneous media"
J.E. Wilkins et al

20

"Time of flight spectrometer
equipment used at the Saclay
pile. Study of inelastic
scattering of slow neutrons"
B. Jacrot et al

10

DISCUSSION

10

Session 20A, Thxirsday, 18 August: Afternoon
RESONANCE INTEGRALS; FISSION PRCDUCT POISONINGj CRITICALITY OF SOLUTIONS
20A.1

Resonance Integrals
Time in
minutes

P/659

(USSR)

"Measurements of resonance
absorption integrals for various

506

P/833

P/948

P/427

P/883

(USA)

(Netherlands)
(UK)

(Norway)

materials and the multiplication
co-efficient (effective number of
secondary neutrons) of resonance
neutrons for fissionable isotopes"
P.E. Spivak et al

20

"Resonance capture integrals"
R.L. Macklin and
H.S, Pomerance

20

"Computation of the effective
resonance integral"
E.F.M. van der Held

5

"Studies on the neutron resonance
absorption of U-238"
¥.S. Crocker

5

"Measurements of the effective
resonance integral of uranium
with the pile oscillator"
¥.0, Eriksen et al

5

DISCUSSION
20A.2

10

Fission Product Poisoning

P/5

(Canada)

"Experiments on some characteristics of the N.R.X. Reactor,
Part I"
D,G. Hurst

P/6

(Canada)

"Experiments on some characteristics of the N.R.X. Reactor,
Part II"
A.G. Ward

P/835

(USA)

"Reactivity changes and reactivity
lifetime of fixed fuel elements
in thermal reactors"
B.I, Spinrad et al

30

P/432

(UK)

15

"Long term reactivity changes in
natural uranium reactors"
D.J, Littler
DISCUSSION

507

5
10

•«?"* 'h 1- /

20A.3
P/834

P/428

Criticality in Solutions

(USA)

(UK)

"Small thermal homogeneous
critical assemblies"
A.D. Galllhan et al

30

"Plutonium-water critical
assemblies"
C O . Horton and
J,D. McCullen

10

DISCUSSION

15

Session 21A, Friday, 19 August. Morning

ZERO ENERGY AND EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
Time in
minutes
P/600

(USA)

"Exponential experiments with
slightly enriched uranium rods
in ordinary water"
E. Kouts et al

30

AND
P/601

(USA)

"Pressurized water reactor (PWR)
critical and exponential
experiments"
S. Krasik and
A. Radkowsky

)
)
)
)
)
)

DISCUSSION
P/790

(Sweden)

P/791

(Sweden)

"Some experience from measurements on an exponential pile
of uranium and heavy water"
R. Persson et al

)
)
)
)
)
AND
)
)
"Characteristics of the Swedish
)
heavy water reactor"
)
E.Hellstrand et al)

508

15

P/361

(France)

P/605

P/623

(USA)

(USSR)

"Neutron study on two heavy water
piles"
J, Horowitz

20

"Exponential experiments on
uranium D2O lattices"
E.R. Cohen

20

"Heavy water research reactor
(results of critical experiments)"
A,I, Allchanov et al

10

DISCUSSION
P/429

P/607

(UK)

(USA)

20

"The experimental basis of lattice
calculations"
P.W. Mimmery

25

"Normal uranium graphite moderated
reactors - a comparison of theory
and experiments. Water-cooled
lattices"
P.F. Gast
AND

P/606

(USA)

10

"Uranium graphite lattices
Part I - the Brookhaven reactor"
I. Kaplan and
J» Chemik
DISCUSSION

10

Session 22A, Friday, 19 August; Afternoon
ZERO ENERGY EXPERIMENTS OF FAST REACTORS AND REACTOR KINETICS
22A.1

Zero Energy Experiments (concluded)
Time in
minutes

P/404

P/598

(UK)

(USA)

"Experimental studies on fastneutron reactors at A.E.R.B."
L.R, Shepherd

25

"The fast exponential e:x5)eriment"
F.C. Beyer et al

25

509

t 7/
P/609

(USA)

"A survey of the theoretical and
experimental aspects of fast
reactor physics"
R„ Avery et al
DISCUSSION

30

Reactor Kinetics

22A^
P/755

(Israel)

"Stability conditions in the nonlinear dynamics of heterogeneous
reactors"
H.J. Lipkin and
Ra Thieberger

P/934

(Netherlands)

"The influence of temperature on
the transfer function of a D2O
reactor"
J, Pelser

P/334

(France)

"Kinetic problems of a power
reactor and analogue machines"
Pa Braffort

P/610

(USA)

"Kinetics of stationary reactor
systems"
T«A. Welton
DISCUSSION

Session 23A, Saturday, 20 August?

Morning

REACTOR THEORY

P/611

(USA)

"Survey of neutron thermallzation
theories"
E„Ro Cohen

P/433

(UK)

"Calculation of the fine structure
of the thermal neutron flux in a
pile by the spherical harmonics
method"
J»H. Tait
DISCUSSION

510

20

.»%

P/608

P/430

P/664

(USA)

(UK)

(USSR)

"Comparison of theory and experiment
for intermediate assemblies"
H« Hurwitz and
Re Erlich

20

"Method for calculating the critical
mass of an intermediate reactor"
M.E. Mandl and
J. Howlett

10

"Application of the method of
effective boundary conditions for
calculating the critical
dimensions of reactors"
A.D. Galanin

10

DISCUSSION
P/669

P/649

P/666

P/IOO3

(USSR)

(USSR)

(USSR)

(Argentina)

"Heterogeneous methods of reactor
calculations. Survey of results
and comparison with experiments"
S.M. Feinberg

25

"Theory of resonance absorption
in heterogeneous systems"
I.I. Gurevich and
I.Y. Pomeranchouk

10

"The thermal utilization factor in
a heterogeneous reactor"
A.D, Galanin

10

"Lattice calculations on natural
uranium-beryllium oxide and
natural uranium-beryllium metal
in a cylindrical reactor"
0, Gamba et al

10

DISCUSSIOM
P/656

(USSR)

10

"Equation for the importance of
neutrons, reactor kinetics, and
the theoiy of perturbation"
L.N. Ussachoff

511

10

10

P/796

P/667

(Czechoslovakia)

"Remarks about the Milne problem
with cylindrical symmetry"
L, Trlifaj

10

(USSR)

"Effective boundary conditions for
»grey» bodies"
D,F, Zaretsky

10

512

CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND TECHNOLOGY SESSIONS (6B-23B)
Session 6B9 Wednesday, 10 Augusts

Afternoon

OCCURRENCE OF URANIUM AND THDRIUM
Time in
Minutes
Chairman
P/1114

(UN)

5

"The natural occurrence of
uranium and thorium"
P. F. Kerr

30

DISCUSSION
P/470

(USA)

15

"Nuclear fuel for the world power
program"
J,C. Johnson
DISCUSSION

20
10

Panel Discussion on Uranium and Thorjum Occurrences;
Moderator

P.F. Kerr

(UN)

Designated members representing:
Argentina
Australia
Belgixmi
Brazil
Canada
France
India

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Japan
Portugal
UK
USA

)
)
)
)

GENERAL DISCUSSION

513

90

'

10

..>,-

Session 7B. Thursday, 11 August; Morning
PROSPECTING FOR URANIUM AND THORIUM
Time in
Minutes
Chairman
P/764

P/1

(UK)

(Canada)

"Methods of prospecting for
uranitjm and thoriirf''
C.F, Davidson and
S.H.U. Bowie

P/994

(UK)

(Yugoslavia)

P/625

(Brazil)

(USSR)

p/626

(USA)
(USSR)

10

15

"Radiation detectors with halogen
co-unters for use In prospecting"
A» Milojevic et al.

10
10

"Air survey applied to the search
for radioactive minerals in Brazil"
D»A, l&cFadyen and
S.V, Guedes

15

"Aeroradiometrie prospecting for
uranium and thoriina deposits and
the interpretation of gamma
anomalies''
¥.1, Baranov

10

DISCUSSION
P/503

15

"Instrumental developments in the
prospecting, mining and chemical
processing of nuclear ^materials*"
H* Blsby et al»

DISCUSSION
P/132

20

"Uranliim prospecting in Canada ground and aerial surveys"
A >, H. Lang
DISCUSSION

P/763

10

10

"Techniques for prospecting for
uranixim and thoricm"

15

"Badiohydrogeologlcal method in
prospecting for uranium deposits"
A.A. Saukoff

15

514

P/869

(India)

"Remote location of uranlxmi and
thorium deposits"
K.G. ¥ohra
DISCUSSION

15
10

Session 8B, Thursday, 11 August: Afternoon
THE FISSION PROCESS; FACILITIES FOR HANDLING HIGHLY RADI0ACTI¥E MATERIALS
8B.1

|,hg,,Fis5ioa Process
Time in
Minutes
Chairman

P/6l4

P/718

(USA)

(USA)

10

"Surrey of radiochemical studies
of the fission process"
L.Eo Glendenin and
E.P. Steinberg

20

"Spontaneous fission correlation"
ko Ghiorso
DISCUSSION •

P/881

(Norway)

8B.2

"The distribution of nuclear
charge in low e n e r ^ fission"
A.G. Pappas
DISCUSSION

P/725

15

20
10

Ff^4liti?„lJpJ_J§adltr';=
Highly Radioactive Mabe.'igls<
Chairman

p/438

20

(UK)

(USA)

10

"An atomic energy radiochemical
laboratory - design and operating
experience"
R» Spence

20

"Hot laboratory facilities for a
wide variety of radiochemical
problems"
P.E. Fields and
CoH. Youngquist

20

515

P/673

(USSR)

"Metal research «hot' laboratory"
compiled by N. F. Pravdjuk
DISCUSSION

20
15

Session 9B, Friday, 12 August: Morning
CHEMISTRY OF FISSION PRODUCTS
9B.1

Solution Chemistry of Gross Fission Products
Time in
Minutes
Chairman

P/724

(USA)

"Chemical processing intense
radiation fields"
R.P.
ftimmond
DISCUSSION

P/719

(USA)

(USA)

20
10

20
10

Chemistry of Individual Fission Products
Chairman

P/437

10

"Anion exchange studies of the
fission products"
K.A. Kraus and
F. Nelson
DISCUSSION

9B.2

20

"Solvent extraction chemistry
of fission products"
F.R. Bruce
DISCUSSION

P/837

5

(UK)

5

"The chemistry of ruthenium"
J.M. Fletcher and
F.S. Martin
DISCUSSION

P/671

(USSR)

"Some chemical properties of
technetium"
J.B, Gerlit

516

20
5

20

<

p/1023 (Argentina)

102„
"Determination of half-life of Tc
AND

P/1026 (Argentina)

105„
"Determination of half-life of Tc'

15

J, Flegenheimer and
W, Seelmann-Eggebert
DISCUSSION
P/436

(UK)

"The condition of fission product
iodine in irradiated uranium metal"
G.N, Walton et al.

20

DISCUSSION
Session lOB. Friday, 12 August: Afternoon
HEA¥Y ELEMENT CHEMISTRY
lOB.l

Surveys of Chemistry of Transuranics
Time in
Minutes
Chairman

P/726

(USA)

"Thermodynamics of the heavy
elements"
B.B. Cunningham

20

DISCUSSION
P/440

(UK)

"Electronic configuration of the
actinide elements"
J.K. I^wson and
G.R. Hall

20

DISCUSSION
10B.2
P/728

Methods of Separating Heavy Elements
(USA)

"Radiochemical separation methods
for the actinide elements"
E.K. I^de

517

20

Remarks by authors of
P/674
and
P/677

(USSR)

loKo ShvetsoF and A9M0 forobyev

(USSR)

GoNo lakovlev and
DaSo Gorberiko-Germanov

P/929

(Netherlands)

J. Kooi

)
)
)
)

GENERAL DISCUSSION

P/736

(USA)

"Some recent developments in the
chemistry of neptunium"
JoC» Hindman et al

P/838

(USA)

"A review of americitim and curium
chemistry'*

10

R®Ao Penneman and
LoBo Asprey
P/676

(USSR)

"Spectrophotometric studies of the
behaviour of americium ions in
solutions"
GeNs lakovlev and
?e,No Kosyakov
DISCUSSION

Session IIB, Saturday, 13 Mgasti

15

Mormng

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON REACTOR MATERIALS

Chairman
P/744

(USA)

"Radiation damage in reactor
materials'*
DoSo Billington

P/681

(USSR)

"Effect of irradiation on
structure and properties of
fissionable materials"
SoTo Konobeevsky et al

518

10

P/443

(UK)

"Damage occurring in uranium
during burn-up"
S.F. Pugh
DISCUSSION

P/746

(USA)

"Irradiation damage to artificial
graphite"
W.K, Woods et al

P/442

(UK)

"The effects of irradiation on
graphite"
G.H, Kinchin
DISCUSSION

P/680

(USSR)

20

15

"The effect of irradiation on the
structure and properties of
structural materials"
S.T. Konobeevsky et al
DISCUSSION

15

Session 12B, Saturday, 13 August: Afternoon
EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON LIQUIDS

Chairman
P/738

(USA)

"A survey of recent American
research in the radiation
chemistry of aqueous solutions"
A.O. Allen

P/739

(USA)

"The radiation induced reaction of
hydrogen and o^cygen in water at
250c to 250°C"
C.J. Hochanadel
DISCUSSION

P/363

(France)

"Chemical reactions induced by
ionizing radiations in various
organic substances"
L. Bouby et al

519

10

10

6^1
P/683

(USSr)' '

"Radiolytic oxidation of organic
compoun'-l '*
Nathalie Bach
DISCUSSION

P/7

(Canada)

"Experience with heavy water
systems in the NRX reactor"
R.F.S, Robertson

P/679

(USSR)

"Radiolysis of water in the presence
of H2 and O2 under the action of
reactor irradiations, fission
fragments and X-rays"
P<,I. Dolin and
BoW. Ershler

P/445

(UK)

"Effect of radiation on
heterogeneous systems of air
or nitrogen and water"
J. Wright et al
DISCUSSION

Session 13B, Monday, 15 Augusts

10

15

Morning

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON SOLIDS

Chairman
P/749

(USA)

"The theory of lattice displacements produced during irradiation"
F, Seitz and
J.S,, Koehler
DISCUSSION

P/750

(USA)

"Theoretical aspects of radiation
damage in metals"
GoJ 9 Dienes

P/444

(UK)

"Radiation c&^iage in non-fissile
materials"
J.H«0. ¥arley
DISCUSSION

520

10

15

4 i^
'*
P/362

(France)

"Modification produced in nonmetallic materials by radiation
and the thermal healing of
these effects"
G, Mayer et al
DISCUSSION

P/753

'

(USA)

(USA)

10

"A review of investigations of
radiation effects in ionic and
covalent crystals"
J.H. Crawford Jr. and
M.C. Wittels
DISCUSSION

P/751

20

20
10

"Interpretation of radiation
damage to graphite"
G.R. Hennig and
J.G, Hove
DISCUSSION

20
10

Session 14B, Monday, 15 August: Afternoon
TREATMENT OF URANIUM AND THORIUM ORES AND ORE CONCENTRATES
Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/519

(USA)

"Recovery of uranium from its
ores"
G.G. Marvin et al

Discussion in Recovery of Uranium from its Ores:
P/2

(Canada)

"Canadian Practice in ore dressing
and extractive metallurgy of
uranium"
A, Thunaes

P/339

(France)

"Method for chemical processing
of low-grade uranium ores"
P. Mouret and
P» Pagny

521

10

25

"vJ" C '*""

P/521

(USA)

"Some unusual problems met in
the recovery of uranium from
a very low-grade ore"
M,D, Hassialis and
R, Masa

P/524

(USA)

"Recovery of uranium from
phosphates by solvent
extraction"
R.S, Long et al

P/784

(Sweden)

"Recovery of uranium from
uranium bearing alum shale"
E. Svenke

P/S7I

(India)

"An ion exchange process for
the recovery of uranium from
carbonate leach solutions"
J, Shankar et al

P/977

(Portugal)

"Some aspects of the chemical
treatment of Portuguese uranium
ores"
F. ¥ideira et al

P/986

(Australia)

"Acid pressure leaching of
uranixim ores"
P.M.J. Gray

P/997

(South
Africa)

"The South African uranium
industry"
CSo McLean and
T.K. Prentice

130

(Each member to have approximately 15 minutes)
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Session I5B, Tuesday, I6 Augusts

15

Morning

PRODUCTION OF METALLIC URANIUM AND THORIUM: ANALYTICAL METHODS IN RAW
MATERIAL PRODUCTION

iSa

Production of Metallic
Uranium and ThoriTim
Time in
minutes
Chairman
522

m^-

P/407

P/341

P/636

(UK)

(France)

(USSR)

"Production of uranium metals'"
L. Grainger

20

"Preparation of pure uranium
metal"
B. Goldschmidt and
P. ¥ertes

20

"Metallurgy of thorium"
G.E, Kaplan
AND

P/635

(USSR)

"Powder metallurgy of thorium"
G.A, Meyerson
DISCUSSION

I5B.2

15

Analytical Methods in
Raw Material Production
Chairman

P/952

P/627

(USA)

(USSR)

"Analysis of uranium and thorium
raw materials"
C J , Rodden
"Physico-chemical methods of
uranixim production control"
A.P, ¥inogradov

20

15

Remarks by authors of

p/942

(Poland)

P/964

(Yugosla- M.W. Susie
via)

10

P/630

(USSR)

G.R. Golbek et al

10

P/1008

(Argentina)

I.G, de Fraenz and
W. Seelmann-Eggebert

10

10

A. Soltan

GENERAL DISCUSSION

523

15

Session 16B, Tuesday, 16 August?

Afternoon

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL MATERIALS

16B.1

Heavy Water

Chairman
P/819

(USA)

"Survey of heavy water production
processes"
3"
M. Benedict

P/774

(Israel)

"Design of isotope separation
plants; Some basic design
equations for the distillation
process"
I. Dostrovsky and
Ye Lehrer

P/927

(Switzer- "Final concentration of heavy
land)
water by rectification"
Po Baertschi and
Wo Kuhn

P/958

(Yugosla- "Efficiency of some catalysts in
via)
the exchange reaction between
heavy water and hydrogen"
Po Savic et al
DISCUSSION

P/410

(UK)

"Infra-red methods for the
analysis of heavj'- water
J. Gaunt

P/631

(USSR)

"On methods of isotopic analysis
of heavy water"
Ke,¥. ¥ladimirsky et al
DISCUSSION

I6B.2

15

10

Graphite
Chairman

524

5

P/343

P/534

P/943

(France)

(USA)

(Poland)

"Production of nuclear graphite
in France"
P. Legendre et al

15

"The production and properties of
graphite for reactors"
L.M, Currie et al

15

"Some experiments concerning pile
materials"
B, Buras

10

DISCUSSION

10

Session 17B, Wednesday, 17 August: Morning
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL MATERIALS (concluded)
17B.1

Zirconium
Time in
minutes
Chairman

P/533

P/347

P/876

(USA)

(France)

(India)

"Zirconium metal production"
S.M, Shelton et al

20

"Separation of zirconium from
hafnium"
J, Hure and
R, Saint-James

20

"Separation of hafnium from
zirconium by vapour phase
de-chlorination"
B, Prakash and
C,¥, Sundaram

20

GENERAL DISCUSSION

17B.2

Berylliixm
Chairmian

525

20

/

I 4
P/633

P/820

P/345

P/1015

(USSR)

(USA)

(France)

(Argentina)

'

'•'•*

"Techniques for manufacturing
items of pure beryllium and
beryllium oxide for use in
nuclear reactors"
compiled by G.A. Meyerson

20

"Status of beryllium technology
in the USA"
A.R. Kaufmann and
B.R.F, Kjellgren

20

"Sintering of beryllium oxide"
R. Caillat and
R. Pointud

20

"Purification of berylllxm oxide"
A.E. Cairo and
MoB. Crespi

15

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Session 18B, Wednesday, 17 Augusts

15

Afternoon

METALLURGY OF THORIUM, URANIUM AND THEIR ALLOYS: FABRICATION
OF FUEL ELEMENTS
18B.1

Metallurgy of Thorium. Uranium
and their Alloys
Time in
minutes
Chairman

P/555
P/786

(USA)
(Sweden)

"Physical metallurgy of uranium"
F.G„ Foote

20

"The solid state reaction between
uranium and aluminum"
R. Kiessling

15

DISCUSSION
P/556

(USA)

5

10

"The metallurgy of thorium and
its alloys"
O.N, Carlson et al
DISCUSSION

526

15
10

18B.2

Fabrication of Fuel Elements
Chairman

P/825

(USA)

"The metallurgy of reactor fuels"
J.P.' Howe

P/561

(USA)

"Dispersion type fuel elements"
C.E. Weber and
H.H, Hirsch
DISCUSSION

P/953

(USA)

5

10

"MIR-type fuel elements"
E.J. Boyle and
J.E, Cunningham

P/947

(Netherlands)

"On the possibility to improve the
heat transfer of uranium and
aluminum surfaces in contact"
F, Boeschoten
GENERAL DISCUSSION

10

Session 19B, Thursday, 18 August: Morning
LIQUID METAL TECHNOLOGY

19B.1

Handling Liquid Metals

Chairman
P/123

(USA)

"Sodium and sodium potassitmi alloy
for reactor cooling and steam
generation"
T, Trocki et al

P/866

(UK)

"Liquid metal handling"
S,G, Bauer
DISCUSSION

527

5

15

^

19B.2

P/639

.

^

•

>

Ligald Metal Heat Transfer
Chairman
(USSR)

5

"Heat transfer of molten metals"
MoAo Mlkhsyev et al
DISCUSSION

1?B.3

10

Corrosion in Liquid Metals Systems
Chairman

P/119

(USA)

"Corrosion by liquid metals"
L.Fe Epstein

P/787

(Sweden)

"Observations on the corrosion of
uranium in liquid sodiimi"
H. Mogard

P/829

(USA)

"Basic technology of sodium
graphite reactor"
So Siegel et al
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Session 20B, Thursday, 18 Augusts

5

15

Afternoon

CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS

Chairman
P/900

(UK)

"Chemical problems of power
reactors"
R, Hurst and
J, Wright

P/821

(USA)

"Survey of homogeneous reactor
chemical problems"
G.H. Secoy

P/348

(France)

"Behavior of heavy water in piles
of the C.E,A«"
J. Chenouard et al
GENERAL DISCUSSION

528

5

15

^ / ^^
P/535

P/880

P/537

(USA)

(Norway)

(USA)

"Aqueous corrosion of aluminium
alloys at elevated temperatures"
J.E, Draley and
W.E. Ruther

20

"Corrosion of aluminium and
aluminium alloys in aqueous
solutions at high temperatures"
K, Carlsen

15

"Aqueous corrosion of zirconitun and
its alloys at elevated temperatures"
D.E, Thomas

20

DISCUSSION
P/811

(USA)

15

"Aqueous uranium and thorium
slurries"
A.S, Kitzes and
R.N, Lyon
DISCUSSION

15
10

Session 21B, Friday, 19 August: Morning
CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENTS
Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/414

(UK)

10

"Criteria for the selection of
separation processes"
C M . Nicholls
DISCUSSION

20
10

Solvent Extraction
P/822

(USA)

"Reprocessing reactor fuel and
blanket materials by solvent
extraction"
F.L. Culler
(This may also include reference to
P/541 by the same author)

529

20

/

P/349

P/7S5

P/540

P/824

(France)

(Sweden)

(USA)

(USA)

I
'

•

'

/

"Solvent extraction of plutonlum
from uranium irradiated in atomic
piles"
B» Goldschmidt et al

20

"Extraction of uranium and
plutonlum with tetrabutylammonium
nitrate^ cupferron and
neocupferron as complexing agents"
E, Haeffner et al

10

"The solvent extraction separation
of U~235 and thorium from fission
products by means of tributyl
phosphate"
A,To Gresky

20

"Practical limitations of solvent
extraction processes"
R,E, Tomlinson

15

GENERAL DISCUSSION
P/551

(USA)

25

"The chemical processing of aqueous
homogeneous reactor fuel"
DoE« Ferguson
DISCUSSION

20
10

Session 22B, Friday^ 19 August: Afternoon
CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEJENTS (concluded)J
SEPARATION AND STORAGE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
22B»1

Chemical Processing of
Irradiated Fuel Elements
Tconclu^d}"
Time in
minutes
Chairman

P/S23

(USA)

"Survey of separation processes"
Se Lawi'oskl

530

5

20

P/350

(France)

"Method for extraction of uraniiJm
233 from thorium irradiated in
atomic piles"
A, Chesne and
R» Regnaut
DISCUSSION

P/544

P/545

(USA)

(USA)

10

"Pyrometallurgical processing
of nuclear materials"
H.M. Feder

20

"The purification of uranium
reactor fuel by liquid metal
extraction"
A.F. Voigt

20

DISCUSSION
22B.2

20

10

Separation and Storage
of Fission Products
Chairman

P/415

(UK)

P/552

(USA)

P/553

(USA)

5

"Chemical processing of fission
product solutions"
E, Glueckauf and
T.V. Healy
"The design and operation of
high-level waste storage
facilities"
C»R. Anderson and
C,A, Rohrmann

20

15

"Processes for high-level waste
disposal"
L.P. Hatch and
B, Manowitz
DISCUSSION

531

15
10

'" / ' ? .

0
Session 23B, Saturday^ 20 Augusts

Morning

WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
23B.1

Disposal in the Ground

Chairman
P/565

(USA)

"Disposal of liquid wastes to
the ground"
R,Ee Brown et al

P/12

(Canada)

"Waste disposal into the ground"
C»A<, Mawson
DISCUSSION

2lBe2

DisEOsaLinJhe_S^
Chairman

P/418

(UK)

"The discharge of radioactive
waste products in the Irish
Sea ~ Part I"
H, Seligman

)
)
)
)

P/419

(UK)

(see above) Part II
HeJo Dunster

P/420

(UK)

(see above) Part III
DoR^R« Fair and
A»S, McLean

)
)
)
)
)
)

DISCUSSION
P/569

(USA)

"Disposal of radioactive wastes
at sea"
CeEo Renn
DISCUSSION

532

23B,3

Airborne Problems
Chairman

P/571

(USA)

5

"Air and gas cleaning for nuclear
energy processes"
L. Silverman
DISCUSSION

533

20
20

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SESSIONS (80 - 18C)

Session 8G, Thursdayj 11 Augusts

Afternoon

RADIOACTIVl ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE - Therapy
Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/685

P/446

(USSR)

(UK)

'Medical application of some
radioactive isotopes"
A. V. Kozlova

20

"Some problems of radiotherapeutics"
J. S. Mitchell

20

DISCUSSION
P/179

(USA)

P/367

(Switzerland)

(France)

(USA)

15
10

"Internal radioactive isotope
therapy of neoplastic diseases
by means of radioactive suspensions"
J. H. Muller

15

"Utilization of colloidal chromium
radiophosphate in malignant tumor
therapy"
A. Ghevallier and
G. Burg

10

DISGUSSICM
P/183

10

"Teletherapy devices with
radioactive isotopes"
M. Brucer
DISCUSSION

P/925

5

10

'^dioactive isotopes in
hematologic therapy"
Jo H. Lawrence
DISCUSSION

534

15
10

P/970

P/177

(Portu>gal)

(USA)

"An accurate method for treatment
of hyperthyroidism with I^^ln
¥. H. Franco et al

10

"Use of the nuclear reactor for
neutron capture therapy of
cancer"^
L. E. Farr et al

15

DISCUSSION

Session 9G, Friday, 12 Augusts

15

Morning

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCIEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE (continued) Diagnosis and Studies of Disease
Time in
minutes
Chairman
P/768

P/684

(UK)

(USSR)

"The use of radioactive isotopes
in diagnostic procedures"
¥. V. Mayneord

20

^'Experience in clinical and
diagnostic application of some
radioactive isotopes in the
USSR"
M. N. Fateyeva

20

DISCUSSION
P/181

P/754

(USA)

(USA)

5

10

"Scanning of positron-emitting
isotopes in diagnosis of intracranial and other lesions"
G. L. Brownell and
W. H, Sweet

15

"The dynamic aspects of erythropoiesis in normal and pathologic
states as indicated with the
radioactive isotope tracer
technique"
_ J. R. Rose and

DISCUSSION

535

10

(>''

P/769
P/9

(UK)
(Canada)

P/365

P/1097

(France)

(Romania)

/

"The spaed of iodine metabolism"
1, E. Pocbin

15

"Farther clinical studies of
thyroid and aalivary gland
function with radioiodine"
C H» J3.-met and
H» G. Thode

10

"The role of genetic factors in
the development of congenital
myxoedema'*
M» Bernheim et al

10

"Influeiiice of the dynamics of
the central nertrous system on
iodine fix»„txon m the thyroid'*
S» Miledu et al

10

DISCUSSION
P/199

(USA)

15

"Tissue specific antibodies as
carriers of radioactive materials
for the treatment of cancer'*
1» F, Bale and
1.. C)» Spar

15

DISCL^SSION
Session lOCj Friday, 12 Aag-iistg

10

Afternoon

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IfOCIEAR RADIATIONS IN tEDIGINE (concluded)
Diagnosis aaid Studies of Disease

Time ,in
gigutes
GhalrBHR
P/170

(USA)

"The use 0/ isotopes in biochemical and medical research"
A» Baird Hastings
AMD

P/840

(USA)

"T&e use of isotopes in analysis
of metabolic disorders'*
DeWitt Stetten, Jr.

536

)

30

P/180

(USA)

"The use of radiosodium and
radiopotassium tracer studies
in man"
B. A. Burrows and
J. F. Ross
DISCUSSION

P/447

P/711

P/921

(UK)

(Ukr.SSR)

(India)

P/140

(USA)

(Brazil)

15

"The absorption of vitamin B12 and
the pathogenesis of vitamin B3_2
deficiency"
D, L. Mollin and
E • L» Smxth

20

"Application of radioactive
isotopes to the study of the
biochemistry of muscles"
D. L. Ferdman

20

"Synthesis of 4s4* - diaminodiphenylsulphone-s35 (DDS) and its
use in leprosy research"
P. Saraiya et al

15

DISCUSSION
P/224

15

15

"Utilization of nuclear energy in
public health problems on the
epidemiology of communicable
diseases"
D. M. Jenkins

20

"A new radioactive method for
marking mosquitoes and its
application"
M. B. Aragao et al

10

DISCUSSION
Session IIC, Saturday^ 13 August?

15

Morning

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION
Modes of Radiation Injury
and Radiation Hazards
Time in
minutes
Chairman

537

Modes of Radiation In.jury
P/82

(USA)

"Commentary on the modes of
radiation injury"
A. M, Brues

P/450

(UK)

"Modes of radiation injury
(medical aspects)"
E. Rock-Carling

P/692

(USSR)

"Some aspects of the inmmity of
the organism e2cposed to action
of ionizing radiation"
I. A, Pigalyev
DISCUSSION

Carcinogenesis and Metabolism of Bone-Seeking
Isotopes
P/847

(USA)

"The use of isotopes in study of
skeletal physiology and
metabolism"
M. F. Netmian

P/88

(USA)

"The deposition of radioactive
substances in bonel*
F. E. Hoecker

P/242

(USA)

"The association of irradiation
with cancer of the thyroid in
children and adolescents"
D, E. Clark
DISCUSSION

Effects on Reproductive System and on Fetus
P/77

(USA)

"Hazards to the embryo and fetus
from ioniziag radiation"
Liane B. Russell and
W. L. Russell

P/257

(USA)

«»Effects of daily low doses of
X-rays on spennatogenesis in
dogs"
G. ¥. Casarett and
J. B. Hursh

53 s

P/1070

(Switzerland)

"Dominant lethal factors and
embryonic mortality after
irradiation at 180 Kev and
31 Mev"
H. Pritz-Niggli
DISCUSSION

Session 12G, Saturday, 13 Augusts

10
10

Afternoon

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION (continued) Mechanisms of Radiation Injury; Protection and Recovery
Time in
minutes
Chairman
Mechanisms of Radiation Injury
P/899

P/898

(UK)

(UK)

'biological damage resulting from
exposure to ionizing radiations"
L. H, Gray

20

"Comparative studies of the
biological effects of radiation
and of radiomimetic chemical
agents"
A. Haddow

15

DISCUSSION
P/904

P/690

P/371

(India)

(USSR)

(France)

10

"Cytological and cytochemical
effects of radiation in actively
proliferating biological systems"
A. R. Gopal-Ayenger

10

'biological effects of ionizing
radiation on microorganisms"
M. N. Meissel

15

"The problem of the biological
action of low doses of ioniziing
radiation"
H. Markovich

15

539

6?-/
P/691

(USSR)

"On the natin^e of changes in
metabolism tinder irradiation
effects"
N. M. Sissakian
DISCUSSION

15
15

Protection and Recovery
P/7S

(USA)

"Studies on protection by
treatment before and after
exposure to X- and gamma
radiation"
A. Hollaender and
Go E. Stapleton

P/940

(Belglum)

20

"Tissue and cell damage due to
radiationI their consequences
and their repair"
J. Ifeisin et a l

15

Session 13C, Monday, 15 Augusti Morning
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION (concluded) - Genetic Effects; Human Imlications
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN AGRICULTURE - Radiationinduced Genetic Changes and Crop Improvement
13C.1

Genetic Effectsg

Human Implications
Time In
minutes

Chainran
P/238

P/235

(USA)

(USA)

5

"The genetic structure of Mendelian
populations and its bearing on
radiation problems"
B . Wallace

20

"Genetic effects of radiation in
mice and their bearing on the
estimation of human hazards"
W. L» Russell

20

540

P/449

(UK)

"The genetic problem of irradiated
human populations"
T. C. Carter
DISCUSSION

13C.2

20
25

Radiation-induced Genetic Changes
and Crop Improvement
Chairman

P/llO

P/793

P/890

P/101

(USA)

(Sweden)

(Norway)

(USA)

"The contribution of radiation
genetics to crop improvement"
W,R. Singleton et al

20

"The production of beneficial new
hereditary traits by means of
ionizing radiation"
L. Ehrenberg et al

15

"Studies on genetic effects in
plants of chronic gammaradiation"
K. Mikaelson

15

"Ionizing radiations as a tool
for plant breeders"
R. S. Caldecott

15

DISCUSSION

20

Session 14C, Monday, I5 August; Afternoon
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN AGRICULTURE (concluded)
Tracer Studies in Agriculture
Time, in
minutes
Chairman
P/lO

(Canada)

"Studies of special problems in
agrictilture and silviculture by
the use of radioisotopes"
J, W. T. Spinks

541

5

20

^,?2,
P/1049

(Japan)

"Studies on plant natrition,
fertilizers and soil by use of
radioactive isotopes"
S. Mitsui
DISCUSSION

P/104

(USA)

10
10

"Applications of radioactive
isotopes to the study of soils
and fertilizers"
L. A. Dean
AND

P/112

(USA)

"Uptake and transport of mineral
nutrients in plant roots"
E. Epstein and
S. B. Hendricks

P/460

(UK)

"Factors affecting the availability
to plants of soil phosphates"
R. Scott-Russell et al
DISCUSSION

P/694

(USSR)

15
10

"The use of tracer atoms in
studying the application of
fertilizers"
Y. M« Klechkcvski
AND

P/695

(USSR)

^determination of the assimilation)
capacity of soil phosphates and
fertilizers with the aid of
radioactive isotopes of phos-»
}
phorus"
)
A. V. Sokolov
)

P/716

(Bye„SSR)

"Co^^ in the study of the role of
cobalt as a aicro-element in
plint nutrition"
0. K» Kedrov-Zikhman
DISCUSSION

P/106

(USA)

"Utilization of radioactive isotopes in resolving the effectiveness
of foli-ar absorption of plant nutrients"
H. B. Tukey et al

542

20

15
15

15

(•

P/105

(USA)

"The use of radioactive isotopes
to ascertain the role of rootgrafting in the translocation of
water, nutrients and diseaseinducing organisms among forest
trees"
J. E, Kuntz and
Ao J, Riker
DISCUSSION

15
10

Session 15C, Tuesday, l6 August: Morning
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
15C»1

Animal Physiology
Time in
minutes
Chairman

P/90

P/908

P/1119

(USA)

(Denmark)

(Switsserland)

"Radioactive isotopes in animal
physiology and nutrition mineral metabolism"
C. L. Comar

P/1047

(USA)

(Japan)

15

"Isotopes in Peimeability Studies"
H. H. Ussing

15

"Problems Related to the Posterior
H3T)ophysis Studied by Radioactivity"
Ae Jentzer

15

DISCUSSION
P/275

5

10

"Use of 1^31 in study of the
influence of clljnatic factors
on thyroid activity and
productivity of livestock"
G, Blincoe and
S. Brody

15

"Studies on the metabolism of
calciim and phosphorus in the
laying hen"
R. Sasaki

15

DISCUSSION

543

15

4 I? "'"
l^G.2

Plant Biochemistry
Chainnan

P/697

P/259

(USSR)

(USA)

"Tracer atoms used to study the
products of photosynthesis
depending on the conditions
under which the process takes
place"
A. A. lichiporovich

15

"The photosynthetic cycle"
M. Calvin and
J. A. Bassham

15

DISCUSSION
P/715

P/459

(Bye.SSR)

(UK)

5

15

"C-^^ in the study of the
biosynthesis of chlorophyll"
T. N. Godnev and
A. A. Shlyk

15

"Some aspects
metabolism in
H.
J.

15

of sucrose
plants"
K. Porter and
Edelman

DISCUSSION

10

Session 16C, Tuesday, I6 August; Afternoon

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (concluded)
General Biochemistry
Time in
minutes,,
Chainnan
P/456

P/710

(UK)

(Ukr.SSR)

5

"Some recent applications of
tritium in biological research"
B. F. Glascock

15

"The use of radioactive isotopes
i n the study of the functional
biochemistry of the b r a i n "
A.¥. Palladin and
6.E. Vladimirov

15

DISCUSSION
544

10

P/262

P/182

(USA)

(USA)

"Isotope tracers in the study of
enzyme mechanisms"
D. E, Koshland, Jr.

15

"Role of radioactive isotopes in
immunologic investigation
including recent studies on the
rate of antibody synthesis"
F. J. Dixon

15

DISCUSSION
P/776

P/377

P/686

(Israel)

(France)

(USSR)

"Application of C^^-labelled
substances in the study of
adipose tissue metabblism"
B. Shapiro and
G. Rose

15

"Utilization of sulphites by
higher animals"
P. FroHBgeot and
F. Chapeville

15

"Investigation of the incorporation
of amino acids into proteins in
vivo and in vitro"
V. N. Orekhovich

15

DISCUSSION
P/260

P/457

(USA)

(UK)

10

10

"Pathways of biosynthesis of
nucleic acids"
G. B» Brown

15

"Studies on the incorporation of
radioactive precursors into the
nucleic acids and related
compounds of living cells"
R. M. S. Smellie and
J. N. Davidson

15

DISCUSSION
Session 17C, Wednesday, 17 Augusts

10

Morning

SAFETY STANDARDS AND HEALTH ASPECTS OF LARGE-SCALE USE OF ATOMIC ENERGY
17c .1

Radiation Safety Recommendations
and Control
T:|me in
miautes
545

^2:'
Chairman
P/451

P/89

P/79

(UK)

(USA)

(USA)

"Radiation injury and protection Hjaxinnaa permissible exposure,
standards"
W. Binics

15

**Maximam permissible exposure
standards'*
R. S, Stone

15

^•Maximum permissible concentration
of radioactive isotopes in air
and water for short period
e3q)osure"
K^ Z. Morgan et al

15

DISCUSSION
P/689

P/307

(USSR)

(ILO)

**Health protection of workers
exposed to ionizing radiations"
A. A. Letavet

15

"The protection of workers against
ionizing radiations"

15

DISCUSSION
P/792

(Sweden)

15
10

Hazards Relf.ted to Uranium Mining

17C.2

P/85

15

•HeasTirements of low-level radioactivity, particularly the gamma
radiation from living subjects"
R, E. Sievert
DISCUSSION

P/370

15

(France)

(USA)

"The problem of radon in uranima
mines"
H. Jamaet and
J, Pradel

20

"Industrial hygiene of ui'anium
processing**
M, Eisenbud and
J. A. Qui&Ley

15

DISCUSSION

546

10

. , . ' *

Session 18C, Wednesdaj?', 17 Augusts

Afternoon

SAFETY STANDARDS AND HEALTH ASPECTS OF LARGE-SCALE USE OF ATOMIC ENERGY
(concluded)
18C.1

Hazards Related to Reactor and
Chemical Processing
Time in
minutes
GhaiiTnan

P/8

P/240

P/452

P/845

(Canada)

(USA)

(UK)

(USA)

"Health and safety activities in
reactor operations and chemical
processing plants"
A. J. Cipriani

20

"Radiation exposure experience in
a major atomic energy facility"
H. M. Parker

20

"Control of radiation hazards in
the operation of medium powered
experimental reactors."
W. 6. Marliey and
B. S. Smith

15

"Approaches to treatment of
poisoning by both radioactive
and non-radioactive elements
encountered in atomic energy
operations"
J, Schubert

15

DISCUSSION
18C.2

5

20

Ecological Problems Related to
Reactor Operation
Chairman

P/278

(USA)

"The absorption of fission
products by plants"
J. H. Rediske and
F. P. Hungate

547

5

15

^2 f
P/280

P/281

P/393

(USA)

(USA)

(UK)

"The accumulation of radioactive
substances in aquatic forms"
R. F. Foster and
J. J. D a m s

15

"Radioactivity in terrestrial
animals near an atomic energy
site"
¥• C. Hanson and
H. A. Komberg

15

"The behaviour of 131i, ^^S and
^'-'Sr in certain agricultural
food chains'*
A. C. Chamberlain et al

15

DISCUSSION
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RADIOACTIVl ISOTOPES SESSIONS (19C - 230)

Session 19C, Thursday, 18 Augusts

Morning

GENERAL USES, PRODUCTION AND HANDLING OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Time in
Minutes
Chairman
General Aspects

19C.1
P/985

P/801

P/146

(Australia)

(Czechoslovakia)

(USA)

P/461

P/886

15

"Report on the use of radioisotopes in the Ceechoslovakian
Republic"
C, SiBiane

15

^^dioisotopes in industrial
research"
S. E. Katon

15

Production of Radioactive Isotopes

120^2
P/314

"The use of radioisotopes in
Australia"
C. E. Eddy

(USA)

(UK)

(Norway)

%arge~scale production of
radioisotopes"
A» F, Rupp

20

"The production of beta-ray
sources for industrial and
clinical uses"
P. E. Carter and
L. C. Myerscough

20

"Separation of carrier-free
isotopes by diffusion methods"
K. Semsahl and
K. Taugbol

20

DISCUSSION
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w?

l^C.3

Handling of Radioactive Isotopes

P/l3

(Canada)

"Current techniques of handling
and distributing cobalt-60
radiation sources"
A. B. Lillie

P/69

(USA)

"Mechanical arms incorporating a
sense of feel for conducting
experiments with radioactive
materials"
J. R. Burnett et al
DISCUSSION

Session 20G, Thursday, 18 August; Afternoon
DOSBETRY

Chairman
20c .1
P/150

General Aspects
(USA)

%ow-level counting and the future
of isotopic tracers"
¥. H. Johnston
DISCUSSION

20c.2

Dosimetry of Gamma-rays

P/386

(France)

"Dosimetry of cobalt-60 gaamna-rays
and thennal neutrons i n heavy
water p i l e s "
J, Sutton et a l

P/70

(USA)

"Absolute dosimetry of cobalt-60
gaiima-rays"
J. S. Laughlin et al
DISCUSSION
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2pC .3
P/154

P/63

P/60

Neutron Dosimetry
(USA)

(USA)

(USA)

"Dosimetry of reactor radiations
by calorimetric measiirements"
D. M« Richardson et al

10

"Methods of measurements of
neutron flux at low levels"
F. P. Cowan and
J. Oi^Brien

20

"A gamma insensitive semi-conductor
fast neutron dosimeter using
single crystal germanitm"
B. Cassen

10

DISCUSSION

2QG.4
P/71
P/61

P/66

P/159

10

Coxmting and Electronics
(USA)
(USA)

(USA)

(USA)

"Dosimetry of ionizing particles"
G, Failla

10

"Recent developments in the
scintillation counter field"
G. A. Morton

10

"Methods of pxilse analysis"
G. G. KeUey and
P. R. Bell

10

"High resolution radiation
detectors in research"

H« J . Gontoerg and
M. J. Schlesinger Jr.
P/930

(Netherlands)

10

"New geiger tube design - hollow
anode and parallel plate counters"
J, Hersen et al
DISCUSSION

Session 21C, Friday, 19 Augusts

10
20

Morning

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN RESEARCH
Time in
minutes
Chairman
551

5

>

210.1
P/708

P/163

P/149

n1

Reaction Mechanisms
(USSR)
,

(USA)

(USA)

"Application of tracer atoms in
the study of the mechanism of
chemical reactions"
V, N„ Kondratyev

20

"Stable and mstable isotopes in
heterogeneous catalytic reactions"
J. Turkevich

20

"Tritium as a research tool in
chemistry and industry"
¥ . 6 . Brown et al

15

DISCUSSION
21c.2
P/632

P/706

P/770

Activation Analysis
(USSR)

(U$SR)

(Uif:)

"Quantitative determination of
impurities in high purity metals
by radloactivation analysis"
V. V. Jakovlev

15

"Application of radioactive
isotopes in chemical analysis"
I. P. Alimarin

15

'decent advances in radloactivation
analysis"
A. A. SnBles

15

DISCUSSION

21c »3
P/702

15

15

Research in Metallurgy
(U^SR)

"Investigation of diffusion and
atomic interaction in aLloys with
the aid of radioactive isotopes"
G. V. Kurdyumov
DISCUSSION
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15

C'-^9
Session 22G, Friday, 19 Aug-asts

Afterncon

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN CONTROL AND TECHNOLOGY
Time in
minutes
Chairijoan
P/463

P/164

P/704

(UK)

(USA)

(USSR)

"Development in thickness gauges
ai'd allied insti*uments"
J.L. Putman

15

Wersatiliby of radiation
applications involving penetration
or reflection"
C«Eo Grompton

15

^'Application of radioactive
isotopes in technological process
control instruments"
G.G. lordan et al

15

DISCUSSION
P/383

P/ 462

P/707

P/713

(France)

(UK)

(USSR)

(Ukr.SSR)

15

"Studies and industrial
applications of Bremsstrahlung
from the beta rays of yttrium 90"
P» Levecjie et al

15

"Applicatior of radioisotopes to
leakage and hyc'raulic problems"
J,L» Putman and
S. Jefferson

15

"Use of radioactive isotopes in
the study of the process of steel
and pig iron production"
A.M, Sama,rin

15

"Use of radioactive isotopes for
the study of the wear of machine
parts"
DoB. Grozin

15

DISCUSSION
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15

P/1054

P/882

(Japan)

(Norway)

"Brief review of applications of
isotopes on process and quality
control"
M. Kato

15

"Some industrial uses of radioactive isotopes in Noi-way"
U. Been and
E, Saeland

15

DISCUSSION

10

Session 23G, Saturday, 20 August; Morning

FISSION PRODUCTS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Time in
minutes
Chairman
23G.1
P/168

P/465

Polymerisation Induced by Radiation
(USA)

(UK)

"The effect of gamm radiation on
some chemical reactions of
possible industrial importance"
E.G. Bray et al

20

"Recent developments in the
irradiation of long-chain,
poisoners"
Ao Charlesby

15

DISCUSSION
23G.2
P/172

P/225

15

15

Food Sterilization
(USA)

(USA)

"Progress and problems in the
development of cold sterilization
of foods"
B.E, Proctor and
S.A<. Goldblith

15

"Health protection against foodborne parasitic diseases with
particular reference to control
of trichir.osis"

H.J» Gontoerg and
S.E. Gould
554

15

(USA)

"Sterilization of medical supplies
with gamma radiations*'
L.E. Brownell and
J.J. Blumer
DISCUSSION

15

Conversion of Radiation into
Electricity
(Sweden)

"Study on the properties of_an
electrolytic cell consisting t)f
an electrode system in a
chloroform alcohol solution under
tf^ -irradiation"
G.G. Osterlundh and
E. Haeffner

(USA)

"The direct conversion of radiation
into electricity"
E.G. Linder et al
DISCUSSION
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ALLOCATION OF ABSTRACTS TO SESSIONS

GENERAL SESSIONS
(Sessions 1 ~ 7^ Session 24)
SESSION 2, WORLD ENERGY MEEDS
P/3, 125, 324, 325, 326, 3S8,
772, 781, 799, 802, 864, 868,
909, 919, 949, 955, 962, 981,
1074, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086,
1113, 1115, 1116, 1117.

467, 469, 757,
877, 892, 902,
987, 998, 1060,
1092, 1102, 1108,

SESSION 3, THE BUILDING OF A NUCLEAR ENERGY ENTERPRISE
P/391, 477, 615, 851»
SESSION 4, FACTORS IN THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
P/319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 329, 390, 400, 476,
778, 783, 798, 854, 855, 856, 857, 867, 907,
984, 1063, 1072,
SESSION 5, THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN THE NEXT 50 YEARS
P/11, U 5 , 327, 389, 468, 475, 758, 810, 849,
863, 893, 1002, 1078, 1087.
SESSION 6, HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
P/392, 394, 478, 479, 481, 482, 483, 572, 616,
617, 797, 803, 852, 853SESSION 7, THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
P/308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 330, 331, 332, 395,
396, 397, 398, 618, 780, 848, 912, 914, 969,
1039, 1062«
SESSION 24, CLOSING GENERAL SESSION
F/466, 619, 755, 779, 800, 805, 983, 1080,
1093.
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A ''
PHYSICS AND REACTOR SESSIONS
(Sessions-6A ~ 23A)

SESSION 6A, SPECIAL TOPICS IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS
P/579, 581, 588, 643, 650, 651, 654, 714, 807,
830, 870, 941, 945, 950, 951, 1033, 1076, 1091,
1094.
SESSION 7A, FISSION PHYSICS
P/592, 593, 652, 653, 836, 884, 891, 897, 911,
913, 993, 1089.
SESSION 8A, RESEARCH REACTORS
P/401, 484, 485, 486, 487, 762, 804, 859, 888,
946.
SESSION 9A, RESEARCH REACTORS AND DESCRIPTIONS
P/387, 488, 489, 490, 621, 622, 623, 860, 915.
SESSION lOA, RESEARCH REACTORS, DESCRIPTIONSs

(concluded) FUEL CYCLES

P / 4 , 402, 4 0 3 , 620, 8 6 1 , 862.
SESSION l l A , DESIGN OF REACTORS FOR PODiER PRODUCTION
P / 3 3 3 , 336, 337, 492, 4 9 3 , 494, 936, 938.
SESSION 12A, DESIGN OF REACTORS FOR POl/ffiR PRODUCTION (concluded)
P / 3 3 5 , 405, 4 9 1 , 495

4 9 6 , 624, 814.

SESSION 13A, POWER REACTORS, PROTOTYPES
P/497, 498, 500, 815, 816, 879.
SESSION 14A, PCWER REACTORS, PROTOTYPES (concluded)
P/406, 499, 5 0 1 , 8 1 3 .
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SESSION 15A, EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES USED IN MEASURING CRC^S-SECTIONS
IMPORTANT TO REACTOR DESIGN
P/421, 426, 573, 574, 576, 577, 580, 582, 584,
640, 641, 767, 806.
SESSION 16A, EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUESs (concluded) CROSS-SECTIONS
OF NON-FISSIONABLE MATERIALSs DELAYED NEUTRONS
P/356, 578, 591, 596, 642, 648, 831, 832.
SESSION 17A, CROSS-SECTIONS OF FISSIONABLE MATERIALS
P/354, 355, 422, 423, 424, 586, 589, 594, 641,
644, 645, 646.
SESSION 18A, PROPERTIES OF -FISSIONABLE MATERIALS| RESONANCE ANALYSIS
P/425, 583, 585, 587, 590, 595, 657, 658, 660.
SESSION 19A, INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS
P/357, 358, 359, 360, 597g 661, 662, 789, 872,
928, 933.
SESSION 20A, RESONANCE INTEGRALS? FISSION PRODUCT POISONING| CRITICALITY
OF SOLUTIONS
P/5, 6, 427, 428, 432, 659, ^33,
948.

834, 835# 883,

SESSION 21A, ZERO ENERGY AND EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
P/361, 429, 599, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605,
606, 607, 623, 790, 791, 920.
SESSION 22A, ZERO ENERGY EXPERIMENTS ON FAST REACTORS AND REACTOR KINETICS
P/334, 404, 434, 598,- 609, 610, 612, 775, 934.
SESSION 23A, REACTOR THEORY
P/430, 431, 433, 608, 611, 613, 647, 649, 655, 656,
663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 669, 796, 916, 937,
1003.
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CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND
TECHNOLOGY SESSIONS
(Sessions 6B - 23B)

SESSION 6B

OCCURRENCE OF URANIUM AND THORIUM
P/14 to 25, 27 to 30, 32 to 57, 126, 127, 130,
131, 285 to 307, 328, 470 to 474, 759 to 76I,
782, 865, 875, 887, 918, 956, 963, 968, 980,
999, 1000, 1001, 1035, 1036, 1071, 1073, 1101,
1105, 1106, 1114, 1118.

SESSION 7B

PROSPECTING FOR URANIUM AND THORIUM
P/1, 132, 338, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507,
508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516,
517, 518, 625, 626, 763, 764, 773, 869, 994.

SESSION 8B

THE FISSION PROCESS; FACILITIES FOR HANDLING HIGHLY
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
P/438, 6 U , 672, 673, 718, 721, 722, 723, 725,
881.

SESSION 9B

CHEMISTRY OF FISSION PRODUCTS
P/435, 436, 437, 670, 671, 719, 724, 837, 979,
1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025,
1026, 1027, 1058, 1059«

SESSION lOB

HEAVY ELEMENT CHEMISTRY
P/439, 440, 411, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 726,
728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736,
737, 809, 838, 929, 991, 1028, IO90, IO96,
1110.

SESSION IIB

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON REACTOR MATERIALS
P/442, 443, 680, 681, 743, 744, 745, 746, 747.

SESSION 12B

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON LIQUIDS
P/7, 363, 445, 679, 682, 683, 738, 739, 740,
741, 742, 839.
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SESSION 13B

IrM'-i

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON SOLIDS

P/362, 444, 748, 749, 750, 751, 753.
SESSION 14B

TREATJENT OF URANIUM AHD THORIUM ORES AND ORE CONCENTRATES
P/2, 133, 134, 339, 340, 519, 520, 521, 522,
523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 784, 850,
871, 873, 957, 965, 977, 986, 996, 997.

SESSION 15B

PRODUCTION OF METALLIC URANIUM AND THORIUMS
MALYTICAL METHODS IN RAW MATERIAL PRODUCTION
P/116, 117, 136, 341, 407, 531, 532, 627, 628,
629, 630, 635, 636, 817, 818, 942, 952, 959,
964, 966, 976, 978, 989, 990, 1004, 1005, IOO6,
1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1095
1104, 1107.

SESSION 16B

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL MATERIALS
P/343, 344, 410, 534, 631, 774, 819, 923, 927,
943, 958, 960, 988, 992, 1010.

SESSION 17B

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF SPECIAL MATERIALS (concluded)
P/345, 346, 347, 409, 533, 633, 634, 709, 820,
876, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1075*

SESSION 18B METALLURGY OF THORIUM, URANIUM AND THEIR ALLOYS;
FABRICATION OF FUEL ELEMENTS
P/351, 352, 416, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 561,
562, 786, 825, 826, 827, 828, 885, 947, 953,
961.
SESSION 19B

LIQUID METAL TECHNOLOGY
P/118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 417, 637,
638, 639, 766, 787, 812, 829, 866, 1103.

SESSION 20B

CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR

EEACTORS

P/348, 411, 412, 535, 536, 537, 811, 821, 880,
900.
SESSION 21B

CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENTS
P/349, 413, 414, 539, 540, 541, 543, 547, 548,
549, 551, 765, 785, 822, 824.
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SESSION 22B

CHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENTSs (concluded);
SEPARATION AND STORAGE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
P/350, 415, 542, 544, 545, 546, 550, 552, 553,
823,

SESSION 23B WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
P/12, 353, 418, 419, 420, 554, 564, 565, 567,
569, 571, 788, 975, 995, 1051, 1056.
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SESSIONS
(Sessions 8C - 18C)
SESSION 8C

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS
IN MEDICINE - Therapy
P/144, 177, 179, 183, 184, 185, 194, 197, 200,
201, 202, 203, 206, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,
213, 366, 367, 446, 685, 910, 925, 970, 973.

SESSION 9C

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE
(continued) -- Diagnosis and Studies of Disease
P/9,
198,
684,
972,

SESSION lOG

141, 181, 187, 189, 190, 191, 193, 196,
199, 207, 216, 227, 365, 368, 376, 378,
754, 768, 769, 777, 841, 917, 924, 971,
1029, 1065, 1097, 1098, 1099.

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE
(concluded) - Diagnosis and Studies of Disease
P/140, 142, 178, 180, 188, 192, 214, 215, 217,
219, 220, 224, 228, 229, 374, 447, 711, 840,
844, 921, 1034.

SESSION lie

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION - Modes of Radiation
Injury and Radiation Hazards
P/72, 75, 77, 80, 81, 82, 88, 236, 242, 243,
244, 251, 254, 256, 257, 375, 448, 450, 692,
693, 847, 926, 1045, 1070.

SESSION 12c

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION (continued) Mechanisms of Radiation Injuryi Protection and Recovery
P/78, 83, 84, 87, 94, 97, 239, 249, 252, 253,
255, 371, 372, 455, 690, 691, 878, 898, 899,
904, 905, 906, 932, 939, 940, 1042, 1109.
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SESSICM 13c

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATIOJ (concluded) - Genetic Effects|
Human Ikplications
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN AGRICULTURE Radiation-induced Genetic Changes and Crop Improvement
P/101, 103, 107, 110, 234, 235, 238, 266, 449,
793, 890, 1042.

SESSION 14c

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND IONIZING RADIATIONS IN AGRICULTURE
(concluded) ~ Tracer Studies in Agriculture
P/10, 100, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 111, 112,
113, 114, 115, 380, 381, 382, 46O, 694, 695,
696, 698, 699, 701, 716, 889, I040, 1049.

SESSION 15c

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHYSIOLOJY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
P/90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 99, 259, 269, 271,
274, 275, 373, 379, 459, 688, 697, 700, 715,
874, 908, 1046, 1047, 1048, IO67, 1100.

SESSION 16C RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (concluded) General Biochemistry
P/98, 182, 221, 222, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264,
265, 267, 268, 270, 272, 273, 377, 456, 457,
686, 687, 710, 776, 842, 843, 846, 922, 967, 1030,
1031, 1032,
SESSION 17c

SAFETY STANDARDS AND HEALTH ASPECTS OF LARGE-^CALE
USE OF ATOMIC ENERGY
P/73, 74, 76, 79, 85, 89, 230, 241, 245, 247,
250, 258, 370, 451, 689, 792, 944, I041.

SESSION 18C

SAFETY STANDARDS AND HEALTH ASPECTS OF LARGE-SCALE USE
OF ATOMIC ENERGY (concluded)
P/8, 240, 248, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281,
283, 369, 393, 452, 453, 454, 480, 771, 845,
1052, 1055, 1057, 1066.
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RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES SESSIONS
(Sessions 19C - 23C)
SESSION 19c

GENERAL USES, PRODUCTION AND HANDLING OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
P/13, 69, 86, 146, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318,
399, 461, 801, 886, 985, 1088.

SESSION 20c DOSIMETRY
P/58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
70, 71, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158,
159, 386, 795, 930, 974, 1069, 1077.
SESSION 21c RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN RESEARCH
P/147, 149, 160, 161, 163, 226, 231, 232, 233,
342, 632, 702, 703, 706, 708, 712, 770.
SESSION 22c RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN CONTROL AND TECHNOLOGY
P/148, 162, 164, 165, 166, 383, 462, 463, 464,
704, 705, 707, 713, 882, 1053, 1054, 1061,
1081.
SESSION 23c FISSION PRODUCTS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
P/156, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174,
175, 176, 225, 465, 794, 1068.
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UNITED NATIONS LIST OF DELEGATIONS

OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE

President:

Dr. Homi Bhabha (India)

Vice-Presidents: General Bernardino C. de Mattos (Brazil), Dr.
W. B. Lewis (Canada), Professor Francis Perrin
(France), Academician D. V. Skobeltzin (USSR),
Sir John Cockcroft (UK), Dr. I. I, Rabi (USA).
Conference Secretary General: Professor Walter G. Whitman
Deputy Conference Secretary General: Dr. Viktor S. Vavilov

Argentina
Captain of the Navy D. Pedro'E. IRAOLAGOITIA
Engineer D. Otto 0, M, GAMBA
Dr. D. GERMAN MENDIVELZUA
Dr. D. Fidel ALSINA FUERTES
Dr. D. Arturo CAIRO

Dr. Iferio Raul PICO,
Counsellor of Embassy
Dr. Eduardo de ANTUENO,
Secretary of Embassy
Dr. Americo RONCAROLO,
Assistant
Dr. D. Constantino NUNEZ
Engineer D. Victorio ANGELELLI
Dr. D. Mauricio BUHLER
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Dr. D. Kurt FRAENZ
Engineer^ D, Juan U. KOPPEL
Dr. D. Walter SEELMAN-EGGEBERT
Dra. Dna. U s e G, de FRAENZ
Dr. D, Eusebio MANCINI

Australia
Professor J. P. BAXTER,
Australian Atomic Energy Commission
Professor Marcus OLIPHANT,
Australian National University
Mr. R. L. HARRY,
Department of External Affairs
Dr. C. E. EDDY,
Department of Health
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Australian Atomic Energy Commission
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E l e c t r i c i t y 'Commission of New South Wales
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Mr. D. R. GRIFFITHS,
Electricity Trust of South Australia
Mr. F, SIKES,
Electricity Commission of New South Wales
Austria
Dr. Franz MATSCH,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Chairman of the Austrian Atomic Energy Commission.
Professor Dr. Berta KARLIK,
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Dr. Wilhelm KOVATS,
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Ing» Franz GRILL,
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Dr. Richard KIEFER,
Director of the Metallic Plant Plansee
Mr, Eugen VUGINIC,
Director of the Electric Firm Elin
Dipl. Ing. Dr. Roland KEMETSMULLES,
Director of the Establishment ¥aagner-Biro
Dipl. Ing. Franz HINl'SRMAYER
Dilp. Ingo Wolfgang HAHN
Dilp. Ing. Dr. Leopold BAUER
Dipl. Ing. Dr. Heinz SCHMIDL
Dr. Friedrich OSZUSZKY
Prof. Dr. Ludwig MUSIL,
Director of the Styrian Hydroelectric Company
Senatsrat Dr. Ing. MOKESGH,
Electricity Plants of Vienna
Dipl. Ing. Dr. KAINDL
Dr. Otto SMETANA,
Chief-chemist of Treibacher chemical plants
Dipl. Ing. Friedrich JANICEK,
Austrian Drau Merke A. G.
Dr. Ing, Karl SEDLATSCHEK,
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Paul de GROOTE,
President du Conseil d'Administration de I'Universite
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Chemical Sciences
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Medical Sciences
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His Imperial Majesty*s Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary to the Government of the
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Vice-Minister for Public Health of the Imperial
Ethiopian Government
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Mr. K. E. SALIMAKI, B. A»

France
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Administrateur General, Delegue du Government
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Haut-Commissaire a l^Energie Atomique
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Directeur charge des Relations Exterieures et
du Department de Chimie au Commissariat a
I'Energie Atomique
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Directeur de I'Instltut National de^Hyglene,
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Ministre plenipotentiare, Membre de la
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Membre de la Delegation francaise permanente a New York
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Louis ARMAND,
Directeur General, President du Gonseil d'Administration
de la Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais,
President du Comite de l^Equipment Industrial
Pierre BASDEVANT,
Service des Pactes au Ministere des Affaires
Etrangeres
MM. Maurice BAYEN,
Directeur-Adjoint de I'Enseignement Superieur
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Ingenieur General de la Marine
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Gaston DUPOUY,
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Maurice AICARDI^
Secretaire general du Commissariat Geineral au
Plan de Modernisation et d'Equipment
Henri BAISSAS,
Adjoint au Directeur du Centre d'Etudes
Nucleaires de Saclay
Dr. Michel BERGER,
de la Faculte de Medicine et Pharmacie,
Laboratoire Biophysique de Lyon
Andre BERTHELOT,
Chef du Service de Physique Nuclealre| CE.A,
M, Denis BRETON,
du CE.A,
MM, Gerard CA^ANNE,
du CE,A.
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du C E . A .
Paul CHAMBADAJ,
de I'Electrlcite de France
Dr. A, CHEVALLIER,
Professeur a la Faculte de Medicine
Jean COURSAGET,
Chef du Service de Biologies CE.A.
Pierre DESCANS,
Chef du Service des Etudes Mecaniques| CE.A.
Charles EICFINER,
Chef du Department de Metallurgie et Chimie
appliquee; CE.A.
C h a r l i e FISHER, ,
Chef du Service des Radioelements artificielsj CE.A.
/

P i e r r e FROMAGEOT,
CE.Ao
Robert GALLEY,
G »E»A t)
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Directeur du Departement de Plrgrsico-Chemie,
Directeur des Programmes Generaux du CE.A.
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Electricite et Gaz d'Algerie
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Pierre HUBERT,
Jacques HURE,
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CE.A,
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Henri JOFFEE,
CE.A,
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Hubert de LABOULAYE,

Raymond LATARJET,
Professeur a la Faculte de Medicine
Jean lEGOQ,
Adjoint au Directeur des Recherches et Exploitations
Minieresi CE.A.
Maurice LEMOIGNE,
Professeur a I'Institut Pasteur
Dr. Andre LENOBLE,
Chef du Service des Recherches| CE.A,
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Francois MOREL,
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Pierre MOURET,
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Maurice PASCAL,
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Henri PIATIER,
Chef du Cabinet du Ifaut-Commissaire a I'Energie Atomique
Victor RAIEVSKI,
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Pierre REGNAUT,
Chief du Service du Plutonium; CE.A.
MM,

Jean RENOU,
Adjoint au Directeur des Relations Exterieuresj CE.A.
Maurice ROQUES,
Chef du Service de Concentration des Mineraisi CE.A.

MM. Etienne ROTH,
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Marc SALESSE,
Adjoint au Chef du Departement de Metallurgie
et Chimie Appliqueej CE.A.
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Directeur Industrielj CE.A,
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Directeur de l*Usine du Bouchetj CE.A.
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Directeur du Service Exploitation| CE.A.
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Jacques YVON,
Chef du Department des Etudes de Piles j CE.A.
BRACHET,
Ingenieur en Chef du Genie Maritime
Raymond BRACONNIER,

Directeur de I ' I n s t i t u t National de la Recherche
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CRESCENT,
Ministere de 1'Industrie et du Comneixe
MM.

Raymond MAILLET,
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Anatole MUHLSTEIN
Federal Republic of Germany

Prof, Dr. Otto HAHN,
President of the Max Planck Society, formerly
The Kaiser-Wilhelm Society for Promotion of Sciences, Gottingen
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Prof« Dr, Wolfgang GENTME,
Director of the Institute of Piysics of the
University of Freiburg
Prof, Dr^ Karl WINNAKERj
Director General of Farbworke Hoechst
Prof. Dr. Carl Friedrich OPHULS,
Ambassador in the Foreign Office
Diplo Eng, Walter HINSCH,
Ministry of Economic Affairs

Prof, Dr. Erich BAGGE,
State Institute for Physics, ifemburg
Prof, Dr. Michael BAUER,
University of Bonn
Prof. Dr. Josef BECKER,
Institute of Radiology of the University^ of Heidelberg
Doz, Dr. Erwin BECKER,
Institute of Physics of the University of Heidelberg
Prof, Dr« GROTH,
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Bonn
Prof. Dr. Otto HAXEL,
Institute of Physics of the University of Heidelberg
Prof, Dr. Kurt ILLIES,
Technical Institute for Shipbuilding of the
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Doa. Dr« Leopold KUCHIER,
University of Frankfurt
Prof. Dr. LANGENDORFF,
Institute of Radiology of the University of Freiburg
Prof, Dr. K, L, LAUTERJUNG,
Max Planck Institute for Medical Research, Institute of
Physiks of the University of Heidelberg
Prof, Dr. Josef MATTAUCH,
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz
Prof. Dr, Friedrich PANETH,
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz
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Prof. Dr. Boi'is BA.ffiWSO',
Max Planck Institute for Biochemistry, Frankfurt
Prof. Dr, Wolfgang RIEZLIR,
Institute for Ray and Nuclear Physiks of the
University of Bonn
Prof. Dr. Fritz STRASSMKN,
Institute for Unorganic Chemistry of the
University of iMainz
Prof. Dr, Karl WIRTZ,
Max Planck Institute for Physiks, Gottingen
Dr, Gunter HARKORT,
Senior Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr, Kenning HADRIGH,
Senior Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Heinz HADSICH,
Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Frio von NEURATH,
Attache with the Embassy of the Federal Republic
of Germany in Berne
Dr, Karl PRETSGHj,
Oberregierungsrat, in the Ministry for Economic Affairs
Dr, larl SCffilDT-AMELIMG,
Oberregierungsrat, in the Ministry for E6ottbmic Affairs
Dr, Emil POHLAND,,
Oberregierungsrat, in the Ministry for Economic Affairs
Dr, Franz FRANK,
Lawyer, Ministry for Economic Affairs
Dr. Hans STEPHANY,
Ministerialdirigent, in Ministry of Labour
Prof, Dre BARTK)K)ME,
Badische Anilin and Sodafabrik, Ludwigshafen
Dr, Wilhelm BOVERIj
Brown Beverly Mannheim
Dr, DUHM,
Bayer, Wuppertal
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Prof, Dr. FINKELNBUEGj,
Siemens, Erlangen
Dipl. Ing. FLEISCHER,
Deutsche Verbundgesellschaft, Heidelberg
Prof» Dr, HOUDREMONTp
Krupp, Essen
Prof, Dipl, Ing, LOHL,
Rheinisch-Westfaliche Elektrizitatswerke A,G.
Prof, Dr» MAYER-LEIBNITZ,
Institut fur Technische Physik der Technischen
Hochschule, Munchen
Direktor RUTHARDT,
Heraeus, Iknau
Direktor SGHIMMELBUSGH,
Degussa, Frankfurt
Dr, Ing. SCHULT
Dr, TELSCHOW,
Max Planck Gessellschaft, Gottingen
Mr, ULRICH,
Graphitwerke Kropfmuhl A.G,
Mr, Ludwig ROSENBERG^
Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaft
Mr, Karl OSTERKAMP,
Gewerkschaft Transport and Offentlicher Dienst
Dr, Hans-Dieter BEGKEY,
Bonn
Bipl, Phy. BECKUETZ,
Gottingen
Dr, Peter BRIX,
Heidelberg
Dr, HARDEj
Bonn
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Dr. Joachin HEINTZE,
Heidelberg
Dr. W, HERR,
Mainz
Dr, B, ZIEGLER,
Karlsruhe
Dr, W. G. ZIMMER,
Ifemburg
Dr, A, SCHRAUB,
Frankfurt
Dr. G, HERRMANN,
Maini
Doz. Dr, HINTENBERGER,
Mainz
Dr. A. KLEMM,
l&inz
Dr. 0. KNEGHT,
Heidelberg
Dipl, Phys, Hans A, KUMKEL,
ifemburg
Dipl, Phys, MEISTER,
Gottingen
Dipl, Physo MEYER,
Gottingen
Dr. Otto OSBERGHAUS,
Bonn
Dr, Kurt Ernst SGHEER,
Heidelberg
Dr. H, SCHOPPER,
Erlangen
Dr, Rudolf SCHULTEN,
Gottingen
Dr, Heinrich SCHULTZ,
Gofttingen

Dipl, Ing, Tasso SPRINGER,
Munchen
Dr, WEIMER,
Gottingen
Dr, Karl WILDERMUTH,
Munchen

Greece
Mr, Dimitri ARGYROPOULOS
Professor Th. G. KOUYOUMTZELIS,
Plysics
Professor K. D, ALEXOPOULOS,
Physics
Professor K, KAVASSIADIS,
Non-Organic Chemistly
Professor Th. VLISSIDIS,
General Biology

Professor G, PANTAZIS,
Zoology
Major General G. PAPATHEODOROU
Professor K, MALAMOS
Mr, J, TSAMBIRAS

Guatemala
Mr. Edgar S, WUNDERLICH
Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan
Professor Kadri TOUKAN,
President of the Jordan Society for Sciences
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Holy See
Professor Henri MEDI,
Directeur de I'Institut National de Geophysique, Rome
R. P, Henri de RIEDMATTEN,
Geneve

Honduras

Arturo LOPEZ RODEZNO,
Engineer
Hungary
Janos SEBESTYEN,
Engineer, Deputy Minister of Chemical
Industry and Power
Lajos JANOSSI,
Academician, Scientific Secretary of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences
Leonard PAL,
Candidate of Physics, Head of Department
at the Central Research Institute for Physics
Karoly SIMONY,
Candidate of Physics, Head of the Department
of Nuclear Physics at the Central Research
Institute for Physics Advisers
Ferenc SZABO,
Head of Industrial Department of the
Council of Ministers

Tibor HOFFMANN,
Physicist, Head of Department of the Hungarian Institute
for Telecommunication Advisers on behalf of the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs
Gyoergy LORAND
Istvan MOLNAR
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Iceland
Mr, Kristjan ALBERTSON,
Counsellor of Legation
Mr, Thorbjorn SIGURGEIRSSON,
Scientist
Mr. Magnus MAGNUSSON,
Scientist

India
Dr. H, Jo BfflBHA, F.R.S,
Secretary to the Government of India^
Department of Atomic Energy,
Chairman, Indian Atomic Energy Commission,
and Director, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Dr. K, So KRISHNAN, F.R.So
Member, Indian Atomic Energy Commission, and
Director, National Physical Laboratory
Dr, Vo R, KHANOLKAR,
Director, Indian Cancer Research Centre, and
Chairman, Biological and Medical Advisory Committee,
Department of Atomic Energy
Mr. Arthur LALL,
Permanent Representative of India at the United Nations
Dr, D, No WAD,IA,
Geological Adviser, Department of Atomic Energy

Dr, Ao R. GOPAL-AIENGARj
BioloQr Division, Department of Atomic Energy
Mr, No B» PRASAD,
Engineering Division, Atomic Energf Establishment
Dr. Ro RAMANNA,
Nuclear Physics Division, Atomic Energ?' Establishment
Mr, Ao S, RAO,
Electronics Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
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Dr. Jagdish 3HANKAR,
Radio Chemistry Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Mr. H, H. SETMA,
Works Manager, Indian Rare Earths Limited
Dr, G, S, TENDOLKAR,
Metallurgy Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Dr, 1(. T. ATHAVALE,
Chemistry Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Mr. V. P, DUGGAL,
Nuclear Physics Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Dr. K. G. VOHRA,
Air Monitoring Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Mr, V, N, MECKONI,
Chemical Engineering Division, Atomic Energy Establishment
Dr. K. C BORA,
Biology D i v i s i o n , Department of Atomic Energy
S h r i L, S. KOTHARI
S h r i K, SAHAI
S h r i Maheshwar DAYAL
S h r i D. N. CHA.TTERJEE
S h r i D. C VERMA
Shri A, E, RIBEIRO
Shri N, RANG HDD
Indonesia
Dr, Ro A, ASMAOEN,
Chairman of the Delegation with the rank of Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Director General of
Foreign Economic Affairs concurrently Head of the
Directorate of Foreign Economic Relations of the Ministry
of Economic Affairs.
Prof. Dr, Bahder DJOHAN,
President of the University of Indonesia
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Mr, Izak MAHDI,
Head of the United Nations Section of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr, SIWABESSYj
Head of the Department of Radiography of the
Central General Hospital
Prof. Dr, JOHAMES,
Dean of the Faculty of Technical Science of the
University of Gadjah-Mada

Drc Sudjito DANUSAPUTRO,
Lecturer in physics at the Faculty of Medicine of the
University of Indonesia
Dro Kaslan A, TOHIR,
Head of International Relations Department of the
Ministry of Agriculture
Dr, F. Jo INKIRIWANG,
Head of the Directorate for Energy and the
Coordination of State Electric Power

Iran
Dr, Kamal JENABj
Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Science
at the University of Teheran
Dro Gholam All BAZARGAN,
Professor of Chemistry and Pihyslcs in the
Faculty of Engineering at the University
of Teheran

Mr, Javad MANSOUR

Iraq
Dr, Sabeeh AL-WAHBI,
Ex-Minister of Health
Mr, Sheeth NUMANl^ ,
Director of Scientific and Industrial Research
and Director-General of Industry
Mr» AbAil Karim KELMIj
Research Chemist, Directorate-General of Industry
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Dr, Salah IZZET TAHSEEN,
Department of Physics, College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Louay TAIBEEN KADRY,
Acting Director, Field Crops Division,
Ministry of Agriculture

Mr* Abdul-Malik AL-ZAIBAG,
United Nations and Conferences Section,
Ministry for Foreign Affairs

Ireland
Mr. Hugh McCANN,
Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy
Extraordinary of Irelani at Berne
Professor E. J. GONWA^^ D.Sc, M.B,, Bch., BAO., FRS,
Professor of Bic- Chemistry and Pharmacology,
University College, Dublin
Professor Thomas E, NEVIN, D.Sc,
Professor of Experimental Physics,
University College, Dublin
Professor E.T.S. WALTON, Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Physics,
Trinity College, Dublin
Dr, Thomas A, McLAUGHLIN, D,Sc,, B,E,,
Electricity Supply Board
Israel
Mr, Walter EYTAN,
Director General,
Ministry for Foreign Affairs
Prof, Dr. Ernst Davis BERGMANN,
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission
Prof, Dr, Israel DOSTROWSKY,
Director of Research,
Atomic Energy Commission
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Dre Amos DE SHALITj,

Head of Physics Department,
Weizman Institute of Science, Rhovet
Dr, Haim GATS,
Director,
Department of Economic Research and Statistics,
Palestine Electric Corporation

Prof e Giulid BACAH,
Professor of Theoretical Physics,
Hebrew University
Dr, Sally GOHEN,
Lecturer in Experimental Physics,
Hebrew University
Dr, Menahem KAHANY,
Permanent Delegate of Israel to the
European Office of the United Nations,
Geneva,
Mr, Mchael DORON,
Technical and Industrial Attache,
Embassy of Israel, Paris

Italy
Dr, Profo Francesco GIORDANI,
President du Gomite National des Recherches Nucleairesj
Professeur Ordinaire de Chimie Generale a I'Universite
de Naples
Ministre Plenipotentiaire Renzo CARROBBIO DI CARROBBIO,
Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
M, Aldo Silvestri AMARI,
Directeur General des Affaires Generales au
Ministere de 1*Industrie et Commerce
Membre du CN.R.N,

Profe Mario AGENO,
Physicien a I'Institut Superieur de Sante a Rome
Prof, Edoardo AMALDI,
Membre du CN.RoN, -~ Professeur Ordinaire de
Physique Experimentale a I'Universite de Rome
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Dr„ Paolo BAGGIO,
Geologue du GoN<,R,N,
Dr, Annetta BARONI,
Service de Documentation du CsN.RsN,
Dr, Alberto BESSONE,
Association Italienne Hydrocarbures (E.N.I,)
Dr. Gennano BODO - E,N,I,
Prof, Giuseppe BOLLA^
Professeur Ordinaire de Physique Experimentale au (Politecnico"
de Milano - Consultant Technique au CI.S.E, (Centre Italien Etudes
et Experiences)
Dr« Alberto BRACCI - CIoS,Eo
Ing. Alberto GACCIARl - C«I,S,Eo
Ing« Claudio CASTELLANI,
Directeur du Departement d® I'Energie a la Societe
Montecatini
Dr« Enrico CERRAI - CI«S,Eo
Dr, Giorgio CORTELLESSA,
Physicien a I'Institut Superieur de Sante
Dr, Nicola D'ANGELO,
Physicien a 1'Institute Superieur de Sante
Prof, Ugo FAGCHINI - G,I,S,E,
Dr. Carlo FIZZOTTI - C,IoS«Eo
Ing, Gianfranco FRANCO - C^I«S,E«
Prof. Sergio GALLONE - CIoS^E,
Ing, Silvio GARRONE,
Fonctionnaire du Ministere du Travail et de la
Prevoyance Socials
Profo Emilio GATTI ~ CIe3,Eo

Dr» Elio GERMAGNOLI •- Ca^SoE,
Dr, Guglielmo GIANNSLLI - CoIoS.E^
Dro Alessandro MALVICINI - CoI<,SeE,
Prof, Giovan Battista MARINI-BATTOLO,
Chimiste a I'Institut Superieur de Sante
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Dr. Peitro MARINI-GLARELLI,
Societe Romaine d ' E l e c t r i c i t e (S.R.E.)
Dr, Michele MATTEO,
Directeur General de I'Association Nationale des
Societes Productrices et Distributrices del'Energie
Electrique (A„N,I,D„E.L,)
tog. Luciana ORSONI -- CIoS.E,
Dr, Ferdinando PASSALACQUA,
Departement de Radlobiologie a I'Institut
d'Anatomie Patologique de Milan
lag, Alberto PEDKETTI - CoI,S,E,
Dr„ !fe,rcello QUINTILIlNIj
Badiologue a 1»Institut Superieur de Sante
Prof« A, Mario ROLLIER - CIoS.E,
Institut de Chimie Generale du "Politecnico"
de Milan
Prof, Carlo SALVETTI,
Professeur de Radioactivite a I'Universite
de Milan et Consultant du CI,S,E,
Dr, Gian Tommaso SCARASCIA,
Directeur du Departement de Genetique a I'Institut
Scientifique Experimental du Tabac
Ing, Vito SCHIRONE - E,N,I,
Prof. Mario SILVESTRI - 0,1,3.E,
Ingo Luigi USONI,
Inspecteur General mineraire pres du Comite
National Recherches Ni 3leaires - Directeur du Centre
pour la Preparation des mineraux
Dr„ Edoardo ZIlMEl - G,1,S,E,
Prof, Dro Ing, Amaldo Maria ANGELINI,
Directeur General Adjoint de la Societe TERMI A«N.IoDoE,L,
Dr, Ing, Vittore ANTONELLO,
Directeur Central de la "Societe Adratica di
Elettricita* A.N«I,DoEoL,
Dr, Aldo ASCARI -

CI,S,E,
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Ing, Aurelio ASCOLT - G,IoS«E,
Dr, Maria ASDENTE - CoI.SaE,
Ing, Antonio BAGLIOj,
Chef Division Energie Atomique,
Ministere de 1'Industrie
Dr, Sergio BARABASCHI - CIoS.E,
Dr, Bruno BRIGOLI - C,I,S,E,
Dr, Ing, Mario BRUNI^
Directeur Technique de la Societe
"La Gentrale" - A,N,I,D,E,L.
Dr, Ing, Constantino BUONOCORE,
Chef du Bureau d'Etudes de la "Societa
Meridionale di Elettricita" A,N.I,D,E,L.
Dr. Ugo Lucio BUSINARO - CI.S.E,
Ing. Adriano CAPERLE,
Direction Generale Mines,
Ministere de 1'Industrie
Dr, Giuseppe GAGLIOTI,
Institute de Physique a I'Universite de Rome
Dr, Ing, Gerolamo CALABRIA,
Directeur de la "Societa Termo Elettrica
Italiana" A^NoI.D^E^L^
Dr, Ingo Filippo GARATI,
Directeur General de la "Azienda Elettrica
Municipale"
Dr, Ing. Franco CASTELLI,
Directeur de la Section Centrales Thermiques
de la Societe Edison A,NoI,D,E,L,
Dr, Ing, Gianfranco CASTELLI^
Societe Edison A,N,IoDoE,L,
DTO Ing, Guido CERILLO,
Directeur General de la Societe
Meridionale d'Electricite A,N,I«D,E,L,
Dr. Claudio COCEVA,
C.IoS.E,
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Ing, C COSTADONI,
Compagnie Generale d'Electricite Milan
Profo Dr, Ing, Agostino DALLA VERDE,
Directeur General Adjoint de la "Societa
Idroelettrica Piemonte" A.N.I.D.E.L,
Dr, Ingo Vittorio DE BIASI,
Conseiller delegue de la Societe Edison
A.N,I.D,E,L,
Ing, Sergio PINZI,
G «IoD »E«

Dr„ Mario FORTE,
CleSsE,
Dr, Ing, Teo LEARDINI,
Societa Adriatica di Elettricita, A,N.I,D,E.L,
Ing. Piero GIUSTINIANI
Profo Dr, Ing» Mario MAINARDIS,
Directeur Central de la "Societa Adriatica di
Elettricita" AoN,I,D,E,L,
Prof, Dr. Ing, Roberto MARIN,
Directeur Central de la "Societa Adriatica di
Elettricita A.NoI.D.E.L,
Dr, Ing, Alfonso MODICA,
Directeur des Services de la Production de la
Societe Generale Electrique de la Slcile A,N,I,D,E,L,
Dr, Ing, Luigi MOLTENI,
Directeur Administratif de la Societe
Edison, AoNoI,DoE,L,
Dr, Luigi MONGINI,
G .loSoJi,

Prof, Dr„ Ing, Giovanni Giuseppe MOTTA,
"Azienda Elettrica Municipale" de Milan
Dr, Federico NORDIO,
C el.S.Eo
Ingo Giovanni PERONAj,
G,I»S oE,
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Dr. Ing. Carlo PERRONS,
Directeur General de la Societe
Vizzola A.N.I.D.E.L,
Prof. Aldo PERUSSIA,
Charge de cours a l»Universite de Milan
et Privat-Docent de radiologie medicale
Dr. Carlo POLVANI^
Assistant de l^Institut de Radiologie medicale
Prof. Dr. Inge Giuseppe QUILICO,
"Societa Idroelettrica Piemonte" A.N.I.D.E.L.
Dr. Ruggero RENZONI,
Dr. Ing. Marcello RODINO,
Gonseiller delegue de l^A.N.I.D.E.L.
Dr. Angelo ROSSI,
Charge de cours a l^Institut de Physique
de I'Universite de Milan A.N.I.D.E.L.
Dr. Ing. Bartolomeo ORSONI,
Societe Montecatini
Prof, Francesco SCANDONE,
A.N.I.D.E.Le
Dr. Ing. Cesare SCIMENI,
Directeur General de la Societe
General Electrique de la Sicile A.N.I.D.E.L.

Dr. Lucio SELMI,
vj • -L # o ©Jit ff

Dr. Carla TAMGNINI,

Dr. Ing. Guiseppe TARDINI,
Societe Edison A.N.I.D.E.L.
Dr. Sergio TERRAKI,

Dr. Ing. Giorgio YALERIO,
Gonseiller delegue de la Societe Edison
Prof. Dr. Ing. Giancarlo VALLAURI,
"Societa Idroelettrica Piemonte" A.N.I.D.E.L.
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Prof^ fittorio ?ALLETTA,
Directeur General de la F.I.A.T.
Dr. Stelio VILLANI,
w o J- oiD eMi a

Dr. Luigi BERRUTI,
Directeur de la F.I.A.T, a Geneva
Dr. Giorgio BERRDTI,
Ingenieur-chimiste
Japan
Mr. Keiichi TATSUKE,
Pernmnent Delegate of Japan to the International
Organizations^ General Consul General of Japan at Genera
Dr. Koichi AKI,
Vice Chairman, Resources Council,
Prime Minister's Office
Dr. loshio FUJIOKA,
Professor, Faculty of Science, Tokyo
University of Education
Dr. Sakuji KOMAGATA,
Director, Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology, Ministry of International
Trade and Industry
Dr. Masao TSUZUKI,
Professor Emeritus of Tckjo University;
Director of Japan Red Cross General Hospital

Drs Sakae YAGI,
Professor, Facxilty of Engineering,
Tokyo University
Dr. Shingo MHSUI,
Professor, Faculty of Agriculture,
Tokyo University
Dr. Seizo OKAMURA,
Professor, Faculty of Engineering,
Kyoto University
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Dr. Eiichl TAKEDA,
Professor, Faculty of Engineering,
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Dr. Masao KATO,
Assistant Professor, Metallurgy Dirision,
Institute of Industrial Science,
Tokyo University
Dr. Masatake HOM)A,
Assistant Professor,
Faculty of Science,
Tokyo University
Mr. Shigetada ABE,
Technical Official,
Prime Minister's Office
Mr. Hideo KITAHARA,
Assistant Permanent Observer of Japan to the
United Nations in New York
Mr, Ohtori KURINO,
Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Tamaki IPPOMMATSU,
Managing Director,
Kansai Electric Power Co, Ltd,
Dr. Katsumi OKUDA,
Deputy-Chief, Technical Department,
Mitsubishi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. Ltd.
Dr. Tokuzo KAMBARA,
Member, Hitachi Central Laboratory,
Hitachi Ltd.
Republic of Korea

Dr, Chulchai PARK,
Director,
Bureau of Technological Education in Seoul,
Professor Dong Suk TUN,
Associate Professor,
College of Technology,
Seoul National University
Professor Kee Uk LEE,
Associate Professor in Physics,
Seoul National University
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Lebanon
Dr« Salwa C. NASSAR,
Chairman of the Physics Department,
Professor of Physics at the American University
of Beirut, Lebanon
Liberia

Dr. T. 0 . DOSUMU-JOmSON,
Director,
College of Liberal A r t s ,
University of Liberia
Hon, John L, COOPER,
Inspector of Communications,
R, L,
Ltaxembourg
M.J,P, KREMER,
Gonseiller de Legation
au Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
Mo Henri THILL,
Professeur de physique
aux Cours superieurs a Luxembourg

Mexico
Dro Nabor CARILLO,
Rector of the National University of Mexico
Dro Ma.nuel Sandoval iALLARTA^
Scientific Research Director
National University of Mexico
DTe Alberto BABAJAS,
Co-ordinator of Scientific Research
National University of Mexico
Dr, Carlos Graef FERMNDEZ,
Director of the Institute of Physics at
the National University of Mexico

Sr. Joel Yazquez MENDOZA,
Chief of the Department of Law at the
National University of Mexico

6oa
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Sr. Thomas GURZA,
Public Relations Adviser to the National
University of Mexico
Sr. Jorge CASTANEDA,
Counsellor to the Foreign Relations Secretariat

Principality of Monaco
Mr. Cesar SOLAMITO,
Private Coxmsellor to His Most Serene Highness
the Prince
Dr. Etienne BOERI,
Director of Hygiene and Public Health
Mr. Rene BICKERT,
Consul General in Geneva

Dr. Andre FISSQRE
Mr. Pierre NOTARI,
Consul General, "Charge de Mission" with
External .Affairs Department
Mr, Robert MARCHISIO,
"Charge de Mission" with External Affairs Department

Netherlands
Dr. C. J. GORTER,
Professor at the University of Leyden,
Chairman of the Foundation for Fundamental Research
of Matter, Chairman of the Delegation
Dr. J. H. de BOER,
Professor at the Technical University of Delft,
Scientific Advisor, Netherlands State Mines, Geleen
Dr. J.M.¥. MILATZ,
Professor at the University of Utrecht
Dr. B, G. ZIEDSES des PLANTES,
Professor at the Municipal University of Amsterdam
Mr. H,F, ESCHAUZIER, V Political Affairs,
Director-General for Political Affairs,
Ministry if Foreign Affairs

1) In the absence of Mr. Eschauzier, Mr. Meijer will take his place
as Delegate
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Dr, H, M. HIHSCHPELD,
President of the Board of Governors of the "Reactor
Centre Netherlands"
Dr, E. L. KRAMER,
Director-General for Industrialisation and Energy,
Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Mr, J, MEIJER,
Deputy Head of the International Affairs Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs^
Dr. A, H, ¥. ATEN, JR.,
Professor at the Municipal Unirersity of Amsterdam
Dr. F, BARENDREGT,
Professor,
Chief Scientist, Foundation for f^indamental
Research of Matter ( F O M ) , Utrecht
Dr. T. J. BAEENDHECHT,
Norwegian-Netherlands Joint Establishment for
Nuclear Energy Research at Kjeller, Norway
Dr. F, BOESCHOTEN,
Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter, Utrecht
Dr. M, BOGAARDT,
Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter, Utrecht
Mr. E, F. BOON,
Professor at the Technical Unirersity of Delft
Dr, H, de BRUIN,
Netherlands State Mines, Geleen
Mr. M, BUSTRAAN,
Norwegian-Netherlands Joint Establishment for Nuclear
Energy Research at Kjeller, Norway
Dr. H.B.G, CASIMIR,
Professor at the University of Leyden,
Director at Philips' Research laboratories, Eindhoven
Dr. W,J.D, van DUCK,
Special Advisor to N,¥, Bataafse Petroleum Maatschappij
(Royal Dutch Shell)

1)

In the absence of Mr. Eschauzier, Mr, Meijer will take his
plac9 as Delegate
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Dr, K. van Duuren,
P h i l i p s ' Laboratories, Amsterdam
Mr. J. KOOI,
Norwegian-Netherlands Joint Establishment for Nuclear
EnerQr Research at Kjeller, Norway
Mr. H, KRAMERS,
Professor at the Technical University of Delft
Mr, K.P.M, NEUERBURG,
Director General for Industrialization and Electricity
Supply
Dr. ¥. J. OOSTERKAMP,
Philips' Research Laboratories, Eindhoven
Mr. J, PELSER,
Norwegian-Netherlands Joint Establishment for Nuclear
EnerQT Research at Kjeller, Norway
Mr, H. POUK,
Scientific Attache, Netherlands Embassy at Washington, D. C.
Dr. A. C. SCHUFPELEN,
Professor at the Agricultural University of Wageningen
Mr, A, SOMERWILL,
Chief Physicist, Radio-Therapeutic Institute, Rotterdam
Dr. E. C. WASSINK,
Professor at the Agricultural University of Wageningen
Dr. J, J, WENT,
Director, Department of Physics, KEMA (testing station
of the power industry), Arnhem
Mr. H.H. WOLDRINGH,
Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter
Dr. W. J. BEEKMAN,
Secretary of tte Foundation for Fundamental Research of
Matter, Scientific Secretary of the Delegation
Mr, G, W, BENDIEN,
Senior Officer, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Secretary of the Delegation
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New Zealand
Dr. ¥. M, HAMILTON,
Secretary of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research
Mr. M. G. LATTA,
Chief Engineer of the State Hydro-Electric
Department
Mr, R.F.D. RITCHIE,
Project Engineer of the Ministry of Works
Professor Darcy WALKER,
Professor of Physics, Victoria University
College, ¥ellington
Dr. F.J.M. FARLEY,
Senior Lecturer in Physics, Auckland University
College, Auckland

Dr. V. ARMSTRONG,
New Zealand Government Scientific Liaison
Officer, London
Mr. G. D. L. WHITE,
Staff of the New Zealand High Commissioner
in London '
Norway

Mr. 0. DAHL,
Doctor
Mr. F. VOGT,
Dire ctor-General
Mr. R. MAJOR,
Director
Mr. E. SAELAND,
Chief of Research
Mr, R. EKER,
Director
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7c¥
Kr. Hans ENGM,
Norwegian Permanent Delegation to the United
Nations, New York
Mr. U, BEEN,
Scientist
Mr, K. CARLSEN,
Scientist
Mr. L-. ELDJARN,
Chief Physician
Mr. V. 0. ERIKSEN,
, Scientist
Mr, N, HIDLE,
Chief of Research
Mr, P. LIEN,
Scientist
Mr. A, LUNDBY,
Chief of Research
Mr. K. MICHAELSEN,
Scientist
Mr. A. PAPPAS,
Doctor
Mr. T, SIGGERUD,
Geologist
Mr. T, SIKKELAND,
Scientist
Mr. S, AASS,
Scientist
Mr, Th. HVIDEN,
Chief of Research
Mr, Gudbrand JENSSEN,
Scientist
Mr. 0. R, KASA
Engineer, Secretarjr
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Pakistan
Dr. Nazir AHMAD,
Chairman, Atomic Energy Committee and
Chairman, Tariff Commission
Dr, Bashir AHMAD,
Director, Punjab tbiversity
Institute of Chemistry and Director, Regional
Laboratories, Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research
Dr. Rafi M, CHAUDHARI,
Professor and Head of the Physics Department and
Dean of the Faculty of Science, Government {Jdllege
Lahore
Dr. Mohammed Abdur RAHMAN,
Professor of Physiology, Dadda Medical College,
Dacca
Mr, H, RAHMAN

Mr. Manzoor AHMAD,
Secretary,
Officer on Special Duty (Power) Ministry of Industries

Panama
Dr. Bernardo LOMBARDO

Peru
General Jorge SARMIENTO,
President of the Controlling Board of
Radioactive Substances

-I'hilipplnes
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Felixberto M. SERRANO,
Permanent Representative to the United Nations
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Dr. Joaquin MARONON,
Director, Bureau of Science
Dr, Amando GLEMENTE,
Dean, Chemical Engineering, University of
the Philippines
Dr. Casimiro del ROSARIO,
Director, Weather Bureau
Col. Florencio MEDINA,
Armed Forces of the Philippines

Dr, Ricardo PASTOR
Mr. Jose TORRES
Dr. Ricardo SEBASTIAN
Polish People's Republic
Prof. Dr. Leopold INFELD,
Member of the Presiditmi of the Polish Academy of
Sciences, Director of the Institute of Physics of
the Warsaw University
Prof, Dr, Pawel SZULKIN,
Deputy Scientific Secretary of the Polish Academy
of Sciences, Professor of Warsaw Polytechnic
Dr. Juliusz KATZ-SUCHI,
Professor of Warsaw University, Minister Plenipotentiary
Director of the Polish Institute of International Affairs
Prof, Dr, Andrzej SOLTAN,
Member of the Polish Academy of Sciences,
Professor of Warsaw University
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Membre de la Commission federal de I'energie
nucleaire
Mr. James DEKLEVA,
Ing., collaborateur de l^Institut "Josef Stefan"
Mr. Tomo BOSANAC,
Ing., collaborateur de l^Institut "Rudjer
Boskovic", ingenievir en chef de "Rade Koncar"
Dr, Dina KEGLEVI,
Collaborateur de l«Institut "Rudjer Boskovic"
Mr. Bella BUNJI,
Ing., directeur de I'Institut federal de
technologie
Dr. Borivoje DAMJANOVIC,
Collaborateur de I'Institut des sciences
nucleaires "Boris Kidric"
Mr. Miodrag PETROVIC,
Ing,, d*electricite, collaborateur de l*Institut
des sciences nucleaires "Boris Kidric"
Mr, Slobodan EIBNIKAE,
Chimiste, collaborateur de l^Institut des
sciences nucleaires "Boris Kidric"
Mr, Bogoljub JOVANOVIC,
Secretaire au Secretariat d*Etat des Affaires
Etrangeres
Mr, Milenko SUSlC,
Chimiste, collaborateur de l*Institut des
sciences nucleaires "Boris Kidric"
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DELEGATIONS OF SPECIALIZED UN AGENCIES

International Labour Office
Mr. David A. MORSE,
Director-General
Mr. C. W. JENKS,
Assistant Director-General
Mr, J. L. MOWAT,
Chief Special Eesearch and Reports Division
Mr. M, ROBERT,
Chief Occupational Safety and Health Division
Mr. K. L. GOODALL,
H. M, Inspector of Factories,
Factory Department,
Ministry of Labour and National Service,
London
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Dr. F. T. WAHLEN,
Director of the Agriculture Division
Dr. R, A, SILOW,
Agriculture Division
United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural Organization
Professor P. AUGER,
Director, Department of Natural Sciences
Professor N. B. GAGCIAPUOTI,
Deputy Director,
Department of Natural Sciences
Dr, L. KOWARSKI
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World Health Organization
Dr. Pierre DOROLLE,
Deputy Director-Geijeral
Dr. V, A. SUTTER,
Assistant Director~General
Department of Advisoiy Services
Dr. A. L. BRAVO,
Chief, Section of Social and Occupational Health
Dr. G. LOFSTROM,
Chief, Section of Health Laboratory Methods
Dr. I. S» EVE,
Medical Officer in charge of questions
dealing with atomic energy and health
International Civil Aviation Organization
Mr. E. R. MARLIN,
Director of Technical Assistance
and External Relations Officer
Mr. A. MUNCH,
Technical Officer,
Bureau of Air Navigation
International Telecommunication Union
Dr. Marco Aurelio ANDRADA,
Secretary-General
Mr. Alfonso GATA,
Vice-chairman of the International
Frequency Eegistration Board
Mr, Georges VALENSI,
Director, International Telephone
Consultative Committee
Professor Dr, Balth, van der POL,
Director, International Badio
Consultative Committee
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International Bank for Eeconstruction and Development

Mr. Brian H. COLQUHOUN,
The International Bank's Chief Engineering Advisor
Dr. Wayne EEMBEET
Mr. Corbin ALLARDICE,
Adviser on Atomic Energy
World Meterorological Organization
Mr. D. A. DAVIES,
Secretary-General
Dr. G. SWOBODA,
Acting Secretary-General
Mr. G, R. RIVET,
Assisting Secretary-General
Dr. K. LAH6L0,
Chief of Technical Division
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ATTACHMENT 1 - COMPLETE U.S. LIST OF SECEETARIAT AND STAFF OF U.S. DELEGATION
Conference Office
Assistants to US Representatives
Charles Bates
Everett E. Holies
William G. Wampler
Ad Hoc Policy Committee
Gerard C. Smith (State), Chairman
Executive Office
Harry S. Traynor, Executive Officer (AEC)
George M. Fennemore, Deputy Executive Officer (State Department)
Christopher L. Henderson
Reactor Inspection
Marvin M. Mann
Office of Technical Programs and Exhibits
George L. Weil, Director (AEC)
Thoms 0. Jones
Laura Fermi
Norvell W. Page
Roland Sawyer
Stephen White
Technical Papers Unit
Paul W, McDaniel, Chief (AEC)
Stephen P. Cobb, Jr.
Paul G. LeFevre
Andrew W. McReynolds
Scientific Secretariess Walter D. Glaus, R. Carson Dalzell,
Edward Epremian, L. E. Glendenin, George A. Kolstad, Karl M.
Mayer, Robert D. Nintnger, Paul B. Pearson, Alvin Badkowsky,
Ulysses M. Staebler.
Eeactor Unit
George G. Manov, Chief (AEC)
D. F. Cope
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D. S. Billington
Everett P. Blizard
A, L. Boch
G. D, Gagle
E. L• Clark
T, E. Cole
D. D. Gowen
J. E. Cunningham
J. T, DeLorenzo
E. P. Epler
S, H. Hanauer
J. W. Hill, Jr.
L. B, Holland
Francois Kertesz
Manzell E. Ramsey
C. W. Eicher
A. F. Eupp
Albert C. Stewart
Charles E. Winters
Exhibits Unit
Alberto F, Thompson, Chief (AEC)
E. L. Brecker
Bernard M. Fry
R. L. Butenhoff
J. William Young
Information Office
John P. McKnight, Director (USIA)
Morse Salisbury (AEC), Joseph 0. Hanson (USIA), and Richard
Friedman (State Department), Deputy Directors.
Gordon Dunning
Charter Heslep
John F. Hogerton
Albin E. Johnson
Robert C, Tumbleson
Office of Liaison and Protocol
John A. Hall, Director (AEC)
Classification Office
Charles D, Luke, Director (AEC)
Charles L. Marshall
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Special Services Office
Daniel H. Clare, Jr., Co-Director (State Department)
Bryan F, LaPlante, Co-Director (AEC)
Richard G. Cavanaugh
Keith 0. Lynch
Administrative Office
Albert J, Ciaffone, Director (State Department)
Harold D. Anamosa (AEC), and George R, Koontz (State), Deputy
Directors
Elizabeth C, Driscoll
Hallye A. Heiland
Roderick L. Jones
Charles A. Shinkwin
William Thomas
Health and Safety Trailer Exhibit
Merril Eisenbud, Director (AEC)
Hanson Blatz
Edwari P. Hardy
John H. Harley
William B. Harris
Harris D. Levine
Alfred Y. Yoli
otaxx
Amelia Allen
Theodore Arehart
Lewis T. Arnett
Don B. Armstrong

Teresa H, Dent
Charles M. dePaoli
H, L. Dykes
Warren K. Eister
Eose Jfeiy Elmo
Thelma V. Fleming
Hillman S. Ford
George E. Foster
Donald S. Gaither
M« B, Gates
Alfonso G. Gerardi
Dorothy H, Gilchrist
Eobert J. Glass
Ellen J. Hanes
Lenora B, Hoover
Eugene C, Howland
Mayne C. Huddleston
Thomas J. Ince
Frances E, Jackson
Charles W. Johnstone

Thorold kverj
Henry J. Badini
John Lo Balderston
Katherine Barrett
William P. Bigler
Lewis Branscomb
Mary S. Buckley
Elroy W, Bungart
Esther M. Gall
Mildred P. Cecil
Isaac E. Cody
Louis Costrell
Albert L, Cox
Dorothy D, Davis
Howard L« Davis
Mary Demona
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Yvonrie Julihn
John H« Kane
William H. Kellenberger
Myron T. Kelley
Finis G, Lacy
John M. Leahy
Rita Leipina
Gloria H. Lettre
Martha Litz
Edward J. Jfanning
John H« Jfe,rtens
Rita Martinez
Earl M, Ifeson
Jean B. May
Elizabeth McAllister
Eobert Lo McGregor
Shirley M« McMUJLan
Jo Ann Mlntz
Victor S. Mitchen
Harry P. Morr
Harrison S. Nelson
Lillie Wo Nelson
Roger To Nix
Frank Lo Norris
D, L. 0«Connell
Frank Owings
Wellington Patrick
Edwin S. Prigmore
Ralph C» Pryde

Joseph N. Kendall
Virginia Knapik
Everett JB Knowles
Amanda M. Kramer
Joseph B. Quinn
Nellie C. Reighter
Priscilla S. Reuter
John Rico
James P, Roach
Joseph R. Schneider
Marie Co Schoek
ELlen L. Schrodt
Simone Schwind
Curtis Sessoms, Jr.
Seymour Shapiro
Joseph R. Schneider
Alexander W« Sheen
Meade K, Shick
John 1. Stephens
Bennie May Stevens
William H. Sweat
Harold Z, Tanquary
Sara Elizabeth Tingle
Violet Voce
Virginia H, Walker
Charles H. Wellington
Mo Claire Wertenbruch
Joseph Je Zarzachi

ReceptionistsJ Interpreters and Technical Assistants
Sandi Abramo^ici
Jeannlne De Bay
Moniquo Ducroux
Bosemary Gallay
Claire Harbury
Charles Herschmarm
Marielle Hoechstetter
Doris Johner
Ivan Edmund Kubala
Notkor Kwig
Guge Langmeler
Marlyse Lowenback
Loni. Moos
Andre Peltzer
Iferisa Pongracz
Joan Ao Ritzenthaler
Selina RoEmel
Aaron Riihaltor
Go Ao J. Voetelink
Louise Wheeloek
Charles Wilson
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APPENDIX XVII - PRE3S.,^lA^Sja:^jromffiING_C0g'ERENGE
Joint Department of State - AEG Releases

No. 599

FOR EELEASE AT 12^00 NOON (EST)
WEDNESDAY, FEBEUABY 23^ 1955
PLANS ANNOUNCED FOE UNITED STATES PABTICIPATION
IN GENEVA COKFERENCE ON ATOMIC ENEEGY

Preliminary plans for participation by the United States in the
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy at
Geneva, Switzerland, August 8-20, 1955» were annoiinced today.
The United States Government has accepted the Invitation to
participate in the Conference, which was extended by the United
Nations to 84 nations, including 10 from the Soviet bloc. Enclosed
with the invitations were several documents, including the Topical
Agenda for the Conference and the Conference Eules of Procedure,
Primary responsibility for the technical planning and
preparation for the United States participation has been assigned to
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, The Gommission has named
Dr. George L. Weil, former Assistant Director of its Reactor Development Division and now a constiltant to the Gommission, as Technical
Director for United States Participation in the International Conference.
President Eisenhower*s proposal for a world-wide conference
to promote the dissemination of new information on peaceful uses of
atomic energy was first announced by Chairman Lewis L. Strauss
of the United States Atomic Energy Commi.ssion on April 19^ 1954.
It will be held under the auspices of the United Nations, which
authorized the meeting by formal resolution of the United Nations
General Assembly on December 4^ 1954.
The Conference is an outgrowth of the atoms-for~peace proposals laid before the United Nations on December 8, 1953 by President Eisenhower when he urged that the atomic resources of the
world be mobilized to apply the benefits of atomic energy to the
cause of peace.
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The Conference will be devoted to the presentation of information on reactor technologyj, atondc power, radiation protection,
applications of atomic energy to biology, medicine^ and agriculture
and the industrial uses of radioisotopes.
The Atomic Energy Conanission is assembling through key
United States educational institutionsj, industrial establishments
and research centers (government and private) technical information
in the fields appropriate to the Conference Agenda^. It is believed
that papers presented by United States scientists and engineers will
make substantial contributions to all segments of the Topical Agenda.
The Commission also is planning a technical exhibit at the
Conference site at Geneva. More than 60 institutions and finas already have signified interest in participating in this United States
Government exhibit.
In addition to heading the Commission's staff assigned to the
planning and preparation of the Conference^ Dr. Weil will undertake
to coordinate the technical participation in the meeting of other
interested agencieso
Invitations are being issued requesting that abstracts of
papers be submitted prior to March 11 for consideration for the United
States program which will be submitted to the United Nations Secretary General. Interested individuals shoiild contact their organizations for copies of the Co»iferenee Topical Agenda and Rules of
Procedtire.

GEORGE Lo MEIL

Dr. George Lo Meil, who on Feb., 11^ 1955s> was appointed by
AEC General Manager Ko Do Nichols as a special assistant to the
general manager and technical director for the planning of the
Uo So participation in the Geneva international at0Hd.c energy conference, is a physicist with specialized experience in the development of nuclear reactors dating back to 1940»
In tnat year, he joined the group working under the late
Dr. Enrico Fermi at Coluiabia University. This group became part
of the Metallurgical Laboratory of the war-time Manhattan Engineer
District at the University of Chicago. Dr, Well participated in
the event on DeCo 2p 1942 when the world*s first sustained chain
reaction was produced in the naclear reactor built in the old
squash court under the Stagg Field stands at the University of
Chicago,
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Following this pioneer work, he joined the dtd?ont Gompar^r
to assist in the start-up and operation of the plutonium production
reactors at Hanford, Washington. In April, 1945^ he was assigned
to the group at Los Alamos, New Mexico working on the first test
of an atomic bomb.
In October, 1945, he was appointed U. S, Scientific Representative to the Joint Canadian-United Kingdom project at Chalk
River, Ontario, Canada, Following this, in 1947, he became a research associate with the SBC^s Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
operated by the General Electric Company at Schenectady, New
York»
When the
was appointed to
Division when it
Director when he
sulting practice

AEC Research Division was formed in 1947, Dr Weil
its staff and later joined the Eeactor Development
was organized in 1949. He was Assistant Division
resigned in June, 1952 to engage in private conin Washington, D. C.

Dr. Weil is currently an atomic energy consultant to a
n\amber of private concerns as well as the AEC, and holds an appointment as lecturer on reactor engineering at Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Iferyland.
He is a native of New York, received hisB.A. Degree from
Harvard, and his M,A, and Ph.D degrees from Columbia University.
Dr. Weil lives in Cabin John, Iferyland with his wife, the
former Veniette F, Caswell, They have one son, Stephen George,
No. 646

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1955
SWITZERLAND AND UNITED STATES INITIAL AGREEMENT
ON SALE OF "ATOMS FOR PEACE" EEACTOR

Rgpresentatives of the Governments of Switzerland and the
United States today initialed an agreement for cooperation covering
the sale and purchase of the research reactor that is to be a central
feature of the official U, S. exhibit at the United Jatjons* International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy at Geneva next
August.
The agreement covers the sale and purchase of the research
reactor, the exchange of information relating to the reactor and
the lease of special nuclear material to be utilized in the reactor.
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The reactorJ which is to be assembled from components shipped
to Geneva from Oak Ridge^ -will be in operation as a part of the official U. S. exhibit while the conference Is in session August 8-20.
At the conclusion of the conference, the U* S. Government, through
the Atomic Energy Commission, will sell the reactor to Switzerland.
The price of the reactor, building, associated machinery
and exhibits is to be $180,000. The U. So will lease to Switzerland
sufficient uranium enriched in the Isotope U-235 for initial and
replacement fuel for the reactor. The quantity of uraniiim under
such lease shall not contain more than six kilograms of U-235
(maximum enrichment - 20 per cent), plus such additional quantity
as the AEC may determine is necessary to permit the efficient and
continuous operation of the reactor while replaced fuel elements are
radioactively cooling in Switzerland or while fuel elements are in
transit.
Eepresenting Swdt^.erland at the Initialing of the agreement,
which took place at the State Department, was Ifr. Henry de Torrents,
Minister of Switzerland. The United States was represented by
the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Conanission, Mr. Lewis L. Strauss,
and by the Assistant Secretaiy of State for European Affairs, Mr.
Livingston T. Merchanto
The relocation of the reactor at another site and the
restoration of the Geneva site to its original condition are to
be undertaken at the expense of the Government of Switzerland.
Other pro-?i3ions of the agreement included the followingi
-"- The reactor shall be used solely for research
purposes related to the development of the peaceful,
beneficial and humanitarian uses of atomic energy.
-•~ No material transferred to Switzerland under
the agreement will be used for atomic weapons or for
research on or development of atomic weapons or for
any other military purposes, and none >jill be transferred to unauthorized persons or beyond the jurisdiction of the Government of S»it2erlando
—~ Restricted Data shall not be eommanicated
under the agreement.
—' The AEC will exchange idth Switzerland information relating to (a) design^ construction and
operation of the reactor and its use as a research
tool| (b) health and safety problems in the operation and use of the reactori (c) the use of radioactive isotopes produced in the reactor and (d) power
levels of the reactor^s operation and burn-up of
reactor fuels.
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•— Subject to availability of supply, the
AEC will sell or lease to Switzerland such reactor
materials, other than special nuclear materials,
as are not obtainable on the commerical market
and which are required in operation of the reactor.
The agreement is for a five-year period and shall be renewed
automatically for another five years unless terminated with due
notice by either party. At the expiration of the agreement, the
Government of Switzerland is to deliver to the U. S. all fuel
elements or other fuel material leased from the AEC.
Under the provisions of the U. S» Atomic Energy Act of
1954, certain procedural steps must be taken by the Executive
and Legislative branches of the United States of America before
the agreement initialed today may be signed and entered into
force.
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AEC RELEASES

No,

613

FOB IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 23, 1955

D. S, TO BUILD ATOMIC REACTOR
FOR WORLD CONFERENCE AT GENEVA
Lewis L. Strauss, Chaiiroan of the Atomic Energy Gommission, announced today that the United States will build an operating research
reactor at Geneva, Switzerland, for demonstration at the United Nations
International Confei'ence on August 8 - 2 0 , 1955°
The project, expected to be a major exhibit feature of the
Conference, has been made possible through the cooperation of the
Government of Switzerland and the Secretary General of the United
Nations.
"We are confident that the operation of a large research reactor at Geneva during the Conference will add inmieasurably to the
interest and usefulness of this important meeting," Mr. Strauss said.
"This instrument will use the type of fuel that other nations can draw
from the 100 kilograms of Uranism 235 the United States has made avail"
able for research reactors in other countries as a major step in
President Eisenhower^s atoms-for-peace program."
The exhibit would enable visiting scientists and technicians
to observe a reactor which provides excellent facilities for a variety
of cross section measurements, experiments with neutrons and gamma
rays, including shielding studies, and production of radioisotopes.
Qualified scientists and technicians will be allowed to
operate the machine, using the controls to start, maintain and stop
a nuclear chain reaction within the reactor. During these experi~
ments, known as criticality tests, the familiar blue glow of the
irradiated fuel elements will be visible in the water.
The reactor will be of the "swimming pool" type successfully
operated at the AEC^s Oak Ridge National Laboratory for several years.
Research reactors of this type are now being constructed at the
Pennsylvania State and Michigan Universities. The name comes from
the fact that the reactor is immersed in a pool of water which affords an effective safety shield against radiations.
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The project for the Geneva Conference will be carried out by
Oak Ridge National LaboratoiT', which is operated for the AEG by the
CarMde & Carbon Chemicals Company, and will be under the general
supervision of Dr. George L. Weil, Technical Director of the U. S.
participation in the Geneva Conference.
The fuel will be fuel grade uranium enriched in isotope 235
to about 20 percent. About 5 kilograms of U--235 will be required.
The reactor will be tested at Oak Ridge and then dismantled
and shipped to Geneva. The reactor and its fuel would be at all
times under the control and custody of the AEC.
It will be housed in a temporary prefabricated metal building
designed especially to enable the delegates and visitors at Geneva
to see the reactor in operation.
The "swimming pool" feature will be a tank 10 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep, in which the entire reactor is immersed.
Specially purified water is used for the shielding. Health and
safety control will be built into the reactor.
A small platform will be built on top of the reactor, from
which a lecturer can direct demonstrations and e3q)lain the operation
of the machine. The housing structure will be designed to accommodate
a constant flow of visitors observing the operation of the reactor.
The swimming pool reactor, which is estimated to cost about
1350,000, will3e part of the technical exhibit being planned by
the U. S. at Geneva.
NOTE TO DESKS: Four pictures of the present Swimming Pool Reactor
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory are available
at 30 East 42nd Street (Union Carbide and Carbon
Corporation): Telephone Murray Hill 7-8042.

No. 633

FOR RE3LEASE AT NOON, EDT
FRIDAY, May 6, 1955
1,100 U. S. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS SUBMIT
IDEAS FOR PAPERS AT UN CONFERENCE AT GENEVA

Nearly 1,100 U. S. scientists and engineers want to present
papers at the United Nations international conference on peaceful
uses of atomic energy at Geneva next August. In response to invitations issued by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, that many
have submitted summaries of their ideas for consideration.
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In announcing that the first group of 189 abstracts of papers
tentatively accepted had been forwarded to the United Nations^ Acting
Chairman Willard F» Libby of the AECj expressed gratification at the
widespread interest shown throughout the scientific community of this
country for participation in the forthcoming world-wide conference*
**This overwhelming response is heartening for two reasons,**
Dr» Libby said*
»*It demonstrates our desire to share with the world
the results of our researches sind applications of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes* Also, It gives evidence of the substantial contributions the United States has to make to all sections of the comprehensive agenda adopted for the Conference***
Dr« George L« Weil, technical director of the U» S» participation in the Conference, explained that this was only the first group
of abstracts of U. S0 papers to be submitted to the United Nations
Conference Secretary Generals These technical summaries cover
some of the papers proposed for several important parts of the Conference programo Dr* Weil also pointed out that, within the time
allotted to the U» S» at the Conference, only a relatively small number
of all the papers eventually accepted can be presented in person by the
authors. Other papers will be published in the Conference Proceedingss
This group of 189 includes papers proposed in the broad fields
of applications of atomic energy to medical research, agriculture
and industryi applications of radioisotopes in process and quality
control, industrial uses of fission products, developments in instrtimentation, and remote controls necessary in handling radioactive
materials, and natural occurrence of uranium in this country and extracting and refining uranitmi ores»
In this first group of abstracts, the largest niamber — 60 —•
came from colleges and -universities0 The laboratories operated for
the AEC by academic and industrial contractors accounted for 47»
Government agencies other than the AEC contributed another 46, of
which 34 covering various aspects of the raw materials field are
from the Uo S* Geological Survey* Hospitals, research institutions
and industrial groups accounted for the remainder of the 189 abstracts submitted8
A list of the institutions represented in the 189 titles
follows?
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS! University of California, University of California at Los Angeles, University of Chicago, Columbia
University, University of Florida, George Washington University,
Hainrard University, Illinois Institute of Technology, Kansas University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Meharry University^
Michigan State College, University of Michigan, University of
Minnesota, New Mexico University, North Carolina State College,
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University of North Carolina, Ohio State University, University of
Pittsburgh, Princeton University, Ptxrdue University, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Rutgers University, University of Southern
California, Tulane University, Washington University (St. Louis),
University of Washington, and the University of Wisconsin.
HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTERSs Beth Israel Hospital, New York Cityj Frances Delafield Hospital, New York Cityj
Lovelace Foundation, Albuquerque, N« Mex»| Massachusetts General
Hospital, Bostoni Montefiore Hospital, New York Gityj National
Heart Institute! the Veterans Administration hospitals at Boston,
I&ss., and Long Beach, Califo| and the Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, Washington, De C«
RESEARCH GROUPS AND INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONSs American
Meat Institute, Chicago, Illej, Anton Electronics Laboratory,
Brooklyn, N.Y.| Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research,
Yonkers, N# Y.| California Research Corporation, Richmond, Califej
Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association, Honolulu| Arthur D, Little
Coe, Cambridge,teisseiNational Lead C09, New York Cityi Radio
Corporation of America Laboratories, Camden, N»J,| Southern
Research Institute, Birmingham, Ala| Technical Operations Ince,
Arlington, Mass.| Textile Research Institute^^ Princeton, N« Je|
Ue S. Radium Corporation, Bloomsberg, Pa»| and the Worcester
(Mass.) Foundation for Scperimental Biology»
AEC LABORATORIES AND CONTRACTORSs Argonne National
Laboratory, Lemont, Ill,| Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long
Island, N.Y.J Hanford (Washington) Atomic Products Operationi
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratories, Schenectady, N^Y.j Motmd
Laboratory, Miamisburg, 0^; Los Alamos (New Mexico) Scientific
Laboratoryi Oak Ridge (Tenn^) Institute of Nuclear Studies|
University of California, at Los Angeles; University of Rochester
(N.Ye) and Western Reserve University, Cleveland, 0.
(NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTSs The United Nations is releasing simultaneously in New York the titles of all papers submitted so far
for the Conference Including the 189 U» Se abstracts.)

FOR RELEASE AT 12 s 30 P, M.,
EDT, FRIDAY, JUNE 24^ 1955
Remarks Prepared by Lewis L« Strauss
Chairman, U. S<, Atomic Energy Commission
For Delivery at the Overseas Press Club Luncheon
New York, N« Y. - June 24, 1955
It is a pleasure to meet with you and to have this opportunity to discuss some of the activities underway in oiir atomic
energy program^
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As you know, the Government's atomic energy program is a
scientific and industrial complex created over the past 12 years.
The adjective which most properly describes it is '^enormous.'*
It represents an investment of some 12 to 14 Milibn dollars, and to
operate it, we spend about 2 billion doHaf s" a year, of your tax
money and mine. That figures out to something like a quarter of a
million dollars every hour, around the clock, everyday.
In spite of the stake which^ as taxpayers, we all have in
the enterprise,many people think of it only as a HQrsterious, supersecret operation carried on behind windowless walls and barbed wire
barricades —• manufacturing bontos, and with little else to show
for its gigantic outpouring of money and effort.
It is true that weapons to defend our freedom if defense
be needed, are our first and paramount concern. That is the primary
obligation laid upon us hy the la^f — both tte original Atomic Energy
Act of 1946 and the new revised law of 1954. The law unequivocally
states that whatever we do must be "subject at all times to the paramount objective of making the maximum contribution to the common defense and security."
Nevertheless our weapons program, of necessity a secret
function lest we compromise the advantages we possess, is only part
of the story. Our current budget includes the development, manufacture, testing and stock-piling of weapons on the one hand, and the
peaceful development and applications of atomic energy on the other«
As we learn more about these peaceful applications we are
able to move more and more of our activities out from behind the
walls of security restrictions. We are publishing large amounts
of information hitherto classified. For instance, during this fiscal
year, which is just about to close, the Commission has declassified
and brought into the public domain a little over twice as many documents of scientific and technical information as in the preceding
year, and one and one-half times the number of the year before that.
Our publications of such declassified information also have shown
a substantial increase. We are handing over to industry more of
the Government-developed formulae and processes, and we are encouraging wider development of this new art within the framework
of our free enterprise system.
As for instance I might cite that, in the near future, the
Atomic Energy ComiEission m i l be taking action on the proposals
recently submitted by groups of American companies to build commercial power reactors, under our Power Demonstration Program.
These proposals, together with a project of the Consolidated
Edison Company of this city, aggregate 700,000 kilowatts of electrical
energy at a total cost of well over $200 million.
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This response to our Power Demonstration Program, which was
undertaken only last January under the licensing provisions of the
new Atomic Energy Act, has been heartening beyond our expectations.
But still more encouraging is the fact that — even though atomic
power plants are not a paying proposition at this time, that is to
say, they are not yet economically competitive with conventional
plants — nevertheless those groups I have mentioned are prepared
to put up about 90^ of the costs of the program out of their own
pockets. Others are asking only for research and development assistance from our laboratories. And companies like Consolidated
Edison and Connnonwealth Edison of Chicago are prepared to pay the
entire cost of atomic power plants — rxmning into many millions
of dollars — without any financial help from the Federal Government.
American industry, large and small, is in the picture in an
impressive way, and its role will grow and grow.
As industry's role expands, it will need an increasing nunber
of trained reactor technicians. The Commission has anticipated the
demand for such skills with the result that for the last nine years
it has been training students at schools, operated at its laboratories at Oak Ridge and Argonne. Nearly 500 young Americans scientists and engineers have already been graduated from these schools,
and new classes will begin in September.
At home and abroad — except in the field of weapons — we
are cutting down on our Government monopoly as rapidly (with safety)
as we know how. The pace in this direction will be accelerated —
or at least, that is my belief.
We are sharing the technology of the peaceful uses of atomic
energy with other nations, to provide them with new tools for basic
research, and for use in medicine, agriculture and industry — witness the 22 bilateral agreements we have completed negotiating with
other Goimtries' witness, too, the students from 19 foreign nations
who are presently with as learning the technology of reactors, and
other students from 32 countries who have come here to study the
production and use of radioactive isotopes. Witness also our offer,
as announced by the President two weeks ago, to pay up to half the
cost for the construction of research reactors in friendly countries.
This sharing of our knowledge of the atomic art is a translation
into action — a positive translation — of the President's stirring
proposal which he made to the United Nations on December 8, 1953 —•
a proposal which fired the hopes of peoples the world over. Someone
ha,s called it "Atoms for Peace," and the name is a natural.
Also, as a result of our initiative there will be convened
in Geneva, Switzerland, early in August, a United Nations Conference
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involving upwards of 60 nations. Its purpose is to exchange scientific and engineering information on the peaceful uses of atomic
energy. The United States will make substantial contributions to
this important implementatioi of ^^Atoms for Peace."
All of us in the Atomic Energy Commission hope and pray for
the day when the words "atomic energy" will arouse no image of
weapons, but only of daily, beniga wonders to make man*s life
healthier, happier and more abundant.
However, the uncertain climate of world affairs, and the
menaces from those who have destroyed freedom in the expansion
of their own ruthless philosophy, compel us in simple self-defense
to develop, test and stockpile nuclear weapons. We have no other
prudent course until adequate safeguards are otherwise assui'ed.
Our security and our hopes of avoiding war are measured by our
capability to defend ourselves.
But we have long realized that atomic weapons and means
of their delivery alone cannot banish the fears of war, nor bring
to the peoples of the free world the botmties of peace so fervently sought.
Therefore, "Atoms for Peace" has shown itself to be both a
symbol of hope to free but apprehensive peoples, and a vigorous
answer to hostile efforts to picture us as a nation whose nuclear
energies are devoted entirely to producing weapons for an "imperialist" war.
Only recently I returned from a trip through part of Western
Europe where I witnessed the degree to which "Atoms for Peace" has
stimulated the hopes and dreams of men. The positive steps we have
taken to share the peaceful uses of the atom have had a profound
impact on the hearts of peoples with whom I talked, in high places
and low.
You know what those steps have been.
We have allocated 100 kilograms of costly fissionable materials for research reactors in friendly countries. We have agreed
to provide some of those countries with heavy water, a material
used in certain types of atomic reactors. We have brought their
students to this country to learn how to use the peaceful atom.
And, as I have mentioned, we are helping those countries to build
and operate reactors. These affirmative acts have had a tangible
effect on the public confidence.
There has also been an Improvement in the economic condition of the peoples of Western Europe, — an improvement so marked
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and discernible that no recourse to statistics is needed to substantiate the proposition that prosperity is associated with peace and
not with war.
Apart from the economic assistance which tmder both Administrations since the war we have been in the fortunate position to
render, our defense potential has provided the free countries of
Western Europe with a barricade against aggression. It has furnished
them with a sense of security and a breathing space in which to rebuild their economies. They have made good use of this period.
This, however, is at best an armed peace.
We have been striving and, I feel sure, will continue to
strive for an agreement with proper and effective provisions that will
make for real peace in this nuclear age.
When that day comes it will be a simple matter to "strip the
atom of its military casing and convert it to the arts of peace."
Our weapons stockpile represents an investment of billions, but
this value lies not alone in these contrivances as devices of destruction. They have another and happier potential.
Conventional weapons — shells, guns, battleships and planes —
become obsolete with time and are salvageable only for their scrap
value, a small fraction of their cost.
But when the day comes that our atomic armament is no longer
required to deter aggression, the nuclear material which it contains
can be easily converted into energy sources to provide very great
amounts of power to turn the wheels of industry, furnish us with
light, heat, transportation, and the many other conveniences and
blessings of peace.
We who work in the AtoHiic Energy Commission work with the
vision of that day before use.
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FOR RELEASE IN AFTERNOON PAPERS
WEDNESDAY^ JUNE 29, 1955
150 U.So FIRIB AND ORGANIZATIONS
TO BE REPRESENTED IN EXHIBITS AT GENEVA CONFERENCE

Some 100 U„ S^ industrial and conmercial firms, along with 50
academic, professional and private educational and research organizationsj will be represented in exhibits at the International "atoms-forpeace" Conference at Geneva, Aug» 8-20« Several commercial concerns
will have displays in more than one of the exhibits»
So announcing today, Lewis L, Strauss^ Chairman of the Ue Se
Atomic Energy Commission, said that this constituted "vivid evidence
of the partnership of government and private enterprise in developing
peaceful uses of atomic energj/efl
Eighty-three firms and organizations have contributed to the
official Ue So technical exhibit at the Palais des Nations, site of
the United Nations sponsored conference» Another 19 have furnished
parts of a United States Information Agency "teaching" exhibit at
Genevans exposition hall» At least 22 industrial and commercial
firms will show independently or under private auspices at an atomic
"trade fair," also to be located at the downtown exposition hall«
Fourteen commercial publishers and approximately 30 scientific,
engineering and other professional organizations will be represented
in a display of mora than 100 Ue So periodicals in the nuclear ener^
fieldo
A lO-kilowatt operating research reactor of the "pool" type
will highlight the U« S« official exhibit. In addition^ there will
be 10 scale models of power and research reactors operating or planned
in the United States«
Other displays in the technical exhibit will show medical^
biological, agricultural and industrial applications of^omic energy,
including uses of radioisotopes! a simtilated reactor control panel|
examples of reactor fuel elements and reactor components; a demonstration of chemical separation techniques for atomic waste products!
and radiation-measuring and other instrtimentss The displays are being
assembled by Design and ProductioB, Inco, Alexandria, Va^
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The exhibit will be supplemented by a technical reference
library, containing several thousand AEC unclassified reports, a
collection of technical books being contributed by American
publishers, and the display of American scientific and technical
journals.
Limitations on space at the Palais building at the Conference
site resulted in a United Nations requirement that all exhibits there
be sponsored by participating governments, be non-commercial in
character, and be designed primarily for the delegates and technical
experts attending the Conferences
However, UN authorities are encouraging national and
conmercial exhibits at the more spacious Exposition Palace in mid- '
city. Some exhibits provided by the Atomic Energy Commission will
be placed there. So will the USIA popular "Atoms for Peace" exhibit,
covering 15,000 square feet of floor space, which was recently shown
in Germany and Austria*
The atomic energy trade show at the downtown exposition hall
is being sponsored by the Organiaing Committee, First International
Exhibition of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (l Place du lac,
Geneva, Switzerland).
Organizations contributing to the technical exhibit ares
American Machine and Foundry Company, New York, N.Ye
Anton Electronic Laboratory, Brooklyn, N«Y»
Argonne Memorial Cancer Research Hospital, University
of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, 111,
Atomic Instrument Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Atomic Research Corporation, Colorado Springs, Colorado
The Babcock and Wilcox Company, New York, N.Y.
A. 0, Beckman, Inc., South Pasadena, Calif.
Beckman Instruments, InCe, Fullerton, Calif.
Bendix Aviation Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y.
The Brush Beryllium Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Cambridge Instrument Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company, Indian Orchard, Mass,
Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, 111.
Consolidated Edison Company, New York, N.Y.
Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena, Calif,
Consumers Public Power District of Nebraska, Columbus, Neb,
Crane Company, Chicago, 111.
The Detectron Corporation, North Hollywood, Calif.
Detroit Edison Company, Detroit, Mich.
Allen B, DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N.J.
El-tronics Inco, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Engineers Syndicate Ltd», Hollywood, Calif»
General Dynamics Corporation, Groton, Conn»
General Electric Company, Schenectady^ NeY®
The Harshaw Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Iowa State College^ Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
Johns Hopkins University^ Baltimore, Md^
Keteket X-Ray Corporation, Covington, Kentucky
Landsverk Electrometer Company^ Glendale, Calif*,
LaRoe Instruments, InCe, Bethesda, Md^
Ho W® Leighton Laboratories, Hatboro, Pa<,
Lindsay Chemical Company, West Chicago, Ills
Litton Industries, Beverly Hills, Califs
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Masso
Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Philadelphia, Pao
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, De C
National Radiac, Ince, Newark, New Jersey
New England Deaconess Hospital, Boston, Jfess®
New York University, New York, NoY«
Norden-Ketay Corporation, New York, NoYo
North American Aviation, Ince^ Downey, Califs
Nuclear Instrument and Chanical Corporation, Chicago, 111®
Nuclear Metals, Inco^ Cambridge, JMasso
Nuclear Research Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa*,
Nuclear Research and Development, I n c , Ste Louis, Moo
Nuclear Science and Engineering, Inco, Pittsburgh, Pa»
Nucleonlc Company of America, Brooklyn, N^Ye
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tenn«
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn®
Ohio State UnJ.Tl-ersity^ Department of Medicine, Columbus, Ohio
The Ohmart Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
Packard Instrument Company^ LaGrange, 111,,
Phillips Petroleum Company, Idaho Falls, Idaho
Pratt and Whitney, Division Niles-Bement«-Bond Company,
Hartford, Gonno
Precision Radiation Instruments, Los Angeles, Califo
Radiation Counter Laboratories, Skokie^ Ille
Radiation Industries Company, Brookha-ven^New York
Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory, Chicago, 111.
Radiation Research Corporation, West Palm Beach, Fla®
Radio Corporation of America, Princeton, N^J^
Radioactive Products, Inc», Detroit, Mich.
Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Mass*
R--C Scientific Instruments Company, I n c , Playa Del Rey,
Calif,
Sherwln Instrtiment Company, New York, N^Y,
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, New York,
N. Ye
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Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Bayside, Long Island, N«.Io
Technical Associates^ Burbank, Calif.
Tracerlab, Inc., Boston, Jfasss
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, New York, N.Y.
United States Atomic Energy- Conmiisslon, Washington, Ds C.
United States Bureau of Mines
United States Geological Survey
United States Radium Corporationj, New York, NsY.
United States Weather Bureau
University of Californiaj, Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley,
Califs
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Victoreen Instrument Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa<,
N. Wood Counter Laboratory, Chicago, 111.
Organizations contributing to the USTA exhibits
Alco Products, Inc», Schenectady, N.Y®
American Machine and Foundry Cot,, New York City
Anton Electronic Laboratories, Inc., BrooklyTi, N.Y<»
S. Blickman, Inc», Weehawken, NeJ»
Boston Museum of Science, Boston, Ifess»
Central Research Laboratories, Redwing, Minn.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y«
El-Tronics, Inc», Philadelphia, Pa,
General Electric Coe, Schenectady^ N.Yo
P» Ms. Lennard Co«, InCo, Harrison, N«Je
Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research,
Albuquerque^ New Mexico
Newport News (Va») Shipbuilding and Drydock Coe
Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corp«,, Chicago, 111.
Penberthy Instrument Co», Seattle, Wash.
Radiation Counter Laboratories^ Skokie, 111.
Sylvania Electric Products^ Inc^, New York City
Tracerlab, Inc., Boston, Ifesss
Westinghouse Air Brake Goo^ Pittsburgh, Pae
Westinghouse Electric Corp«, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Firms that have so far taken space in the "trade fair" exhibits
American Machine and Foundry Company, New York City
Anton Electronic Laboratories, Brooklyn, N«,Y.
Atomic Development Mitual Fund, Inc., Washington, D. C»
AVCO Manufacturing Corporation (Lycoming Division) Stratford, Connecticut
Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York City
Bendix Aviation Corporation, Detroit, Michigan
Daystrom, Inc., Archbald, Pa.
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Foster Wheeler Corporation, New York City
General Dynamics Corporation, New York City
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
High Voltage Engineering Corporation, Cambridge, Mass*
Walter Kidde Nuclear Laboratory, Garden City, L.I.,N.Y.
Glenn L. Martin Co., Baltimore, Md.
Micro-Metallic Corporation, Glen Cove, Long Island, N.Y.
National Research Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
Nuclear Development Associates, Inc., White Plains, N.Y.
Nuclear Instrument Corporation, Venice, California
Tracerlab, Inc., Boston, Ifessachusetts
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, New York City
Vitro Corporation of America, New York City
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark, N.J.
Periodicals which will be included in the display of technical literatures
Publication

Contributor

Cancer

American Cancer Society

American Journal of Roentgenology,
Radium Therapy, and Nuclear Medicine

The American Roentgen Ray
Society and The American
Radium Society

A. M, A. Archives of Ophthalmology

American Medical Association

Endocrinology
The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology
and Metabolism.

The Endocrine Society

The Journal of General Physiology
The Journal of Experimental Medicine

The Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Research

Journal of Cellular and Comparative
Physiology

Wistar Institute of Anaton^r
and Biology

Federation Proceedings

Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology

Journal of Applied Physiologyj American
Journal of Physiology

The American Physiological
Society

The Journal of Laboratory and Clinical
Medicine

Central Society for Clinical
Research

Radiation Research

Radiation Research Society
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Publication

Contributor

Journal of Bacteriology

Society of American
Bacteriologists

Genetics

Genetics, Inc.

Archives of Biochemistry and
Biophysics

Academic Press, Inc.

Journal of the American Ceramic
Society with Ceramic Abstracts

American Ceramic Society, Inc.

Soil Science Society of America
Proceedings

Soil Science Society of
. America

Agronongr Journal

American Society of Agronomy

The American Mineralogist

ffl.neralogical Society of
America

Bulletin of the Society of Economic
Geologists
'

Society of Economic Geologists
and the Economic Geology
Publishing Company

Journal of the American Chemical Society
The Journal of Physical Chemistry
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
Analyt-ical Chemistry
Chemical and Engineering News
Agriculture and Food Chemistry
The Physical Review
American Journal of Physics
The Journal of the Accoustical Society
of America
Jotirnal of Applied Physics
Reviews of Modern Physics
The Review of Scientific Instruments
Journal of the Optical Society of America
The Journal of Chemical Physics
Physics Today

American Chemical Society

Nucleonics, plus several reprints

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

Metal Progress
Zirconium and Zirconium Alloys

American Society for Metals
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American Institute of Physics

Contributor

Publication
Corrosion

National Association of
Corrosion Engineers

Mechanical Engineering
A Glossary of Terms in Nuclear Science
and Technology

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers

Chemical Engineering Progress, plus
several Chemical Engineering
Progress Symposium Series

American Institute of Chemical
Engineers

A Forum Survey, and three Forum Reports

Atomic Industrial Forum

Modern Medicine

Modern Medicine Publications,
Inc.

Qualified Contractor

National Electrical Contractors Association
The Gage Publishing Company

Electrical Manufacturing
Dun's Review and Modern Industry

Dun and Bradstreet Publication
Corporation

Seventeen publications

National Acadeny of Sciences
and the National Research
Council

Twelve publications

U. S, Geological Survey

Twenty-five publications

National Bureau of Standards

Journal of the National Cancer Institute

Department of Health,
Education and Welfare

Proceedings of the Society for
Experimental Biology and Medicine

Society for Experimental
Biology and Medicine

Other publishing houses represented?
Breskin Publications, Inc»
Case-Sheppard-Mann Publishing Corp,
Diesel Publications, Inct
F. W, Dodge Corp, Publisher
Fairchild Publications, Inc.
Gulf Publishing Co,
Keeney Publishing Co,
Miller Freeman Publications
George F. Taubeneck
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FOR RELEASE IN MORNING PAPERS
THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1955
No.2

U.S. REACTOR FOR UN CONFERENCE
BEING FLOWN FROM U.S. TO GENEVA
The research reactor the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission will exhibit at the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy will be air-lifted to Geneva starting from Knoxville, Tenn.,
June 30, Lewis L, Strauss, Chairman, announced today.
The reactor will be flown over in two U. S, Government aircraft
and re-assembled on the grounds of the Palais des Nations, where the
Conference will be held.
Built in record time in the past three months at the Commission's
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, near Knoxville, the reactor was
rdur.essfully tested, passing all safety requirements, before it was
disimantled and crated for trans-Atlantic airlift.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratoiy is operated under contract for
the A, E, C, by Union Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corp. The reactor
project has been under the direction of Dr. Charles E. Winters.
About 15 tons of reactor components are being airlifted from
the McGhee-Tyson Air Force Base in a G-124 and a C-54 supplied by the
Ifi-litary Air Transport Service. The framework for the reactor was
dispatched earlier by ship. The aircraft are expected to reach
Geneva July 1.
The reactor will be re-assembled in a new building at Geneva
especially built for it. After Installation adjustments and test
operations are completed, the reactor will be given a final check-out.
It will be ready for display when the 12-day Conference opens August 8,
Delegates will be invited to watch demonstrations and experiments
of the reactor. It is expected there will be special hours when the
public also will be invited to attend. This will be the first United
States reactor to be exhibited in Europe. It is one prototype of
research reactors which will become available to more than 20 nations
under the bilateral agreements which the United States has been signing in recent weeks with individual nations. After the Geneva Conference, the reactor will be sold to the Swiss government.
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This is a pool-type reactor. At Geneva it will operate in a
cylinder of purified water 10 feet in diameter and 21 feet deep. The
reactor operates with approximately 18 kilograms of uranium containing
3.6 kilograms of the U 235 isotope. This represents a 20 per cent
enrichment of the fuel, insufficient to make it of weapons grade.
The reactor underwent a variety of operational and safety
tests at Oak Ridge, each of which was satisfactory» The reactor's
power rose to a maximum level of 100 kilowatts of heat. It operated
at full power for a total of 25 minutes during the several hours of
tests.
As a result of advances in instrumentation, it is possible for
this reactor to be operated automatically from start to full power.
Laboratory engineers point out that adaptation of this design will
add more safety factors for reactors of this type now under construction
both in the United States and abroad.
The major vendors and contractors for the United States
research reactor exhibit in Geneva and their contributions are as
follows s
American Ifechine and
Foundry Company;
Brooklyn, N, Y.

control drive motors, electromagnets, grid plate control rods, and guide tubes.

Atomic Instrument Gompary;
Cambridge, fesse

scaler

Brown Instrument Division of
>fi.nneapolis-Honeywell
Comparyj
Philadelphia, Pa,
Burton-Rogers Gompanys
Cincinnati, Ohio

display recorders,

reactor tank cover,

Cincinnati Ventilating
Gompanys
Covington, Ky«

grid plate support stand
and fuel storage rack.

Craftweld Equipment Gompanys
Long Island, N. Y»

diving lights.

Daystrom Instrument Gompanys
Archbald, Pa,

reactor control instruments,

Electric Machinery Company?
Minneapolis, ffinn.

frequency converter controls*
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Fisher and Porter
Ifenxifacturing Gompanys
Hatboro, Pa,

flow rate meters,

Harig Ifenufacturing Compares
Chicago, 111.

grid plate,

Illinois Water Treatment
Company:
Rockford, 111,

water demineralizer equipment.

International Instrument,
Inc.:
New Haven, Conn,

control rod position indicator.

Labour Company:
Elkhart, Ind.

water pumps,

Leeds and Northrup Company:
Philadelphia, Pa.

reactor simulator recorders
and flux amplifier,

Master Electric Gompanys
Dayton, Ohio

motor generator frequency converter,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory: design and engineering of fuel
element fabrication.
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Panellit, Inc.:
Skokie, 111.

reactor control panel,

Radiation Counter
Laboratories:
Skokie, 111,

ionization chambers.

Radio Corporation of Americas
Camden, N, J,

intercommunication and public
address equipment,

L. Schreiber and Sons,
Company:
Covington, Ky,

control drive platform and
railing,

Structural Display Gompargr,
Inc.:
Long Island, N, Y.

exhibits

Westinghouse Electric, Electronic Tube Divisions
Elmira, N. Y.

fission chambers.
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The Major Foreign Contractors in Geneva are as followss
Ateliers de Carouges
Conrad Zschokkes
Union Carbide Europa,

Tank Jfenufacturer,
Construction Contractor,

FOR RELEASE IN AFTERNOON PAPERS
MONDAY, JULY 25, 1955

No, 3

183 U.S. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS APPOINTED
U.S. TECHNICAL ADVISORS FOR GENEVA CONFERENCE

Included in today's
roster of the United States
Conference on Peaceful Uses
August 8 - 20, 1955 are 183

State Department announcement of the
Delegation at the International
of Atomic Energy at Geneva, Switzerland,
technical advisors.

These advisors include many prominent U.S. nuclear scientists
and engineers representing a cross section of both public and private
aspects of this country's atomic energy programs.
They have been drawn from more than 50 different laboratories,
educational institutions, industrial organizations and research groups
in addition to seven government agencies, and will make contributions
to every segment of the comprehensive agenda prepared for the
Conference, The majority of the 183 persons listed will present
papers at Conference sessions. Several have been nominated to the
United Nations to preside at some of the approximately 60 separate
Conference sessions or carry out other Conference assignments®
The technical advisors are:
Paul C, Aebersold
AEG Oak Ridge Operations Office

Seymour Bernstein
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Augustine Oliver Allen
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Hans A, Bethe
Cornell University

William Freer Bale
University of Rochester

Douglas Sheldon Billington
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Clifford Keith Beck
North Carolina State College

Clifton R» Blincoe
University of Missouri

Hanson Benedict
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Lowell Moyer Bollinger
Argonne National Laboratory
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Harvey Brooks
Harvard University

Walker L. Cisler
Detroit Edison Company

George Bosworth Brown
Sloan-Kettering Institute for
Cancer Research

Dwight Edwin Clark
University of Chicago
Walter D, Glaus
U, S, Atomic Energy Commission

Harrison Scott Brown
Califoamia Institute of
Technology

Emanuel Richard Cohen
North American Aviation

Weldon Grant Brown
Argonne National Laboratoiy

Karl Paley Cohen
Walter Kidde Nuclear
Laboratories

Lloyd Earl Brownell
University of Michigan

Cyril Lewis Comar
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies

Francis Robert Bruce
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Frederick P. Cowan
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Marshall Herbert Brucer
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies

Lawrence Cranberg
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

Austin Moore Brues
Argonne National Laboratory

James Homer Crawford, Jr.
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

John C, Bugher
U, S, Atomic Energy Commission
George 0, Burr
Experiment Station of Hawaiian
Sugar Plantation

Floyd Leroy Culler, Jr,
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Richard S, Caldecott
University of Minnesota

Burris Bell Cunningham
University of California
Radiation Laboratory

Alfred Dixon Callihan
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

John Edward Cunningham
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Melvin Calvin
University of California Radiation
Laboratoiy

Laughlin JfecLaurin Currie
National Carbon Comparer

George W, Casarett
University of Rochester

Farrington Daniels
University of Wisconsin

Benedict Cassen
University of California
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W, Kenneth Davis
U, S, Atomic Energy Commission

Don Ernest Ferguson
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Robert Briggs Day
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

Frank Gale Foote
Argonne National Laboratory

George Julian Dienes
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Richard F, Foster
Hanford Atomic Products
Operation

Joseph Robert Dietrich
Argonne National Laboratory

Marvin Fox
Brookhaven National Laboratoiy

Benjamin Clinton Diven
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Paul F, Gast
Hanford Atomic Products
Operation

Frank J, Dixon
University of Pittsburgh
Richard Lloyd Doan
Phillips Petroleum Company
Richard Wolford Dodson
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Joseph Edward Draley
Argonne National Laboratoiy

Albert Ghiorso
University of California
Radiation Laboratory
Lawrence Elgin Glendenin
Argonne National Laboratoiy
Raymond C, Goertz
Argonne National Laboratory

Samuel Edward Eaton
Arthur D, Little, Inc.

Heniy Jacob Gomberg
University of Michigan
Phoenix Project

Merril Eisenbud
AEC New York Operations Office

David Harris Gurlnsky
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Emanuel Hendricks Epstein
Department of Agriculture

R« Philip Hammond
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

Leo Francis Epstein
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
Gioacchino Failla
Columbia University
Lee Edward Farr
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Harold Morton Feder
Argonne National Laboratory

Joseph M, Harrer
Argonne National Laboratory
John Arthur Harvey
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Menelaus D, Hassialis
Col-umbia University
Robert J, Hasterlik
Argonne Cancer Research Hospital

Albert Baird Hastings
Harvard Medical School

Dale W, Jenkins
Army Chemical Corps

William W, Havens, Jr.
Columbia University

Jesse C. Johnson
U, S, Atomic Energy
Commission

Leland J, Haworth
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Thomas Hope Johnson
U, Sa Atomic Energy
Commission

Gerhart Richard Hennig
Argonne National Laboratory

Warren C, Johnson
University of Chicago

William A, Higginbotham
Brookhaven National Laboratory

William Harper Johnston
Purdue University

James Clark Hindman
Argonne National Laboratory

William Rudolph Kanne
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

Clarence J. Hochanadel
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Irving Kaplan
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Frank Edward Hoecker
University of Kansas

Joseph J9 Katz
Argonne National Laboratory

Alexander Hollaender
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Albert Rudolph Kaufmann
Nuclear Metals, Iiic»

John P, Howe
North American Aviation, Inc,

George Robert Keepin, Jr,
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

John Randolph Huffman
Research and Development,
Phillips Petroleum
Company

L, D, Percival King
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

Donald James Hughes
Brookhaven National Laboratoiy

Leonard John Koch
Argonne National Laboratory

Henry Hurwitz, Jr,
Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory

Daniel Edward Koshland, Jr,
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Earle Kenneth Hyde
University of California
Radiation Laboratoiy

Sidney Karsik
Westinghouse Atomic Power
Division

Mark Gordon Inghram
Argonne National Laboratory

Kurt A, Kraus
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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James Arthur Lane
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Edward So Ifeaon
Harvard University School of
Fabllc Administration

Clarence Larson
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Karl Mo Mayer
Uo So Atomic Energy Commission

John Seth Laughlin
Sloan-Kettering Institute for
Cancer Research

Go Rogers MeCullough
Monsanto Chemical Compary

Ernest Oo Lawrence
University of California
Radiation Laboratory

William Mitchell
Uo So Atomic Eners^ Comnission
Karl Ziegler Morgan
Oak Ridge Nabioaal Laboratory

John Hundale Lawrence
Umversity of California
Donner Laboratory

Samuel Brooks Morris
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Powfer

Stephen Lawroski
Argonne National Laboratory

George Ashman Morton
RCA Laboratories

Robert Briggs Leachman
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Williaia Frederick Neuman
Unj.verslty of Rochester

Harold Vo Lichtenberger
Argonne National Laboratory

Robert Do Nininger
UoSo Atomic Energy Commission

Ernest Gustaf Under
Radio Corporation of America
Laboratories

Eugene Pleasants Odum
University of Georgia

Blake Marshall Loring
University of Maryland

David Okrent
Argonne National Laboratory

Richard Norton Lyon
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Llncolr. Ridler Page
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey

Winston Marvel Manning
Argonne National Laboratory

Ear. y P&±evsk.y
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Bernard Manowitz
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Herbert %er& Parker
Hanford Atomic Products (^©ration

Joseph J. Martin
University of M.chigan

William Edward Parkins
North American Aviation, Inc.

George Go Marvin
Uo So Atomic Energy Commission

Robert Allen Penneman
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
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Bernard Emerson Proctor
Massachusetts Institute of
TechnoloQT

Leslie Silverman
Harvard University School of
Public Health

Roger R. D, Revelle
Scripps Institute of Oceanography

John Wistar Simpson
Westinghouse Atomic Power
Division

Albert J. Riker
University of IHsconsin

Oliver Cecil Simpson
Argonne National Laboratory

Clement James Rodden
AEC New Brunswick Area Office

Willard Ralph Singleton
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Joseph Foster Ross
University of California Medical
Center

Cyril Stanley Smith
University of Chicago

Arthur Frederick Rupp
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Arthur Hawley Snell
Oak Ridge National Laboratoiy

Liane Branch Russell
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Thoma M. Snyder
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratoiy

William Lawson Russell
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Frank Harold Speddlng
Iowa State College
Ames Laboratory

Vance Lewis Sailor
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Bernard Israel Spinrad
Argonne National Laboratory

Jack Schubert
Argonne National Laboratory

Philip Sporn
American Gas and Electric
Service Corporation

Glenn Theodore Seaborg
University of California Radiation
Laboratory

Chauncey Starr
North American Aviation, Inc,

Charles Harold Secoy
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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FOR RELEASE IN SUNDAY PAPERS,
AUGUST 7, 1955
UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION
IN ATOMS-FOR-PEACE CONFERENCE

Geneva, Switzerlands To the International Conference on
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy held here August 8-20, the United States
is sending the largest and most representative group of its specialists
in atomic energy ever assembled — leading scientists, members of
Congress, and other United States Government officials.
Perhaps never before in history has the United States participated
on so broad a scale in an international scientific conference. The
American contribution is commensurate with the role that the United
States plays in matters atomic.
While the Conference is under the auspices of the United Nations,
it was President Eisenhower who furnished its inspiration by his speech
before the United Nations General Assembly on December 8, 1953• In
December 1954* the United Nations General Assembly endorsed the
President's proposals for both an International Atomic Energy Agency
and a scientific conference on the peaceful applications of atomic
energy.
Groundwork for the Conference was laid in eight months of intensive effort by a United Nations advisory committee consisting
of representatives of the United States and six other nations named
by Secretary-General Dag Haimnarskjold. Professor Walter G. Whitman
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is Secretary General of
the Conference.
Each of the 70-odd nations participating is permitted to
send up to five official delegates and any number of technical
advisers. The Chairman of the United States Delegation is
Mr. Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman of the United States Atomic Energy
Commission, Other members ares Vice Chairman, Dr. Willard F, Libby
of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission; Dr. I, I. Rabi, Professor of
Physics at Columbia University and Chairman of the General Advisory
Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission; Dr. Detlev W, Bronk,
President of the National Academy of Sciences and President of the
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research| and Dr. Shields Warren,
Scientific Director of the Cancer Research Institute, New England
Deaconess Hospital, Boston, Mass.
Attending in the capacity of Technical Advisers to the
United States Delegation will be 183 prominent scientists and engineers
and recognized experts in various phases of atomic energy. The
majority of these will present papers at the Conference sessions.
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They represent a wide cross section of all segments of the public and
private nuclear research and application programs of the United States«
Although the Geneva Conference will be in session officially
only twelve working days^ a great expanse of technical ground will be
Goveredo Altogether^ excluding the three hours devoted to the opening
session^ there irtill be 162 hours of sessions, during which 474 papers,
contributed from 23 different countries^ will be presented and
discussed.
The United States Delegation is assigned a total of 178 papers
on the Coriference agenda* These were chosen from 535 papers originally
subniitted to the United Nations Advisory Committee for consideration,
all of which will be published in the official proceedings of the
Conference, The United States session papers will be read — in
whole or in part °"™ by their authors, or by a representative of the
iicriter if he is unable to be present»
The subject matter offcheUnited States papers covers every
segment of the Conference agenda^ making this country the only one
participating to cover the complete range of topics designated for
discussiono ¥hen the call went out to scientists and engineers in
industry^ institutes of learning and other areas of atomic research
early this year for suggestioas as to United States contributions to
the Geneva Conferencej, more tha»i ls,100 technical abstracts were
received by the Atoim.c Energy Commission''s Office for International
Conferenceo From this collection of material, refined down by careful
evaluation and combinaiionj, emerged the 535 papers which will be included in the Conference's permanent recordse
The contriDutions of the United States are not confined to
the presentation of papers and participation in the scientific
discussions^ As educational and demon<=5tration resources, the delegation
IS providing a full-scale operating research reactor, technical and
popular exhibits, a reference library, and a film program*
The research reactor, constructed in record time at the
Atomic Energy Commission's Oak Ridge National Laboratory and sent to
Geneva by plane, will be in operation daiiji'o Delegates and the general
public Will be able to watch experiments and demonstrations of the
"pool" reactor J, one type of research reactor which will become
available to 24 nations under bilateral agreements for atomic cooperation with the United States initialed or signed in the past 3 months«
After the Conference the reactor will become the property of the Swiss
Goverrment hich has agreed to parchase it under one of the 24
bilateral agreements. During the recent four-power conference in
Geneva, President Eisenhower visited the reactor and operated the
controlso
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Participating also in the International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ener^, through the exhibits, are some 100
American industrial and conmercial firms, along with 50 academic,
professional and private educational and research organizations.
Eighty-three of these firms have contributed to the official United
States Technical Exhibit at the Palais des Nations, which is the
scene of the conference. Another score have furnished parts of the
United States Information Agency*3 teaching exhibit which is located
in a downtown exposition hall. This exhibit, which has been showing
to record crowds in West Germany, occupies some 15,000 square feet
of floor space, while the official technical exhibits of the United
States at the Palais des Nations will take some 4,000 square feet.
The official technical exhibit provides an integrated
story of peacetime atomic energy development on its technical side,
from raw materials through fuel elements, models of reactors, reactor components, chemical processing, Instrumentation, the uses of
isotopes in biology and medicine and industry, and basic research.
For the use of the delegations at the Conference and as
a display of certain atomic energy technical information resources
available from the United States for world-wide use, the
Delegation has installed a technical reference library room
alongside the technical exhibits* This library is a replica of the
ones that have been presented by the Atomic Energr Commission to 23
nations on request. It contains all the unclassified atomic energy
publications of the Commission, comprising more than 6,500 research
and development reports, 34 case-bound books and 22 miscellaneous
pamphlets, eleven volumes of the Comndssion's "Abstraits of Nuclear
Science" and 55,000 catalogue caraj. American scientific and
technical societies, commercial publishers and others have contributed more than 300 books, publications and journals dealing with
atomic energy to the library. After the Conference, the library
will become a permanent part of the collection of the United Nations
center at the Palais des Nations,
Provided by the United States, but shown under the auspices
of the United Nations management of the Conference, will be a
collection of technical films portraying atomic science and technology.
These films will have sound tracks in the four official languages
used in United Nations conferences -=— English, French, Russian and
Spanish,
Commenting on the Conference in its current semi-annual
Report to Congress, the Atomic Energy Commission stated: "The
Conference will be, it is now apparent, the outstanding scientific
and technical event up to this time in the years following World War
II, It will gather together the largest and most representative
group of the world's specialists in nuclear science and the arts of
applying atomic energy to human welfare that has ever been assembled.
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Old lines of scientific coraiiunicafelon will be renewed and new ones
formed. The collective knowleage of mankind on how to put the atom
to work for material progress in all lines wiJl be shared among the
technical representatives of the great majority of the people of the
world,"

No, 5

FOxl HEIJAS&2 4S00 P d o , Geneva Time,
Saturday, August 6, 1955#
Statement tj lerfi' uo Strauss^ Chairman
United States iltomic Energy Commibsion
and
Chairman, U, So Delegationj, International Conference
on the Peacefux Uses of Atomic Energy
Geneva, Augo 8-20, 1955

This historic and hospitable city nas provided the setting
for many international conferences^ but the one which convenes here
on Monday is unique.
The scientists and engineers of the 70-odd nations who are
gathering here to exchange their accumulated knowledge and their
ideas on the peaceful uses of atomic etiergy wall be filling in the
blueprints for the founda+1 ort'- uponrfhichcan be built healthier,
happier and more abundant j.i"veg for people all over the world.
Speaking for ngr Governnient, I should say that we have
a more than ordinary interest an this Conference and its success,
beyond the fact that a controlled nuclear chain-reaction was first
brought about an the United State--) by the late Dre Enrico Ferm
and his co-workers in 1942, and that we have a large and diverse
program involving all phaser of the peaoefil u&e of atomic energy.
This Conference I F a direct oiitgro/rth of President
Eisenhower*s great speech before the Uiited Nations in December of
1953 when he made his scirriig propo-alo
In April follo-alng ^ hat speech, we stated that we would
attempt to convene --^uch a conference a'. ch,^?o A specific proposal
to that end was made to the United Nations idst December and
unanimously adopted.
It is in thia ^ajiie spirit that we have already negotiated
agreements of cooperation with 2? countries ana will help them to
acquire research reactors and otherwise develop the peaceful atom.
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To give reality to this international program we have
allocated 200 kilograms of fissionable materials, to serve as fuel
for such reactors and are prepared to facilitate their construction
^y paying up to half the cost.
We of the United States have come to Geneva prepared to
make significant contributions to each segment of the Conference
agenda.
We know that the contributions from other countries will
also be important.
We hope that our papers, and the exhibits which we have
prepared — including the research reactor at the Palais des Nationswill be interesting to all participants.
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United States Delegation Releases

No. 6

FOR RELEASE AFTER lliOO AM GENEVA TIME,
' MONDAY, AffGUST 8, 1955

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
TO
THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTSJ

The following message from President Dwight D.
Eisenhower of the United States was read to the
Conference by the Chairman of the United States
Delegation, Mr. Lewis L. Strauss.

Members of the Conference:
Please accept my warmest greetings and sincere good wishes
on behalf of the people of the United States •— for the success of
this first International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, held under the auspices of the United Nations.

~

You — the world*s foremost naclear scientists and engineers,
who are penetrating the E^rsteries of atomic energy — most surely
know how the atom stands ready to become man*s obedient and tireless
servant, if Bian will only allow it.
The knowledge and vision which you possess carries with it a
great opportunity — and a great challenge. Your lives are dedicated
to the search for knowledge and truth. You hold the respect of your
peoples because they look to you for words of calm, unadorned scientific fact.
You can best unfold to the peoples of the world the bright
promise of the benign atom.
You meet in Geneva under conditions favorable to this great
purpose.
No other scientific gathering of such scope and importance,
or of such widespread interest, has ever taken place. The peoples
of the world are represented. At hand is a rich opportunity to restore old lines of free scientific comimnication which have been
disrupted for so many years. The knowledge and skills which each of
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you has acquired in his oma country to put the atom to work for peaceful
purposes will be circulated and shared in the friendly atmosphere of
hospitable Switzerland with its age-old tradition of freedom.
This atmosphere is encouraged also by the fact that the United
Nationsftesolutionof last December 4th, which created your Conference,
limited its concern to scientific and technical matters. It is expressly non-political.
You meet, therefore, as free men of science, interested only
in enriching man's store of knowledge about this wonderful discovery.
Science speaks in many tongues. The advancement of the nuclear
arts has been the work of men of many nations. That is so because the
atom itself is non-political. It wears no nationality and recognizes
no frontiers. It is neither moral nor iaimoral, toly man's choice
can make it good or evil. The phen,onienon of nuclear fission having
been revealed to man, it is still left to him to i*terKjine the use
to which it shall be put.
On December 8, 1953» I had the privilege of addressing the
General Assembly of the United Nations on the subject which occupies
this Conference — world cooperation for the peaceful uses of atomic
energy.
I stated then, and I reaffirm, now, that the United States pledges
its determination to help find ways by which the miractilous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his death, but consecrated to his
life.
This pledge which we gave 20 months ago has become the law
of our land, written into our statutes by the American Congress in,
the new Atomic Energy Act of 1954* The new act states in forthright
language that we recognize our responsibilities to share with others,
in a spirit of cooperation, what we know of the peaceful atomic art.
To further encoorage such cooperation with other nations, the new
act relaxed the previously existing restrictions on independent atomic
research and development by private industry, thereby further clearing
the way for cooperation with others.
Since our new Atomic Energy Act became law a year ago, we
have striven in many ways and ever in a spirit of good will to
translate its words and its purpose into concrete action.
That is the way we interpret our responsibility and the
responsibility of all nations of good will.
We appeal not alone to Governments to join with us in this
cooperative endeavor. We are hopeful also that business and professional groups throughout the world will become interested and will
provide incentives in finding new ways that this science can be used.
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All of the enlightened nations of the world are spending large
sxjms every year on programs of health, education and economic development. They do so because they know that disease, ignorance, and the
lack of economic opportunity are the dark breeding places of disorders
and wars.
Every scientific tool available has been brought to bear in
this effort.
Atomic science is the newest and the most promising tool of
all.
In your capable hands, I am confident it can be made to perform
greatly for the betterment of human living.
No. 7

FOR RELEASE? 3100 PM, Geneva Time,
Monday, August 8, 1955.
11,000,000 INTERNATIONAL "ATOMS FOR PEACE"
AWARDS FUND ANNOUNCED

Chairman Lewis L. Strauss of the U, S, Delegation to the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy today stated
that he has been requested by Mr, Henry Ford II to announce the establishment of a one-million-dollar fund to provide annual, worldwide "ATOMS
FOR PEACE AWARDS."
Creation of the fund and the annual awards were proposed by
Mr. Ford and his brothers, Benson Ford and William Clay Ford, as
memorial to their father and grandfather, the late Edsel B. Ford and
Henry Ford. The memorial, to be known as "ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARDS'*,
has been foi^ially authorized by the Board of Trustees of the Ford
Motor Company Fund, a non-profit institution.
Each year an International Jury of Awards will be appointed
and will select the individual or groups of individuals to receive a
175,000 award. The recipients will be selected from among the world's
scientists, inventors and engineers "without regard for nationality
or political belief."
In a letter to Chairman Strauss, Henry Ford II said the decision to establish the awards was inspired by President Eisenhower's
e3q)ression of hope that "private business and professional men throughout the world will .,, provide an incentive in finding new ways that
this (atoxHic) science can be used ... for the benefit of mankind and
not for destruction."
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Mr. Strauss and Mr, Ford agreed, in an exchange of letters,
that announcement of the awards in Geneva, during the first International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, wotjld be
particularly fitting, and in keeping with the purposes of the Conference ,
Mr. Strauss also pointed out that the announcement would be
of interest to the large ntii^er of scientists and engineers now convened in Geneva.
Mr. Henry Ford II, after referring in his letter to the President's statement, went on to sayi
"In response to the challenge of this statement, and upon
the suggestion of my brothers,Benson Ford and William Clay Ford,
and me, the Board of Trustees of the Ford Motor Company Fund have
agreed to authorize as a memorial to our grandfather and father,
Henry Ford and Edsel B. Ford, a contribution by the Ford Motor
Company Fund of 11,000,000 (|100,000 annually for ten years) to be
spent in helping to provide such worldwide incentives,
"This sum would be received and administered by a newlycreated institution to be chartered as a non-profit corporation, and
to be given the name ofs
ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARDS
A Memorial to Henry Ford and Edsel Ford
"We would want to ask a small group of public-spirited American citizens to serve as an Organization Committee to suggest the
policies and administrative pattern for ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARDS
that would best assure the use of its ftmds during the next ten years
toward the application of 'atomic energy for the benefit of mankind'.
•*We would propose that when the new organization of this new
memorial fund is completed, the Board of Trustees of ATOMS FOR PEACE
AWARDS appoint each year a competent International Jury of Awards
for the purpose of selecting from among the world's scientists, inventors and engineers — without regard for nationality or political
belief — the individual or group of individuals who, in the Jury's
judgment, has made the greatest contribution during the year to
peaceftil uses of atomic energy; that the individual or group so selected
be granted with appropriate ceremony the ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARD for
that yearI that the annual Award carry, in addition to a suitable
medal to be designed and cast for the purpose, an honorarium of
l75jOOO« that, if dtiring any year the International Jury of Awards
or the Bisard of Trustees finds no candidates pre-eminently meriting
the ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARD, the sum at the disposal of the memorial
fund be used that year for scholarships and fellowships most likely
to contribute to the advancement of the new science of peaceful application of atosnic energy."
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Chairman Strauss, in his letter of response to Mr, Henry Ford
II, saidJ
"I think this is a very fine thing for you and your brothers
to do,
"Your action shotald aid importantly in achieving the goals
that President Eisenhower had befdre him in Geneva when he expressed
the hope that private business and professional men thronghbut the
world wotild provide an incentive in finding new ways that atomic
energy may be used for the welfare of mankind, I am confident that
the President will appreciate the prompt and public-spirited response
which you and your brothers have made,"
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FOR RELEASE AFTER 12$30 P,M,
GENEVA TIME, TUESDAY, AUGUST 9,
1955 (lls30 GMT)
UNITED STATES DELEGATION PRESENTS
REFERENCE COLLECTION TO OTHER DELEGATIONS

Lewis L, Strauss, Chairman of the United States Delegation to
the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,
today presented to the President, the Secretary General, and the six
Vice Presidents of the Conference and the senior officers of the
United Nations present in Geneva, an eight-voltime set of technical
data titled "Reference Material on Atomic Energy,"
The set was compiled by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission especially for the official Representatives of the 72
nations sending delegations to the Conference (each nation is entitled to five Representatives) and for Conference officials.
Receiving the presentation volume and the eight-voltme set
today were? Dr, Homi Bhabba of India, President of the Conferencej
the following Vice Presidents; Geno Bernardino C, de Mattos of Brazil;
Dr, W, B, Lewis of Canada; Profo Francis Perrin of France; Prof,
D, V, Skobeltzin of the USSR; Sir John Cockcroft of the United
Kingdom; Dr, I, I. Rabi of the United States; and the Secretary
General, Prof, Walter G, Whitman of the United States, Presentations
were also made to Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold of the United
Nations, and to the two Under-Secretaries of the United Nations now
in Geneva, Mr, Ralph Bunche and Mr, Ilya Tchernychev,
The reference materials on atomic energy were compiled to
supplement the comprehensive progress report on research and development going on in the United States in peaceful uses of atomic energy
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which is conveyed by more than 500 scientific and technical papers
submitted for the Conference by the United States Government.
The sets are designed to furnish a practical basic source of
technical information on nuclear energy and its application. The
material is made up into the following eight volumesi
Voltime 1, Research Reactors — Detailed descriptions,
complete with selected design drawings, of six types
of United States research reactors now in use.
Volume 2, Reactor Handbooks Physics — A compilation
of reactor physics and nuclear design data. Including
shielding theory and calculating techniques.
Voltame 3* Reactor Handbook! Engineering — A compilation
of reactor technology, comprising basic reactor systems
applicable to power development and a summary of experimental reactor designs.
Voltime 4» Reactor Handbooks Materials — A compilation
of data and background information on reactor materialst
fuels and moderators and shielding, structural and miscellaneous materials,
Voltame 5» Neutron Cross Sections — Recent compilations
of neutron cross section data affecting reactor design.
Voltame 6, Chemical Processing and Equipment — Process
and engineering description of a chemical separation system, together with a catalogue of special laboratory
equipment for the handling of radioactive materials,
Voltjme 7» Eight-year Isotope Stamary — Case examples of
isotope applications in research and industry, together
with a bibliography of nearly 7000 published papers on isotope utilization in various fields.
Volume 8, Infowuation Sources — Bibliographic index material, including (l) a list of all United States papers provided at this Conference, (2) a guide to the United States
Depository Library program, (3) a complete list of all
available United States technical reports, and (4) a
selective bibliography of United States publications.
Besides the above eight volumes, the reference material includes an introductory illustrated book printed in the 4 languages
of the Conference. The dedication of this book is by President
Dwight D. Eisenhower and reads as followsi
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The atom cannot be limited by national botmdarles.
Men of science from many cotmtries, often working together,
help to harness its great energy for the good of mankind.
The Geneva Conference on Peaceftil Uses of Atomic Energy is
a tribute to the inventive genius of these men. At the
same time, it demonstrates to people everywhere that continued international cooperation is essential if we are to
realize man's capacity to create for himself an increasingly
productive world, living at peace.
The great strides already made in putting atomic energy
to work in industry, agriculture, medicine and research, will
become evident during the cotirse of this Conference, We
hope that the free exchange of technical Infonnation and
ideas among leading scientists and engineers of many
nations will stimulate even greater progress in the months
and years ahead.
In this cause, the United States is firmly dedicated to
promote international cooperation and to contribute its
share of scientific knowledge and resotirces.
The introductory volume also carries a preface by Chairman
Strauss concluding with the statement that "It 4s otir sincere hope
that this material will be of practical value to the men and women
of science and engineering in whose hands the great power of the
atom is becoming a benign force for world peace,"
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FOR RELEASES 2|00 PM, Geneva Time,
Monday, August 8, 1955
USAEC ANNOUNCES PRICES FOR NATURAL URANIUM,
HEAVY WATERJ LEASE VALUE FOR ENRICHED
URANIUM

The United States Atomic Energy Gommission is annotmcing in
Washington today a value for enriched uranium leased for research
reactors and sale prices for normal tiranitim and heavy water.
ChaiiTnan Lewis L, Strauss of the Coamiission saids "This
price and lease charge schedtile shotild be of assistance to those
nations planning to use research reactors as part of their program for benipi uses of the atom."
The value established for lease of uranitm enriched to 20
per cent in U 235s ^or ase in research reactors tinder the bilateral
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agreements between the United States and friendly nations for cooperation In the civil uses of atomic energy is twenty-five dollars (|25)
per gram of contained " 235»
The sale prices annotmced wereg
For heavy water — twenty-eight (t28) per potmd. Heavy water
is used as a moderator and coolant in certain types of research reactors because it enables the reactor system to make efficient use
of neutrons.
For normal uranium metal —
No, 10

forty dollars (|40) per kilogram.

- See Appendix XVIII - August 8, 1955, Press Conference
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August 10, 1955
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ON ATOMIC POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

Note to Correspondentss

The information contained herein is given
you not as spot news but as backgrotind inforKation, However, it is available for
use by correspondents as of the above date
of distribution, and may be attribtited to
the InfoCTiation Office of the United States
Delegation to the InterM,tional Conference
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.

Atomic power development in the United States is moving into
the stage of large prototype plants and planning for full-scale central station power plants drawing their heat from atomic reactors.
Leading up to the many present moves by Government and industry on a broad front in. the atomic power field has been six
years of experimentation in the technolo^ of atomie power. Along
the way, power has been generated by prototypes of military propulsion reactors and experimental reactors testing out various theories
in this field.
In December 1951* power was first generated on a small scale
by an experimental fast breeder reactor at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho, Later the homogeneous reactor experiment at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory did the same. The subtsarine prototype reactors came into operation in the following years.
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Steam from one of these prototypes, at West Milton, New York,
is now being intermittently employed to turn a generator of 10,000
kilowatts capacity and the power produced is being fed into the power
grid of the locality.
The procession of develo^ent has been similar to that in all
new fields of technology — formulation of theories^ experimentation
with elements of machines and model machines| later with small-scale
machines; continuous research into the many problems of theory and
practice. Now the United States Government and industrial program
is reaching the stage of trying out and learning further from the
operation of full-scale atomic power plants.

Economic Nuclear Power is Goal
The problem of making atomic power plants competitive economically with conventional plants is more difficult in most parts
of the United States than in many other places because of the low
costs of abundant fuels or hydro power.
Nevertheless Government and industry are pushing ahead toward
the goal of economically competitive power from nuclear plants for
these reasons!
1. Fuel consumption is increasing so rapidly in the
United States and throughout the world that the time is approaching
when it will become desirable to tap the nuclear fuel supply.
2. Atomic development will contribute to general technical progress.
3. There is opportunity to work with and assist other
cotmtries where conventional fuels are scarce and costly. Nuclear
power may become economic in such nations before it reaches that
stage in the United States,
Progress toward the generation of electricity from nuclear
fuel economically and on a large scale is being nade along several
fronts in the United States,
For e35ample, the Government through its Atomic Energy Com-mission, designated "AEG" for short, has under construction fotar
experimental power reactors of as many different types. They are
a part of a program extending over several years which includes
at least one other reactor experiment not yet in the construction
stage. These five experimental plants -scLll have a total capacity
of over 80,000 kilowatts of electricity.
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Preceding these, four types of power reactors were built and
operated successfolly in the United States —• two as very small plants,
and two as military plants. Thus the technical feasibility of these
types tftfas demonstrated.

Po^er From Reactor Being Sold
One of the military prototype reactors has provided the first
commercial sale of atomic electric power in the United States, The
submarine reactor prototype known in the atomic energy program as
SIR-Mark I is now turning surplus steam into a 10,000 kilowatt turbine
generator and the power thus manufactured is being distributed over
the system of the Niagara-Motowk Power Company in northern and central
New York. The turbine generator was installed at no cost to the
Government by the contractor for the reactor, the General Electric Company. Current is generated only when the reactor is being used for
test and e:xperimental purposes.
The first delivery of power to the liagara-Mohawk Company was
on, Jtily 18, 1955* and the occasion was signalized by a ceremony at
West Milton, New York, the site of the reactor. The arrangement with
the Niagara-Hohawk Company is temporary, pending determination of
power transport arrangements by three public power organizations or
cooperatives within a 100-mile radius of West Milton which have expressed a desire to purchase the power.
The plants of the current government power development program are being built for the AEG by private industry tinder contract,
and they will be Government-owned. Their ptirpose is to provide
sufficient technical infoimation to help industry as it enters broadly
into the development and construction of power reactors.
Industry has already spent about |8 million of its own money
on research, development, and study. In recent months industry and
public power tmits have proposed the construction of six nuclear plaiits
with a total capacity of over 700,000 kilowatts of electricity. The
proposals, which call for much of the financing by industry, with
only a part by Government, are being considered. Two proposals do
not ask for any Goverimient financial assistance.

Data Being Made Available
Meanwhile, the Atomic Energy Commission is taking steps to
make classified as well as tmclassified information concerning civilian.
applications of nuclear power available to any American organization
or individual possessing a legitimate interest, and meeting certain
qualifications. Permits providing access to classified infoiination
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have been issued to 220 organizations and firms by the AEG since the ^
new program went into effect in April 1955? and some 50 other organizations received such inforaiation tinder earlier study group
agreements,
The AEG has revised the classification of much power reactor information so that now nearly all data about maxxy types of
power reactors is either unclassified or is in the Confidential
Restricted Data category where it can be furnished and handled
readily. Compilations are being prepared for the convenience of
the qualified users.
For certain types of research reactors enotigh unclassified
information is available to make possible design and construction.
Such tmclassified inforaaation is being furnished other nations tmder
the bilateral a^eements concluded with 24 nations by the United
States.
On Monday, August 8, 1955» the AEC annotmced the value it
had established for the lease of uranium enriched to 20 percent
in U 235 ^or ^se i^ research reactors tmder the bilateral agreements
between the United States and friendly nations. This value is #25
per gram of contained U 235• The AEC also annotmced prices for the
sale of natural uranitam —- $40 per kilogram — and of heavy water —|28 per potmd.
The AEC has also established prices it will pay domestically
for the fissionable materials which are produced in reactors. The
bases for the charges to be made for the chemical processing of
fuel elements at Goverrmient plants are being determined. This price
information of payments by Government for fissionable materials and
to Government for processing reaains classified, but available to those
in industry and other tmits which qualify under aecwgs peimits or
otherwise.
Paralleling these Government steps, a ntimber of industrial
groups are continuing studies of power reactor technology and economics. These study groups frequently prepare reports, some of
which are made available in both classified and unclassified foim.
Studies in progress include application of nuclear power to merchant
ships and locomotives as well as to large and small stationary plants
for generating electricity.
A number of manufacturing firms have organized and are operating atomic power equipment divisions. Babcock and Wilcox is building,
with its own money, a fuel element fabrication plant. Westinghouse
Electric Corporation has annotmced that it will build a |6 million
test reactor to furnish testing service for its own projects and
for other finas. Other industrial reactors are planned as research
and testing tools.
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PROJECTS OF GOVERNMENT HiOGRAM
pressurized Water Reactor
The first full-scale civilian nuclear power plant in the United
States is the Pressurized Water Reactor being built at Shippingport,
Pennsylvania, It is designed to produce a minimum of 60,000 kilowatts
of electricity. Completion is scheduled for 1957.. As the name indicates, this plant is of the pressurized water type, which has operated
in the submarine "Nautilus", Like other plants of this program, this
reactor is e^cperimental and will not be economic. However, its
operating expenses are expected to be lowered by experience. The
total cost is estimated at $95 million, which includes $47 million
for research and development and |48 million for construction,
Duquesne Light Company of Pittsburgh is furnishing the turbogenerator portion of the plant and an additional #5 million toward
construction of the nuclear portion, Duquesne will also operate the
entire plant, buy steam from the AEC, and feed the electricity generated into its transmission system* Westinghouse Electric Corporation, developer and builder of the reactor for the AEC, is contributing
#500,000.
In the Shippingport reactor, water under high pressure —
about 2,000 potmds per square inch — will carry heat from the reactor to heat exchangers where the heat will convert other water
of the power cycle into steam for the turbo-generator^
^erlmental, BomngJfaterReactor
In an effort to avoid this high pressure and the expensive
equipment required and do away with intermediate heat exchangers,
Argonne National Laboratory, operated for the Commission by the
University of Chicago, has conducted experiments with a small reactor in which water in contact with fuel elements actually boils.
Indications are that a boiling reactor will operate in a stable
manner,
A demonstration reactor, known as the Experimental Boiling
Water Reactor, is being built to explore this concept. With a capacity
for 5,000 kilowatts of electricity, the plant, located at Argonne
National Laboratory near Chicago, is scheduled for completion late in
1956, The cost of the project for both research and development and
construction is estimated at about |17 million.
As a part of this project, a small turbogenerator has been
connected to a boiling reactor experimental installation at the
National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho, It is being operated
to get information for the 5,000 kilowatt plant at Argonne,
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Sodium Reactor Experiment
At Santa Susana, California, near Los Angeles, construction is
in progress on the Soditmi Reactor Experiment, a reactor that will be
cooled by the liquid metal, sodium. It is desired to raise steam at
high temperature and presstire without pressurization of the coolant
that removes the heat from the reactor. Soditim remains a liquid
at these temperatures. Disadvantages include the facts that sodium
becomes highly radioactive and that it will enter a violent chemical
reaction with water.
North American Aviation, Inc., the development contractor,
is contributing |2,5 million of a |10 million research, development,
and construction program. The reaetor will have a heat output of
20,000 kilowatts and completion is schedtiLed for late 1956, Install
lation of a turbogenerator has not been planned, but Southern California Edison Company has offered to install one at its own expense. Other proposals have been solicited. No decision has been
made.
The two reactors just described will be fueled with uranitam
only slightly enriched in the 235 isotojse, while the Shippingport
reactor will contain sonte highly enriched elements with a nattiral
tiranium blanket. Hence all three will contain a large proportion of
the 238 isotope, A small part of this uranium 238 fertile material
will be transmnted into the fissionable material, plutonitim. Thus
these reactors will produce some new fissionable material but not as
much as they consume.
These are known as slow, or theimal, reactors since most of
the fissioning in them will be catised by neutrons slowed down to
thermal speed of a few miles (or kilometers) per second. This corresponds to the speed of thermal agitation of atoms or molectiles at
the temperature of materials in the reactor.
Neutrons are released from the fission process at more than
10,000 miles (16,000 kilometers) per second. The slowing down is
accomplished by a moderator, which is the cooling water in the
core of the Pressurized Water Reactor and the Experimental Boiling
Water Reactor, and graphite for the Soditam Reactor Experiment,
Fast reactors whose neutrons are not slowed down appreciably before
they cause fission can also be built.

Experimental Br.eeder Beactgr No, .2,
The nuclear constants of the imterials ±^volre(i favor such
fast reactors for the maxlmtim production of plutonitim from uranium
238. In fact, such a reactor, the Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 1,
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has demonstrated on a very sioall scale that at least as much new
fissionable material caa be produced as is consiamed. This is called
breeding. This reactor plant was also the first to produce electricity
in December 1951? as noted previously,
A much larger reactor of this type, known as Experimental
Breeder Reactor No, 2, is being developed by the Argonne National
Laboratory, Its coolant will be liquid sodium. There will be no
moderator. With a capacity of 16,000 kilowatts of electricity,
EBR No, 2 is scheduled to be compieted in 1958, The use of pl«tonium as fuel in fast r.er.tron reactors wilQ be explored in both
of these experimental •imits.

Homogeneoug Reactor Expez'iment Nc, 2,
The last major technical approach of the Goverament's poM-er
reactor program is represfinted by the homogeneous type reactor; so~
eal3.ed in contrast to the beterogeneoas reactors already described.
In the homogeneous reactor being developed the fuel is highly enriched uraniuitt imiformly distributed as uranyl stilfate ±n a water
soltition. This solution also serves as Ti»derator and heat transfer
fluid. Potential advarjtages ia'-jl'ide simplicity of construction,
ease of chemical processing (since, the fael is already a liquid)
and elimina,tlon of fael fabrication.
The small Homogeaecns Reactor Experiment No, 1 demonstrated
at Oak Ridge National Laboi*atory that a power reactor of this type
will operate in a stable mariner, (Very small homogeneous research
reactors, known as "water boilers/* were already in use operating
at mtich lower temperatures,)
Now the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, opera.ted for the
Commission by Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, is building
a much larger HRE No. 2 which will have a heat outpat of 5»000
to 10,000 kilowatts as comparted with 1^000 kilowatts for HRE
No. 1, Completion is schednled for early 1956,
The Government progrsjB originally included an H K No, 2 of
abotat 3,000 kilowatts heat oatpat, to be followed by a Hoaogerieous
Thorium Reactor of about 65,000 kilowatts of heat, of which about
16,000 kilowatts would be converted into electricity. The present
design of HRE No, 2 for 5,000 to 10,000 kO.owatts, axid its anticipated modifications to the rar.ge of 10,000 to 20,000 kilowatts for
thorium oxide slurry runs, will make it xtanecessary to build at
Government expense an HTR of 65*000 kilowatts.
The nuclear pj'operties of the uranitam isotopes and of thorium
and Plutonium make the general ioa of ur-aniBia 233 from thoritm attractive for theiTial reactors in whlcri fission Is primarily by slow, or
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thermal, neutrons, whereas the breeding of plutonitam from tiranitam 238
can be accomplished most readily in a fast reactor.

Liquid Metal Fueled Reactor
In addition to these major projects using five different techaical approaches, the Goveitmient program includes investigations at
an earlier stage of other possible reactor types. One type, being
de-v eloped at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, operated for the
Gomtrdssion by Associated Universities, Inc., is called the Liquid Metal
Fueled Reactor because it would tase a solution of uranium in bismuth
as fuel. Graphite wotald be the moderator.
Potential advantages include simplified fuel processing and
the high-temperattare-at-low-pressure characteristic of liquid metal
cooling. The Brookhaven data and calculations are being studied by
a highly trained team of men from several organizations. Their report
will iTifluenee the further development of this technology*
Organic-Moderated Reactor Experiment
Investigations of organic compotmds as possible reactor moderator
coolants indicate advantages of low induced radioactivity and high boiling point of coolant and little corrosion of the fuel elements. The
moderator characteristics are stich that compact reactor cores may be
designed with materials making them partictilarly attractive for smaller
si-aed plants. Serious consideration is being given to initiation of an
experimental reactor project of this type.
LARGE CENTRAI. STATION POWER REACTOR PLANTS
FROPOSED BY INDUSTRY
The projects proposed by industry range in power from 75*000
to 236,000 kilowatts of electricity and represent scaling-up from
tihe smaller Govemment-btiilt eiq)eri3aental plants even though none of
rh3 latter has actually been completed. Two utilize pressurized
crater designs, one a boiling water, one a soditam graphite, and one 4
fast breeder design.

vlonsolidated Edison Pressurized Water^ Reactor
The largest plant would be a pressurized water reactor which
the Consolidated Edison Company of New York City, proposes to build
at Indian Point on the Hudson River near Peekskill, New York. Of
the total of 236,000 kilowatts of electricity, 140,000 would come
from the reactor and 96,000 from an oil-fired superheater.
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The plant is designed to be fueled with highly enriched taraniiam
and thorium and have an over-all thermal efficiency of 32 percent.
The Babcock and Wilcox Company of New York is the contractor for the
design, fabrication, and construction of the plant. The cost is estimated at |55 million and 19&) is the schedtiled operating date. No
Government financial assistance is asked.

Yankee Atomi.c Electric Company Pressurized Water Reactor
The other presstarized water plant is a 100,000 kilowatt unit
proposed by the Yankee Atomic Electric Company of Boston, Massachusetts, to be built in the northwestern part of the state. The Yankee
Company, made up of 12 utilities of New England, proposed to employ
Fluor Corporation of Los Angeles as the contractor for plant construction, and Monsanto Chemical Company of St. Louis, Missotiri, to design
and fabricate the reactor core.
The design calls for slightly enriched fuel elements clad in
aluminum jackets. Thermal efficiency is expected to be 20 percent
and over-all cost of plant about #25,000,000. It is estimated that
initial operation coiald take place approximately 2~l/2 years after
start of construction. The company requested research and development cooperation and assistance from the AEC in this venture.
On Monday, August 8, the Coimaission annotmced that the original
proposal submitted by the Yankee Atomic Electric Company was not an
acceptable basis for negotiation, but that the Commission was tmdertaking discussions to see whether the proposals could be modified so
that ne^tiations could be set underway.

Nuclear Power Group Dtial-Cycle Boilinjg Reactor
A dtial-cycle boiling reactor plant is proposed by the Nuclear
Power Group, which consists of six electric utilities and a construction firm. The plant wotald be built near Chicago and operated as a
part of the system of the Commonwealth Edison Company, This nuclear
power plant, designed for a capacity of 180,000 kilowatts of electricity, is estiimted to cost about $45 million. It wotald be fueled
with slightly enriched uranitam, have an over-all thermal efficiency
of 25 percent, and, if started promptly, be completed in I960.
The dual-cycle feattire is a concept developed by the contractor, the General Electric Company. It refers to a boiling and
"flashing" cycle, as distinguished from a simple boiling cycle, designed to reduce the formation of bubbles of steam arotmd the fuel
elements, resulting in higher heat transfer rates and improved powerdemand control.
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By the arrangement proposed, only a part of the steam required
wotild be generated in the core. The other part wotald be generated in
an external "flash drum" operating at a lower presstare than the reactor. The dual cycle is expected to make possible production of more
power from a given reactor core with the same amotmt of bubble formation.
No Government financial assistance is asked. The General Electric Coippany would build a pilot reactor as a part of the development
program*

ConsuBiers Public Power District Soditam Graphite Reactor
A '^,'> ^kilowatt soditam graphite reactor is proposed by the
Consumers Public Power District of Nebraska to be built near Lincoln,
Nebraska, at a cost of about |24 million. Slightly enriched tiranitam
would be used and the plant would have an over-all thermal efficiency
of about 35 percent. North American Aviation, Inc., is working on
the design.
On Monday, August 8, 1955j the Commission annotmced that this
proposal, like that of the Yankee Electric Company, did not constitute
an acceptable basis for negotiations, but that discussions were under
way to determine whether the proposal cotild be modified to become
a basis for negotiations.

Detroit Edison Company and Associates Fast Breeder Reactor
Detroit Edison Company and Associates, including utilities,
manufacturers, and engineering firms, seeks to btalld a fast breeder
power plant of about 100,000 kilowatts capacity near Detroit on the
lines of the Detroit Edison Company. This group has already spent
sevei'al mHJ-ion dollars on research and development. The cost of
the project has been estiuated at |54 million, including additional
research and development effort by the companies. The operating date
has been set as late as 1959•
This reactor is designed to be ftieled with enriched tiranium
and have a blanket of depleted uranium for use in the breeding operation. An over«^ll thermal efficiency of 33 percent is calculated.

Proposal by. the.,Rt3.ral Cpoperatlve^ Power Association of Elk River.. M n n .
On August 8, 1955, the Gommission aimotmced that it had tmder
consideration a proposal from the Rural Cooperative Power Association
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of Elk Rxver, Mimecota, the f i r at j/ripozal reeeired from a r u r a l e l e c t r i c cooperativee Th?^ E'lk Fiver p"'ari as for a reactor plant of 22,000
kilowatts capacity. No f c t h e ^ d<=tnl3 were made avallaMe by the
Cosimission m t h i s arjiom cement^ bs-ye that the Elk River plan called
for coiBp]*->tion of lhi'=? rea'^fcor ahovx three years a f t e r s t a r t of construction .

The cost of e l G c l n . i 1 / ^o tire fjrshMer xn the United States
v a r i e s widely. It Isvl dan } r o t rJj the '^JPI of generating the power
but al'-'o the eot-t of dcj.iver.urtg xt t-hrough transmission and d i s t r i btttio' l i n e s .
The cost U-" gp-nexHtut; et^ct'^iciLy from fuel also v a r i e s ,
ranging from droiaiJ 4 t t u ' l s per iciJowa+t-pour f^r a few l a r g e , new
s e n t r a l stalioo pofe-er pip'1*3 to mcT« LUTO ]«} tiallo for some simll p l a n t s
or even nsde-x'-i^e'-hized old pl-int-s.^' The eompnuentg of t h i s cost are
operatJoB and M<3uAcnmi^p^ fxxfccl charges, and f a e l .
I t appear'^ toat t^b^jre m«y not be Biiich difference between the
operation and Hiaiiitei an le (Tsnts ot corferdionai and miclear plants i n
the long ran.
Fixed chj,rge^ are dLtertti'ied by fche amo'^nt of the i n v e s t ment, and the l&t,ere.-t r'^m, ivcomi taxeSj, and the r e t u r n on equity
c a p i t a l . At the present t tme If to^ta imich more to DTjild an atomic
plant than a, corveri-^^onsL plant of coire&porcimg s i z e . The cost of
consiruo+ing the f i r s t ft4_il-tG9le c i v i l i a n power reactor i n the United
States — fche Shippingport plaint ~- can he calculated ($48 million
di'sided by 60,000 kli^Wdttp} at rbont $800 per kilowatt of i n s t a l l e d
capacity. B u s figure w i l l be unproved ev^u for t h i s f i r s t reactor
t o th^ extent that 1+ prDdtices itjre Ihan 60,000 kilowatts and experience,'leads to lowpr co3+'=i. far wiabfceqnepi eoies (Engipeers always
ber-d t o design eo/iservai weJy ui t h i s new field) r Based on more
recent data, the ''pe"* kiiowaii" e-jtuoates of the proposals from i n dustry range from |220 f:>r a jJatrf fueled with both o i l and tirariium
to 1+50.
•*
A fefc fet'j large Ktw >. onxiiViopAl power plants are being btillt
for about $135 per kiiowatt« Tie »*pt-r tn.Ltwatt" figure for moderatesizea aad mall planis "(iih gtoci-i's l y in fh^ range nf |150 to |l65»
For very .-maii n t r a l , die^e^ plants i t rip aromnii $i50 to | 2 0 0 .
5-The cost of geperai ir'i:; e l e e t i i f i t y £t\m wa+er po^er i s not dipcassed
SIPCC hydrr at now and •wili 'OIIIJ-TI'C to be the rource of a minor
part of the •natiori^b e l e f t r i c pow&r supply though if i s uaportant
in. some r&gions.
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s /For the heat-prodticing portion of plants, excluding the turbogenerator, industrial grotips during recent months have estimated costs
as low as |80 to $100 per kilowatt for plants of 75,000 to 150,000
kilowatts capacity. While this is still stibstantially more than the
|40 to 170 per kilowatt for conventional boilers of the same size,
it is definitely encotiraging^ The ^'reactor boiler" cost of the Shippingport plant is more than |600 per kil,owatt.
For conventional power plants in the United States, fuel costs
generally determine whether an area has high~cost electricity or lowcost electricity. The Mgh-cost and low-cost power areas rotighly match
the high-cost and low-cost fuel areas. Fuel costs vary from about 7
to 15 cents per million W U * s (heat units) in nattiral gas fields to
30 to 40 cents from oil or at a considerable distance from coal and
gas«
A study by the Federal Power Coinnission showed that the average
cost of generating electricity in. the United States during 1951 was
7-4 mills per kilowatt-hour. This figure covers large and small
plants, inefficient old plants, and efficient new plants. The study,
which included Class A and B utility systems (95 percent of the cotmtry^s generating capacity, excluding very small systems, rtiral electric cooperatives and ^'captive** indtistrial plants) fotrnd that the
generating costs ranged from 3'9 mills to 9 mills per kilowatt-hour.
One-fifth of the power produced cost more than 6.9 mills and
one-half more than 5-9 mills per kilowatt-hour. This data indicates
that to become competitive in 20 percent of the market, electricity
must be generated from nuclear fuel at G^^ mills and to become competitive in 50 percent of the market, the cost must be brought down
to 5»9 mills per kilowatt-hotir.
The constant Improvement in the efficiency of conventional
plants should not be forgotten. As old plants are retired and new
ones built, these per-kilowatt-hotir costs nay be reduced to some
extent.
_,
'*
<

*

Atomic
let, it shotild
were free, the
small constjmer
percent.

energy offers the possibility of lowering fuel costs.
be realized that if fuel '— conventional or atomic —
possible reduction in the cost of electricity to the
on a distribution system wotild be only about 15 to 20

THE FUa, EI£MEWT PROBLEM
Reactor operation is expensive because of the manner in which
the fuel has to be prepared and because it has to be removed from
reactors for chendcal processing when only a small part has fissioned.
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The fissionable and fertile materials must be ''clad*' (covered,
enclosed to avoid corrosion by the cooling water or liquid metal and
to keep the highly radioactive fission products, into which the fissionable material disintegrates when it fissions, from contaminating
the coolant).
Cladding material mast withstand corrosion and maintain its
strength when esq^osed to the hot coolant tmder intense radioactivity.
The radioactivity of a large reactor is equivalent to that which would
be produced by htmdreds of tons of raditim. The cladding metal mast
also absorb few neutrons to avoid dampening the chain reaction.
Aluminum is used in research reactors since they do not have
to operate at high temperattires. The processing of zirconitam was
developed to make available this hitherto little used metal for
cladding fuel elements. It meets the requirements well but is expensive, costing about |15 a pound in ingot foim.
Fuel elements for some reactors have been made in the shape
of plates consisting of a layer of uranitam bonded between layers of
altimintim or zirconitam.
In order to maintain the critical mass required for the chain
reaction, a reactor must contain a very large amotmt of tiranium compared with that which is consiamed, It is as if a conventional power
plant had to keep on hand a supply of coal to last one to two years
instead of several months.
All the nuclear fuel must be removed from a reactor when only
a very small percentage has fissioned, or "btjrned**, for one of two
reasons g
1. Enough fission products may have accumulated to
quench the chain reaction. Fission products are
avid absorbers of neutrons|
2.

The fuel elements nay be damaged structurally by
corrosion, radiation, or the weakening effect of
fission productse

Fresh fuel elements are so slightly radioactive that they can
be handled by hand without shielding. Used fuel elements are so radioactive that they nnist be removed tinder about 15 feet of shielding
water or in thick lead ^'coffins**,. They are stored tinder water for
several months tmtil they lose a p a m of this radioactivity.
Then the fuel elements are ready for chemical processing to
recover the uranitim, plutonium, or thorium so that it can be used
again. The element is dissolved and the fuel separated from the
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cladding material and fission products. Because of the radioactivity
involved, all this processiJig has to be done by remote control in
thick-walled concrete cells» The useftiL materials are returned to
the solid state and again fabricated into fuel elements.
The large investment in fuel, the elaborate remote processing,
and the loss of uranium multiplied from a very small percentage by
repeated processing of the same aAterial account for most of the high
fuel costs.
A major effort is being made by the Government and industry
to develop fuel elements that will last longer and reactor desi^s
that will not require frequent removal of elements because of fission
product accumulation. Possible methods by which some of these difficulties might be circtrnwented were brought out in the descriptions
of the various experimental reactors.
In the general area of professional education, sooieties of
scientists and engineers working in the nuclear field have organized
the American Huclear Society. A number of technical papers were presented and discussed at its first meeting in June. Meanwhile, some
of the long established engineering societies are organizing branches
in nuclear engineering as they did in aeronautical engineering. Numerous technical symposia have already been held dtiring the past several
^ars under the sponsorship of various groups, and meetings of this
kind continue.

EDUCATION
Several engineering colleges now offer degrees in nuclear engineering and most of them make available to engineering students optional cotirses in nuclear physics and reactor engineering. Textbooks
on reactor theory and engineering have been published and more are
planned.
The Atomic Energy Commission is conducting at its Argonne
National Laboratoi^ a 7'-«ionth course in reactor technology for 31
students from 19 foreign countries and 9 from the United States, An
additional 7-month course will begin next November, The Government
anticipates that similar courses will eventtmlly be given by American
colleges and tmiversities, In addition, the AEC-sponsored one-year
course of the Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology, containing
classified information, continties.
Since 1954 North Oai'olina State College has been operating a
small %ater boiler" type reactor as a teaching and research reactor.
The second college reactor, of the "swimiaing pool**, type, the kind
built for the International Conference on the Peaceftil IFses of Atomic
Energy, is being completed by Pennsylvania State University dtirlmg
this sutimer*
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other research reactors are being built by the University of
Michigan, the University of California at Los Angeles^ the Naval
Research Laboratory, Armour Research Foundation, and Battelle
Memorial Institute.

No. 12

August 11, 1955
BACKCmOUND INFORMATIOM
OM THE WITED STATES PROGRAM OF RADIATION PROTECTION

Note to Correspondents?

The inforsation contained herein is given
you not as spot news but as background
information. However, it is available
for use by correspondents as of the above
date of distribution, and may be attributed
to the Information Office of the United
States Delegation to the International
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy.

The atomic energy industry is one of the safest industries in
the United States, according to records of the National Safety Council
(U»Ss.A,), The Safety Council^s award of honor was presented to the
Atomic Energy Coiamission in 1953 •
The rate at which disabling or fatal injuries are suffered in
atomic energy activities is lower than in all except one of the 40
industries listed in the latest compilation of statistics by the Safety
Council.
Less than 2 percent of the Injuries experienced to date in
the atomic energy field have involved radiation as a factor.
Many reasons for the exceptional safety record in the new
industry, potentially hazardous because of the amounts of radioactivity with which thousands of people work daily, are set forth
in exhibits of the United States Delegation at the International
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in Geneva August B-20<.
In assisting other nations to enter atomic energy actiTlties, the
Atomic Energy Commission and contractors stand ready to share
the results.

Basic Safety Practices
An exhibit illustrating basic safety practices was furnished
by the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation in the temporary building
which houses the United States pool-type research reactor on the United
Nations grounds in Geneva.
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It depicts, on the one hand^ detection of radiation with various
types of instrtments and, on the other hand, protection against high
level radioactivity by means of shielding and against prolonged contact with particles of low-level activity by the wearing of masks, pro~
tective clothing and gloves and by thoroughly washing the hands and
body. The mask prevents the breathing of small radioactive particles
into the Imigs. The radioactivity of ventilating air consists primarily of the radioactivity of simll |»rticles of different elements
it contains.

Detection and Monitoring Instruments
A large assortment of detection, or monitoring, instruments that
are worn on the person by workers or visitors at atomic energy installa-"
tions are displayed as a part of the United States Delegation's exhibit
in the Palais des Nations building. They include film badges and
small dosimeters. When developed, the fUja on the badge reveals any
exposure to radioactivity. From the dosimeter the worker at any time
can observe a reading of the amount of the dose of radiation that has
accumulated since the instrument was last set.
When workers are dealing with radioactive objects from which
they must maintain a safe distance, a health-physics specialist accompanies them, employing an appropriate monitoring instrtament for
indicating the Instantaneous le'vel of radiation. More than a dozen
different types of such instnnaents are on display for measuring four
kinds of radiation -— alpha, beta, and gamma radiation and neutrons.
They include ionization chambers and geiger, proportional and scintillation counters.
The monitoring instruments section also includes a device
for constantly measuring the level of radioactivity in a plant or
laboratory. As a part of this device, a vacuum pump draws air through
a moving strip of filter paper. Then the paper, containing particles
removed from the air, passes before a detector. If the particles
picked up by the paper are sufficiently radioactive, an alarm circuit
is actuated to soxmd a warning bell.
An instrument with which visitors can test themselves is a
hand-and-foot contamination monitor commonly used in laboratories and
plants by all persons leaving areas in which their hands and feet
may have picked up radioactive particles. It is as high as a man
is tall. When a person pats his feet on designated spots and places
his hands in two holes, 12 geiger counter tubes go to work detecting
any radiation from them. Readings for each hand and foot are given
by four meters and the final result is reported by either an «^0K''
signal or an "Above Permissible Level** signal. In the latter case
the person is warned to rid himself of the radioactive dirt he has
acquired.
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Detection and monitoring instruments are one product of the
new radiation instruments industry that has grown up in the United
States since World War II. More than 100 firms are producing an
annual output worth $25 million. The GoveiTurient and private atomic
power plant builders, radioisotope user.3 and others depend on these
firms to meet their instrument needs.
Supplementing the use of detection instruments, workers commonly wear smocks and cover-alls, which are kept in the working areas,
examined for accumulated radioactivity and washed in special laundries. Disposable plastic overshoes are woro in some areas.

?ri?ji§£M-QR-j!£-riPy".^.^,9"^®^'^
In addition to safeguarding workers, the United States Govei*nment and industrial firms try to make sure that there will be no
hazardous amounts of radioactivity beyond the limits of the plants
and laboratories. Some of these activities are illustrated by an exhibit titled "Protection of Environment from Radioactivity»»«
For example, this exhibit contains samples of air filters
developed especially for atomic energy applications to provide the
required very high efficiency for removing extremely small particles.
One is a glass fiber filter through which corrosive chemical plant
fumes are passed prior to contrclled release to the atmosphere.
Another is an asbestos fiber filter with which ventilating air is
cleanedl before it is circulated where workers handle radioactive materials and again before being released to the atmosphere. United
States firms have been furnishing this type of filter to some European laboratories.
Also displayed is a one-fourth scale model of an incinerator
developed by the United States Bureau of Mines for concentrating lowlevel combustible wastes to simplify their final disposition. The
incinerator so b u m s the waste and filters the gases of combustion
that the smoke is free of radioactivity-bearing particles and can
be released without hazard.
A portion of this exhibit illustrates some of the activities
of the United States Weather Bureau in atomic energy. For example,
weather studies aid evaluation of proposed sites for reactors and
chemical processing plants and the design of the plants to make sure
that any slightly radioactive gases released will be quickly and safely
dispersed and will not become concentrated at ground level.
The Weather Bureau exhibit is supplemented by a photograph
of a low speed smoke tunnel at New York University for scale model
experiments with discharge of gases from proposed plants into the
surrounding terrain.
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Investigations at the Brookhaven National Laboratory of the possibility of fixing the radioactivity of highly radioactive liquid wastes
on mountmorillonlte clay for permanent disposition are illustrated.
It has been found that this clay, a coimaon type, will adsorb radioactivity
from liquids and that after ttie clay is baked the radioactivity cannot
be removed*
The exhibit includes a transparent tube of extruded, spaghettilike clay, a sample of that through which wastes are passed at the
Laboratory, and samples of the clay after it has been baked. The pilot
plant is pictured and there is a drawing of one type of a proposed •fullscale installation in which clay would adsorb radioactivity, be heated
and then covered with earth. The fixing is necessary to prevent the
leaching of radioactivity from the clay into ground water.
Studies at Massachusetts Institute of Technology on the effectiveness of different methods of treating domestic water supplies in
removing any radioactivity with which the water might become contaminated
are depicted. Representative data are given.
The exhibit pictures equipaent used by Johns Hopkins University
to study the effectiveness of employing biological slimes to remove
radioactivity from low level liquid wastes such as sewage. There is
also an illustration of a pilot plant at New York University for the
use of slimes in the trickling filter process and of the first fullscale installation of a trickling filter plant for treating radioactive wastes» This plant, at the National Reactor Testing Station
in Idaho, processes the waste from a laundry in which the cover-alls
and smocks of laboratory and plant employees are washed.
The program of general safety to guard against hazards other
than radiation is administered through the safety biranch of the
Division of Organization and Personnel of the ABC, which gives support to the safety divisions of the contractors operating the plants
and laboratories. These contractors, of course, are responsible for
the outstanding record of genera] and radiation safety attained in
the total atomic energy industry of the United States.
o

Formulation of the radiation protection program and advice
to contractors on putting it into effect is the responsibility of the
Division of Biology and Medicine (AEG). The devices and procedures
illustrated in the technical exhibits and described above have resulted in part from the work of this Division and in larger part from
the ingenuity and management of the contractors operating plants
and laboratories. The following outline explanation of radiation
safety standards and statement of results in the radiation protection program was prepared by that Division,
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Possible Radiation Hazards from Atomic Energy Plants
Kinds of radiations;
1. External
a, Tflfhole body irradiation by gamma rays and/or neutrons;
b. Skin doses from beta and soft ganma rays,
2,

Internal
a.

Irradiation, of various organs by alpha, beta, and gamnia
rays after internal deposition of radioisotopeso

Sources of causes
1. Nuclear reactors
a. Direct escape of gamma rays and/or neutrons through
shielding, and leakage of radioactive gases|
b. Reactor cooling and plant ventilating air and process
gases and cooling waters|
c. Handling of radioisotopes in production and processing,
as well as in research, medicine and industry.
2.

Chemical processing plants
a.

Separation and disposal of waste materials.

3. Other operations related to reactors
a.
b.
4«

Fabrication and processing of fuel elements!
Isotope production and distribution.

High energy machines, i.e., X-ray, cyclotrons, betatron, van
de Graaff, etc.
a. Escape of whatever high energy radiation involved
(electrons, protons) and radiations resulting from
impacts of these on parts of the machine and shielding.

5, Teletherapy (such as Cobalt 60) and applicators (such as strontium 90)
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C.

Controls Developed for Radiation Haisards
1. Adequate shielding for reactors, machines, and radioisotopes.
2.

Careful planning of methods and procedures during operations
to reduce radiation exposure,

3. Use of remote control equipment for handling| adeqsmte supply
of fresh air for working spacesf filters for stack gases.
4»

Dilution of waste products for disposal, or concentration for
safe storage«

5. Protective clothing for specific work.
6. Decontamination procedures for personnel and material, when
Indicated.
7. Monitoring of
a.

Personnel
i. use of film badges and dosimeters, fixed instruments
with recorders and alamsf
ii. use of radiac instruments for monitoring personnel
contaminat ion.

b.

Automatic radiac instruments
i,

for automatic monitoring of air and water contamination for gross activity.

c. Procedures
i. routine and emergency procedures have been developed
using a \iride variety of radiac instruments to i^nitor
for different kinds of radiation, measuring any radiation directly from the reactor or high-energy machines
as well as contamination of personnel and HBterial|
ii.

each installation has developed procedures that are
most applicable to its special problems and in con~
formity with generally accepted principles of health
physics.
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?• r 7.
Principles Followed in Limiting Exposure

Criteria for Maximim Permissible Radiation Exposure — - The
International Commission on Radiation Protection in 1951 and the
National (United States) Coimittee on Radiation Protection have
recommended criteria for maxijmam exposure to radiation. The United
States Atomic Energy Commission has adopted practices consistent
with these criteria. The essence of these criteria is contained in
National Bixreau of Standards handbook #52, ''Maximum Permissible
Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human Body and feximum Permissible
Concentrations in Air and Water^* and #59, ^'Permissible Dose from External Sources of Ionizing Radiation*''
One of the basic criteria used by the Commission and contractors is the recommended maximam permissible exposiure of 0.3
roentgens per week of whole body irradiation from penetrating (gamma
and X-rays) irradiation. Higher e^qsosures of three times this
amount are permitted for any one week providing the three months?
exposure does not exceed three roentgens. There are many additional
criteria dealing with exposure to low energy radiation, temporary,
occasional and long-term expostire and others.

Administration of Program
The Atomic Energy Coimnission, acting through its Division
of Biology and Medicine, has prinary responsibility for fixing
standards of protection, for guiding and coordinating research,
and for watching over radiation safety throughout the enterprise.
Specifications and methods for safe handling of wastes are developed
by the sanitary engineering groups in the Reactor Development Division. Direct control of radiation safety is in the hands of the
AEC*s operating contractors. Records of personnel e3{posare are maintained at each installation.

The Record of Radiation Expostire or Injury
in Plant and Laboratory Operations
1. Considerably more than one-half of the workers in atomic
energy plants or laboratories have experienced radiation e3q)osures
only a simll fraction of the 0.3 roentgens per weekj rarely is the
0,3 roentgens per week exceeded. For example, in 1954 at Hanford
of the 609 persons who spent the major portion of their working time
around reactors, only 5«7 percent received dosages over 3 roentgens
for the yeart the highest expos-are for the year of any individua.1
was about 5 roentgens and the average about one roentgen for the
year.
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2. Two deaths (1945 and 1946), both at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory while performing critieality experiments. Eight others
exposed during these accidents, all are living today,
3. Four cases of whole-body gamm exposures of significant
amounts at Argonne June 2, 1952 while perfonaing experiments with a
test reactor. All are living today,
4. Twenty-eight cases of internal exposure to plutonium
in 1945 at Los Alamos. Amounts were minimal, i.e., at or slightly
above maximum pemiissible amount. No changes observable in personnel to date.

The Cost of Radiation Protection

1^ Dire.ct._,cos.t_,of..radiation...Brotectipa — — about |3 to |4 for
every #100 spent for the operations program.
2. .^:mfi:SMiLia£Sas^rcostsin^
SliM^a£jiri:th_atte^^t_fl£or^
handle radioactive materials and equipment — — may run as high as
several times the cost for similar plants handling non-radioactive
materials,
3» Increased costs in additional time consumed to perform
work in conformity with radiological procedures — - nearly two-thirds
of the operating expenses for such a plant, including depreciation,
might be incurred solely because radiation was present.

The Benefits of Radiation Protection

1. Confidence of employees in the protective system and thus
more efficient work and greater ease in recruitment.
2. Extra hazard pay not required.
3. Life insurance available to workers at rates comparable
to those in other industries.
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FOR RELEASEi 3!00 PM, Geneva Time,
Friday, August 12, 1955
ELECTRICITY FROM NUCLEAR ENERGY LIGHTS
U.S. TOfN

Electricity produced from nuclear energy, has been used to
light and power a town in the United States.
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Arco, Idaho, population 1,200, became the first American community to receive its entire supply of power from a nuclear source
when, on July 17, 1955j electricity produced in an experimental nuclear
power plant operated by Argonne National Laboratory at the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission's National Reactor Testing Station 20 miles away
was fed into transmission lines supplying the small town.
When the reactor power was cut in, utility lines suppl3d,ng conventional power to Arco from the Utah Power and Light Company were
disconnected. The entire consaunity then depended solely on nuclear
power for more than one hour.
Although the transmission of electricity from the nuclear
power plant to Arco was, by prior arrangement, discontinued after
the demonstration had been completed, the generation of electricity
at the testing station site is being continued,
A motion picture record of the demonstration was presented
to the United^Nations today at the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, The U« S« delegation plans to make the
film available during the Conference to representatives of 72
nations in attendance.
The experimental nuclear power plant, known as '©ORAX",
short for "boiling reactor experiment", was the subject-of a major
technical paper presented to the Conference on August 9 by Dr.
Walter H. Zinn, Director, Argonne National Laboratory. The plant,
^^hich generates more than 2,000 kilowatts of electricity, was designed and constructed by the Laboratory. Harold V. Lichtenberger,
who is a Technical Adviser to the United States Delegation at
Geneva, is director of the Laboratory's activities at the testing
station.
The reactor has been under development by the Laboratory
since 1953 <• An experimental facil-ity for conducting studies of a
reactor of this type was constructed at the testing station site in
the siammer of 1953 and tests on safety and steady state operating
characteristics were conducted. The tests were sufficiently encouraging so that additional studies were made in the sximmer of
1954".
Experience gained during the operation of this reactor
warranted the addition of a turbo-generator so that the steam
being produced could be converted into a more usable form of
energy. This generation plant was placed into operation on
June 28, 1955, and the production of electricity is continuing on
a routine basis.
The reactor consists of a pressure vessel containing an assemblage of enriched uranium-bearing plates submerged in water.
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plus a number of neutron-absorbing control rodso The water circulates
through the reactor cor© by natural convection^ and steam, produced
by the heat created by the fissioning of uranium atoms, is conducted
to the 3s(500 kilowatt turbo-generator, located in a nearhy building.
The simplicity of construction, ease of operation, low cost,
and high degree of safety suggest that this type of small power plant
is suitable for use in remote areas or in conjunction with mining or
manufacturing operations»
No, 14
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See Appendix X?III-August 11, 1955, Press Conference
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Nuclear scientists of four nations — — on their own and not
as a part of the scheduled program for the International Conference
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy — — have taken an important step
to make use immediately of some of the hitherto classified technical
data that has been exchanged in the Conference sessions^ .
It came about as a result of the August 17 session on "Cross
Sections of Fissionable Materials" presided over by Dr» Donald J»
Hughes of the United States» Brookhaven National Laboratory» Although
a highly technical subject^ accurate measurements of neutron cross
sections are vital to the design and operation of nuclear power reactors s These are calculations that help determine the efficiency of
the use of fissionable materials The large number of Conference
papers read in this field is evidence of the importance of the subject*
After the session last Thursday morning, Chairman Hughes and
Assistant Chairman D^ Popovic of Yugoslavia gave a ium Iieon for the
scientists who had participated in the program® They were quite excited over the fact that the paper just read had shown that there
was substantial agreement, reached independently, on certain important cross section measurements in the papers from France^ Great
Britain, the Soviet Union^ and the United States*
On Friday, August 19, a.t an informal two-hour session^ the
scientists did some further checking on their data* As a result^
they have announced the "International Values For Thermal Gross
Sections of Fissionable Isotopes^" It was explained that this was
equivalent to determining a rough standard measurement*, However,
there is still too much margin of error for it to be compared in
exactitude to the accepted standard inch or standard centimeter*
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5-5/
But tba figiees for Ura.'.iijm 233, Uranium 235* and Plutoniuai-—
the sourcefa of fisbit>n?>D_e HA,cerials for reactor fuel — were agreed
upon for neutron absorptloj-i ond Peatron fission of these isotooeb
at the theraial Isavel f f enargy — 2200 ii/'''»
Those participating in the Conference includedi from France Bernard Jacrot, Fraiieia Neiter and Georges fendryes; from Great
Britain - J, E , Sanders ani P<, A. Egglestaff, both of Harwell; from
the Soviet Union - ¥« ?. VLadimirsky, ?o !« Mostovoy and Eng. S. I.
Sttkhorutchkini and from the United States - Donald J, Hughes, John ArtJ-iar
Harvey and Harry Paleisky, ai^ of Brcokhaveri National Laboratt.)ry.
The tecnnical statemeru. released on benalf of the group by
Dr. Hughes follows?
At Session i? of the Irternational Conference on
the Psg.eeful Uses of At;>mic Energy, a large amount of
rece-ntLy aeci&ssified iuforiuation was presented on this
".rcsjs sections of trie fissionaDle isotopes U233, U^35
and Pu 23^,
In the low energy region, where extensive measurements
were reported, excellent agreement was obtained for these
isotopets, which are impoptaot in reactor design.
At the suggestion of the Chairman, the French, Uaited
Kingdom, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and United
States sciesiitists niet after the fox-mal session to consider
the therniai (2200 m/s) absorption and fission cross sectioDb
of these isotopes.
It wab decided to prepare a set of world average valurjg
for tnese cross sectioif, which cculd be used as a means of
eocrdmai'r,g rea3T.or ealcrJstion based on these cross sections ,
The qdotsd er*^o>"' of the world average values here given
are basea frJTKi'-»ily oa the spread in reported results and a.-e
sjmetimes lat'ger fc^ar err is ff specific quoted resultc^

U<''>-'

ciLj(barn&)
593 ± 3

--^ F(barns)
524 • 3

U*"'35

69& ± 10

590 ± 15

1032 + 15

729 ± 15

Po^39
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RELEASE?

12s00 Noon, Geneva Time
(11^00 GMT) Saturday,
August 20, 1955

U. S. CONFERENCE RESEARCH REACTOR
TURNED OVER TO SWISS GOYERNMENT
The research reactor which has been a feature of the United
States exhibits at the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy today becomes the property of the Government of
Switzerland, Switzerland thus is the first nation to acquire a
reactor under President Eisenhower^s Atoms for Peace program.
In a formal ceremony at the building erected especially for
display and operation of the reactor during the Conference, Chairman
Lewis L. Strauss of the United States Atomic Energy Coimnission and
Professor Paul Scherrer, Chairman of the Swiss Commission for Nuclear
Research, signed the necessary papers transferring the ownership
of the reactor and custody of its nuclear fuel to the Swiss
Government.
Participating in the ceremony also were the U. S. Ambassador
to Switzerland, Frances E. Willis and Chairman Walter Boveri of the
Board of Directors of "Reacteurj S.A." a privately-owned, government
aided stock company which will operate the reactor.
Two documents were signed. The first is a 'Memorandum of
Transfer'©" Under its teinas, the reactor, the building in which it
has been housed, the machinery related to the facility and the
exhibits in the building are transferred to the Swiss Government
for 1180,000,
The second is an "Agreement of Lease" by which the United
States leases to the Swiss Government the six kilograms of
Uranium 235 which are contained in the enriched uranium fuel being
turned over to Switzerland. At present, 3.7 kilograms are
contained in the fuel in the reactor. The remainder is a reserve
supply and will be used when it becomes necessary to return the
original fuel now in the reactor to the United States for
reprocessing.
Under prices set forth in the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission's
announcement of Aug. 8, 1955» •'• Swiss will pay an interest charge
of four percent on the uranium 235 content of the fuel which is
valued at |25 per gram. The Swiss will pay this price for any
U £3'"' consumed during the operation of the reactor. The amount
of "burn up" will be deteraiined accurately when the fuel is
reprocessed.
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The Swiss Government also assximes the obligation of removing
the reactor from its temporary location on the property of the
United Nations European Lnte?, tearing down the bSilding and re~
storing the grounds of the Palais des Nations to their original
condition.
The transfer of the reactor and lease of the fuel is made
possible under the bilateral agreement between the two countries
which became effective on July 18, 1955• Switzerland is one of \'^>
24 nations which have negotiated similar agreements for assistance
in the design, construction and operation of research reactors.
The reactor, with enlarged facilities, will be reassembled
at Wurenlingen, a village on the Aar river some 140 miles from
Geneva, where it will be used both for research and training.
However, some months must elapse before this can take place to allow
time for the "hot" irradiated fuel elements in the reactor to
cool off.
The reactor has been seen by more than 50,000 people during
the Conference and will remain on public display until 7s00 PM
Sunday night. About 100 scientists and other prominent figures
from 48 nations, including President Petitpierre of Switzerland^
have operated the machine during the two weeks of the United
Nations Conference.
It was built in the United States in four months by the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory operated for the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission by the Union Carbide Company. Following exhaustive tests which were completely successful, the reactor was
dismantled, flown to Geneva and reassembled in a record time of
14 days. President Eisenhower operated the reactor when he paid a
surprise 45-ininute visit to the installation on July 20 while
attending the "summit" meeting in Geneva.
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For Release After 10§30
A.M. Geneva Time (9s30 GMT)
Saturday, August 20, 1955
UNITED STATES DELEGATION PRESENTS
TECHNICAL LIBRARY TO UN GENEVA

Dr, Willard F. Libby, Vice-Chairman of the United States
Delegation to the International Conference on the PeaceftO. Uses of
Atomic Energy, today presented to the United Nations library in
Geneva the technical library which has constituted part of the United
States technical exhibit at the Conference« The gift of the library
was received for the UN by Dr, A* C Breycha-Vauthier, Chief Librarian»
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The technical library will be kept up-to-date by the United
States AEC which will provide as it is issued all new unclassified
published material originating in the AEC program^ The library is a
depository collection similar to those which the AEC maintains at 42
pointg in the United States and has presented to 29 other nations and
CERN as part of President Eisenhower % Atoms for Peace plan^
The library^ which has been visited by thousands during the Conference, contains all the unclassified material published by the AEC,
and volumes of abstracts of scientific and engineering reports related
to atomic energy published in the open literature throughout the
worlds
(1) 28 bound volximes of the National Nuclear Energy
Series sponsored by the USAEC«
(2) Nine complete volumes of Nuclear Science Abstracts.
covering some 50,000 technical reports and journal
articles published throughout the worlds
(3) A complete set of the AEC semiannual reports and such
books sponsored by the AEC as "Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory^" "Sourcebook on Atomic Energy^"
"Ener®r in the Future," etc»
(4) Over 6,500 unclassified technical reports covering
many phases of nuclear science and engineeping# Of
theseJ 1,625 are full-size copies and 4^900 are on
microcards®
(5) Over 45^000 abstract cards which index and describe
the USAEC unclassified report literature»
(6) A set of library tools such as a filing manual,
subject heading list, etc«,
The library is the equivalent of about 250 feet of library
shelving and contains the equivalent of 150,000 printed pagjrl'
(By use of microcards, the actual sige is less)o
In making the presentation of the library, Dr» Libby saidt
"During the Conference, the library served its first purpose
of helping to spread knowledge among the hundreds of Delegates who
have come here and used its facilities^ Mow we wish to make it
serve a second purpose — of continuing that spread of knowledge
as a permanent part of the UN collection here^ and of leaving with
the United Nations a substantial and lasting reminder of our gratitude
for the service of the UN to science through this Conference»"
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S3S
Accepting the collection, Dr, Breycha-Vauthier saids
"By handing over these collections and your promise to keep
them up-to-date you have given us a new and important instrument to
assist in the research in a science which has rapidly become a matter
of international concern. ....We promise to make this material widely
accessible on an international basis in that spirit of helpfulness
which is and always will be the policy of this library."
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NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS!

CAUTIONS

Embargoed until 1330 GMT
Saturday, August 20, 1955

Dr. Libby made some revisions in his paper
to take note of developments during the
progress of the Conference. This is the
text of United Nations Paper Number 805
for Session 24 which will be given by
Dr. Libby,

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN ATOMIC ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS
by
W. F. Libby, U.S. Atomic Energy Conmiission, Washington, D.C.
Mr. President, members of the Conference and distinguished
guests and observers:
We have had a momentous and fruitful two weeks together here
at this first International Conference on the Peacefxil U ^ s of Atomic
Energy.
The benefits of this meeting have been great. Scientists
knowing the same things separately increase their total knowledge in
conferring with one another. Though possibly unable to tell one
another anything new, the fact that another scientist has discovered
the same knowledge working independently constitutes the final necessary
scientific proof of essential truth. In this way has our total knowledge been greatly increased by this Conference, Let us hope that we
shall meet again, perhaps in three years, to describe the progress
made in the interim.
President Eisenhower, in his memorable address to the United
Nations General Assembly on December 8, 1953* proposed that an
International Atomic Energy Agency be established under the aegis of
the United Nations. He proposed such an agency as an instrumentality
to spread throughout the world knowledge which had been acquired by
those nations with advanced atomic energy programs. Last September
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the United States and a nuatoer of other nations, believing the worldwide sharing of atomic knowledge to be imperative, agreed to press
forward with the creation, of an International Agency, Since that
time, a draft statute has been prepared and discussed by those nations
and it is siy understanding that this draft statute will be ready for
consideration in the ijaraediate future =, These preliminary discussions
were held h^ Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Portugal, the United
Kingdom, the Union of South Africa, and the United States of America.
However, the United States has taken steps to spread atomic
knowledge in advance of the foinistiori of the International Agency.
During the last six months it has been disclosing to the world a good
deal of its fuiid of information gained through the ^Jaerican people*s
Imifteiise outlay of time and treasare and energies» We hope that the
accompli sjbiments of this Conferersce will increase the tempo of international cooperation in atomic energy. We are sure that this
Cooferenoe nas contributed in large ireasure to an improved understanding on the part of all natioriB of the present and future prospects
for the peaceful uses of atomc energy. Such understanding is certain
to be followed bjr constructive, cooperative action to develop these
uses throughout the viorldr
Most of you here are aware cf the effort which the United
States is making to assist other peoples to develop their own atomic
energy programs. However, the extent and variety of the measures
which we are taking may not be faUy known to all of you. I would
like to review the present std.ti3i5 and future possibilities for
United States cooperatiop iu t]-airing of technical personnel and
exchange of tectuiical data, /naterials, and equipment. By bringing
this to your attention now, we hope tlmt in the months to come there
will be a marked increase in the opportunities for cooperative
endeavors presented to the United States.
Forty-seven co'jntries noxf receive shipments of radioisotopes
from Oak Ridge. It is intended to facilitate this foreign distribution by an early substantial liberalization of the regulations
applying., For some timej the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
has been offering a course in the handling of radioisotopes. In
Ma^ of this year a special f«mr-week course began at Oak Ridge with
30 scientists and technicians from 21 nations in attendance. The
training they received was idenUcal with that given to American
scientists at the £<arae school. In the future, a substantial
percsntage of the total enrollment in the course on radioisotope
teclmiques will be reserrad fcr students from countries other than
the United States, The next course for foreign scientists will
be offered in October,
There are iiany training courses offered in the United States
on the utilization of atomic energy in the fields of biology,
medicine, and agriculture,, These cours'ds are open to students from
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all over the world. For examplej pre arid post doctoral training
of from one to two years will be provided at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne Cancer Research
Hospital and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission projects at the
University of California, the University of California at Los
Angeles and the University of Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry. Courses in the medical application of atomic energy
are available at the Harvard University Medical Physics Laboratory,
the New England Deaconess Cancer Research Laboratory and the Western
Reserve University School of Medicine, The training offered by
these institutions provides six to eighteen months of active
participation with a research group. During this time the students
gain experience under the direction of outstanding scientists in
using the new tools which atomic energy has provided for their
professions. American imiversitites also give instruction in industrial hygiene for industries dealing with atomic materials in
industrial medicine, and in radiological physics.
In the majority of instances the students pay for their
trainingI however, when funds for training are not available, it
may be possible to arrange for financial assistance through a
program administered by the Department of State.
Many countries at the present time badly need more people
possessing the basic technical training necessary for participation
in specialized nuclear energy programs. Arrangements accordingly
have been made for outstanding foreign students with scientific
aptitudes to receive one to two years of such basic training at
American universities,
A few weeks ago in Washington I had the pleasure of welcoming
23 distinguished physicians and surgeons from eleven countries who
were about to begin a five-week tour of American cancer hospitals
and laboratories. During the tour these doctors became acquainted
with the research and clinical uses of radioisotopes and other
weapons of atomic medicine in the battle against cancer. Two similar
tours are planned for this fall.
As a means of disseminating information resulting from the
progress of nuclear science in the United States, the U. S, Atomic
Energy Conmiission has assembled technical libraries for presentation
to those nations which desire them. A library, which at present
occupies the equivalent of 250 feet of shelf space, consists of
about 6,500 AEC research and development reports, 28 bound volinaes
of the Commission's National Nuclear Energy Series and six other
casebound books published by the Gomnissionj H volumes of the
Commission's journal. Abstracts of Nuclear Science, which contain
over 50,000 abstracts of the open literature on nuclear energy
published everywhere in the world, and 55*000 catalog cards indexing
the entire collection. Periodic additions are made to these
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.(.ibraries. The United States only asks that the countries receiving
these libraries provide in return iheir collections of similar official unclassified papers. The collection new on display at the
United States exhibit has been giten to the United Nations Library
here in Geneva. A collecticm of works on particular aspects of
nuclear science has already been pro'iided to the European Center
for Nuclear Research (CERN),
Since an in'ireasing IP'V il of power generation is one of the
prime .factors in iiaproving llvir-g standards it is hardly surprising
that the interest of people thi^oiaghoiit the world is focused on the
dtj-lization of iiuclear energr ±o the production of electric power*
Remembering that this use cf the atom is new, we must caution
that the development of cmventsoaal power sources should not be neglected. For the next few yeeis the atom will not be a major source
cf power. It is in the fuoure —• perhaps ten years from now — that
we see it takings its rigblf-ixL place as a primary source of power.
Jt is the aiffi of tht United States to help other countries
proceed, as rapidly as possible, toward the economic production of
electric power from the atom. Harnessing a nuclear chain reaction,
however, is a highly complex undertaking. The design and operation
of a reactor requires scientific arid technical personnel who are
familiar with this new aaa eompla-sated technology.
In recognition of this need, the United States has established
a School of Nuclear Science snd Engiiieeriiig at Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago. The purpnse of the School is to provide advaacfc instruction in reactor tectmology. The School opened in March
of this year with thirty students from nineteen countries in addition to the American studersts Jn attendance. Duj'ing the seven months
fodTse the students receive instructi'm in reactor physics^ reactor
enguieeriag, metallurgy uf reactor materials, chemstry of the
lanthanide and actinide eleistnts, principles of separation processes,
instruments, x-eoiote f or+ro], expcrajnentaJ reactor physics, and
analytical procedures, A secc^ni coeese wili begin ir November and a
third next Ifercho When "-i'lese ima return to their homes, they will
form nuclei around which may de-sieicjp itidigenous groups of atomic
sppcialists.
The GDvermaect of the Dt'ltsd States has concluded Agreements
for Coopeiation in the G3vO Uses of Atomic Energy with more than
twenty-five nations ana is prepared tc conclude similar agreements
with Tsaity more. The agreenientp call for exchanges of information
m the application of atomic energy to biology, medicine and agriculture . In addition, unde-*" thes-e agreements, the United States
alas m the constrar'tion cf research leaetors, will contribute half
the cost of the first reactor In each country, and l^urnishes the
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necessary fuel for these reactors. Nearly a year ago the President authorized the Atomic Energy Commission to allocate 100 kilograms of enriched
uranium for use in research reactors abroad and last June this amount
was increased to 200 kilograiiK, Agreements for the sale of heavy water
have been made with a number of countries at a price of |28 per pound.
The enriched uranium containing as mach as 20 per cent U 235 is to
be leased at 4 per cent per annum on the basis of |25 per gram of
contained U 235» A. charge at this rate will be made for the U'235
consumed. Ordinary uranium metal will be sold at f40 per kilogram.
All of these prices and values are estisated so the United States
Government neither gains nor loses financially.
Research reactors, as you know, have many uses in themselves.
These includes production of radioisotopes; medical therapy; solidstate physics research; studies on nuclear properties of matter such
as cross sections for capture or scattering of neutrons, gaama ray
spectrum induced by neutron capture, and radiation attenuation; reactor physics measurements; and reactor engineering experiments. The
"swimming pool" reactor at the United States eadiibit, which has been
sold and transferred today to the Swiss Government^ is one of the
t3rpes of research reactors which the United States will help to build.
I should like to emphasize that each of these bilateral
agreements states that it is the hope and expectation of both parties
that the initial Agreement for Cooperation will lead to consideration
of further cooperation extending to the design, construction and
operation of power reactors.
The United States has no wish that any nation be dependent
on American technicians for the operation of a nuclear power program.
Experience in the operation of research reactors will provide a
reservoir of trained engineers and scientists in the countries where
such specialists are now lacking.
President Eisenhower, in his notable speech of last June 11
saids "If the technical and material resources of a single nation
should not appear adequate to make effective use of a research reactor, we would support a voluntary grouping of the resources of
several nations within a single region to acquire and operate it
together." These are regions throughout the world where governments well 3iiight consider the establishment of such cooperative ventures in the operation of research reactors.
The following countries have negotiated Agreements for Cooperation with the United States, received technical libraries or
have had students participating in one or more of our training
programs I Argentina, Australia» Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Burma,
Canada, Chile, Republic of China, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt,
Finl-and, Prance, Germany, Greece, Guatamala, India, Indonesia, Israel^
Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Mexico, the Netherlands,
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Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, Uruguay and
Venezuela.
Making the atom serve man is a long and laborious task. Atomic
scientists and technicians must first be trained and given experience.
Experimentation and development work must be carried on continuously.
The job is not a short one, but with large measures of patience, faith,
and imagination we can confidently anticipate the time when all men
will realize the full potential of the atom.
No. 20

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
STATEMENT BY LEWIS L. STRAUSS, CHAIRMAN,
UNITED STATES DELEGATION,
CONFEIffiNGE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY
SATURDAY, August 20, 1955

The first world Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
has been one of the most successful projects in international cooperation ever undertaken.
Of course, it is too early to attempt assessment of the contributions made here during the past two weeks. It will be some time
later -— weeks and perhaps months — before it will be possible properly
to evaluate the nany hundreds of scientific contributions and organize
them in proper perspective.
Even before this scientific evaluation has begun, however, it
is accurate to say that what has occurred here in Geneva has been most
gratifying, especially the friendly atmosphere among all the delegates of the more than 70 nations represented.
A great deal of invention will surely be stimulated by this
Conference.
The cross-fertilization of ideas that has gone on in the
conversations between men of science — in the more than 1,000 papers
that have been discussed, and in informal meetings — will, I think,
produce an impressive number of inventions to further exploit the
peaceful atom.
One of the most encouraging of all the aspects of the Conference has been the manner in xfhich old lines of communication have
been reopened among men who have not been able to communicate with
one another for many years. Their exchange of hopes and ideas will
have a direct bearing on the health, comfort and progress of human
living.
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Nothing like this Conference has ever happened before. It has
lived up to the expectations of the American delegationi in fact,
it has exceeded them.
It has been what it was intended to be whep — with the authority of President EigeiJaower — I first proposed it, before the
World Affairs Council in Los Aogeles last year.
I have previously expressed the hope pf President Eisenhower
that a second world Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
will take place.
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E^ss.a^fflffis.OTl^^
AND DURING THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

PRESS CONFERENCE, NEW YORK CITY, MAY 12, 1955
PRESENTS
I. I. Rabi, United
Advisory Committee
L. Weil, Technical
Conference, United

States Representative on the U«N.
on the Pa^ceful Uses Conferenc^i George
Dirsctor, Office for International
States Atoml.c Energy Commission

DR. RABIs (Dre Rabi began the Conference by making a statement, which is issued as a separate release (No» 2157) by the U« S«
Mission to the U#N^ See Attachm©nt 1*)
I will now introduce to you Dr. Weil, who will e:Kplain the
technical aspects of our presentation^.
Let me say a few words about Dro Weil first* He is one of the
pioneers in the whole effort of atomic energy. He joined with the
late Enrico Fermi in 1940 in the construction of the first reactor.
He moved on with Fermi to Chicago where the first reactor was made
to work and stayed with the project until 1944* when he went to
Hanford. After that he spent some time at Los Alamos and with the
Canadian project at Chalk River. From 1947 to 1952 he was in the
Reactor Division of the Atomic Energy Commission in Washington.
After that, until he took on this tremendously difficult job of
organizing our presentation, he has been a private consultant in
the field of atomic energy^ We called him back to undertake this
job. Dr. Weil is a veteran of this field and I am sure will be
able to answer all your technical questions. Dr. Weil.
DR» WEIL. I would like to discuss the preparations that are
being made for the Conference in Geneva and present to you briefly
the various areas of activity*
There are two major areas of activity! first, the preparation
cC the technical papers; second, the preparation of the exhibits and
the material related to the exhibits.
As you have heard, we have received over a thousand abstracts
which were submitted from organizations all over the country. Now
(indicating chart), this is a breakdown of those abstracts by
organizations — atomic energy laboratories, personnel of other
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government agencies, business firms^ educational institutions,
hospitals and foundations^ A total of 1057 abstracts were contributed*
Now, these abstracts were reviewed and evaluated and consolidated by review groups who were p'olled together in Washington,
made up of rc-'resentatives in th© various areas of technology and
representing all phases of the country^s interests*
These abstracts were then consolidated to about 524^ which
we are now submitting to the United Nations and which will have to
be in their hands by May 15«
This (indicating chart) shows a breakdown, according to
sessions, of the agenda which Dr. Rabi briefly described* The first
three days will be plenary sessions and the last day will also be a
plenary session* The discussions of reactors will include all types
of research reactors, and power reactea'si the discussion of chemistry
and metallurgy will cover the problems associated with fuel elements
and in getting the fissionable products out| the biology and medicine
discussion will cover the uses of iso'o s produced by reactors, which
are here and now providing the gr-^'-t benefits to research people as
well as in medicine and therapeutics. The discussion of reactor
physics will cover how reactors are designed and the basic measurements in reactor physics^ Technology will cover from raw materials
through waste disposal and, finally, again the use of radioisotopes*
Now, you can see that we have had a very good distribution
of papers submitted to each of these sessions. This column (indicating)
gives the number of hours by the Conference to each session*
I would like to read just a few titles that I have selected
to indicate the types of papers, particularly in the plenary sessions,
which will cover the broadest topics*
For example. Dr. Farrington Daniels of Wisconsin has submitted
a paper on alternate energy sources* Mr* Jesse C* Johnson, who is
Director of the Raw Materials Division of the Atomic Energy Commissiom,
has submitted a paper on nuclear fuel for the world power program*
Dr* J. A* Lane of Oak Ridge National Laboratory has submitted a paper
on the economies of nuclear power* Dr* W* K* Davis, who is head of
the Atomic Energy Commission's Reactor Development Division has a
paper on the capital investment required for nuclear energy* And
Dr* Zinn, Director of the Argonne National Laboratory, has a paper
on the b::'"'ing water reactor for power* Mr* Walker Cisler of Detroit
Edison has a paper on the role which nuclear energy can play during
the next 25 or 50 years* Professor Mason of Harvard has a paper on
the survey of estimated world power requirements from 1975 to 2000*
Mr* Sporn of American Gas and Electric — the role of energy and
nuclear energy in the United States. Mr* Morris of the American
Public Power Association — need in the United States for small power
reactors*
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We have a list here of 524* I have only picked the first few*
The majority, of course, of these papers are highly technical* However, we will have in Geneva — both the United States Delegation and
the United Nations, as well as other coxmtries — science writers and
reporters who will be able to interpret and evaltiate the significance
of the papers, particxilarly the technical papers, to the correspondents
who are there*
Now, I would like to turn to another part of our participation —
the exhibits* There was a piece in one of the morning papers in New
York which indicated there was some confusion* I think maybe there is
but I think it can be explained*
This (indicating) is a map of Geneva — the artist went overboard on the blue* But here is the downtown section, the hotel
section* The Palais des Nations, where the Conference will be held,
is about two or three miles from the downtown section. Now, we
discovered soon after we took on this job that we had a very limited
amotmt of space for exhibits, about 4000 square feet* We quickly
tried to tie this up* Prior to that we had been told there was unlimited amount of space*
When we discovered we had only a small amount, we quickly
tied up about ten times as much at another exhibition hall, which is
several miles from the Conference*
Now this space down here (indicating) will be used by the
United States Information Agency to show their popular Atoms-forPeace exhibit, which has been touring Europe*
The United Nations has specified that any exhibit, because
of the limited space in the Conference area itself, be highly technical and designed to supplement the technical papers*
In addition to that, last week we were told by the United
Nations that they would encourage a trade show as distinct from a
popiolar atoms-for-peace showo
So in all there will be three exhibits in Geneva, and these
have sort of come one upon another as conditions have developed*
First, there will be a highly technical exhibit in the Palais des
Nations. Second, there will be a popular atoms-for-peace exhibit
sponsored by the United States Information Igency at the exhibition
palace* And third, in addition, a trade show at the exhibition
palace* The second and third exhibits are not officially part of
the Conference but are being encouraged in order to attract people
and to supplement the Conference*
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5^cProbably the principal item in our exhibit will be the research reactor, and we have distributed copies of a very recent photo
which was flown over from Geneva of the status of construction of this
reactor* This reactor is what we call a "swimming pool'* type reactor
and is the type that many companies and research organizations are
building in this country* It is a very flexible type of research
reactor since it contains water which acts both as a shield and as a
coolant and is a moderator* Instruments can be placed into the water
very close to the core* This eliminates the need of having to go
through holes, through concrete shields, and so forth.
This reactor is the type that could be used by other nations
with the fuel that the United States is making available to the United
Nations. The reactor will be housed in a separate bxiilding which is
now under construction and the photo^ as I say, indicates the status*
This (indicating) is an artistes conception of the housing of
the exhibits It will be a frame building* This (indicating) is an
artist's sketch of the reactor which will be an iron tank sunk into
the groxind, excavated about 20 feet deep and about 10 feet in diameter.
This (indicating) is an artist's view of the room with the reactor,
and this blue glow which you see represents the emanation from the
reactor when it is in operation*
This (indicating) is a floor plan of the reactor building*
It shows the reactor. We will have exhibits inside the building
indicating how the fuel elements are made, how the control
mechanisms are put together, and giving some technical information
with regard to the reactor itselfo There will be a control room and
a limited number of qualified delegates to the Conference will be
allowed to operate the reactor* Other exhibits will be lined along
the walls*
Now, the rest of the technical exhibit which we are installing
in this 4*000 square feet wiy. be housed in a room in the library
wing of the United Nations building* -This roqm is about 40 by 100.
This exhibit is being planned by us*
« *
% '
However, there are some &) organizations inifolved, private and
public, including the Atomic Ener^ Commission* I '^iaxi read you a few
namesI Atomic Energy Instrument Company, Columbus-Beekman Instruments
in California, General Dynamics, General Electric, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Radiation Counter,
Radio Corporation of America, Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer
Research, Union Carbide and Carbon, United States Bureau of Standards,
United States Geological Survey, United States Weather Bureau,
Westinghouse, and so forth* Some 80 companies are contributing pieces
of equipment which will go into this exhibit*
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This exhibit is planned to tell a story from raw materials
and feed luaterials through fuel elements^ models of reactors^ in~
eluding the Atomic Energr CoHBnission''s five-year program^ models of
research reactors* There will be a reactor simulator* There will be
an operating chemical separation unit here^ with uranium and Pi e sionable products actually being separated with a master slave safe manlpiLf a'o%
with an operator indicating how this is all worked# There will be
exaii)les of materials^ components, fuel pumps^ instniment section
covering all of the uses of instruments, plus medical^ industrial
and agriculttiral uses of isotopes* Finally, it winds up with basic
research — including recently discovered elements — which will be
shown at the exhibit^
This (indicating) is a photograph of a model which has been
constructed for the use of the people who were designing the exhibit*
It indicates^ firsts the rather small amount of space that is available
to show this material^ and gives some conception of the distribution
and how it will look,
I want to emphasize that what is in this exiiibit will also be
discussed in the technical papers — all the instruments will be
operating Instruments» They will be **live'^ shows»
Nowj as a further supplement to the technical papers^ we are
planning a film program in Geneva^ which again will supplement the
papers which are being discussed and will be presented at the Conference^
There will be an hour and a half of films on reactors* '^Nuclear Reactor for Research" has been prepared by the North American Aviation
Company* "Developing Homogeneous Reactors", a film by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory* "Progress Report on Sodium Graphite Reactors"^
a film by North American Aviatione And "Safety Experiments on a
Boiling Water Reactor", which is the basis for the great hope that
we have^ that boiling water reactors would prove to be economical^
is an Argonne National Laboratory film^ In addition, there will be
two films on the uses of radioisotopes| one in connection with general
science^ will show the uses of chemistryj biology^ and metallurgy; the
second^ the application of tracer studies in therapeutics^ treatment,
and diagnostics of medical applications0
This is a brief review of what we are planning for the
Conference^ Me have a lot to say and we are not doing it with any
intention to outshine anybodye We feel that it is important for us
to do o\ir best to implement the general program of the President^ and
we feel that by presenting this information we will have done our
share*
DRs RABIs

Are there any questions?

Q» I have two questions, siro The first concerns arrangements
between the United States and Switzerland about the reactor^ From what
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side came the initiative for this, from Switzerland or the United
States?
DR« RABIs I am not familiar with the diplomatic history*
It is a very natural thing to do, and we will be very glad to come
to an arrangement.
Q. What about the exhibits of other nations? Where will
they be located?
DR. WEILs They will be located in the same building.
are other rooms in the same building which are available.
Q.
tjpes

There

Also in the Palace?

DR» WEILs That*s right. There will also be other poptalar
of exhibitions downtown at the Exhibition Palace.

Q. Dr» Rabi, what would be the total cost of this whole
program we are putting on?
DR. RABIs For the United States? I don't know, I haven't
totalled it up. The whole delegation hasn't been selected.
Q.

I mean the show itself,

DR. RABIs
Q.

The exhibit?

The exhibit, yes,

DR. RABIs

Dr. Weil can answer that.

DR. WEILs Well, it is not conpleted as yet. It will probably
be more than |300,000.
Q.

How about the reactor?

DR. WEILs
about $350,000.

That doesn't include the reactor. The reactor is

Q. Dr. Weil, are you planning now that a nation can buy a
reactor for something like a reasonable profit over and above $350,000?
DR. WEILs Well, this reactor, of course, may be a slightly
smaller one than one would want in a research institution. It is to
demonstrate the core. Now, however, one could buy this for something
more than $350,000 probablj^ I don't know what the negotiated price
is.
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Q. Well, I would take it from that — could you reasonably
conclude from that that if they got one in a size that was practicable
to them for actual use that a nation could practically buy one like
that for about a million dollars?
DR. RABIs I think the way it woxild work out if a country
wanted to do it is they would first have to negotiate a bilateral
agreement according to our law. Then they would probably get permission to buy one from one of the companies. And what the price
would be is hard to tell, but I think that when you talk about a
million dollars you are in the ball park,
Q, That's getting this thing down to a bargain basement
operation.
DR. RABIs

That's right. That's progress.

Q, Dr. Rabi, the first coimtry to sign such a bilaterial
agreement was Turkey. Coiald you tell us something more? Which 1-fiLddle
Eastern nation is next in line to sign such an agreement, and what
Middle Eastern countries will be represented at the Conference in
Geneva?
DR. RABIs As to the first question, that's a diplomatic
matter which I haven't followed. There is no secret about it but
I just haven't followed it and I can't tell you.
Q. Can you tell us what the power level of the reactor will
be and what type of fuel it will use?
DR. WEHs The power level will be 10 kilowatts. It will
use uranixjm which has been enidched to 20 per cent in the U 235
isotope, clad with aluminum.
Q,

You don't mean it would be 20 per cent uranium?

DR. WEILs It would be enriched xiranium.
containing 20 per cent U 235 isotopes.
Q.

It would be uranium

The rest is 23S?

DR. WEILs There will be no radiation danger in connection
with this reactor.
Dr. RABIs Only because it will be thoroughly shielded. If
anybody wanted to go swimning in this thing he would be exposed to
the most serious radiation danger.
Q,

The moderator used is ordinary water, is that right?
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DR. WEILi

That is correct.,

Q« Dr. Rabi, can you tell us if Dr. Einstein was consulted?
Was he familiar with the plans, since you were working on it for some
months, on the preparation of the Conference. It would be interesting
to know.
DR. RABIs I didn^t speik to him myself because I hadn't been
down to Princeton now for sometime. But I have no doubt that he knew
about it, because it has been discussed a great deal among scientists.
Q, Could I ask you. Dr. Rabi, to explain exactly what you
mean by atomic trade exhibition? I think that was the words used.
Or rather, Dr. Weil, does that mean that any of this material is
possibly for sale to governments, or for sale later? What type of
material is it?
DR. WEILs It is primarily instruments. Whether the instruments
themselves can be sold at the trade show or not, I woxxldn't know.
But in some cases there are governmental controls on the export of
certain types of instruments. However,it will be an opportunity for
foreign delegations who may see or hear something that they want to
know more about to go around and at least window-shop and get prices.
Whether they can do more at the trade show or not, I don't know.
Q, What kind of instruments are they?
DR. WEILs Well, geiger counters, detecting instruments,
radiation detection, health instruments, prospecting instruments,
amplifiers. I think it runs the whole gamut of reactor energy.
DR. RABIs I think that is quite an industry. The manufactur™
ing of these instruments runs to many millions of dollars right now
in the United States.
Now the response to a question asked earlier about the Middle
East countriess Looking at my list here, they are —- Afghanistan,
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Jordan and Syria,
Q. Egypt?
DR. RABIs

Let's see.

Yes, Egypt is on the list.

Q. May I come back to the trade exhibition? Will this trade
exhibition last longer than the Conference, or will it be closed by
the end of the Conference?
DR. WEILs I can't really answer that question because we are
not taking part in the trade exhibition. It is a very new consideration.
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It was only announced about a week or so ago that such a trade fair
would be held, and our instructions were to advise exhibitors who were
interested to write directly to Geneva, It will be handled through
the Geneva organization, I guess, somewhat like the Chamber of
Commerce.
DR. RABIs What Dr. Weil means is it is not an official
United States exhibit; it is a private exhibit. Whoever can get in
will get in.
Q.

It might last longer than the Conference?

DR. WEILs

It might.

Q, And when you speak about the Exhibition Palace at Geneva,
do you mean what they call Batiment Electoral?
DR. WEILs

I have been informed that that's correct.

Q. Dr. Rabi, have you had a chance to look at the abstracts
of the papers being submitted by the other countries?
DR. RABIs

I have been so busy that I haven't availed myself,

Q. Well, will you or Dr. Weil be able to say whether on the
basis of what has come in that the countries with the most advanced
knowledge in this field, presumably ourselves, Britain and Russia,
that our scientists will be able to learn something as a result of
this interchange of opinion, or will they already know everything
that will be presented at this Conference?
DR. RABIs My own expectation is that we will learn a great
deal. What has been presented so far, according to the agreement
which we reached at the last meeting of the Advisory Committee in
New York, are abstracts of the papers, not the papers. The papers
themselves won't be due probably until the first of July. The
abstracts look very interesting. How they will come out as papers,
we can't say now. But certainly our impression has been, on the
dealings with the different nations, that this is being done in a
perfectly straightforward way, and that it would not just be a rehash of stuff which has been published years ago. It will be
cogent, modern, and up-to-date,
Q.

There's something about sodium graphite on your chart

there.
DR. WEILs Yes, that is one of the Atomic Energy Commission's
five-year program reactors which is under construction near Los
Angeles,
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Q. What is the significance of sodium there?
DR. WEILs
from the reactor.
Q,

The sodium is the coolant, extracts the heat

Is Mr. Cisler going to read his own paper?

DR. WEILs Well, I should have added that we are only submitting abstracts to the United Nations, that the purpose of the
meeting in Paris on May 23 is to select from all of the abstracts
submitted an oral presentation. So I will be unable to say today
whether that particular paper will be selected or not,
DR. RABIi Let me give the plan as we xxnderstand it now.
It can be changed at the meeting in Paris»
Every country which wants to submit a paper can submit it.
Now there is to be set up an organization within the United Nations
under the Conference Secretary General who reports to Mr. Hammarskjold
for studjd-ng these papers to see whether they conform to the type of
paper we want. We do not want any political or propaganda papers.
That is in the resolution. These will be studies and the appropriate
papers then — all the papers which conform to the rules ™~ will be
published in the proceedings of the Conference, together with the
discussions. Now, some of these papers will be read* The selection
of papers to be read, actually read, will be made in Paris, Thus far,
this is open, so we cannot say specifically that any one paper will
definitely be read, ALl those which pass the test of being cogent
to the Conference will be published in the proceedings.
Q, Why was a water cooled reactor chosen as a model rather
than any other kind of reactor?
DR. RABIs It is a simple one. It is one which we could get
up, and it is one which can be seen. lou can see what is happening
inside because water is transparent. It is a simple kind of reactor
and a very useful one, and it is the sort of reactor w© would recommend to a country which is just, so to speak, getting its feet
wet in entering the atomic energy field. It is cheap and easy to
assemble and easy to use.
Q. This fall, when the matter was up for discussion in the
General Assembly, there was some discussion between the Russians
and ourselves as to whether there were processes by which fissionable material could be denatured so as not to make it potentially
war material. Will there be any discussion of those processes at
Geneva?
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ffr^-DR. R.iZT: I do not thirsk there is any paper fr<jm the United
States Delegation on that. What the others have, I don t know.
Q,

Is that because the material is classified?

DR. RABIs You are entering an area which is difficult for
me. I can't go into any detail clearly. But that does not mean
necessarily that the material is classified.
Q. Can you say how many papers the United Nations has
already, including the 524? I mean, abstracts?
DR. RABIs
thing like 800.

To n^ latest knowledge, I think they have some-

Q, How many do they expect, do you know?
DR. RABIs Well, all the countries haven't been heard from.
I guess they will get a thousand.
Q.

So we will have more than half?

DR. RABIs Of those submitted, which is natural since we
are the first in the field and the largest effort in the field.
That does not mean that we will give more than half or half the
papers. We have to see what shows up.
Q, Can you tell me if the United States has declassified
any atomic information in view of the approaching Conference?
DR. RABII I am glad you asked that question. As you know,
there has been a change in the law recently on declassification —
and declassification is going on all the time; it is a continuing
process within the Atomic aiergy Commission,
Now, we are not declassifying anything for this Conference
just because the Conference is being held. But we are declassifying
a great deal all along as the situation changes in the law and in the
necessities of building up within the United States of this large
atomic energy enterprise which is going on.
Private industry is entering this in a big way. We have to
do a good deal of declassification for our own needs.
So we will have, I think^ a lot of new material to present
but not because we have declassified it for this particular occasion.
Q. Dr. Rabi, am I correct in my assumption tha% all of the
material will be presented at this Conference has never been published, that is that the United States is submitting?
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DR. RABIs No. What we hope to accomplish, one of the
objectives of the Conference, is to get the nations of the world to
have a better understanding of what atomic energy means in their
own context. So the purpose will be to clarify information which
has been published in fra^ents here and there, and has not been
put together in a thought out, reasonable, consistent whole, which
the governments of the different countries might use in planning
their future in atomic energy.
It will be difficult to publish any scientific paper in the
first place without referring to past work, but this is just not
restricted to a few words about a new ojlomplishment.
We are going to try to make a setting. After all, most of
the nations who will attend this Conference have had no atomic
energy experience of their own, at least nothing very large. For
many of them this will be a new rich offering and the proceedings
of this Conference will be, I hope, a wonderful introduction to the
whole field.
Q. I know that there is no arrangement, there is no intention that this Conference should lead to the setting up of an
organization of any kind, but do you expect that any perhaps informal channel for this exchange of information on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy will result from the thing?
DR. RABIs Well, I do hope that this Conference for the
gathering of such a g a l a ^ of scientists will result in a new spirit,
a better acquaintance, more trust and undersi.anding, which might
lead to such an organization.
We are carefully avoiding any political aspect to it. We
are not making plans for this. What people will talk about in the
halls, of course, is their own concarn,
Q, You said you didn^t have a chance to avail yourself of
the papers submitted by other countries to the United Nations, But
do you have any idea in what fields the Russians will be submitting
papers?
DR. RABIs They have come in,, They have to be translated.
I haven't seen them as yet. The United Nations is putting them out
as fast as they can get them translated. Part of the general agreement on procedure was when these abstracts come in they are translated and sent out to all the member countries. I just haven't
seen them and can't tell you, but we will have all of that material
available before we meet in Paris, And our delegation is going to
get to the mating well before the 23rd of May when our meetings
start, and we will be thoroughly prepared with a knowledge of other
offerings as well as ours.
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Q. Dr. Rabi I have there been any plans made to follow up the
results of the Conference? I n - : , this is a United States initiative.
Any result coming from the Conference will trickle down to the
populations concerned, and I have in mind the Soviet Union and the
iron curtain countries. Is there any way to check up whether they
are making use of any gains which are gained from them?
DR. RABIs Well, I am not an expert in finding out what other
cotmtries are doing. We have not yet mat\ired any plans for what the
next step might be after this Conference. I hope we don't have one
the following yearl It is just a tremendous job.
Q, Dr. Rabi, in your statement you emphasize the fact that
no classified material will be made available by the United States.
Are you referring to classified material for peacetime uses or are you
referring to classified material in the sense that yo\ir material is
classified for valid reasons of national security?
DR. RABIs 'tJaan ^ referred to classifies material there I
referred to classified material under the definition of the law^
lou see, there is a declassification guide, which is the bibls and
which one is expected to follow. And there is a group known as the
Senior Responsible Reviewers consisting of eminent scientists from
all over the cotmtry who meet quite frequently to go over the material
that exists and what should be declassified. They recommend to the
Coranission, The Commission then does what it thinks best to do.
That is the procedure® In other words, when I am referring to
classified material, I am referring to this procedure, and —
Q. What is the criterion of classified material beyond the
ordinary sense of the word as it affects of course national security?
Dl. RABIs It is not a popular woru, - - it refers to what the
Atomic Energy Act describes as classified material, and I'd have to
be a lawyer to explain it in detail,
Q, Well, I'll tell you what I have in mind. For instance,
suppose there were a patent -— nothing to do with national security —
and we withheld that purely because it is a patent.
DR. RABII

A patent held by private concerns?

Q. Yes, and other countriesj, for instance, would feel the
same way. This might reduce this Conference to what you called a
re-hash of something, of showing off how much knowledge each country
has instead of making a real geKiine biiild up of the sum total of
scientific knowledge that the world coxild proceed with on the
maximum basis of progress.
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DR. RABIs I think that you are picturing a situation tMch
exists in all fields. That is to say, suppose there is a congress
of oil technicians. They get together very happily and exchange useful information. Yet each company may be withholding some information
for further development. What you are describing is just the ordinary
course of events, and I am glad to bring this atomic energy subject
down to a sort of normal situation, away from the flights of unrealistic idealism and to the ordinary relations between countries
and between industries.
Q. How much uranium will it take to run this reactor? And
is it above the 100 kilos that Mr. Lodge offered, or is it part of
the 200 kilos?
DR. WEILs It will be something on the order of 5 kilograms
of uranium 235» So it will be roughly a twentieth,
Q. Is it part of the offer made by Lodge to the United
Nations or is this over and above? I am trying to find out whether
this is the first time any of that is being used.
DR. WEILs It may be the first time a bilateral agreement
will involve the transfer of fissionable material.
DR. RABIi I ma not sure the bilateral agreement has been
made, but the transfer will not be made for a long time with Turkey.
This may turn out to be the first transfer. I don't know,
Q. Will this be the first use of that uranium that was
offered in the United Nations?
DR. RABIs I am not sure. I haven^t anticipated thiat
question, I should have been preparedo
Q, Will the sale to Switzerland include the raw material?
DR. RABIs Yes, imder appropriate arrangements for safeguarding the raw material and its return to the United States for
processing.
Q, What are the practical uses of this reactor? Why should
the Swiss Government want it? It is a research reactor — can it go
beyond the field of research?
DR. RABIs It is a research reactor only* It is for training
scientists in its use, for making measurements of fundamental material
properties which are useful in reactors, of various kinds of radiations,
and so forth. It is mostly for basic science and basic knowledge.
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DR. WEIL; You can produce many isotopes with this that can
be used in current and other types of research,
Q. Dr. Rabi, is this a new reactor design or is it the model
pretty much after something we have here?
DR. RABIs It is an adaptation of a design which was first
made, I believe, in Oak Ridge and which is actually operating there
every day for research purposes.
Q« May I ask whether the rest of the nuclear material in
this reactor is part of the 100 kilograms the United States has
pledged and do I understand that this is five kilograms of the same
basic material as the 100 kilograms?
DR. RABIs Let's see. I think that what Dr. Weil meant
was that there will be five kilograms of containe") uranium 235 and
that this is 20 per cent; so altogether there will be 25 kilograms
of uranium, of which five kilograms will be in-anium 23 5 • I might
just mention that two United States universities are building this
sort of reactor for instructional use and research.
Q. Can you explain why we are getting 4,000 square feet of
floor space in the library at the Palais des Nations.^ xfhereas the
United Kingdom is getting 5,000? It is a matter of their asking
for more, or their being alloted more?
DR. WEILs No, it is probably more a matter of that they
asked for more. We actually were the first nation to request space
for exhibits and we sent a man over early in March to look the place
over, and he selected a room which he felt was the best one for showing
an exhibit. He is an exhibit man. That happened to be 4,000 square
feet. Now, since then, the United Nations has invited the other
nations to put in requests for e^diibit space. There is another
room which is now a museum which I believe t..3 United Kingdom and
the Commonwealth group will use cooperatively for their own exMbit,
Q, Is the exhibit that we saw last fall during the General
Assembly at the United Nations part of the popular show that you are
going to have, or is that the exhibit?
DR. RABIs

I am told it is similar.

Q, Dr. Rabi, you say in your statement that this country
knowing most will gain most. Well, now, knowing most does that msan
that this 1,000 extra feet of space the British want simply represents
an ineptitude on their part and the efficient utilization of space
on OMT part?
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DR. RABIs Sir, I am not an exhibit man,| I am sure they will
have an interesting exhibition, I am sure wc will have a fascinating
exhibition,
Q. Dr. Rabi, actually how much would you say of the Conference
material comes into the question of classification in this cotmtry?
DR. RABIs All the papers have to go through a declassification
procedure. And this declassification procedure depends not only on
us alone but on other countries with which we have agreements.
According to the Atomic Energy Act, all information brought forth
is born classified,
Q, I am not talking about the world historical situation
but of the papers you are submitting now. Approximately how much
would have been classified prior to the time they were submitted?
DR. RABIs I wotjld say that a very large part of them in the
area of reactor technology and reactors woald have been classified
say a year ago. As I explained this declassification process, it
is a continuing one, like digestion,
Q,

Thank you very much.
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ATTACHMENT I - STATEMENT OF DR. I. I. RABI

I have invited you here today because our delegation is
leaving Sunday for Geneva and Paris to deal with matters of great
importance for international cooperation about which I think you
will want to know and are certainly entitled to know.
Those of you who are close to the United Nations are no
doubt axvare of the International Scientific Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ener^. For the rest of you, let me
present a brief sxanmary of the history of this endeavor — and
I hope that in doing so I can make the whole thing a little less
forbidding than the title suggests.
One of President Eisenhower's first acts, after his
inauguration, was to propose that the United Nations proceed with
all vigor toward the application of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes on an international scale« Some steps that have already
been taken by the United States are known to you all — the release
of fissionable material for the use of other countries, the negotiations
of bilateral agreements tending toward joint efforts in the field
of nuclear energy.
Pursuing the President's purposes, Lewis L. Strauss,
Chainmn of the United States Atomic Energy GoimHission, announced
on April 19 of last year in California the President's interest in
calling an international conference on the peaceful uses of atomic
energy in order to exchange scientific and technical information
with other nations, and to discuss in general the technical problems
that the vast and important field immediately brings into being.
The response was inmiediate and enthusiastic. By the end of
the year, the proposal had received the unanimous approval of the
United Nations Assembly — and I do not have to tell you that
unanimity in a matter of substance is not easy to come by in the
United Nations, Since then, the project has gained tremendous
momentum. It is no longer merely an idea. Preparations for the
Conference are already in full ST,fing in Geneva, where it w i U begin
August 8, This country, Great Britain, Canada, France and the U.S.S«S.
are giving it full support. It is going to be one of the greatest
and the most fruitful international conferences for the application
of science to hunan welfare.
Let me give you some idea of the scope of this Conference,
In all, 84 countries were invited ~ all nations in the United
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Nations or in any of its Specialized Agencies. To date 51 of them
have accepted — 38 United Nations Members and 13 non-Members. In
this number is included every major nation in the world — most
nations that might be said to have an immediate or a prospective
interest in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Eastern European
countries are liberally represented by the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia
and Poland; India, Japan and Pakistan are attending from Asiaj most
of the Latin American countries as well as the Western European and
Commonwealth countries will be on hand. The Middle East will also
be well represented. Technical papers will be submitted by each
country — and each country, of course, will be sole judge of what
it chooses to submit. I say this to emphasize the fact that no
classified material will be made available by the United States,
and there is nothing in the structure of the Conference that will
make it possible for other nations to gather from us material we
do not want them to have — material, that is, that we would not
make publicly available to our own industries.
The outpouring has been incredible. Here in the United
States we have been offered more than one thousand papers by our
scientists. Somewhat ruthl.essly, we will weed out all but the
most significant, and we expect to go to Geneva with several hundred. Britain will have about 100 of its own and France about 70,
and I have been informed that the United Nations has already received
more than 100 from the Soviet Union. I have been attending scientific meetings all my life, and I can say to you frankly that the
quantity and the quality of the material that will be offered at
Geneva exceeds my greatest expectation.
Dr. George L, Weil, who is the Technical Director for
United States participation in the Conference, is here with me
form you about the technical areas of the Conference, and I do
want to trespass on his territory. But let me suggest some of
matters that will be covered?

planning
to in-not
the

First, all the economic aspects of energy production in
general and the scientific and technical aspects of atomic energy
specifically. The countries of the world have to know what atomic
energy costs, how it stacks up against other forms of energy, what
the futtire is for these other forms. We have to know about raw
materials — where they are available, what they will cost, when
they will run out.
Next, the technology for the future. What can atomic
energy do in medicine, in biology, in agriculture and nutrition,
in industry? In these fields the United States is proud that it
has much to give the Conference — and certain that it has much to
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Then the hazards of atomc energy — the disposal of waste
material, the protection of health. Again, we know a lot about
these things and I need not tell you that some of the aajor problems
of atomic energy lie squarely in this area.
We can profit from anything we can add to our own kn.owledge
in any of these fields. I would like to go on about this, but
Dr. Weil can be more specific and more accurate than I. I leave
the field to him,
I ha|-e spoken to you so far as an enthusiast for this Conference—^as I must admit I am. Now let me say a few words about the
plans for United States participation in the Conference,
To begin with, this country plans to throw its full weight
behind this meeting. We are gathering the best work of the best
brains in our-scientific fraternity. We are planning major exhibits
in Geneva, including a working nuclear reactor •— something that most
of the scientists who attend have never seen. This is a major effort. Those of you who will be in Geneva will have an opportunity
to inspect this reactor at first hand. Part of our mission abroad
at this time is to check on the progress being made in setting up
this reactor and the other exhibits in Geneva.
With respect to the reactor, I have been authorized by
Washington to inform you that arrangements are now being made between the Government of Switzerland and the United States under which
the reactor now being erected in Geneva will be sold to the Swiss
Governmental authorities for the research use of Swiss scientists
following the Conference. The details of this agreement w H l of
course require some time to work out, but there is a firm intention
to reach agreement on a pxirchase arrangement. The reactor w i U ,
of course, have to be Bioved from the Palais des Nations gro^mds to
a location suitable for research purposes after the Conference has
ended.
Our delegation has not been firmed up but I can assure you
that it will be representative of the American scientific commnnity.
Its members will imke a great contribution to the Conference. It
is our hope that Commissioner Strauss will head the delegation.
Now, as to our plans for this trip. From Geneva, we w i U
go to Paris, President Eisenhower has appointed me to represent
the Government at the meeting of the United Nations Advisory Committee to Secretary General Hammarskjold. This coimrdttee is made
up of one aeiitjer from each of the following countries: Brazil,
Canada, France, India, the United Kingdom, the USSR, and the
United States, Among us, we will complete the plans for the Conference ,
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I am, as I said, an enthusiast for this Conference. I have
to confess that it has in a sense a deep personal meaning for me.
I was, as you may know, one of those who aided in the developEent of
atomic energy, ten years ago and more, in the New Mexico desert. I
did not believe then, and I do not believe now, that the end of our
efforts was destruction. Our cotaifecyshared in one of humanity's
greatest discoveries, and we have always been aware of our responsibility for turning this discovery to the betterment of human conditions everywhere. Now we, as a nation, have another opportunity
to go ahead in the course we ourselves prefer to take. No nation
can lose from this Conference, We will all learn, and we will all
profit. This country, knowing most, will gain the most. Countries will
be present whose delegates will learn from every word that is spoken
or read, and who will go back to their countries to begin making a
richer, better life for their peoples,
«
All this is international cooperation at its very highest
and its most useful. It is inspiring to me, as an American, to
realize that it was the United States that initiated this Conference. The United States will make every effort to ensure the
success of the Conference.
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PRESS CONFERENCE, NUCLEAR ENERGY WRITERS ASSOCIATION
OVERSEAS PRESS CLUB, NEW YCRK CITY, June 24, 1955

PRESENT s
Jerome D, Luntz, President, Nuclear Energy Writers
Association,
Lewis L, Strauss, Chairman, U« So Atomic Energy
Commission
George L, Weil, Technical Director, U. S, Delegation
to the Geneva Conferencee
John P. McKnight, Information Director, U. S, Delegation to the Geneva Conference (on temporary assignment from U, S, Information Service^ Rome)a
Morse Salisbury, Director, Division of Information
Services, U« S, Atomic Energy Commission^
Members of NEWA and other press representatives.
MR. LUNTZ5 %• name is Jerome Luntz. I am speaking for the
Nuclear Writers Association, whichj as many of you may know, is the
organization that is sponsoring this press conference,
NEWA
the Nuclear Energy Writers Association - - is a
new-born group, just about one month olds I thought that before
getting into the conference itself, I might just take one minute and
tell you something about NEWA as a slight sales talk.
I just want to read to you two paragraphs from Article I of
our Constitutions
"The Nuclear Energy Writers Association is a professional,
non-profit organization of individuals interested or engaged
in the preparation or dissemination of factual information concerning
the development or application of nuclear energy^
"The purpose of the Association is to encourage and promote
the widespread dissemination of factual information concerning
the nature, development or application of nuclear energy,"
As the first activity of NEWA, we thought it kould be very
appropriate, because of the tremendous public interest in the
Geneva United Nations Atomic Energy Conference, to have this as
the subject of our first activity; and we are quite delighted that
we have been able to get the Chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission to visit with us and talk to us about the Conference,
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Admiral Strauss has said that he has to catch a plane at 5'30
and he will have to leave here at about 4*30, First, there will be
some introductory remarks, following which we will go to the questions
and answers*,
Therefore, I am going to turn the conference over to Mr* Lewis
La Strauss, the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commissinn^ (Applause)
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Thank you, lr„ Luntz« I do not know whether
I am a black-balled applicant for this body or noto Corbin Allardice,
who is a member of this organisation, told me that I was eligible
and I asked him to propQse me for it» I wouldn't want to embarrass
you by asking you to tell me whether w suspicions are correct or not.
It is both a privilege and a great pleasure to meet with you
here today, specifically because I have just understood that I am
participating in your initial service meeting® Therefore, this would
ss'sn to be a most appropriate occasion to express gratification that
the organization has been formed and to wish it wello
The expanding interest in atomic energy is both an opporttmity
and a challenge for you and for us in the Commission. The people of
our own country and of other nations as well have to be kept informed
of the progress which is being made in the various fields of nuclear
science and technology and in the significance of the peaceful
applications of nuclear energy as they relate to the lives and well-being
of all of us^
This progress will be exhibited and will be illuminated also^
I hope, six weeks hence, when the International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy convenes in Geneva^
For you - =- the nations* top-flight writers on nuclear subjects
- - it could be an exciting and challenging event and I hope that
most, if not all, of you will be there„
Speaking for the Atomic Energy Commission, I can assure you
that we intend to do all that we can at Geneva to cooperate with
you and facilitate your worko
At this pointy I would like to speak about our Government's
attitude toward the Geneva Conference and our policy governing our
participation in ito I will confine mj remarks to a very few
sentences in order to afford you an opportunity for questions, because
I think the answers to your questions will probably be more serviceable than a monologue from meo
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First, I would like to have you meet the key people who have
come up here with us and who are going to run the show, I would like
to introduce Dr. George Weil, the handsome gentleman on my right, who
is the technical director of the United States Delegation. He has
been living with the Conference, in the organizational stages^ about
a period of three months now.
MR. WEILs

Four.

CHAIRMN STRAUSS: Dr. Weil was Deputy Director of the Reactor
Development Division of the Atomic Energy Commission until he resigned
two years ago to enter private practice. Prior to that, going back
to the days of the Ifenhattan Project, he was active in the development
of atomic energy when it was a secret project, hidden away under the
stands at Stagg Field, I think it can be said that Dr. Weil brought
the atomic age into being by starting the first pile into criticality.
Next, I would like to introduce John P, McKnight, whom we
were fortunate to kidnap, temporarily, from his post in Rome with
the United States Information Service, to direct the overseas publicity
job and all the public relations of the American Delegation. He is
an old A. P, hand and is probably known to most of you.
Then, Horse Salisbury, long the Commission's Director of
Information, who will work with our American press^ radio, television and other media.
This Geneva Conference, as I am sure you know, was conceived
here in this country and came about as the result of the initiative
of the United States. It is a natural sequel of the President's
stirring speech to the General Assembly of the United Nations on
December 8, 1953, setting out a plan that has come to be popularly
known as "Atoms for Peace."
In the April following the President's speech, I announced that
we would call such a Conference, and later a specific American
proposal to the United Nation^ resulted in the unanimous adoption by
that body of a resolution last December 4th calling for this international technical conference on peaceful uses of atoiaic energy*
From the veiy moment of the birth of the idea, we regarded
the Conference as a great opportunity to form a partnership at the
scientific and engineering level to advance the peaceful exploitation
of atomic energy throughout the worlds
All of us associated with the Commission are gratified by the
response that has come from the American scientific and engineering
communities. As a result of that response, we know that we are going
to be able to make a significant contribution to all segments of the
conference agenda.
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In toto, we hope to present about I50 papers which will be read
and we expect to have a total of more than 500 in the aggregate
which will appear in the printed proceedings that will be published,
we anticipate, by the United Nations*
Of course, w© will be receiving as well as giving. Many nations
are going to contribute to the success of the meeting. In the formal
scheduled sessions and in the informal conversationsj the Conference
presents a unique opportunity for exchange of rapidly accumulating
knowledge which will enable the peoples of the world to use the atom for
benign purposes.
Just one other points This is not to be a sort of scientific
Olympic games. At least we have not envisaged it as that. As a
matter of fact, we are not going to Geneva with any idea of competing
or of attempting to dominate the program. Actually, it is to be in
no sense a contest from our point of view. In nxanbers of people
involved and in terms of investment, it is true that we have perhaps
the richest and most diverse atomic energy program and the one that has
been running the longest. Therefore^ it naturally follows that we
should make an outstanding contribution, but, as I have said, we are
not going in just for the sake of proving that we are better than
anyone else.
Our contributions and those of the other participating nations
will be more useful because, in adopting the Conference rules, it was
formally agreed to make this gathering strictly non-political. There
shall be no resolutions or political discussions and it will be a
perversion of the purpose of the Conference if it develops that any
occur.
What should be provided is an atmosphere favorable to good
relationships and a freer sharing of inforaation. When the President
spoke before the United Nations some eighteen months ago, he voiced
the hopes of peoples everywhere that this great new source of energy
could be turned entirely to peaceful ends. He gave certain assurances
then as to what the United States would do to help reach that goal,
and, as a result, you know that the agreeimnts with twenty-two nations
have already been negotiated. We initialed the last one yesterday
afternoon with the Government of Uruguay. Incidentallyj I did not
know until I put my name to it that the title of the Uruguayan
Government is the Oriental Government of Uruguay. That is what it is
called.
The United Nations Conference at Geneva represents a further
step toward the fulfillment of those assurances and hopes. It is
an earnest indication of the determination of this country to bring to
full realization the world's hopes that the atom shall be the servant,
not the master of mankind.
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I think I have done enough speechmaking and I will step aside
and turn the meeting over to Dr. Weil, Mn, McKnight and Mr. Salisbury,
except for thiss that since I do have to leave before this session
will conclude, if there are any questions that you wish to put to me
personally, perhaps I should stand here and take the fire until you
are ready to have me sit down.
QUESTIONSs
personally?

Are you going to head the American Delegation

CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs The names of the delegates, Mr Laurence,
have not yet been announced, I expect the White House will do
so shortly, and I think, in advance of that, it would be out of place
for me to anticipate ito
QUESTIONS 5 A couple of days ago the Russians announced that the
Soviet Academy of Sciences was having a meeting on peaceful uses of
atomic energy July 1st to 5th and that scientists from forty-one
co-untries had been invited. What do you think they are trying to do
there?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs I have speculated a good deal about it,
sir, but I don't believe those speculations have a part in a
serious session such as this. I think that one might take note of
the fact that it was called on very short notice| that to invite
serious men to attend such a meeting on two weeks' notice, a
meeting held thirty days prior to a formal long-planned session in
which Russia, as a member of the United Nations, is one of the hosts,
could only have some bearing upon the second and more important
session. What it is, is just a matter of speculation.
QUESTIONS Do you know if the National Academy of Sciences
is accepting the invitation?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs I know the answer to that, sir. I
have some question as to whether the proprieties would be served
by mj stating it. I think it had best come from them, I think
it is only fair to say that the wire services have indicated that
the academies of science in certain European countries which were
invited have been reported as having declined on the grounds of
the shortness of the notice and of the fact that they were busy
preparing for the Geneva Conference.
QUESTIONS
Geneva?

How technical will be the reports presented at

CHAIRMAN STRAUSS s I can only answer that with reference
to my own technical capacity, I have reviewed the abstracts of
a number of them, I might say that at the meetings at which some
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of them will be delivered, I might just as well be climbing an Alp
for all that I would understand of the subject. There are others
which are within my competence to follow. There are some fields that
are so specialized that I thlmt onD^yfchespecialists in those fields
will derive a, great deal from the papers» They range all the way
from the very abstruse., not to the popular, but to the moderately
comprehensible to the uneducated readero
QUESTIONS I landerstooa they were going to have liaison men
to bridge the gap between the popular interpretations and the
scientific presentations.
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Me are taking a number of our technical staff
away from their duties in the Commission to have them at Geneva with
that purpose, among othersj in view. We will have — from research and
development and reactor developmentj, and biology and medicine—a
stifficient number of our technical people to serve you in these
specific areas.
QUESTIONS There have been statements in the press that the
Russians -- a rumor that the Russians are going to reveal a great deal
more about this subject than has been told to the American people in
generalo You have probably seen those statements. Can you say
something about that?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs I heard nothing but the rumors to which you
refert. I hope the Conference will result in much material of that
sort. It will certainly justify its callingo
QUESTIONS Is the American Delegation preparing to drop any
technological bomb shells at the Conference?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS2 No. We had one little surprise which is no
longer a surprise^ but whi'".h ae hope will be both instructive and
illuminating^ It is a reseai-ch laaetor which will be installed and
operating in its own building, closely adjacent to the Palais des
Nations, just a short putt fi-om one side of it, not even a chip
shot. It will be open to the meaibeps of other delegations to watch
it operate and to operate it^ and of course, to you ladies and
gentlemen who come over and want to see ito
I have seenfchosemen who haye it in charge and I have seen
photographs of the installation which I had feared, as a disillusioned old man., would probably be like other such exhibits
that are completed the day a iA»or3.d^s fair or an exhibition closes.
This building is finished. The landscaping around it is finished.
Grass will be growing in front of it, and the reactor has been
operated and is now being disassembled prior to shipment. It will
be shipped to Geneva^ ifill be installed and will be operating before
the doors open for the first day^s session.
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QUESTIONS I have read reports that some European countries have
gone to one another in order to get information to establish research
reactors. Have they any research reactors operating? Do they ever
come to us for information about the kind you are referring to how?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Yes, some twenty-two countries have come to
us within recent months about that particular type of reactor. Until
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 was enacted, and was signed by the
President the 30th of August of last year, and the rules of the game
were changed, we were not in a position to exchange the kind of
information which we are now prepared to exchange under these bilateral agreements.
It is tmie that certain European nations have banded together.
You have heard of CERN and there are one or two other such combines.
They are helping one another.
We have stated that we would be prepared, in the case of
European countries and specifically in the case of Asiatic countries,
where there is a shortage, by comparison with Europe, of trained
technicians, to assist groups of countries, if they wished to band
together to build a reactor,
QUESTIONS Do I understand by these reports that we are now
in a position to give out more information so that countries which
come to us now will be able to get more than in the past, when they
had to go to different European countries?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs They could not get from other European
countries, so far as I know, the precise kind of information that we
are prepared to give them, nor could they get the fuel for such
reactors. It takes more than the information as to their construction
and operation to make them realities.
Previously we could not give this information. We could not
have given it heretofore until the agreements to which I refer, that
is, the bilateral agreements had been negotiated, had been approved
by the President, and had lain before the Congress for a period of
thirty days while Gosgress was in session. That period of thirty
days has already elapsed with respect to the agreement with Turkey, the
first such country to negotiate a bilateral agreement with us, I
believe the thirty days now begins to toll quite rapidly with respect
to a nxoaber of other bilateral agreements.
Unfortunately, I don't remember them in sequence and can't
tell you the countries.
QUESTIONS
countries?

Will the meeting be confined to the twenty-two
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CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs
in the meeting.
QUESTIONS

No, siro

Some sixty countries are involved

Does that include Russia?

CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs It does include Russia and a number of
satellite countries. It is a United Nations Conference, and all
the member countries were invited. At least, if there were any
omissions in the invitations, I don't know of them,
QUESTIONS When you say bilateral, what are the other countries
going to give us? What are we to expect from them?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs In the first place, Mr. Laurence, we recognize the fact, which I am sure you would be the first to agree with,
that there is nothing peculiarly American about the development of
atomic energy. If one thinks of Einstein, Bohr, Meitner, Wigner,
Fermi and ?on Neumann - - I could go on for an hour and name you
names without naming a single native born American - - who are important figures in the genesis of this whole enterprise.
It would be flying in the face of facts to assume that
suddenly all atomic discoveries have flown Europe and are going to
b© made within our boundaries. Things will be, have been and will
continue to be discovered in friendly countries in Europe, We will
benefit by this exchange. We will have access to these reactors which
they will build, and there will be a cross-fertilization between our
people and theirs which is bound to be productive for both of us.
That is the fundamental philosophy behind the President's
idea.
QUESTIONS To pursue Mr, Laurence's query further, I wanted
to know - - I understand that the British bilateral agreements
are specifically raw ore in exchange for - - and I wondered if we
had gone into anjrbhing as concrete as that?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs You mean the bilateral agreements that
Great Britain is executing with other countries?
QUESTIONS Like Australia and those other countries, like
heavy water and materials that they have unprocessed.
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs I can't answer that because I don't
know whether there is any uniformity between the agreements which
Great Britain is executing with other countries. I have only seen
one of them. I saw that on a privileged basis. It was not dissimilar to our own, that particular one, but I simply can't tell you
about those. We are publishing ours. As fast as they go before the
Gongressj they are inserted in the record and are available for everyone to see.
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QUESTIONS Do you anticipate that Russia would give information
to us as freely as we may give it to them at this Conference?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs
QUESTIONS

I can't answer that, I am afraid,

Or would they give us anything?

CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs

I just don't know.

QUESTIONS The twenty-two bilateral agreements, and more
specifically the three with United Kingdom, Canada and Belgium, set
fairly close limits on the kind and nature of information we exchange.
Can we pres\ime that in a meeting of this kind, at'Geneva, where others
besides these twenty-two nations are included, the limits will be
even tighter, the area even smaller?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs The information that will be exchanged at
Geneva, as far as our contribution is concerned, will be information
which we have declassified or are prepared to declassify.
The bilateral agreements between the United States and the
United Kingdom, Canada and Belgium differ in the sense that there is
some restricted data involved in those exchanges since there has been
a raw materials partnership - - perhaps association is the better word
than partnership — between our government and those three governments
dating back to the very beginning of the atomic energy enterprise.
QUESTIONS Recently, Mr. Gordon Gray indicated that this country
should reveal more information about the peaceful use of atomic energy.
Do you feel that this Conference and our participation in it will
fulfill this qualification he has set up, or nearly fill it?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS: You refer to Mr. Gordon Dean, not Gordon Gray,
Mr, Dean was Chairman of the Commission and he knows the problems
that have confronted the Commission in years past. One of the results
of the fact that the law has been materially amended since his period
of service terminated has enabled the Commission, during the fiscal
year which closes the 30th of this month, to have declassified and
put into the public domain something more than twice as many reports
as in the preceding fiscal years 14,000-odd as against 7,000-odd,
and one and a half times as much as in the year prior to that,
I am sure Mr. Dean did not have that information at hand because,
had he had it at hand, being a veiy meticulously fair person, he
would not have said that, if you are correctly quoting him.
I have not seen his statement, and so I am not replying to it,
QUESTIONS Does the Commission take any measures, let us say,
to laake the contents of the 14,000 papers available to the public at
large instead of only to scientists?
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CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Well, we have published a considerable number
of them, not all of them* ¥e have published substantially more last
year than we did the year previously^
We publish an abstract every two weeks, or rather a book of
abstracts, that runs about twenty-five or thirty pages each issue and
there are about, on the average, seven or eight abstracts to the page.
It is prol!)ably true that there are a considerable number that we do not
publish, but the task and the expense of publishing them all would
be almost beyond us.
QUESTION? I don*t think you would be expected to publish them
all, but there may be some selection made out of the 14,000. Ifeybe,
let us say, there would be several hundred items that would be of
great interest to the public at large.
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS; It runs to considerably larger than that,
I am told it runs to over 2,000, legteWay afternoon, for example, we
presented, on behalf of our Government, to the Government of the
Union of South Africa, a library of atomic energy publications which
we have issued.
We have given them to a number of governments as goodwill
gestures. They are the same libraries that we have placed in a
number of depositories in the United States, A sample of it was
placed on a table in my office so that the Sottih African Ambassador
would get some idea of what it looked like and so that he could be ,
photographed standing with it.
This sample was a quite respectable mound of books, something
like that (indicating), I asked what relationship that bore to the
total, I was told it was about a tenth. It is a very respectable
pile of publications, all of which are available, can be acquired
either from McGraw-Hill or from the public printer or from
Nucleonics or other sources. I am afraid I am monopolizing this.
The best part of this program is going to come from Dr, Weil, Mr,
Salisbury and Mr, McKnight,
QUESTION? I would like to pick up just briefly the one
statement you made. You said papers which we may then declassify.
Did you plan to declassify any papers at the Conference?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSI At the Conference no, but for the Conference, perhaps. They are being reviewed now with that in view,
QUESTIONS

Will they be made public before the Conference?
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CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs No, I think they will be read at the
Conference, I don^t look for anything startling or anything of that
sort. I wouldn't call them revolutionary.
Would you, George?
DR. WEILJ

Well, it is new information,

CHAIRMAN STRAUSS?

But not eqiiivalent to E equals MC ,

QUESTIONS Tour announcement in your speech today about
doubling the contribution — that is the most concrete and definite
thing that has come out since Eisenhower went before the U, N.
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS; NOe It seems to me the most concrete
thing was his statement •— well, there were two things. In the
speech which he made at the United Nations, he said, in suggesting
that we and other nations would contribute amounts of fissionable
material for peaceftil purposes to some central stockpile — he said
that in any such arrangement, the participation of the Soviet Union
must be assured. The Soviet Union must be a part of it, something
like that.
Then, if you recall, a period of months elapsed in which
nothing appeared to happen. We did announce our intention of
calling what has developed into this Conference,
Finally, on the 6th of September, Labor Day of last year,
when he was breaking ground for the Shippingport reactor, the
President said that we would go ahead with the Russians if they
would come in and without them if necessary.
That is not a direct quotation, but it is approxiamtely
what he said.
Accordingly, the Commission allocated a hundred kilograms
of fissionable material, I think about the middle of November
of last year. We didn't do anything with it at that time because no bilateral agreements were in existence.
There wasn't any possibility of making any of these agreements because Congress adjourned. It did come back, if you
will recall, for the extraordinary session having to do with the
censure resolutions. It didn^t deal with anything else during that
period or at least with very little else.
As soon as the new Congress convened and reorganized, or
within a very short time of that, we began the drafting of these
prototype agreements, and with the execution of the first sixteen
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of them, on the asstmiption that it would take about six kilograms
of fissionable material to power one of these research reactors,
it was clear that the hundred kilograms would be overdrawn and
therefore, within the past few days, the Commission decided that it
was appropriate and feasible and within the proprieties to double
the amount. The President approved it yesterday and I announced it
today as a matter of interest in an otherwise dull speech,
QUESTION? I didn't hear your speech, I understood you
said that is equivalent to five billion kilowatt hours of electrical
energy, is that right?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Yes, we have been wrestling with this here,
Mr, Laurence and I, I was calculating without a slide rule. Twenty
percent enriched material, which is what we are thinking of for these
research reactors, would involve the calculation that this would be
one-fifth of the total amount of uranium, both 235 and 238, and we
have always made these calculations on the assumption that if it
all could be burned up, the following amount of power would results
we have some ratios there and I just took that ratio and multiplied
it by five. In reaching the coal tonnage which I used, I took 200
kilograms and said that is 440 pounds, and 440 pounds at 1300 tons
to the pound was 572,000 tons, time© 5 is 2,750,000 tons and I
rounded it off to 3,000,000 tons.
Don't hold me to these things because I am not an IBM, but
I think that is close enoughs If I am inaccurate, I am sure someone is going to correct it before any harm is done,
QUESTION? I understand Morehead Patterson's company,
A,M,F. has designed what they call a packaged atomic reactor which
can be shipped off in an airplane and one shipment of fissionable
material should keep it running for a year or so. At least this is
something I have read about in the AoM,F, annual report, and the
different brochures.
In view of the kind of propaganda the Soviet Union gets
for setting up a domestic power plant, I wonder what it is
specifically, availability of material or non-existence of contracts,
which can prevent A,M,F, from actually building these things and
shipping them to underdeveloped countries, since it seems, from
what I understand, fully designed,
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS? I would rather try to answer your question
without reference to any particular company because, in the first
place, I don't know about this. In the second place, I think it
is more proper.
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There is nothing to prevent any American compare from making
a contract with a country which has executed a bilateral agreement,
building and getting permission from the Commission, a license, to
export, erect and operate, if necessary, such a reactor in such a
foreign country.
That would be true of any compaiy that qualified as a licensee,
QUESTIONS

There haven't been any so far though?

CHAIRMAN STRAUSS? I don't know. 1 think perhaps some licenses
have been issued, not many, but you will find that just as prior to
May 4th there were no bilateral agreements and now there are twentytwo, suddenly there will be a great many applications for licenses
^and a great mai^ licenses will be issued all at once,
QUESTION? Do you mean to say, then, that any private industry
can build, not a research reactor, but a power reactor in a foreign
Gountiy, or are you talking of research reactors?
GHAIRM/kN STRAUSSs
QUESTIONS

The lady was speaking of research reactors.

I said power.

CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs No fissionable material has as yet been
allocated by the United States for power reactors,
QUESTIONS You mean it would have to be within the limit
of the 200 kilograms?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS: That is right,
QUESTIONS Wasn't the original 100 kilograms to be allocated
to this international organization when it was formed?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs There were no limitations. It was simply
allocated for use pursuant to the President's "Atoms for Peace" plan,
and that envisaged both bilateral agreements and the eventual creation
of the international agency. It was clear that the bilateral agreements would be much easier to organize and could be organized much
sooner than the international agency^
It is easier to drive one horse than a tallyho,
QUESTION? If these licenses are granted to build these things,
is speGJ.al legislation needed also to provide the fissionable material?
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CHAIRMAN STRAUSS: No, The President, under the law, is
charged with the disposition of fissionable material. The Congress,
by reason of the fact that these agreements or treaties must lie
before it for thirty days, before they become effective, has some
opportunity to intervene, by whatever legal steps are possible, to
express dissatisfaction with an agreement that did not please it,
by a joint resolution or in some other parliamentary manner, I
am not a parliamentarian and I don't know what that manner would
be,
QUESTIONS Under the law at present, could a private American
corporation help a foreign nation produce its own fissionable material
outside this cotintry? Could, let us say, the American Machine and
Foundry go to Turkey right now and if there is uranium in Turkey,
let's say, help Turkey produce and refine its own uranitim?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs It is a nice point, Mr, Laurence, I
would like to answer it with this qualifications to say that I
believe — but I would want to check — that an American concern
which was not using classified information which it had received
in the course of its business with the Commission could do so.
However, I may be mistaken in that, I simply cannot answer that
positively,
QUESTIONS I am under the impression, which may be wrong,
that after the material is used in that country, it has to be
sent back here to be reprocessed?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs
QUESTIONS

So tliat is this a rental or a sale?

CHAIRMAN STRAUSS?
QUESTIONS

That is right,

It is not a sale,

Sort of a rental?

CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs It is a lease or a rental or an arrangement. It not only has to be sent back here, but is very much in
the interest of the recipient to do so because the reprocessing
of these fuel elements is an eixpensive matter, requiring an installation generally more costly than the reactor, and to require
each country to do its own processing would mean that they would
simply not build the reactors.
QUESTION? ffey I also ask if the Swiss fuel comes under
the 100 or now 200 allotment, and if this has the same regulations
attached to it, or is this outright?
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CHAIRMAN SfRAUSSi I am going to betray ncy ignorance. The
arrangement with Switzerland was made during the period when I was
abroad, but I would believe that it is included in the 100 kilograms, the first 100 kilograms,
I would not want to be held to that. It is possible that the
Commission may have set that aside separately, I doubt it,
QUESTIONS I have heard it stated that in discussions of
comaercial power from nuclear sources, such as the discussions that
were held at the Atomic Industrial Forum, are somewhat unrealistic
at present because no one can be sure what the price of uranium is
going to be, as the present prices are incentive prices paid by the
Atomic E n e r ^ Commission^ Do you think that during the Geneva
Conference some sort of clarificatiim is apt to emerge, a free world
price for uranium?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS? I wouldn^t exclude its possibility, but I
wouldn't want to say definitely yes«
QUESTION? I have another question, too. Do you ejqsect any
surprises from other countries? You said there were going to be
no surprises from us,
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs Dr, Weil corrected me. He said there
would be some new information, but no new field theory or anything as shattering as thato
Do I expect information from other countries? I could only
express the hope that there will be, but nothing in the way of
knowledge. I hope there will be a great deal of information presented in the interest of all concerned^
QUESTION? I believe you originally suggested the idea of
the Geneva Conference, What is the principal good that you
feel will come out of it now that it is actually going to occur?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSS? In the first place, it will be the first
time, really since the war, that a number of men who regarded
themselves as a scientific community will have a chance to get
together, other than in groups representing only one or two
or three nations. Here will be an opportunity for a number of
men to meet who know each other personally or by the papers they
have published. They are going to meet in an atmosphere of
mutual respect, in an atmosphere in which military and political
matters are excluded, in an atmosphere sanctioned by their
governments.
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I would say that that is one enormous advantage. Out of that,
I would expect that a good deal of advancement in the art will follow,
QUESTIONS Do you expect that declassification wotild be at the
Washington level or below?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs I don't think that there will be any change
in the declassification procedures. The Commission has certain responsibilities under the law which it may not delegate,
QUESTIONS I remember the President's first suggestion some
time back was for an international agency to develop peaceful atomic
energy.
Do you consider that tiis has been superseded by the bilateral
agreements?
CHAIRMAN STRAUSSs No, sir. The bilateral agreements can
exist in the presence of an international agency, although if
an international agency is sufficiently comprehensive and survives over a period of years, it may make the bilateral agreements obsolete.
May I ask Dr, Weil, if he hasn't been bored to death by
me, to stand up here at this microphone. May I thank you for
bearing with me, some of you twice today,
(Applause)
(Whereupon, at this point. Chairman Strauss left
cosiference,)

the

MR, WEIL? I have some charts which I use for briefing
purposes", I apologize to any of you here who have perhaps
seen them already, I will review briefly the preparations
that have been made in the United States for the Conference,
(Chart displayed to the audience,)
MR, WEILs This is the setting for the Conference, Geneva
and the hotel district is around the end of the lake here. The
Palais des Nations, where the Conference will be held, is about
a mile or two from the center of Geneva,
The reactor, which I will talk about a little later, is
located right in back of this library wing of the Palais, The
Conference itself will be held in this large assembly hall. The
United States exhibit at the Conference will be in this room, which
is a wing of the library of the Palais,
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The other exhibitions which will supplement the Conference
will be held at the Exhibition Palais, which is about another
half-mile from the center of town, or perhaps two or three adles
from the Palais.
(Next chart displayed to the audience.)

this.
United
square
room.

MR, WEILs I don't believe there is any point in going into
The plenary sessions will be held in this large chamber. The
States exhibit will be in this room here, about four thousand
feet. The United Kingdom will be practically in an adjoining
The Soviets will be in a room of about 2,600 square feet.

The technical sessions of the Conference will take place
not only in the main assembly hall, but also in two supplementary
rooms. There will be parallel sessions following the first three
days of plenary sessions.
(Next chart displayed to the audience.)
MR, WEILs As a result of the invitations which we sent out
to some three thousand organizations, we received about 1,100
abstracts of papers which individuals belonging to these organizations
wanted to contribu.te. This gives some idea of how the response was
distributed among various segments of the nation.
The AEG contractors and personnel contributed about fiftyone per centJ other government agencies, about fifteen per centj
private business, about fifteen per centj educational institutions,
twenty-one per centj hospitals, two per centj and foundations,
two per cent.
This was the raw material that we received, which we then
reviewed from the point of view of content and from the point of
view of interest, classification and so on.
(Next chart displayed to the audience,)
MR, WEILs We set up review comoiittees in each of the major
fields of the Conferences Reactor, Reactor Chemistry and Metallurgyj
Reactor Physics, Health and Medicine, Agricultural Uses of Isotopes,
Industrial Uses of Isotopes, and so on.
Starting with this raw material of slightly over a thousand
papers, we rejected some, consolidated others and wound up with
something about 550, which was the actual number of papers which
we submitted to the United Nations on May 15the
This was still in the form of abstracts, 500-word abstracts.
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This table indicates the technical sessions of the Conference,
The plenary sessions will cover all of the material on raw materials,
on energy requirements, energy production, waste disposal, health
physics, medical, biology and industrial uses of isotopes.
These will probably be s\xrrej papers which will be of general
interest. Once you get into the technical sessions, the papers will
be more highly scientific and will be primarily of interest to the
people in the various fields^
However, as Adaiiral Strauss indicated, we will have translators
in Geneva who will evaluate the papers for the benefit of the press
and others who will be there.
The total nxamber of hours of the Conference is 165. They are
broken down roughly this way (indicating), according to the different
topics to be discussed.
The papers which we have submitted, or the abstracts of the
papers, are given in this column, indicating that we have covered
pretty well all of the topics which will be discussed at the
Conference.
In view of the fact that we had such a large submission of
abstracts to choose from, we have set very high standards for the
papers in terms of interest to the Conference and in terms of being
new material that has not been previously published,
(Next chart displayed to the audience,)
MR, WEILs Supplementing the actual technical paperg, we are
having a number of exhibits, and probably the most interesting one,
as you heard, is the research reactor, which Is now being dismantled
in Oak Ridge and will be shipped to Geneva and erected in Geneva,
The reactor is what we call the pool type. There is a tank
about ten feet in diameter, an iron tank, which is sunk into the
groxmd, which will be filled with water. The core of the reactor -—
the fuel elements containing the xxranium -~ will be near the bottom
of the tank, sitting on a pedestal. There will be slightly under
four kilograms of uranium 235 contained in this core.
The water acts as a shield and also acts as a basic component
of the reactor to make it operatej but because of the nature of the
water, you can ^ee the core, and, while the reactor is operating,
you will be able to see the Cerenkov radiation effect, which is a
blue glow that emanates from the water immediately in the vicinity
of the core.
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This reactor will be operated at about ten kilowatts. It
will be flashed to about a hundred kilowatts in order to emphasize
the blue glow,
A temporary building has now been erected in Geneva to house
this reactor. It has about three thousand square feet of floor
space.
The reactor is shown in this artist's
a relatively small part of the floor space.
allow exhibits of components and information
The building, as I say, is now completed and

conception. It occupies
The rest of the space will
related to the reactor.
looks somewhat like this.

QUESTIONS

How deep is that?

MR, WEILs

This is about 22 feet,

QUESTIONS

You mean 22 feet -underground?

MR. WEIL? Well, the lip of the tank itself is slightly above
ground, I think the excavation is 22 feet,
QUESTIONS

Ten feet across?

MR, WEIL?

Ten feet in diameter,

QUESTION?

What is the fuel?

MR, WEILs

It is the same fuel: twenty per ceht uranium,

QUESTIONS

Is that four kilograms of U-235 content?

MR, WEILs

That is right —

QUESTIONS

The enrichment or the total is four kilograms?

three and one-half, actually,

MR. WEILs The total amount of uranium 235 is a little less
than four kilograms, but it is contained in uranium which is enriched. It is about 17-1/2 kilograms.
This research reactor is a very useful instrument and is
the type that many people and mai^ companies and universities
and other research laboratories are interested in. This will provide
a very dramatic and visual display of how these reactors can be
used.
Experiments will be done in Geneva and, as Admiral Strauss
mentioned, certain qualified people will be allowed to operate
the reactor.
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(Next chart displayed to the audience,)
MR, WEILs This is a floor plan indicating the reactor in this
position. The control room will be here (indicating). The water
in this tank will be continuously circulating and cleaned. There will
be exhibits lining the walls of the reactor building.
(Next chart displayed to the audience,)
QUESTIONS

Will the water be distilled water, absolutely pure?

MR, WEILs

It will be absolutely pure,

QUESTIONS

No minerals?

MR, WEILs

NoI it is demineralized.

QUESTIONS

The moderator is the water, too?

MR, WEILs

The water moderates, shields and cools,

QUESTIONS

And it provides the visibility?

MR, WEILs

You can see through it,

QUESTION?

How much are the Swiss paying for the reactor?

MR, WEILs

I believe $180,000,

QUESTIONS
supply?

How much of that, approximately, would be the fuel

M» WEILs
is being loaned,

I don't believe that that includes fuel. The fuel

QUESTIONS Is the shielding distilled, too?
it is purified, or just the reactor itself?

All the water in

MR. WEILs That's all the water there is. It is continuously
circulated and purified,
QUESTIONS
in existence?

Can you say how many reactors like that there are

MR. WEIL? I can give you some idea. There is one in Oak
Ridge that has been operating for four years. The University of
Michigan is building onej Pennsylvania State University is building
one, I am not sure how many others there are.
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,s%?-''QUESTIONS

You say they are paying $180,000 for it?

MR, WEIL? Yes,
QUESTION?

Isn't that rather below cost even for the reactor?

MR, WEIL? Well, the salvage value of bringing it back here
is included in that. It would cost us money to bring it back.
QUESTION?

Is this the Weinberg one?

MR, WEILs

It has been developed at Oak Ridge,

As a further part of the exhibit, to supplement the technical
papers, we have an exhibit in this room of the library, which is about
forty by a hundred feet, 4,000 square feet, which will essentially
provide an integrated story from raw materials through fuel elements,
through models of reactors, reactor components, chemical processing,
instrumentation, the uses of isotopes in biology and medicine, the
uses of isotopes in industry and, finally basic research.
This exhibit has been completely designed and built under contract with the Atomic Energy Commission, Every component or model
in this exhibit has been requested from some organization that has
been in a position to supply it, and some eighty organizations have
supplied parts for the exhibit. Of these eighty, about fifty are
industrial. The others are government agencies and laboratories.
Now, 'insofar as possible, wherever the occasion presents
itselfJ we are providing instruments that are working. For instance,
the chemical plant here will be a working chemical plant and there
will be two or three operators here showing how one accomplishes
these processes with mechanical manipulators and so on.
The instruments will be operating instruments. As to medical
uses of isotopes, there will be a ntmber of instruments which have
been developed which will also be operating,
QUESTIONS

Will you show how plutonium is processed?

MR WEILs This will show how uranium can be separated from
a mixture of chemical elements.
The Commission's five-year reactor program is represented
here by five models. There will be some research reactor models,
and there will be a reactor simulator,
(Next chart displayed to the audience,)
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MR. WEILs This is a picture of the model of the exhibit,
which was made in order to fit the pieces together. It indicates
two views of the same room. This is the entrance* Here are the
raw materials. These are the reactor models. These are the instruments and the exhibits on the uses of isotopes, and here is the chemical
processing plant.
The model indicates that the exhibit will be fairly crowded,
particularly if we are going to have a ntimber of people demonstrating
various parts of the exhibit, but we hope not too much so,
(Next chart displayed to the audience.)
MR, WEILs As supplement to the technical program, we have
developed a film program. Before I forget it, I might say that all
the captions in the exhibit will be in the four official languages
of the Conference, the four official languages being English, French,
Spanish and Russian,
Similarly, all of the films which we hope to present in Geneva
will be shewn in the same four languages. There will be about an
hour and a half on reactors. Some of these are films that have
recently been declassified! some have been in existence, and others
have been made purposely for this- Conference,
The "Nuclear Reactors for Research" is a North American Aviation
filmj "Construction of the Argonne Research Reactor" is from the
Argonne National Laboratoryi "Developing Homogenous Reactors" is an
Oak Ridge laboratory filmj the "Sodium Graphite Reactors" is a
recently declassified film from North American lidati'onj and "Safety % periments on a Boiling Reactor" is a recently declassified film from
the Argonne National Laboratory,
There will^be about an hour of film on uses of radioisotopes in
general science, chemistry, metallurgy and biology, and a film on
their application to humans for tracer studies in medicine,
(Next chart displayed to the audience.)
MR, WEILs Finally, we will have immediately outside the
entrance to the exhibit, in the foyer, a technical libraiy which
will consist of, first, this depository library which, as Admiral
Strauss indicated, the United States is presenting to a number of
foreign governments as well as being available in a number of
locations in this country. There will be about 5,000 Atomic Energy
Commission and other government agency reports which have been
declassified.
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There will be a complete card file and people familiar with
the other languages of the Conference to help the delegates to find
their wayarotind this file.
There will be
by the publishers in
others, dealing with
sented to the United

a book collection which is being contributed
this country, about 300 volumes, technical and
the field of atomic energy. This will be preNations library at the conclusion of the Conference,

Finally, there will be a collection of journals representative
of this country which deal with atomic energy.
This is a brief review of what we are presenting in Geneva
and, as Admiral Strauss said, we are doing this not in aiy spirit
of competition, but to present as much useful information as
possible to the Conference to make it a success,
QUESTION? In sending the material back to be reprocessed
here, we incidentally circumvent any effort to stockpile weapons —
there is no way of stockpiling plutonium, for instance, on this
allocated material if it comes back here for reprocessing and if we
reissue what we want, is that right? That is the way I have it
figured,
MR, WEILs I am not sure whether you are asking me a
technical question or a political one. Technically, what you say
is correct, Plutonium will be contained in the fuel elements.
QUESTIONS The question keeps arising, if we send them
uranium, how can we be swee it is only for industrial, but if
we get it back for reprocessing then we reallocate an amount which
is controllable?
MR, WEIL?

That's correct,

QUESTION? In one of the charts you show from what sources
the papers came. Can you indicate how the 550 are broken up?
MR, WEILs I don't have that breakdown, but I don't think
it is very much different.
QUESTION?

About the same percentage?

MR, WEILs

I would guess about the same.

QUESTION? In this business of fissionable material, the
New York Times had a story the other day about some kind of an
internal home heater someone had designed, I understood that in this
case it could run with the kind of fissionable material which could
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not be used for weapons, at least for atomic bombs. Is that so?
Is this the same kind of material which might be utilized by a power
plant?
MR, WEILs Well, if you confine your question to a power plant
and not to a home heater, I will be glad to answer it,
QUESTION?

All right, to a power plant,

MR. WEILs It is the same kind of material that could be used
in a power plant, this 20 per cetit ^^riched materia}..
QUESTIONS You mean anything that goes into a power plant
has to be the same thing which would go into an atomic bomb?
MR, WEILs

No, I didn't understand your question to be that

way,
QUESTIONS I never read anjrthing about the fissionable material
which might be used in a power plant, but on the home heater they
did say something about the fact that it was a type which could
not be used for military purposes. In other words, it would just
run this little power plant,
MR, WEILs Well, the material that would be used in a
reactor like this could not be used for military purposes. Does
that answer your question?
QUESTION? When you say a reactor like this, you are talking about a power reactor and not a research reactor?
MR, WEIL? I am talking about the fissionable material,
which is 20 per cent U"235 contained in natural uranium. Whether
it is used in a research reactor or in a power plant doesn't
make much difference.
QUESTION? It is still not the same thing someone could take
out and make into an atomic bomb?
MR, WEIL?
QUESTION?
a bomb?

That's right, it is not the same,
Doesn't it produce material that can be used in

QUESTION? If you separate it, but you have to separate it.
The amount that would be produced in a reactor like this is
infinitesimal.
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QUESTION? Is the entire problem of getting a small power
plant built and set up — is the entire problem technicians or
legal technicalities or what, if the fissionable material used
in it is not the same thing that goes into an atomic bomb? Ifeybe I am being terribly naive, but do you follow the question?
MR, WEIL? I am not sure that I do. You woxild have to put
this material through a gaseous diffusion plant in order to get
material which you can put into, a bomb. In other words, any
country without a gaseous diffusion plant could not use this
material,
QUESTION? If the material went out and were operating in
a power plant, is the danger, if there is one, that it could be
taken away and put through a gaseous diffusion by somebody else?
In other words, getting into the problem of controlling atomic
energy, I don't know anything about the difficulties of controlling it as a military weapon, except that they are great,
but when it comes to peaceful uses of atomic energy, is it just
as difficult or is there more leeway?
MR. WEILs It is much more difficult. In other words,
one can use uranium in the peaceful uses, which would be very
difficult, I am soriy I can^t be any more specific about this.
It is getting a little outside of my immediate interest,
QUESTIONS In underdeveloped countries, this is their
immediate interest. Of course, if it is something that can
be done —- these newspaper articles come out and say one day
the Soviet Union is going to do this and beat us to the gun.
Apparently, if I follow you correctly, it can be done
without any great danger that it can be used for militaiy
purposes?
MR, WEILs

That's right,

QUESTIONS

Yet we are not doing it, is that right?

MRa WEILs

I think you are leading me a little astray here^

QUESTION?

I don't mean to.

MR, WEILs I don't want to get into a discussion of the
uses of atomic power in underdeveloped countries#
% primary purpose is to describe what we are doing at
the Geneva Conference. I would rather leave it at what I have
already said on that score.
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QUESTIONS Did you say something about the participation of
American industrial fiinns? I understand there is quite a struggle
for space over there,
W.» WEILs We have not heard of this struggle, except by
reading the papers. In other words, no exhibitors have complained
to us. There are going to be three exhibits in Geneva. The
Conference itself is only sponsoring one. That is the one at the
Palais, which they have indicated or at least requested be of a
highly technical nature.
Now, there will be fifty industrial firms exhibiting within
the Palais exhibit.
Since that time — and I might say that the whole idea of
exhibits originated from the United States — uiitil we made a
request for space, there had been no idea of having an exhibit
in Geneva, Following that, we requested more space downtown at
the Exhibition Palace, You recall there were two locations, the
Palais and the Exhibition Palace,
The USIA is having their "Atoms for Peace" show down there,
which is currently in Germary, I believe, and we arranged with a
nximber of the exhibitors who were interested in exhibiting at
Geneva to work their exhibits in with the USIA show.
This is a supplement, essentially, to the Geneva Conference,
It isn't an official part of the Conference, but the United Nations
has indicated that they would welcome such a show.
Even later, the United Nations stated that they would also
welcome a trade fair in Geneva, This also will be held in the
same building, and the space, as I understand it, is more or less
adjoining the "Atoms for Peace" show, and other countries have
taken space in this building, as well as out at the Palais.
As I understand it now, there will be something like forty
companies exhibiting down at the Palais, United States companies,
either with USIA or in the trade show, as well as fifty up here at
the Palais. There is some duplication, I can't tell you exactly
the number of separate companies* There are about forty or fifty
industrial exhibits at the Palais. There are a total of eighty
organizations, fifty industrial, contributing to the exhibit that I
showed you at the Palais,
QUESTIONS

A number of foreign companies, too?

MR, WEILs A number of foreign governments are also going
to be exhibiting down here.
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QUESTION? Do you have any idea of how much that is going to
amount to, the foreign participation?
MR, WEILs

In the exhibits?

QUESTIONS Yes.
MR, WEILs I don't know the figures offhand, but there are
tens of thousands of square feet available. This whole space is
something like 180,000 square feet, so there isn't any shortage
of space,
QUESTION?

I thought the British asked for 20,000.

MR, WEILs Yes, I think something like that. I know they
have space down here for the United Kingdom and this will include
both trade fair and popular atoms for peace types. The USIA has
something like 15,000. We reserved 30,000 originally.
I think they are now using fifteen or twenty thousand,
QUESTION? Do you know whether other countries are going
to have anything like research reactors?
MR, WEILs To the best of HQT knowledge, they will not. We
have not heard of any,
QUESTIONS Have many countries now, outside of the fact
that they are going to exhibit them — Britain and Norway would
have some facilities, but do other countries in general have
this kind of thing yet on their inter-European exchange that one
reads about? Have they built these things?
MR, WEILs A number of countries have built research reactors. Great Britain, France:, Sweden, Norway, and Belgium is
building one,
QUESTION? At that Palais exhibit, at which fifty companies
will be represented, does each of these companies get individual
credit or are they all lumped into the United States?
MR. WEILs There will be two types of credits. There will
be a plaque indicating the organizations that have contributed
to this exhibit. In addition^ if there are instruments, they
will have their nameplate on the instruments,
MR. LUNTZs I think we have really put Mr, Weil through his
pace. It is getting quite late. There may be some^of you who have an
interest in specific arrangements, as far as l^hetpress is 80ae®Vn^<i| from
the United States point of view at Geneva,
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Mr, McKnight, who has responsibility for that, is here and
will answer any questions you may have,
QUESTIONS

Where are we going to sleep?

MR, McKNIGHTs The United Nations is taking care of questions of
correspondents* I believe you are supposed to get your applications
in by July 1st, I understand that the United Nations has arranged with
the Swiss National Tourist Commission to find hotel reservations. They
will have facilities for something like five hundred correspondents.
That looks like a fairly good guess as to the number that will
be there.
Be sure your expense account is adequate because Geneva is
high-priced. The second suggestion I would make is to take nylons
and wash them yourself because hotel laundry prices are just
outrageous,
QUESTION? In this dispersal of the correspondents, do you
know what area it will cover?
MR. McKNIGHTs Actually, wire facilities will be at the
Palais des Nations, I heard yesterday that the Swiss are also
setting up a downtown press as they did for the Far Eastern
conferences last year, so that jou will have the option of filing
from either place.
Most of your news will originate, I guess, at the Palais
des Nations. That is where the sessions will take place and
spot stories probably will be filed out there. Most of the
delegations will be housed in the dowitown hotel area.
The hotels are fairly close together! that is, the leading
hotels. The press house, I imagine, will be somewhere in that area.
As I say, I just heard this yesterday.
QUESTIONS
the Palais?

Will the papers be downtown as well as out at

MR, McKNIGHTs The Ifaited Nations is arranging to distribute
papers and press sixramaries as they become available, I think at
the convenience of the correspondents. They have a fairly elaborate
setup over there of messengers and delivery and so forth,
QUESTIONS

How are you supposed to go about getting applications?

MR. McKNIGHTs I think all you need, according to Mr, Aylen
at United Nations, is a letter from your managing editor, saying
that you are going to the Conference,
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In the case of free-lancers, people who are writing on their
own, he tells me there will be no problem about that, just so long
as you present yourself.
QUESTIONS

But you have to get in this letter by July 1st

where?
MR, McKNIGHTs At United Nations Headquarters here or tJenetra,^
or at any U, N, information office, of which they have about twenty,
QUESTIONS

There is no special form, just a letter?

MR. McKNIGHTs Just a letter, I have no doubt that persons
arriving without U, N, accreditation will have no difficulty working,
but it does open up certain facilities to you so that it is
convenient to have,
QUESTIONS

Whom do we send that letter to in the U, N, ?

MR, McKNIGHTs I should say to the information office,
Mr. Mossbacher is working with the Uo N. on this®
MR. MOSSBACHER? We don't have a standard as yet, but address
your letters to Matt Gordon at the press section, which is Room 385
in the United Nations Buildingo Accreditation will not guarantee
you hotel space. We will do everything we can through-* our Geneva
headquarters to help you, but I think it is only fair to warn you
now that hotel space is almost — well, it is already short. We
will do our best, but we are not saying that if you are accredited
you are guaranteed a hotel room,
MR, McKNIGHTs I don't know a darn thing about atomic energy,
I was brought into this about two weeks ago, and I doubt very
seriously that I can master any physics in six weeks left, but we
will do our best to be helpful and get you to people who do know.
Admiral Strauss has assured us that the total brains of the
American Delegation will be at your disposal to elucidate these
esoteric mysteries,
I will be glad to see you over there,
MRo LUNTZs

Thank you veiy much,

(Whereupon, the conference was closed at 5^00 p.m.)
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PRESS CONFERENCE, GENE7A, SWITZERLAND, AUGUST 6, 1955

PRESNTs

George L. Weil, Technical Director, United States Delegation
John P. McKnight, Information Officer, United States Delegation

MR. McKNIGHTs We will make this very short, especially so
as to leave tim.e for questions, if you like.
This afternoon is primarily what Charter Heslep calls the
"nuts and bolts" conference. We will try not to repeat anything that
was said at the United Nations this morning, and if there are some
of you h ^ e who weren't there and want to ask questions about it later,
you can.
Very briefly, the arrangements are that the downtown exliibits
will open at 10 s30 tomorrow morning—that is the USIS exhibit and the
coifflaercial exhibit—for both press and photographers. The reactor will
be open to photographers and the press as of 12 o'clock tomorrow^ It
is not included on the regular tour of the exhibits scheduled in
the afternoon because there didn't seem to be time, but you can drop
in there as you like. The technical exhibits at the Palais des
Nations will be open, by arrangements with the press offices of the
delegation, to photographers, still and movie, at 1 o'clock. The
foimal opening of the exhibits takes place at 2 o'clock. There will
be some ceremony, very brief, at the opening-—a very quiclcly conducted
tour of all the exhibits, after which correspondents are free to spend
the remainder of two hours looking at the exhibits. As far as our
exhibits are concerned, there will be available at the reactor and at
the exhibits tomorrow illustrated brochures describing them fairly
fully. If anybody is pressed for a story tonight and wants some advance stuff on that, drop in at the Hotel du Rhone office in the
lobby and I will see that you get an advance copy of it.
We said this moining that we had made up a sheet of paper
giving the names of all of us, with whom you would be working at
home and office telephone numbers and addresses. I think that quite
a few of you missed getting these in the shuffle at the end of the
UN briefing. I brought along a stack here if anybody wants one
after this is over.
There are on this Information Staff here, in addition to me,
Morse Salisbury, Information Director of AEG, whom a great many of you
know* Joe Hanson, who has been more or less the USIA atoms-for-peace
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pluggeri and Dick Friediran of the State Department, You haven^t seen
much of Dick because we sort of lent him to Alexis Johnson for three
or four days, so he could work with him on the talks with the Chinese,
but he will be on tap. Most of your working contacts will probably
be withWoroe Salisbtiry and with Charter Heslep and Al Johnson, whom
a great many of you know. Charter especially will be your contact
if you want to reach any mentoer of our delegation, any of the scientists or members of the delegation for interviews, recordings or
whatever you have in mind. The Chairman has promised me that the
whole staff of the delegation will be available to the press, their
other duties permitting; that is, time when they are not tied up with
actual Conference work. In addition to our working staff, we have
three brains assigned to usi John Hogerton, Bob Tuafcleson and Gordon
Dunning—all three of whom from their private life have been borrowed
because they are esspert in explaining the unexplainable in understandable terms.
We will have the President's statement to the opening ses-"
sion, which will be delivered on Monday, which will be reproduced
and delivered to the United Nations and will be distributed about 9
o'clock Monday morning for release at 11 a.m., Geneva time. That
statement will also be available in Washington through the White House,
and 1 assume through the AEG Information Office too. So if any of
you want to save cable tolls, just make siire your stateside offices
pick it up. That is for the American correspondents, of course.
Q. This is a statement by the President of the United States,
not the statement of the Conference?
MR. McKNIGHTs It is the statement of the President to be
delivered by Strauss at the opening of the Conference.
That is all I can think of right now. Unless you want to
ask questions now about arrangements, we can defer all questions
until you hear from George Weil. Dr. Weil is the Technical Director
of the Conference for the American Delegation, He has been working
on this for about six months and is jtist about dead—but he did it.
He is himself a veteran in the field of atomic science. He has been
with it since 1939 or '40 and was actually the man who pushed the
control rods when Enrico Femd started the first chain-reaction at
Stagg Stadium in Chicago in 1942. Some of you may have heard something of what George will say, if you covered press briefings in New
York and Washington.
Dr. George Weil.
DR, WEILs Thank you, John. I wasn't at the meeting at the
United Nations this morning, so forgive me if I cover some things
that you may have heard there.
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The program, which the United States has assembled as its
part in the IntBroational Conference, break® . down into four areas.
The first and probably most Important, the central focal point, of
course, is the papers which will be presented at the Conference
starting on Monday. Of the something like 450 papers that I think
are on the Conference agenda, in the order 3f 175 or 180 will be
presented by United States scientist?, engineers and others. This
represents about 40 percent, or perhaps a little more, of the
program.
We have covered all of the technical areas that the Conference will discuss—energy, power resources, and so on—and we
have assembled, I think, a very top caliber group of delegates, something like 183 of them who will represent the United States either in
presenting papers or in discussing them. Now, I don't want to spend
more time on the Conference, on the technical part, unless—I'm sure
it has been covered this morning, what the subject matter of the Conference will be, and I am sure you have all seen the agenda.
I would like to spend a little time on the exhibits, which
I feel are an important supplement to the technical papers which we
are presenting. I don't know how many of you have been out to the
Palais, I know that I have seen a number of you in the various buildings
out there, but perhaps it might be interesting—^and I apologize to
those of you who have seen this before—to take a look at what the'
various exhibits are, how the e^diibit areas appear.
This is an artist's conception of the reactor buHding
(indicating) and I think probably most of you have seen it. The
reactor itself is a ten-foot diameter tank filled with water
about 20 feet deep and the fuel elements, the core, is at the
bottom of the tank. This reactor is particularly interesting because of its flexibility as a research tool in nuclear physics, chemistry, metallurgy, production of radioisotopes, and so on. If you
have seen it you know you can see the coil, you can see what goes on
down there. You can easily insert instruments, samples to be irradiated
and, as a research tool, it is ideal. And it is for this reason
that we have built this reactor here, to demonstrate the sort of
thing that can be made available to other cotmtrles through the
appropriate bilateral agreements and which can be assemibled with
the fissionable material which the United States Government has
made available to the international agency, when it is formed.
The rest of the room is designed to supplement the reactor with panel exhibits illustrating the uses of the reactor,
the properties of the reactor for the technical people, and various
experiments that can be done with the reactor. , The reactor contains
about seven or eight pounds of U--235, which is mixed X'fith U--238 xn
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the proportion of about one to five, which is the 20 percent material
which has been made available to other governments and the international agency, ifhen it is foinaed. The reactor is completely automatic from shutdown to operationsg one can press a button or one
can set a switch to the power level tliat one desires and the instruments will then take over. This is the first time that this has
been done with a reactor.
This is a layout of the reactor building (indicating exhibit
of reactor building floor plan)» This is part of the blue glow
which you can see when the reactor is operating (indicating), and here
is the control room (indicating). You go up a ramp (indicating).
There are several exhibits along the walls and here is the reactor
proper (indicating)» This is the water in the reactor tank (indicating) , which is circulated continuously and is clean. I think
you will find this a very spectacular exhibit, if you haven't already seen it. And, in my opinion, the concept and the way it has
been executed has been magnificent.
The next exhibit (iJidicabing)-~now, in the library wing of
the Palais in Room 15, Salle X?, we have the technical exhibit which
supplements the papers| the technical exhibit and the reactor itself
in Salle Xy supplement the teclrinical papers. Now, although this
exhibit is perhaps not as spectacular as the reactor, in imny ways
I think it has a greater interest, a greater over-all appeal to the
scientists. And I would like to spend a fexf minutes telling you
what we have in this exhibit. This exhibit has been designed from
scratch and planned to tell the story from raw materials, from the
ores, to the uses of isotopes and reactors. It has been built up
by requesting more than a huridred organizations to contribute
pieces and equipment, which has been then built into the exhibit,
to tell this story. The exhibit has been planned in nine areas.
The first area is production of raw materials (indicating).
As you come in the entrance here (indicating), you will find a large
piece of equipment which we call a fission cloud chamber. This piece
of equipment shows cosmic rays as they are passing through the room
continuously. As you look into it you will see these cloud tracks
which illustrate the paths and the collisions of cosmic rays as
they go through the air, I think it's a very interesting exhibit.
Then, immediately to the left of the entrance is a reception desk here (indicating) where you can pick up booklets describing
the exhibit and this panel and this area illustrates raw materials
thit)ugh production phases to metal, uranium and thorium (indicating).
On this side (indicating) we have a panel reactor materials, zirconium, beryllium, uranium, the effects of corrosion and water, and
so on uranium alxminum, the effects of heat, the fact in a reactor
the temperature may go up and dom—this has a very serious effect
on the uranium. And these are all illustrated in these panels with
sample s (indicating).
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In this comer (indicating) we have examples of actual fuel
elements which are used in the reactors, in power reactors and in
research reactors. This is where the uranium is contained, and it
indicates the complexity sometimes that we have to go to in order to
make those fuel elements last a long time and deliver large quantities of heat.
This area (indicating area number three) is made up of reactor models, and I believe there are something like a dozen reactor
models. Along this wall and around the corner (indicating) are models
of the reactors which the Atomic Energy Commission is building—they
are now under construction*—as a part of the five-year power program.
The Shippingport reactor, which is being built near Pittsburgh by
Duqaesne Light Company, is being designed by Westinghouse. I won't
go through all of these. There is the boiling water reactor that
Argonne is working out| and the sodium graphite reactor by North
American Aviation Company| and the homogenous reactor of Oak Ridge
National Laboratoryi and a fifth one which at the moment I don't

MR. McKNIGHTi

Thorium.

DR, WEIL: The experimental breeder reactor.
Q. Experimented x-jlth. thorium?
DR. WEILJ The homogenous reactors will eventually have
thorium in them. The breeder reactor is a plutonium reactor.
This (indicating) is a very large and, I think, a very excellent example of model work of the materials testing reactor, which
has been operating for about two years out at the National Reactor
Testing Station in Idaho, And this is the borax experiment, the
first boiling water experiment which was done at Idaho (indicating),
and this is a research reactor (indicating) of the Argonne National
Laboratory; and over here (indicating) we have something like four
or five models and photographs of reactors which are now ixnder
consideration by industries. In some cases they are to be completely financed by the companies, in other cases with some arrangements with the Atomic Energy Commission.
As the last item in this area, area mHiiber three, we have
a reactor simulator, where you can actually control a panel as though
you were controlling a reactor, and the instruments will react as
though it were a reactor. This is completely electronic and is a
very useful device for studying the behavior of reactors when one
does certain things to them.
Well, then we move into area four (indicating), which illustrates the components that have to go into reactors—the pumps.
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the valves J things like that, which ar-e made to carry the coolant or
to transfer the coolant from the power reactor in order to make the
steam which drives the turbiaes.
On this side (indicating), I think is one of the most spectacular exhibits (indicating area 5)> which is a chemical processing
plant. Iftien you reach that, there is a model here of the actual
chemical plant which is in operation m Idaho at the National Reactor
Testing Station; and alongside of it is an operating chemical process
with uranium, but it is not irradiated so you don^t have to worry
about it, where the uranium is separated from impurities like copper.
Here we have a device for sampling this process (indicating), which
in ordinary circumstances would be very radioactive and one couldn^t
approach it and one couldn^t handle the solutions. We have a mechanical arm sort of things that you can operate at one side of a four
or five foot concrete wall and on the other side you can do very
delicate nanipulations like picking up glass beakers and pouring
them and transferring them^ and so on. And 1 think this is a very
interesting part of the whole exhibit. It is operating^ as I say,
and there will be people there who will demoi^strate this to you and
explain it to you.
Well, this takes us to area 6, which displays instruments
which are used in the atomic energy industryj from mining prospecting to the instrumentation for health physics for maintaining
proper health precautions and plants, and so oh
And we have there,
I would say, an almost complete display of all instruiaents from
various corpanies in the United States who are manufacturing this
type of instr-ment. These x^dll be operating instruments. lou can
see them workings lou can see how, for example, the prospecting
instruments will react differently to different types of ores.
'rfe pass quickly then into area 7, where we display and
demonstrate the uses of radioactive isotopes which are produced
by reactors in biology and medicine. There are some very interesting photographs of the uses of isotopes in medical therapy and
cancer therapy, and also in uses in agriculture, in the genetics, in
changing the properties of plants by irradiating the seeds. Me
have a little display there which I think is most interesting,
showing how different types of carnations of different colors can
be grown just by radiating the seeds. You can get different colored
blossoms on the same plant.
On this side (indicating) in area 8 are the industrial
uses of isotopes0 These areas are not quite as shai'ply defined as
indicated here. Some of the agricultural exhibits are over here
(indicating), and some of the medical exhibits are over here (indicating) . There will be examples of some of the cobalt and thulium
sources that are used ia radiation therapy*
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The final area is what we call basic research (indicating),
where we display samples of some of the elements that have been
produced above the 92 which occur in nature — plutonium, nepttmium,
americium, and so on.
MR* McKNIGHTi

George, how many are there of those now,

ten?
DR. WEILs As I recall, there are 101, so that would be
about nine. Of course the high ones, 101 down to about 95 are so
short lived that you can*t save them. So the only ones that are
displayed here are the ones that have long lives.
1 think that about covers the general layout. As I say,
this has been very carefully planned to illustrate the atondc
energy field from ore to uses, and I*m sure that you will find it
interesting and as interesting in a different way as the reactor
itself.
This is a photograph of a model (indicating) which was prepared in planning this exhibit but now you are in Geneva and 1
think it ^^rill be much more interesting to see it.
Now, as the final supplement to the papers program, we have
prepared seven films which will be shown by the United Nations, and
I think they also will be of great interest. I wontt read the^
names of the films. They are there (indicating). They have been
prepared by places like Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Argonne
National Laboratory, North American Aviation Company, the Medical
Guild, and so on. Each film is perhaps about 20 minutes. The
whole show lasts about two and a half to three hours, and they
are shown in four languages.
I might also mention that the captions in the exhibits,
both in the reactor building and in the Palais, are in four languages.
The United Nations is making up a schedule. I understand
that they have received films also from Norway and from the Soviets,
We have given them our films and they are preparing a schedule for
showing.
Q.

What are the four languages, sir?

DR» MBILi English, French, Russian and Spanish. And I
might say, if anybody has ever tried to get two people to agree on
a translatior, I M like to hear about it, I^d like to find the
man who did the translation.
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We will go on to the next exhibit. We have a technical library
(indicating), which is also in the Palais, It is slightly removed
from Salle X7. If you know where the United Kingdom exhibit is in the
Miseum — as you come up the stairs the United Kingdom exhibit is
on one side and the United States Exhibit and the Belgitaa and the
Scandivanian Exhibits are on the other. Well, on the same side as
the United Kingdom Exhibit, down a passage way (indicating) there
is a room which is the United States technical library. And this
library again is a supplement to our program. It represents the
background of unclassified inforjiiation which has been released in
the United States, I might say a selective background, something
like 5sOOO or more reports tJiat are available for the delegates
for whoever wants to read them. We have a complete file card
system. We have girls who can speak Russian, Spanish, French, and
I hope English, And we hope that this will be a useful adjunct to
the United States Delegation and to the other delegations, It^s
available to them.
Q.

That goes to the United Nations, doesn^t it?

DR. WEHs At the conclusion of the Conference this will be
presented to the United Nations library. It will be kept in the
same room. This is the same collection that has already been given
to some 27 nations by the United States Government.
I think that covers the major areas that we have prepared
for participation. I^d like to emphasize again what has been said
many times by others, that we have done this in a spirit of cooperation and in a desire, a sincere desirej to assure the success of the
Conference. We have not done this in any spirit of competition but
to present with the greatest possible effect and to imke the best
possible showing and demonstration of what the United States has
been doing in this field of peaceful uses of the atom,
I*d be glad to answer any questions,
Q, Doctor, can you tell us whether, sir, your niain objective here is to demonstrate what the United States has been doing in
non-military phases of nuclear science or whether your main anxiety
is to help the rest of the world learn as much about it as the United
States knows?
DR, WEILI I think to some extent they are a little inseparable. This is the first time, the first opportunity that we
have had to present the information in as coordinated and concentrated form as we have for this Conference, Our main objective,
I would say, is to contribute to the purposes of the Conference,
which is to promote the intei'national cooperation and the development of the peaceful uses, and we feel that this is what we have to
contribute.
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Q. Gould you say something about the attitude of the United
States Delegation towards the commercial exhibition at the Palais
des Expositions. I might say parenthetically that Professor
Whitimn, at the session you did not attend this morning, made it perfectly clear he had a scientist's disdain for any attempt to apply
to these theories on a commercial basis. Now, I'd like to know
whether the United States-Delegation feels the same way, or whether
you have some other attitude.
DR. WEILs I am not sure I can speak for the delegation.
I*d like to say my own views on it.
First I'd like to say my feeling has been that we are here
to sell an idea, not a geiger counter. We are here to sell the idea
of atoms for peace. This has been the purpose of the conference
and the whole participation from the beginning has been focused on
this, on a technical conference to discuss ways of promoting international development in the fields of atomic energy for peaceful
uses,
I believe the downtown exhibits are a very valuable supplement to this. But I think it would not be good if they were
considered the highlight of the Conference because I don't think
that we are competing for world trade or world markets. You
can't, of course, eliminate this from the picture, but I think we
mustn't lose sight of the fact that this is a technical conference.
Now, by themselves I think Trade Fairs and atoms-for-peace exhibits
are fine, I think they are a very valuable adjunct to this Conference.
Q. I take it you are aware--I don't want to prolong this,
but the United Kingdom has taken a very different attitude toward
the trade side of the Conference, I wondered—
"DR, WEILs I am aware of it. I ssiy again, I'm not speaking
for the United States Delegation, I'm talking
Q, I would say you were. Doctor, You are the spokesman
for the United States Delegation, aren't you?
MR. MCKNIGHTJ

No, Mr. Strauss is that,

DR. WEILs I think Mr. Strauss has made the same comment.
So I don't feel that I have said anything that Mr. Strauss would
disapprove of. But I'm here to describe the technical participation. I would say that this question gets a little into the
political arena and I would prefer to let it go at that.
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Q. Professor Whitman this morning stressed the exclusively
scientific nature of the Conference, It appears that quite a number
of political representatives are going to be among the delegation.
Could you perhaps explain what their function would be at this
Conference?
DRe WEILs I would not like to reply to that question for the
same reason, tiat my part in this Conference has been associated with
preparing the technical programs. And who is on the delegation and
who isn't has not been part of oiir responsibility.
Q. I want to ask a question and I want to ask you to look
for more in it than there is in it. There is classified material
and unclassified material. And from your words I make that what is
unclassified can^t be so much any more, but do you think personally
that in the classified material there is still much that could be
useful—of atomic energy? Is the question clear?
DR. WEILs In the classified area, do I believe that there
is still a lot that could be used.
Q. Yes, that also could be cleared for use, for peaceful
use of atomic energy. I mean in the classified area, is there still
much that could be drawn out for the other side?
DR, WEILs
Q.

I think the answer to that is <»no»».

That is what I wanted to know.

Q. What was the question?
DR. IffilLs The question is, do I believe there is still a
lot of inforjmtion that is classified that is usefxil in the peaceful
applications of atomic energy| and my answer is % o . " And I'd like
to explain any piece of information is useful. And it's hard to
say that something is not useful in developing the peaceful uses,
so there is no sharp line. But I would say that by far any information which is primarily of use to the peaceful uses and not
directly associated with the military applications is unclassified,
Q, At this moment?
DR. WEILs F'^" L_, within the judgement of people, I would
hate to make a blanket statement that everything has been unclassified,
Q«

I meant before the Conference and now and after the Con-

ference .
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DR. WEILs No, I think there will be a lot of information
which will be discussed at the Conference which has not been publicly
available, which has been made available within the last few months
and has been made available under the declassification rules which
have been established since about a year ago.
Q. May I ask U^r question now? Have you had an opportunity
to look at all the papers?
DR. WEILs

No, sir, I haven't,

Q. Or have you just seen those from the United States?
DR. MEILi

Not even those. There are 550 of those.

MR, McKNIGHTs
last six months,

Dr. Weil has been a very busy man in the

Q, I was wondering whether you coxild characterize the
quality of the papers and tell us whether information contained
therein is sufficient to go into a program for a nation that does
not now have one.
DR. WEILs Well, I really haven't examined them from that
point of view, but my guess is that there is a tremendous amoxint
of information in there that would be useful for a country, either
to go into a program or to evaluate for themselves what it would
mean to go into a program, which is equally important, I'd like
to emphasize that I realize, and all of us realize, that the papers
are highly technical, except for perhaps the first day or two, which
is to discuss energy resources and energy requirements, and we arranged
with John McKnight to help him, and to help you through him, in
evaluating the papers as they are presented <— our own papers —
their significance and their relationship to things that you
understand.
Q, Have you found a common anxiety as you examined these
papers as great as that of the United States among all of the countries participating to share what they know about atomic energy?
DR, WEILs

I'm afraid I can't answer that.

Q, You said that anything useful to peacefxxl application
and not related to military application has been declassified by
us.
DR. WEILs Well, I also said that it is awfully hard to
draw a fine line and it's a matter of judgement of people. Now,
to say that everything has been declassified is not correct. I
should like to retract that.
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Q, Just theoretically speaking, if I may finish my question, if we could just suddenly, tomorrow, declassify everything
on atomic energy, military and otherwise, would there be things in
that classified storehouse that would give some considerable help
to the peaceful uses?
DRe l-CEILs Well, if I answer that question one way I will
get kicked in the teeth, and if I answer it the other way I will get
kicked in the teeth. I think it's a difficult question to answer.
I don't think there is any point in trying to hide the fact that
there is classified information and why there is classified information. We all know the reasons. And the rules of classification are designed to try to retain that information which is felt is
more important for the national security in any country. We are not
peculiar in that way. Does that answer your question?
Q, No, I'm not attempting to attack the
position, nor to speak in defense of it. I'm just
whether countries in general—the United States or
have information behind security walls that we can

United States'
curious to know
any othersuse,

ffi, McKNIGHTi It might help you if I repeated the remarks
of one of our scientists that it seemed the classification of procedures of other nations is very siMlar to ours. So everybody
is in with the classification to approximately the same extent.
Q. Dr. Weil, in a couple of instances it seems to me
that, wholly outside of the question of classification and classified information, some of the industrial information is being
offered by u s — I have in mind the graphites, which does, I
understand, contain a considerable amount of private information. Has some inference been made to get the involved industrial
firms—American industrial firms-—to disclose processes or explain
processes here that heretofore have been held as corporate property?
DR, WEILs Well, of course any piece of information which
industry develops for itself, on its own funds, and wishes to keep
classified industrially, I^m speaking now industrially--speaking
of this—that is their own information. Any information that has
been developed by Government funds is the property of the Government,
Q, Dr. Weil, couldn^t this proposition be put this ways
that insofar as the information is the product of the expenditure of
public funds in the United States and mthin the possession and
control of the Atomic Energy ConBuLssion, nothing has been held back
sinply for the reason that it might enable somebody else to catch
up in the peaceful uses field? Nothing has been held back for that
one reason and that one reason only?
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DR. WEILs I hate to ms^ke any blanket statement in ^ny area
as conplicated as this one. I think that as a general practice this
is true. For all I know, there may have been information held back
for one reason or another that I'm not aware of.
Q. You spoke about an international agency, and you used
the words "when this international agency will be set up",
DR, WEILs This is not a part of this Conference, I'd like
to emphasize that this Conference is independent of the negotiations
which are now going on in connection with this international agency.
Therefore, I'd prefer not to discuss this topic.
Q, There is one question on it. What will that international agency do?
DR. WEILs

What can it do?

DR. WEILs

Well, it would take another afternoon, I'm afraid.

Q, Would yoy. care. Dr. Wail, to say in which fields the
information now unclassified is the most striking — unclassified by
the United States, just very broadly which field is the most striking,
novel in the material now unclassified?
DR. WEILs This would require some thought on wiy part. I
think that in the field of reactor technology we have declassified
a very large amount of material. Of course this doesn't mean that
it is the most useful to other countries.
Q, No, no, that is a separate point.
DR. WEILs Because in the field of isotopes and isotope
applications we may well find that other countries are primarily
interested in these things rather thgin reactors.
Q, No, I just meant apart from the use, the biggest jump
forward, so to speak, and you say it is in reactor technique?
DR. WEILs

Yes,

Q, Do you have any comment o n —
DR. WEILs
Q,

I believe this gentlemen had a question first,

I'd like to come back to this classification business.

MR. McKNIGHTs Well, I'd like to enphasize that this was
intended this afternoon as primarily a conference on arrangements, of
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mechanics, and you're taking Dr, Weil into water that he hasn't been
swimming in very recently,
Q.

I'd just like an answer *»yes" or % o " .

DR. WEILs

I think you would have to read the papers.

Q. I'm sorry, but may I just try to make the whole question
clear for my own ears? The reactors, do you think or don't you
think, that there is still any classified material which you could
BBke look, if declassified, well, make the modern reactors look old
fashioned if the reactor was declassified?
DR. WEILI

I think the answer to that is "no",

Q. Well, thank you, sir,
DR. WEIL J The modern reactor is something that doesn't exist.
Q. Well, most modem up to now.
Q. I'm wondering whether you had any comment on the American
visit to the Russian exhibit today?
DR. WEILs This was a completely inforaial arrangement and I
prefer not to comment.
Q. I'd like to ask either you or Mr, McKnight, how is
American industry represented on the United States Delegation?
DR. WEILs Well, I can answer tte.t, I think. Of course
on the Delegation itself—by which you mean people?
Q, Yes.
DR, WEILs I would say thab there are probably 10 or 15
percent or mere, actually if^s higher than that—I don't want to
quote a figure because the contract is of the AEG, in many cases
the same industries that are also interested in the industrial
atomic energy field. I*m thinking, for example, of Westinghouse,
North American, and so on. And, looking at it from that point
of view, I would say our delegation comprises probably 80 percent
industrial representatives, even though they may at the moment be
paid by public funds. In the exhibits, of cox3X*se, we have some 60,
I believe, companies that are either exhibiting in the Palais shovf
or in the reactor building or associated with them, some 80 to 100,
including those associated with the USIA and the Trade Fair at the
Palais des E:K5)ositions.
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Q. Would you spell out in that connection the role of observers, American observers?
DR. WEILs Well, I might just mention that there will be some
200 or more people from the United States representing industry and
private organizations who will attend the Conference as observers,
MR. McKNIGHTs Those are people who in some way or other have
been active in the Atomic Energy Commission program or have contributed
to the Conference itself, but do not actively participate in the
Conference, Is that right?
DR. WEILs

That is right.

Q. Dr. Weil, does the American Delegation expect to learn
anything here, or is it all a matter of sharing?
DR. WEILs I'm glad you asked that. We expect to learn a
lot. We know that we will learn a lot.
Q. Do you have any particular technique for going about
it—that is what I'm getting at.
DR. WEILs W e n , we have several. We have-interpreters.
We hope to see their exhibits, and I think we certainly hope to
leaam as much as we are able to give.
Q. Dr., would you want to make a rough guess how many
United States firms are participating with the AEC program as important contractors?
DR. WEILs Well, this is a pretty difficult thing to do
off-the-cuff. I'm sure that that kind of information is available
and in reports which Mr. McKnight has. This is a matter of numbers, I could do it, but it would take me 15 minutes to add them
up,
MR, McKNIGHTs We had a release put out in Washington
several weeks ago listing all the firms which participate in any
way in any phase of the Conference, including the Trade Fair and
the USIA exhibit, and I believe I'm safe in saying that is just
about all the firms that are importantly engaged in atomic energy
activity,
DR. WEILs You will find this same list in the exhibit
brochure which you will find in the Palais, in Room XV. The
whole list of companies who have contributed is in the brochure.
And, as John McKnight says, they are practically the same list
of companies who are working with the AEC in the United States
in some capacity or other.
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MR. McKNIGHTs I might say finally that the popular digests
of the papers are now being released, passed out very fast at the
Palais des Nations, They have not been released in order, some ar~
rived out of order and the process is a little bit disorderly but
they are getting arotind with them as fast as they can. As far as
the United States digest is concerned, we can backstop you at the Hotel
du Ihone office. We have a complete collection there. We also have
some other material put out over the last montii or so that could be
used as background.

(The Press Conference iias adjourned at 4l55 p»ni.)
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PRESS CONFERENCBj, GlMEVAj, SWITZERLAND, AUGUST 8^ 1955

PRESENTS

Lewis L. Strauss^ Chairmanj, United States Delegationi
George Weil^ Technical Director^ United States Delegationi
John P. McKnight^ Information Officer, United States
Delegation^

MR, McKNIGHTs ¥e will have to make this conferenc© today fairly
short because Mr. Strauss has to be in his seat at the Assembly at
2!30 or very soon thereafter^ and we will have to take five minutes
at the end of the conference to read a brief statement requested by
some of the T¥ and sound men.
MR. STRAUSSs This is the first opportunity I have had for a
press conference. As Mr. McKnight has said^ it will have to be a
brief one. I will try to be available as often as you wish me during
the time that I am here at the Conference. I haven't a great deal
to report to you in the brief time this afternoon but there are a
couple of announcements I would like to make 1-. you.
I might say that I am particularly glad to be here because there
are at least a few people in this room that I have known for more than
20 years, one in particular whom I haven^t seen for nearly that long.
The particular announcement that I want to make are thesej
Mr. Henry Ford II, taking note of a paragraph in President Eisenhower's
remarks when he was here for the conference at the summit, wrote me a
letter which resulted in some correspondence that I think can be most
briefly summarized if I read you a statement^ copies of which I believe
you already have, announcing that the Ford Motor Company Fund, a nonprofit philanthropic oiganization of the Ford Gompany^ has established
a million dollar fund to provide wox-ld-wide atoms~for-p@ace ai-ards.
If I might take a moment before I attempt to answer any questions
that you may have for me on that statement^ I would call attention
to two points. One is the provision that the recipients of the
awardj which will be #75,000 annually^ shall be selected from among
the world's scientists and inventors and engineers, either as
individuals or teams or groups of men without any regard to their
nationality or political belief. The other is that the jury, which
will make the awards, will be an international jury.
I would like to read just one paragraph from the letter which
Mr. Ford wrote me announcing the creation of the Fund. He beginss
"We" -- and by this you must understand that he means himself and
his two brothers — "We propose that when the organization of this
new memorial fund is completed, the Board of Trustees of the Atoms-
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for-Peace Award appoint each year a competent International Jury of
Awards for the purpose of sel'Ks' ,g from among the world's scientists,
inventors and engineers without regard for nationality or political
belief, the individual or group of individuals who, in the Jury's
judgment, has made the greatest contribution during the year to
peaceful uses of atomic energy; that the individual or group so
selected be granted, with appropriate ceremony, the Atoms-for-Peace
Award for that year| that the Annual Award carry, in addition to
the suitable medal to be designed and cast for the purpose, an
honorarlixm of |75»OOOj that, if dm-ing any y^,-^** the International
Jury of Awards or the Board of Ti'Usfcess finds no candidates preeminently meriting the Atoms-for-Peace Award, the sum at the disposal
of the memorial fund be used f it year for scholarships and fellowships most likely to contribute to the advancement of the new
science of peaceful application of atomic energy."
That is the end of the statement. This is a very clearcut
situation. It is a response by private individuals to the President's
expression of hope that private business and private individuals
woxild do something to provide incentive for this purpose. I suspect
that there will be others.
Now, I have another announcement to c.-.ke, but perhaps I had
best pause and see whether there are any questions with respect to
this letter. Are there any?
Q, Yes. Was this released simultaneously in the States?
MR. STRAUSSs I presume it will be. And I have no doubt that
questions put to Mr. Ford" Mr. Henry Ford II, will be answered. My
understanding is that when I anaounced this, and I announced it at
his request, he would make public the exchange of letters which we
have had on the subject.
Q. Would you repeat the name of the fund, please?
MR. STRAUSSi It is called the ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARDS^ l.i
memory of Henry Ford and Idsel Ford» The two individuals are the
grandfather and father respectively of the three sons v.b? are
establishing this award.
Q. Can that award possibly be awarded to somebody who is a
scientist of the so-called iron curtain countries?
MR. STRAUSSs As I attempted to say, sir, the awards are to
be made without regard for nationality or political be!"ef. My
construction of that would be to answer your question yes. But that
is only mj personal construction of it. It seems to me the language
is clear.
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Q, Mr. Strauss, did I understand you to say there is a possibility that in some year an award would not be given for the express
intention — therefore, it would be scholarships after that?
MR. STRAUSSs Yes, it is conceivable that in this area there
might not be an event of sufficient importance to warrant an award.
The protot3rpe of such things ndght be said to be the Nobel awards,
and there have been years in which Nobel prizes in certain areas
have not been awarded because there was nothing of sufficient
moment in the minds of the Jury to warrant it.
Q. Admiral Strauss, to clear up for certain one point, this
is the Ford Motor Company Fund?
MR. STRAUSSs

Yes, Fund,

Q. It is not to be confused with the Foundation?
MR, STRAUSSs I'm glad you made that point. This is not the
Ford Motor Company Foundation, this is the Ford Motor Company Fund,
a non-profit organization which, in accordance with the American
law, is also, I presume, a non-taxable organization. It's an endowment ,
Q. Not connected with the Foundation?
MR. STRAUSSs Not connected with the Ford Foundation, and
connected with the Ford Motor Company only in the sense that the
Ford Motor Company has established it,
Q. And this International Jury would be selected by whom, sir?
MR, STRAUSSs My recollection of the correspondence, which is
now some days old, is that there is an organization cosmnittee that
is to be named, which has not yet been named, which will select the
Jury of Awards, The Jury of Awards will be selected annually. It
will not be a permanent jury.
Q, Please, sir, will you just repeat the total amount of the
fund?
MR. STRAUSSs The total amount is |l,OOOjOOO| the total annual
award is |75i.OOO, which would allow an amount for administration.
Q, Admiral Strauss, you said that you believed there would be
further contributions coming forward.
MR. STRAUSSi No, I don't believe I said so, sir. You must have
been reading my mind. I don't think I said so, I said that I thought
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that other individuals and businesses might rsspond in some way to
the President's hope that incenti-ves woul.d be provided by private
business and private indivldua3,s to spur the progress of atoms for
the peaceful use of mankind.
Q, Does this mean there will be separate funds established,
or one fund established, sir?
MR. smAUSSs This fund is only the Ford Motor Company Fund.
I presume that if John Doe were going to do something about this,
he would set it up as John Doe^s Gontribv.tion. And it would have
no connection with this whatevere, But that is also just a speculation.
Q. Please, in gensral^ it is to work like the Nobel prize
because it's written "groups of individuals". But, in generalj it
could be only one person?
MR. SlRAUSSi Well^ the reason for that, sir, is that since
the days of Dr. Nobel a very great change has come over res'^areh.
Laboratories were small affairs^ researchsrs were individualists.
And, while that condition continues to a limited extent, laboratories are now large organisations and men and women go at the
solution of a problem in teams or groups where it is frequently
impossible to decide what specific individual has made the contribution.
I might recall to your memories the fact that when, quite
recently within the last year^ th6 Atomic Energy Commission made an
award of |400,000 to a group of Italians who had aided substantially
in the atomic energy program^ one of whom was Dr. Fermi — and
scarcely any of us would deny his preeminence in such a group —
there were nine members who I believe shared equally in the award.
Therefore, I think the Fords -rere quite farsighted and wise in providing that this cotild be giveu to teams or groups as well as to
individuals.
MR. Mc KNIGHTS May I interrupt at this point to say this statement has been distributed by the United Nations with a three o'clock
embargo on it. It is released as of the end of this conference. I
believe a good many of your questions will be answered in the release.
And I think Mr. Strauss would like to get on to his other announcement, which is of some importance.
MR. STRAUSSs
Q,

I hate to sirait off any questions.

It was released by UM in Mew York?
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Mr. McKNIGHTi It was distributed here and released by the Ford
Motor Company people in the States.
Q. Admiral Strauss, is this the first foundation of this kind
in this field?
m . STRAUSSs Wellp it's difficult to say. It depends on how
far back you go. I set up an award personally which seems rather
trivial by comparison with this, some six or seven years ago, of
115,000 and a gold medal to the individual who made the most outstanding contribution to the natural sciences. That is known now
as the Albert Einstein Award. The Atomic Energy Commission last
November decided to establish an award of $25,000, of which the
first recipient was Enrico Fermi. He was ill at the time. We did
not wish to call it the Fermi Award then for quite obvious reasons.
It will be called the Fermi Award and that will probably be renewed
from time to time, perhaps annually. So I can't say that this is the
first. This is undoubtedly the largest award of its kind in the field
and it is the only award that is specifically earmarked for atomsfor-peace. In those two respects it differs from any of the others.
May I then go to the second point? The second point has more
to do with our own business. I was simply asked to make this first
announcement. The second announcement I make voluntarily.
Mr. McKNIGHTs
conference too.

I will distribute copies at the end of the

MR. STRAUSSs I'm constantly amazed at the efficiency of the
staff. This announcement is so brief that I can read it to you^
and I think you can take notes and get the gist of it. (reading)s
"The United States Atomic Energy Commission is announcing in
Washington today a -value for enriched uranium leased for research
reactors and sale prices for normal uranitaa and heavy water." This
is being released in Washington simultaneously with this announcement which I'm making^ perhaps with a difference only of minutes.
"This price and lease charge schedule are designed to be of
assistance to those nations that are planning to use research
reactors as part of their program for benign uses of the atom.
"This value established for the lease of uranium enriched to
20 per cent in U 235, for use in research reactors under the bilateral
agreements between the United States and friendly nations for
cooperation in the civil uses of atomic energy is $25 per gram of
contained U 235." That is the lease price of contained U 235. '^The
sale prices of normal uranium and heavy water are:
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"For hea'vy water -~ |28 per pounds" Heavy water, as you know, is
used as a moderator and coolant in certain types of research reactors
because it enables the reactor system to make efficient use of neutrons.
"For normal uranium metal, |40 per kilogram^'*
I will run over the prices agains $25 per gram of contained
U 235 in the lease arrangement! |28 per pound for the sale of heavy
waterI and |40 per kilogram for the sale of normal uranium metal.
That is the end of the statement.
Q. For what period is the lease?
MR. STRAUSSs The leases depend on the tenns of the individual
contracts negotiated with the individual countries.
Q.

Is it |25 per year?

MR. STRAUSSs

It's #25 per gram,

Q. Per year?
MR. STRAUSSs No. A gram might be kept for longer than a year
or less than a year. It depends upon how long it takes to burn it up,
Q. Please, sir^ is that within the 200 kilograms pledged, or
is that an unlimited amount?
MR. STRAUSSs Noj this refers to the 200 kilograms; no more has
yet been allocated by the Coimission for the purpose. Should more be
allocated and should the price not have been changed in the interval,
this would apply.
Q. And how would be the price of the enriched uranium — because
that is only the price of the contained U 235?
MR. STRAUSSs That is tte way it is figured.
on the amount of U 235 ia the urai-dum.
Q.

But have you to pay an additional price to the D 238?

MR. STRAUSSi
Q.

It is calculated

No.

How much normal uranium will you offer for sale?

ffi« STRAUSSs We haven't fixed any limit on that, sir. It's
in very much greater supply, of course^ than U-235» and no figures
have been announced.
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Q. And the amount of U 235?
MR. STRAUSSs Two hundred kilograms have been allocated. The
British Government has also allocated sometime ago an amount of 20
kilograms. Whether that has been increased recently or not, I am
unable to say. That dates from some months back and ngr information
may be out of date^ They may have increased it.
Q« Mr. Strauss, does that mean, s±Tp that at any time they may
not come to the United States and order from you, say, 20 tons of
uranium or do you want to know what they are going to use it for?
MR. STRAUSSs I think it's reasonable to ask some questions.
We wouldn't want, for example, to have any uranium used for other
than peaceful purposes. This whole program is designed to stimulatQ
and foster the benign use of the atom, and I think a question and
assurances would not be out of order.
Q. MTO Strauss, wotild you give me an idea of the significance
of these prices on a comparative basis? Do they constitute a
relatively low cost for these things?
MRo STRAUSSs Well, I think in the case of heavy water they
represent a substantially lower cost than the world market has been
heretofore, except that it is somewhat -f'
-ive to describe it as
a world market, as it is not a commodity of ordinary commerce. One
could not say what the comparison would be with respect to the price
for normal uranium because I don't believe there has been any market
or any transactions in it that are quoted.
Qo Are both the natural uranium and the heavy water available
to anyone domestically in the United States and outside the United
States who meets these Atomic Energy Commission requirements?
MR. STRAUSSs Well, I think within the limitations of (a)
ability to provide it, so that it didn't conflict with the internal
program, and (b) the user's purpose^ it is fairly generally available.
Q. Mast it be within the bilateral agreements?
MR. STRAUSSs We have no authority under the law to do this
other than through some bilateral arrangement; that is true.
Q. That is both the heavy water and the uranium?
MR. STRAUSSs Not with respect to heavy water. Heavy water is
not a material wM.ch is specifically limited under the law, but of
course uranitun is.
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Q. Uranium is limited for export to -Qhose countries that
have bilateral agreements?
MRo STRAUSSs Yes, to those countries which have concluded
bilateral arrangementSo
Q. Either normal or U 235?
MR. STRAUSSs
Q.

Yes, that«s righto

In talking about the prices - —

MR. STRAUSSs Mr. McKnight calls mj attention to the fact
that you might assume that this was limited only to the 2? nations
that have already concluded bilateral arrangements. Obviously the
limitation of numbers there was to some extent due to the fact that
Congress adjourned before other negotiations could have been completed and could have lain before the Congress for the 30-day period
required by law before they become effective.
Q. Admiral, what has motivated the timing and the nature of
the announcement? Is it charity or something like that?
MRo STRAUSSs Oh, no. This was only recently decided by the
Comnission. There is a great deal of accounting that goes into
the determination of these figureso We don't want to make money
on them, and we don't want to lose money on them. And the cost of
accounting in a large operation of this sort takes time. The decision was only reached shortly before the Comnission left for Geneva.
There was no design to create anything dramatic and, if I'have done
so, it is not only out of character for me but I would be giving
you a false impressiono
Q. How many reactors will you build from these 200 kilograms?
How many research reactors?
MR. STRAUSSs We have figured a fraction over six kilograms per
reactor. I'm not good at division.
MR. McKNIGHTs
MR. STRAUSSs

That is 32.
It's 32, 1 % told»

Q. Many people think that plutonium would make a very good
reactor, or mixed with uranium, or uranium which has more than 20
per cent of U 235 in it. Are there any facilities for letting
people have uranium?
MR. STRAUSSs We have no intention at the present time of releasing uranium enriched beyond 20 per cent in keeping with our
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intention not to release material of or approaching weapons grade,
Q. Are we releasing heavy t«,ter for industrial or agricultural chemical purposes to other nations at tbjis time?
MR. STRAUSSs I think that the heavy water, which has been
ordered from us by several other nations, is intended entirely
for use in reactors. That does not foreclose the possibility
that some small amounts of it may be u&ed in other kinds of research, and the Commission would look with favor on its happening.
We regard that as a very constructive thing.
Q. Admiral, is any country with whom we have diplomatic relations eligible for the conclusion of these bilateral agreements?
MRo STRAUSSs Well, I think that I am incompetent to answer
that question. That is a question for our diplomatic people to
answer. At another press conference — and I hope that I will have
another one soon — if you will be good enough to come and join me,
I will try to answer that and any other questions you may have.
Now, if I'm not cutting off some question, I would like to be excused. Dr. Rabi, one of my fellow delegates, is presiding this
afternoon and, as a measure of respect to him, I would like to be
in my seat when he takes the podium.
Q. One last question, lii, Strauss, Dr. Bbabha, President of
the Conference, said this morning thats "I venture to predict that
a method will be found for liberating fusion energy in a controlled
manner within the next two decades," Would you care to conment on
that, sir?
MRo STRAUSSs I'd like to make a conment on it, and I would
like to make a comment on it in a subsequent session, not a particularly formal one but I think that what I would say would probably lead to further questions and I would hate to end the interview on an indeterminate or evasive note.
MRo McKNIGHTs Might I ask when you wod]„d like to see the
Admiral again? Is Wednesday at the same time soon enough?
Q, Could I ask one last question, please?
MRo STRAUSSs

Yes,

Q. It would be nice to know when the Admiral makes his announcement so we will get it.
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MR. STRAUSSs iThere wxll b© no announcement. I m i l just
attempt to answer questionso I WOILM hope not to have to say
"No comment" to anything that yoa asko lou may get ae into a
corner where I would have no other recourse, bat I will try
not tOo

MR. McKNIGHTs Well, IMUp subject to the availability of
this room, we will meet again on Wedaesday at 2 o'clock.
(The Press Conference adjourned at 2330 p.m.)
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PRESS CONFERENCE, GENE¥A, SWITZERLAND, AUGUST 11, 1955

PRESENTS

Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman, United States Delegationi
Willard F. Libby^ Vice Chairman, United States
Delegationi John P. McKnight, Information Officer,
United States Delegation.

MR. McKNIGHTs We still have four minutes until 2 o'clock
so I will use that time to dispose of a couple of minor matters I
have. What I have to say is a little bit unpleasant. We have had
reports back from the United States, not from any other country,
that there have been one or two cases of jtimping the gun on embargo
times. I am sure this was entirely involuntarily. It just happened the embargo was jumped on pretty good news stories. Also,
I'm not entirely sure that the fact of Jumping was the fault of
the newspapermen concerned. In fact, there has been a good deal
of confusion about embargo times. It probably was entirely involuntary. However, I would appreciate it if all of you would i ^tion
your home offices to do their utmost to observe the embargo strictly,
otherwise our entire system falls down. We have made every effort
to give you all the advanced material, as far in advance as possible
because I know how much that helps a working newspaper man.
A report seems to have gotten around that the Chairman will
have a sensational announcement to make today. That is incorrect.
This conference is merely a continuation of last week's press conference. This is probably the first serial press conference on
record. He will have exactly 30 minutes today because he must leave
to be at the session at 2s30«
Will you take over^ Mr. Strauss.
MR. STRAUSSs 1 see two members of the American Delegation
here and I am not sure that you are all acquainted with them. I
would like to have Dr. Shields Warren stand up so that you can see
him — a very distinguished and beloved member of our delegation,
formerly Chief of the Medicine and Biology Division of the Commission! Dr. Libby, ny colleague on the Commission and one of the
delegation is also here; and members of the staff »-- I started to
say too numerous to mention, but very distinguished members of the
staff.
Just as the hearings — (laughter). Well, it's clear that the
laughter is only from the American newspapermen. Just as the press
conference broke up on Monday, Ifr. Carey of AP, whom I nearly addressed as Senator (laughter) asked me, according to the transcripts
He said, "one last question. Dr. Bhabha, president of the conference^
said this morning that; I venture to predict that a method will be
found for liberating fusion energy in a controlled manner within the
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Q,
fic% t two decades. WoxtLd you care to comment on that?" Mj alarm
watch, as I recollect, had already gone off, indicating that I had
to be back at the session at which Dr. Rabi was presiding and I am
recorded as saying, "I'd like to make a comment on it, and I would
like to make a comment on it in a subsequent session, but I think
what I would say would probably lead to further questions and I
would hate to end the interview on an indeterminate or evasive
note."
If that question — Where is Mr. Carey?
MR. CAElEYs Right here. I repeat the question, sir.
MR. STRAUSSs If it is still extant, the answer, Mr. Carey,
is affirmative and brief. The Commission is and has been working
on the subject for a considerable time. The Atomic Energy Act of
1?54, which in many respects parallels the original MacMahon Act,
in Section 3 describes the purpose of the Act and the first of
those purposes iss The Commission shall conduct a program of
assisting and fostering research and development in order to encourage maximuim scientific and industrial progress. This controlled
thermonuclear program is one of a great number of programs on which
the Commission has been at work.
Q,

Have you made anjr progress that you can tell us about?

MR, STRAUSSs Oh, I think it is clear and easy to say progress has been made — progress that sometimes consists of finding that things can't be made. Progress certainly is b^ing made
from a scientific point of view. There has been nothing in the
nature of breakthroughs that would warrant anyone in assuming
that this was anything except a very long range — and I would
accent the word very — project.
Q. Is this a large, mediim or a small program that we are
talking about?
MR, STRAUSSs

Bj what scale of measurements?

Q. By the scale of measurement used in the first years of
the Manhattan Project and by the scale used in atomic energy development for peaceful purposes which is used by AEC now, by both
scales.
MR. STEAUSSs Oh, I would say moderate. It isn't tiny and it
isn^t great. It's receiving the amount of support that is requested
for it.
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Q. Has the research gone to the point, Mr. Strauss, where
there are indications that it will be eventually possible to harness fusion energy?
MR. STRAUSSs Well,, Mr. Carey, I M like at this point to
look at your question again and Dr. Bhabha^s statement, because
it is true that he ended his statement with this prediction.
But he began it by saying thiss There is no basic or scientific
knowledge in our possession today to show that it is impossible
for us to obtain this energy from the fusion process in a controlled manner o This was a somewhat more conservative apprca ch
to it. I think Dr. Libby would bear me out.
DRo LIBBYg

Yes, sir.

MRo STRAUSSs That is a statemerjt to which we could subscribe.
We do not know that it is impossible.
Qo Admiral, do you have any reason to believe that any other
country has made as much or more progress than we have in the study?
MR. STRAUSSs I haven^t any information on the subject at all,
other than our own. This is not one of the subjects included in
the conference agendao It is not a matter of any immediacy. It
doesn«t represent anything thrt we have or anyone else has^ as far
as I Know, ready to reveaj. a. affecting the peacetime uses of atomic
energy. It is a matter for the future.
Q, Admiral Strauss, would you say that this work has proceeded far enough so that you could estimate capital costs on the
plan of using thermonuclear energy?
MR. STRAUSSs No, I^Ir. Finney, I could nolo
body whn can, bat there may be such people.

I don't know any-

Q. Does the metal lithium figure in the program?
MR. STRAUSSs

I beg your pardon?

Q. Does the metal lithium figure in the modem program?
MR. STRAUSSs I can't answer that on account of ignorance, I
would say it's too early in the program to tell what the particular materials are, other than certainly one wou3.d say that deuterium
would be possibly a inaterial that would figure m it.
Q, Mr. Strauss, some of the papers have carried stories about
the fusion process affecting the future of uranium as a fuel. Do
you have anything to say about the possible effect on the, well,
equity investment in uraniiim as a source of nuclear energy?
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MR. STBAUSSs Only this, sir, I would regard that program
of such long range that it should not affect the efforts which
being made in order to fii-'d and produce uranium or the efforts
are being made and which wt aie encouraging for the production
reactors to derive electrical energy from atomic energy.

as
are
which
of

Q. Sir, Sir John Coskcroft of the British Delegation made a
statement of what he mear.t by lor^g rango termo He said that he
thought it was possible to have +he H'-pow«ir *d.thin a generation.
Could you agree with what he s-aid yesterday?
MR. STRAUSSs I*m urtable to give you any predictions at all.
I have never been any good as a predictor and I wouldn't want to
start a career at it nowo I think that one uses terms like generation and decade, well, tbey &-^c fairly loose and comfortable
termso They are not very meaTiiigful in a situation of that sort.
I wo'oldn^t know how to use tkemo
Qo Admiral Strauss, I'^d like to asfci, you are probably aware
there has been considerable political agitation, particularly in
Europe, on banuing hydrogen bcmb tests. Vlj question is, would a
ban on theTmomisiear testing be a detriment to a program of the
development of peaceful applications of hydrogen power?
MR. STRAUSSs I think that is a question, sir, that is so
much in the poli"&ical realm as contrasted with those that are being discussed before the confferei^ce here that a comment on it
would be inappropriate at this tjja© and place.
Q. Vj question, wag addiessed to the scientific aspect, not
the political aspect.
MR. STRAUSSs

Would you want to try a hand at that. Dr. Libby?

DR. LlBBIs Weil, I think tf^ei-e Is ao reason that the device
or process should lead to any wA&'^hpn^a.d contamination, nOo If
it is successful, not at alio
Q. Gould Dr. Libby or Admiral Strauss outline for us in somewhat detail the kind of ejcperiicents to be made?
m . STRAUSSs

loTJ meaf), or. this subject?

Q. leso
MR, STRAUSSs

No, we mil have nothing to say about that.

Qo Was there any discussion, sir, between our delegation and
any other delegation or between our delegation and the United Nations
as to whether this subject shouldfca^ebeen included in the agenda?
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ffio STRAUSSs The delegations were not parties to the dis"
cussion of subjects for the agenda. The agenda was prepared by
a steering committee set u.p by the United Nations, It so happens that a member of our delegation was a member of that steer™
ing committeee But^ we, as a delegation, were not parties to the
preparativon of the agenda.,
Q. Admiral Strauss, can you give us any idea why this subject ^ which has caused more interest at this conference, I think,
than anything else, was excluded from the conference? You say
it wasn't incladedo
MR^ STRAUSSg No, I can only give you my assumption, which
is tl-jat it has nothing to do at the moment with the peaceful applications of atomic energy.
Q» Weil, it has a great deal to do with atomic energy in
the eyes of the people who are building reactors, the industrialists,
MRe STRAUSSs I can only refer you to a remark which I made
a few moments ago, that I do not regard it as at all jeopardizing
the future of the reactor program by what, may we call, conventional methodse (Laughter)
Q. Please, sir, did you make any contacts with other delegations, especially with thefiassians,about the international
atomic pool? I asked one Russian delegate today how much would
be the amount the Russians would give to it, and do you know anything about it?
MBo STRAUSSs No, that is also in the — I hate the word
political -— that is also in the diplomatic area and is not a
question before the conference or before our' delegation, sir.
Q. Admiral Strauss, I just want to be clear on the question.
I asked you, whether you said any progress was being made^ As
I get it, you said progress is being made but you must also remember that we make progress when we work and find out something cannot be done,
m.o STRAUSSg

Yes.

Q« Can you say one way or the other whether we are making
progress in a positive sense?
M e STRAUSSg Some proPTess is being made in a positive sense
and some in a negative sense — if you will construe as negatiire
the determination that certain things cannot be done, yes.
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Q, Not long ^go in America and in Britain scientists
announced that they have been able to i^.^oduce just over one
atom of new fuel for every one burned up. At tt^e beginning
of this conference the British announced that they had been
able to „.OUJ1O -chat speed. Have you any comments on that?
MR. STRAUSS: Dr. Libby, do you think that is a subject
you care to comment on?
DR. LIBBIs I had not understood that to have been the
statement. But perhaps I am mistaken. It certainly is one
of the great problems of atomic power to determine whether you
ca,n produce more fuel in making atomic power than you consume.
The borderline is about one atom. That is if you produce more
than you burn you are on the positive side. I hadn't understood the British to have said they were so far on the positive side.
Qf They did at their handout in writing at which they
said they doubled that.
DR. LIBBY: That is wonaerful news, if it is correct.
Q. Is it not the case, if you get over one atom you get
a double in time?
DR. LIBBY: Well, you produce more fuel than you burn.
Q.

Eventually you will double it.

DR. LIBBY: It depends on how many cycles you go through.
Yes, perhaps that is the connection.
Q. They said, in fact for every atom burned they produced two new ones in a research reactor.
Q. I wou^-d like to come back to some of these semantic
terms that are troubling me. You found decades and generations comfortable and I find long uncomfortable. Could you
find something more comfortable in that direction, sir?
MR. STRAUSS: No, I think all of us in this business
would like to be specific. We constantly bedevil the people
who are in charge of our laboratories to tel^ us just when
they will Invent something. They think it's unreasonable,
just as you probably think I am unreasonable in tjjeing unable
to answer you as to when a development, that is unprecedented
in difficulty and which new problems arise with everyone that
is solved, can be finally solved. I can't do it.
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Q. But two countries have at this session, spokesmen for
two countries have.
MR, STRAUSSs Well, they are in a position perhaps to be
more precise than I am. Two generations or two decades to me are
a period of time beyond my useful life, (Laughter) I can't
speculate,
Q, Can you tell us. Admiral, something about the reasons
why this program is being conducted? Can you tell why a research
program is being conducted? Have any of the scientists seen any
possible advantages over these reactors?
MR. STRAUSSj Well, a research program must be conducted in
order to find out everything that there is to discover about the
particular material you are working with. That is quite apart
from the fact that, as I said a few moments ago, the law under
which we operate charges us with it. Then I think you can credit
us with some natural curiosity and the desire to be abreast of the
procession.
Q. Admiral Strauss, I heard you being called as fathering
this conference. Can you tell us how this designation came about?
MR. STRAUSSs Well, it came about, I suppose, deservedly or
not, in view of the fact that after the President's address to the
United Nations in Decenfcer of 1953 there was a period of apparent
doldrums. These were not doldrtBHSj because conversations were going on between the Secretary of State and the Russian Ambassador
in Washington, and the French, British and Canadian Ambassadors,
I proposed a conference such as this in the course of a very dull
speech that I made in Los Angeles before the World Affairs Council,
I proposed it with the approval of the President, later on of
course it was adopted — the idea was adopted by the United Nations,
And this very significant conference, I^d like to feel that I had
some parental relationship to it. Thank you though for giving me
the opportunity to say so»
Q. Admiral Strauss, can you tell us how much the Atomic
Energy Commission is spending a year on this particular project,
that is with respect to the peaceful application of theimonuclear
power?
MR, STRAUSSs No, sir, I canH, That is a piece of classified
information, pi ..3 the fact that parts of this operation are so interwoven with other projects that it would be impossible to separate them without an elaborate piece of cost accounting,
Q, Can you tell us your impressions on the conference and
what is in your eyes the biggest gain America gets out from it?
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MR. STRAUSSs Well, I donH think we went into it in order
to get a gain for America. The whole purpose of this was conceived in complete altruism hj the President as a gain for the
world, which would then be a gain for the United States.
I
think my impression of the conference to date, and it still has
the longest part of its life ahead of it, is that it has become
what it was designed to be, truly a scientific conference with
no political overtones, with a good deal of frankness between
the participants and with a re-opening of lines of communication
with each other for many years. Those in general are the preliminary effects that it has upon me. I ©Dspect to stay here for
a number of days more and will know more about it later,
Q. Admiral, do you anticipate that there will be any decrease in classification of atomic energy for applications of
peaceful uses as a result of this conference in the near future?
MR, STRAUSSs No, I don«G think the conference will have a
result on our policy. Our policy has always been to declassify
infnr-rnation as rapidly as we could consistent with the National
Defense, The conference has had the effect of stimulating the
preparation of a great many papers and those papers, as they were
prepared and submitted for clearance procedure, have resulted in
the declassification of some of the items that they contain. I
think, therefore, the conference has had a substantial effect in
that way.
MR. MCKNIGHTS Might I add to that, that I myself only
learned this fact yesterday. You cannot declassify an idea,
you have to declassify a piece of paper. The conference has
resulted in getting a lot of ideas written down on pieces of
papers that can then be declassified. In other words, it has
sort of a catalytic effect for declassification.
Q. Admiral, does the United States intend to make sufficient fuel available for more than one reactor per country?
MR, STRAUSS: I can^t answer that question. It would depend on the country. It would depend on the purpose for which
the reactor is required. It would depend upon the amount of
fuel that we have available over and above our own needs. It
depends upon the time scale. So that there are a number of
variables that would be required there^ This was not a colloquialism in which Mr. McKnight reminded me of this. As a matter
of fact, I think Mr. Holies reminded me of this yesterday or the
day before, a good story, it seems to me, is in the fact that
this conference is taking place here in Switzerland just 50 years
after a clerk in a Swiss patent office wrote an article for Annalen
der Physik on the subject of the relationship of energy and mass.
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A young fellow at that time in his 20*s, by the name of Albert
Einstein here JLn Switzerland, and 50 years ago. I think it's a
nice round itemo I wish I ha.d thought of it first instead of
Mr, Holies, I would take the credit.
Q. Admiral^ one coiontry has been selling heavy water at
about seventy thousand poimds (sterling) per ton. Another has
announced that at great cost it is building installations to
produce heavy water at forty thousand pounds per ton. Now you
say you will sell at about 17^000 pounds a ton. And you have
made others look silly by offering heavy water for half that low
price. Can you tell us whether your offex' is for large quantities or just the small amounts needed for research?
MR. STRAUSSs In the first place, I'd certainly like to disclaim any attempt to make anyone look silly. Me have produced
this heavy water for our own needs. Me found tliat we had an
excess. We wanted to make it available to our friends. Me
didn't want to make a profit on it. Therefore, we decided to
sell it at a figure which wotiLd get us out of the hole without
making a profit and without taking a loss. Some of the quantities
that have been requested and that the Commission has agreed to
sell are in excess of the quantities that would be required merely
for research reactors.
Q, Admiral^ I'd like to just return to fusion for one
moment,
MR, STRAUSSI
Q,

Pardon?

I'd like to return to fusion for one moment,

MR, STRAUSSs

I thought we had passed it,

Q, No. There has been a lot of material that has been published concerning what the nature of the problem is in eventually
harnessing this energy and none of it has ever been given in any
official way that I can find out and I was wondering if Dr, Libby
or yourself could tell us in a declassified way some of the main
problems relating to this problem,
MR.« STRAUSS: I think your question is an interesting one,
I don't want to prevent Dr. Libby from answering it, but I would
like to delay that to pei'haps a conference that we will have in
Washington in the fall and talk about the whole subject and
nothing else, I am quite prepared to do it, to leave it until
later,
Q,

But I thought that this was what this conference was for.

MR, STRAUSS: Pardon?
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Q,

I thought that this was why we had this conference»

MR, STRAUSSs I don*t think we could do it in the ten minutes
that remain to us and answer everything that you would want to ask
about it, sir.
Q. We could meet again?
MR, STRAUSS: That is a very considerate idea. We might
think about it. But I'd rather do it after we get back to Washington.
Q, Admiral, have you or any of your colleagues been invited
by the Russians either formally or informally to visit Moscow and
conversely have you extended any invitation to the Russians?
MR, STRAUSSs Well, I can only speak for myself, I haven^t
been invited and I haven*t invited anyoneo But that was simply a
plain statement of fact, no inferences are to be drawn from that,
Q. Gould you tell us, sir, following on the answer in your
previous, you spoke about the conference in Washington in the
auttmin, has that already been arranged, or is it Gomething you
have just had on the spur of the moment?
MR. STRAUSSs I meant a press conference, I meant such a
conference as we are having here today,
Q,

I'm sorry.

MR. STRAUSSs
and floodlights,

Yes, nothing like protocol and interpreters

Q, Will you then make a statement, or will you only answer
questions, Admiral?
MR, STRAUSSs I don«t want to commit myself as to what we
will do or if we will do it, but it seems to me it will be an interesting thing to follow up, if you think popi£Lar interest in
this subject will survive,
Q, Admiral, would you care to comment on the supply of uranium in the western world in view of these reports of large deposits .
in north Canada? In other words, do you think the world has enough
uranium now?
MR, STRAUSSs At the session yesterday Dr, Libby asked Sir John
Cockcroft such a question as you have asked me and Sir John responded
by quoting our own Mr, Jesse Johnson^,
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Q,

Before the paper had been released too,

(Laughter)

MRo STRAUSSs I think the rate of discovery would indicate
there is a great deal more uranium in the world than anyone believed
ten years ago and that it will continue to be fotind in increasing
amounts,
Q, In view of that, do you anticipate a radical fall in
price of uranium as the military demand is reduced or eliminated?
MRo STRAUSSs I wouldn^t want to comment on prices or anything of that sort at all. If the military demand for uranium
were eliminated, it would mean a great deal more woixld be available for peaceful use than we can conceive of at the present time.
The things have a balancing effect^ it seems to me,
Qo Admiral, has AEC set a price for reprocessing spent fuel
elements to commercial finas?
MR, STRAUSSs

No,

Q, Do you intend to?
MRo STRAUSSs Yes,
Q. On the pricing question^ did we apply the same sort of
rule of thumb on our m^anium prices as we did on heavy water?
MR, STRAUSSs
Q,

It isn't a rule of thumb.

I mean to say not make a profit but make it available,

MR, STRAUSSs That is the general theory^, sir. Me are not
trying to make a profit but we are trying to protect the government from any loss,
Q, Please^ the British announcement about this doubling of
Plutonium was this, that there is a plutordum core and outside
there is natural uranlum» Now, the British said they would build
an ato:mic plant working on this principle. Naturally for this
principle you need plutonium. Would, America be prepared to give
plutoni.um to other countries if an atomic power plant can be built
•from this principle?
MR, STRAUSSs We haven't announced any possibility at the
present time of selling plutoniumj sir. We have announced, as
you may recall^ I did announce 1 think on Monday the fact that we
would sell uranium^ that we would sell heavy water^ that is normal
uranium^, and that we would lease for research reactors uranium enriched with uranium. Nothing has been said about plutonium.
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Q, In view of the larg^ amounts of uranium which are now available, have you anything to say about the possible continuation of
the United States purchasing progxsii beyond March 31?
MR, STRAUSSs No, no comment at this time, sir. You should not
infer that there is any change conten|3lated but I'm just not prepared to make any statement about it at all,
Q. Will the Admiral please take in mind the various financial
agreements that have been signed between the United States and
smaller countries with this clause which prevents them from gaining
information except on reactor projects in which they are themselves
actively engaged? It does penalize — —
MR. STRAUSSs
clause,

From gaining information?

I donH recall that

Q, In the bilateral agreements you do stipulate that information can be exchanged in those reactor projects where the countries
concerned, the other cotintries and America, are actually engaged in
or show positive signs of engaging upon construction of such a reactor.
MR, STRAUSSs

I am sorry, your question is obscure to me.

Q, Well, it means in plain language that we can only make
graphite reactors and you have got fourteen or fifteen different
sorts of reactors. We can only discuss with you how to make a
graphite reactor and we can^t discuss with you some other project
which might show much greater promise for the future,
MH, STRAUSSs
Well," without the precise text before me, unhappily, I don't have it, I don^t have the text of those agreements before me, I can't comment on it. Let me see whether the general counsel
of the Commission, Mr. Mitchell, who is here, can identify the clause
from your description of it. Can you, Mr. Mitchell? (No comment)
This is a subject that if you would like to ptirstie it, we will try
and have another session before the conference is over and I will refresh my recollection of this precise clause, I don't want to discuss it wLthout having it before me for fear of sajring something
that is misleading and misinfoimng,
Q, Admiral, I will try to clarify it this way. Is it the policy
of the United States Government to impede and hold back reactor development in the friendly nations with which we have these treaties?
ffi, STRAUSSs Oh, most contraiy, it is the announced intention
and the sincere purpose of the United States to advance the whole
field of peaceful applications of atomic energy everywhere and
specifically in the friendly nations in every way that we can.
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Qo Admirai Strauss ^ you mentioned friendly nations o Are
there any particular st^-ictures placed on the research of this
heavy water uranium^ and so on?
MRo STRAUSSs No^ the sale of heavy water is left entirely
to the discretion of the Commission,
Q, I will phrase my question another wayo For instance^ have
any of the counti^ies -™ Rmssiag for instance^ the People's Republic
of China ~- if they want to buy any uranium or heavy water for
research reactors^, would you be prepared to sell any?
MRo STRAUSSs I think there is an Act, the Battle Act^ that
is still on the statute books of the United States which would
eoRtr-ol taat situa+ion^ But unfortunately I am just not equipped
to answer either a diplomatic or a legal question of that sort,
I*m not trying to be evasive^ however,
Qo I mean this as a purely conmercial question, that is the
non-profit sale of heavy water,
MRo STRAUSSs That, I'm satisfied, would be considered a strategic material under the terms of the Battle Acto
Q, Have you yet had any responses to your offer to sell fuel
materials the other day?
MRo STRAUSSs Those would not come to me^ sir* They wotild
go to the Commission in Washington and the Commission is fxmctioning qmte satisfactorily without the assistance of those of us
who are absento 1 haven"t heard,
Q,

You haven'''t heard?

MRo STRAUSSs

I have not heard,

Qo Have we given any thought to the timey how far away the
time might be in months or years when we might offer to lease or
sell or otheriwise supply uranium of power reactor grade or plutonium to other countries?
MRo STRAUSSs Yes^ we have thought a great deal about it>
We don't feel we are at the precise point in time at the moment^
but we are close to it^ I thinkp we are approaching ito
Q, I would 11''e to ask you if the American companies selling reactors can offer fuel to go with them?
MRo STRAUSSs

Not at the present time^ no.
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MR, McKNIGHTs Suppose we have just one more question, if
there is one. Before that question, however, may I rectify an
omission of the other day, J should like very much to introduce
Dr, George Weil, our technical director of the United States Delegation and a participant in the operation of the first nuclear pile
at Chicago with Enrico Fermi in 1942, I'd also like to say that
if you m i l let me know later as to whether you would like another
press conference and when, we will endeavor to set it up sometime
next week.
Q. Will you think of fathering another proposal whereby
you can continue this exchange of • owledge between the United
States and the other nations?
MR, STRAUSSs It is perhaps out of place for me to say this,
but I would very much hope that this will be the first conference
of its kind and not the only one, I think that expresses my own
point of view very profoundly. It has been a great conference so
far and those who are competent to talk about it tell me that it
has been extremely useful. It ought not to be the last,
Q.

Thank you very much, sir.
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APPENDIX XIX - SUMMARIES OF PRESS COVERAGE ABROAD
UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom press as a whole gave heavy coverage to
the United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy, Exhibits and conference papers of the USSR,
the United Kingdom, and the USA were accorded objective treatment.
Nationalism arose in articles dealing with commercial rivalries
and discussions of leadership in the race for peaceful exploitation of atomic energy.
Published stories dealing with United States activities in
the atomic field were by far in the majority, both as to numbers
and space devoted to them. Credit was given to the United States
for initiating the Conference and suggestions from President
Eisenhower and Premier Bulhanin that a second conference be held
were widely approved. The United States offer to train foreign
scientists, sell nuclear fuel without profit, and the presentation of liijraries on atomic energy were favorably commented on
in editorials, articles, and headlines,
Sjonmarizing Conference ResTxlt;
The NEW STATESMAN & NATIONS saids "Never has there been in
the history of Man such a convention , , , To its promise of
power unlimited it coupled foresight of social hazards and
opportunities , , , It ended the illusion of secrecy which has
corrupted science , , , Out of a thousand papers of scientific
fact came also a synthesis of wisdom , , , " THE SCOTSMAN
(Edinburgh) saids "Looking into the cloudy crystal ball with
imperfect eyes", the Conference, while "it exchanged a great
deal of information, a lot was held back". Pointing out that
"a vast amount of pioneering still lies ahead", THE SGOTSmN
doubted "if the present generation will see any of the more
sensational results of atomic energy".
The GLASGOW HERALD surmised that: "As a result of the
Geneva Conference the world has become a slightly better place".
The STATIST (London) considered the Geneva conference an
"outstanding success" which "may well prove more important than
anything achieved there (in Geneva) in the past or immediate
future by statesmen and diplomats". The SPHERE (London) wrote
that "the benign atom seems brightly in the ascendant", while
the MINING JOURNAL declared that the "Geneva conference did
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more to condition the World to the fact that Man is now living
in the Atomic Age than any other event since Hiroshima, , , ,
It has translated what hitherto was scientific theory into hard
commerical reality,"
Calling the conference "perfectly timed"^ the TIMES (London)
described it as "a symbol of transition in world power programs"
while the FINANCIAL TIMES (London) hailed it as "turning a page
in industrial history".
The MANCHESTER GUARDIAN commented that "a real step towards
trustfulness has been taken", and added that the conference
"ended in as a big a success as it began" and that "despite all
of its hygienic detachment it will have political consequences,"
The DAILY TELEGRAPH (London) sujuadng up results saids "The
conference had more far-reaching effects than any other meeting
of scientists ever held and it has convinced peoples, as no
stereotyped propaganda could have done, that peace is worth
winning, . , , the prize of peace, a future based on plentiful
atomic energy, is better than anything most of us ever dreamed of,"
"U,S, Offers the World Training in Atomics" was 2-line, 5column headline of the HERALD and EXPRESS of Torquay, while the
COVENTRY EVENING TELEGRAPH, gave a 4~eolumn streamer to a
"historic announcement" at Geneva that the "U.S. is ready to
help all Nations' atom training".
The GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECHO (Cheltenham), the OXFORD MAIL, the
Gloucester CITIZEN, the YORKSHIRE P(BT (Leeds) and many other
papers gave big play to the presentation of "Atomic Libraries" to
the heads of all delegations at Geneva,
The BIRMINGHAM POST and YORKSHIRE OBSERVOR commented, under
3-colujm headlines on the "U,S, Surprise at Geneva" in handing
to 73 nations 8-voliame sets "giving full details on reactors"
contrasting this gift with Russia's presenting "blueprints contained in 6l-pages of a 5,000-kilowatt atomic power plant,"
Admiral Strauss' announcement of prices for enriched uranium and heavy water also got good coverage but sale and transfer
of the U,S, Geneva Research Reactor to the Swiss Government got
scant notice.
The question of secrecy in atomic matters drew considerable
attention. Most writers agreed that secrecy had been lifted after
15 yearsI others were skeptical.
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The Atom has shed its "cloak of tnystery and i^orror" wrote
the BIRMINGHAM POST, while the DAILY RECORD (Glasgow) made much
of Prof, Hughes' (Brookhaven National Laboratory) graph -which
revealed that, despite 10 years of so-called secrecy^ Russian,
United States and British scientists, in plutonium experljnents,
reached almost identical results, "It's so close you would think
the experiments were made in the same laboratory" the RECORD
quotes the American scientist as saying.
The GLASGOW HERALD^ foreseeing the era of secrecy ended,
echoed the NEW YORK TIMES suggestion for "systematic edaeation"
to follow the conference particularly in countxdes lacking
atomic experience,
"Thousands of millions of pounds worth of atomic research
were tossed into the international 'kitty' by the United States,
Great Britain and Russia" wrote the MMS CHRONICLE (London) and
comfflented that "nations have taken an irrevocable step and cannot rio# draw back the curtain of secrecy," Pointing out that
"what was treason to disclose a month ago is now common property",
tne CHRONICLE applauded "the lack of nationalism which characterized the Conference,"
The MEWS OF THE WORI.D (London) said the most exciting meeting of the Gonference was '^vher i-he world's two greatest builders
of atoTfi smashers (Lawrence of uiie USA and Veksier, USSR)
"spoke from the same platform, paying tribute to each other,
and the entire audience rose in applause".
The OBSERVOR'S (London) correspondent, commenting that the
"discreet collusion" amongst scientists resulted in "a great
deal more declassification'*, pointed out thats "Old scientists
have learned, what others have been doing the past twenty years
and yoanger scientists, for the first time, are breathing the
liberal international scientific air they have nex'er known before."
The NEW NATION AND STATESMAN (London) expressed a fear that
"the United States is still holding out vital infonaation in the
field of peacetime uses of hydrogen power*' and quoted United States
Congressional observers (on their return to the United States) as
saying that America "is fumbling its program to harness tne H~
bomb for peace fill, purposes**.
The FINANCIAL TIMES (London) said -^hat Russia's revelations
of atornlc progress came as "a distinct shock to Britons" and the
Americans "simply could not believe that Harwell's breeder reactor doubled the amount of plutonixim it consumed,"
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Writing for the WESTERN EVENING HERALD (Plymouth), ex-Premier
Georges Bidault of France said, "Scientists (at Geneva) have opened
up their files to one another. Free discussion of matters heretofore considered as top secret are important developments , , , ,
but it woxild be wise to make a few reservations and bear well in
mind that , , , , it is obvious that in this convention of scientists,
where everybody has been telling everything to everybody else, nobody has been learning anything from anybody,"
The Science Editor of the NEMS CHRONICLE (Richie Calder) wrote
thats "All security regulations will now have to be drastically
revised , , , not because scientists have been indiscreet, but because so much which was supposed to be secret was purely illusory , , »
for example, five countries showed that they had, in complete isolation, developed the same techniques for the extraction of uranium
from certain ores".
In its commentary on "Atomic Hazards" and the "Success of ATalks at Geneva", the SCOTSMAN (Edinburgh) conceded that the conference "is generally recognized to have been outstandingly successful," It quoted an interview with Sir John Cockcroft, Chairman of
Britain's conference delegations "I think the Iron Curtain has
been lifted quite a lot , » . let's hope it stays up , , , We have
got a lot of new information about atomic power plants from the
Americans and other countries got a fairly good picture that they
never had before".

Radiation Genetic Problems "
The question of radiation hazards was raised in some newspapers.
The BIRMINGHAM MAIL and MANCHESTER GUARDIAN gave serious consideration to the dangers of genetic mutations, while the GLASGOW HERALD
characterized as "tactless" comments on the tabooed subject by Sir
Ernest Rock-Carling and Sir George Thomson, British scientists.
The GUARDIAH said "one of the blackest spots as Geneva was when
scientists divided on the lurking dangers of atomic radiation to
the future of the race".
The NEMS CHRONICLE (London) held that the conference "revealed
to the world the hazards of atomic war and the need for international controls of radiation dangers"©
The EVENING STANDARD (London) and EVENING CHRONICLE (Manchester)
speculated on what might happen if a nuclear reactor had a major
accident. Against the warning of two British scientists that
everyone within a mile and a quarter of an exploding plant would be
killed was placed the opinion of three United States experts that:
"The operation of nuclear reactors appears safe and is^ in fact, deceptively safe", "Runway — the new disaster of the Atom Age",
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9 •••; ssaid uhe EVENING CIM)NICLE headline, quoting from the United States
paper on radiation hazards that might follow in the wake of a "runaway nuclear furnace".
Speculation on what might happen if the ports of the world
were filled with radioactive waste matter from atom driven ships|
on radioactivity released by airplanes in flight or as a result
of crash landings; on contamination of fish and other marine life
and the problems of atomic waste disposal and the major effects
of atomic radiation on human beings, were covered by stories in
a large number of British newspapers.
World-wide research "on a lavish scale" of the hazards of
radiation was called for by the SHIELDS EVENING NEWS and the
EVENING WCELD (Bristol), Establishment of international agreements on minimum standards for radiological protection and an
International Radiological Commission, was tirged by THE TIMES
(London), which saw important roles for the International Labour
Office and the World Health Organizations in this field.
Disposal of atomic wastes and genetic problems due to radiation were covered in special articles in the MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
by its Scientific Correspondent, "The only storm of the conference", said the GUARDIAN, "was precipitated by Sir Ernest RockCarling «s contention that while all "radiation is potentially
dangerous genetic mutations should not be taken tor seriously
since ^favourable ones might produce geniuses from the most unpromising stock , , , and one Aristotle or Einstein would well
outweigh 99 defectives«," The GUARDIAN said ttet Sir Ernest was
in a minority and that there was "unanimous agreement amongst
biologists" at the Conference that the "genetic effect of radiation was a potential danger".

National Rivalries
Competition between the United States and Great Britain for
the world's atomic energy supply markets was probably the most
widely featured story in the British Press. Britain was credited
for the best industrial exhibit at the Geneva Conference, but the
British delegates — and representatives at the exhibits — were
criticized for letting the "Americans steal a march" on them.
Chairman Strauss'' press conferences were described as "exciting",
and those of the British Delegation as "miserable frosts" by
British correspondents.
Much space — seven column headlines — was devoted to Britain*
"three-year lead over all other countries in the practical application of atomic energy for industrial pxipposes"^ and the claim that
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"by 1965 Britain will have seventeep atomic power stations operating" and "by 1975 fi"«^ times that number generating electricity equivalent to that furnished by 40,000,000 tons of coal".
The EASTIRN DAILY PRESS (Nond-ch) commented that "Americans and
Russians are putting five times the British effort into their
atomic energy projects". The MANCHESTffl EVENING NEWS quotes
Oliver Townsend, of the ATOMIC INDUSIBIAL FOEUM, New York, as saying that the "British Indust:y is considerably behind the American
atomic industry and is not showing aaieh initiative".
The YORKSHIRE EVENING PRESS said the British industry was
severely handicapped in the race for atomic markets because only
the United States could furnish nuclear fuels. The FINANCIAL
TIMES (London) cited British scientists as saying it would be
"very difficult if not impossible" for Britain to produce heavy
water or nuclear fuels as cheaply as the United States can.
The DAILY EXPRESS (London) commented on what it called
Britain's "shoestring salesmanship" at the Geneva Industrial Exhibits and said the "D,S. firms have been magnificently backed
by their government", and concluded that the "American advertising a-valanche is only just beginning to gather momentum".
Other newspapers criticized the lack of support given British
Industry and the EVENING ADVERTISM suggested the portfolio in
the British Cabinet of a "Ministry of Science",
The TIMES (London) said that "while the United States and
Great Britain seem to be well ahead in atomic energy, Soviet
Russia is still, to some extent, a dark horse".
The WORLD PRESS NEWS (London) commented on the press relations of various delegations. High praise was bestowed on the
U, N, briefings and the releases provided by the US Delegation,
The interviews conducted by th© British Delegation were characttT*
ized as "miserable frosts", "We wanted information", wrote the
WORLD PRESS correspondent, "from Sir John Cockcroft and Sir
Christopher Hinton, but nothing was forthcoming". In comparison,
the WORLD PRESS commented on "the bresziness with which Admiral
Strauss received the Press, adding that, "his was a very shrewd
performance".

PORTUGAL
Atomic energy in medicine, industry, and agriculture got
wide play. Stories in the newspapers of Porto, Lisbon, and
Coimbra averaged more than a coltimn in length.
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President Eisenhower was credited for the initiative in
launching the Geneva Conference and his call for a second conference was endorsed byDIARIODE NOTICIAS (Lisbon), JORNAL DE
NOTICIAS (Porto), PRIMEIRO DE JANEIRO (Porto), and other newspapers.
Chairman Strauss® interview, in which he indicated that
the USAEG was studying the problem of utilizing thermonuclear
energy for peaceful purposesj was featured in many Portuguese
newspapers. The research power reactor and the exhibits at
the Palais de Nations by the USA, Russia, and Great Britain
received considerable space,
JORNAL DE NOTICIAS (Porto) commented favorably on the US
offer to assist in training foreign technicians and to give
practical aid to small countries in their atomic energy pro«»
grams,
"The re-establishment of lines of commxinication amongst
scientists which has been broken for more than a decade" was
seen as one of the successes of the Geneva Gonference by
PRIMEIRO DE JANEIRO (Porto), while DIARIO POPULAR (Lisbon) —
and several other newspapers —» regarded as significant the
admissions that United States and USffli scientists simultaneously were making identical discoveries in the realm of
nuclear physics,
0 SEGULO (Lisbon) was impressed by the "200 tons" of documents at the conference and figured out that in this exchange
of information the United States Delegation of "255 members
would receive 296^,66? documents before the end of the conference".
The hazards of radiation -— both from tests of nuclear
weapons and industrial atomic-powered plants, were dealt with
extensively by many writers. Stories appearing particularly
in REPUBLICA (Hsbon), DIARIO DE LISBOA, PRIMEIRO DE JANEIRO
(Porto)s and JOftNAL DE NOTICIAS (Porto) featured this aspect.
Editorializing, the JORNAL DE NOTICIAS (Porto) saids "The
Conference has ended its work. Final balance? Unqualified
success," JORNAL pointed out that the conference's outcome had
"confounded both critics and skeptics who now had before them
the evidence". The writer "VAISilUS" pointed out that statesmen, scientists, t®chii'eians of 73 nations — of various races,
different religions and political beliefs and econoadc and social
philosophies, "fraternized and co-operated". The Conference
furnished the world with an "enormously valuable object lesson",
and the "climate'* of the world has been "profoundly modified",
"Humanity"J, the JORNAL concluded, "has found a common patrimony".
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Prospects of the axploitation of uranium bearing ore in
Portugal were reported uj JORKAL DO GOMERCIO (Lisbon), DIARIO
DE MANHA (Lisbon) and many Portuguese newspapers ^mblished the
story on "Ford Fund of Million" to promote peaceful uses of
atomic energy,
DIARIO POPULAR (Lisbon) coupled the statements of Dr, Libby
(USA) and Prof, Lavrischchev (USSR) on assistance to other countries. While American assistance was earmarked for "friendly"
c-untries and with certain "ccnditions", DIARIG POPULAR quoted
the Soviets as saying assistance shotild b© rendered without infringing upon the internal independence of the recipients.

FRANCE AND NORTH AFRICAN AREAS
The coverage given the Conference by French newspapers was
heavier and more complete than that of any other country with
the possible exception of Germany, All aspects of the conference were treatedi political implications, radiation hazards^
thermonuclear studies. An unusually large mamber of articles was
long, one to three columns, and illustrations were used liberally,
«

The interviews of Chairman Strauss and many of the more
important United States papers were covered in detail as were
President Eisenhower's and Premier Bulganin^s suggestions for a
second conference.
Also given considerable play were Russian offers to furnish
isotopes free to needy countries and the United States^ announcement of prices without profit on uranium^ and offer to train foreign specialists and assist small countries in development of
their atomic programs.

Gonference Results
IE MONDE (Paris) and mai^ other newspapers considered that
"secrecy in atomic energy is definitely lifted". Quoting
M« Francois Perrin, French U g h Commissioner for Atomic Energy,
US MONDE commented that "all countries have perceived the absurdity of .secrecy and will never return to it". The DAUPHINS LIBME
(Grenoble) declared that "no longer will there be an iron curtain
in the atomic energy domain".
Reciprocal exchange visits by scientists, i.e., the visits
to Saclay (France) and Harwell (England) by groups of scientists
from various countries, including the USSR and Iron Curtain states,
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were considered by many editors as one of the more important
"practical results" of the Geneva conference, "Invitations"
exchanged ortween the Russians and United States delegates for
visits ''-nTe noted and the hope expressed that the United States
and USi^ii would "open wide their gates" for scientists of all
countries.
Impressed by the frank exchanges in debate between United
States and USSR scientists, ECHO REPUBLICAIN (Chartres) suggested
that this same frankness between political persons might serve
to dispel the barrier which separates the United States and USSR,
Possibility of a second atomic conference "in the very near
future" as suggested by President Eisenhower and Premier Bulganin
got widespread publicity, LE PETIT MACONNAIS (Macon) and DERNIERE
NOUVELLE DE ALSACE (Strasbourg) commented favorably on President
Eisenhower's plan for an International Atomic Agency as pointing
the way to practical international co-operation,
LIBERTE (Fribourg) editorializeds "At last a U,N, Conference is a complete success", Geneva represented "true international collaboration on a non-political plane", said LIBERTE,
"the Soviets forgot their detestable propaganda and Iron Curtain"
and joined others in an effort to make a-v liable the benefits of
atomic energy to all countries. The paper concluded that "the
USSR has now an opportunity to prove their peaceful intentions by
accepting the United Nations disarmament program and plans for
international agency on atomic energy", Cteie will "judge them by
their acts, not their words", said LIBERTE,
"The hour of the Atomic Revolution" has struckj wrote LE
COMTOIS (Besancon) while ECHO REPUBLICAIN (Chartres) concluded
that while "The hour of supranational authority in the domain of
the Atom has not yet struck" the groundwork for an "effective
international collaboration has been established".
Characterizing the Geneva meetings as "a historic conference
for the future of Humatdty", the REPUBLIQUE DE NORMANDIE (Rouen)
s'id it was the "greatest conference in the past half-century at
Geneva". REPUBLIQUE DE NORMANDIE concludeds "We have entered
the Atomic Age and we m i l not survive it unless we learn to put
the atom to work for our well-being and our happiness,"
Now that the Geneva Gonference has been an "unqualified success", it is up to the United Nations Assembly to see that progress continues in the conference field as well as the organization of an international agency proposed by President Eisenhower,
saiu CENTRE-MATIN (Montlucon),
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A few French newspapers played
the H-Bomb" for peaceftil purposes,
wide coverage all over France, The
raised by Bhabha (India) interssted
did those of other countx'ies.

up the subject of "harnessing
Strauss« remarks were given
subject of hydrogen energy —
Freoch editors more than it

Radiation hazards —> both from industrial, esgjloitation of
atomic energy and from thermonuclear bombs -~ were featured sensationally by a few papers, PARIS PRESS — INIEANSIGEANT (after
the conference was over) obtained a copy of Nobel Prize wi.nner
Muller's paper. The story that "In 1948 three to six million
children will be born afflicted with radiation", reported ' he
more sensational deductions in Dr, Muller^s paper. Illustrations,
showing how atomic radiations might transform hereditary characteristics, were used.
An article on "Manufactui: -;" Idiots" in LSEXPRESS (Paris)
discussed genetic mutations indu ji by exposure to radiations and
warned that "international regulation" on atomic energy, even when
used for peaceful purposes, was imperative if the future of the
human race was not to be placed in jeopardy,
Russia's offer to supply free of charge isotopes to needy
countries was widely praised by DEPEGHE DE L^EST (Bone), L'UWION
(Reims), LA LIBERTE DE L'EST, IE PETIT MACONNAIS (Macon), as
also was the offer of the United States to sell uranium "without
profit" and to train foreign technicians in American atomic installations, universities, and hospitals, and assist other nations
with their atomic energy programs.
Great Britain«s reported "three-year lead" in industrial application of atomic energy, U,S, transfer of the research reactor
to Switzerland, and the story of the contract with FIAT of Milan
to buy a US reactor, led VOIX DE lORD (-Lille) to -foresee "a
period of intense industrial competition in the atomic field" —»
especially between the United States and Great Britain,
Topics which received extensive attention in the French Press
•weres (l) "Radioactive Diagnostic Pills" — isotopes in medicinei
(2) US and USSR Government exhibits and the US research reactori
(3) Presentation of the eight-volume set of tschnical data to heads
w.. Delegations and making available to foreign, countries by the
United States the "Library on the Atom"| (4) appeal of Bernard
Baruch to Moscowi (5) radiation haaards and waste disposal problemsi
(7) announcement of -uraniiim prices; (8) the Arco, Nevada, power
experiment and sale of research reactor to the Swissj (9) use of
isotopes in agriculture and forestryi and (10) Chairman Strauss^^
inter-views.
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Summing up, LE REPUBLICAIN LORAIN (Metz) conmiented that
"great and significant as have been the results of the conference in the field of purs science, they will have even greater
repercussions politically and psychologically". Readers were
warned that while the council of scientists marked an important
date in world history, the possibility of an atomic war had not
been dissipated, "An act of madness is always able to bring war
about", concluded LE REPUBLICAIN'S article,
REPUBLICAIN LORAIN gave much credit to the United States
for taking the lead in banishing fear of atomic war, "One will
never forget that the initiative for th© Geneva Conference came
from the United States, and more personally from President
Eisenhower, Its origin was in his proposition, placed before
the United Nations, that an international atomic agency be
created," REPUBLICAIN blamed the USSR for delaying progress
for two years, and called for banishment completely of "all
ideologies which divide peoples".
The "frank exchanges" between American and Soviet scientists came in for much comment by French journalists, DERNIERE
NOUVELLE D'ALSACE and DEPEGHE DE TOULOUSE (which devoted six
coluims to one day's discussions on reactors) observed that
"all scientists seemed animated -with the same hope — exploiting
the atom for peace exclusively". The cross-questioning by a
United States delegate of a Soviet scientist and getting answers
on what hitherto was "secret" got much space, MARSEILLAISE
(Chateauroux) recalled that the Nobel Prize-winning French scientist
Frederic Joliot—Curie was not present at Geneva, LE COMTOIS (Besancon),
LE BIEN PUBLIC (Dijon) and many others underlined the fact that
both Americans and Russians "ignore the Iron Curtain" and fraternized in cafeterias^ at the conference, at dinners and other gatherings "in complete amiability".
The closing session of the Conference received unexpectedly
hea-vy coverage. The closing addresses, and particularly the remarks of Dr, Libby (US) and Prof, Lavrischchev (USSR) got excellent and equal play in French newspapers. For several days after
the conference ended, newspapers carried articles by their special
correspondents summing up results,

TURKEY, EGYPTj, ISRAEL, ROMANIA, GREECE,
GIBRALTAR, ISLE OF MAN, MALTA
Scattered clippings from the Turkish, Greek, Israel, Egyptian,
and other newspapers indicated widespread interest in the Geneva
Conference,
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LE MESSAGERE (Athens) reviewed the conference fully in a
concluding story, giving equal credit to the United States and
USSR contributions, particularly to Dro Libby»s final speech and
the closing remarks and announcements of the Soviet Delegation.
"While every nation wished the conference success", says
the JERUSALEM POST, editorially, »*by no means has rivalry among
the Powers ended". The POST remarked that "Each (main) delegation is torn by the double wish to keep its secrets and to reveal more to its competitors in order to demonstrate its progress and hint at its potential military superiority". The POST
gave credit for the inception — and success — of the conference
to President Eisenhower and the United Nations. It concluded,
quoting from Gordon Dean, that "The real top secrets in atomic
energy are those still held by Naturej those nature has released
are generally known."
LE PROGRESS EGYPTIAN (Cairo) was of the opinion that "the
most important secrets of atomic energy were not revealed at
Geneva". It contended that the real results — if any — would
come from the post conference meetings or "The Little Atomic
Conference", in which representatives of six nations sought to
work out a program for international cooperation. "This group
holds the real key to atomic peace and progress", the paper said.
THE EGYPTIAN GAZETTE showed interest in the industrial aspects of atomic energy and speculated on the possibility of com^
mercial utilization of solar energy.
LA TRIBUNE ZIONIST (Brussels) played up Israel's contribution to the Conference, featuring 'he three papers submitted by
the Israeli Delegation. Benefits to be derived from the peaceful exploitation of atonic energy — particularly for industrial
purposes — to Israel and similar situated cotmtries, were emphasized.
The Turkish Press as represented by TAN and VATAN of Istanbul|
SABAH (Brussa), HURRIIET (Anakara) and TERCUMEN and MILLIIET, gave
an indication of the great interest that Turkey has in atomic matters. Nearly all the stories ran over a colunm. Headlines and illustrations indicated interest particularly in industrial applications. SABAT*S special correspondent, Ismail Hilmi, devoted several
columns and a number of illustrations to United States reactors.
Coverage by scattered newspapers — THE TIMES (Malta), THE
CHRONICLE (Gibraltar), LUMEA NOASTRA (Romania), etc., consisted
mostly of press association stories and features dealing with isotopes in medicine, agriculture, industry, etc.
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Clippings were received from the Communist newspapers of
France, Great Britain, Norway, and Sweden» NY DAG (Stockholm),
HUMANITE (Paris)J the DAILY WORKER (London)» ARBETERBLADET
(Gothenburg), and FRIHET (Oslo) — all Communist organs —
appeared to give the United States and USSR contributions about
equal treatment. Pictures of Soviet exhibitSj, scientists and
delegates and installations predominated^ when illustrations
were usedo Practically all the papers reprinted articles which
had appeared in PRAVDA and NEM TIMES of Moscowo

SWITZERLAND
Newspapers of Switzerland gave credit to the United Nations
and President Elsenhower — for having introduced a new note —
the non-political., non-controversial conference. The Geneva
meeting "alone justified the existence of the United Nations if
it had done nothing the past ten years", said Switzerland's influential GAZETTE DE LAUSANNE, adding that "the spirit of the
Charter reigned at Geneva as never before in the past".
Editorializing on "From Hiroshima to Arco", the GAZETTE said
"Two weeks of Geneva has given the Atom a new face. Yesterday,
it was synonymous with Hells *• ^istjg it signifies a benediction;
tomorrow, thanks to the atom^ *:ae sick will be cured;, deserts
made to bloom, backward regions industrialized and the engine of
death will become a source of life".
Commenting that representatives of "capitalist and comm\inist
statesy Asiatics and Occidentals, industrial and underdeveloped
nations met on common ground", the GAZETTE pointed out that they
"spoke, in fact, the same language", and participated in a "great
campaign tending towards suppression of wars"o Once should not,
however, continued the writer, be led to believe that the atomic
conference would be decisive in determining the results of the
big diplomatic maneuvers in the coming years. World peace and
outlawry of war will come only by patient "step-by-step development of political statutes of the new world"o
Said the NOUVELLE REVUE (Lausanne), the Geneva Conference
has proved that secrecy is impossible and ineffectivei that the
United States, Great Britain, and USSR ail reached the same goals
independently. "It showed that scientists are in agreement on
the removal of political barriers to science", says NOUVELLE
REVUEo "They (scientists) spoke their minds freely, about the
new world, the Atomic Era, the as-yet-unknown possibilities for
good and the unforeseeable lurking dangers attendant upon development of atomic energy". The NOUVELLE REVUE ejqpressed the hope
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that scientists upon returning home "; "11 convince their
ments that atomic war is unthinkable — is mass suicide".
ity, says the REVUE, "should be master of its own destiny
will not choose death when they can live b'^tter than they
ever lived before."

governHumanand men
have

LE DEMOCRATE of Delemont said3 "The crucial question apropos the Geneva Conference of East and West atomic scientists is
if the detente actuelle between America and Russia is the beginning of a historic new step or only a. passing phenomena — the
calm between two storms". The answer of the "nuclear phjsicists"
who assembled at Geneva was that "the cold war is ended forever".
The reason: "an equilibrium in science and technology" has been
shown to exist between the United States and USSR. The diplomacy
of Stalin, "founded on fear, scientific and military inferiority
in the face of American atomic superiority", had passed, LE DEMOCRATE
stated, and the Soviet inferiority complex and United States military superiority psychoses — both equally dangerous to peace —
were passd.ng. The newspaper admonished that it would be a
"temerity to prognosticate about the future which depends upon
the courage of men".
The three Geneva newspapers, LA SUISSE, JOURNAL DE GENEVE,
and TRIBUNE featured the conference in detail. Prominent play
was given with favorable comment to the sale to Switzerland of
the research reactor. The governmental and industrial exhibits,
both at the United States Exhibit PaQ.ais and the Expositions
Centre, received ample coverage.
Presentation of the "Atomic Libraries" (Selected Reference
material) bjr the United States to participating countries was commented upon favorably by JOURNAL DE GMEVE and the dedication of
a commemorative plaque, to be placed in the United Nations Palace
in honor of the first atomic conference, was approved.
Concerning the industrial and economic aspects the NEUE
ZURICHER ZEITUNG, the NATIONAL ZEITUNG (Basle), the VOLKSffiCHT
of Zurich and the TRIBUNE DE LAUSANNE commented on the interest
evidenced by representatives of the International Bank, Bank of
America, National City and Chase of New York, and of French, German,
Italian, and British industries and financial institutions, in the
conference. Interest of industry in the Atomic Age, according to
the JOURNAL DE GENEVE, was shown by the fact that more than 4,000
persons per day — mostly professionaQ. — visited the industrial
atomic exhibits.
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SWEDEN
The Swedish Press gave comprehensive coverage to the Geneva
Conference, dealing with political, industrial, medical, scientific, and commercial aspects.
SMALANDSPOSTEN (Vaxjo) comments: "By emphasizing the potentialities of the Peaceful Atom, the Geneva Conference has reduced
the War Atom to a proper perspective", i.e., "put it in the shadows."
Equal credit for this is given by the SMALANDSPOSTEN to the United
States and USSR which pointed out "the initiative came from Presid .it
Eisenhower". The paper says that "since the Russians can now make
A-bombs and H-bombs as well as the Americans — and more cheaply — "
both countries should "put exploitation of the atom for war in the
background", and concentrate on "dedicating the second decade of the
Atomic Age to the welfare — and not the destruction — of mankind".
The GBTEBORGS POSTEN said "The Geneva Conference marks a milestone in civilization" and to call it a "clean success" is insufficient. "Its practical results were enormous", says the POSTEN,
while "its political consequences are yet to be seen". The POSTEN
gives President Eisenhower full credit for exDOsing the "idea" which
has broken down "the icy barriers of the East'^j, and given the world
"after long speculation about the destructive atom a glimpse of the
blessings it can bestow on humanity".
"When Eisenhower, in 1953, proposed international co-operation
on atomic energy", wrote KLIPPANS TIDNING (Angelhclm), "the proposal,
though welcomed by all men of good will, was obviously Utopian".
After "pondering over" the suggestion for two years, the Russians'
acceptance — and "this first exanple of collaboration" coxald be the
"beginning of a long period of understanding and peace for mar.-'ind",
predicts KLIPPANS TIDNINGo Reviewing the benefits that atomic
energy can bestow on hu/i"nity the paper puts the responsibility for
the world 8s future squarely on the shoulders of the three great atomic
powers — the United States, Great Britain, and the USSR.
Sweden's Communist Press, NY DAG (Stockholm) and ARBETAR
TIDNINGEN (Gothenburg), gave approximately equal play to the USSR
and US.
Breakdown at Geneva of "barriers which have hindered cultural
exchanges between nations" was heralded by ARBETAR TIDNINGEN as
indicating a "complete collapse of the cold war between civilized
countries especially insofar as science is concerned". NY DAG
places emphasis on the "benefits for mankind that can come from the
peaceful atom" and said, "all countries are proud to work — under
the United Nations -— to attain these ends". So far as clippings
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available revelled, there was no mention of the thermonuclear
Dombs or atomic warfare, nor of radiation hazards or outlawry
of atomic weapons by the Communist newspapers in Sweden,
Reproduction of the **Atoms for Peace" 3-cent American
postage stamp was widespread in Swedish papers. The SVENSKA
DAGBLADET (Stockholm) revealed that Gothenburg was planning an
Atomic Trade Fair for 1956, BARGSLAGS-BLADET (Koping) reported
that Sweden would be producing electric power from nuclear fuels
•within eight years and that Sweden's 10,000 kw Reactor No, 2,
being bxrilt on Hano Island in Sodenaanland, would be completed
in 1958-59.
The KURIEN (Eskilstxme) described the Geneva Conference as
an "historic event — not an ordinary conference", which was
like a "spring break-up of an icepack after 10 years of cold war".
It quoted ex-Foreign Minister Rikard Sandler (head of the Swedish
Delegation of the Geneva Conference) that "The Iron Curtain of
Science has been shattered beyond repair", NORRLANDS POSTEN lauded
President Eisenhower for having initiated, through the United
Nations, international co-operation on the peaceful atom, and foresaw, if US and USSR continued their fruitful collaboration, a
"long period of peace for mankind".
The potential dangers of radioactivity ~ as a result of
industrial application rather than atomi.c weapons — was the
subject of quite a few serious articles. The GOTEBORGS HANDELSTIDNING referred to the "fruitful mknown factor" of radioactivity and "unanswered questions" at Geneva, NORRBOTTONS
KURIEN contended that despite scientific papers to the contrary,
"absolute security is impossible" in reactor operation.
Chairman Strauss' interview on possibilities of utilizing
hydrogen fusion for peace and Dr, Bhabha's prediction that this
might come about -within 20 years drew comment in several Swedish
newspapers,

SPAIN

YA (Madrid) gave lengthy coverage to all aspects of the conference. The possibility of cheap industrial power, the hazards
of radiation and economic possibilities through the exploitation
of atomic energy appeared of special interest, YA also highlighted
a dispatch from Washington quoting AEC Commissioner John von Neumann
to the effect that the USAEG was removing restrictions on special
technical data. Quoting President Eisenhower that "the atom is
non-political and knows no frontiers", YA welcomed the promise at
Geneva of international co-operation^ and aid to the "have nots"
by states far advanced in atomic fields.
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ABC (Madrid) devoted two col^Jians to Chairman Strauss*
"sensational declaration" that the USAEC was sttidying the possibility of harnessing the hydrogen bomb to peaceful uses. The
newspaper voiced silana over the potential hazards of radiation
to h\]fflan beings.
REVISTA (Barcelona) devoted 2-1/2 pages in its August 18
issue to the Conference. In a special article on8 "The Atom—
Good and Bad", REVISTA recalled tnat in 1869 the chemist,
Marcelin Berthelot, predicteds 'Within a century (before 1969)
man will know the constitution of the atom and will be able, if
he so desires, to conti'ol, extinguish or utilize the sun as if
it were a simple gas light."
The Spanish Press gave considerable space to the statements of the Vatican's Delegation and to views of the Church on
atomic energy. The Official Communication of the Holy See, expressing the hope that the Geneva Conference would "Establish
the essential conditions for wholehearted international collaboration in the field of peaceful uses of atomic energy" was
prominently displayed.
In a resume, ABC saids "On a splendid sunny day in Geneva
an episode exceptional in history, concluded". Reviewing the
final session of the conference, ABC*s correspondent referred
to "a rainbow — on this most radiant day of the year — reflected
in the fountain across Lake Geneva" and askeds "tfiU this rainbow
be permanent?" The Conference has demonstrated that "Scientists
are the aristocrats of the world", and established — at Geneva —
that "freedom of communication of scientific ideas is inviolable."

IRISH FREE STATE AND NORTH OF IREUND
The Irish newspaper gave gererous coverage to the Geneva
Conference.
The IRISH TIMES (Dublin) believed that Ireland "must rely
UDon the IMted States" in matters atomic, but several articles
dealt with the impact atomic power wculd have upon Great Britain's
future economy. England has a "three-year lead" over all countries, said the IRISH PRESS (Dublin), predicting that "in another
five years British scientists shoxild be able to produce electricity at source as cneaply as it Is now obtained from coal and
oil."
The BELFAST TELEGRAPH headlines saw Britain "stealing a
march on the atomic market", while the NORTHERN WHIG (Belfast)
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said the "Geneva Conference has made it very clear that technically Britain is right in the lead in the race to capture
world atomic markets." The MHIG also predicted that the
United Kingdom Blight become the first "fully atomic powered
nation" in the worlds
The IRISH TIMES also hailed the dissolving of the "Atomic
Curtain" and saw the Conference giving the world a "Vision of
the benefits of universal peace"^ adding that the commercial
overtones and rivalry of atomic-minded nations should not be
overlooked* "Atomic power^ on a worldwide scale^ is moving
fast out of scientific laboratories into everyday life, and its
potential for good or ill depends on the ability of the major
world powers to co-operate and share their knowledge", concluded the TIMES»
The IRISH IMDEPEMDENT (Dublin) was most impressed at
"the 200 tons of documentary material" assembled at Genelra,
the experimental reactor e^daibited by the USAEC, the "insatiable curiosity" of the "note-taking" Soviet scientists, and
the size of the German Delegation.
The views of Dr» Thomas Mevin, one of the Irish Free State
delegates to the conference, got vifide play. Nevin, in the
IRISH TIMES, predicted that well before the end of the century
nuclear fuel would have replaced coal and oil (but not, hydroelectric plants) in Ireland. Nevin called the lighting of
Arco, Idaho, a "stunt" but said there was "no doubt that the
Russians had a nuclear energy station generating electricity**.
Contamination of the waters of the Irish Sea through disposal of radioactive waste and the Vatican's special interest
in atomic energy, were two items of local concern covered at
considerable length.
The DUBLIN EVENING HERALD and the DUBLIN EVENING PRESS
were inclined to feature the lighter sides of the conference,
the former characterizing Chairman Strauss* comment on harnessing hydrogen energy as the creation of "Satellite Sxms",
while the latter featured such subjects as "Portable X-ray
Machines", etc.
Stxraming up, the IRISH TIMES concluded that! "Scientists
of the East and West dissolved the Atomic Curtain . , » and
demonstrated that the awe-inspiring power of the atom can be
channeled from Death to a fresh and better Life." The TIMES
echoed the opinion "of all the delegates that the conference
had been an unbelievable success".
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BELGIUM

Clippings of the Belgian press came mostly from Brussels
and Liege.
The NATION BELGE (Brussels) considered the conference a
signal success, "from a practical standpoint" but indicated
that it was too early to assess its political implications.
"For many, the conference signifies a great moment in xaniversal
science", wrote NATION BELGE, and welcomed the promise that
both the US and USSR would aid other nations in the development of atomic energy for peaceful uses. The newspaper revealed that the International Exposition to be held in Brussels
in 1958 "will be partially supplied with electricity generated
by a 10,000 KW atomac plant — a plant "twice the size of the
one publicized by the USSR at the Geneva Conference". NATION
BELGE quoted a United States scientist at Geneva as confirming
that A-bombs could be converted for use in atomic furnaces.
That it is impossible to overestimate the importance of
"practical details and concrete results" of the Geneva atoHjic
conference was the opinion of NOUVEIIE GAZETTE and LE SOIR,
both of Brussels. These newspapers welcomed the promise of
assistance to small co\3ntries by the United States and USSR
in furthering the peaceful uses of atomic energy.
The idea of a second conference — advocated by President
Eisenhower and Premier Bulganin of the USSR — was approved by
LA WALLONIE of Liege, which gave equal treatment to US and USSR
participation in the Geneva Conference.
DRAPEAU ROUGE, (Brussels) played up the closing statements
of Dr. Libby (US) and Dr. Lavrischchev (USSR), and of President
Bhabha (India) in lengthy wlndup stories. "As a result of the
Geneva Conference", says DRAPEAU ROUGE, "the scientists of the
•world will be able to exercise considerable influence in the
future conduct of world affairs." The paper quoted from
speeches and interviews by Ghaii'man Strauss, Dr. Libby, Dr. Mhitman, and a number of United States scientists, particularly
Strauss^ statement that "the Soviets are making a greater effort
than we (the US) are to develop atomic scientists". A statement
by Dr. Nevin (Ireland) to the effect that the "Soviets are clearly
in the lead in the higher level of scientific theory" in the atomic
field, also got good play,
LE SOffi (Brussels) gave considerable space to the dangers of
radiation and the necessity of measures to protect human beings
from radiostrontixm and other substances that coul,d be absorbed
by animal and vegetable life. The revelation of information heretofore secret "by the United States, Britain, France, and Sweden"
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was commented upon. The role that IJIISGO could play in encouraging
universities to co-operate in producing nuclear physicists, engineers, chemists, and biologists — so badly needed in the Atomic
Age — was underlined by LE SOIR»

NORWAI
The Norwegian Press gave widespread and comprehensive coverage
to the Conference. Most stories vrere short, except for the Oslo
and Bergen newspapers which used spscial articles. Very few edi~
torials were found.
The TOWSBERG BLAD, edrcorially, said that Geneva had proved
"that the most powerful source of e&e"^ in the world is the human
brain", and commented that the assembling of the world's most prom~
inent scientific men at Geneva "woi'kitig on the same problems"
shoiold contribute materially towards solving some of the world ^s
problems. Discussing the power needs of the future, BLAD (and
other newspapers) gave considerable space to Bhabha*s references
to harnessing hydrogen bombs and Chairman Strauss^ press confer^
ence statement that the USAEG vac studying the problem.
The MORBNICTT (Orstavik),discussing th© world«s power needs,
pointed out that Norway because of hydroelectric possibilities
would not face any shortage in electricity for the next 50 years
that might affect "living standards".
BERGEN«S TIDENDE, in an editorial on "Alternatives", said
that the "alternatives of the Atomic Age become clear as a result
of the Geneva Conference"o There co'old now be no turning back to
the secrecy and suspicion that had characterized the past decade,
said the TIDENDE* "The oriy way to go is forward » . . atomic
energy is something that caaiot be isolated . . . the problems it
presents cannot be ignored^" The writer concluded that the
"scientific insight and political sagac *fcy"evidenced at the
Geneva Conference, where thsre was "dsbace without political restrictions", augured well for the future«
Some larger newspapers, s-jsh as MORGBNflSEK (Bergen) devoted
space to atomic matters of particular national interest, i.e.,
the effect of radioactivity transndttfed to fish through plankton
on the fishing industry; the possible influence of atom-driven
vessels on Norway?s extensi^JS merchant marine| the cost relationship between hydro-generated and atoiide-prodTiced electricity,, etc.
The news coverage of the FRIHETEN (Oslo), Norway?s largest
Communist newspaper, was factual., but its editorials after characterizing the Geneva Conference as *% mighty inspiration"j charged
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that "there were those in the USA and Western Europe, who through
life and death would keep the cold war going" and who "foredoomed
the conference to failure". Despite them (warmongers), Geneva was
a "great success" and all their "hopes came to shame". FRIHETEN
concluded that the Geneva Conference was "a xnighty appeal — to
governments and to peoples -•- which should lead to an international
agreement to outlaw atomic weapons".
NIDAROS, of Trondhjem, pointed out that "Just as it was the
scientists who gave birth to the atom bomb", it was the scientists
at Geneva "who struck the first blow" towards orienting the public*s
thinking on atomic energy into peaceful channels. "Thousands of
scientists from many countries", wrote NIDAROS, "came from their
universities and laboratories" to Geneva to concentrate their
efforts on the peaceful aspects of atomic energy". Like their colleague, Harold G. Urey, who wrote "I am Afraid", the scientists
today look to world organization to solve the atomic problems, concluded NIDAROS»
The "co-opex'ation engendered at Geneva holds forth great
promise for good" in the opinion of FAEDRELANDSVENIBN (Kristiansand)
which credited the conference in having "great practical results".
Opening in an "atmosphere of greatest optimism", after 12 days in
which 3,000 delegates from 73 countries freely discussed the evils
and benefits which the world faced through atomic energy, "it became evident that the conference's greatest practical result would
be the creation of an international atomic energy organization", said
the newspaper.
British-American-Soviet friendly collaboration was highlighted
by SUNNMORS POSTEN, while MORGENBLADET (Oslo) pointed out that as a
result of lifting of secrecy, nations (USSR and US) need no longer
be afraid of each other. "Everyone now knows where they stand" and
scientists of all nations — including 30 Norwegian delegates —
would retiirn home "rich in experience and impulses" which would be
reflected in their future work.
Aside from the concrete and practical resxilts of the conference
which were many, said M0RGENVI3EN of Bergen, "the Geneva Conference
opened wide the door on a glowing panorama of promise for a future
built upon atomic energy". It was something that "once having been
permitted to see people will refuse to forget again". Concluded
MORGENVISEN that "after the atomic conference we dare to believe
that a new industrial revolution — far more gripping than that of
the 19th Century — confronts us".
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DENMARK

Articles of special writers and well-known scientists
and extensive coverage by staff correspondents features the
Danish reports on the Conference» As a whole the press of
Denmark took the line that the Geneva Conference augured well
for the future, both politically and socially. Equal credit
was given to the US and USSR for raising the curtain of
secrecy.
BORSEN (Copenhagen) saw the conference results as a
promise for a better future and an important step in lessening political tensions among the three great atomic
powers — Britain, the United States, and the USSR. Background for the success of the Conference was laid at Geneva
during the meetings between USSR leaders and President Eisenhower, BORSEN said, in applauding the suggestions of the President and Bulganin that a second conference be held.
INFORMATION (Copenhagen) in a serious special article
after the Conference was over, askeds "Was the Geneva Atom
Conference a turning point —• or bluff?" The writer argued
that political figures moved in the background and controlled
the scientist puppets. "The atom was born under an unlucky
star" and it would continue "to play a major role in the military programs of the United States", INFORMATION warned its
readers. In another story INFORMATION, observed that "seldom,
if ever, hat, an international conference been so harmonious,
so understanding of the world's interests and so helpful".
Interviews with American scientists and observers who
visited Denmark after the conference — including Drs. Austin
Brues, Frank Spedding, and Lee Farr, and Senator William Purtell
(Connecticut) were given good play by Copenhagen papers.
The BERLINGSKE TIDENDE (Copenhagen) quoted Dr. Brues as
playing down the dangers of radioactivity and sa3ring that "the
Geneva Conference taught all men, not the least the statesmen,
that atomic energy is first and foremost a peaceful thing . . .
atomic energy for weapons is only a small part of the picture."
Senator Purtell's observations reported in a 3-column spread,
were that the advent of atomic energy would not bring a revolution in capitalism or eveiyday life, that the seven million
Danish kronen the conference cost the United States was a good
investment, that the only barrier that separated delegates at
Geneva was the Language Curtain.
The AARHUUS STIFTSTIDENDE, featured special writers includ'
ing interviews with scientists Niels Bohr, and others. It foresaw "great advances in the peaceful uses of atomic energy".
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Papers of United States scientists on safety in atomic plants,
uses of isotopes, prices of nuclear fuel and isotopes for medical purposes, got good play.
Because of the importance of agriculture in Denmark's
economy the role of the atom in agronomy was featured. The
nation's dependence on imports for coal and oil and absence
of water power promised early production of electricity from
nuclear fuel.
The Conference "paved the way" for the creation of an
"international atomic agency", according to the POLITIKEN,
Copenhagen's leading newspaper. "A late revision" of Dr. W. F.
Libby's speech, indicating that creation of a world atomic organization "might be expected in the very near future", was
played up by POLITIKEN, while the JILLANDS-I'OSTEN pointed to
the offers of both the United States and USSR to help other
countries with their atomic programs as a good omen for future
international collaboration in matters atomic.
In a 2-col\3mn editorial POLITIKEN stressed that the conference heralded the dawn of a better day when "scientists will
dedicate their genius to the world's well-being". The step forward in lifting atomic secrecy cannot be retraced" said POLITIKEN,
adding that the conference had "enormous practical results".
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APPENDIX XX —

SCHEDULE OF SPECIAL EVENTS OF THE US DELEGATION

August 7

The United States Technical Exhibit was opened officially
on Sunday, August 7 with a press preview at 2 p.m. At
5 p.m. the doors were opened to the public,

August 7

The United States Research Reactor Exhibit, featuring
the operating "pool" reactor, was officially opened on
August 7. There was a preview for United Nations
Conference officials and news representatives at noon|
at 4 o'clock, the public was admitted.

August 7

At 6 p.m. Chairman Strauss, on behalf of the U» S.
Atomic Energy Commission, gave a reception at the
Hotel des Bergues for all members of the U« S,
Delegation,

August 8

In a press conference held on August 8, Chaiiroan
Strauss paid tribute to the Conference for "reopening
lines of cummunication between men who have not been
in communication for many years", and announced
establishment by the Ford Motor Company of a |l
million fund to provide world-wide atoms-for-peace
awards.

August 9

An initial presentation of the Introductory Volume of
the eight, /olume commemorative set of Selected Reference
Material was made to principal U. N» officers of the
Conference at a luncheon August 9. The presentation
was made by Chairman Strauss on behalf of the U« S,
Representatives and the U» Se Atomic Ener^
Commission,

August 9

On August 9, the U^ S, Official Representatives gave
a reception at the Hotel des Bergues for the
representatives of other delegations in attendance
at the Conference,

August 11

On August 11, the U, S. Official Representatives gave
a lucheon for the congressional advisors and members
of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy at the Hotel du Rhone.

August 11

In a press conference held August 11, Chairman Strauss
discussed the prospects for thermonuclear power.
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August 12

On August 12, the Ue S« Delegation presented a motion
picture on production of electricity by experimental
boiling water reactor, Borax II. The film, made
especially for the Conference, pictured the town of
Arco, Idaho, being lighted and powered experimentally
by electricity from the reactor on July 17, 1955 —
the first American community to receive its entire
supply of electricity from a nuclear reactor,

August 20

In a ceremony on August 20, Dr. Millard F, Libby,
Vice-chairman of the U» S, Delegation, presented to
the United Nations Library in Geneva, the U, S.
Technical Library wl^ich had been operated as part of
the United States Technical Exhibit at the
Conference, The gift of the Library was received
for the United Nations by Dr, A. C. Breycha-Vauthier,
Chief Librarian.

August 20

In a ceremony held at 1 2 J 3 0 p.m. August 20 in the
Reactor Building, Chairman Strauss, acting on behalf
of the US Government, signed over to Paul Scherrer,
Chairman, Swiss Commission for Nuclear Research,
acting on behalf of the Swiss Government, the
research reactor exhibited at Geneva which they
had arranged to purchase,

August 20

Immediately after the reactor transfer ceremony, the
Ue S, Official Representatives gave a luncheon for
U, S. Ambassador to Switzerland, Frances Willis
and prominent Swiss citizens, who had participated
in the ceremony.
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APPENDIX XXI - UN SCHEDULE FOR CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy will be published in sixteen
volumes, each approximating 500 pagesj they will comprise all papers
submitted at the Conference (about IO5O), the text of the oral
presentations at Geneva, and the verbatim record of the discussions
on the Geneva papers. Since the oral presentations and discussions
covered the principal highlights and novel features of each of the
papers submitted, it was considered both appropriate and necessary
that they be published so that all the most important aspects of each
topic could be properly emphasized.
The United Nations publication Peaceful Uses of Atomic Enerjgy
will provide for the first time a complete reference work on all the
peaceful uses of atomic energy and will certainly remain the standard
text and basic doctimentation on this subject for many years.
Volume I
THE WORLD'S REQUIREMENTS FOR ENERGY: THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER
The most important prospective use of nuclear energy is to
provide electric power.
The main subjects covered by this volume are the anticipated
requirements for energy and the possible ways in which nuclear power
can be used to overcome energy shortage. Additionally there are
several broad general papers on the problems involved in organizing
and operating a large nuclear enterprise with special regard to the
generation of significant quantities of electric power.

Volume II
PHTSICS, RESEARCH REACTORS
The first major step in the organization of a large nuclear
energy enterprise is decision as to the method to be followed for
the achievement of economic nuclear power. This volume includes
all information developed at the Geneva Conference on the background physics and the construction and operation of research reactors
(detailed features of each power reactor tjrpe are covered in Volume
III), Ordinarily it would be necessary to build a research reactor
to test components and design features of the power reactors which it
is the intention to build later on.
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Volume III
POWER REACTORS
One of the most important volxmies in this series. Volume III
provides a complete summary of the status of reactor technology as
of August 1955' Every power reactor throughout the world, designed
for central station power, was discussed in detail at Geneva, and
it is with particular regard to this volume that the tnoly international character of the Conference is of such importance, permitting
as it did the complete coverage of power reactor development throughout the world.
Volume III also includes the full discussions of the problems
and the anticipated direction of research and development for each
of the major types of reactors, heterogeneous and homogeneous,
fast and slow, breeders and converters.

Volume IV
CROSS SECTIONS IMPORTANT TO REACTOR DESIGN
One of the most significant developments of the Geneva Conferenc
was the declassification by all countries of the fundamental cross
section information on which reactor design is based, that is, the
cross sections of the fissionable and fertile materials. This volume
includes technical papers and discussions of the measuring techniques
and the results of measurements on all of these important materials.
It is important to note that significant contributions were made by
many countries including Canada, United States, United Kingdom, France,
the Soviet Union and the Scandinavian countries.

Volume V
PHYSICS OF REACTOR DESIGN
The Geneva Conference was the first international meeting where
detailed discussion was possible on the techniques and results of
those inter-global experiments important to the design of reactors,
such as exponential and critical experiments as well as resonance
integrals and kinetic measurements.
Volume V summarizes what is so far known about the physics of
reactors.
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Volume VI
GEOLOGY OF URANIUM AND THORIUM
The future of nuclear energy is bound up in the availability
of high-grade resources of the raw materials, uranixim and thorium.
Virtually every country presented at the Geneva Conference a summary
of its own resources and prospects for uranium and thorium discovery—
these contributions are covered in full by Volume VI which therefore
constitutes the most up-to-date stxmmary of the total worldwide picture
of the future of nuclear energy based upon the availability of raw
materials.
In addition to these geology questions Volume VI also includes the
discussions of the prospecting techniques which have been and are
being used to search out the raw materials of nuclear energy.
Volxime VII
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY AND THE EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION
The most important and difficult problems in the development and
operation of reactors are chemical in character—and perhaps the least
understood factor in reactor operation is the effect of neutron and
gamma radiation on the properties of structural and fuel materials
used in nuclear reactors. In Volume VII these problems are discussed
in detail together with the fundamental chemistry of the various
special materials associated with nuclear energy.

Volume VIII
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY OF THE MATERIALS USED FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY
In nuclear energy it is necessary to deal with materials which
were previously unknown, both chemically and metallurgically. This
whole question of materials is covered by Volume VIII, Details of
chemical and metallurgical processes for such materials as uranium,
thorium, beryllium, zirconium, and heavy water are considered.

Volume IX
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY AND CHEMICAL PROCESSING
In this volxame are collected all the papers and discussions on
the fabrication of fuel elements, the chemical reprocessing of spent
fuels, the chemical recovery of new fuel produced in a breeder reactor.
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the separation and isolation of fission product®, etc. The Geneva
Confersnoe provided an o^orttmity for this entire area to be discussed freely on an international basis* Th© special ii^ortance of
the subject matter causes Volume IX to be one of the most important
in the whole seriess
Voltime X
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS IN MEDICINE
Extremely important applications of radiation and radioisotopes
have been made in the medical fields Covered in Voltame X are
applications to therajy^ diagnosis, and study of disease| and the
application of radioisotopes to biochemistry, pathogenesis, and
metabolic disorders®
Volume XI
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION
People engaged in nuclear energy work must know in detail the
effects of radiation ©a man« This volume includes discussions of the
modes of radiation injury, and the biological effects (including the
genetic effects) and mechanism of radiation energy-.
Also included are the methods, under study, of promoting recovery
from over-doses of radiation^
Vol-ume XII
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AMD IONIZING RADIATIONS IN AGRICULTURE, PHYSIOLOGY,
AND BIOCHEMISTRY
This vol\me concerns the applications of radioisotopes in the
life sciences of agriculture, physiology and biochemistry© The
agriculttwal section includes study of crop genetics, soils, fertilizers,
the food up-take in plants, and the promotion of useful genetic mutations.
The physiology and biochemistry sections summarize the state of our
knowledge of animal and plant metabolism and chemistry as related to
the use of various radioisotopes such as carbon-14 and iodine-131.

Volume XIII
LEGAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, HEALTH AND SAFETY ASPECTS OF LARGE SCALE USE OF
NUCLEAR ENERGY
The anticipated widespread use of nuclear energy brings with it
innumerable difficult problemss questions of insurance, public health.
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government and private industry relationships, which affect successful
developments in the whole new nuclear field. This volume particularly
stresses the health physics problems arising in reactor and chemical
processing plants, including recommended precautions for protecting
workers.
Volume XIV
GEtERAL ASPECTS OF THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES: DOSIMETRY
Technical papers and discussions describing production, handling,
and distribution of radioisotopes are included in this volume. Full
consideration is given to the techniques that have been developed for
the measurement of detailed properties of the various radioisotopes,
including monitoring in industrial situations.
Volume XV
APPLICATIONS OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND FISSION PRODUCTS IN RESEARCH
AND INDUSTRY
This volume represents accurately and completely the many fields
to which the radioisotopes have already been applied and considers the
applications of large quantities of fission products to such important
problems as the promotion of chemical reactions, the sterilization
of food, and the direct conversion of radiation into electricity.
Volume XVI
RECORD OF THE CONFERENCE
Included in this voliome are the history of the Conference, the
important lectures delivered by twelve of the most outstanding
scientists of the world, the official documents of the Conference
(communications from heads of States, etc.), and addresses delivered
by the President of the Conference.
Please indicate language required:
/
/

/

/
/

/

/
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English (Available in January 1956)
French (Available late in 1956)
Russian (Available during 1956, price
to be announced;
Spanish (Available late in 1956)
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